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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY
Tuesday, 16 August 2016

COUNCIL

Tuesday, 16 August 2016
The PRESIDENT (Hon. B. N. Atkinson) took the
chair at 2.05 p.m. and read the prayer.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY
The PRESIDENT — Order! On behalf of the
Victorian state Parliament I acknowledge the
Aboriginal peoples, the traditional custodians of this
land which has served as a significant meeting place of
the first people of Victoria. I acknowledge and pay
respect to the elders of the original nations in Victoria,
past and present, and welcome any elders and members
of the Aboriginal communities who may visit or
participate in the events or proceedings of the
Parliament this week.

ROYAL ASSENT
Messages read advising royal assent on 28 June to:
Appropriation (2016–2017) Act 2016 (Presented to
the Governor by the Speaker of the Legislative
Assembly)
Appropriation (Parliament 2016–2017) Act 2016
(Presented to the Governor by the Speaker of the
Legislative Assembly)
House Contracts Guarantee Repeal Act 2016
Justice Legislation (Evidence and Other Acts)
Amendment Act 2016
Rural Assistance Schemes Act 2016
State Taxation and Other Acts Amendment Act
2016
Treasury and Finance Legislation Amendment
Act 2016.

JOINT SITTING OF PARLIAMENT
Legislative Council vacancy
The PRESIDENT — Order! It is also my duty and
pleasure to advise the Council that I have received a
letter from Sally Branson, the state director of The
Nationals. In respect of the casual vacancy for Northern
Victoria Region, she writes:
I understand there should be a joint sitting of the Parliament
of Victoria to fill the position that was made vacant in the
Legislative Council upon Mr Damian Drum’s resignation.
In accordance with section 27A(4) of the constitution, The
Nationals for regional Victoria nominate Mr Luke
O’Sullivan …

and The Nationals have provided his address —
to fill the vacancy.

3251

Mr O’Sullivan has been duly elected by The Nationals for
this vacancy and is qualified to sit as a member of the
Legislative Council.
I would be most appreciative if you could advise our office of
the timing of the joint sitting once it has been arranged.

Ms WOOLDRIDGE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I
desire to move, by leave:
That this house meets the Legislative Assembly for the
purpose of sitting and voting together to choose a person to
hold the seat in the Legislative Council rendered vacant by
the resignation of Mr Damian Drum and proposes that the
time and place of such a meeting be the Legislative Assembly
on Wednesday, 17 August 2016, at 6.45 p.m.

Leave refused.
Ms Wooldridge — On a point of order, President, it
is a longstanding tradition and also a matter of absolute
common courtesy that a member who has been chosen
to fill a vacancy is allowed to do so at the earliest
possible — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms Wooldridge — It is a matter of tradition and
common courtesy that a joint sitting be held at the
earliest possible opportunity to fill a vacancy in this
house. You have the notification, the documentation
from the party, in relation to that. In the absence of the
government, which would normally initiate this process
but has not proposed to undertake it, doing so, we have
very reasonably put forward this motion that this
happen tomorrow evening.
This means Mr O’Sullivan cannot even establish his
office to represent his constituents and meet with them
in his local community; he cannot even have an email
address. It is an absolute outrage that the government is
refusing to fill a vacancy, which has been a courtesy
applied to it many, many times; that it refuses leave;
and that it refuses to initiate this process. We will be
opposing this in the strongest possible way, and we will
be putting a motion to make sure that this joint sitting
can happen at the earliest possible opportunity.
Mrs Peulich — On the point of order, President, by
means of interjection the implication was made that this
was some sort of tit-for-tat measure, a dummy spit of
major proportions. Ms Mikakos said that we were
denying Mr Jennings the opportunity to fulfil his duties
as an elected member of Parliament. This is not the
case; Mr Jennings continues to act as a member of
Parliament. What this is is a denial of the right of this
region to actually have a member elected to this place
as per the constitutional arrangements.
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I have also heard other interjections saying that we pick
and choose our traditions. No, we do not. This house
agreed to a motion that Mr Jennings is bound by. The
answer is in his hands. It was not breaching convention
or protocols. I think this would be a very grave
direction for this chamber to follow, the ramifications
of which could be very, very significant should there be
other opportunities when other positions are called
upon to be ratified — for example, Senate positions.
We certainly know that the government is not averse to
stacking boards or picking and choosing its traditions.
This side of the house does not; it observes them to the
letter of the law. The letter of the law would require that
the member be given the right to be sworn in this house
so that he can begin to represent his community as per
the constitution of this state.
Mr Davis — Further to the point of order, President,
it may be instructive to the house to know something of
the background for this. When the rules that govern this
house, the constitution, were changed in 2006 in effect
following that election, there was a series of
discussions. I was then Leader of the Opposition and
Mr Lenders was then Leader of the Government. A
process was discussed, and a tradition — I think a good
tradition — was established by which there would be a
swift filling of such vacancies. I think it would be very
unfortunate for the house into the future if this were not
maintained in a very fair and even-handed way. I think
it is in the interests of democracy in this state that it be
maintained. I would not want to see an Albert Field sort
of situation or some other bizarre scenario where the
will of the people was frustrated unhelpfully.
Ms Pulford — On the point of order, President, I
thank the members of the opposition for their faux
outrage and lectures to us about tradition and
convention in this place, but in response to
Ms Wooldridge’s point of order I would indicate to the
house that the Leader of the Government will move the
motion, as is the longstanding tradition, upon his return
to the chamber.
Ms Lovell — Further to the point of order,
President, the constitution provides that each region in
Victoria is represented by five members of Parliament.
The people of Northern Victoria Region have the right
to expect that they will be represented by five members
of Parliament. That provides for five offices throughout
Northern Victoria Region. Currently the office in
Bendigo is closed because there is no member
occupying that office, and it cannot be opened until this
nominated member is sworn in. This is denying the
people of Northern Victoria Region their democratic
right to have access to members of Parliament. I think it
is deplorable, and it should be actually noted that the
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two members for Northern Victoria Region on the
Labor Party benches, Jaclyn Symes and Steve Herbert,
are opposing the motion to have a member nominated
for Northern Victoria Region being sworn into this
chamber.
Ms Pulford — Further on the point of order and in
response to Ms Lovell, each of the eight regions has
five members. The Leader of the Government is indeed
also a member representing South Eastern Metropolitan
Region. People could perhaps do a quick headcount and
see just how well that region is represented in this place
on this occasion. As I indicated, the Leader of the
Government upon his return will move the motion that
members opposite seek.
Ms Bath — On the point of order, President, it is not
faux outrage; it is actually real outrage that we have not
got our representative sitting in here in the next few
days, and the other point being that it is so critical that
we have a full contingent. The bottom line is that due
process needs to be followed. In the other consideration
due process was followed, whereas this is replacing it
with what I feel is some very, very childish operation.
Mr Davis — On the subsidiary point of order,
President, I think the acting Leader of the Government
may have misled the house inadvertently. There is not a
full contingent. In fact a member for Northern Victoria
Region has not been sworn as a member of this
chamber, so there is in fact not a full contingent.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I note the various
points of order, which were also extended to some
matters of debate as distinct from actual points of order.
I make the point that it would be my expectation as
Presiding Officer, recognising the entitlements of
members and the entitlements of the voters of Victoria,
that a member who was a prospective member and who
was selected according to the rules of their party and
the provisions of this house and the Parliament in
accepting a member’s nomination from a political
party, that that would be expedited by the house at the
earliest opportunity.
I do not believe that it is appropriate that the
appointment of a new member to the Parliament ought
to become a political football in respect of other matters
that might be before the Parliament. There is a very big
distinction here, as a couple of members have made in
their points of order. The distinction is that this is a
member prospectively who has been properly chosen to
represent both his party and the voters of his electorate
in this place in accordance with our standing orders, the
constitution and indeed the practice of this house and
this Parliament. Can I indicate that there is absolutely
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no connection — no connection — with the suspension
of the Leader of the Government from this house. The
reason is this: I am bound, as I have indicated to the
house previously, by the standing orders of this house.
In respect of the matter of the satisfaction of this house
about the provision of documents, there is a process that
is laid down in the standing orders for arbitration on
those matters if the government believes that
documents should not be released and the house is
unsatisfied, and the Leader of the Government has
chosen to ignore those provisions of the standing
orders.
Whilst I have indicated that I think six months was an
outrageous period for suspension — totally over the top
and unnecessary — and I can understand the
government’s concern and outrage at that decision,
nonetheless I am bound by those standing orders which
actually lay down a process, a proper process, and that
process is not being used despite the fact that it is there
as a circuit-breaker to the issue that has led to the
suspension of the Leader of the Government.
So we have a process, a proper process, to address that
issue, and we ought to address that issue rather than to
tie it in and make a political football of a prospective
member of this house. That is not appropriate. In fact it
denies not just the member — and there are
ramifications for that prospective member anyway —
but obviously denies also the voters of Victoria of his
electorate some measure of representation in this place.
As Presiding Officer that concerns me, because as I
have said previously in this place, I see it as one of one
of my fundamental responsibilities to protect and to
promote the entitlements of members to take their place
in this place and to discharge their duties and
responsibilities, as would be expected by the electors of
Victoria.
It is not an issue that the nomination of this prospective
member relies on a motion initiated by the Leader of
the Government. Indeed anyone could put that motion
to the house. It does not rely on the Leader of the
Government. There is no requirement under standing
orders for the Leader of the Government to be the
person who nominates that person, therefore the
suspension of the Leader of the Government has no
contingency in this matter.
Ms Pulford — On a point of order, President, with
your indulgence, if I could briefly respond to a number
of other matters you raised in your comments just now
and just for the benefit of the house indicate that the
government’s every attempt to have a constructive
dialogue with the opposition over the winter break on
these matters has been frustrated. Every attempt has
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been rebuffed, and the government is willing to engage
in meaningful dialogue with the opposition as soon as
they are ready to come to the table and participate in
constructive discussions.
Ms Wooldridge — On the point of order from the
deputy leader, President, I am sorry but that does
require a response because of the fact that it is blatantly
untrue. The facts of the matter are that after a very
constructive meeting at which the Leader of the
Government indicated a lot of concern from his own
party about reaching some resolution on this matter, the
subsequent meeting was cancelled at short notice by the
Leader of the Government. I have subsequently written
laying out in great detail in response how this matter
can be resolved and a pathway to do that, to which I
have had no response from the Leader of the
Government.
You may have been unfortunately briefed in relation to
the facts of the matter, but the facts are there has been
every engagement from the coalition in relation to the
positive resolution of this matter, because as we have
always said, in the face of the government denying the
established process in the standing orders in order to
determine a process that is acceptable to the
government, we are seeking to engage at every turn. It
is the government that has cancelled the meetings and
the government that is not responding to
correspondence.
Mr Leane — On the point of order, President, I am
not too sure what part of the formal proceedings this
whole debate was triggered by. A member has a right to
move a motion by leave. One member of this chamber
has a right to deny that leave. That triggers that the
member has a right to put that particular motion on the
notice paper tomorrow if they choose to. I think it is
actually quite bizarre that in the last half-hour we have
been using government business time around this issue
about where someone sought to move a motion by
leave and leave was not granted. They should follow
the process that affords them the right to move their
motion tomorrow, and we should move on with
business.
The PRESIDENT — Order! On the points of order
raised by the Deputy Leader of the Government and the
Leader of the Opposition, I have absolutely no intention
of ruling on either of those. That is a matter obviously
of contention between the two parties. But I accept
what Mr Leane has put in terms of the process going
forward, and I simply indicate in respect of the Deputy
Leader of the Government’s and the Leader of the
Opposition’s comments by way of their points of order
that they have nothing to do in my view, as I have tried
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to delineate in these matters, with the fundamental
matter that is before the house and that was given rise to
by the correspondence and a motion that was put by a
member with leave denied that in fact sought a joint
sitting. That is the issue that is effectively before the
Chair, not the other extraneous matters.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
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responsibility for the inspectorate functions under the
Local Government Act 1989. Minister, I refer to the
botched implementation of new local council code of
conduct laws that will see 13 Victorian councils and
more than 100 councillors disqualified from
1 September, and I ask: does the government have legal
advice concerning the impact of this government
blunder on decisions made by local government, and if
so, will you release that legal advice?

Corrections system
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — My
question is to the Minister for Corrections. Minister, the
corrections system under your watch is in chaos and
dysfunction, with prisoners growing and using illegal
drugs and multiple recent escapes. This chaos and
dysfunction is further reflected in the number of
prisoners held in police cells being consistently well
above the target of no more than 100. Minister, with
advice that 275 prisoners were in custody in police cells
last night, now after more than a year, when will this
unacceptable situation be brought under control and the
target of less than 100 consistently be met?
Mr HERBERT (Minister for Corrections) — I
thank Mr O’Donohue for his question. He knows it is a
very complex issue that he is talking about, and I will
take that on notice and get back to him.
Supplementary question
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — It is most
disappointing that the minister continues to take
questions on notice, despite having been the minister
now for several months. By way of a supplementary I
ask: Minister, as you are aware, overcrowded police
cells mean that prisoners are not being presented to
court. Minister, as you are also aware, overcrowded
police cells and prisoners not being presented to court
have caused enormous frustration for the judiciary,
including those comments reported of magistrate
Timothy Walsh. So, Minister, I ask: since 1 July 2016
how many prisoners have not been presented to court
because of the overcrowding in police cells?
Mr HERBERT (Minister for Corrections) — I
thank the member for his supplementary question. Of
course the member knows that there were about 370 —
over 370 — prisoners in police cells during his time in
office. But I will take that on notice and get back to
him.

Local government code of conduct
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — My
question is to the Deputy Leader of the Government
representing the Special Minister of State, who has

Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — As I
have indicated on previous occasions, I am not
representing the Special Minister of State. The Special
Minister of State is in the building. He is available to
come in and answer questions or matters relating to his
own portfolios and those of our ministerial colleagues
in the lower house whom he represents.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Are we getting no
written response to that?
Ms PULFORD — I can seek a written response.
Supplementary question
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — President,
that is hopeless. Nonetheless, in relation to the debacle
described by the chief executive of the Municipal
Association of Victoria as ‘absolute bullshit’ and
‘bureaucracy gone mad’, does the government have
specific legal advice concerning whether affected
councillors are able to stand for re-election? If so, will
you release that advice, and if not, why not?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I will
pass Mr Davis’s question for the Special Minister of
State in his absence onto him and seek a response.

Right to farm
Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) — My question is to
the Minister for Agriculture. Minister, why is the
right-to-farm review now nine months delayed and
behind schedule?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I
thank Ms Bath for her interest in the right-to-farm
review. The government has received this review, is
considering it and will be making public statements on
this in the not-too-distant future. I will provide a
detailed response to Ms Bath in writing.
Supplementary question
Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) — I look forward to
that response. I refer the minister to her own comments
printed in the Weekly Times that she is committed to,
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and I quote, ‘working through the issues quickly’, end
quote, when it comes to right-to-farm disputes. With
Victorian farmers like beef cattle farmer David
Blackmore being forced to abandon business plans and
move properties due to right-to-farm disputes, why
have you reneged on your commitment to work quickly
and left farmers exposed to business shutdowns and
costly relocation bills?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) —
Ms Bath makes a number of assertions that are untrue,
and I will provide her with a further written response.
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January–March 2016 quarter and separately the
April–June 2016 quarter, and what was the total value
of taxpayer-funded payments made to each company
during each of those reporting periods?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I
thank Ms Wooldridge for her question. I think the
opposition are a bit rusty after the break. I am not
representing the Treasurer in this chamber. The Special
Minister of State represents the Treasurer in this
chamber. But I will seek a written response for
Ms Wooldridge.

Right to farm

Supplementary question

Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — My question
is to the Minister for Agriculture. Minister, what action
have you taken to support Mount Duneed grazier Stan
Larcombe, whose historic farmland is the subject of a
compulsory acquisition by Public Transport Victoria
(PTV), which wants the land to set up new train
stabling yards?

Ms WOOLDRIDGE (Eastern Metropolitan) —
Obviously the absence of the government answering
questions leads them to try and make cute points of
order, or cute responses, but we all know that the
deputy leader is passing these through, as I clearly said
in my substantive question. My supplementary is: of
the hundreds of payments received by Flight Centre
Limited and AFL SportsReady Limited, how many
have been audited by the Department of Treasury and
Finance or the State Revenue Office, and what is the
process of that audit?

Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I
thank Mr Ramsay for his question. I will provide him
with a response in writing.
Supplementary question
Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — Minister, you
have form of previously personally intervening in
right-to-farm planning disputes, such as that of cattle
farmer David Blackmore. Mr Larcombe and his
family — and I have visited them — have farmed this
land for 112 years, and the dispute with PTV has
dragged on for months, with no communication from
the government. Why is the protection of
Mr Larcombe’s right to farm not important enough for
you to personally intervene?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I
thank Mr Ramsay for his further question and again
will provide Mr Ramsay with a detailed response. But
again, as was the case with Ms Bath’s questions,
Mr Ramsay is asserting things to be fact that are simply
not true.

Back to Work scheme
Ms WOOLDRIDGE (Eastern Metropolitan) — My
question is for the Deputy Leader of the Government
representing the Treasurer in the absence of the Special
Minister of State. Without the need to disclose personal
information of employees, exactly how many payments
as part of the Back to Work scheme did each
company — Flight Centre Limited and AFL
SportsReady Limited — receive during the

Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — As I
indicated in response to Ms Wooldridge’s substantive
question, I will take that on notice.

Operation Cosmas
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — My question
is to the Minister for Training and Skills representing
the Attorney-General. This question, I should point out,
does not seek any information which would identify
individuals involved, and as the previous acting
minister has already disclosed information to the
Parliament, this question seeks an update to former
Acting Minister Scott’s detailed information on the
outcomes of Operation Cosmas, which is targeting
Victoria’s gang-related crimes. So I ask the minister: as
of today, of those who have been arrested as part of
Operation Cosmas, how many have been given a
custodial sentence and how many have been convicted
and sentenced to a non-custodial order?
Mr HERBERT (Minister for Training and
Skills) — I thank Mr Finn for his question. As my
colleague reminds me, some may be still going through
the courts, but I will take that on notice and get back to
you.
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Supplementary question
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — I look forward
to the minister getting back to me with a response. For
my supplementary question, Minister, as of today, of
those who have been arrested as part of Operation
Cosmas how many have been released on bail and how
many people have been released without charge?
Mr HERBERT (Minister for Training and
Skills) — I shall take that on notice and get back to
Mr Finn with some details of those matters.

Firearms licences
Mr BOURMAN (Eastern Victoria) — My question
today is for the Minister for Police, represented in this
house by the Minister for Training and Skills,
Mr Herbert. How many shooters licences are current in
Victoria?
Mr HERBERT (Minister for Training and
Skills) — I thank Mr Bourman for the brevity of his
question and his long interest in these matters. I can
provide a little bit of assistance to start off with. The
Victoria Police annual report indicates that as of early
July there were 219 005 licensed firearms in Victoria.
But if I have more detail, I will come back to the
member with that.
Supplementary question
Mr BOURMAN (Eastern Victoria) — I thank the
minister for his answer. Can I have a split of these
licences as issued, by their genuine reasons?
Mr HERBERT (Minister for Training and
Skills) — In regard to how many licences have been
issued under a statutory genuine reason — and
Mr Bourman is clearly aware of the legislation or the
rules on this — I am not sure that the data is readily
available, and it may take some time to generate. But I
shall seek to get an answer and get back to him. I will
take that on notice and get back to him.

International drivers
Mr PURCELL (Western Victoria) — My question
today is for the Minister for Regional Development
representing the Minister for Roads and Road Safety. In
February I spoke about the licensing of international
drivers on our roads after a series of accidents along the
Great Ocean Road and a long history of accidents and
deaths reported in my electorate. But again, this month
a young Australian, Elyse Miller-Kennedy, a Miss
World Australia finalist with an amazing future ahead,
was killed in a head-on collision. The occupants of the
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other vehicle were French tourists, and it has been
reported that the drivers were on the wrong side of the
road. I therefore ask the minister: will she take the lead
and save lives by changing our current international
licensing system by ensuring that international visitors
to Victoria are better educated on our road rules?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I
thank Mr Purcell for his question. Any loss of life on
our roads is indeed a tragedy, and the accident that
Mr Purcell referred to is certainly a very, very sad
experience indeed for Miss Miller-Kennedy’s family
and friends. Whilst the incident that Mr Purcell refers to
occurred in Queensland, I am also aware of a number
of accidents over the years in the region that Mr Purcell
and I both represent in western Victoria where there are
great numbers of tourists that are on our roads. Indeed
we are working very hard to ensure greater numbers of
our international visitors experience more of the
delights of regional Victoria.
What I can indicate to Mr Purcell — and I will seek a
further response from Minister Donnellan on this
question — is that all overseas drivers are required to
comply with Victorian road rules. The usual penalties
apply, including demerit points, fines and
disqualifications. Our laws have absolutely the same
expectation of overseas drivers as they do of local
drivers involved in any incident. VicRoads and other
government bodies provide specific advice to overseas
drivers about the common road rules, the risks
particularly that apply to overseas drivers and the safe
driving practices we have in Australia. Visitors not
needing a visa or who hold a temporary visa can drive
using a current overseas drivers licence. The drivers
licence must be in English or accompanied by a
translation or an international driving permit.
Permanent visa holders have some different
arrangements and can drive on an overseas drivers
licence for either six months from the date the person
entered Australia or six months from the date when the
permanent visa was issued, after which point that
person needs to apply for a Victorian drivers licence —
again, with the same arrangements for translation —
and an overseas learners permit cannot be used.
I thank Mr Purcell for his interest in this issue and his
commitment to road safety. Again I extend my
condolences to the family of Elyse Miller-Kennedy on
this most tragic loss for them and undertake to seek a
further response from Minister Donnellan, who is the
minister responsible for this matter.
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Greyhound racing
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — My
question is for the Minister for Training and Skills
representing the Minister for Racing. Legislation is
proceeding through the Parliament of New South Wales
to put an end to greyhound racing in that state by 1 July
2017 due to the comprehensive and disturbing findings
of the special commission of inquiry conducted by
Michael McHugh, AC, QC. Among many other serious
problems in the greyhound industry, his report found
that up to 68 000 healthy greyhounds had been killed in
New South Wales in the last 12 years and that the
problems in the industry are ‘insuperable’.
The 2015 report by the Victorian racing integrity
commissioner (RIC) estimated that as many as
4000 greyhounds are killed in Victoria every year —
that is 48 000 over 12 years. He said this warranted a
thorough review. My question is: is the government
undertaking any review into the extent of the deliberate
culling or so-called ‘wastage’ of greyhounds that have
been either injured or deemed unsuitable for racing in
Victoria?
Mr HERBERT (Minister for Training and
Skills) — I thank the member for her detailed question.
Of course we take animal safety and breaches of it and
animal cruelty very seriously.
Ms Pulford interjected.
Mr HERBERT — And my colleague the deputy
leader here in particular has introduced many measures
to enhance animal welfare in this state. Can I just say
that when it comes to greyhound racing we of course
have taken decisive action — long before the issue
arose in New South Wales — to strengthen offences for
live baiting and other matters, to bolster the powers of
Greyhound Racing Victoria and to really put a regime
of oversight and compliance in place, and we will
continue to do that. We will continue to review the
effectiveness of those measures, including in relation to
whelping and a whole range of things. I will, however,
on the specifics get back to the member with a detailed
answer.
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114 pages and focused only on live baiting; and the
Milne report, which went for two and a half months,
was 62 pages long and did not look at the issue of
wastage and culling at all — as compared to the special
commission, which ran for 18 months, goes to
747 pages, with 222 pages of appendices, and is very,
very comprehensive and, as I said, disturbing. So my
question is: will the government commission a similar
comprehensive independent inquiry into greyhound
racing in Victoria?
The PRESIDENT — Order! The minister might
actually have picked up on what Ms Pennicuik was
saying, but I had difficulty because of all the
interjections, so I would invite Ms Pennicuik to take it
from the top with the supplementary question.
Ms PENNICUIK — Minister, Victoria is not on top
of the situation in respect of the culture and practices of
greyhound racing in Victoria, and the two reports that
have been done in Victoria are very superficial. Sal
Perna’s own-motion inquiry went for four months, was
114 pages and focused basically on live baiting. The
report of the chief veterinary officer (CVO), Charles
Milne, went for two and a half months, was only
62 pages and did not look at culling or so-called
wastage at all, as compared to the special commission
in New South Wales, which is 747 pages long and very
comprehensive in terms of the methodology used and
the depth of inquiry. It has 222 pages of appendices and
went for 18 months. That is why, when faced with that,
the New South Wales government had no choice but to
take the action it has.
My question is: will the government commission a
similar independent commission of inquiry in Victoria?

Supplementary question

Mr HERBERT (Minister for Training and
Skills) — I thank Ms Pennicuik twice for her
supplementary question. We have had some significant
inquiries and reports in Victoria, and I dispute the issue
about the quality of those inquiries. We had the RIC
and the CVO reports, and when we look at the New
South Wales report with 79 recommendations, we see
some 30 of them were covered by the Victorian reports
and inquiries and are being acted upon right now. The
vast majority of the others were to do with the New
South Wales regulatory regime.

Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) —
Minister, Victoria is not on top of the situation with
respect to the culture and practices in the greyhound
industry, and despite your answer and the interjection
from the Minister for Agriculture, Victoria has had two
very superficial inquiries — the Perna own-motion
inquiry, which went for four months, was about

Not only are we implementing those reports but we
have significantly increased funding for greyhound
welfare and administrative measures. Gap funding has
increased by 290 per cent this financial year, funding
for animal welfare has increased by 600 per cent and
we are spending more on integrity and stewards — that
has increased by 200 per cent this financial year. We
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are putting a lot of money in. The reports were quite
comprehensive. But in regard to the final decision, I
shall take that on notice and seek advice and get back to
Ms Pennicuik.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I have
answers to the following questions on notice:
4590–645, 4888, 4935, 4993, 5001, 5006–21, 5155,
5157, 5185, 5281–3, 5304, 5310–12, 5319, 5340, 5354,
5358, 5446–74, 5476–82, 5484–552, 5554–730,
5732–835, 5837–9, 5843, 5845, 5851, 5858, 5860–3,
5865, 5873, 5878, 6288, 6292, 6297.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Written responses
The PRESIDENT — Order! In relation to today’s
questions I would indicate that in respect of
Mr O’Donohue’s questions to Mr Herbert, both
substantive and supplementary, the minister has
indicated that he will provide a written answer; that is
for one day.
Regarding Mr Davis’s questions, both substantive and
supplementary, to Ms Pulford, which go to the
jurisdiction of Mr Jennings, it has also been indicated
that there will be a written response to those questions,
and given it is Minister Jennings, that is one day.
Ms Bath’s questions to Ms Pulford in respect of her
own portfolio responsibilities, both substantive and
supplementary, will have a written response;
Mr Ramsay’s question to Ms Pulford, again the
substantive and supplementary questions, will have a
written response. In the case of both Ms Bath’s and
Mr Ramsay’s questions that is one day.
With respect to Ms Wooldridge’s questions to
Ms Pulford, substantive and supplementary, which
were for the Treasurer, the minister advised that written
responses will be forthcoming. That would be two days.
Regarding Mr Finn’s questions to Mr Herbert in respect
of questions to be directed to the Attorney-General,
both substantive and supplementary, Mr Herbert has
indicated that written responses will be forthcoming,
and that is two days.
Regarding Mr Bourman’s questions to Mr Herbert,
both substantive and supplementary, Mr Herbert has
undertaken to provide a written response. That is one
day.
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In the case of Mr Purcell’s question to Ms Pulford, the
minister gave a fulsome response to the particular issue
that was raised but nonetheless also indicated that she
would raise the matter with Minister Donellan, who
might well wish to provide some further information. If
that is the case, then that would be two days.
Regarding Ms Pennicuik’s questions, both substantive
and supplementary, to Mr Herbert, which are a matter
for Mr Pakula in another place as the Minister for
Racing, Mr Herbert has indicated that written responses
to those two questions will be forthcoming. That would
be a two-day position.
Mr Herbert — On a point of order, President, just
to clarify, regarding the question Mr Bourman asked
me about the split in genuine reasons, of course I
should have said that you have to have genuine reasons
to be issued with a firearms licence, and I have taken
his question to mean: is there a breakdown between the
statutory genuine reasons and how much was in the
breakdown of each genuine reason?

CONSTITUENCY QUESTIONS
Northern Victoria Region
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) — My question
is for the Minister for Public Transport, and it is
regarding the lack of facilities and rail services at the
Murchison train station. The lengthy list of concerns
includes the lack of toilets and drinking water,
particularly as this is the closest station to the
Dhurringile Prison. The prison runs a pick-up and
drop-off service, but family groups often face a
significant wait for a train service. The lack of water is
particularly concerning during the long hot summer.
The list also includes inadequate lighting, especially in
the car park; the need for surveillance cameras both for
safety and for damage prevention, as the fire brigade
have been called to a number of fires in the shelter; the
lack of an emergency phone; the limited number of
services, particularly for residents needing to access
Shepparton for medical appointments, work, shopping,
employment and so on; and the lack of wi-fi on trains.
There is also the isolation of the station, which is
2 kilometres out of Murchison, yet there is no
connecting transport service from the station to the
town and no taxi service exists in the township.
What steps will the minister take to address the
concerns of the Murchison community regarding the
lack of facilities and services at the Murchison train
station?
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Eastern Victoria Region
Ms SHING (Eastern Victoria) — My question is to
the Minister for Mental Health in the other place,
Mr Foley, and it relates to suicide prevention in
Gippsland and to the various initiatives which have
been tailored to draw attention to the importance of
making sure that young vulnerable people and people
without the necessary support structures around them to
get help do not fall through the cracks.
It has been a welcome relief to hear that the Latrobe
Valley will be included as a trial site for the purposes of
a suicide prevention framework to halve the suicide rate
by 2020. Two hundred and forty-six people lost their
lives last year, and that is devastating for the families,
the friends, the communities and the workmates who
are left behind. I ask the minister how we can make
sure that these services are provided in a way that
maximises the work already being done on the ground
throughout the Latrobe Valley and how we can make
sure that people in and around Gippsland also receive
the benefit of ongoing mental health services and
access to remedial assistance when and as required
under the Labor government’s commitments.

Western Metropolitan Region
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — My
constituency question is to the Minister for Roads and
Road Safety. On previous occasions I have highlighted
the need for 24-hour truck curfews through the City of
Maribyrnong if and when the western distributor is
built in order to ensure container trucks take the new
freeway and do not continue to use local and residential
streets to evade tolls. This equally applies to areas of
Hobsons Bay City Council, where similar toll-evading
truck routes may be created. These include Blackshaws
Road, Hudsons Road, High Street, Mason Street, The
Avenue and parts of Kororoit Creek Road, and I am
sure there will be other roads that will be identified. My
question for the minister is: will the government also
introduce 24-hour truck curfews on these streets to
ensure trucks stick to the new tunnel or the new truck
off-ramps?

Northern Metropolitan Region
Ms PATTEN (Northern Metropolitan) — My
constituent matter is in regard to Terumo syringes of
low quality that are being used in the Northern
Metropolitan Region. The syringes are used in a range
of needle and syringe programs in my area, and it
appears the company has made changes to its
manufacturing processes which have impacted on the
quality of the needles. I have been told that problems
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include: needles breaking off in people’s arms, being
blunt to the point of inefficacy and even foreign matter
being found in barrels.
An Age article published in July quotes the CEO of the
Penington Institute, John Ryan, as saying that he was
working with the Victorian Department of Health and
Human Services on a survey of about 400 injecting
drug users to see which syringes they prefer. Given the
serious and potentially deadly threat posed by the
syringes, when will the Victorian department of health
be releasing the results of the survey, and what action
will it be taking to ensure that people who use drugs are
provided with the safe equipment they need?

Western Victoria Region
Mr MORRIS (Western Victoria) — My
constituency question is to the Minister for Police. I am
pleased that the new Liberal-funded Ballarat west
police station was finally opened on 5 August. At the
time we were told this station would be open to the
public from 9.00 a.m. until 9.00 p.m., seven days a
week; however, I fear the Ballarat community has been
lied to.
Upon driving past the new Ballarat station, I noted an
old mattress had been dumped just outside Ballarat’s
newest station. I thought this rather strange, so I
attempted to go inside our newest seven-day-a-week
station only to find that it was closed. So our brand new
seven-day-a-week police station was closed, and we
now have criminals in Ballarat so brazen that they are
prepared to dump rubbish outside the police station.
This is simply not good enough, and Ballarat residents
deserve better. My question is: will the Ballarat west
police station be open to the public 12 hours a day,
7 days a week, as promised, or will Ballarat residents
simply be left to fend for themselves?

Western Metropolitan Region
Mr MELHEM (Western Metropolitan) — My
question is to the Minister for Industry and
Employment, who is also the Minister for Resources,
the Honourable Wade Noonan. I understand that the
2016–17 Victorian budget allocated $53 million to
expand employment assistance to disadvantaged
jobseekers. Can the minister explain to me exactly how
the Jobs Victoria Employment Network program, as
Jobs Victoria’s main program, will assist disadvantaged
Victorian jobseekers to gain employment in my
electorate of Western Metropolitan Region?
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Eastern Metropolitan Region
Ms DUNN (Eastern Metropolitan) — My
constituency question is to the Minister for Public
Transport, Jacinta Allan, in relation to the northern
regional trails strategy, which proposes a shared-use
trail along sections of the Hurstbridge line between
Rosanna and Heidelberg and again between
Greensborough and Eltham, linking them to already
existing trails along the corridor. The major
construction works currently proposed along the
Hurstbridge line, including the track duplication
between Heidelberg and Rosanna and investigation of
duplication between Greensborough and Eltham,
provide the perfect opportunity for the inclusion of the
shared trail. My question is: will the minister ensure
provisions to include shared trails in both sections of
the track duplication on the Hurstbridge line?

Western Victoria Region
Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — My question
is to the Minister for Emergency Services, James
Merlino, and I am speaking on behalf of the residents of
Bannockburn in my electorate of Western Victoria
Region. The Golden Plains Shire Council is seeking a
decision from the minister in regard to the proposed
relocation of the council’s Country Fire Authority-State
Emergency Service (CFA-SES) shed to a newer site,
which links onto the Midland Highway. This is to be an
emergency service hub, and the council has taken a
two-year lease from VicTrack to provide the
accommodation for this proposed hub. The problem, of
course, is that the minister is yet to make a decision as
to whether the CFA-SES can move and relocate to the
new site. Meanwhile, the lease that the council has
taken out is being paid for by the ratepayers. I seek an
urgent decision by the minister in relation to the
relocation of the CFA-SES shed to the new emergency
hub so that the volunteers can relocate.

Eastern Victoria Region
Mr MULINO (Eastern Victoria) — My
constituency question is to the Minister for Education.
It relates to the Doctors in Secondary Schools program,
which is an initiative that will fund GPs to attend 100 of
Victoria’s schools to provide medical advice and health
care. A number of schools on the Mornington Peninsula
in my electorate have put in expressions of interest
under this process. Two of the expressions of interest
criteria include the student family occupation and
education measure and also access to health services,
both of which are relevant measures to a number of
schools in my area. I ask the minister if he could
provide an update on the progress of these applications.
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South Eastern Metropolitan Region
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
wish to raise a matter for the Minister for Multicultural
Affairs. I was most disturbed to receive a number of
calls from members of my community of Cambodian
background after it was pronounced by the Cambodian
government that Mr Hong Lim, the member for
Clarinda in the lower house representing the Clarinda
area within my electorate, had been banned from entry
into Cambodia.
They were concerned, one, because he was their local
member; two, that it would cause significant angst and
tension within the Cambodian community; and three,
that a person with special responsibilities as
Parliamentary Secretary for Multicultural Affairs and
Asia Engagement would now find himself in a very
tenuous position. So they are asking me to ask the
minister to investigate the circumstances, as well as
some others concerns in relation to Mr Hong Lim’s
conduct, and decide whether indeed he is fit to continue
in that position.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I would rule that
constituency question out of order on the basis that the
only way that those sorts of matters could be raised is
by way of substantive motion, because in effect the
remarks that were made towards the end of that
constituency question reflect on the member and
unspecified conduct, and even drawing on the decisions
of a foreign government and applying them to a
member in this context I think is rather unfair. In fact I
am aware of an article that might well appear in the
papers in the next few days that I have been contacted
about, which has a foreign government making
comments out of place as well, and I would hate to see
a precedent develop in this area. I really think that this
is a matter that ought to be pursued by way of
substantive motion rather than a constituency question.
Mrs Peulich — On a point of order, President, I was
not calling for his removal from Parliament, but I was
asking whether he is fit for the role, given that he has
special responsibilities for Asian affairs. That was my
question.
The PRESIDENT — Order! But the closing
remarks went a bit further than that, and that was the
problem. I will have a look at the matter in Hansard
and perhaps look to truncate the question that has been
put.
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Following petitions presented to house:

Ormond railway station
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removals as has been so successfully implemented at Burke
Road, Glen Iris.

By Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan)
(1123 signatures).

To the Legislative Council of Victoria:

Laid on table.

We, the undersigned citizens of Victoria, call on the
Legislative Council of Victoria to note:

SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND REGULATIONS
COMMITTEE

the foundation deck for the development of an up to
13-storey residential tower above the Frankston railway
line on North Road above Ormond station has been
constructed without informing or consulting the local
community;
established low-rise suburbs should not be destroyed and
permanently scarred by the construction of
inappropriate, high-rise overdevelopments on railway
land, particularly in the absence of community
consultation; and
the local community does not support or consent to the
construction of a residential tower of up to 13 storeys
above Ormond station.
We therefore demand the Andrews Labor government
abandon its plans for the inappropriate overdevelopment of
the Ormond station site and instead proceed with a
development that is smaller in scale and more in keeping with
the low-rise village atmosphere of Ormond.

By Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan)
(36 signatures).
Laid on table.

Alert Digest No. 10
Mr DALLA-RIVA (Eastern Metropolitan)
presented Alert Digest No. 10 of 2016, including
appendices.
Laid on table.
Ordered to be published.

PORT OF MELBOURNE SELECT
COMMITTEE
Port of Melbourne lease
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture), pursuant
to standing order 23.30, presented government
response.
Laid on table.

PAPERS
Elevated rail proposal

To the Legislative Council of Victoria:
We, the undersigned citizens of Victoria, call on the
Legislative Council of Victoria to note:
the Victorian government has announced plans to
construct concrete pylon sky rails on long sections of the
Dandenong–Pakenham lines as a cheaper alternative to
traditional methods of delivering its level crossing
removal election commitments;
that affected local communities were not properly
consulted in the development of these plans, with reports
that those residents most affected by the imposition of
sky rail were purposefully excluded from what limited
consultation actually occurred; and
that affected residents are completely opposed
to the construction of sky rails along the
Dandenong–Pakenham lines, with their inherent greatly
increased visual impact and noise pollution and greatly
reduced residential amenity and privacy.
We therefore demand the Andrews Labor government
abandon its cheap and nasty sky rail plans and instead
proceed with a rail-under-road solution to level crossing

Laid on table by Clerk:
Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978 — Ministerial Orders for
the following approvals in relation to North Park Reserve
granting a —
Lease, dated 29 April 2016.
Lease, dated 12 May 2016.
Duties Act 2000 — Treasurer’s report on Foreign Purchaser
Additional Duty exemptions for the period 1 December 2015
to 31 May 2016.
Environment Protection Act 1970 —
Notice pursuant to section 18D in relation to Variation to
the State Environment Protection Policy (Ambient Air
Quality).
Sustainability Fund Guidelines 2016.
Interpretation of Legislation Act 1984 — Notices pursuant to
section 32 in relation to —
Code of Practice for Onsite Wastewater Management.
Statutory Rule No. 87.
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Land Tax Act 2005 — Treasurer’s report on land tax absentee
owner surcharge exemptions for the period 1 December 2015
to 31 May 2016.
Melbourne City Link Act 1995 — SLU Company Lease and
SLU Trust Concurrent Lease pursuant to section 60(9) of the
Act.
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Moorabool Planning Scheme — Amendments C51 and
C70.
Mount Alexander Planning Scheme —
Amendment C76.
Moyne Planning Scheme — Amendment C62.

Melbourne Cricket Ground Trust — Report, 2015–16.

Murrindindi Planning Scheme — Amendment C55.

Planning and Environment Act 1987 — Notices of Approval
of the following amendments to planning schemes —

Port Phillip Planning Scheme — Amendment C103.

Ararat, Benalla, Buloke, Gannawarra, Glenelg,
Hepburn, Hindmarsh, Horsham, Loddon, Mildura,
Murrindindi, Northern Grampians, Queenscliffe,
Southern Grampians, Strathbogie, Towong, West
Wimmera, Yarra Ranges and Yarriambiack Planning
Schemes — Amendment GC39.
Banyule Planning Scheme — Amendment C112.
Bass Coast Planning Scheme — Amendment C143.
Boroondara Planning Scheme — Amendment C222
(Part 1).
Boroondara, Cardinia, Casey, Greater Dandenong,
Monash and Stonnington Planning Schemes —
Amendment GC47.
Boroondara, Darebin and Yarra Planning Schemes —
Amendment GC43.
Buloke Planning Scheme — Amendment C30.
Campaspe Planning Scheme — Amendment C101.
Casey Planning Scheme — Amendment C208.
Colac Otway Planning Scheme — Amendment C78.
Glen Eira Planning Scheme — Amendment C121.
Golden Plains Planning Scheme — Amendment C072.
Greater Bendigo Planning Scheme —
Amendments C213 and C215.
Greater Dandenong Planning Scheme —
Amendments C177 and C190.
Greater Geelong Planning Scheme —
Amendments C317 and C329.

Stonnington Planning Scheme — Amendments C183
(Part 2), C212, C217, C219, C230, C232 and C239.
Strathbogie Planning Scheme — Amendment C74.
Swan Hill Planning Scheme — Amendment C67.
Towong Planning Scheme — Amendment C34.
Victoria Planning Provisions — Amendment VC130.
Wangaratta Planning Scheme — Amendments C59 and
C70.
West Wimmera Planning Scheme — Amendment C34.
Whitehorse Planning Scheme — Amendments C157
(Part 1), C177 and C211.
Yarra Planning Scheme — Amendment C211.
Public Interest Monitor — Report, 2015–16.
Racing Victoria Limited — Modification of Racing Victoria
Limited Constitution under section 3B(2) of the Racing Act
1958.
Statutory Rules under the following Acts of Parliament —
Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 — No. 94.
Adoption Act 1984 — No. 85.
Administration and Probate Act 1985 — No. 83.
Building Act 1993 — No. 63.
Births, Deaths and Marriages Registration Act 1996 —
No. 59.
Children, Youth and Families Act 2005 — No. 72.
City of Melbourne Act 2001 — Nos. 91 and 97.

Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme — Amendment C110.

Conveyancers Act 2006 — No. 87.

Horsham Planning Scheme — Amendment C78.

Corrections Act 1986 — No. 79.

Knox Planning Scheme — Amendment C146.

Court Security Act 1980 — No. 74.

Latrobe Planning Scheme — Amendment C99.

Crimes (Assumed Identities) Act 2004 — No. 60.

Maribyrnong Planning Scheme — Amendment C137.

Dangerous Goods Act 1985 — No. 90.

Melbourne Planning Scheme — Amendments C207,
C257, C289, C291 and C293.

Estate Agents Act 1980 — No. 86.

Melton Planning Scheme — Amendment C175.
Moonee Valley Planning Scheme — Amendment C151.

Fisheries Act 1995 — Nos. 71 and 95.
Guardianship and Administration Act 1986 — No. 76.
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Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission
Act 2011 — No. 70.
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Workplace Injury Rehabilitation and Compensation Act
2013 — Ministerial direction of 9 June 2016 pursuant to
section 610(1) of the Act.

Liquor Control Reform Act 1998 — No. 77.
Local Government Act 1989 — Nos. 91 and 97.
Magistrates’ Court Act 1989 — Nos. 73 and 82.
Private Security Act 2004 — No. 64.
Residential Tenancies Act 1997 — No. 96.
Retirement Villages Act 1986 — No. 78.
Road Safety Act 1986 — Nos. 92 and 93.
Serious Sex Offenders (Detention and Supervision) Act
2009 — No. 84.
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 — Nos. 66, 88 and
89.
Surveillance Devices Act 1999 — No. 61.
Tobacco Act 1987 — No. 62.
Transport (Compliance and Miscellaneous) Act 1983 —
Nos. 67, 68 and 69.
Terrorism (Community Protection) Act 2003 — No. 65.
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal Act
1998 — Nos. 75, 80 and 81.
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 —
Documents under section 15 in respect of Statutory
Rules Nos. 58 to 93, 95, 96, 98 and 99.
Guidelines for the preparation of statutory rules and
legislative instruments under section 26(3) of the Act.
Legislative Instruments and related documents under
section 16B in respect of —
Cemeteries and Crematoria Act 2003 — Class A
Cemetery Trust Fee Setting effective as of 23 June
2016.
Corporations (Commonwealth Powers) Act
2001 — Proclamation of extension of Victoria’s
Corporation Law, 21 June 2016.
Environment and Planning Act 1970 — Variation
to the Code of Practice for Onsite Wastewater
Management, 7 July 2016.
Road Safety Act 1986 — Order in Council
declaring certain motor vehicles not to be motor
vehicles — Electric Personal Transporters Trial,
9 August 2016.

Wrongs Act 1958 — Scale of Fees and Costs for Referrals of
Medical Questions to Medical Panels, 24 June 2016.

Proclamations of the Governor in Council fixing
operative dates in respect of the following acts:
Consumer Acts and Other Acts Amendment Act 2016 —
Sections 30(1) and 31 — 1 July 2016 (Gazette No. S204,
28 June 2016).
Crown Land Legislation Amendment (Canadian Regional
Park and Other Matters) Act 2016 — Whole Act (except
Part 3) — 5 August 2016 (Gazette No. S239, 2 August 2016).
Emergency Management (Control of Response Activities and
Other Matters) Act 2015 — Sections 6, 10, 11 and 15 of the
Act — 1 August 2016 (Gazette No. S233, 26 July 2016).
Justice Legislation Further Amendment Act 2016 —
remaining provisions — 1 July 2016 (Gazette No. S204,
28 June 2016).

INDEPENDENT BROAD-BASED
ANTI-CORRUPTION COMMISSION
Strengthening Victoria’s key anti-corruption
agencies?
The Clerk, pursuant to section 36(1A) of the
Parliamentary Committees Act 2003, presented
government response.
Laid on table.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Standing and sessional orders
Mr DALIDAKIS (Minister for Small Business,
Innovation and Trade) — By leave, I move:
That the standing and sessional orders be suspended to the
extent necessary to enable the sitting of the Council on
Thursday, 18 August 2016, to commence at 2.00 p.m. and the
order of business to be —
(1) messages;
(2) questions (up to 9 non-government members);
(3) answers to questions on notice;
(4) constituency questions (up to 10 members);

Transport (Buses, Taxi-Cabs and Other
Commercial Passenger Vehicles) Regulations
2016 — Specifications for Wheelchair Accessible
Taxi-Cabs, 30 June 2016.
Surveyor-General — Report on the Administration of the
Survey Co-ordination Act 1958, 2015–16.

(5) formal business;
(6) ministers statements (up to 5 ministers);
(7) members statements (up to 15 members);
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(8) government business;
(9) at 10.00 p.m. adjournment (up to 20 members).

Motion agreed to.

General business
Ms WOOLDRIDGE (Eastern Metropolitan) — By
leave, I move:
That precedence be given to the following general business
on Wednesday, 17 August 2016:
(1) notice of motion given this day by Ms Wooldridge
relating to a joint sitting to fill the vacancy in the
Legislative Council;
(2) order of the day 1, second reading of the Crimes
Amendment (Carjacking) Bill 2016;
(3) order of the day 5, resumption of debate on the
Corrections Amendment (No body, no parole)
Bill 2016;
(4) notice of motion 289 standing in the name of
Mr Bourman referring a matter to the economy and
infrastructure committee;
(5) notice of motion given this day by Ms Wooldridge
relating to amendments to sessional orders; and
(6) notice of motion given this day by Mr Ramsay relating
to the Country Fire Authority and Metropolitan Fire
Brigade enterprise bargaining agreement disputes.

Motion agreed to.

MINISTERS STATEMENTS
Educator to child ratios
Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Families and
Children) — I rise to inform the house of the number of
new jobs created across Victoria thanks to improved
educator to child ratios introduced on 1 January 2016.
New data has revealed that 890 new positions across
Victorian early childhood education and care services
have been created this year, with a key driver being the
introduction of the new ratios from 1 January 2016. The
new ratio of 1 educator for every 11 children, down
from 1 per 15, means improved levels of attention and
care, helping Victorian kids to get more out of their
early years education.
Research shows that improved ratios are associated
with important social and learning outcomes, including
increased literacy skills and general knowledge. Our
government has provided a range of supports to
Victorian kindergartens to transition to the improved
ratios. We have provided access to expert financial
advice. We have also provided workforce incentives
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and scholarships and created a new category of minor
capital grants to increase room sizes and accommodate
additional kindergarten places.
The Andrews Labor government is delivering up to
$83.7 million over four years to support the
implementation of improved educator to child ratios.
The previous government failed to plan or budget for
this, despite knowing for four years that this was
coming. Boosting the quality of early years education
and care is a key part of transforming Victoria into the
education state.

Youth engagement
Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Youth Affairs) — I
rise to update the house on the release of the Andrews
Labor government’s new youth policy, Building
Stronger Youth Engagement in Victoria. When we
came to government it was clear that more needed to be
done to engage with all young people. As part of our
own extensive consultations with thousands of young
Victorians, we established a youth reference group to
guide this youth policy and its direction. They are an
impressive group of young people, and I thank them
again for their involvement.
Mr Finn interjected.
Ms MIKAKOS — Young people from around the
state outlined their priorities and ideas to improve youth
engagement with government. Issues that were
important to them included education, employment and
mental health, as well as many more. Through this
consultation, the most significant finding for me was
that over 90 per cent of participants indicated they
wanted to work with government to address these
issues. So I was proud to be joined by young
Victorians, sector representatives and a number of
colleagues to launch our new youth policy framework
here in Parliament House recently.
Our policy includes three main action areas to amplify
the voices of young people in government; increase
youth participation in policy, program and service
design; and empower individual young people in their
own care. To do this we are establishing a youth
engagement charter; we are bringing together over
100 young Victorians at a youth summit to continue to
identify and discuss issues important to them; and we
are establishing a youth congress of young Victorians,
elected through the youth summit, to provide advice to
government on emerging and priority issues, with a
cabinet minister attending key meetings. By contrast,
Mr Finn might be interested to know, the previous
coalition minister failed to show up to his own advisory
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council and in fact ignored the views of that council
about his then government’s cuts to education and
TAFE. We are also going to conduct an annual youth
survey to develop a robust evidence base to understand
and address the issues important to young people.
We have also put more than $8 million into new youth
participation and engagement programs. These
programs are designed to support and empower young
people, particularly those who are experiencing social
and economic disadvantage, those who live in rural and
regional areas and those who are from other
disadvantaged backgrounds. We are getting on with
engaging all young Victorians across the state, not just
those already well served by government. I hope that all
members of Parliament would get behind this policy.
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Frances Sutherland
Ms SPRINGLE (South Eastern Metropolitan) — It
is with the deepest sadness that today I rise to speak of
the passing of Frances Maureen Sutherland, a stalwart
Greens member of the inner east and someone I have
known most of my life as one of my family’s closest
friends. Over the years, Fran left her special imprint on
my development as a person. With her warmth,
feminism, whip-smart intellect, unique world view and
larger-than-life energy she will always remain one of
my most cherished and loved matriarchs. With striking
auburn hair and amazonian stature, Frances was an
accomplished psychologist in the disability sector but
was also one of Melbourne’s great creatives — a gifted
raconteur, performer, scriptwriter, poet, director and
photographer.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Ambulance services
Ms WOOLDRIDGE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I
rise to highlight the absolute failure of Daniel Andrews
once again to deliver on his rhetoric before the election
and the reality that is now our ambulance service in
Victoria. Daniel Andrews repeatedly said that seconds
save lives — and they absolutely do, Premier. So the
question the government very clearly has not answered
is: why, over the last 12 months, have response times
from Ambulance Victoria gone up?
In fact code 1 response times, when compared to
12 months ago, have gone up by 18 seconds across the
state. For code 2 response times — do not forget these
are still urgent, involving time-critical patients — have
gone up by 1 minute and 5 seconds, according to the
government’s own numbers. These are particularly
stark in some areas. Code 1 response times in the
Hindmarsh shire have gone up by 4 minutes and
58 seconds; in the Alpine shire, over 3 minutes —
3 minutes and 1 second; and in the Buloke shire,
3 minutes and 44 seconds. These are the code 1,
absolutely critical and urgent cases. In the city we have
had the same experience. In Nillumbik, code 1 response
times have gone up 18 seconds. In the area of Hume,
affecting Sunbury residents, code 1 response times are
16 seconds longer. In terms of residents in Albert Park
and Port Phillip, there has been a 23-second increase in
response times.
Premier, seconds do save lives. The Premier is not
delivering on his commitment in relation to ambulance
services, and it is not good enough in terms of support
for Victorians who need urgent ambulance care.

No-one really knows if Fran was a founding member of
the Boroondara branch of the Greens, but equally
no-one can remember a time she was not around, so in
all likelihood she was there from the beginning. She
was a committed social and environmental activist. Her
belief in the Greens movement was enduring — so
much so that when she was recently hospitalised one of
her main concerns was whether she would be able to
vote. Her vision for a better world was inspirational.
Rest in peace, dear Fran. You will be missed.

Daffodil Day
Mr EIDEH (Western Metropolitan) — Friday,
26 August, is the Cancer Council’s annual Daffodil
Day. This is an important day for all of us, as almost all
of us know someone living with cancer. Every day
about 84 Victorians are diagnosed with cancer, and
sadly a significant number of these people will lose
their battle with cancer. I have previously spoken at
various special fundraising events for cancer research,
especially those held in my electorate. Daffodil Day is
one of the most well-known cancer fundraising events,
and I am proud to see many volunteers running special
events to raise funds towards cancer research. In
particular I wish to acknowledge the hard work of my
constituents Ms Lorri Ingram and her sister
Ms Margaret James, who have overseen fundraising
events throughout my electorate over the past six years.
Their drive and passion is truly amazing, and I
commend the outstanding effort they go to each year to
raise money on Daffodil Day.
We are also fortunate enough to have the new
state-of-the-art $1 billion Victorian Comprehensive
Cancer Centre, which is now fully operational and
providing outstanding care and treatment to patients
and extensive research in its new facilities. Although
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the survival rate for many cancers has increased by
30 per cent over the past 20 years, more research needs
to be done in the fight against this illness.
I encourage all Victorians to wear their yellow daffodil
pin in support of this important cause — to help bring
Australia closer to a breakthrough in the research,
prevention, detection and treatment of cancer in
Australia.

Shepparton youth foyer
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) — The Victorian
Education First Youth Foyer program changes the lives
of vulnerable young people, and I am proud to say that
the Shepparton youth foyer is finally complete and the
first group of tenants are now moving in. We know that
the sad reality is that some young people have hard
starts to their lives, and those who are homeless are in
situations that do not allow them to focus on education
or work options and outcomes. Unfortunately this is
especially true in Greater Shepparton, so in July 2013,
as Minister for Housing in the former Liberal
government, I was pleased to announce Shepparton as
the location of the third Victorian Education First
Youth Foyer.
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with many other community members. The reason this
had to happen yet again is that the government will not
say if there will be a truck ban after the western
distributor is built. There is no point saying, ‘Oh, you’ll
just have to wait; we’ll see what it’s like after it’s built’.
We need to know that there is going to be a truck ban.
Interestingly, the day before, the minister, Minister
Donnellan, blasted the local community for daring to
blockade the road, for daring to take peaceful civil
action. In fact he said — and he is the state minister —
that he thought that the residents complaining about
trucks on residential streets was quite useless and that
the government was getting on with it and doing it, yet
the government will not say when a truck ban will
come. He also said, interestingly, that one of the
reasons he objected to this was that he felt the residents
were playing Kumbaya with the Greens. Well, I do not
know all the words to Kumbaya, but I was certainly
happy to be there with the residents on that day,
standing up for the community, because clearly the
Labor government will not do anything about a truck
ban.

Sunshine Health, Wellbeing and Education
Precinct

The foyers are a passion of mine. As shadow minister I
researched and wrote the policy and championed it as
an election commitment, and as minister I funded the
three foyers. Under the former Liberal government the
Shepparton foyer progressed smoothly. In March 2014
council granted planning approval, in September 2014
the tender was awarded and works began in October
2014. Unfortunately the change of government in 2014
created a 12-month delay in the completion of
construction, but in July this year the foyer was finally
completed and tenants are now finally moving in.

Mr MELHEM (Western Metropolitan) — On
2 August I attended the launch of the annual report of
the Sunshine Health, Wellbeing and Education
Precinct. The precinct is an established and growing
critical mass of medical, health, wellbeing, education
and research services in Melbourne’s west. It is located
around Sunshine Hospital and incorporates the largest
concentration of these services and facilities in the
region. The precinct is 15 kilometres west of central
Melbourne, 12 kilometres from the international airport
and 3 kilometres from the Sunshine town centre.

I want to thank my former cabinet colleagues, who
supported my vision to support young Victorians to
build better lives for themselves and who worked with
me to make the foyers a reality. I also want to thank the
Greater Shepparton City Council and the strategic
partners, GOTAFE, the Rural Housing Network and
Berry Street, for supporting this project in Shepparton.
My special thanks go to Tony Nicholson and Tony
Keenan and their teams at the Brotherhood of
St Laurence and — —

The precinct is a major component of the Sunshine
national employment cluster (NEC). Sunshine is one of
six clusters located across the Melbourne metropolitan
area which are identified by the Victorian state
government as preferred locations for significant
employment provision. There are approximately
15 000 jobs and 15 000 dwellings in the Sunshine NEC.
Preliminary planning indicates the potential for this to
grow to about 45 000 jobs and 35 000 dwellings in the
future.

The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Order! The member’s time has expired.

The Sunshine Health, Wellbeing and Education
Precinct is comprised of public and private health,
research and education facilities including Sunshine
Hospital, Sunshine private hospital and the Western
Centre for Health Research and Education,
incorporating Melbourne University and Victoria

Western distributor
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — Last
week I attended the blockade of Francis Street along
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University. The precinct is adjacent to the Western
Ring Road. I just want to take the opportunity to
congratulate the board and its chair, Paul Younis, on the
great work they are doing. What this precinct will do is
put the west on the map. No longer will we be the poor
cousins — in fact, we will be a leader in education and
health. I commend them for their good work.

Vivienne Edlund
Mr MORRIS (Western Victoria) — I wish to
acknowledge Vivienne Edlund, who received an OAM
in the recent Queen’s Birthday honours for her service
to the community of Victoria in the fields of politics,
arts and social services. Vivienne has certainly been a
stalwart of the Liberal Party in Ballarat; she has
supported many a Liberal candidate. This honour is
certainly very well deserved. As well as her work with
the Liberal Party, Mrs Edlund was a board member of
Lisa Lodge, which is now Berry Street, and she has also
worked tirelessly for many, many years with the Royal
South Street Society. It is therefore a very well
deserved honour that Vivienne has received.
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ambitious target. Of all the economic statistics, this one
stands out as saying something very important about
everyday people and what matters in their lives.

Mornington Peninsula marine rescue
Mr MULINO — I also welcome significant
funding for new equipment across all emergency
services, but I want to focus on the volunteer
coastguards and Volunteer Marine Rescue that I had the
privilege to visit on the peninsula late last week. Under
this program the government commits $2 for every $1
provided by volunteer groups. The peninsula was
successful in gaining a number of grants, including the
Volunteer Marine Rescue at Hastings receiving
$35 019 for engine replacement and the Volunteer
Marine Rescue at Mornington with $17 300 for engine
replacement. These services are very important on the
peninsula. They undertake hundreds of important
rescues every year. I thank the volunteers in the
volunteer coastguard and marine rescue services for all
the work they do.

Gippsland rail services
Ballarat Hospice Care Inc.
Mr MORRIS — I would also like to make mention
of Ballarat Hospice Care Inc., a great organisation. I
was fortunate enough to again meet with Geoff Russell,
the chair of the board, and Sharon Moss, from Ballarat
Hospice, along with Russell Northe, the member for
Morwell in the Assembly, who came to Ballarat to
discuss the great work that Ballarat Hospice is doing.
The meeting certainly reminded me of the importance
of governments supporting organisations like Ballarat
Hospice. The coalition of course went to the 2014
election with a funding commitment for Ballarat
Hospice that has unfortunately not been met by this
Labor government. I implore the Labor government to
fund Ballarat Hospice.

Employment
Mr MULINO (Eastern Victoria) — I firstly note
this raft of good economic news that the state received
over the winter recess. The stand-out result of many
great results was the labour market figures in June.
According to the Australian Bureau of Statistics
Victorian unemployment is now at 5.7 per cent,
significantly below what we inherited at almost 7 per
cent. Twenty-four thousand two hundred people gained
employment, of whom 22 500 gained full-time
employment. The employment level in Victoria is now
over 147 000 higher than in November 2014, with
full-time employment up over 111 500 over the same
period. That is significantly more than the very

Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) — Today in my
members statement I wish to highlight some of the
hardships that have been inflicted upon Gippsland
V/Line passengers since the election of the Andrews
government. Recommendations made in the
Infrastructure Victoria Regional Citizen Jury Report
state that Gippsland’s V/Line services should terminate
at Pakenham, an idea that has been emphatically
condemned by councils and residents alike. If
implemented, the move would force commuters to
switch trains and go onto metropolitan services in order
to reach the city. The recommendation of such a change
is a blow to commuters who travel to and from
Melbourne each day for business or health-related
issues. The jury’s recommendations show a total lack of
understanding of rail infrastructure, time and
connection scheduling and the inconvenience, stress
and welfare implications for members of my electorate
who lack mobility, such as the aged and disabled and
parents with pushers.
The $1.6 billion project to remove nine level crossings
on the Pakenham line has already caused severe delays
and disruptions to commuters, which often translate to a
disjointed 5-hour journey. During the last year
travelling on V/Line rail has often become a
burdensome experience for Gippsland commuters. The
jury’s recommendations were put forward to alter
V/Line services for Gippslanders; however,
improvements to rail capacity on the Geelong, Bendigo
and Ballarat lines were highlighted. The lack of
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attention to the needs of Gippslanders is very
disappointing. The government needs to categorically
disallow this idea.

Gippsland rail services
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the large crowd and telling her story was inspirational.
The people of Caroline Springs, indeed the people of
Melbourne’s west, are scared. The crime wave has
them living in fear, and there are nowhere near enough
police to protect them. I recently accompanied the
shadow police minister, Edward O’Donohue, on a visit
to Point Cook, Werribee and Caroline Springs, and this,
let me tell you, is a very genuine fear for those right
across the west.

Ms SHING (Eastern Victoria) — I rise
coincidentally after my colleague Ms Bath, who has
asked for the government to categorically rule out any
termination of trains on the Gippsland line at
Pakenham, which was a recent recommendation made
in a report by the citizen jury of the independent
Infrastructure Victoria as part of the process for the
issuing of a set of draft recommendations. It is with
pleasure that I reconfirm to Ms Bath, as I have to many
people throughout Gippsland, that in fact trains will not
be terminating at Pakenham where they come on from
the Gippsland line and are heading into the city. This
will not be affected, irrespective of any
recommendations that may come in from an
Infrastructure Victoria citizen jury.

Any government’s first responsibility is to protect its
citizens. When Daniel Andrews finishes kicking around
volunteer firefighters and wrongfully sacking
councillors, he might care to direct his attention to
doing his job: ensuring that we are all safe in our own
homes.

In fact it is also a great pleasure to confirm to Ms Bath
that this year’s budget includes $9 million for upgrades,
services, maintenance and improvements to services on
the Gippsland line. This is the very line that had part of
it in fact discontinued by The Nationals and by the
Liberals when they were in power. We have not only
restored that part of the track to make sure that people
in Gippsland have access to heavy rail but also made
sure that we have added additional off-peak services to
and from Melbourne — a total of two extra services per
day. We have increased and improved bus services. We
are upgrading car parks and station infrastructure and
rerouting buses to make sure that people have better
intermodal connectivity. I am doing my fair bit as well
to make sure that under our record investment we have
as many pieces of rolling stock as possible delivered to
this growing part of Victoria. I am proud to be part of
the solution. Ms Bath should get on board.

Future Movement Australia

Western suburbs police numbers
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — It was my
very great pleasure and very great honour to address a
rally in Caroline Springs last Saturday. At this point I
should congratulate Maria Kerr and her team of local
residents on their initiative and hard work in putting this
great gathering together.
Hundreds of local residents joined together on this
occasion to send a clear message to the Premier and his
dodgy government: ‘We want more police, and we
want more police now’. One speaker explained the
trauma she and her family have suffered as a result of a
recent home invasion. Her bravery in standing before

Kataklysmos/Penticosti
Mr ELASMAR (Northern Metropolitan) — On
Sunday, 26 June, it was my pleasure and honour to
attend on behalf of the Minister for Multicultural
Affairs, the Honourable Robin Scott, a special event
organised by the Greek and Cypriot Social/Welfare
Centre executive committee. The president, Ms Helen
Emmanuel, who hosted the Kataklysmos/Penticosti
event, warmly welcomed all the invited guests. The
celebration commemorated 50 days after Easter’s Good
Friday. I wish to thank the committee for organising
this very special occasion.

Mr ELASMAR — On Sunday, 3 July, I was very
pleased to attend the Ramadan iftar celebration
organised by Future Movement Australia. This
organisation has been around for several years now and
is an association of Middle Eastern Australians whose
aim is to foster the continuing cohesion of a
multicultural society into the future. Religious and
business people, together with politicians from all sides,
are actively encouraged to participate in the
association’s aims and objectives. As always there was
a good turnout, and as usual we were treated to tasty
Arabic cuisine. It was great to see the Future Movement
in action on the day, and I congratulate all the
organisers for a wonderful experience.

Government performance
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) — At the
start of this session we saw how the government
operated in relation to the swearing in of the new
member for Northern Victoria Region and their total
contempt and disregard for the process.
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Mr Finn — For the people.
Ms CROZIER — For the people — quite right,
Mr Finn. What we have seen from this government in
under two years is a theme of this coming through,
including in regard to the decisions they are making in a
whole range of projects and undertakings across the
state.
In my own area of Southern Metropolitan Region, as
members would be well aware, over the winter break a
number of decisions were made in relation to sky rail,
the chopping down of trees, and the disregard for the
local communities around North Road in Ormond, with
the level crossing there and plans for 13 storeys. The
local council had no knowledge of this decision up until
a day before. These decisions are very symptomatic of
this government, and of course we have seen so many
other decisions, whether it is ripping up the east–west
link contract and the wastage of $1.1 billion, the Metro
Rail debacle or the local council debacle that we are
facing today and the extraordinary botched process that
is occurring. With those issues alone, and of course the
symbolic nature of the Country Fire Authority dispute,
which is so shameful at every level, Victorians should
all be very concerned.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Time!

EDUCATION AND TRAINING REFORM
AMENDMENT (MISCELLANEOUS)
BILL 2016
Second reading
Debate resumed from 14 April; motion of
Mr HERBERT (Minister for Training and Skills).
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
am very pleased to speak on the Education and
Training Reform Amendment (Miscellaneous) Bill
2016. It has been a while since this bill passed the lower
house, and indeed now we finally get to it, although
there are very serious matters contained in this bill. The
bill does a number of things. It empowers the Secretary
of the Department of Education and Training to
summarily dismiss a member of the government
teaching service for serious misconduct. I will come
back to that, but I imagine that was largely as a result of
the IBAC recommendations where there was an
investigation into the conduct of officers of the
Department of Education and Training in connection
with the use of banker schools and related activities as
well as, I would imagine, a number of other matters
concerning sexual misconduct.
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Secondly, the bill puts in place a statutory debt recovery
arrangement for financial assistance that is provided by
the commonwealth to Victoria for schools. I assume
that this is in response to the challenges to the
commonwealth’s funding of the chaplaincy programs; I
am sure they have driven that.
The bill ensures that new sexual offences under the
Criminal Code of the commonwealth can be taken into
account when assessing the registration and
performance of Victorian schools or teachers. Clearly
having a degree of consistency is important to ensure
that those who do not deserve to be in our classrooms
or in contact with our students indeed can be weeded
out. The bill also simplifies and clarifies procedures
relating to the Victorian Institute of Teaching (VIT) and
makes minor and technical amendments.
I am aware that the government has also brought in an
amendment in relation to the exercise of the summary
dismissal powers, making it crystal clear that the
intention is to specifically limit that to the secretary of
the department, who would need to personally dismiss
an employee in such circumstances. I think that is
probably due to some union consultation where the
union has flexed its muscle to beat the minister back
into some sort of submission.
An honourable member — Bingo.
Mrs PEULICH — Bingo; yes, I agree. It also
makes clear — and I will come back to that in a
moment — that the level of evidence does need to be
fairly explicit for these summary dismissal powers to be
triggered. For example, the employee may have
admitted serious misconduct during a corruption
inquiry, as of course one would expect following the
tabling of the report of such an inquiry as Operation
Ord in Parliament, where people have been named and
recommendations have been made that the department
has to be seen to be acting on. Specifically in relation to
that, there are a number of recommendations that were
made by IBAC. Of course IBAC exists because the
former coalition government instigated the reform, and
indeed the Labor Party in this chamber voted against it,
so we certainly would not have had this report if we had
not had the coalition introducing IBAC to Victoria.
There are a number of obligations not too far down the
track requiring the Secretary of the Department of
Premier and Cabinet to report to IBAC by 30 December
of 2016, for example, on the implementation of the
Victorian Secretaries Board corruption prevention and
integrity action plans and that this report be published
on its website.
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There are a number of other requirements, including
that the department take appropriate steps to exclude
people and entities whose behaviour has been found to
be improper or corrupt from obtaining work with the
department or schools in the future and that the
secretary of the department provide IBAC with a
detailed progress report by 30 December 2016 on the
implementation of its reform program to address the
issues identified during Operation Ord and in the final
report demonstrating the effectiveness of these reforms
by 30 September 2017. These reports will be published
on the IBAC website.
The level of investigation creating the scene for a
summary dismissal is very strong. Can I say how
disappointed I was to learn of the entrenched corruption
that was exposed by that IBAC report. Certainly I think
we saw evidence of it, but no-one in a pink fit would
assume that it was something that was so well
organised and so deliberate. My view is that every
dollar wasted through waste, mismanagement or
corruption is a dollar that is not spent on the outcomes
for our young people. So I do not have any qualms with
the powers of summary dismissal of people who have
been exposed by a thorough investigation of the nature
of IBAC being immediate. There are procedures for
grievances to be lodged or action to be taken if the
person believes it is unfair.
The government in the amendment it is bringing
forward says that the type of evidence that would be
required would be at least video footage, a public
admission and the like. That may well be watering
down what was my understanding of what would
trigger a summary dismissal event. But to actually then
require this summary dismissal to be exercised by the
secretary of the department is extraordinary. Why
would the secretary of the department need to
personally phone up every turkey who has been
exposed for being corrupt in an IBAC report? It is
extraordinary. Clearly the minister has been beaten into
submission by his union henchmen, who would see the
exercise of summary dismissal in a very narrow set of
circumstances as somehow moving towards, probably,
autonomous schools or something like that. I think that
is the paranoia that we are dealing with here. Why
would any department head need to be phoning up the
characters who have been listed here, who have been
exposed to and have admitted to having acted corruptly
as the result of a thorough investigation by IBAC? I
cannot fathom that; I cannot understand it.
Clearly we do need the powers. The bill enables the
secretary to terminate the employment of an employee
of the government teaching service without inquiry if
the secretary reasonably believes that serious
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misconduct has occurred. This is an inquiry, but the
amendment makes it clear that other forms of evidence
may also trigger a summary dismissal. The Public
Administration Act 2004 authorises the termination of
employment on the grounds of serious misconduct. The
common law and the commonwealth Fair Work Act
2009 — and this is in the preamble of the bill —
recognise an employer’s right to dismiss an employee
without notice for serious misconduct where it is
justified and where it is reasonable. To justify a
summary dismissal, an employer needs to be satisfied
that an employee’s conduct is grave, serious or a
significant departure from the standard of care which
should have been exercised.
Of course people can get it wrong, and natural justice
must be built into the system, so the bill does provide
the right of an employee to appeal a decision of the
secretary to terminate their employment without notice
to the Disciplinary Appeals Board. In addition, an
employee’s rights under the Fair Work Act 2009 for
unfair dismissal will not be affected by the proposed
amendment to the act. Clearly this reform is needed.
The fact that the secretary needs to be the person who
actually delivers the dismissal is clearly evidence of
browbeating by the union movement.
The second important reform that is introduced in this
bill is to put in place a statutory debt recovery
arrangement for financial assistance provided by the
commonwealth to Victoria for schools. Obviously the
commonwealth provides financial assistance to the state
for distribution to various authorities and bodies that
represent or fund schools. These authorities and bodies
in turn distribute the funding to individual schools,
acting as a conduit for commonwealth funding.
I understand that as a result of some legal action
involving the Williams (No. 1) case and the Williams
(No. 2) case in the High Court, which were proceedings
in the High Court challenging the validity of some of
the provisions that were inserted into the Financial
Management and Accountability Act 1997 and the
Financial Management and Accountability Regulations
1997, that would limit the commonwealth’s powers to
fund certain programs, as, for example, in this instance,
the operation of the federally funded chaplaincy
program in 2012. Mr Williams successfully challenged
the program in 2012 and the High Court concluded that
payments made under the chaplaincy program were not
supported by the executive powers of the
commonwealth. This became known as the Williams
(No. 1) case. Specifically the court found that the power
to spend appropriated money must be found elsewhere
in the constitution or in the statutes made under it.
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In response to the decision of the Williams (No. 1) case,
the commonwealth government enacted the Financial
Framework Legislation Amendment Act (No. 3) 2012.
This was done in an attempt to provide that sort of
legislative support for the making of arrangements,
agreements and payments of the kind in the issue of the
Williams (No. 1) case but also for the making of many
other arrangements and grants. I understand that new
proceedings were then undertaken, now known as the
Williams (No. 2) case. In the new proceedings the High
Court unanimously held that aspects of the amendments
were invalid and that they extended beyond the scope
of the federal Parliament’s constitutional power to
authorise making, bearing and administering
arrangements or grants.
The High Court specifically dealt with the issue by
looking at section 51(xxiiiA) of the constitution. It was
held that the commonwealth can make laws to provide
benefits to students under that section of the
constitution, and obviously that would need to be
proved to be advantageous to the student. As a
consequence of that it was deemed that programs such
as the chaplaincy program and other similar programs
exceeded the commonwealth’s legislative power and
key areas were to be examined where the
commonwealth expressly does not have legislative
power, starting with the legislative powers that have
been retained by the states — being broadly all the
matters that occur within state borders, including police,
hospitals, education and public transport. Any gaps in
the commonwealth legislative power would be covered
by referral of state powers to the commonwealth.
What that leads us to is the situation that we have here,
where the federal government has provided funding to
state government schools, primary and secondary, and
that funding is provided through the state education
department, which passes that money on to the relevant
school. If the federal government wants to retrieve or
recover funds that are owed to the commonwealth by
way of debt, there is no power for the federal
government to recoup these funds, say, from a
government school. As a consequence of that, to ensure
that the federal government has the power to receive
federal funds and also to recoup funds, the state is
required to make consequential changes to the
Education and Training Reform Act 2006 as a means of
facilitating these new provisions. So that is the genesis
of this particular amendment in terms of debt recovery
arrangements. That basically means that the
commonwealth would be legally able to take action to
recover funds from school authorities and bodies via
the state.
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The third part of the reform is to ensure that new sexual
offences under the Criminal Code of the
commonwealth can be taken into account when
assessing the registration and performance of Victorian
schools or teachers. The definition of sexual offence
under the principal act is used in the context of school
registration and teacher employment and registration.
The bill will expand the definition of sexual offence to
include references to additional offences recently
inserted into the Criminal Code of the commonwealth.
These relate to forced marriage involving a person
under 18 years of age.
Now these are very difficult issues. We all know as a
modern, democratic, robust society we do not condone
forced marriage at any age, let alone of minors. We
certainly do not condone using carriage services for
sexual activity with a person under 18 years of age, and
we certainly do not condone using a carriage service to
transmit indecent communication to a person under
16 years of age. So this amendment is to make it
possible for these types of sexual offences to be
considered by the institute when dealing with
registration and teacher employment.
I know the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee had some issues in relation to forced
marriage. It was concerned that marriage often amongst
15-year-olds was commonplace in many cultures and
simply by virtue of particular cultural practices they
would find themselves engaging in this particular
provision. Can I say that this is probably a problem that
is more common than we would know or perhaps be
able to fully investigate, because it is often done with
the involvement of families.
The minister’s response, by means of a letter signed by
Mr Merlino on 2 May 2016, was that if a person
migrated to Australia and had been involved in a forced
marriage, obviously while under 18, at the time, they
would not have been citizens of Australia, so the advice
provided to the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee is, and I quote:
It does not, however, criminalise the conduct of a citizen of
one of the countries mentioned in the committee’s report —

and I do not have the full list; there was a sort of
illustrative list of countries where early marriage is
permitted under law —
(or any other country) that occurred in the person’s home
country prior to the person immigrating to Australia and
becoming a resident or citizen. Accordingly, an immigrant
who may have participated in a forced marriage before
migrating to Australia would in general terms not have
committed a forced marriage offence under the Criminal
Code and would not be automatically disqualified under the
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act from teaching in Victoria on the basis of having
committed an offence prior to becoming an Australian citizen
or resident.

He went on to say:
… the defence in section 15.2(2) of the Criminal Code
effectively means that persons who are not Australian citizens
(including permanent residents and other visa-holders) will
not have committed a forced marriage offence if they engage
in conduct that causes another person to enter into a forced
marriage or is a non-victim party to a forced marriage in a
foreign country and that conduct is not unlawful in that
country. Accordingly, for persons who are not Australian
citizens, the committee’s assertion that the offences
‘criminalise acts which will often have occurred in countries
where they are lawful’ does not accurately reflect the
Criminal Code.

These are vexed issues. I am certainly aware that in
certain cultures, including Christian ones, polygamy is
legal and it is commonplace for a man to have, say, four
wives — all living in separate households — and many,
many children. When they migrate to Australia they
typically bring all the children along, but they can only
bring one wife. But I am advised by people within
some of these communities that it is not unusual for the
man then to separate from the wife that he has brought
and to go back to their country of birth and bring
another wife and thereby, in a sense, circumvent some
of these laws.
The only way — and this is outside the remit of this
bill — of taking a stand against polygamy is indeed, if
there is a review of the Marriage Act 1958, by making
it crystal clear that an Australian citizen or resident
should not engage in or commit polygamy even
offshore. I think that is the only way of sending a really
strong message on those very vexed and difficult issues.
Nonetheless, the expanded definition of ‘sexual
offences’ will ensure that the commission of the
offences can be taken into account when assessing the
registration and performance of Victorian schools and
teachers. The bill also makes amendments to simplify
procedures relating to the setting of fees by the minister
on application for temporary work approval of early
childhood teachers. From last year, 30 September 2015,
all qualified early childhood teachers working in
Victorian education or care services or children’s
services have had to be registered with the VIT, and to
be eligible for registration early childhood teachers
need to hold an approved early childhood teaching
qualification.
In response to concerns that some remote early
childhood services would be unable to find staff with an
approved early childhood teaching qualification,
section 2.6.60B of the act would allow a teacher who
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does not hold an approved early childhood teaching
qualification to make an application to the secretary for
a temporary work approval. That to me sounds like a
reasonable compromise. Temporary approval
applications are made to and granted by the secretary
without VIT involvement. The current act, however,
still compels the minister to call for and consider
recommendations from the VIT before fixing
temporary approval application fees. Given that the
VIT is not involved in temporary approval processes,
new section 2.6.77(1A) of the act will allow the
minister to fix a fee for temporary approval applications
without prior consultation with the VIT. It will not
affect the requirement of the minister to call for and
consider recommendations from the VIT regarding
other registration fees.
Then we get to the last bit — that is, changes in relation
to the Victorian Institute of Teaching council. Currently
under the act if a member of the VIT council ceases
serving on the council prior to the conclusion of their
term, a replacement is selected by the existing members
of the VIT council. This amendment will empower the
minister to determine who is appointed as the
replacement member of the board. In accordance with
the recent changes implemented by the Education and
Training Reform Amendment (Victorian Institute of
Teaching) Act 2016, new section 2.6.64(2) will require
the minister to consult with either the Australian
Education Union (AEU) or the Independent Education
Union (IEU) if the replacement member is recognised
as a representative of either union. We do not believe
that this is appropriate. The need for consulting with
unions is unnecessary and gives an unnecessary
weighting to union representatives. We oppose the
reinstatement of union representation on the VIT
council. We believe that is not appropriate and have
found a lot of sector support for that. The opposition
will be, in committee, moving an amendment to
remove from the clause new section 2.6.64(2), which
relates to the requirement to consult with the AEU or
the IEU on replacing a relevant vacancy on the VIT
board.
With those few words, I say that education is a very
important matter for all of us. Having a robust system
which features improved learning and teaching is
critical to the success of the government sector but also
the mixed economy of education. A vibrant,
independent non-government sector means that those
who want to pay more and are able to pay more can pay
more, and it keeps the government sector on its toes,
forcing it to lift its game, to lift its standards and to
deliver outcomes. Ultimately if it does not, parents walk
with their feet.
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We have a mixed economy of private and
independent — some are religious based, some are
not — schools and the government sector. I taught in
the government sector and I attended a government
school as a student, and my son attended a government
school for most of his time and then scored himself a
scholarship. For people who cannot afford private
school fees, their children deserve the very best
opportunities and the highest quality of education.
Unfortunately there are practices that are longstanding
and that do need to change, and the union movement
has been a staunch opponent of that.

recently inserted into the Criminal Code of the
commonwealth of Australia to ensure that those
offences are taken into account when assessing the
registration and performance of Victorian schools and
Victorian teachers. These definitions would include:
forced marriage involving a person under 18 years of
age; using a carriage service for sexual activity with a
person under 16 years of age; and using a carriage
service to transmit indecent communication to a person
under 16 years of age. The Greens are very supportive
of this amendment under clause 4 of the bill to add
those definitions under that section of the act.

I remember when I was the English faculty head at
Cleeland, one of the government schools which
subsequently a Labor government closed, or merged. In
actual fact I think they have done that with every school
at which I have taught. Labor has closed or merged or
amalgamated those schools. I do not know what that
says. Then the unionised teaching force was deadset
opposed to any sort of testing. Look at how long it took
us to get the national assessment program — literacy
and numeracy or to get testing in schools as an
indicator. It is certainly not the sole arbiter or
determinant of a child’s potential or whatever, but to
hold a school accountable, student outcomes are a very
important indicator.

Clauses 6 to 13 make a number of other miscellaneous
amendments to the act, such as inserting fees for
temporary approvals of early childhood teachers. This
amendment would simplify the fee-setting process for
temporary approvals of early childhood teachers by
removing the requirement for the minister to call for
and consider a recommendation of the Victorian
Institute of Teaching (VIT) when fixing that application
fee. But this would not affect the requirement for the
minister to continue to call for and consider VIT
recommendations in relation to other fees relating to
teacher and early childhood teacher registration.

Education is not there for the union movement; it is
there for the kids, it is there for our students. Parents
have just as much right — and more so — to be
integrally involved in absolutely every element of a
child’s education, with few exceptions, where there are
issues. There is a role then for other agencies to step in.
But overreaching and succumbing the rights of the
child to the altar of the state is not something that I
favour. Having been born under communism, I
understand the power of propaganda and the
importance of freedom of religion and freedom of
choice as the foundation of our democratic values and
beliefs — so ‘no’ to unions having the weight of
opinion on the VIT. I will, on behalf of the opposition,
not be supporting that particular clause. With those few
words, I look forward to the rest of the debate.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I am
very pleased to make some remarks today on the
Education and Training Reform Amendment
(Miscellaneous) Bill 2016, which indeed makes a range
of miscellaneous amendments to the Education and
Training Reform Act 2006. They are quite different sets
of amendments that this bill includes.
Firstly, under clause 4 the bill expands the definition of
‘sexual offence’ in section 1.1.3(1) of the act to include
references to additional offences that have been

The bill also amends the act to clarify the process for
the appointment of acting members to the VIT.
Currently the minister has the power to make those
appointments to the governing boards of statutory
authorities under the act, but historically this has not
applied to the VIT council because of the process of
electing members to the council prior to 2014 when the
previous government changed it. But that has now been
changed back. Instead, the chairperson of the VIT is
empowered to appoint acting members on the
recommendation of the council.
We are supportive of that amendment and also the
amendment that goes to the debt recovery
arrangements, which is to ensure that Victoria complies
with its obligations under the Australian Education Act
2013 at a commonwealth level to have adequate debt
recovery arrangements in place in respect of school
funding by the commonwealth. These are all sensible
amendments.
The other amendment that is made by the bill,
particularly by clause 5, which is the major clause
dealing with this amendment, will enable the secretary
to dismiss an employee without a formal inquiry if the
secretary reasonably believes that serious misconduct
has occurred. The minister in his second-reading speech
states that this dismissal power:
… seeks to close a gap in existing legislation to effectively
manage serious staff misconduct without unnecessary
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procedural delays and to increase the integrity and
accountability of the government teaching service.

The Greens have serious concerns with the
amendments in the bill which go to sections 2.4.61,
2.4.62, 2.4.63, 2.4.64, 2.4.65, 2.4.66 and 2.4.67 of the
act. These lay out very detailed procedures for the
dismissal of or disciplinary action taken against
teachers or education staff under the act.
Sections 2.4.62 and 2.4.63 also outline the procedures,
and section 2.4.60 sets out the grounds for action taken
against employees in terms of disciplinary actions. The
Greens are of the view that this particular section of the
act is very comprehensive in terms of the sorts of
procedures and natural justice processes involved in
disciplinary action, whether or not they eventually lead
to the dismissal of an employee, and that there is no
need for the summary dismissal power that is being
inserted by this bill.
I should say that the Greens have prepared an
amendment to remove clause 5 from the bill, and I am
happy to have that amendment circulated.
Greens amendments circulated by Ms PENNICUIK
(Southern Metropolitan) pursuant to standing
orders.
Ms PENNICUIK — Members will have the
amendments in their hands, and as I was just outlining,
there are very comprehensive processes and procedures
under section 2.4.61 and other following sections of the
act. Just recently there were changes made to the
Victorian Institute of Teaching such that if there were
any allegations of sexual misconduct by teaching staff
they could be immediately suspended. In my view,
because an allegation is an allegation and not
necessarily a fact, a suspension allows the teacher to be
removed from the classroom. An immediate suspension
allows the teacher to be removed from the classroom
while an investigation is carried out, and we supported
that amendment with some comments that I made at the
time.
But what we have here now is the power for the
secretary of the department to summarily dismiss an
employee. If you read the second-reading speech and
the statement of compatibility, both of those go to the
issue of allegations of sexual misconduct by a member
of staff, but if you go back in time the real reason
appears to be the findings of the IBAC inquiry and its
report known as Operation Ord.
We know of course that certain employees of the
Department of Education and Training were involved
in fraud against the taxpayer, basically. At least one of
those was an executive employee and was, in fact,
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dismissed under the Public Administration Act 2004.
But in terms of many of the other staff members who
may have been named in this report, the grounds that
need to be satisfied at the present time for dismissal of
staff are clear. Currently, as expressed in the
second-reading speech:
… the procedure for managing serious misconduct is subject
to complex and time-consuming procedures.

Well, it should be subject to procedures, whether they
be complex and time consuming or not, and bearing in
mind that a person can always be suspended. The
second-reading speech continues:
There is no explicit legal power for the secretary to terminate
the employment of a member of the government teaching
service for serious misconduct without first conducting an
inquiry.

I would have thought that if you were going to dismiss
someone you would need to conduct an inquiry and
know you are on solid ground to justify such drastic
action. At the moment:
To justify summary dismissal, the secretary needs to be
satisfied that an employee’s conduct is grave, serious or a
significant departure from the standard of care which should
have been exercised.

I do have some issues with the minister saying that one
of the reasons for not conducting an inquiry is that the
process is complex and time consuming and the other is
the introduction of the concept of ‘reasonable belief’
rather than some evidence that something has occurred.
Also, if we go to the statement of compatibility, the
secretary will be able to summarily terminate an
employee if he or she reasonably believes the employee
has engaged in serious misconduct.
Under the heading ‘Fair Hearing’ in the statement of
compatibility, the minister says that, yes, this limits the
rights under section 24 of the charter, but this power
will:
Expedite the dismissal process when it is clear that the
employee has engaged in serious misconduct and inquiry is
not required.

The proposal that something must be clear and that the
only test is that the secretary has a reasonable belief is
antithetical, because a reasonable belief is not clarity.
So we have a problem there. The statement of
compatibility continues:
Circumstances in which the secretary may decide to terminate
an employee without first holding an investigation include
where the employee has admitted the serious misconduct in a
court or another forum.
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I would say that that still requires investigation because
the person may be a witness and could come under
significant duress during questioning by a barrister or
someone assisting the IBAC commissioner, and may
admit to something that has not in fact been proven, so I
think this is a behaviour that, under the existing
processes under section 2.4.61 and following sections
of the act, would require an investigation by the
secretary to investigate that admission and the
circumstances by which it has come about and
undertake disciplinary action. As section 2.4.61 says,
this could be a reprimand, a fine not exceeding
50 penalty units, a reduction in classification or a
termination of employment, but it does require some
investigation.
As I have said, senior public servants in the executive
service are not covered by this provision. It refers to
departmental employees and/or teachers. As I also said,
if there is any allegation of sexual misconduct, they can
already be immediately suspended, so that is — —
Mrs Peulich — On full pay.
Ms PENNICUIK — Mrs Peulich says ‘On full
pay’, but I am talking about allegations, which are not
proven facts — and people can make allegations that
are not true.
The statement of compatibility also goes on to say:
An expedited process for the termination of employment as
opposed to the power to suspend a person, in circumstances
where there is strong, reliable evidence that serious
misconduct has occurred, especially in cases where this may
involve a child, is appropriate in that it removes ongoing
uncertainty for those involved.

I do not understand how that strong, reliable evidence
correlates with a reasonable belief, and further, it would
mean:
… that the secretary may choose not to comply with the
processes in the act mandating investigations …

But the statement of compatibility says that while this
amendment would not mean that the secretary would
need to carry out an investigation, ‘it is envisaged that
these processes will be adhered to in the majority of
cases’.
I am glad to read that, but that is not what the actual bill
says and it is not a compelling case given that it is just
mentioned in the statement of compatibility. As I said,
there is already the ability to suspend an employee. I
would say, too, that the existing processes and
procedures in the act, in addition to the ones that were
recently added to the Victorian Institute of Teaching
legislation, have worked well over many years. They
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have been worked out through successive governments
and the staff of the education department, including
departmental staff and teachers. There has been no
evidence put to me — except the behaviour outlined in
Operation Ord, which I will talk about in a moment —
to show that there is any need for this, and I would still
say that, apart from the executive service personnel, the
processes already outlined in the act would suffice.
The next page of the statement of compatibility states
that:
DET’s managing complaints, misconduct and unsatisfactory
performance guidelines will also be amended to include a
section on summary dismissal to set out the general
requirements for the decision-maker to ensure that a fair and
reasonable process is followed.

Ipso facto, summary dismissal is not a fair and
reasonable process. What is a fair and reasonable
process is what already exists in the act, and there is no
need to change the act. For example, this provision sets
what we could call a condition precedent, and a
condition precedent to the exercise of the power to
summarily dismiss — that is, the secretary holding a
reasonable belief — is too low a bar for dismissal. The
condition precedent should be the conduct itself — that
is, the grounds of the serious misconduct. Simply
referring to ‘serious misconduct’ is vague. It should be
referring to an actual action such as theft, fraud, assault
and so on.
I agree also that if, for argument’s sake, we accept the
need for a summary dismissal, this needs to be limited
to a power being exercised only by the secretary and
not by delegation. I know the government has an
amendment to that effect, which we would support. I
notice that Mrs Peulich is not going to support the
amendment on the delegation; is that right?
Mrs Peulich — We won’t oppose.
Ms PENNICUIK — You will not oppose? Well,
you spoke against it.
Mrs Peulich — I expressed some concerns about
how it will operate.
Ms PENNICUIK — In summary on the problems
with this amendment, it does abrogate the right to
procedural fairness. There is no appeal on the
substantive ground of whether in fact the conduct
occurred. The explanatory memorandum says that an
employee has a right to appeal and that under appeal it
would be considered and it would be assessed on
whether there is a reasonable belief but not the
substantive ground on whether in fact the conduct had
occurred. This leads to a wide variety of circumstances
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where an employee has not in fact engaged in conduct,
even though the secretary has a reasonable belief that
the conduct has been engaged in. If the employee has
been found guilty and then that is set aside, the
employee would not be able to challenge the
substantive ground of the alleged misconduct.
It has also been brought to my attention that the
practical exercise of the powers proposed would lead to
a conflict with unfair dismissal laws in respect of
non-executive employees. This is because unfair
dismissal laws require an employer to have a valid
reason for dismissal, not simply a reasonable belief. So
that is the problem with this provision that is being
inserted into the act by this bill, which the Greens are
saying is not required because the procedures under the
act suffice already.
In terms of the report of IBAC — called Operation
Ord, which I have already made a statement about in
statements on reports — it is worth saying that the
secretary of the department saying, ‘Well, I’m going to
fix this problem by getting the act changed so that I can
summarily dismiss employees’ is not going to get to the
nub of the problem. If people were to read the report,
they would deduce and infer from it that the problems
have to do with the culture, the structures and the
behaviours that have gone on in the department of
education over a long time. For example, on page 8 the
report says:
This report outlines the conduct of Operation Ord, which has
been complex and protracted due to the considerable
subterfuge involved, as well as constraints on the availability
of financial data. The report also outlines departmental
practices, organisational culture and the failure of systems and
controls which contributed to the corrupt conduct going
undetected for so long.

As I have said before, this state of affairs was allowed
to develop and to continue and to fester under multiple
governments — the previous government, the one
before that and this one. It is no surprise if you read the
report that some people behaved badly, because there
was not anything to prevent them from doing that. For
example, the report also says:
Operation Ord identified that there was a general failure of
controls around procurement that contributed to the corrupt
conduct. Deficiencies included business managers failing to
check that goods and services were delivered or performed
before processing payment, purchase orders either not being
raised or being raised after a purchase had been made,
invoices with insufficient information being approved for
payment, and lack of documentation to support payments.
Similarly, the investigation uncovered a widespread lack of
accountability for public money within the department.
Banker schools were used to pay for goods that were contrary
to department policy, such as generous hospitality, alcohol
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and gifts. Invoices were paid without question at the direction
of senior officers, although the payments were totally
unrelated to the business of the school or established clusters
of schools.
There was a significant lack of transparency in relation to
funds transferred into and out of schools for these purposes.
The lack of accountability and transparency clearly suited the
purposes of certain senior officers, who were using banker
schools either corruptly or inappropriately.

There is even more that needs to be put on the record as
well, with regard to what was going on in these schools.
Paragraph 3.5 of the report goes to the department’s
2010 audit into the program coordinator schools. In
2010 two senior internal departmental auditors
completed an audit program of the coordinator schools.
This audit was placed on the plan as a result of pressure
brought to bear by a number of people who expressed
concerns over a number of years about the use of
program coordinator schools to circumvent systems and
controls and who were also concerned about the
apparent use of program coordinator schools to pay
invoices et cetera. The audit identified that at October
2010 approximately $30 million was held by the
schools, and the audit looked at whether the coordinator
schools were properly administering the funds on
behalf of regions, if departmental policies and
procedures were being followed and whether controls
were in place to ensure appropriate authorisation,
recording and reporting of expenditure.
The audit concluded that program coordinator school
arrangements were in breach of the act as well as
departmental policies, procedures and guidelines. Three
audit findings were defined as critical, indicating
potential severe adverse effects on the department and
requiring immediate attention of the deputy secretary. It
recommended that arrangements involving expenditure
on behalf of regions and central office cease
immediately, and a lot of detail follows.
Further on the report says:
Despite the gravity of the findings and recommendations, the
audit report languished. In fact, it was not signed off by
management until August 2011, approximately eight months
after its completion.

If you go to paragraph 3.5.4, it reads:
Following a period of obstruction, management
acknowledged the concerns raised in the 2010 audit and
accepted most of the recommendations.

What I am trying to get to there is that there is a lot
more in this report that could illuminate what has been
going on in the department of education. There are
serious structural problems within the department.
During the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee
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hearings and in fact in financial outcomes hearings
earlier this year I pursued this issue with the new
secretary, Ms Gill Callister. I am confident that she
wants to fix these problems, but I think she has a very
difficult task in terms of the longstanding, entrenched
practices and the ignoring of warnings, not only those
given by their own internal auditors but several given
by the Victorian Auditor-General’s Office regarding the
lack of proper procedures and processes within the
department with regard to its oversight of public
money. As I say, structures were not in place, and when
that happens, some people, sadly, will take advantage
of that, and some of those people have already gone.
But going back to the nub of the issue, my concern
really is with natural justice and procedural fairness and
that a reasonable belief being held by the secretary of
the department without having undertaken any sort of
investigation or inquiry and without proper procedures
in place for response by an employee before they are
summarily dismissed is not good industrial relations
practice. It is not fair, it does not follow natural justice
and it may lead to very unjust outcomes, whereas the
procedures that already exist under the act are there to
prevent unfair outcomes. They are also sufficient to
protect children, particularly with the changes that were
made earlier this year with regard to the Victorian
Institute of Teaching.
We already have the processes and procedures in place
that can deal with any of the issues that the government
cares to raise in defence of its summary dismissal
powers. That is why the Greens will not be supporting
that particular provision of the bill even though we are
supportive of the other aspects of the bill.
Mr ELASMAR (Northern Metropolitan) — I rise to
make my contribution to the Education and Training
Reform Amendment (Miscellaneous) Bill 2016. The
bill proposes several amendments that seek to protect
children who are in the care of teachers in the
government teaching service. The amendment provides
a proper instrument for the summary removal of
individuals who are prima facie guilty of gross
misconduct. The amendments in no way deny these
individuals natural justice, as the mechanisms for an
appeal are still enshrined in the current legislation.
The bill empowers the secretary of the department to
summarily dismiss a member of the government
teaching service for serious misconduct. At present the
framework for dismissal is cumbersome and time
consuming. It is critical in these circumstances that
immediate action is taken. As the safety of the child is
paramount, this action — and by that I mean summary
dismissal — is considered warranted by the secretary.
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The bill also expands the definition of ‘sexual offence’
to include references to additional offences under the
Criminal Code of the commonwealth.
The bill goes on to establish a statutory debt recovery
arrangement in respect of commonwealth financial
assistance provided to Victorian schools. The future
debt recovery arrangement in the bill will effectively
establish a legal relationship between the
commonwealth and Victoria. It enables the
commonwealth to recover any funds due to
non-compliance with conditions regarding the financial
assistance that the commonwealth provides to Victoria
for schools. If the commonwealth education minister
determines that funds allocated to a school are in breach
of the conditions for funding, then those funds are able
to be recovered.
The bill also contains a provision for the temporary
appointment of members to the governing board of the
Victorian Institute of Teaching (VIT). Prior to 2014
there were options to have elected members of the VIT
board. During 2014 these options were removed. The
entire board now consists of totally
ministerial-appointed members. The proposed
amendment will empower the minister to make acting
appointments to the VIT council. Currently the minister
has a general power to make acting appointments to the
governing boards of statutory authorities under the act.
However, due to the elected component of the
Victorian Institute of Teaching board, it was not
possible to appoint a replacement member who had
been elected. Under these provisions the minister may
appoint a temporary replacement on the
recommendation of the council.
The proposed amendments also recognise the recent
changes to the composition of the council affected by
the Education and Training Reform Amendment
(Victorian Institute of Teaching) Bill 2015.
Notwithstanding the ministerial prerogative to appoint
board members, the minister will still be required to
consult with the relevant union before appointing a
person to act in the place of a member of the VIT
council who was originally nominated by the union.
I would like to speak further on this bill. It is a good
bill. I know that an amendment will be circulated by the
government and debated in the committee stage, so I
commend the bill to the house.
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) — I am
pleased to be able to rise this afternoon and make a
contribution to the Education and Training Reform
Amendment (Miscellaneous) Bill 2016. As has been
said by other members, this bill will empower the
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Secretary of the Department of Education and Training
to summarily dismiss a member of the government
teaching service for serious misconduct, put in place a
statutory debt recovery arrangement for financial
assistance that is provided by the commonwealth to
Victoria for schools, ensure that new sexual offences
under the Criminal Code of the commonwealth can be
taken into account when assessing the registration and
performance of Victorian schools or teachers, simplify
and clarify procedures relating to the Victorian Institute
of Teaching (VIT), and make minor and technical
amendments.

This bill looks at a number of areas. It wants to not only
minimise the disruption caused when teachers engage
in the types of serious misconduct that I have alluded to
but also, more importantly, deal with any teacher who
might pose an unacceptable risk of harm to children. In
that case of course they would need to be suspended. I
know that when I was involved in the Victorian
parliamentary child abuse inquiry we certainly looked
at this issue in relation to teachers and the early
education sector and at the time noted that the Victorian
Institute of Teaching (VIT) did have specific standards
that needed to be adhered to.

I note that Mr Wakeling, the member for Ferntree Gully
in the other place, made a number of comments in his
contribution on the bill in relation to the findings of
IBAC following its investigation into the rorting of
education. Mrs Peulich has similarly commented on
this. I think these are indeed very important because
IBAC found that serious misconduct had occurred in
the education department. There was a lot of media
attention paid recently to this issue, and article after
article demonstrated that there were serious concerns in
relation to a number of individuals who, quite frankly,
did defraud the state and gained from the
misappropriation of public funds.

Teachers have a unique role in terms of creating a safe
educational environment. At no time should a teacher
who has a professional relationship with a student enter
into a sexual relationship with them, use any sexual
innuendo or engage in any of the types of issues that
this bill seeks to address which require suspension of
their registration. I know that the suspension of a
teacher’s registration is not undertaken lightly. It is
something that needs to be considered seriously, but it
also needs to be in the best interests of the children that
that teachers is protecting. Of course the education
facilities will want to have some oversight of this if
they can and have some say in relation to what they can
and cannot do.

At the time the former coalition government was setting
up IBAC the now government criticised its formation,
saying that it would be a toothless tiger. The findings
from this particular inquiry were certainly alarming and
I think demonstrated the powers of IBAC. We have of
course seen in the IBAC inquiry that another project set
up by the former Labor was mismanaged — that is, the
ultranet project. It was certainly extraordinary to see
what IBAC uncovered in the course of its inquiry. I do
not want to go on about that too much because it has
been canvassed in other contributions, other than to say
that there was an enormous amount of public money
misspent. I am quoting now from an article in the Age
of July last year, which states:
The $2.5 million in public funds involved in potentially
corrupt transactions would go a long way in state schools. It
remains unclear whether schools will recoup any of the
money that was misspent or whether assets will be seized
from officials who were found to be corrupt.

The article also goes on to talk about the ultranet
project and states:
The rorted $2.5 million identified by IBAC is minuscule
compared with the cost of the botched $180 million ultranet
computer system, which was supposed to revolutionise
school life.

There were serious concerns about that process.

This bill also looks at various elements of the make-up
of the board. I note that this was something the former
government looked at closely. The coalition wanted to
have input from people who are directly involved in the
education of young people and students. It was very
clear at the time that the coalition did not want the
unions to be overly represented on the board or for
them to overly influence the board, but this bill looks to
ensure that that will occur.
The coalition will not be supporting clause 8, which
inserts new section 2.6.64(2), which requires the
minister to consult with either the Australian Education
Union or the Independent Education Union on filling a
relevant vacancy on the VIT board. This is something
that the coalition does have concerns about in relation
to the power and influence of the unions. I note that the
government is bringing in a house amendment to
ensure that the secretary has ultimate power, which
suggests that that could be more open to influence from
the unions. I hope that would not be the case, but
nevertheless if we do not have a range of people on
those boards, then that is open to occur.
I just want to move quickly to the area that I have
responsibility for, and that is in relation to the early
education sector. When I consulted with the sector on
the provision to enable early childhood educators in
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regional and rural Victoria who require registration to
not be bound by the requirement to hold an approved
qualification and for the secretary to grant temporary
approvals to work, it was clear that it is a very
reasonable provision of this bill. Often it is difficult to
get educators in those areas — there may be a shortage
or there may be a time factor in play — so I think it is a
common-sense measure. As I said, at the time of
looking at this bill there were no real concerns in
relation to this sensible provision in the bill.
In the final few moments of my contribution, I return to
Mr Wakeling and his contribution on the bill. He
referred to the commonwealth’s inability to recoup
funds from school authorities and school bodies and the
fact that that needed to come through the states. The
new provision that provides for debt recovery
arrangements is I think another area of the bill that is
welcome and where a common-sense measure applies
that will enable those moneys to be recouped if
necessary.
I do not think there is too much more that I need to say
that others have not covered in their contributions.
Suffice to say that the coalition welcomes any
legislation that gives assurance to Victorian
communities that there are provisions in place to protect
students from those that might be wanting to sexually
exploit or seeking to have an unprofessional
relationship with them, as clearly they need to be
protected. In saying that, I do note that this also goes to
our looking at the area of forced marriage. Speaking
just briefly to that, I note that of course that is not a
common occurrence in this country, but it could occur,
so this bill also highlights that provision. Should that
occur in our community, this bill addresses that issue,
saying that it is completely unacceptable.
There are a number of very good parts to this bill in
relation to protecting children and providing safe
learning environments for them to enable them to gain
the necessary education to further their future
opportunities.
Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — I am pleased
to be able to make a contribution to the Education and
Training Reform Amendment (Miscellaneous) Bill
2016. I note that the coalition is not opposing the bill.
As previous speakers have indicated, this bill is
designed to make some amendments or minor changes
to the act. It will empower the Secretary of the
Department of Education and Training to summarily
dismiss a member of the government teaching service
for serious misconduct, put in place a statutory debt
recovery arrangement for financial assistance that is
provided by the commonwealth to Victoria for schools,
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ensure that new sexual offences under the Criminal
Code of the commonwealth can be taken into account
when assessing the registration and performance of
Victorian schools or teachers, simplify and clarify
procedures relating to the Victorian Institute of
Teaching and make minor and technical
amendments — and I am not going to go into detail on
those.
I did want to mention that that the Independent
Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission has in only
recent months made considerable inroads into
investigating some serious misconduct through the
Department of Education and Training. I raise this
matter because it was the coalition government that
introduced in this chamber legislation — a number of
tranches of legislation — for the anti-corruption body
or IBAC, as we know it here in Victoria. I sit on a
parliamentary committee which is charged with
oversighting a number of government agencies, which
include IBAC, the Victorian Inspectorate, the
Auditor-General and others. Certainly the thresholds
within which IBAC was working previously have now
been lowered to encompass not only serious criminal
corrupt behaviour but also serious misbehaviour. While
this bill strengthens the powers of the Secretary of the
Department of Education and Training to dismiss a
member of the teaching service who has engaged in
serious misconduct, IBAC also now has the powers to
investigate breaches within the teaching profession in
relation to serious misconduct. We have seen the results
of a current inquiry whereby those who engaged in that
behaviour have been dealt with harshly.
As I said, the bill is supported by the coalition. It is a
sensible amendment. Unfortunately it adds no dollars to
schools. In my Western Victoria Region I have a
number of schools that are desperate for upgrade and
renewal. Ms Pennicuik is looking at me thinking, ‘Now
Simon is so totally going off the bill into areas that are
not associated with the detail of the bill’, but it did give
me an opportunity to talk about the lack of investment
by the Andrews government into education and
specifically into the schools in my Western Victoria
Region, some of which have been waiting decades for
upgrades and investment. I refer to the poor old
Birregurra Primary School, which has for years and
years been on the top priority list but is still unable to
attract the eye of the education department for a total
refit and renewal. It was a temporary building when I
was there, back — well, I will not say what year —
many years ago. Unfortunately it has only been the
work of the students and parents that has created a
pleasant environment in that school. It should have
been bulldozed 20 years ago and refitted, but sadly it is
still waiting for the funding allocation for an upgrade of
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the school. That is typical of many, many schools
around Western Victoria Region that are still awaiting
upgrades and replacements.
I support the government’s endeavour to make some
amendments through this bill to enable the secretary to
terminate the employment of employees if the secretary
reasonably believes the employee has engaged in
serious misconduct. The bill has provisions in relation
to recovering debt and expanding the definition of
sexual offence to include further offences in the
Criminal Code of the commonwealth and to make other
miscellaneous amendments. Unfortunately, as I said,
the bill does nothing to encourage the government to
invest and invest as a priority in our education facilities
across Western Victoria Region.
Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) — I am pleased to rise
today to speak on the Education and Training Reform
Amendment (Miscellaneous) Bill 2016. On the whole
these are reasonable changes to the Education and
Training Reform Act 2006, so as a Nationals member I
will not be opposing the majority of the bill, although
there is one part and one clause I am not happy with at
all.
There are sensible and reasonable changes in this bill to
strengthen and protect our children in state schools.
One of the purposes of the bill will be to grant the
departmental secretary summary dismissal powers over
members of the government teaching profession for
serious misconduct, which is in terms of the common
law definition. Serious misconduct is defined in
regulation 1.07 under the Fair Work Regulations 2009
and includes conduct that causes serious and imminent
risk to the health and safety of a person or the
reputation, viability or profitability of the employer’s
business; theft, fraud, and assault or the employee being
intoxicated with drugs or alcohol whilst at work; or the
employee refusing to carry out a lawful and reasonable
instruction which is consistent with their employment.
The bill streamlines the process for the dismissal of a
teacher by the department secretary when it is clear that
the person has engaged in serious misconduct and an
inquiry is unnecessary. I give the example, in particular,
of where a person has already admitted to their
misconduct. The current practices are, as defined,
lengthy. The person in question is suspended on full
pay. The processes can be time consuming and also
wasteful of time when it is deemed unnecessary. With
this bill and this clause the staff of the education
department will come in line with the Public
Administration Act 2004 and other employees under
that act.
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There are many investigative bodies, and one that
Ms Pennicuik and others have spoken about is
IBAC — the Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption
Commission — which was established under the
Baillieu-Ryan government. It has investigated multiple
things. At the moment it is investigating within the
education sector inappropriate behaviour and in
particular the gross misuse of government funds. One
case in point that I would like to raise is the education
department’s now infamous ultranet. The ultranet was
going to revolutionise online learning in state schools. It
was going to be a platform for curriculum development
and for interaction and communication between
teachers, schools, students and parents. It was going to
record student progress and revolutionise the system in
general. This unfortunately disastrous venture, we will
say, ended up costing $240 million. It was a blowout. It
was supposed to cost $160 million; it ended up costing
$240 million. What a waste.
Even the initial promotion of the ultranet ended up
being like a floor show at a very bad casino. It cost
$1.4 million. It was held at the Melbourne Convention
and Exhibition Centre. To the tune of Madonna’s
Material Girl the participants sang, ‘We are living in a
virtual world and I am an ultranet girl’. This is a bit of a
sad reflection, in my opinion. I was teaching in a
country school at the time. On rollout day the drums
were rolling, and it ended up being a great big fiasco.
Students were told to stay home; it was supposed to be
a professional development day. In the end, at about
10.30 a.m. when the system crashed, at least we had
some quality time. We went and prepared lessons and
did research on our own. What happened to the
ultranet? It vanished into thin air. The platform was
built by the Australian IT firm CSG, and post audit
IBAC is making investigations. Many rural schools
across my electorate could have done with a slice of
that $240 million. Wonthaggi Secondary College,
Korumburra Secondary College and Mr Ian Hall at
Bairnsdale Secondary College would have loved a slice
of that pie.
The second area in the bill that I will talk about is the
putting in place of a statutory debt recovery
arrangement for financial assistance provided by the
commonwealth to schools in Victoria. Under the
Australian Education Act 2013 the commonwealth
provides funds to the state for distribution to various
authorities to in turn distribute to individual schools.
However, at present the commonwealth cannot recover
debt easily from an individual school but rather through
the state by way of debt owed by the state to the
commonwealth. This is a convoluted and inefficient
procedure. This bill will implement effective debt
recovery arrangements so that the commonwealth
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government is legally able to recover funds from school
authorities via the state.
The bill will also ensure that new sexual offences under
the Criminal Code of the commonwealth can be taken
into account when assessing the registration and
performance of Victorian schoolteachers or schools —
for example, if a teacher has been associated with any
of the three new sexual offence grounds for registration
termination and disqualification from teaching. The
three sexual offence grounds include a teacher being
found guilty of being involved in a forced marriage
involving a person under the age of 18. In Australia it is
not possible for a person under the age of 18 to get
married without court approval, and an Australian court
would not authorise a forced marriage, so as a matter of
practice the offence of forced marriage involving a
person under 18 will only ever have occurred overseas.
The Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee Alert
Digest No. 5 also identifies that the marriages in
consideration would be forced marriages that teachers
have participated in overseas.
I would like to note and put on the record that while
here in Australia we would feel disappointed or
shocked about and would not condone the unlawful
marriage of a girl under the age of 15, it does occur in
some countries. There are frightening statistics.
According to a UNICEF report of 2015, in some
countries between 15 per cent and 30 per cent of girls
are married by the age of 15. There are many more
countries in which a large percentage of girls under the
age of 15 are married despite the legal age being 18.
We have seen photos and images of girls as young as
10 sitting on beds and being forced into terrible
slave-like conditions. The forced marriage offences in
Australia reflect our norms and our standards, which
focus on protecting children from sexual exploitation
and according to which marriages of 15-year-olds are
viewed, as we know, as highly inappropriate, abnormal
and an abuse of children. These children should be
running around, playing and enjoying life rather than
being forced into marriages.
There is a grey area of the bill, which Mrs Peulich
raised before in her contribution, and that relates to
teachers who have come from those countries where
younger marriages are permitted and may have been
involved in customs that seem appropriate there. After
coming to our country they may apply to be a teacher
and then expect that they can conduct their duties. It
will have to be teased out how this law will capture
them and how those clauses in the bill will relate to
them.
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Other sexual offences outlined by the bill include using
a carriage service such as a mobile phone for sexual
activity with a person under the age of 16, a teacher
using their position to groom a child under 16 for
sexual exploitation, and also using a carriage service
such as an iPad or a phone to transmit indecent
communication to a person under 16. Unfortunately this
happens. I have grave concerns about anyone in our
community who attempts these criminal actions,
including teachers who plot and become involved in
this profession for these hideous reasons. Having said
that, it is my understanding and experience that most of
our teachers in this country are wonderfully dedicated
to their positions and to their students. Teachers who
groom students for sexual reasons are pariahs and not
the norm.
The bill also gives the power to determine fees for
temporary work approval applications from early
childhood educators who do not meet normal
qualification criteria for the Victorian Institute of
Teaching (VIT). From September 2015 all qualified
early childhood teachers working in the Victorian
education system, care services or children’s services
must be registered with the Victorian Institute of
Teaching. To be eligible for this registration, teachers
must hold an approved early childhood teaching
qualification. But it is important to understand that in
rural and remote areas in Victoria some kindergartens
are unable to fulfil their staffing requirements to have a
staff member who holds an approved teaching
qualification. In my electorate in East Gippsland there
are small communities, such as Omeo, Cann River and
Swifts Creek and others, which can often struggle to
attract kinder and preschool teachers with these
qualifications.
Victoria needs a system that can be flexible and that can
accommodate capable and experienced early childhood
teachers who may not hold VIT registration. I was
speaking only today with a friend from Omeo. She was
relating that there are a number of kinder teachers who
cannot access professional development because they
are single-teacher schools, and therefore they are
having to go online. Their feeling is that it is a subclass;
it is not as useful doing professional development
online as it is doing genuine upskilling off campus.
Governments need to provide a mechanism to support
the needs of the teachers in rural communities. This bill
enables those teachers who do not hold this
qualification to apply to the secretary of the department
for a temporary work approval.
Lastly, the major concern I have in relation to this bill is
that it gives the Minister for Education the power to
make acting appointments to the council of the
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Victorian Institute of Teaching. Clause 8 of the bill
inserts new section 2.6.64(2) into the principal act,
which relates to the requirement of the minister to
consult with either the Australian Education Union
(AEU) or the Independent Education Union (IEU) on
replacing a relevant vacancy on the VIT. In effect it
gives veto rights to the AEU or IEU. It does not include
a requirement to seek advice from the Victorian
Principals Association; there are 1000 principals in this
representative body. The bill does not acknowledge that
a significant number, approximately 40 per cent, of
VIT-qualified teachers are not in either union. It fails to
recognise a very significant body of these professionals
in teaching. I understand that we will be presenting in
the committee stage an amendment to remove the
clause that I have just mentioned.
In conclusion, education is very important to The
Nationals. It is very important to us that we identify the
need to close the gap between the educational outcomes
for our country schools and our country students as
opposed to their city counterparts. Anything that can
help facilitate better educational outcomes is important.
At this point I will not be opposing the bill and will
listen with interest at the committee stage.
Mr MORRIS (Western Victoria) — I too rise to
make my contribution to the Education and Training
Reform Amendment (Miscellaneous) Bill 2016. I echo
the sentiments of what has been expressed by my
counterparts on this side of the house. I also concur
with Ms Bath’s summary of what happened on the
farcical ultranet day. I also was teaching — at Darley
Primary School — and the 650 children at the school
were not there for the day because the teachers were
going to be learning all about this newfangled ultranet.
Of course it did fail and, unlike Ms Bath’s staff who
remained at school, we were sent home for the rest of
the day, so not a lot was achieved on that particular day
with regard to the ultranet.
This particular bill is of course going to make some
important changes to ensure that children are protected
in our schools, because it is a fundamental right of our
children to be protected in schools and to have teachers
who are of the appropriate character to be within that
educational setting.
I think it is important at this juncture to make some
comments about what is happening in our schools
across the state. Indeed in Western Victoria Region
there are some schools that are in desperate need of
funding that we have not thus far seen come to fruition.
We have got Mount Clear College, a school that is in
desperate need of $13 million worth of funding. The
member for Buninyong in the Legislative Assembly
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recently announced that there was going to be a mere
$2.1 million, which of course is going to go nowhere
near doing what needs to be done to ensure that Mount
Clear College is the school that it would be with the
appropriate funds that were committed by the former
Liberal government at the 2014 election but that have
not come to fruition.
Ballarat High School is another wonderful school that
has a long and grand tradition in Ballarat. It is in
desperate need of funding and has been forgotten by
this Andrews Labor government.
There is a suburb of Ballarat called Lucas; it is in the
Ballarat growth area. There is a huge need for a primary
school in Lucas. I must commend the Ballarat City
Council for its forward thinking and planning of the
Ballarat growth zone in Lucas. I was not the mayor at
the time, but we had a fabulous mayor in Judy Verlin,
who did a great job in leading the City of Ballarat and
indeed planning for the growth zone in Ballarat’s west.
However, one of our newest suburbs — Lucas — in
Ballarat is in desperate need of a primary school.
Again, the Liberal Party prior to the 2014 election did
commit to providing a primary school in Lucas, and
thus far we have heard absolutely nothing from the
Labor government with regard to its view on the need
for a primary school in Lucas.
I certainly was very heartened to hear the principal of
Alfredton Primary School speak to the Courier not so
long ago, saying that her school is bursting at the
seams; she cannot take any more students. It is
absolutely bursting at the seams.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr MORRIS — No. No new schools in Ballarat,
but there is a desperate need for a new school in Lucas.
Alfredton is bursting at the seams and is one of the
fastest growing suburbs in Victoria, and there is a
desperate need for a school there.
This bill also makes reference to the Victorian Institute
of Teaching (VIT) and indeed its council. I am very
pleased that some changes are proposed to ensure that
there is proper representation on the board, changes
coming from this side of the chamber. But I was
actually contacted recently by a constituent with regard
to the Victorian Institute of Teaching and the
methodology by which teachers become reregistered
with the Victorian Institute of Teaching. It is incredibly
important that teachers do have the right qualifications
and are registered appropriately; however, the
methodology about going through that process was
questioned.
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This constituent of mine told me that she received an
email that said, ‘Look in the post, because you are
going to get a letter. The letter is going to tell you how
you are going to reregister with the Victorian Institute
of Teaching’. The letter arrived in the mail, and that
letter said, ‘Go to the VIT’s website and reregister’. I
do wonder what the cost of sending that letter out to
every VIT-registered teacher in the state of Victoria
might be when an email had previously been sent. I
thought maybe you might be able to cut out the
middleman there and, rather than send that letter, just
have the email that says, ‘Go to the website and
reregister’. With the cost of post as it is at the moment, I
can imagine that it would cost several hundreds of
thousands of dollars, if not millions of dollars, to send
that one letter out to every VIT-registered teacher. That
is just one area where I think we could look at some
cost-saving measures with the Victorian Institute of
Teaching.
I am pleased that the opposition will not oppose this
particular bill, and I look forward to seeing the
amendments that may be proposed in the
not-too-distant future.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ramsay) —
Order! Just before I ask Minister Herbert to sum up,
there is quite a lot of noise in the chamber. I do not
know if because it is Tuesday I am a bit more averse to
hearing the chatter, but I have to say that I think
Ms Bath and Mr Morris had to speak a little bit louder
than they would normally because there is a lot of
background chatter. Perhaps members could show a
little bit of respect for the contributions.
Mr HERBERT (Minister for Training and
Skills) — Can I just say firstly that if I was the cause of
that noise, I do apologise. I did not mean to be, and I
apologise to Mr Ramsay if in any way I detracted from
his contribution today on the first day back in
Parliament.
In summing up, the bill, as has been pointed out, has a
number of aspects to it. I will go to just some of the
minor ones. It has new debt recovery arrangements
involving commonwealth funding that is given to
schools through the Victorian government. Sometimes
these schools or institutions may go under, and there is
a debt recovery process there. Currently the state holds
that. These changes are put in line so that the
commonwealth is a creditor or can instigate its own
debt recovery procedures.
There are issues in terms of new definitions of sexual
offences to bring the legislation in line with the new
commonwealth Criminal Code, which basically brings
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it into line with a whole heap of uses of technology,
particularly phones, in terms of disseminating images
or seeking to get sexual favours from people under the
age of 16. There is a range of other methods that have
been brought in, and this brings it in line with a
commonwealth requirement.
The last bill we brought in in terms of the Victorian
Institute of Teaching (VIT) brought early childhood
into the VIT scheme, and because of the transitional
arrangements the secretary had the power to provide
temporary registration. There was an issue there in
terms of still having to go back to the VIT for setting
the fees for temporary registration for early childhood
teachers. This simply revokes that and it means that the
minister can make those approvals. It also changes the
way acting members of the VIT council are appointed,
moving appointment away from the council to the
minister responsible. This is in line with the changes to
the way the VIT was restructured from a representative
body to a ministerial-appointed body.
Have the opposition circulated their amendment?
Mrs Peulich — No.
Mr HERBERT — You are not circulating one?
Mrs Peulich — We are voting against clause 8.
Mr HERBERT — Okay. I note comments by the
opposition about consultation in terms of those
appointments and the minister consulting with the
Australian Education Union and Independent Education
Union on casual vacancies on the VIT council. We
have differences of opinion. We believe that when you
are putting in temporary members in the organisations
that are represented there you should consult with them,
whether they are principals or teachers or whoever they
are. We have a basic position on that one.
Much of the debate has been around the summary
dismissal powers. These summary dismissal powers
came in really in response to the IBAC inquiry. We
know now that it can take considerable time to
summarily dismiss a member of the teaching service
even though there may be absolutely no doubt that they
are guilty of fraud or a range of other things. We saw
the people in the IBAC hearings admit to fraud, but the
secretary did not have the power to summarily dismiss
them. They had to go through a lengthy process. What
this bill does is bring that power in line with public
service powers. It brings members of the teaching force
in line with the public service in terms of the capacity
of the secretary to summarily dismiss a member of the
teaching service who has clearly breached obligations,
codes and expectations.
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In regard to the Greens amendment on that, can I just
say that we will be opposing the Greens amendment.
We really think that it is a core part of this legislation
that the secretary has those powers. These dismissal
powers were outlined in what we would implement in
response to IBAC’s report, Operation Ord. As I said,
there are a number of barriers in the current act in terms
of a lengthy and complex dismissal process, including
the absence of an explicit legal power for the secretary
to summarily terminate the employment of members of
the government teaching service. We believe these are
fair and reasonable. We also believe that in enacting
that power of summary dismissal there are enough
safeguards in it. We do not agree with the Greens
position that this could be abused in terms of members
of the teaching force.
The process the secretary follows before deciding to
terminate employment will continue to be fair and
reasonable. The employee will be entitled to natural
justice prior to the secretary deciding on termination.
This natural justice includes giving the employee
sufficient detail of the alleged serious misconduct and
the employee having a reasonable opportunity to
respond to the allegation and a decision-maker who
approaches the decision with an open mind. Employees
are still covered, of course, by other appeal
mechanisms. They can in fact appeal to the Disciplinary
Appeals Board within the department, and indeed they
are covered by the Fair Work Act 2009 in terms of
unfair dismissal. So we think this is reasonable.
For teachers and others in the Department of Education
and Training it is a huge honour and a responsibility.
We are dealing with children, we are dealing with their
opportunities and we are dealing with a very complex
organisation that is essential to this state’s ongoing
prosperity. We expect people to behave in an
appropriate manner, and when they do not, we need to
have the capacity to terminate them.
Government amendment circulated by
Mr HERBERT (Minister for Training and Skills)
pursuant to standing orders.
Mr HERBERT — The amendment which has just
been circulated is a technical amendment in many
ways, but it follows feedback in terms of the capacity of
the secretary to delegate summary dismissal powers.
We have looked at that feedback and received the
feedback, and we think given the limited number of
times we would expect this to be used and given the
severity of the issue that those powers should not be
delegated down. They should be held with the
secretary. There is a degree of high-level
decision-making that occurs, and it also recognises that
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it is a serious matter and will only be used under a
number of limited circumstances. I hope the
amendment is satisfactory to the house. It is a minor
amendment but I think an important one. With that, I
look forward to the committee stage of the debate.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Committed.
Committee
Clause 1
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Herbert
and Ms Pennicuik have separate sets of amendments to
the bill, which have been circulated. I call on Pennicuik
to move her amendment 1 to the purposes clause,
which seeks to omit the authority of the secretary to
terminate an employee for serious misconduct. I
consider this amendment a consecutive test for all of
Ms Pennicuik’s remaining amendments.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) —
Thank you, Deputy President, and welcome to your
post as chair of committees. I move:
1.

Clause 1, lines 5 to 8, omit all words and expressions on
these lines.

Amendment 1 is in fact an amendment to clause 1 of
the bill, which would remove paragraph (a) of the
purposes clause, which is the clause that enables the
secretary to terminate the employment of an employee
if the secretary reasonably believes that the employee
has engaged in serious misconduct. As the Deputy
President pointed out, this amendment is a test for the
following amendments, in particular the major
amendment, which is the omission of clause 5 and the
subsequent clauses 6, 7 and 11, which are basically
technical amendments following the omission of
clause 5.
Clause 5 is the clause that introduces the new power of
the secretary to terminate an employee for serious
misconduct and sees a new section 2.4.61A inserted
into the act. That would be inserted under the existing
section 2.4.61, which is headed ‘Action against
employee’, and it is worth just reading out what that
says. It reads:
(1) If the Secretary is satisfied on an inquiry under this Part
that there are one or more grounds under this Division
for taking action against an employee, the Secretary may
take one or more of the following actions against the
employee—
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(a) a reprimand;
(b) a fine not exceeding 50 penalty units;
(c) a reduction in classification;
(d) termination of employment.

So the argument we have here is not that the secretary
cannot terminate the employee; the argument is as to
how that is done — whether that is done in a summary
way or whether it is done after an inquiry or an
investigation. So under section 2.4.62, ‘Procedures for
investigation and determination of allegations’, it states:
The Secretary must establish procedures for the investigation
and determination of an inquiry under this Division.

Now, there are many more provisions, but the other
thing to say about the new provision is that it precludes
the other subsections under section 2.4, so 2.4.60 will
not apply, neither will 2.4.61, which I just read out and
is the major ‘Action against employee’ section.
Section 2.4.60 is a rather long section of the act, which
I will not read out in full, but basically it goes to the
‘Grounds for action’. It begins with:
(1) The Secretary, after investigation, may take action under
this Part against an employee who …

Then there is a list: conducts himself or herself in a
disgraceful or improper manner, commits an act of
misconduct, is convicted or found guilty, is negligent or
incompetent, contravenes a provision of the act or a
requirement, without reasonable excuse fails to comply,
without permission is absent or is unfit on account of
character et cetera — but that also requires
investigation.
Also section 2.4.66 will not apply. That provides that
the employee may make submissions. It says:
(1) The Secretary must give to an employee against whom it
is alleged there are grounds for action notice in writing
that the employee may make a submission in writing …

on the alleged grounds or any action that may be taken.
It gives a 14-day time period and requires the secretary
to consider any submissions made in accordance with
the section.
As I mentioned in the second-reading debate, and I will
not go into detail, there have also been changes to the
Victorian Institute of Teaching (VIT) regarding the
registration of a teacher such that if an allegation is
made that involves serious misconduct involving
children, that teacher can immediately be suspended
and removed from the school. That covers off any
safety aspect with regard to a teacher who comes under
such a cloud, and hopefully that is a very rare
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occurrence. So the safety of children is not at stake in
terms of not allowing for a summary dismissal.
I am saying that under the conditions of the safety of
children but also the misconduct that I think is really
behind this, which has got to do with the misconduct of
certain teaching staff and other education department
staff — mainly education department staff, with regard
to the findings of Operation Ord — even in those
examples the current procedures under part 2.4 of the
act are sufficient and do allow for the termination of the
employment of a staff member if, after investigation,
that is found to be warranted.
So the nub of the issue is whether there should be a
summary dismissal with no process and no procedure.
As I have pointed out, those processes and procedures
have worked well for many years under many
governments, and whether the idea of the secretary
himself or herself having a reasonable belief that
something has occurred — that misconduct has
occurred, misconduct — —
Mr Herbert — Serious misconduct.
Ms PENNICUIK — Yes, I take the minister’s
qualification there, serious misconduct. That is not
necessary, given the comprehensive procedures that are
already existing under the act and that maintain
procedural fairness and natural justice. I do not accept
the minister’s assertion that summarily dismissing a
person and then allowing an appeal is natural justice. I
think natural justice is already incorporated in the
section of the act as it already exists.
Successive governments have seen fit to leave it all
there in place. I have not heard any evidence as to why
it needs to be altered. There is nothing in being able to
summarily dismiss someone that is required by
anything that the government has mentioned in its
second-reading speech. Its statement of compatibility
makes assertions about procedural fairness and natural
justice, which I do not think exist in the provision. That
is why the Greens have moved the amendment.
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
The opposition will not be supporting Ms Pennicuik’s
amendments. We believe that there is a place for
summary dismissals, especially where there is strong
evidence of serious misconduct of the nature that is
contained in, say, the IBAC report that we have all been
bandying about. I think it would make a mockery of the
system, once you actually have such strong evidence as
exposed in Operation Ord — an inquiry undertaken by
IBAC — to then have a system where that resulted in a
suspension with a further investigation pending. It just
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does not stand up to scrutiny. I do not envisage that
these provisions would be used frequently, but in the
most serious cases where there is strong evidence of
misconduct I think they are appropriate. As
Ms Pennicuik has mentioned and as the government
has also stated, if there is a miscarriage of justice, if
there are strong grounds to the contrary, there is an
appeal mechanism.
These amendments go in the opposite direction to
where we would like to see the amendments go, and
that is possibly even a little further than the capitulation
that has been forced upon the minister by his left-wing
and union mates where you cannot delegate the process
of issuing a summary dismissal to anyone; it has got to
actually be undertaken by the head of the department. If
you have got a class of people who may be involved —
just, say, 30 people — he is going to be a very busy boy
making lots of phone calls. That is clearly the minister,
Mr James Merlino, being brought to heel by his union
henchmen. So it is in the wrong direction. The reforms
are necessary, and for those reasons we will not be
supporting the Greens amendment.
Mr HERBERT (Minister for Training and
Skills) — As I said earlier, the government will not be
supporting this amendment. It is diametrically opposed
to the intent of this. In regard to the VIT’s powers, of
course the VIT does have summary suspension power,
but it is only in relationship to where a teacher poses an
unacceptable risk of harm to children. Serious
misconduct such as fraud and theft would not result in
the VIT suspending a teacher’s registration under the
power. We are of the view that the secretary should be
able to take summary action against the teaching staff
where there is clear and compelling evidence of serious
misconduct.
I think this needs to be made clear. Only the most
serious and gravest types of conduct and circumstances
are expected to result in an employee being summarily
dismissed under the new statutory provision, should it
pass this Parliament. It is expected the provision will be
used infrequently and only where there is compelling
and reliable evidence — such as reliable eye witness
accounts, clear video footage or a public admission by
the person — that the employee engaged in serious
misconduct. We have just seen IBAC’s report on
Operation — —
Mrs Peulich — Or a conviction.
Mr HERBERT — Yes, absolutely. We have just
seen the report of the IBAC hearings where people
admitted to serious misconduct but are on the books —
have been on the books for months and months and
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months, for long periods of time — when the evidence
is compelling and the secretary does not have the
powers to dismiss them. I do not think that meets
community expectations. I think this piece of legislation
that we have brought in — which we flagged at the
time of the Operation Ord report as needed — meets
that requirement, and I think it makes both common
sense and is in the public interest to give the secretary
those powers in this circumstance. I know the Greens’
Ms Pennicuik has a different viewpoint, but that is the
government’s viewpoint.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — Just
in response to a couple of issues raised by Mrs Peulich
and by the minister, Mrs Peulich said that the summary
dismissal power should be allowed where there is
strong evidence. I probably could agree with that, but
that is not what the bill says. It says ‘reasonable belief’,
and that is a different thing; that is a much different test
to ‘strong evidence’. I would say with regard to
miscarriage of justice that it is always better to prevent
a miscarriage of justice than to act afterwards. What I
am saying is that the comprehensive procedures are
already in the act to deal with these issues, including
immediately, under section 2.4.61, on the termination
of employment. They already exist in the act.
The minister also said ‘where there is strong and
compelling evidence’. That is not what the provision
says. This actual amendment knocks out the provisions
that talk about evidence and inquiry et cetera and just
talks about a reasonable belief. That is what we are
going to be left with in the act, so all of the issues about
strong evidence which both Mrs Peulich and the
minister are relying on actually will not exist in the bill
because sections 2.4.60, 2.4.61 and 2.4.66 will not
apply under new section 2.4.61A. In fact I do not take
that as an assurance, and I go back to my original
argument that we have the procedures already in place
to deal with these issues and that a ‘reasonable belief’ is
not strong and compelling evidence.
Committee divided on amendment:
Ayes, 5
Barber, Mr (Teller)
Dunn, Ms (Teller)
Hartland, Ms

Pennicuik, Ms
Springle, Ms

Noes, 33
Atkinson, Mr
Bath, Ms
Bourman, Mr
Carling-Jenkins, Dr
Crozier, Ms
Dalidakis, Mr
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr

Morris, Mr
Mulino, Mr
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Patten, Ms
Peulich, Mrs
Pulford, Ms
Purcell, Mr
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Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr (Teller)
Finn, Mr
Fitzherbert, Ms
Herbert, Mr
Leane, Mr
Lovell, Ms
Melhem, Mr
Mikakos, Ms
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Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Shing, Ms
Somyurek, Mr (Teller)
Symes, Ms
Tierney, Ms
Wooldridge, Ms
Young, Mr

Amendment negatived.
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just procedural fairness and proper process. Therefore
the Greens will support the clause as it stands.
Mr HERBERT (Minister for Training and
Skills) — I think on this position we will agree to
disagree with the opposition. We are not anti-union or
anti-employer or anything like that; we just think that in
the case of a casual vacancy it is fair enough to consult
with the relevant organisations. We think it is good
practice and we will continue to do it.

Clause agreed to; clauses 2 to 7 agreed to.
Committee divided on clause:
Clause 8
Ayes, 20
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
We will be voting against this particular clause.
Previously we have voted against stacking the Victorian
Institute of Teaching council with union
representatives, and this is consistent with that
particular position. We believe the minister should not
have to consult with the relevant nominating
organisations before appointing a person to act in the
place of a member nominated under section 2.6.6AB,
and those nominating organisations would be the
Australian Education Union and the Independent
Education Union.
This is equivalent to giving the United Firefighters
Union veto powers over the Country Fire Authority. It
is about building in union muscle wherever you can,
because they are the ones who blow the whistle. We
saw that happen with the government bringing in its
amendment obviously in response to some pressure that
has been brought to bear on the minister, Mr James
Merlino, to make sure that the summary dismissal
powers were not able to be delegated to anyone other
than the head of the department. I have never heard
anything so ridiculous in all my life. That is clearly a
symptom of the union muscle that this government is
susceptible to.
We do not believe in the union having veto rights to a
process of consultation, and this government has gone
to great lengths to build it in wherever it can. We
believe that good decisions should be made fairly,
objectively and with the interests and views of all
stakeholders, so for those reasons we will be voting
against clause 8.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — The
Greens will not support the Liberal-Nationals voting
against clause 8. The act is clear on the organisations
from which persons elected to the VIT would originate,
and I think in terms of appointing others that those
organisations should be duly consulted. Again that is

Barber, Mr
Dalidakis, Mr (Teller)
Dunn, Ms
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Hartland, Ms
Herbert, Mr
Leane, Mr (Teller)
Melhem, Mr
Mikakos, Ms

Mulino, Mr
Patten, Ms
Pennicuik, Ms
Pulford, Ms
Purcell, Mr
Shing, Ms
Somyurek, Mr
Springle, Ms
Symes, Ms
Tierney, Ms

Noes, 18
Atkinson, Mr
Bath, Ms
Bourman, Mr
Carling-Jenkins, Dr
Crozier, Ms
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr
Finn, Mr
Fitzherbert, Ms

Lovell, Ms
Morris, Mr (Teller)
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Wooldridge, Ms
Young, Mr (Teller)

Clause agreed to.
Clauses 9 and 10 agreed to.
New clause
Mr HERBERT (Minister for Training and
Skills) — I move:
1.

Insert the following new clause to follow clause 10—
‘AA Delegation of Secretary’s powers
In section 5.3.3(1) of the Principal Act, for
“section 2.4.3(l)(c) and (d)” substitute
“sections 2.4.3(1)(c) and (d) and 2.4.61A(1)”.’.

I apologise for a bit of confusion before when I thought
it came up at clause 10; in fact it comes up after that. As
I said in my contribution, this is a very small technical
amendment and it relates to further consultation we
have had in terms of the secretary’s powers to delegate.
As I said earlier, it is not expected there will be a lot of
people, a lot of members of the teaching service, that
will be subject to this statutory summary dismissal
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clause and it is expected only under the gravest
circumstances. We think that it is appropriate that the
secretary should have those powers alone. It is not as if
there are going to be hundreds of these coming through
where you need to delegate responsibility, and so the
amendment simply changes delegated authority to
ensure that the secretary only has the capacity to
summarily dismiss a member of the teaching service.
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) — As
I have said and placed on the record, I think it is an
unworkable house amendment, clearly evidence of the
fact that the minister was brought to heel by his union
masters. To propose that the head of the department has
got to deliver the summary dismissal in person in the
face of strong evidence, such as an IBAC report, is
beyond the comprehension of modern management.
Clearly there should be provisions for delegation, and
in some instances it might be appropriate for the
departmental secretary to do that out of some courtesy
or if there is some significant community sensitivity,
but in instances where there may actually be a number
of people involved, to expect the departmental secretary
to do his own person-to-person summary dismissal is
just a ridiculous proposition, and I think it reflects
poorly on the power that the union clearly has over the
minister and the government.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — The
Greens will be supporting the amendment put forward
by the government. Whilst we have strong concerns
about the whole issue of summary dismissal of staff
rather than following procedures as already set out in
the act, if such a drastic step as to summarily dismiss
someone is to occur — and the provision actually refers
to the secretary having a reasonable belief and not
anybody else having a reasonable belief — then that
particular power, which I think is a serious power,
should reside in the secretary, where it is fully
accountable and transparent.
New clause agreed to; clauses 11 to 14 agreed to.
Reported to house with amendment.
Report adopted.
Third reading
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.
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NATIONAL PARKS AND VICTORIAN
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
COUNCIL ACTS AMENDMENT BILL 2016
Second reading
Debate resumed from 23 June; motion of
Mr HERBERT (Minister for Training and Skills).
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — I am
pleased to rise and make a contribution to the National
Parks and Victorian Environmental Assessment
Council Acts Amendment Bill 2016 and in doing so
indicate that the opposition is not opposing this bill.
This is a bill that has some merit. It is a bill that does
essentially two things, and it is not my proposal to
make a long contribution tonight; I really want to put on
the record our points. What is clear, as I say, is that the
bill does effectively two things. It amends the National
Parks Act 1975 in relation to the Greater Bendigo
National Park — and I will say something about that in
a moment — and it also amends the Victorian
Environmental Assessment Council Act 2001 to do
three things: to broaden the advisory role of the
Victorian Environmental Assessment Council (VEAC);
to enable government responses to recommendations to
VEAC and the former Environment Conservation
Council to be amended; and to make a few other minor
technical amendments.
In relation to the National Parks Act 1975, the Greater
Bendigo National Park is an important national park
surrounding one of our very significant regional cities.
It is, as I say, something that is not opposed, and I put
on the record my points about Villawood Investments,
which has struck a set of arrangements with the
government here. It is donating 245 hectares as native
vegetation clearance offsets for elsewhere. The land is
one-third cleared and two-thirds native vegetation;
therefore the bill makes amendments to the Greater
Bendigo National Park by adding around 245 hectares,
increasing the park in size from 17 340 hectares to
17 585 hectares. It additionally does some line work on
the park boundary, which will rectify some previous
errors. The amendments also simplify the description of
areas of the park which extend to 100 metres below the
surface.
The amendments will enable the government to achieve
a commitment to grant Aboriginal title over the park
under the Traditional Owner Settlement Act 2010. That
is in line with the 2013 recognition and settlement
agreement with — and I struggle to say these words
correctly, so please forgive me — the Dja Dja Wurrung
Clans Aboriginal Corporation. This is the work of the
previous government, and I remember well this being
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debated under the Baillieu and Napthine governments.
This is an important recognition of the Indigenous
communities and an important step under the
Traditional Owner Settlement Act 2010. This is a
recognition that has been a long time coming, and I am
glad that we were able to achieve that in government. I
am also particularly glad to see these further steps
occurring which provide appropriate recognition.

As I have said, the Greater Bendigo National Park is a
useful addition, with the Kamarooka section of the
Greater Bendigo National Park collecting an extra
approximately 245 hectares. I pay tribute to the work of
Villawood Investments — not just their focus on
important housing projects and new developments but
their commitment to see proper environmental values
reflected.

The bill, as I have said, with regard to VEAC makes
amendments to establish an alternative to carry out
assessments or to provide advice on matters that
because of their small scale and technical nature may
not warrant an investigation. This offers a more flexible
process that can be tailored to a particular request. The
bill also allows for government responses to
recommendations of VEAC or the former Environment
Conservation Council to be amended. The amendments
must be tabled in Parliament and published. The tabling
and publication requirements are extended to
amendments or revocations of recommendations of the
former land conservation councils.

I should say that this act does bring the work of the
Victorian Environmental Assessment Council to the
fore again. It is, as I say, a very important council,
something that is strongly supported by the coalition.
Land management more generally in our state is a
significant challenge, whether it be those parks that
VEAC deals with or the parks in the urban areas that
increasingly, I think, are important to a more densely
settled city. But it is also about the quality of life and
the livability of our city, and I am very focused on
ensuring that we keep that livability at a high level.
That means having a focus on adding to parklands. It
means having a focus, not in an unsophisticated way,
on densifying the city.

The amendments have the capacity to improve VEAC’s
usefulness and enable amendments to government
responses to better reflect circumstances. The bill
provides that new and alternative assessments and
advice produced by VEAC are subject to the same
response, tabling and publication requirements as
VEAC investigations.
There is a different definition or an update of the
definition of ‘public lands’ to remove redundant
expressions about land under the control of Melbourne
Parks and Waterways, which was abolished sometime
in the early 2000s, and land vested in an authority under
the Water Act 1989.
The bill also clarifies a requirement to advertise a
vacancy on VEAC. This applies to the five substantive
members positions, not additional members appointed
for a particular investigation, assessment or advice —
and I caution on this matter. Because it is not the full
process, it may allow a stacking, a doctoring or a
massaging of an investigation in a way that in the long
term may not work to the advantage of VEAC and the
independent role it is meant to perform. It does have a
high degree of bipartisan support, being founded by my
friend Rupert Hamer and others in the 1970s in its
earlier iterations. The recognition of the importance of
an independent process is important. I see this as an
area where I would certainly appreciate government
members making some contribution about the way the
government intends to behave with respect to that
position.

I have had examples of this recently. The example at
43 Zetland Road in Mont Albert is one where an error
was made by the planning department. The City of
Whitehorse, where it is, was a municipality that advised
the Minister for Planning. That has not been dealt with,
and I note that this week, indeed yesterday, there was a
hearing in VCAT on Zetland Road. It is a mistake of
the government not to deal with these sorts of errors.
The quality of our lives and the quality of our
urbanscapes are very important parts of the future of
our city and our state. We have significant population
growth, in the order of 90 000 to 100 000 a year. It is a
huge increase in our population. That means, I think,
we need more focus on our livability. It means we need
more protection of our heritage. It means we need more
protection of vegetation. It means we need more
protection against unsophisticated densification.
In Bendigo, with this bill, we are seeing an addition of
parkland to an area where that is appropriate. We want
to see Bendigo growing as a city, but we want to see it
growing with the appropriate balance of recreation
facilities, of parkland and of nature in close proximity
to where people live. What we do not want to see is the
unsophisticated removal of protections, such as in the
example of 43 Zetland Road, Mont Albert, where an
error has been made and the minister and the
government have refused to correct it. What is a
neighbourhood residential zone is an important area
that deserves protection, but in — —
Mr Barber interjected.
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Mr DAVIS — No, no. That little pocket is not
declared a neighbourhood residential zone. All the area
around it is, but this little pocket is not, due to an
error — a mapping error. So the mapping and the
geospatial skills are actually a huge part of what has got
to be done to protect the city.
Mr Barber — So is rate capping.
Mr DAVIS — I do not know about rate capping, but
that is another point. They have got to have
sufficient — —
Ms Shing interjected.
Mr DAVIS — I do not think that rate capping, in
the mode it has been implemented, is the right way to
go, I have got to say. What is absolutely clear is the
government promised to cap rates at the CPI and it has
not done that, as Ms Shing well knows. In the first
iteration the government has botched the
implementation of rate capping. Acting President, I am
responding to provocations.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
I understand Mr Davis is responding to interjections
and to provocations. Those provocations would be best
left out of the chamber. That would prevent Mr Davis
from responding to them, and we might be able to
speak to the bill that is currently before the house.
Mr DAVIS — The form of our regional cities,
which is sparked by the proximity of the Bendigo park
with the City of Greater Bendigo, and the need to — —
Ms Shing interjected.
Mr DAVIS — Not to my knowledge. If you are
giving me a tip, Ms Shing, I am deeply worried to hear
that you may be advocating for sky rail in Bendigo. I
know that there is already a focus on putting a sky rail
in Geelong, and I do not think anyone in that area, in
Mr Katos’s lower house electorate, is advocating for it.
In fact I know for a fact that there are a number of
people who are very concerned to see that there is a sky
rail appearing in Geelong.
Ms Shing interjected.
Mr DAVIS — You started it. If you stick your head
up, I will go for it. The point I am making here is a
more general one. The point I am making here is that
the quality of our city into the future — the livability —
is going to be dependent on additional parklands and
protection of existing open spaces. I know in my own
electorate, in areas like Stonnington and Glen Eira,
there is insufficient open space and the lowest levels of
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open space of any municipalities in the metropolitan
area. The point I would make about that is that with the
increased density that is coming, and the government
has clear policies to densify at an extraordinary rate,
there is a risk that we are not going to see the outcomes
that we want.
In the context of Aboriginal communities I do want to
note the importance of the regime that is in place under
the Traditional Owner Settlement Act and the need to
recognise our Indigenous community and make sure
that their interests are protected. Ms Shing mentioned
sky rail before, and I know for a fact — —
Ms Shing interjected.
Mr DAVIS — No, no. You made the comment
initially, and I took up that interjection. But I am going
to make the point that there are genuine issues that have
been put to me concerning some of the older and
established trees in and around the Murrumbeena and
Carnegie corridor and the need to ensure that the Boon
Wurrung are actually properly represented here. There
is no recognised Aboriginal party arrangement in the
city, which has left a number of these matters very
much in the hands of Aboriginal Victoria. I do not think
it has acquitted itself well in this matter. I have written
to the minister seeking details of the cultural heritage
management plan with respect to sky rail, and she has
not provided that cultural heritage management plan. In
fact I got a pathetic letter from her chief of staff that
indicated he would look into it.
Even the unsatisfactory planning scheme amendment
that was provided by Mr Wynne on these matters
recognised that the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006
would apply to these matters, and that requires the
creation of a cultural heritage management plan. So the
minister’s chief of staff writes back and blithely says he
will look into it when I have asked a very simple series
of questions, as have others. Is there a cultural heritage
management plan or is there not? If there is, can we
look at it? Can it be put in the public domain to the
extent possible? If there is not, can the minister please
produce one? Because it is pretty clear that there are
some very old, established red gums, some of them
more than 200 years old, in that corridor, including —
according to some local people — likely scar trees. I
think it would be a travesty if the destruction of those
trees was added to the now well over 1000 trees in the
corridor destroyed. The corridor in the area around
Noble Park on the weekend was the subject of an attack
by the government, affecting dozens and dozens of
large established trees, the plan being to remove
100 trees, including 66 ancient river red gums, in that
sweep.
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I would advise people to look closely on the map,
perhaps the Google map, around the Noble Park
railway station. They will see there are only two strips
of dense, old, established vegetation — that is, along
the rail corridor and along a neighbouring creek. The
government has set about destroying those large,
established and ancient trees, and I think it is a travesty.
This goes to the heart of my point with respect to this
bill. We have a city becoming more dense. We have an
increasing population. It makes those parklands and our
vegetation more important, not less important.
It is with a measure of disappointment that I note that it
was Liberals alone who were out there with the
community in Carnegie, Murrumbeena and Noble Park,
fighting to see the protection of these important assets
for the future. They are not replaceable. If you chop
these down, they are not replaceable. They will take
200 years to grow. As somebody said to me in Noble
Park on Sunday, ‘You can’t buy 200-year-old seedlings
at Bunnings’ — and you cannot. That is the huge
tragedy of what we are talking about.
Mr Barber — Try in the Central Highlands, friend.
Mr DAVIS — I agree with that. I am not opposed to
proper protections of many of our areas, as I think you
well know, Mr Barber. I have a strong view on this, but
I also think there is a legitimate point in relation to our
densely settled areas. We do not want to see the
destruction of important heritage and important
vegetation, particularly ancient vegetation, exactly like
these trees I am talking about. With that small number
of comments, I will direct the bill to the house’s
attention.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
I think it might be an appropriate time to — —
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The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
I was going to suggest that that would be an opportune
moment — just after I was going to tell the member
that what she just did was entirely out of order! I will
now vacate the chair while we make a wild run for the
dining room. The chair will be resumed at 8 o’clock.
Sitting suspended 6.28 p.m. until 8.08 p.m.
Mr Davis — On a point of order, Acting President, I
just want to draw the chamber’s attention to the
presence of sandbags in the chamber. I have been in
this chamber for a number of decades, in fact, and I
have never seen these sandbags. These are a new
addition. I am not sure what their role is, but I think
they have actually created an occupational health and
safety issue. These are now dangerous. The lecterns
have been here, to my knowledge, for a number of
decades at least and probably far longer. I am just not
sure why we have now moved to the presence of
sandbags. I appreciate that as an Acting President you
may not be able to respond to this, but you may well
want to register this with the President.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Ms Patten) —
Order! Thank you, Mr Davis. I appreciate your concern
for all of our health and safety in here. I understand that
these sandbags are here for our health and safety. With
the height of the lecterns having been lifted, apparently
there was concern that they might topple over and hit
Hansard, so for the protection of Hansard the sandbags
have been introduced.
Mr Davis — On a further point of order, Acting
President, I think they are actually a problem in and of
themselves. I have nearly tripped over these a number
of times earlier in the day. The point I make is that there
is a ledge that sticks out here that could easily catch
people coming through.

Ms Shing interjected.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
Okay. I call Ms Shing.
Ms SHING (Eastern Victoria) — Thank you,
Acting President, and I note your indulgence of me. At
this point I look forward to making a contribution on
the National Parks and Victorian Environmental
Assessment Council Acts Amendment Bill 2016, but at
the outset I would just like to acknowledge a very
special guest in the gallery this evening, Mr David
Shing, who is celebrating his birthday here tonight. If
everyone would like to give him a round of applause,
that might be a lovely way to celebrate! Thank you very
much. If you were thinking now might be an opportune
moment, Acting President — —

The ACTING PRESIDENT (Ms Patten) —
Order! Thank you, Mr Davis. I will report that to the
President.
Ms SHING (Eastern Victoria) — It is a pleasure to
rise this evening to talk about something other than
sandbags and ledges, other than windbags and cutting
edges as far as contributions are concerned. In this
regard, I would like to go directly to the bill before the
house this evening, the National Parks and Victorian
Environmental Assessment Council Acts Amendment
Bill 2016.
I follow on from the contribution of my colleague from
the other side of the chamber, Mr Davis. I would like to
draw a number of points of distinction between what I
intend to talk about this evening and what Mr Davis has
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traversed in some excruciating detail to date, namely
the sky rail development and proposal, namely the way
in which traditional owner and Aboriginal cultural
issues have been addressed in and around the Glen Eira
and Stonnington area, and namely the way in which the
coalition takes various positions around metropolitan
issues and does not consider, as this bill does, the
significant environmental, cultural and heritage-related
matters which are designed to be remedied through the
bill itself coming into effect.
Moving to the bill itself — and I do not intend to go on,
unlike perhaps others who have spoken on this bill
already for too long — I would like to note that the
provision of 245 hectares as part of a new boundary
will be donated as part of a contribution from
Villawood Investments, and to correct the line work
which depicts the park boundary on the planes of the
park.
It is always good to see a gallery full of attentive people
here to observe the very machinations of democracy,
and it is always good in the face of such public scrutiny,
which is a necessary ingredient of the democratic
process in this lively chamber this evening, to be able to
confirm that Labor has made a series of commitments
to our parks and to maintaining opportunities for public
land and public land use to grow and to flourish. This is
indeed something which we take great pride in and
something which we have worked incredibly hard to
safeguard over many decades and have worked
assiduously to strike the right balance in relation to
public land use, including recreational use. That is a
point which our colleagues from the Shooters and
Fishers Party, who are no doubt listening attentively in
their parliamentary offices, will also agree to.
We have in fact protected our natural environment and
national parks. Key achievements in relation to parks
include a major expansion of the parks system in the
1980s and 1990s, including in east Gippsland the alps
and the Mallee, as well as taking care of them through a
legislative prohibition in 1989 on mineral exploration
and licensing, except for pre-existing rights in national,
state and wilderness parks, and a significant expansion
of protected wilderness areas in 1992. It is lovely to see
Mr Bourman joining us here tonight as we talk about
public land use. Welcome to the fray, Mr Bourman. It is
a pleasure to contribute on the way in which we are
enhancing use of our public land through a greater
boundary for the Greater Bendigo National Park as a
consequence of this bill.
We have new and expanded box ironbark parks and
from 2002 a world-class representative system of
marine national parks and marine sanctuaries. The
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Great Otway National Park and the new Point Nepean
National Park in 2005 are further examples of Labor
governments striking that appropriate balance.
To go to a point which Mr Ramsay raised earlier, in
relation to the role of farmers in the use of public land,
cattle grazing in the Alpine National Park was ceased in
2005 and 2006. There was the creation of the Otway
Forest Park and several regional parks in 2006, and the
creation of the Cobboboonee National Park and the
Cobboboonee Forest Park in 2008, the addition of the
quarantine station to the Point Nepean National Park in
2009, and the new and expanded river red gum parks
and expanded park areas in east Gippsland in 2010.
Once again, Acting President Ramsay — I will throw
directly to you on this one again, given the reference
you made earlier to farmers — there was the banning of
cattle grazing in the alpine and river red gum national
parks in 2015. And there was the removal of the power
to grant 99-year leases over national and other parks
under the National Parks Act 1975.
What this list comprehensively demonstrates is an
ongoing and active commitment to creating, protecting
and investing in a world-class system of national and
other parks and reserves. What we have also done in the
consultation on this bill has been to engage
significantly, proactively and in a meaningful and
enduring way with the Dja Dja Wurrung Clans
Aboriginal Corporation, Native Title Services Victoria,
Environmental Justice Australia, Environment Victoria,
the Minerals Council of Australia’s Victorian division,
the Prospectors and Miners Association of Victoria and
the Victorian National Parks Association.
As a consequence of this extensive period of
consultation, the Dja Dja Wurrung Clans Aboriginal
Corporation supports the amendments regarding the
Greater Bendigo National Park, and we understand that
environmental groups have also welcomed the changes
foreshadowed by this bill.
In terms of correcting the line work and providing for
an additional area of 245 hectares donated by
Villawood Investments, referred to by Mr Davis in his
contribution, we are also adding some very small areas
of redundant unmade government roads and
simplifying the description of those areas of the park
which extend only 100 metres below the land surface.
This park is an important part of the country of the Dja
Dja Wurrung traditional owner group, and the 2013
recognition and settlement agreement between the Dja
Dja Wurrung Clans Aboriginal Corporation and the
state recognised this when it committed the state to
granting Aboriginal title over the park along with
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several other parks and reserves in Dja Dja Wurrung
country.
Before Aboriginal title can be granted over the park,
however, some legislative amendments are required. In
particular, corrections are required to be made to some
of the line work which depicts part of the park
boundary on one of the park planes. This will in fact
remove any ambiguity and any potential uncertainty as
to the location of the park boundary before Aboriginal
title is granted. The bill makes these amendments and
takes the opportunity to provide for the addition of two
areas that have been donated for inclusion in the park.
Aboriginal title is in fact itself canvassed in the
Traditional Owners Settlement Act 2010. Essentially it
is freehold land with certain restrictions placed upon it.
Aboriginal title formally recognises traditional owners
as the traditional owners of the land over which it is
granted and facilitates joint management between
traditional owners and the state. To this end, I note that
this is consistent with evidence in a submission and a
presentation given just today by the Department of
Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP) as
part of the hearing being conducted by the
parliamentary inquiry into bushfire preparedness. There
is cooperation and a collaborative framework between
the department, Parks Victoria and Aboriginal
traditional owners and clan groups to make sure that
public land assets are managed proactively, sensitively
and for the best maintenance of landscape biodiversity
and community use, not just now but for generations to
come. This is in fact part and parcel of the work that
DELWP is undertaking as part of the Safer together
framework, as part of emergency services management
and as part of understanding the way in which our
climate is changing and responding to changes in water
levels and storages and the way in which it is changing
as a consequence of rising temperatures and as a
consequence of a fire season which begins earlier, goes
for longer and finishes later. What we are seeing is a
demonstrated commitment to a greater and more
collaborative effort as far as public land management is
concerned.
Recreational prospecting is in fact one of the areas
where future decisions would be made in the context —
at least in the Greater Bendigo National Park — of a
new joint management plan, which is the Dhelkunya
Dja Land Management Board. That is developing this
process for the park along with the secretary of
DELWP. Yet again this is a partnership-based
approach. It is an approach which is designed to be
preventative, proactive and facilitative rather than
reactive.
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Corrections to the plans which help to define the park
are necessary because the office of the surveyor-general
identified that some of the line work depicting the park
boundary on one of the current plans is not correctly
plotted. As a consequence these corrections are
required so there is no possible ambiguity, as I
mentioned. Removing small areas of redundant,
unmade government road that are not required for road
purposes, which have been included in the park, is also
part of this bill.
The other amendments include minor amendments to
the National Parks Act 1975 by substituting a new
definition of central plan office, removing several spent
transitional provisions and removing some redundant
wording. We are also making sure that provisions that
relate to the Mineral Resources (Sustainable
Development) Act 1990 providing for mineral
exploration and minor mining infrastructure in the area
are in fact taken account of and that the areas where
exploration and minor mining infrastructure is
permitted that had previously been shown on park lands
by hatching and crosshatching are in fact addressed and
are more consistent with the way in which the
framework operates in other jurisdictions.
There is a small area which was added to the park in
2004 and which extends to 100 metres below the land
surface, and there had been ongoing exploration and
minor mining infrastructure that was not permitted.
This land was in fact donated by the Trust for Nature
with funding from a range of sources, including
donations to a public appeal. It was previously referred
to in the description of the park in words, but to
simplify the description vertical hatching will now be
used to illustrate where that is located.
In essence this is a considered bill, a bill which provides
for an alternative, more flexible process to enable the
Victorian Environmental Assessment Council (VEAC)
to carry out assessments and enable government
responses to recommendations of VEAC or the former
Environment Conservation Council (ECC) to be
amended. The amendments will enhance the usefulness
of VEAC and enable government responses to VEAC
and the ECC recommendations to be updated as a result
of changes to circumstances or government policy. On
that basis, I do not intend to go on in any greater detail.
The bill itself is self-explanatory, but it comes as the
consequence of a really significant process of
consultation, of engagement and of discussion with
communities as to how we can take the best possible
decisions now to manage public land and its use, to
define it more clearly, to limit uses where appropriate
and indeed to recognise its fundamental role in the
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heritage, in the history, in the Dreaming, in the story
time and in the culture of the traditional owners of the
land. On that basis, it is with great pleasure that I
commend the bill to the house this evening.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — This is a
small bill taking up a number of important issues. I do
not plan to give the entire history of nature conservation
in Victoria as part of my contribution. The previous
speakers, particularly Mr Davis, have given us a very
wide and broad exposition about almost everything to
do with not just national parks but parks in general. The
bill is clearing up some boundary issues around the
Greater Bendigo National Park. It also facilitates the
granting of Aboriginal title. This is after in 2013 a
recognition and settlement agreement was signed
between the Dja Dja Wurrung Clans Aboriginal
Corporation and the state, which committed the state to
granting Aboriginal title over the park. The bill
facilitates that.
There are also some amendments to the parcels which
will add approximately 245 hectares to the Kamarooka
section of the park. Kamarooka is a unique landscape
from the point of view of both the remaining native
vegetation and also the agricultural industries that are
up there. Many moons ago I went and visited the
Kamarooka Landcare Group, which had some really
innovative treatments for salinity that they had been
working on for a number of years.
In a separate section, the bill broadens the advisory role
of the Victorian Environmental Assessment Council
(VEAC), previously known many years ago as the
Land Conservation Council (LCC). Mr Davis gave us
quite a big exposition on that. He often likes to remind
us of how long he has been in this place and generally
speaking about his broader perspective on the world.
He often tells us about the part he played in the golden
era of the Liberal Party — that was the Hamer era. That
was when the Liberal Premier of Victoria effectively
borrowed the agenda of the Whitlam government and
implemented it at the state level, so from that point of
view I suppose it would be a golden era.
Around about that time a number of land use conflicts
that had been working for a while were coming to be
resolved, and setting up and normalising the practice of
using the Land Conservation Council, now VEAC, in
this bill resolves those disputes. If Mr Davis had chosen
to go down that way, he would have reminded us that
the Hamer government was very active in that area. But
over time unfortunately things have become a lot more
contested and a lot less evidence based. In particular
since his party joined up with the National Party, they
have more or less had to adopt the National Party
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policy, which is no more national parks ever anywhere
under any circumstances.
That compares to the position that the Liberal Party
would have taken in the past, which is that they would
have used the Land Conservation Council and VEAC
to get some of the evidence out on the table and sort
through the conflicting claims over land. In fact so
successful was this mechanism that when the Land
Conservation Council recommended a number of
protected areas in East Gippsland, which became the
East Gippsland forest parks system, the Labor
government actually brought in a piece of legislation
that protected less than what the LCC had proposed,
and the Liberals in this chamber — in fact the Liberal
member Jan Wade — actually moved amendments to
the national parks bill to put even more areas in East
Gippsland into national parks and quoted extensively
from the research that had been done by the LCC and
other bodies.
These days they all fall over themselves to say how
much they hate national parks and that national parks
catch fire virtually the moment that the sign goes up
declaring them national parks, along with all sorts of
other unbecoming, very out-of-touch notions that they
have these days.
Mr Ramsay interjected.
Mr BARBER — Well, if we are talking about it, let
us talk about it. I am aware there is an inquiry by the
joint committee that is occurring at the moment into
pests on public land, but frankly it was the Baillieu and
Napthine governments who slashed the budgets of
Parks Victoria. Parks Victoria was already starting to
come under fire at that stage by in fact the
Auditor-General, who said that it did not really have a
handle on the biodiversity works that it was doing.
Since then their budgets have been cut even further.
There was round after round after round of
redundancies, taking jobs out of regional Victoria in the
process and leaving our parks where they are now, such
that they do not really have enough staff to support
them. That means that pests, plants and animals get out
of control. It means that vandals and arsonists get out of
control. It means that tourists are out there often by
themselves with no-one to help them. We urgently need
an injection of funds into Parks Victoria, but you are
not going to get that from this sweep of parties over
here to my right. They are so busy demonising national
parks that they cannot understand the hundreds of
thousands of Victorians, city and country, who visit
them every year and love them. This noise from the
coalition goes right over those people’s heads.
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The coalition are left floundering around. With two
years to go in this parliamentary cycle they are left
floundering around trying to come up with anything
whatsoever that even resembles the beginnings of the
unworked-out notes of an environmental policy. In fact
you have transformed yourself into the most radical and
anti-environment party that we have seen, which is an
amazing turnaround when you consider where the
Hamer government got to.
In fact while you are at it have a look at other pieces of
environmental legislation like this and have a look at
the year in which that particular piece of legislation was
brought onto the statute book. As you go through the
Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988, the Environment
Protection Act 1994 and the Environment Effects Act
1978, look at the person who would have been Premier
in the year that those particular bills were brought
before the Parliament. You will see actually just how
retrograde and how backwards you have really gone on
this whole question of the environment, while amongst
the public at large the attitudes calling for stronger
environmental protection just actually get stronger
every year and increasingly form a big part of people’s
voting choices. So much for the coalition and their brief
history with VEAC.
This bill establishes a more flexible process so that
VEAC can provide advice or assessment on matters of
limited scale or scope or of a technical nature and not
just of broad land use inquiries. There is no change to
VEAC’s process in consulting with stakeholders and
establishing community reference groups. It has always
been a strong feature of VEAC that every stakeholder
knew that they had had their chance to have their say
and be heard. It also adds transparency to these
functions by requiring the tabling of recommendations
in Parliament.
There are also some changes in the bill that allow the
government to be able to amend or revoke its response
to the Environment Conservation Council and VEAC
recommendations as long as they are tabled in
Parliament, similar to how it did in relation to Land
Conservation Council recommendations. We have no
concerns with any of these matters, and therefore we
are happy to support the passage of the bill.
Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — I stand to
speak on the National Parks and Victorian
Environmental Assessment Council Acts Amendment
Bill 2016 and note that the coalition will not be
opposing this bill. The bill has been pretty well
summarised by previous contributors. As the
second-reading speech indicates, it amends the National
Parks Act 1975 in relation to the Greater Bendigo
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National Park, including providing for the addition of
two parcels of land of approximately 245 hectares,
which are offsets from Villawood Investments. It also
amends the Victorian Environmental Assessment
Council Act 2001 to broaden the advisory role of the
Victorian Environmental Assessment Council (VEAC)
and enable the government to amend a response to
recommendations from VEAC or the former
Environment Conservation Council and makes some
other minor amendments.
Also I just want to refer to the fact that in 2013 a
recognition and settlement agreement was reached with
the Dja Dja Wurrung Clans Aboriginal Corporation.
The state recognised this when it committed the state to
granting Aboriginal title over the park along with
several other parks and reserves in the Wurrung
country, and also there is a realignment of some
boundaries in respect of that. So the bill is not
complicated. I guess the issues that I want to bring to
the chamber are with respect to the management of
these parks.
My property borders on the Great Otway National Park,
and it too was actually enlarged a number of years ago.
The concern that I raised then through that piece of
legislation was, firstly: was there sufficient funding and
resources capacity to manage the extension of that
park? I raised the same question about the extension of
the Greater Bendigo National Park. Given that, history
will tell us that locking up more national parks actually
creates problems associated with foxes, wild dogs and
deer in relation to pest and animal control. It raises
concerns about potential wildfire incursion, either from
outside the park or within its boundaries, and also in
relation to VEAC, where the bill indicates a widening
of its powers. Will that provide a sensible balance
between environmental need and productivity need?
I will just refer to one case that I was associated with
when I was president of the Victorian Farmers
Federation, where VEAC, or the Environment
Conservation Council as it was then, was looking to
lock up access to some red gum waterways in the north.
While the environmental benefit was extolled by
VEAC, the reality was that the land that was to be
locked up, and where farmers could not have access to
water their stock, actually was infiltrated by weeds. To
this day it is still being poorly managed in relation to
the weed control along the river banks.
In relation to the offsets, it does give me an opportunity
to raise concerns around the current native vegetation
clearing guidelines. Even now the bureaucrats in the
Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning
will tell us that they have a methodology of no net loss
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and valuations of high conservation value of vegetation
to low, and it is worked on a price and the number of
trees that are required for an offset. The reality is that
no-one understands it. Farmers in the north tell me that
in fact they cannot calculate the methodology the
department uses in relation to value offsetting, whether
it is for a single tree in a paddock that is creating
problems with productivity, or an offset that requires so
many other trees of similar conservation value. So until
we actually sort out the guidelines, the methodology for
the potential offsets that may well benefit farmers or
landholders that can provide land to developments like
Villawood — not extensions of national parks — and
provide economic value to landholders that can house
potential offsets needs to be reviewed and corrected and
made much more simple and clearer to those that are
seeking greater productivity by moving the vegetation
to an offset that actually does not impinge on the
productivity of the land but provides environmental
benefit.
They are the only two simple messages I raise. I have
concerns about VEAC. I, as I said, in past roles have
had problems representing particularly farmers, where
VEAC’s recommendations have not led to good
environmental benefit but have actually provided a
worse environmental benefit. So I believe widening
VEAC’s powers in the advisory role comes with some
danger with respect to some of the problems associated
with providing a philosophical or ideological
environmental benefit, when reality would tell us that in
fact it will create a worse situation.
But at the end of the day this side of the chamber will
not oppose this bill. However, I do hope, given my
contribution, there will be opportunities to review the
offsetting process and the value to the offsetting
process. Also, in relation to extending the Greater
Bendigo National Park, the government must make
sure it does have the capacity to control the pests,
weeds and vermin that will no doubt infiltrate the
grounds of the park and also in relation to VEAC that it
has appropriate controls and provides environmental
benefit, but not at the risk of potential economic benefit.
Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I will be
very brief because previous members have outlined the
nature of this bill and what provisions it introduces. It is
a great day in this Parliament when we facilitate
245 extra hectares of parkland being added to the
Greater Bendigo National Park. It is a fantastic day for
Victoria and a great day for this Parliament to be able to
facilitate that. I do not understand the conservative
point of view that it is not a fantastic thing to increase
the amount of land which we protect for future
generations. I find it very hard to understand. But then I
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found it hard to understand, when those opposite were
in government, that one of their major policies — or
probably their only policy — around national parks was
to introduce cows into certain national parks under the
guise of — —
Mr Ramsay — How many cows?
Mr LEANE — It did not actually — —
Mr Ramsay — Less than 100.
Mr LEANE — Well, Mr Ramsay, my memory is
that at the time the previous government did not even
want to call them cows. It was calling them fuel
reduction units.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr LEANE — I remember asking the question at
the time, ‘What are fuel reduction units?’, and someone
said, ‘They’re cows’. So I think they were not even
up-front about the main policy which the previous
government had. I do not understand the conservative
point of view that it is all doom and gloom to protect
parklands and forests for future generations.
Mr Ramsay interjected.
Mr LEANE — Mr Ramsay is trying to help me, but
he is not helping me, because he does not help me
understand that when they were in government last
time — —
Mr Dalidakis — They also struggle with keeping
election commitments.
Mr LEANE — Well, that might have been — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr LEANE — I think the cows might have
been — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr LEANE — They were very, very strong on that.
Mr Dalidakis is right; it is an election commitment that
this government took to the election, and the
government is keeping it. I think that Mr Dalidakis is
correct. Something else that the conservatives do not
understand is keeping election commitments.
I remember under the previous government that one of
its policies — I do not know if it took that to the
election — was that it was pretty keen to get more
developers into national parks and cash in on that. But
it was not just national parks. Those opposite were
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pretty keen to flog off a lot of open space. I know that
in Vermont with the Healesville Freeway Reserve they
were pretty keen to throw a heap of houses into that,
despite that particular part of Melbourne having a real
lack of open space. This government went to the
election with the commitment to maintain it as open
space and actually transfer that land over to Crown
land, which it is in the process of doing, and I am very
pleased that that is actually happening.
With that short contribution, I think it is a great day for
the state. I think it is a great for this chamber to be able
to deliver this for future governments. I still do not
understand the conservative point of view that it is not a
good thing.
Mr Ramsay interjected.
Mr LEANE — I do not understand the
conservatives’ point of view that windmills are bad,
national parks are bad and a lot of things that the
majority of the people those opposite represent would
think are very good things. So I am proud to be a part of
a government that is delivering on this particular
election commitment and protecting this piece of land
for future generations.
Mr DALIDAKIS (Minister for Small Business,
Innovation and Trade) — I appreciate this opportunity
to sum up, having heard from a number of my
colleagues. Let me touch on some of the issues that
Mr Leane raised most recently, because one of the
reasons that the Victorian people took the opportunity
of electing the Andrews Labor government was that
they were heartily sick of the previous government
saying one thing in public before the previous election
and doing completely the contrary when it was elected.
Let me point out that this was an election
commitment — one that we are very proud of and very
proud to be implementing.
The issues that Mr Ramsay raised in relation to fuel
reduction and management are certainly not lost on me
with my background in the timber industry, and I
certainly appreciate some of those issues. But the fact
of the matter remains that creating national parks is a
wonderful opportunity to provide, as Ms Shing and
Mr Leane before me have said, future generations with
an opportunity to enjoy nature and to enjoy the
environment as it was intended. So there are abilities,
unlike some of the extremism we have heard from the
Greens, and there are opportunities to be able to walk
and chew gum at the same time. Active management in
the timber industry in non-national park areas can mean
that there are productive values.
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Mr Barber would rather that we undertook the
management of our forests by utilising timber products
from overseas. He would much rather use the rationale
that what does not happen in his backyard is okay, as
long as it happens in somebody else’s. If he wants to
attack the timber industry, bring it on. All day, all night,
every day, every night there is a place for the timber
industry, just as indeed there is a place for creating
national parks and expanding the national parks. If
Mr Barber thinks that he should sing ‘Kumbaya, my
Lord’, eat tofu and hug a tree, he is entitled to do that.
Where there is an opportunity to create jobs, to defend
industries and to create new ones, including
ecotourism — and I must admit that this is an
opportunity to do so — I hope that green groups like
Mr Barber and his friends take that opportunity. They
are not very good at creating jobs; they are very good at
attacking them. But hopefully here is an opportunity for
Mr Barber to stand up and say that there is a good
chance to create new tourism jobs within the expansion
of the national park. It is a good policy, it is an
appropriate policy and it is an election commitment,
and we are doing exactly what we said we would do by
creating this.
I am very proud to be a member of this government that
continues to be able to tick off its election commitments
one by one to make sure that the Victorian community,
the Victorian public, and the Victorian voters
understand that when the Andrews government says it
will do something, that is in fact exactly what it will do.
It is a very important policy for this government that we
continue to do that. I remain committed and very proud.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time; by leave, proceeded to third
reading.
Third reading
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

GENE TECHNOLOGY AMENDMENT BILL
2015
Second reading
Debate resumed from 14 April; motion of
Mr HERBERT (Minister for Training and Skills).
Ms WOOLDRIDGE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I
am pleased to be able to speak on the Gene Technology
Amendment Bill 2015 this evening. This is actually a
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2015 bill, and we are now, as I see it, up to 16 August,
so it has been a long time in the making — a long time
coming — and I am pleased that the government has
now decided to bring this bill on, ideally with the will
of the house, for completion today.
The bill is making amendments to the Gene
Technology Act 2001 that are really required as a result
of agreement between the commonwealth and the states
and of commonwealth legislation. These changes will
bring Victoria into line with commonwealth legislation
that passed both houses of the federal Parliament back
in August 2015. These amendments not only reinforce
the harmonisation of Victorian legislation with
commonwealth legislation but also ensure some
consistency in terms of other states as well.
What is clear is that these amendments will allow for
some efficiency gains in an area that has been
developing strongly over recent years while allowing a
risk management framework and a risk management
approach over what is a very diverse area in terms of
gene technology, which includes health, food,
agriculture and the environment. These amendments do
not change policy. They are not changing a
fundamental part of how it is approached. They really
are minor and technical changes that will improve the
efficiency of the act and how it works. On that basis we
are supporting this bill and, as I said, will be pleased to
have it dealt with by the house.
There are a number of key changes that this bill reflects,
and I just want to take a couple of minutes to go
through them, but before that I want to give some
context and some history. It was actually back in 2011
that I think the commonwealth and the states agreed in
terms of the review and that the Australian Department
of Health engaged the Allen Consulting Group to
review the commonwealth Gene Technology Act 2000.
That review was really to identify any issues relating to
the efficacy and efficiency of the act.
What the review did find is that there is room for
further harmonisation and to improve how Australia
regulates gene technology. It found that there would be
economic benefits as well as an improvement in the
operation of the act, with further harmonisation through
the process. This then went to commonwealth and state
ministers, who have adopted many of the
recommendations of that review, including confirming
ongoing support for the national regulatory scheme,
highlighting the fact that the Gene Technology Act was
the right way to go and that there were improvements
that could be made. What we are seeing here is the
Victorian government’s proposed changes to the
Victorian act to ensure we reflect the changes that the
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commonwealth has made in terms of harmonisation
and improvement. Other recommendations were not
legislatively based, and I think they have been dealt
with in other forums and through other approaches.
In terms of key elements of the bill, section 136 of the
principal act requires that regulators report annually to
the minister on specific matters as opposed to quarterly.
Once again these are minor amendments that improve
the operation of the act, in this case freeing that up to
happen on an annual basis. Sections 46A(a) and 49(a)
provide a list of authorised activities to licence-holders,
but the list is not exhaustive and not intended to capture
inadvertent dealings. So for those who are
licence-holders, there is some clarity in terms of what
activities they can undertake, but it is recognising that
from time to time others may interact with different
genes and different technology that is in place, and they
are not constrained because of an occasional one-off or
inadvertent exposure to these areas.
Section 117 of the principal act provides that the
regulators are no longer required to record genetically
modified product approval of other agencies but
continue to maintain a master list of their own
approvals. Once again that is simplifying the process in
terms of what they are required to maintain relative to
their own activities. Section 71(2B) provides that rather
than completing a lengthy application for a licence
variation the applicant can make use of other successful
applications, citing approved risk management
strategies within them. So rather than a whole new
licence application that would be required if there is a
slight variation, they can draw on others’ experiences
that are relevant to the variation that they have got in
place.
Under section 74(3) the regulator must be satisfied that
the risk is being managed before declaring a dealing
with a genetically modified organism a notifiable
low-risk dealing. So essentially some of the superfluous
criteria have been removed, simplifying the process.
Section 52(1)(b) provides that advertising risk
assessment and risk management plans only need to
take place within the relevant geographical area rather
than that being perhaps on a national basis. It means it
need only be advertised relative to the area on which it
is going to have an impact.
So as you can see, these are not major changes, but they
will simplify processes, clarify responsibilities, remove
some of the red tape and make it more straightforward
for those dealing with various genetically modified
organisms. That is why we believe this is worth taking
forward. It is something that has been dealt with
extensively across our federation and something that
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warrants further harmonisation and support in terms of
progressing through this legislation.
While these changes are minor, they are of importance
to Victoria and our position as an international leader in
health and medical research. Genetic research plays a
significant role as part of Victoria’s leadership, and I
take the opportunity through the bill to talk a little more
broadly about health and medical research and
Victoria’s role in it. One of the things that all sides of
Parliament agree on is that we are very proud that
Victoria is such a leader in this area.
One example of that is that in 2015 the Australian
Genomics Health Alliance was a major winner of
National Health and Medical Research Council
(NHMRC) funding. This alliance is led by professors
Kathryn North and Andrew Sinclair of the Murdoch
Childrens Research Institute, a very fine research
institute that is making such a difference both in
Australia and internationally. The project was awarded
$25 million, the second largest amount ever funded by
the NHMRC, and includes a vast range of national
collaborators. This alliance shows the ability of
Victorian researchers to lead these really significant
large-scale national projects, as I said, for the benefit of
Victorians, Australians and international users.
It is not surprising that Victorian researchers and our
research institutes can be successful in this context, and
the results from the NHMRC funding rounds show that.
In fact in 2015 Victorian researchers received
approximately 45 per cent of the NHMRC competitive
grants funding, which included 429 grants across a
wide range of health and medical research, including
from 19 administering institutions. That is a really
significant result for Victorian research and a great
reflection of the work and the respect with which it is
viewed.
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Victorian government’s operational infrastructure
support program (OISP). This program had its origins
back in the late 1980s. It has been supported by
governments consistently since that time and has
contributed to a significant increase over the years of
Victoria’s share of the NHMRC funding. I was pleased
that under the previous coalition government we
supported reducing the administrative burden on the
medical research institutes receiving this grant,
allowing researchers to spend more time on their
outstanding research and not be caught up in some of
the red tape that surrounds it.
Interestingly other states and the NHMRC itself have
followed Victoria’s lead with this OISP funding model.
The NHMRC introduced an independent research
institute infrastructure support scheme — try saying
that fast — about 10 years ago to assist with overhead
infrastructure costs of NHMRC-approved
administering institutions, which are the independent
medical research institutes. So what we are finding is
that the model of support that has been provided in
Victoria is being replicated and modelled elsewhere as
a good way to support the medical research that is
happening.
There have been two instances over the last 15 years
where research dollars awarded to Victoria under the
NHMRC have decreased. One was in 2010 in the last
years of the Brumby government, and the other was in
2013 when the federal Labor government reduced
NHMRC funding by nearly $52 million, the only time
this has occurred in 15 years. Of course we all continue
to advocate for the expansion of the NHMRC funding,
given how important it is and the work that comes out
of it in terms of impact on the health and wellbeing of
Victorians and Australians.

Victorian researchers also have a higher chance of
achieving grant success, with 19.6 per cent of Victorian
NHMRC applications funded compared to a national
average of 17.6 per cent. We know of course that it is a
very competitive environment, and Victoria keeps
punching above its weight. The future is also looking
positive, with Victorian researchers receiving 40 per
cent of career development grants, 41 per cent of early
career fellowships and 48 per cent of postgraduate
scholarships. Obviously the pipeline of researchers that
are coming through in Victoria are being recognised for
their quality, which is exceptionally high.

Victorians are really also showing their diversity in the
way they approach research, with 51 per cent of
NHMRC partnerships awarded to 11 different
partnership projects in Victoria. This is where
partnerships are formed amongst decision-makers,
policymakers, managers, clinicians and researchers, and
this funding scheme provides funding and support to
create new opportunities for researchers and
policymakers to work together to actually work out
how to define the research questions, undertake the
research, interpret the findings and implement the
findings into policy and practice. Once again, with
51 per cent of those grants, Victoria is at the leading
edge in relation to its work in this area.

The success of Victoria’s health and medical
researchers can be somewhat attributed to the funding
the medical research institutes receive from the

Now I do want to take the opportunity of this bill to
also mention the peak body for the health and medical
research organisations in Victoria, Biomedical
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Research Victoria, and I want to mention it particularly
because it has recently developed a
researcher-in-residence scheme. I am very pleased as a
member of Parliament to be involved in the scheme,
which this year gives three early-career researchers an
opportunity to spend approximately 27 days in the
office of a state or federal MP. What this enables is the
researchers to gain insight into Parliament and the
parliamentary processes, receiving information about
how the policymaking process is undertaken and how
decisions are made. The parliamentarian receives
information in relation to the researcher’s perspective
on current issues and policy opportunities.
Dr Kelly-Ann Bowles from Monash University is
currently based in my office, and I have to say it has
been wonderful to have Kelly in my office. In addition
to accompanying me to meetings, assisting with
researching bills and thinking about policy, we actually
held a very valuable roundtable discussion with health
and medical researchers to talk about the future of
health and medical research in Victoria, where it is
going and where the opportunities are to support it. It
was a unique collaboration from the medical research
community, and I think we have the potential to really
positively affect the future of policymaking so that
researchers can understand that process and members
of Parliament can understand in much greater depth the
challenges and perspectives of the research community.
I do want to take this opportunity to also mention
Victoria’s health and medical research strategy that was
recently released by the government, because of course
things like gene technology are very much part of that
and will be shaped by the strategy and how we
approach it. Now, the strategy does have some very
admirable goals, but unfortunately there is very little
detail in terms of how these goals will be achieved, and
of course it was a rehash, largely, of funding that had
been previously announced or promised but not yet
delivered, with a very small additional investment for
postdoctoral research fellowships, which of course are
valuable, but there is very little detail once again on
how these will be distributed.
I think it was a missed opportunity to tangibly outline a
strategy in one of those areas which are really so
fundamental to Victoria, to the Victorian economy, to
jobs in Victoria and to what differentiates us and how
we lead right across the country. So this is a
disappointing missed opportunity, which had some
lofty aspirations but absolutely no detail and little
funding. It included a number of funding initiatives
which are still effectively thought bubbles and areas
where the state government has not been able to get
further support from either federal Labor through the
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election process or the federal government to take
forward, because the proposals are not yet far enough
advanced to be genuinely considered.
It is really important that, as a national leader in health
and medical research, we do not just rest on our laurels
and say, ‘Because we lead, we will continue to lead;
because we have a lot of young people coming through,
they will carry it forward’. We need to strongly
continue to support health and medical research in this
state.
We need to be innovative in the way that we approach
research, and importantly we need to ensure that the
outcome of the research that is undertaken is translated
into the community to make sure that those benefits are
realised for individuals and for families on a day-to-day
basis. We need to encourage the incredibly
hardworking health professionals to embrace research
in their clinical settings so that our excellent research
results, which deliver superior health care, can be
accessible to all Victorians.
Passing this bill is a small step towards ensuring that
Victoria’s leading role in health and medical research is
not only maintained but advanced into the future, but
there are many more opportunities that we need to
embrace so that Victoria can continue to be a leader
across the board in health and medical research in the
many different areas that our medical research institutes
and others lead in across the country and across the
globe.
I am pleased that the coalition will be supporting this
bill. It will be good to have the benefits from the
amendments that are made through this bill,
acknowledging that, while small and largely technical,
it will streamline processes so that the genetic material
can be more effectively utilised and managed and
opportunities for the future continue to be realised in
the research and the utilisation that is done. With that, I
commend the bill to the house.
Mr MULINO (Eastern Victoria) — I rise today to
speak in support of the Gene Technology Amendment
Bill 2015, and I will at the start of this contribution echo
some of the sentiments of the previous speaker in
acknowledging the importance of the health and
medical sector to our society and to our economy. I
would say from the outset that this is an area that this
government has outlined as a priority even from its
days in opposition. Even before the 2014 election the
then Andrews opposition, soon to be government,
identified the health and medical sector as being of
critical importance to society and indeed to the
economy.
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It was one of the six priority industries that was
outlined as being supported by the Future Industries
Fund — a very forward looking approach to industry
policy, one that moved away from picking winners at
the firm level and one that acknowledged that our
society is more likely to organically develop
comparative advantage in a few select areas and that it
was sensible for the government to identify those areas
and single them out for attention, not to the exclusion of
other areas of course. Our industry policy has been very
comprehensive and broad ranging, but it was worth
acknowledging that there are some areas where
Victoria has already grown to have a comparative
advantage, and of course health and medical research
and its applications is one of those areas.

Finally, I point to the strategy that was released not long
ago, Healthy lives, stronger economy. I think that the
name of that strategy mirrors what it is that I have just
been pointing to, which is that first and foremost the
health and medical research industry is about the health
of our community but that there is an economic side to
it as well. There is an economic side to all of the
benefits that flow not just to our society and economy
from basic research but also globally. There is also an
economic side to all of the employment that this sector
generates — it is one of the biggest areas of
employment growth — and there is of course an
economic side to the commercialisation opportunities.
This is very much the focus that the government is
taking.

If one looks at that sector, one can see a health sector
that already provides an incredible range of services to
the Victorian community. First and foremost I want to
stress that that is the primary goal of the health sector.
As much as it is important to stress the importance of
research and the economic side of the sector, first and
foremost it is about the health services that it provides
to our community. On that score, I would argue that it
is right at the edge of best practice in many areas, not
just in Australia but in the world. What we want to do
of course is to build on that, to maintain our high
ranking globally and to maintain the very best standards
of care and take advantage of any possibility of
improving those standards of care.

Gene technology of course is one of those areas where
there are already a whole host of applications. In
biomedical research, for example, we have the prospect
of increasingly precisely identifying and mapping the
genetic origins of disease and therefore better
understanding disease and better designing
interventions. In agriculture it has led to crops that
increase productivity and growth, and of course one
could argue that in a postwar period this has been one
of the major drivers of agricultural productivity and
poverty reduction. There are a whole host of
applications, but of course if we were to try to list the
applications for gene technology today, we would look
foolish in 5, 10 or 20 years time, so what we need is a
regulatory environment that can accommodate what is a
very rapidly changing environment. I think that is one
of the reasons why interjurisdictional cooperation is so
critical in this area.

There is also a really important role for research in our
health and medical research sector. That is an area,
again, where Victoria stands out. We are clearly, I think
it is beyond dispute, the leading jurisdiction in Australia
when it comes to medical research in a whole range of
areas. One example of that would be the Parkville
precinct, and it is a very good example, I would argue,
of the kind of clustering and the layering of synergies
that one gets between different kinds of organisations.
We have a whole range of different hospitals and
medical practitioners. We have medical researchers,
many of whom are in practice. We have universities,
and we have many entities trying to commercialise
different areas of medical research. That Parkville
precinct is not the only one, by any means, within
Melbourne and certainly within the state, but it is a very
good example of one. I do not want to quantify this too
precisely, but one could argue, I imagine, in some areas
that that would be in the top 10 — or certainly, without
wanting to put some precise numbers on it, the top
tranche — of medical research precincts globally. It is
something that I think we should be very, very proud of
and something that we should build on. I just raise all of
that context because I think it is particularly important
for gene technology and the way it is regulated.

In 2001 Victoria and other jurisdictions signed an
intergovernmental gene technology agreement that
established a unified and cohesive national framework
for regulating research using genetically modified
organisms in Australia. As I alluded to just a moment
ago, this is particularly important in an area where we
see rapid change, where regulators are often behind the
pace of technological change in the industry, where we
deal with a very inherently complicated set of issues
and also where one wants to avoid any kind of
regulatory arbitrage across jurisdictions. We are here
today because as part of that agreement each state and
territory has agreed to maintain mirroring legislation.
It is worth noting that this national regulatory
framework is underpinned by three core principles,
those being the protection of health, safety and the
environment, and that this framework is administered
by an independent statutory office of the
commonwealth called the gene technology regulator.
There are a host of other bodies at the state and federal
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levels that govern gene technology regulation which I
will not go through here. Suffice to say it is a
complicated regulatory landscape, but one of the core
elements is that we have an agreement across the states
and territories to adopt mirror legislation.
As the previous speaker alluded to, the changes that are
contained in this bill are important. They are of a fairly
technical nature in part, but nonetheless it is critical that
we maintain consistency across jurisdictions in this
area. I will not go through in detail what all the various
elements of the bill are, but I just put on record that it
deals with the regulator no longer being obliged to keep
a record of genetically modified products that have
been approved by other regulatory agencies. Instead the
regulator will keep only a record of genetically
modified organism dealings approved by the regulator.
It also clarifies in clause 5 an ambiguity that the
exercise of a regulator’s powers and functions under the
act are not subject to direction, and deals with a range
of other areas like inadvertent dealings, such as the
frequency with which certain matters are reported. It
deals with the discontinuance of quarterly reports by the
regulator to Parliament and replaces these with annual
reports.
So there are a range of matters such as these which are
important, but as I said, the key and very important
issue here is that we maintain absolute consistency
across jurisdictions because this is an area that is
inherently complicated and it is fast moving. There is a
real risk in an area such as this that regulators can fall
behind and so it is very important that Victoria
maintains its commitment to updating mirror
legislation.
In concluding, I reiterate that this is a sector that is of
critical importance to our society. It is the single largest
spend area in the budget, and that is for a good reason.
It is obviously absolutely critical to the welfare of
members of our community, but it is also an industry
that has a large and increasing economic dimension and
this bill is an important strengthening of the regulatory
arrangements in relation to one of the fastest changing
areas of this industry.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — My
Greens colleagues and I do not oppose this bill. The bill
enacts minor changes to Victoria’s regulatory system
for gene technology in keeping with the
intergovernmental gene technology agreement of 2001.
Under that agreement states and territories must have a
consistent regulatory framework for any dealings with
genetically modified organisms. This bill makes minor
amendments to how we deal with them following a
national agreement on what those changes should be.
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None of these changes in any way affect the right under
that agreement for any state or territory to create
genetically modified (GM) and
genetically-modified-free zones, either in part of their
state or in the whole state, which may very well be for
reasons of marketing and branding of a Victorian
product, a Gippsland product or a Wimmera product as
coming from a GM-free zone.
However, currently the Productivity Commission is
considering whether those rights should be overturned
so the states will be forced to allow GM crops to be
grown even if it is against that state’s marketing
advantage. Tasmania and South Australia have made
submissions that they want to remain GM-free, so they
want to retain those powers. Victoria should also be
pushing to retain the right to go GM-free in the future,
even though GM crops are currently grown here,
because of the emergence of new problems with GM
crops. We should retain the right to protect our farmers’
income and the state’s reputation.
So far I am unable to find a Victorian submission to
that particular Productivity Commission inquiry, which
is in fact dealing with the whole of the regulation; it is a
wide inquiry looking at the regulation of agriculture.
South Australia has made its submission and Western
Australia has made its submission. I was looking
through the list of submissions before and I could not
find a Victorian submission or even whether the
Victorian government has a view on any of the matters
being covered by the review.
One example of the problems that GM technology can
cause is the current temporary ban by Japan and South
Korea on wheat imports from the USA because of
contamination from field trials of GM wheat. Currently
there is no commercial GM wheat grown anywhere in
the world that I am aware of, but there are field trials
both in Australia and overseas. In field trials in
Washington state, USA, Monsanto has confirmed that
GM wheat has jumped the fence to an adjacent farm. It
has no idea how it got there — no idea.
If you have spent any time in farming communities, one
thing you ought to know is the important relationships
you have to have with your neighbours by keeping your
problems on your side of the fence. In fact I can
remember leaving a gate open once when I went to pick
up some tools only 100 feet away. I walked through the
gate and I thought I would be turning back and coming
back anyway a minute later, so it really did not
matter — and from the top of the hill up there, half a
mile away, I could hear my uncle yell out at me, ‘Shut
that gate!’. If your cows start wandering into your
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next-door neighbour’s property, you are going to have a
bad reputation pretty fast.
But the way it works with genetically modified crops is
that the company owns the gene and through that owns
the cell and the organism if it wants to; however, it does
not need to take any responsibility for the appearance of
that crop in another farmer’s paddock. In other words,
their ownership propagates but their responsibility
diminishes rapidly. Rather than suing farmers and
getting themselves into a rather large public relations
mess, as they did in Canada, they are now stepping
back from the situation, putting the liability onto the
individual farmer who buys their seeds and letting
farmer sue farmer. But heaven help you if you take
some of their seeds and grow them; then immediately
they call in their marker.
I do not want our farmers to face import bans simply
because Monsanto has a contamination problem on
another farm. On the one hand it looks like a temporary
problem. US trading partners will be given a new test
so they can check for contamination and the trade will
resume. It is pretty easy to work out if you have got
Roundup Ready canola seeds. You just plant them, then
spray them with Roundup and see if they die or not, so
the test is a reasonably easy thing to implement. The
problem is that whenever those tests find more
contamination, trade stops again. Japan and South
Korea are among our top 10 export destinations for
wheat, and farmers cannot afford the loss of those
markets.
Currently South Australia, Tasmania, the ACT and the
Northern Territory remain GM-free. They have a
marketing and price advantage because of that. Even
within Victoria, where GM canola has been grown
since 2009, there is a price advantage to farmers of
growing a GM-free product. According to the Weekly
Times some new varieties of canola were developed in
Horsham recently by Cargill Australia. These varieties
are high in oleic acid, which makes them healthier and
more stable. The biggest market for the new varieties is
big fast-food restaurant chains because the oil is good
for deep-frying. Two of the varieties are genetically
modified; one variety is GM-free. The company buys
the crops back from the growers via its grain marketing
arm and processes the grain into oil at facilities,
including one in Footscray. So in fact it is a bit like a
controlled experiment for the price premium for a
GM-free product.
According to the Weekly Times of 1 June this year, the
contract for the conventional high oleic acid canola
varieties is $668 per tonne, which is a premium of $118
above other conventional varieties, whereas the
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equivalent Roundup Ready varieties only attracted a
$30 premium above other GM canola. Clearly the
customer demand, even at fast-food restaurants, is
enough to create a price premium for a cleaner, safer,
greener product.
There has been a low take-up rate for GM in
Victoria — —
Mr Ramsay — Bad choice.
Mr BARBER — Well, it is the opposite of choice,
is it not — through you, Acting President — because it
is the non-GM farmer who carries the burden of
proving that their product is non-GM? As I have just
explained, there is no penalty on Monsanto or even the
people they sell the seed to if contamination occurs into
another paddock. The onus — and I am sure
Mr Ramsay understands this from the celebrated case in
Western Australia — and the loss actually accrue to
that person who wants to be GM-free. That is despite
the latest figures from the Agricultural Biotechnology
Council of Australia, which show that in 2015 only
13 per cent of Victoria’s canola was genetically
modified. Yet there is no way at the moment to certify
to the standards that some countries are asking for that
your crop is GM-free, because it could be blowing off
the back of the truck as it passes on the way to the silo
and your crop could easily be contaminated in that way.
In New South Wales it was only 11 per cent, and
nationally the figure we are given is about 10 per cent.
The biotech council actually says 22 per cent
nationally, but it only includes WA, Victoria and New
South Wales in the national figures. The Labor Party
supports GM protection in Western Australia, which
makes me want to turn my gaze over here to the left
and ask, ‘What is wrong with you lot?’.
In Western Australia my Greens colleague Lynn
MacLaren and the Labor opposition have been trying to
stop their Parliament overturning their Genetically
Modified Crops Free Areas Repeal Bill 2015, which is
their gatekeeper bill. It allows the minister to designate
an area in which GM crops cannot be grown. The
debate has been remarkable because of a contribution
from the ALP shadow Minister for Agriculture and
Food, Darren West, the only farmer in their Parliament,
who spoke for over 6 hours. He knows the problem
firsthand, because a load of GM-free canola from his
cooperative was downgraded. Somehow a bucket of
GM canola was dumped on the top. The whole load
was downgraded at a cost of $1300 to the cooperative.
So where is the choice in that, Mr Ramsay? That Labor
member spoke quite eloquently both in the debate, part
of which I have read, and also when he was later
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interviewed, when he spoke about his experience as a
grain grower and legislator.
So the Greens would like to reintroduce the moratorium
on the commercial release of genetically modified crops
in Victoria; at the moment that means canola. This is
the best way to make sure our farmers’ commercial
contracts — —
Mr Ramsay — Because the Greens don’t grow
crops. Apparently they don’t eat food, do they?
Mr BARBER — Pardon? Through you, Acting
President, Mr Ramsay might like to familiarise himself
with who the Greens candidate for the seat of Murray
was — an irrigation farmer from Shepparton. See, it is
more of the same kind of half-baked, rambling,
kneejerk, anti-environmentalist statements that come
out of the Liberal Party through Mr Ramsay, which, in
the process, and on the subject of contamination,
contaminate the entire Liberal Party brand. He thinks
that what plays out well down at his boozy lunch with
his old mates from the Victorian Farmers Federation is
somehow going to gain him votes in the rather large
and diverse Western Victoria Region.
That policy is the best way to make sure our farmers’
commercial contracts are protected. Gene Ethics leads
the campaign for a GM-free Australia. They are calling
for farmer protection laws to be included in the Gene
Technology Act 2006. For a start, maybe there could be
some sort of requirement to track the location of
genetically modified crops, both in terms of where they
are planted and transport routes and storage facilities. I
hope the next tranche of mirror legislation in Victoria
appears because of a national agreement to protect
farmers. It may never be possible to regulate GM crops
adequately to prevent the commercial harm to our
farmers, which is why the Greens support the
precautionary principle and the commercial moratorium
in Victorian agriculture.
Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Families and
Children) — I will be very brief. The background to
this bill is that in 2001 Victoria and other jurisdictions
signed an intergovernmental gene technology
agreement, which established a unified and cohesive
framework for regulating research using genetically
modified organisms in Australia. The focus of that
framework is the protection of health, safety and the
environment. Each state and territory is required to
maintain mirroring gene technology legislation as part
of the intergovernmental agreement.
An independent review of the national gene technology
regulatory framework in 2012 led to a commonwealth
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gene technology act making amendments on 10
September 2015. Essentially this bill seeks to make
minor and technical amendments to ensure that the
Victorian Gene Technology Act 2001 remains
consistent with that of the commonwealth.
Once these changes pass we will ensure that we
continue to have a cohesive regulatory framework for
gene technology as between our state and what is in
place nationally. As other members have already
remarked, these are minor and technical changes and do
not represent any policy changes to the act, so I do not
propose going into those in detail. I just thank all
members for their contributions to the debate.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time; by leave, proceeded to third
reading.
Third reading
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

PRIMARY INDUSTRIES LEGISLATION
AMENDMENT BILL 2016
Second reading
Debate resumed from 23 June; motion of
Mr HERBERT (Minister for Training and Skills).
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — I rise to
make a contribution to the Primary Industries
Legislation Amendment Bill 2016, and in doing so I
indicate that the opposition will not oppose this bill.
The bill amends six acts and is an omnibus bill that
covers a wide variety of areas. I am going to briefly
outline those and draw some attention to a couple of
specific points. In relation to the Agricultural and
Veterinary Chemicals (Control of Use) Act 1992 the
amendment abolishes the Victorian Agricultural
Chemicals Advisory Committee, which is required
under that act and gives advice to the secretary on
regulation and controls the application of chemical
products. A review of the committee by the former
Department of Primary Industries, now a division of the
very long named Department of Economic
Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources, advises
the costs of this committee outweigh the benefits.
Mr Barber — What are the costs and benefits?
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Mr DAVIS — There are a range of them, actually,
but that was the conclusion of that committee, which
came to a net position.
Mr Barber — What are the costs?
Mr DAVIS — Well, there are of course regulatory
costs of the usual type — —
Mr Barber — It is just an advisory committee.
Mr DAVIS — Nonetheless, it still has obviously
deadweight costs that relate to the employment of staff
and the number of people involved. Following the
committee’s abolition, the agriculture division will
continue to consult — it says — with stakeholders and
the community as required, but this will no longer be
through the formal structure this committee provided.
Mr Barber interjected.
Mr DAVIS — Well, you may well say that,
Mr Barber, but that is an unfortunate view.
Mr Barber interjected.
Mr DAVIS — That is an unfortunate view, and I
think many in the industry will be disappointed to hear
you say that.
In relation to the Domestic Animals Act 1994, the
relevant amendment extends the much-discussed
moratorium on the destruction of restricted breed dogs.
The Andrews Labor government introduced the
moratorium in 2015 with an expiry of September 2016.
This amendment would extend the moratorium until
September 2017. A parliamentary committee report on
Victoria’s legislative and regulatory framework relating
to restricted breed dogs was tabled earlier this year. The
government says that extending the moratorium — and
I am quoting:
… will enable the government response to be implemented
while preventing unnecessary euthanasia of any dog being
held by councils in the meantime.

The advice to the coalition in the briefings was that
there was a single dog that was held as a result of this
moratorium, and I might look to seek from the minister
any update on the numbers that are held — if it is an
increase — —
Ms Pulford — I think it is still one.
Mr DAVIS — The minister is indicating it is one, so
that is the updated figure, and I am appreciative of her
input on that matter.
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The Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act 1986 is also
amended, and there are two amendments provided to
that act. One relates to the scope of who can be issued
with a notice to comply, and that will be extended.
There is also a change with respect to the maximum
duration for some licences. That will be extended for
one year. So the maximum duration for scientific
procedures premises licences, scientific procedures
fieldwork licences and specified animal breeding
licences will be changed from three years to four years.
In theory this cuts red tape and reduces the regulatory
burden on the particular licence-holders. It also in
theory aligns the duration of the licence with the
four-year compliance inspection frequency. The current
operations of applying for licences of one to three years
duration will also remain to accommodate the needs of
those who require licences for a shorter period.
There is also an amendment to the Public
Administration Act 2004, and this particular
amendment relates to the Game Management Authority
(GMA). It replaces the chairperson with the chief
executive of the GMA as the person with the functions
of the head of a public service body in relation to the
authority’s employees. The Game Management
Authority was set up with the chairperson in this role
because at the time of commencement the board and
the chair were appointed before a CEO was employed.
Now that there is a CEO employed it is appropriate that
the role reverts to a public service body head.
The Veterinary Practice Act 1997 is also amended, and
the amendment changes the capacity of Victoria’s
Veterinary Practitioners Registration Board to suspend
a vet’s registration in the event that an investigation is
needed. Currently suspension can only be applied after
an initial investigation into the practitioner’s health and
only then with either the agreement of the practitioner
or if the board decides to pursue a formal hearing. So
this provides greater flexibility and makes sense.
Changes proposed will resolve potential delays by
permitting the board to suspend registration at the start
of an investigation where there are concerns for public
health and safety or animal health and welfare should
the vet continue to practice. The amendment also closes
a loophole whereby a vet who is subject to a formal
hearing might reduce the sanctions against them by
deregistering. This change will mean practitioners and
previously registered practitioners found guilty of
unprofessional conduct will receive the same sanction
and financial penalty. These are more modern
applications of these principles, and they give greater
flexibility to the board. I think they are quite
reasonable.
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This particular bill proposes a series of changes to the
Wildlife Act 1975 — firstly a refusal of new
applications by people found guilty of an offence. This
change will close a loophole so that the Game
Management Authority can refuse to grant an
application for a new hunting licence to a person who
has been found guilty of an offence under the Wildlife
Act. At the moment the GMA can cancel or suspend a
licence but cannot refuse a new application. A person
could currently immediately reapply, which would
create unnecessary administrative costs when the GMA
takes action to refuse such a replication. This is a small
loophole but probably a reasonable one to plug. Under
the proposed structure in this area the GMA will be
able to specify a period of disqualification for the
holder of the disqualified licence of up to five years.
The second change to the Wildlife Act allows
controlled operations during close seasons. The bill
proposes the inclusion of the offence of hunting, taking
and destroying game during a close season on the list of
offences for which the GMA can conduct so-called
‘controlled operations’ to collect evidence. This will
improve the GMA’s capacity to fulfil a key regulatory
function. A controlled operation is an activity
conducted to get evidence that might lead to a
prosecution for a particular offence. The Game
Management Authority is explicitly empowered by
name under section 74 of the act to authorise controlled
operations. However, ‘during a close season’ was not
previously stated. The offence of hunting, taking or
destroying game during a close season under
section 44(1) is a key aspect of the GMA’s regulatory
role. However, it is not included as a relevant offence.
This amendment seeks to include section 44(1) as a
relevant offence.
The third change to the Wildlife Act amends the
definition of ‘punt gun’. I saw a picture of a punt gun
on the old pics archive the other day. It was a very, very
large device. The government proposes amending the
definition of ‘punt gun’ to provide for the use of
10-gauge calibre firearms or firearms with three barrels
for hunting game. It amends legislation only. The
government has indicated it would conduct consultation
with stakeholders — and I will look to the minister to
confirm that — prior to making further changes to the
current regulations. It is not clear if the government
actually intends to undertake such a regulatory change.
The fourth change to the Wildlife Act seeks changes to
publication requirements for wetland closures and
reopenings, and I have no doubt this will be the subject
of questions from Ms Dunn at some point in the
chamber — no? The bill proposes removing the
requirement for an advertisement to be placed in a
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newspaper when emergency closures of wetlands are
foreshadowed. Gazettal notices are still required. The
Game Management Authority would still undertake its
usual communications activities, such as media
releases, social media et cetera, including stakeholder
liaison. The change simply removes the need to place
an advertisement in a newspaper, which can cause
delay.
The new independent chairperson of the Emergency
Closures Advisory Committee is the fifth change. The
committee advises the minister when emergency
disclosures are required. The committee includes
nominees from hunting organisations and BirdLife
Australia. At present the chair is one of the
representatives. The bill proposes expanding the
committee membership by one to allow for an
independent chairperson to be appointed, and I will be
interested to hear the views of the chamber on this
matter.
As I said, the coalition does not oppose the bill. These
are very much functional amendments that target
deficiencies and unintended consequences in the
current legislation. There is a need to extend the
moratorium on the destruction of restricted breed dogs
to follow through with the commitment the government
made prior to the election. We do not oppose the
changes around publication of the closures or the
independent chairperson for the Emergency Closures
Advisory Committee. However, we do urge the
government to ensure that all such future closures are
science-based decisions, empirically based decisions,
rather than ideology-based decisions made by people
who want to end duck hunting for a range of
ideological reasons.
I should indicate that the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee (SARC) Alert Digest No. 7 and
Alert Digest No. 8 touch on this bill to some significant
extent. A number of points were raised about the
presumption of innocence and the need under
notice-to-comply requirements to disprove the
underlying offence. SARC took issue with these points
at some length, and I direct people to pages 9 and 10 of
Alert Digest No. 8 of 2016, tabled on 7 June. I note and
I am comforted somewhat by the minister’s response,
and I note the minister is here in the chamber. She came
back to SARC on 6 June 2016, and I am going to quote
at some length from this letter because I want it on the
record very clearly. It says:
Specifically, the committee has asked for further information
as to the compatibility of clause 8 of the bill with the right to
the presumption of innocence (s 25(1)) and the right to silence
(s 25(2)(k)) of the Charter of Human Rights and
Responsibilities …
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Further it states:
The committee has expressed concern —

and I am quoting directly here —
that clause 8 does not appear to require proof of the
commission of the underlying offence in order to make out
the charge of non-compliance with the notice, and that an
accused may therefore be required to prove that they did not
commit the underlying offence in order to defend the charge
of non-compliance.

These are quite serious matters of law. It continues:
However, in order to successfully prosecute —

and I am quoting here from the minister’s letter —
a charge of non-compliance, the prosecution would need to
establish that the accused had breached the notice by
committing or continuing to commit the relevant underlying
offence. The prosecution would bear the onus of proving the
elements of the underlying offence. Neither clause 8, nor the
existing section 24ZP(2), reverses this onus of proof or
abrogates the privilege against self-incrimination.

In the next paragraph of Minister Pulford’s letter it
states:
The relevant provisions would need to evince a clear intention
to limit these rights in order to be characterised as so doing.
The application of the interpretive principle, known as the
‘principle of legality’, means that courts will not impute to the
legislature an intention to abrogate or curtail fundamental
rights or freedoms unless such an intention is clearly
manifested by unambiguous language, and any ambiguity
will be resolved by a court in favour of the protection of those
fundamental rights. Further, section 32 of the charter requires
that, so far as it is possible to do so consistently with their
purpose, all statutory provisions must be interpreted in a way
that is consistent with human rights.
Because neither the right to the presumption of innocence nor
the right to science is limited by the bill, it is not necessary to
consider whether there are any less restrictive means to
achieve their purpose.

I am thankful that the minister has provided that
clarification. She may wish to reiterate those points in
her closing response in the second reading.
This is a bill that the coalition does not oppose. There
are a number of sensible amendments, but it is an
omnibus bill and, as I say, we will not oppose it. We
will allow the passage of the bill.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — As noted,
this bill is a whole grab bag of different amendments to
different acts — six of them in total — to make various
changes to those laws. Many of these provisions we
support. There are a number we have concerns with.
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The first is the abolition of the Victorian Agricultural
Chemicals Advisory Committee. This is a committee
made up of producers of chemicals, users of chemicals,
consumers and one environmental representative. From
talking to the environmentalists who have represented
themselves on this committee, it appears that there is a
certain amount of fairly tokenistic consultation going
on by the committee, while outside those who profit
greatly from this industry of course have their own very
effective channels to get the ear of the department and
the minister now. Because the advisory committee
exists, the pesticides and chemical industry wants to be
on it, but that is not to say that abolishing the committee
is the best way to ensure that a range of advice gets to
the minister.
There have been issues with pesticide residue in
Australian products when they have hit overseas
markets, in some cases. Here I am noting some recent
publicity in Taiwan. Australian-sourced oats exceeded
Taiwan’s standard for glyphosate and actually caused
those products to be withdrawn in that country. Now I
think there is a risk of reputational damage there to all
of Australia’s cereal crops, so I would be interested to
know if the minister is aware of this occurrence back in
May, whether they were Victorian oats, whether she
believes that there is any concern in relation to this
recall and any reputational risk to Australia’s products
and whether indeed more and better advice on the way
chemicals are being used in Victoria is needed to ensure
overall brand protection.
Moving on to another section of the bill, the clause
there in relation to scientific premises and the extension
of licences is of concern to us. Standards in this area
and public attitudes are rising very fast. While it may
suit some people to have a longer licence and therefore
have to avoid reapplication, it also means that in regard
to these rapidly rising standards there is an in-built and
longer lag time until high standards can be driven
through the licensing process.
Last but certainly not least are the changes around the
duck hunting legislation, the Wildlife Act 1975 — the
procedures for closing wetlands when threatened
species are found on those wetlands and are at risk from
the indiscriminate blasting of duck shooting. The
government got itself in a hell of a mess with this in the
run-up to last duck season. There is no reason to believe
that we will not continue to have the same problem year
after year after year — that is, the problem of non-target
and threatened birds being killed by hunters. We saw it
again this year in the wash-up. We have seen it in
almost every year in memory. In the committee stage of
the bill we are going to have some further dialogue
about exactly how this mechanism works in practice
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and what it is that is replacing it in this new proposed
bill. I gather there may even be other amendments
floating around the chamber that look to make further
changes to that, but I will not steal anybody’s thunder
there.

dog — they were not able to keep it in its environs —
and in fact the incident caused me a lot of grief and
discomfort. Now, if that dog had actually attacked
someone less able and probably younger, then the
consequences might well have been different.

Those are the areas we have some concerns with in this
bill but, as I gather, there will even be a government
amendment to the bill. We will inevitably go to the
committee stage, and we can deal with those issues
there.

The point I am making about this is that despite
whatever legislation or restriction you apply to dog
owners, there are owners who want to breed dangerous
dogs that are bred purely for killing. In my mind when
this legislation was brought to the previous Parliament
by Minister Walsh the point of it was to try and make
the community safer by outlawing the breeding of these
dangerous dogs, which are only bred specifically for
killing. That was the intent of the legislation, and it has
been disappointing to see that this government sees fit
to try and water down any sort of new legislation that
prohibits the breeding of these dangerous dogs.

Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — I am pleased
to be able to speak to the Primary Industries Legislation
Amendment Bill 2016. It gives me the opportunity to
say how disappointed I am that agriculture is not
reflected in a stand-alone portfolio. It is sort of lost
between this conglomerate of bits and pieces known as
DELWP — the Department of Environment, Land,
Water and Planning — which hardly anyone can
pronounce and hardly anyone knows what it stands for.
We have our primary industry, which generates about
$12 billion worth of economic wealth to the state, lost
in a department that has jobs and transport and
economics and something else and something else, but
not a stand-alone primary industry portfolio, which to
my mind is very disappointing. That is no reflection on
the minister, I might add. It is just disappointing that the
government is not able to accommodate a department
specifically for agriculture, as it has done over many,
many decades.
The bill itself has been discussed by my colleagues, and
I do not intend to wade through the briefing notes; that
has been done before. I do want to identify a couple of
points that I want to put on the record in relation to the
changes to the different acts that make up this bill. The
Domestic Animals Act 1994 I do want to make
mention of given that former Minister Walsh had
carriage of the original legislation in relation to
providing a piece of legislation that would protect
communities in Victoria against attack from dangerous
dogs. I am sure most people in this chamber would
remember Ayen Chol, a child who was mauled to death
by a dangerous dog — in fact a pit bull terrier — at
St Albans. It was for that very reason that the previous
Parliament was galvanised into providing a piece of
legislation that restricted dangerous dogs for both
breeding and domestic use in Victoria.
I had an unfortunate incident myself in East Melbourne,
where traditionally there are lots of dogs and lots of dog
owners, when a pit bull terrier ran out of a yard, jumped
the fence and actually attacked my leg. It took some
control and some cries for help to have the owner come
out and try and get the dog off my leg. They apologised
profusely but nevertheless had no control over the

As has been indicated, the bill is seeking an extension
of the moratorium on the destruction of restricted breed
dogs to 2017 to allow a parliamentary committee to
provide its recommendations and the government to
respond to those recommendations. I think that is
probably a reasonable call. Nevertheless, my hope is
that whatever piece of legislation comes out of the
government’s response to the committee’s
recommendations it will still protect the community at
large and certainly restrict owners of those dogs from
being able to breed dangerous dogs that are specifically
bred for killing and fighting.
There are other points. I would like to make mention of
the work of the Game Management Authority. This
was another authority set up by Minister Walsh in the
previous Parliament as the Minister for Agriculture and
Food Security. I would like to thank Roger Hallam,
who was the first chair of that authority, for the work
that he did in setting up the board and the governance
of that authority. Again I support the new provision in
the bill to make the chief executive officer of the Game
Management Authority the public service body head,
which I do think is more appropriate, so I am certainly
happy to support that part of the bill.
The amendments to the Wildlife Act 1975 go into quite
some detail about amendments to the Game
Management Authority in relation to specifying periods
of disqualification for a holder of a cancelled licence for
up to five years and the requirement to return a
cancelled licence to the authority within a specific
period — —
Business interrupted pursuant to standing orders.
Sitting extended pursuant to standing orders.
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Mr RAMSAY — The amendments to the Wildlife
Act 1975 currently give the authority powers to cancel
a game or wildlife licence if the person is found guilty
of an offence or breaches the licence’s condition, but it
may not disqualify such a person from immediately
reapplying for a game licence. This results in
unnecessary administrative costs to the authority
et cetera. The bill includes the offence of hunting,
taking or destroying game during a closed season on the
list of offences for which the Game Management
Authority is empowered to conduct controlled
operations in order to collect evidence, and this change
will improve the Game Management Authority’s
capacity to fulfil a key regulatory function. I do support
that.
The bill amends the definition of a punt gun to provide
for the use of 10-gauge calibre firearms or firearms
with three barrels for hunting game. Under the Firearms
Act 1996 a person can obtain a licence for the
possession, carriage and use of a firearm for certain
genuine reasons, and hunting is a genuine reason.
Certainly we know hunting generates around
$250 million of economic wealth to Victoria each year.
It is a legitimate, productive and economic earning
endeavour. The provisions in this bill will allow the use
of these punt guns with a 10-gauge calibre.
In other areas, the bill makes the CEO of the Game
Management Authority responsible for reporting
controlled operations to the inspectorate. The bill
provides for a more streamlined process to allow for
wetland closures and changes to the bag limits on ducks
during the duck season to be more efficient. In
particular it will provide for notices prohibiting,
regulating and controlling the taking and destroying and
hunting of wildlife in emergency closures. The bill also
allows the minister, when an emergency closure of
wetland is required, to rely on the advice of the Game
Management Authority in a circumstance where the
Emergency Closures Advisory Committee (ECAC) is
unable to come to a recommendation. Just on that point,
I do notice that Field and Game Australia is seeking a
recommendation to wind up the Emergency Closures
Advisory Committee because in its view it duplicates
the work the Game Management Authority is already
doing. I think that has some validity. I look forward to
maybe something coming before the Parliament where,
if it is required, it would perhaps look at winding up the
ECAC given the duplication of roles.
In relation to the Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals
(Control of Use) Act 1992, I perhaps give a note of
caution in relation to winding up the role of this
committee. I know quite a few members who were
engaged on that committee providing advice to the
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minister and the former Department of Primary
Industries in relation to the work and the regulatory
requirements of the use and licensing of chemicals. In
my mind that was quite a useful committee that was
made up of a whole range of stakeholders that had
certain skills and knowledge in the field of chemical
use. I am hoping that whatever replaces that committee
does provide that sort of stakeholder consultation and
advice to the government in relation to the appropriate
use of agricultural and veterinary chemicals. As I said, I
know quite a few people that have been in that position,
and certainly their skill and knowledge, particularly
around chemical use, was very advantageous in the
advice provided to the minister at the time.
The Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act 1986
changes on a regular basis and amendments in this bill
will enable inspectors to protect an animal in a situation
where the inspector believes an offence under the act
has been committed or was about to be committed by
issuing a notice to the person in charge of the animal to
ensure that the offence is not committed or ceases to be
committed. The bill amends the act to ensure that a
notice to comply can be issued to the relevant person,
whether that is the owner of the animal, the person in
charge of the animal or another person. I think this
make sense also in that the person actually responsible
for that animal, not only the owner, can be issued with a
compliance notice. I support that as well.
At the end of the day there is nothing wrong with this
bill. It has lots of parts. I have raised a number of
perhaps cautionary tags in relation to the different parts
of the bill, but as my colleague David Davis said, the
opposition will not oppose the Primary Industries
Legislation Amendment Bill 2016.
Mr YOUNG (Northern Victoria) — I too rise today
to speak on the Primary Industries Legislation
Amendment Bill 2016 and to indicate that the Shooters
and Fishers Party will be supporting the bill. We do
have some issues with certain aspects of the bill and I
would like to indicate that we will be proposing
amendments to it at this stage.
There are a couple of parts of this bill that are very
interesting to me, and it is great that I am — —
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
Mr Young, do you intend to circulate those
amendments now? You do not have to, but — —
Mr YOUNG — I will circulate those when we get
to the committee stage.
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The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
That sounds like a marvellous idea. Thank you very
much.
Mr YOUNG — Thank you, Acting President. It
actually is a great opportunity for us as shooters and
hunters to be able to have input on these kinds of bills
that have quite drastic effects on things that we hold
dear, and for myself personally that is duck hunting.
Firstly, I would like to address part 5 of the bill, which
relates to the administration of the Game Management
Authority (GMA). As Mr Ramsay has done previously,
I would also like to indicate my thanks to the
Honourable Roger Hallam for his service as the
previous chair of the GMA board. He did a wonderful
job. I have not previously put it on record, but I am very
glad to have the opportunity to do so now because he
has provided me with some very insightful and very
carefully considered advice that I have certainly taken
on board. I would like to extend my thanks to him.
Part 7 of the bill is the one that we are really interested
in because of its changes to the way the duck season is
administered in many ways. I would just like to say that
in terms of the management of the GMA and the way it
goes about administering game licences, we as a party
are absolutely committed to weeding out people who
do the wrong thing. It is not in our best interests to have
people who break the law, who give everyone a bad
name and who reflect badly on the hunting community,
which as a whole is actually a fantastic community and
includes some very dedicated conservationists. We
support 100 per cent getting rid of elements who do the
wrong thing, who go out there and are not good for
anyone. Those parts of the bill are supported by the
party as a whole.
Clause 22 talks about punt guns. As a collector, I have a
very interesting relationship with punt guns. I have a
very good connection with the collecting community
and historic firearms. Punt guns are somewhat an
antiquity in our circles. They are very interesting things,
but they are in fact a very old method of hunting. They
have not been used for a very long time. They actually
date back to the early 1900s when we had a commercial
use for the harvest of wild duck, which is no longer the
case. We now have recreational hunting of ducks, and
the use of punt guns is just not there. These rules and
regulations surrounding punt guns are actually not
needed today. We have other rules and restrictions that
control how many birds we can harvest and the method
by which we harvest them is actually quite redundant.
Punt guns are designed to take quite a large number of
birds at one time, whereas we are now restricted by bag
limits. So it does not actually matter how many birds
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you take in a single instance — you are still restricted to
the same number.
This bill amends that clause to state that the use of
shotguns over 10 gauge will be prohibited. This raises
questions for us given the point that we are still
restricted by bag limits. It does not make any difference
what method you use to hunt those birds as long as it is
done humanely, but they are the bag limits and whether
you are using a 10 gauge, an 8 gauge or something
larger, it does not really make much difference to that.
We will not be amending that, but we would just like to
point out that it actually is just another arbitrary number
in picking a 10-gauge. In fact the same goes for a
three-barrel shotgun, which is an oddity in the firearms
world but there are a couple of examples of them.
Again it would not make sense to have any more than
that, but we are still restricted by bag limits.
In terms of the clauses of this bill which go to
streamlining the process by which we make decisions
about closures during the duck season, it does come out
of some quite ridiculous situations which occurred
during last year’s duck season, which is becoming quite
well known amongst duck shooters as one of the worst
we have had in history for the debacle in the way in
which some situations were handled.
We found a situation with a particular swamp where an
issue was identified in the form of a threatened species.
For that reason it was moved that we should probably
close the swamp down to hunting. With the problems
we had back then in the process that caused such issues
as far as the duration of that process, we could not
actually get a resolution before the time when the duck
season opened. So this bill goes to streamline that to
make it much more effective in finding the information
we need, applying that to a decision and then actually
making the decision so everyone knows what is
happening.
The issues we do have with this bill are that previously
it was well communicated in terms of what the minister
had to do in communicating that message to hunters,
whereas now we have a streamlined process that will
bring a shorter time frame into it. It is a concern that the
message may not be able to be conveyed to hunters in a
timely manner.
That was a particular situation we had this year during
the 2016 duck season where there were people who
were actually already camped out on swamps in
anticipation of the opening, in some cases for several
days. Because of the way this was handled and the time
it took to make a decision and then get the information
out, they actually were not the right parts of regulation
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that were used to close the swamp. A different
regulation was brought in, and as a result people were
physically removed from that wetland.
This created a whole heap of problems, some of which
I have raised previously, but I would like to indicate
that I do have concerns about the minister conveying
that message, and we would like more clarification on
how that is going to be presented and for the minister to
indicate whether there will be proper on-ground
personnel to deliver that message in the case that this
situation happens again.
Further to that, the streamlined process to close
wetlands will also apply to the opening of wetlands.
The same thing can be said about the procedure through
which we got to the point where a decision was made
about closing the wetland as what was said when the
wetland was to be reopened but subsequently was not
in the case of a particular situation from this year’s
duck season. The issues we have are not as much with
the regulations on getting that message out but more
with the procedure of how we determine whether a
wetland should be reopened.
We have raised this before as an issue, and I am still
seeking clarity on that and on many aspects of what we
actually consider trigger points to close a swamp or a
wetland, whether they are reasonable, whether there
actually is a threat from hunters to other waterbirds and
when those trigger points reach a threshold to force
closure as well as coming back down to a threshold that
would conclude in a reopening. So I think this bill
definitely goes a long way to fixing some of the
problems that we have in terms of the closures and
openings and streamlining the process, but there needs
to be some quite serious work done about the
implications of monitoring how we get to a point where
we are satisfied that there is no threat to other
waterbirds and the setting of some clear guidelines on
how we can reopen the swamps in a timely manner.
I will speak on the amendments that I have when we
get to the committee stage, but I would just like to
indicate that they do surround the Emergency Closures
Advisory Committee, which is mentioned in the bill,
and there are some changes to the make-up of that
committee in the bill. We have consulted fairly closely
with members of that committee and members of the
hunting community about the appropriateness of that
committee, how useful it is and how well it is
functioning. We have determined that it is actually not a
clever use of an advisory role, given that we have the
GMA now; we have a statutory authority that is
supposed to be there to actually have all that
information. They are there to provide the expert
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knowledge, and the Shooters and Fishers Party believes
that they should be providing the advice to the minister
solely. For that reason the emergency closures
committee which was in place before the GMA is, in
our view, now redundant. With that, I commend the bill
to the house.
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I
thank members for their contributions to the debate on
the Primary Industries Legislation Amendment Bill
2016. I would just like to take the opportunity to
respond briefly to some of the questions and comments
that were raised during the course of the debate.
Mr Davis asked if it was the government’s intention for
regulatory change to follow the changed definition of
punt guns, and I can confirm that that is certainly our
intention. I can also confirm for Mr Davis that, on the
correspondence that he kindly read for the benefit of the
house from me to the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee (SARC) in response to SARC’s concerns
on that matter, I am happy to stand by those comments
as Mr Davis outlined.
Mr Barber raised concerns about a number of matters.
He talked about the Victorian Agricultural Chemicals
Advisory Committee and raised issues around a
particular incident, as well as brand protection and
proper labelling. What I would indicate to Mr Barber is
that I think the matter that he was referring to, which
actually related to a barley crop, not oats, was part of a
five-year testing regime that has been in place for a
number of years. The example that Mr Barber cited
actually related to off-label use — so, the application of
a chemical beyond the recommended use. I would also
indicate for Mr Barber’s benefit that the Agricultural
and Veterinary Chemicals (Control of Use) Regulations
2007 are something that is reviewed from time to time.
The current regulations are due to sunset in 2017, so as
would be the ordinary course of events during the latter
part of this year and into next year, they will be
reviewed to ensure that they are still appropriate for
their purpose.
Just on the agricultural chemicals advisory committee,
Mr Davis in speaking to this talked about the red tape
reduction — that is, the resolution of a committee that
no longer serves a purpose. I just again indicate that in
2014 my predecessor contacted eight different
stakeholder organisations on the future of this
committee. The majority of those responded in support
of the abolition of the committee. I again wrote to these
organisations in 2015, seeking, I suppose, an updated
assessment from them about their views on this matter,
and the department spoke to all members and
nominating bodies of the committee, all of whom were
comfortable with this body being repealed. It has been
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around three years since it has met. I just wanted to
provide that background for Mr Barber and that
information to the house.
Mr Barber raised a question about the duration of
scientific procedures premises licences. Just for the
benefit of members who will be interested — I know
this is something that can be something of a flashpoint
of community interest from time to time — in 2015
there were 147 active licences under these provisions.
These are research licences, typically held by our
research institutions in Victoria. A number of them are
for longer term or ongoing studies, so the practice has
been that licences are rolled over. These are
organisations that are consistently compliant with the
appropriate code of practice. We are not, in seeking to
offer a four-year option on this, removing the option for
one-year or two-year or three-year licences. The
government is also consulting on fee increases and
proposing to increase the auditing that supports this
area of regulation and this important work by our
scientific community. It is also worth noting that
scientific procedures are overseen by an animal
research ethics committee as well.
There have been a number of comments about the duck
season made during the course of the debate. I know
that there are incredibly divergent views in the house
and in the broader community on this question. As I
have said in the chamber and in many other forums, the
season in 2016 has been a very challenging season to
manage. The matters that Mr Young referred to are
ones that have been canvassed in detail in question
time, in other debates in the house and in other public
forums. I indicated at the time that the government
would endeavour through some amendments as part of
this legislation to modernise the arrangements for both
closures and openings. Whilst the legislation talks about
closures, this is actually the same sort of mechanism
that enables openings as well.
What we have at the moment is a really unwieldy set of
arrangements whereby notification is required and print
media publication and circulation dates are factors in
the timeliness of decision-making, coupled with some
of the other legacies that exist in the legislation, like the
Emergency Closures Advisory Committee (ECAC) that
Mr Young referred to. What we have had is a very
clunky set of regulations to deal with something where
circumstances not uncommonly change overnight. The
amendments that relate to the duck season
arrangements that are part of this bill are our response
to what I know for many hunters has been an
unsatisfactory, or very disappointing, season. There
have been, as all members know, incredibly dry
seasonal conditions within which we have been making
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decisions and managing the season, but it is certainly
my hope that this will take that clunky and really dated
set of arrangements and provide something that will be
much smoother in operation so that we can avoid in the
2017 season some of the challenges that we have had in
2016.
Mr Young foreshadowed amendments that would have
some impact on this legislation. Mr Young is seeking to
abolish the Emergency Closures Advisory Committee
that he referred to in the second-reading debate. The
Game Management Authority and other enforcement
agencies, including Victoria Police, have a very
important role in ensuring that everybody obeys the law
in relation to the management of duck season. The
advisory committee that Mr Young is seeking to
abolish is currently required to be maintained under
section 86A of the Wildlife Act 1975. The committee
has had a formal role in providing advice to the relevant
minister or ministers in relation to the closure of
wetlands during duck season, but only certain
emergency closures. The committee has never had a
role in advising ministers in cases where closures have
been enacted with more than 72 hours notice. Issues
relating to the management of the Lake Elizabeth State
Game Reserve that Mr Young alluded to, I think, have
highlighted some of the challenges associated with this.
ECAC was convened after a significant number of
threatened species were discovered at Lake Elizabeth.
The committee was notified on Wednesday, 16 March,
and convened formally on the 17th, and after
deliberations it presented a range of options but did not
actually make any recommendation to government. The
lateness of the closure, unintentionally exacerbated by
the process, including the meeting of the advisory
committee, was far from ideal, and at the time I made it
clear that this demonstrated the need for improvements
to the current legislation. We want to be able to respond
to changing conditions as quickly as possible both to
protect endangered species but also to reopen wetlands
when it is appropriate to do so. That is why the
proposed measures in this bill will, I believe, improve
these arrangements.
Since the bill has been under consideration by the
Parliament and through the long winter recess, we have
been aware that the suitability of the ongoing role of
ECAC going forward has been questioned. Mr Ramsay
referred to this in his speech as well. The government
has engaged with stakeholders and ECAC’s legislated
membership groups, as evidently from his comments
tonight has Mr Young. On this basis the government
will be supporting the amendments proposed by
Mr Young.
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Following the changes, the bill will continue to
strengthen the role of the Game Management Authority
in providing advice to government, including on any
necessary wetland closures and other restrictions. If
agreed to by this house and the other place, the resulting
act will require the minister to consider the advice of
the Game Management Authority prior to publishing a
notice under section 86A(1). Our government is
committed to ensuring that game hunting remains safe
and sustainable for future generations, and I think the
combination of the improvements to the process that
are proposed by this bill along with the removal of a
further step that has proven to be unwieldy in the past
will provide for a smoother set of arrangements for next
year.
I will just make some remarks on one further matter
that has come to light since this legislation began its
journey through the house some months ago. In May
2016 the Victorian government, through the national
forums of the National Biosecurity Committee and the
Agriculture Senior Officials Committee, agreed to
endorse the national harmonisation approach and to
align the Victorian Biological Control Act 1986 with
corresponding amendments to the Biological Control
Act 1984 — the commonwealth legislation — which
received royal assent on 23 March this year.
I am proposing to formally move in the committee
stage a house amendment that will make a minor
change to the definition of ‘organism’ under the
Victorian legislation. This is part of a nationally
harmonised framework of biological control legislation
that reflects the commonwealth Biological Control Act.
It facilitates the biological defence of our agricultural
prosperity and biological diversity through a
harmonised scheme of biological control legislation
across the commonwealth.
This amendment will enable Victoria to take part in a
20-year coordinated national biological control plan for
the control of rabbits. The plan is nationwide and
scheduled to begin in August 2017. It involves the
release of a new naturally occurring strain of rabbit
haemorrhagic disease virus, RHDV1-K5. The strain,
known as K5, targets invasive European rabbit
populations and is not harmful to other species. Victoria
has committed to implement this minor definitional
amendment to give effect to this national initiative, and
we need to do so by 1 January 2017 to participate in the
national K5 program.
I had the opportunity to have a brief discussion on this
matter with the shadow minister. We have provided
information on this very minor but very important and
timely amendment to that definition to parties across
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the Parliament, so I take this opportunity also to seek
support for this amendment and will do so more
formally in the committee stage when we resume on
Thursday.
Again I thank members for their contributions to this
debate. I thank them for their support of the really broad
range of issues that we have canvassed, including
remarks from members about the importance of
community safety in relation to dangerous dogs, some
of these difficult issues around duck hunting and a
range of other measures to improve the effectiveness of
the legislation. I thank members for their support of this
legislation. I look forward to getting into this to
whatever level of detail members would like in the
committee stage as we formally consider the
government’s amendment and Mr Young’s
amendment.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Instruction to committee
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — By
leave, I move:
That it be an instruction to the committee that they have
power to consider amendments and new clauses to amend the
Biological Control Act 1986 to provide for amendments to
that act required as a result of the Biological Control
Amendment Act 2016 of the commonwealth.

For the benefit of members in the house, this is to
enable the committee to consider the government’s
amendment on the K5 rabbit control definitional
change that I was referring to at the end of my remarks.
Motion agreed to.
Ordered to be committed next day.

ADJOURNMENT
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I
move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Goulburn Valley Health
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) — My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Health, and it
is regarding the recently released Victorian health
services performance (VHSP) data, which shows that
for the third quarter in a row Goulburn Valley Health’s
Shepparton campus emergency department continues to
be the worst performing in the state and that the
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percentage of patients being treated within time
continues to decline. My request of the minister is that
she implements interim solutions to assist Goulburn
Valley Health to deliver additional services prior to the
redevelopment being completed and that she commits
to fast-tracking the redevelopment to ensure an earlier
completion date.
Victoria’s most recent health performance data shows
that less than half of Goulburn Valley Health
emergency department patients are now being treated
on time. The VHSP data shows that for the July 2016
quarter only 49 per cent of patients who presented to
the emergency department were treated within time.
This is consistent with the fairly constant trend
established for the Goulburn Valley Health emergency
department over the past 12 months of a continued
decline in the percentage of patients who are being
treated within time.
In June 2015, 64 per cent of emergency patients were
treated within time. In September 2015 this was down
to 51 per cent; by December 2015 it was 50 per cent. It
temporarily improved to 54 per cent in March 2016 but
swiftly dropped again to the current 49 per cent for the
June 2016 quarter. The drop in the number of patients
treated within time from June 2015 to June 2016 is a
staggering 1354 patients. This is despite there being a
decrease in the total number of emergency department
patients treated. In the June 2016 quarter only
6891 patients were treated, down by 277 from 7168 in
the March quarter. The total number of emergency
patients treated in the June 2016 quarter is 505 less than
the same period in 2015. So less patients are being
treated overall, and of those treated, less are being
treated within time.
The median time to treatment for all emergency
department patients has also blown out from 26 minutes
in the June 2015 quarter to 38 minutes in the June 2016
quarter. The proportion of ambulance patient transfers
within 40 minutes has decreased from 82.5 per cent in
June 2015 to 75 per cent in June 2016, way short of the
90 per cent target. The number of elective surgery
patients on the waiting list has increased from 534 in
June 2015 to 591 for the same period this year.
These are just more examples to add to a long and
ever-growing list of evidence that Goulburn Valley
Health is in crisis. The hospital is not coping with
demand, and while the government’s promise of a
redevelopment is very welcome, it is not scheduled to
begin until 2018 for completion in 2020, four long
years away. It is clear that Shepparton cannot wait, that
immediate interim solutions are needed and that an
earlier completion date is necessary.
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The current emergency department was built to treat
24 000 patients a year. VHSP data shows that between
July 2015 and June 2016, 32 240 people — —
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
The member’s time has expired.

Social enterprise sector
Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Public
Transport, Jacinta Allan. In making a request of her, I
first want to compliment her on the fact that in some of
the tender documents in the major transport program
she has put a requirement for the successful tenderers to
have a social enterprise plan, which means social
enterprises will get a chance to tender for some of the
work that is created from these particular projects. One
great example is Knoxbrooke, a not-for-profit
organisation that employs many people at a nursery in
Evelyn. That nursery has won some work to grow some
plants and trees for the Bayswater and Blackburn level
crossing removals. Another example is an organisation
called Nadrasca. Nadrasca has a printing arm at its
Rooks Road, Nunawading, premises, where it also
employs and trains people with disability in that area of
work.
The request I would make of the minister is that she
make the time to visit one of these organisations to see
how important it is that these organisations get an
opportunity to enjoy tendering for some of the work
that has been created by these great capital works
projects.

Level Crossing Removal Authority
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — My matter
for the adjournment debate tonight is for the Minister
for Public Transport, and it relates to the work of the
LXRA, the Level Crossing Removal Authority, and its
various projects along the sky rail corridor between
Caulfield and Dandenong. What has occurred in recent
weeks is the stripping out of literally hundreds of trees,
many of them very large, established trees, including
longstanding river red gums that in some cases have
been there for more than 200 years. Some of them
predate European settlement and are a small amount of
remnant vegetation that exists in these corridors.
The government of course is not conducting an
environment effects statement on the sky rail between
Caulfield and Dandenong, nor is there in place an
environmental management plan as promised. Worse
than that, there is massive destruction that is impacting
on this whole corridor. I witnessed this in Noble Park
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on the weekend, seeing huge, established red gums
pulled down. In that corridor there are really only two
major strands of remnant old vegetation along the rail
corridor and along one particular creek. The rail
corridor is now being denuded for long distances with a
clear-felling technique that sees every single tree
removed in an unsophisticated and thoughtless fashion.
It is wanton destruction of the worst type, and the
authority is replacing two lines with two lines, so there
is no actual increase in capacity for this.
The level crossing removal could have occurred
without this sky rail and without this destruction if the
government had stuck to its election promises. Nobody
of course voted for this particular arrangement. What is
clear in Noble Park, Carnegie, Murrumbeena and
Hughesdale is that there is massive destruction. What I
am seeking from the minister is that she publish in
detail a list of all the trees and their locations. The
destruction is huge. These are massive trees, introduced
in some cases, but more often longstanding native trees,
and the destruction has been huge.
This is a pattern that is emerging with this government.
In Blackburn, along the St Kilda Road area and over in
Flemington there is huge destruction and no control,
with contractors having been let loose without proper
arrangements in place. What I would seek from the
Minister for Public Transport is a publication on the
internet of a full list of all the trees destroyed along this
corridor, including their size, estimates of their age and
the impact on biodiversity, because this action will see
the destruction of birds, it will see the loss of wildlife
and it will have a huge impact on the community.

Boris and Lana Zaitsen
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risky that it can lead to financial ruin and a massive
emotional and physical toll. The Victorian Building
Authority has failed the Zaitsens. It has failed to take
meaningful action on allegations of misconduct by the
builder and the building surveyor. There need to be
stricter regulations and penalties for builders and
subcontractors to improve the quality of residential
construction. Building warranty insurance — a grand
word that is not lived up to by the terms of the
product — failed the Zaitsens. In other states such
products cover more items and are compulsory.
This saga has played out for over five long years. I call
on the minister to take action to provide whatever
support is possible to the Zaitsens in what is an
unspeakably bad situation they find themselves in, at no
fault of their own.

Tourism and major events strategy
Mr EIDEH (Western Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter tonight is for the Minister for
Tourism and Major Events. The major events and
tourism sectors are increasingly playing a more
important role in the Victorian economy, with
Victoria’s $21 billion tourism and events industry
currently employing over 206 000 people. I welcome
the minister’s announcement in July, at the Victorian
tourism conference in Bendigo, of plans to increase
visitor spending to $36.5 billion by 2025 and increase
employment in the sector to 320 700 jobs. The new
visitor economy strategy maps out a clear direction for
Visit Victoria, the state’s new world-leading entity
responsible for ensuring we remain the national leader
for tourism and major events.

Ms DUNN (Eastern Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Planning.
Boris and Lana Zaitsen of Caulfield North commenced
building their home at 20 Cromwell Street in 2011.
This was meant to be a sanctuary for the couple
because Lana Zaitsen is suffering from a terminal
illness and wanted to live out her remaining years in a
purpose-built family home. However, their dream of
building such a home has turned into a nightmare. The
Zaitsens have been left with a shell of a building not fit
for human habitation. They are one of the many victims
of negligent operators and a poor regulatory framework
for building construction in the state of Victoria.

The strategy focuses on nine key areas, including
building on the potential of regional and rural
campaigns, maximising the benefit of events, improved
branding and marketing, improved experiences for
visitors from Asia and a skilled and capable sector. So I
ask the minister whether he can update the house on the
role the new visitor economy strategy will play to help
grow tourism opportunities for businesses in my
community and employment opportunities in the
tourism and events sector for my constituents and how
the new visitor economy strategy contrasts with the
approach of the former Liberal-Nationals coalition, who
neglected our tourism and events sectors and treated
them with contempt.

Buying a house for most people is the single biggest
purchase they will ever make in their life. Building a
new house is the biggest project many people will
undertake. It should not be an endeavour dogged by a
lack of safeguards and protections. It should not be so

Mr O’Donohue — On a point of order, Acting
President, I seek your clarification as to whether
Mr Eideh has sought an action pursuant to the standing
orders, as has been clearly articulated by the President.
In his summary he said, ‘I would ask the minister to
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update the house’, and I put it to you that that is not an
action pursuant to the standing orders.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
There may be a point to Mr O’Donohue’s point of
order. I ask Mr Eideh to clarify the action that he
requires.
Mr EIDEH — Acting President, I ask the minister
to advise the house on the role of the new visitor
economy strategy.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
I will let it through, but I tell you what, it is right on the
boundary. The chalk is in the air.

Warrenheip Street, Buninyong, pedestrian
crossing
Mr MORRIS (Western Victoria) — My
adjournment matter this evening is for the attention of
the Minister for Roads and Road Safety, and it is with
regard to the community of Buninyong just outside of
Ballarat. Recently I was very fortunate to catch up with
Ian Salathiel and Barry Fitzgerald from the Buninyong
and District Community Association. We had a good
tour of the town and a discussion about some of the
local issues. One of the local issues that was raised was
the fact that the Labor Party went to the 2014 election
committed to a pedestrian crossing in Warrenheip
Street, Buninyong.
The form of this pedestrian crossing has been of some
concern. There have been some thoughts and some
proposals that this particular crossing will be a fully
signalised crossing. Buninyong is a wonderful and
spectacular village that has a great atmosphere. There is
significant concern, and the message was certainly put
to me, that the Buninyong community do not want their
village atmosphere destroyed by a fully signalised
pedestrian crossing. Therefore it is imperative that the
minister does listen to the community of Buninyong.
The action I seek is that the minister listen to the
Buninyong community and not impose upon them a
pedestrian crossing that is unwanted. I encourage the
minister to listen to the Buninyong District Community
Association and find a solution for the pedestrian
crossing that will not ruin the village atmosphere of
Buninyong.

Sex work regulation
Ms PATTEN (Northern Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Consumer
Affairs, Gaming and Liquor Regulation, Ms Marlene
Kairouz. Ten years ago, for every one legal brothel
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there were three illegal ones. Today for every one legal
brothel there are 10 to 20 illegal brothels. There are five
within a 100-metre radius of my office and there are
probably at least 15 within a 200-metre radius of this
house. Since this government have come to power they
have done nothing to stop this continued rise of illegal
brothels not only in the city but in the suburbs and
around Victoria. Many of you may be aware of them
and may have seen them popping up in your local
areas.
These ‘massage parlours’, as they claim to be, are
actually offering sexual services under the table. We
know this, the police know this — —
Ms Lovell interjected.
Ms PATTEN — And on the table, Ms Lovell —
and on the table as well!
We know this, the police know this and the public are
all aware of this. These are not legitimate operators, and
their online advertisements make this very clear. A
constituent of mine noted some that said, ‘Come and
relax with a sensual massage’ and offered ‘young girls
with different skills’ sure to ‘make you happy in the
end’. It is very clear that these establishments are
flouting the law. Victoria has some of the oldest brothel
legislation. In 1986 we legalised brothels here — we
legalised and regulated them. They are small businesses
like any other small business and should be afforded the
same competition protection.
How can these licensed businesses operate and compete
against unlicensed and unregulated businesses that may
also be practising some very exploitative procedures? I
am not sure how we protect their workers or offer
protection to consumers in those areas. If these were
alcohol or gambling outlets, the police would be down
on them in a flash, but because it is the adult industry it
seems that people are turning a blind eye to it. As I said,
these businesses are numerous and growing in an
escalating way.
I am asking the minister to undertake a fulsome review
of the operation of massage parlours in Victoria,
working to identify the legitimate ones from the
unlicensed ones and the potentially exploitative venues
that are currently operating.

Battle of Long Tan commemoration
Mr ELASMAR (Northern Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter tonight is for the Minister for
Veterans, the Honourable John Eren. This year, 2016, is
the 50th anniversary of the Battle of Long Tan in the
Vietnam War. This is an extremely sombre and
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important occasion that we as a community must
collectively respect, commemorate and support. It is
particularly important to the Vietnam veterans who
served and their families that we say thank you for their
service. It is of course during this commemoration that
we pay tribute to those 521 Australians who made the
ultimate sacrifice while serving their country in
Vietnam. Their legacy must never be forgotten.
The Andrews Labor government has provided
$1 million to the Vietnam Veterans Association of
Australia, Victorian branch, to help design, implement
and deliver a thoughtful and appropriate
commemoration program for the 50th anniversary. The
action I seek is that the minister advise me of the
support that the Andrews Labor government is
providing for our veterans and the wider community,
including students, who will attend the service at the
Shrine of Remembrance on 18 August.

Western Victoria Region roads
Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — My
adjournment matter tonight is for the Minister for
Roads and Road Safety, the Honourable Luke
Donnellan. The issue I want to bring to his attention is
that in south-west Victoria our road network is stuffed.
Roads all over Western Victoria Region are falling to
bits. We have huge holes in the middle of the
pavement. We have edging that has been totally ruined.
In relation to the Hamilton to Portland main
carriageway, where 145 000 trucks annually go to the
port of Portland, which generates around $778 million a
year, this arterial road is in such a disgraceful condition
of deterioration that it actually needs around
$180 million of repairs just for that particular section of
road.
We have seen through an inquiry that is chaired by
David Davis in relation to the impacts of rate capping
that local councils have clearly indicated to that
committee that the loss of the country roads and bridges
program — that $160 million package with a $1 million
provision of funding for rural councils per year —
means that they too are not able to maintain their
current assets, and that is the only funding they had that
would go directly to them for their own road and bridge
assets.
We have a really significant problem here in Victoria
where our regional road networks are literally falling
apart in front of our eyes, with no appropriate funding
to be able to maintain — far less improve or upgrade —
our roads or to provide new road carriageways to move
not only our people but also our freight, which creates
huge economic value to our state. The federal Turnbull
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government committed $345 million for a roads and
bridges package, and I call on the minister to match that
funding and as part of that funding to match the
$20 million that was allocated under that package for
south-west roads.
There are two issues — and I am only allowed one
action — but the action is that the minister immediately
match the $345 million that the federal government has
committed to and as part of that match the $20 million
that has been allocated for south-west roads — roads
like the very important Hamilton to Portland
carriageway that, as I said, takes over 145 000 annual
truck trips to the port and should be upgraded to make it
safe.

Fish Creek school crossing
Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) — My adjournment
matter this evening is directed to the Minister for
Finance, Robin Scott, in regard to a proposed school
crossing at Fish Creek in my electorate. The action I
seek is that he support an application currently with the
Transport Accident Commission to provide funding for
a much-needed school crossing at Fish Creek and
District Primary School.
The safety of the school community at Fish Creek has
been a concern for a long time. The school is situated
on the main road through Fish Creek, a major route for
tourists heading to Wilsons Promontory, where they
receive thousands of visitors annually. With a number
of near misses having occurred near the school, the
principal, the school community and local police are all
concerned a serious injury or even a fatality could occur
if this school crossing does not go ahead.
Currently students, when they exit the school, head
down a steep hill to cross the road or board a bus, and
many cars often travel much faster than the
40 kilometres per hour as directed for the school zones.
I understand many speeding infringements have been
given out by police over the years to motorists caught
doing the wrong thing and driving at the wrong speed
down the road. My fear and the fear of many of the
school parents is that it is only a matter of time before a
serious accident occurs.
Early last year South Gippsland Shire Council funding
was made available to undertake a concept design and
new pedestrian traffic counts. After consultation with
the school and VicRoads a concept plan was finalised,
and recent traffic counts indicate a school crossing is
warranted. Currently a submission is with the Transport
Accident Commission for funding for the works, which
are estimated to have an approximate cost of $110 000.
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The action I seek from the minister is to support this
submission to ensure funding is received so that the
safety of the Fish Creek school community can be
made a priority.

Wyndham City Council
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — I wish to raise
a matter for the attention of the Minister for Local
Government, and at the very beginning I would like to
say that this latest stuff-up within her portfolio is
something to behold; something that is in fact in total
keeping with the reputation that this government has
built up over the last 18 or 19 months. Can I also say
that my dismay at the news that the Hobsons Bay City
Council may be dismissed is, in my view, fully justified
as Hobsons Bay is one of the finest councils in the
western suburbs and why it would be under a cloud I
have absolutely no idea at all — none. I have had
correspondence today from both the mayor and the
deputy mayor expressing their concerns, to understate
things somewhat, and I have to agree with them. If the
minister wishes to sack a council, sure, she can go
ahead and sack Wyndham City Council — everybody
would be very happy with that — but leave Hobsons
Bay alone. It is a very good council.
The matter I wish to raise tonight is a question of the
integrity of the electoral process as we come into the
election period of October, when we will have
municipal elections. I am informed by a number of
people within the municipality of Wyndham that there
is one councillor who is preparing to nominate no less
than 40 other candidates so that he personally can
control the Wyndham council after the election. I do
not know how this latest debacle impacts the possibility
of that happening, but people are openly asking, ‘Is
Wyndham the new Brimbank?’. We remember what
Brimbank was when Cr Suleyman had control. We
remember what Brimbank was not all that many years
ago, and it is a very different situation now under the
administrators, but people are very concerned about
what is going on in Wyndham.
I ask the minister to direct the local government
directorate to keep a very close eye on the electoral
process in Wyndham and particularly the actions of
Cr Intaj Khan, who is not just happy with building a Taj
Mahal down in Wyndham but now apparently wants to
build his own empire as well. I ask the minister to direct
the directorate to keep an eye on what is happening in
Wyndham.
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Victoria Police mounted branch and dog squad
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — The
matter I wish to raise this evening is for the attention of
the Minister for Police and relates to the fantastic work
of both the Victoria Police mounted branch and
Victoria Police dog squad, now co-located at the
recently substantially upgraded Attwood police facility
in Melbourne’s north. The action I seek from the
minister is that she visit the Victoria Police facility.
That would provide an appropriate acknowledgement
and support of the importance of the respective work of
both the mounted branch and the dog squad.
In March this year the mounted branch vacated its
104-year-old home stables in Southbank and relocated
to Attwood in a project that was announced by the
former coalition government back in 2014. The old
stables will soon be transformed into a Victorian
College of the Arts and Music visual arts facility right
in the heart of what is now Melbourne’s vibrant
Southbank Contemporary Arts Precinct. I was fortunate
to be able to tour the modern upgraded Attwood
complex last month where I was briefed on the
important work of both the mounted branch and the dog
squad in protecting the Victorian community.
The Victoria Police mounted branch performs vital
work — particularly around crowd management at
protests, demonstrations and major events in and
around inner Melbourne — that often goes unnoticed
by the majority of the community. The mounted branch
are also often called into searches for lost persons and
offenders. The police horses are stabled and cared for at
Attwood and are transported by float to staging posts in
Melbourne close to where the events they are attending
are being held.
The Victoria Police dog squad equally performs
outstanding work for the Victorian community in
supporting police members, particularly in the search
for offenders and lost persons and in undertaking drug
search activities. This important work of the dog squad
in assisting police in the fight against drugs was
recognised by the former coalition government in 2014
when additional resources were provided to Victoria
Police to expand the regional reach and presence of
police dogs and handlers. This was part of the
coalition’s ice strategy initiatives to increase the
capacity of Victoria Police to utilise police dogs to
search for ice and other illicit drugs at rural and regional
events and properties. Dogs can be invaluable in the
search for drug labs across the state and in minimising
the availability and consumption of drugs at events. The
way in which experienced and skilled police handlers
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interact and work with their dogs is absolutely
incredible to see.
I would like to thank Victoria Police and
Superintendent John Todor for facilitating my visit to
Attwood and for providing the comprehensive briefing
on the operations of the mounted branch and the dog
squad. I urge the minister to visit Attwood and see for
herself the great work of the Victoria Police mounted
branch and dog squad.

Responses
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I have
adjournment matters from Mr Leane and Mr Davis for
the Minister for Public Transport; Mr Ramsay and
Mr Morris for the Minister for Roads and Road Safety;
Ms Lovell for the Minister for Health; Ms Dunn for the
Minister for Planning; Mr Eideh for the Minister for
Tourism and Major Events; Ms Patten for the Minister
for Consumer Affairs, Gaming and Liquor Regulation;
Mr Elasmar for the Minister for Veterans; Ms Bath for
the Minister for Finance; Mr Finn for the Minister for
Local Government; and Mr O’Donohue for the
Minister for Police. I thank all members for their
contributions to the adjournment debate. I will seek
responses from the appropriate minister to each of those
matters raised.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Does
the minister have any written responses?
Ms PULFORD — Yes. I have written responses to
adjournment debate matters raised by a number of
members, 100 responses in total, and I am guessing the
Acting President does not need me to go through those.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
The minister is guessing right. The house now stands
adjourned.
House adjourned 11.02 p.m.
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Wednesday, 17 August 2016
The PRESIDENT (Hon. B. N. Atkinson) took the
chair at 9.34 a.m. and read the prayer.

RULINGS BY THE CHAIR
Constituency questions
The PRESIDENT — Order! Yesterday
Mrs Peulich had a constituency question which I
indicated I would need to consider the Hansard on to
determine whether or not that question should stand. It
is my decision that that constituency question will not
stand; I am ruling it out. Apart from anything else, the
first and foremost issue is that it actually did not ask a
question; it sought an action rather than asked a
question, so it fell outside the scope of a question. The
matters that were raised in the question also did give me
some cause for concern, and I indicated that perhaps
there were other mechanisms to explore those matters if
the member felt that they needed to be explored.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Auditor-General’s Report on Enhancing Food and Fibre
Productivity, August 2016 (Ordered to be published).
Planning and Environment Act 1987 — Notices of Approval
of the following amendments to planning schemes —
Boroondara Planning Scheme — Amendments C246
and C247.
Cardinia, Casey, Hume, Maribyrnong, Mornington
Peninsula and Towong Planning Scheme —
Amendment GC53.
Knox Planning Scheme — Amendment C148.
Moreland Planning Scheme — Amendment C134.
Mornington Peninsula Planning Scheme —
Amendment C192.
Nillumbik Planning Scheme — Amendment C106.
South Gippsland Planning Scheme — Amendment C65.
Whitehorse Planning Scheme — Amendment C187.
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 — Documents under
section 15 in respect of Statutory Rule No. 97.
Statutory Rules under the Road Safety Act 1986 — Nos. 98
and 99.
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MINISTERS STATEMENTS
Aboriginal children and young people
Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Families and
Children) — I rise to update the house on the Andrews
Labor government’s action to meet our commitments to
Aboriginal self-determination, particularly around
decision-making for children. Last week I announced a
$5.33 million funding package to help develop cultural
support plans for Aboriginal children and young people
in out-of-home care. We want Aboriginal children to
feel safe and strong. Staying connected to their proud
cultures and community is the key to them developing a
strong sense of identity and wellbeing. The Andrews
Labor government is funding 18 new cultural positions
at 11 Aboriginal community-controlled organisations as
well as a statewide coordinator. The cultural planners
will put together tailored support plans for Aboriginal
children and young people in out-of-home care.
Funding will also support brokerage funding to enable
cultural support plans to be implemented for Aboriginal
children. This will include camps and sport, return to
country programs and other activities that connect
young people with their culture. We are also funding
new online resources that support cultural planning,
working with Aboriginal organisations to build stronger
futures for young people.
These initiatives are being rolled out in partnership with
our Aboriginal community-controlled organisations and
with the commissioner for Aboriginal children and
young people. This funding is part of the $16.5 million
investment in the 2016–17 Victorian budget to support
vulnerable Aboriginal children and their families. It
forms part of the $168 million package for child and
family services to progress our reform agenda outlined
in Roadmap for Reform — strong families, safe
children, our once-in-a-generation overhaul of the child
protection and family services system.

Youth engagement
Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Youth Affairs) — I
rise to update the house about a new funding round for
rural and regional local government youth engagement
grants. Local governments in rural and regional
Victoria are encouraged to apply for funding of up to
$30 000 for strategies and initiatives that increase the
involvement of young people in planning and
community decision-making. Last year I was proud to
announce seven successful local councils, which
included the Rural City of Wangaratta, for a program
that gave local young people living with a disability
more opportunities to get involved in that community.
This year we are giving more young Victorians in rural
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and regional areas a chance to have a greater say in the
decisions that affect their local communities.
As we all know, young people are our future, and they
want to be heard. The program will empower young
people to voice their own unique ideas and concerns
and play an active role in shaping the communities in
which they live. We know that young people can face
challenges in participating in community
decision-making. The rural and regional local
government community engagement program targets
young people from multicultural backgrounds, young
people in areas of low socio-economic backgrounds
and LGBTI young people.
It was great to see Legislative Assembly member Geoff
Howard out on Monday at the Centre for Multicultural
Youth’s regional office at Ballarat, meeting with local
young people and encouraging that council to get
involved. As an active member in his community Geoff
has always been a big supporter of getting more young
people involved in his local community.
The new grants round follows our government’s youth
policy and engagement strategy announced earlier this
year, which is redefining the ways young people have a
chance to be heard so that they can help shape the
issues that matter to them. It is important that young
Victorians are embedded in the decision-making
process. It is part of more than $8 million that our
government is putting into new youth participation and
engagement programs. We are making sure that all
young Victorians can be engaged across the state and
that all young Victorians have an opportunity to
contribute to their local communities.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Disability services
Dr CARLING-JENKINS (Western
Metropolitan) — I rise today to express my shock and
sadness at the killing of 19 people with disabilities at a
Japanese residential care home on Tuesday, 26 July,
over our winter break. This tragedy can only be
described as a hate crime deliberately targeting people
with disabilities. The man arrested for the stabbings,
who killed 19 people and injured 26 others, had written
a letter to the Japanese government. Part of that letter
said, and I quote:
My goal is creating a world in which euthanasia can be given
to people with multiple disabilities — in cases where it is
extremely difficult for them to live at home and be socially
active — with the consent of their guardians.
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Euthanasia and assisted suicide are dangerous
expressions of ableism, something which many people
with disabilities and their supporters will never give up
fighting against.
Closer to home, I attended a protest with disability
rights activists against the screening of the film Me
Before You. One of the activists said that euthanasia in
Victoria will never be voluntary while people with
disabilities live with disadvantage and live in poverty.
She urged the Victorian government to first concentrate
on empowering people with disabilities to live as full
citizens — to live well, with dignity — before
considering any form of assisted dying legislation.

Greyhound racing
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) —
Legislation is progressing through the New South
Wales Parliament to end greyhound racing in New
South Wales by 1 July 2017. The Greyhound Racing
Prohibition Bill 2016 passed the New South Wales
Legislative Council on 10 August; it is due to be
debated in the New South Wales Legislative Assembly
next Tuesday, 30 August. Yesterday I asked the
Minister for Racing whether the government was
conducting a thorough review into the culling of
greyhounds as recommended by the racing integrity
commissioner under his own-motion inquiry, given the
lack of in-depth analysis of the extent of culling of
greyhounds in Victoria in comparison to the analysis of
the New South Wales special commission of inquiry
into greyhound racing, which goes for 8 chapters and
205 pages. I look forward to the response from the
minister, due tomorrow.
Following my question the Minister for Agriculture, by
way of Twitter, suggested that I have not fully read the
Perna and Milne reports. I have, and I take no issue
with the reports given the very limited time and brief
available for them to conduct them.
Perna concentrated on live baiting but mentioned
culling on page 90 under ‘Ancillary issues’. Milne
concentrated on governance structures and mentioned
overbreeding and culling on approximately five pages.
Neither report looks at this issue in any depth or
provides a full analysis or recommendations, except for
the racing integrity commissioner calling for a thorough
review and the chief officer recommending options that
may be effective to reduce the numbers of greyhounds
being bred. We know that 4000 greyhounds are culled
every year; that is 48 000 in the last 12 years. The
extensive analysis of the issues of so-called wastage in
the report of the special inquiry concludes that the scale
of the problem is immense and simply out of control.
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This is why the New South Wales government has
taken the action that it has.
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counselling and guidance for Lebanese youth in the
northern suburbs of Melbourne.

Veterans mental health services

Darebin City Council

Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — It is fitting
that my members statement will highlight an
urgency — a call to arms — for government leadership
to respond to a growing mental health crisis in our
armed services among personnel who have seen active
war service. It is appropriate that I raise this issue on the
eve of the 50-year anniversary of the Battle of Long
Tan, where our Vietnam veterans fought so bravely
and, sadly, 18 lost their lives. It is the hidden tragedy
that, as well as the many infamous battles over many
wars, needs acknowledging — and that tragedy is
post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD).

Mr ELASMAR — On another matter, on Monday,
25 July, I attended a private briefing provided by the
mayor of the City of Darebin, Cr Vince Fontana, and
the CEO, Mr Rasiah Dev, regarding Darebin’s 2016
financial plan. I was unable to attend the normal
scheduled briefing due to unforeseen circumstances. I
would like to thank the Darebin council for its
continued vision and support of its residents and
ratepayers. The plan shows foresight and determination
to enhance the lives of future inhabitants of this vibrant
city.

Tree removal
A play written by Bernard Clancy and directed by Wolf
Heidecker has been showing at the Potato Shed in
Drysdale over the last week. It is a gritty play called
Foxholes of the Mind that tells the story of war
veterans, young and old, whose minds are battle
scarred. PTSD is becoming a silent killer. On the
weekend the Sunday Herald Sun reported that this year
over 41 military personnel and veterans — the same
number of Australians who were killed in Afghanistan
during the whole 13 years of war — have died, and
those deaths have been linked to PTSD. This is a
national mental health problem that our governments
need to respond to as a matter of urgency. This is a play
that should be seen by our Canberra bureaucrats and
politicians.
As Bernard said, while we honour our dead we should
also fight like hell for the living, and that means
providing more support for our PTSD sufferers — not
just Vietnam veterans but those young women and men
who served in theatres of war in Iraq, Afghanistan and
elsewhere. I also note that figures show that 40 per cent
of Australian Defence Force patients suffer from PTSD.

St Charbel feast
Mr ELASMAR (Northern Metropolitan) — I was
delighted to attend the annual celebration of the feast of
St Charbel on Saturday evening, 9 July. I have attended
this annual event for several years, and each time the
celebratory feast for St Charbel increases in size and
representation from Lebanese associations and business
and community groups. This year did not disappoint.
There were about 500 people in attendance. The
function raises funds for much-needed projects and
programs run by the Maronite Catholic Church in
Melbourne. I would like to thank Father Alain Fares for
his ongoing commitment to providing essential

Ms DUNN (Eastern Metropolitan) — On too many
occasions over 2016 the actions of this government
have led to the unnecessary removal of trees. The
collateral damage is racking up, including the
lemon-scented gum on Flemington Road, which has
gone for the CityLink-Tulla widening project. For the
elevated rail project hundreds of trees have been cleared
or will be cleared with sparing or no information shared
with locals in communities that value these trees. The
Blackburn grade separation has seen trees on private
property slated for the chainsaw. For the Western
Highway duplication there is the bulldozing of large old
trees and very large old trees, far more than even
estimated in VicRoads’s dubious environmental — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Ms Dunn, from the
top. Thank you.
Ms DUNN — Thank you, President. On too many
occasions over 2016 the actions of this government
have led to the unnecessary removal of trees. The
collateral damage is racking up. The lemon-scented
gum on Flemington Road has gone for the
CityLink-Tulla widening project. The elevated rail
project has seen hundreds of trees cleared and plans for
further trees to be removed, with sparing or no
information shared with locals in communities that
value these trees. The Blackburn grade separation has
seen trees on private property slated for the chainsaw.
The Western Highway duplication has seen the
bulldozing of large old trees and very large old trees, far
more than even estimated in VicRoads’s dubious
environmental impact assessments.
My office has received dozens of complaints about tree
removals on major infrastructure projects. Community
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members are angry that they are not adequately
consulted, that there is insufficient information about
the tree removals up-front and that state authorities,
such as the Level Crossing Removal Authority and
VicRoads, do not provide answers or stymie inquiries
until after the trees in question are gone.
Why is tree removal the standard practice instead of the
last resort? Why are alternative alignments for transport
infrastructure not considered to save these significant
trees? Why is the weighting and value of a tree so low
even though it may provide irreplaceable amenity and
rare habitat and is part of the fabric of a community?
Too frequently the removal of trees is done with little
regard for alternatives. A distinction needs to be made
between needless tree removal and absolutely necessary
tree removal. Over the past 12 months when it comes to
infrastructure projects in Victoria, needlessness has
reigned.

Elevated rail proposal
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
also wish to make mention of the needless removal of
absolutely hundreds and hundreds of trees along the
length of sky rail and in particular those parts that fall
within the South Eastern Metropolitan Region. The
Greens were, regrettably, happy to support sky rail, and
implicit in that of course is their support therefore of the
consequence — that is, the removal of hundreds and
hundreds of trees, devastating the environment of the
south-east.

Multi-faith parliamentary briefing
Mrs PEULICH — I would like to thank the faith
leaders who participated in the Parliamentary Friends of
the Multi-faith briefing in this chamber, supported by a
number of MPs across the parties. They were briefed on
a number of issues including euthanasia and Safe
Schools, amongst others. I would like to thank the
Australian Christian Lobby for its assistance in the
organisation of the briefing along with the attendees
from the Jewish, Buddhist, Sikh and Hindu
communities as well as many Christian groups.

Indian Independence Day
Mrs PEULICH — I would like to congratulate
India on its celebration of its Independence Day on
Monday, 15 August, the day it achieved its nationhood
in 1947. I thank the many community organisations
who put on events to mark this occasion.
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Consul General for Egypt
Mrs PEULICH — I would like to bid farewell to
Mr Khaled Mohamed Youssri Rizk, the Consul
General for Egypt, and his family, who are departing
Melbourne after having served their community well.
The diaspora of the Egyptian community is a wonderful
contributor to our multicultural Victoria.

Battle of Long Tan commemoration
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria) — As we
approach the 50th anniversary of the Battle of Long
Tan on 18 August, Vietnam Veterans Day, I am pleased
to congratulate two students from western Victoria who
have been selected to take part in the 2016 Vietnam
history study tour. The students, Lauren McIlveen of
Camperdown College and Georgia Perris of Horsham
College, are among 10 Victorian students to receive this
award. The western Victorian community is very proud
of their achievement. They were selected after
submitting a project that reflected the topic of ‘the
controversial Vietnam War’ and the issues that
promoted debate amongst the nation at that time.
Almost 60 000 Australian troops were involved in the
Vietnam War between 1962 and 1973, and more than
500 lost their lives. The war bitterly divided the
Australian community, which was split over military
conscription and the way in which the war was
fought — rich material indeed for Lauren and Georgia
in researching their project. In later years we have
understood much better how the Vietnam War has
impacted on the lives of Vietnam veterans and the
difficulties they faced as young service personnel in a
most controversial war. We also understand that their
service has resulted in ongoing health concerns for so
many. Above all, we acknowledge their sacrifice.
The Andrews Labor government is helping Victorian
schools send students to the Vietnam Veterans Day
march and service at the Shrine of Remembrance by
providing free public transport to students and
subsidising schools for the costs of travel. The Vietnam
War history tour is supported by the Victorian
government and delivered by the Victorian branch of
the Vietnam Veterans Association of Australia. These
are important initiatives, along with the work of
students such as Lauren and Georgia, in informing
young people of the contribution our Vietnam veterans
made. I wish Georgia and Lauren well on their very
exciting venture.
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The PRESIDENT — Order! I remind members that
there is a commemoration service recognising the
service of the veterans of the Vietnam War at the
Shrine of Remembrance. It has been determined that
the Parliament will not meet until 2.00 p.m. tomorrow
to allow members to attend that service at the shrine.

Darebin community monument
Ms PATTEN (Northern Metropolitan) — On
17 July I was privileged to take part in the unveiling of
the Darebin community monument to honour all the
victims of genocide and other atrocity crimes. This was
a decade in the making. I thank especially Sofia
Kotanidis, who worked tirelessly to make this a reality.
In my electorate of Northern Metropolitan Region, the
City of Darebin is a mosaic of cultural diversity and
interaction, and this was beautifully reflected in the
unveiling ceremony, where representatives from over a
dozen ethnic groups spoke and sang. The memorial
creates a common space for the community to
remember and honour all victims of genocide and
atrocities, regardless of race, religion, sex, language,
origin, sexuality or nationality.
Whether contemplating the suffering inflicted on our
first peoples or remembering those victims of trauma
overseas, this monument provides a place for
communities to reflect and memorialise past and
present victims. I hope that this memorial in Ray
Bramham Gardens stands as a reminder of not only the
pain we are capable of inflicting but also the love and
strength of spirit in those who survive and grow from
these traumas.

Shepparton Festival
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) — Over the past
20 years the Shepparton Festival has blossomed into a
major regional arts calendar event and is now made up
of a diverse program with many free events, so it is
truly a community event for everyone. The former
Liberal government provided the festival with its first
multi-year agreement, which was due to expire this
year. I am thrilled that the lobbying efforts of the
Shepparton Festival committee and myself were
successful in obtaining a further $300 000 in Creative
Victoria funding to secure the Shepparton Festival’s
future for the next four years.

Doyles Road, Shepparton East
Ms LOVELL — I am happy to update the house on
the status of the Doyles Road roundabout upgrade
project in Greater Shepparton. This is a project that was
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initiated by the former Liberal state government and
funded jointly by both the state and federal Liberal
governments. The $7.5 million dual-lane roundabout
and lane duplication project is nearing completion, and
the roundabout is now open to traffic after being
partially closed for some time. Our community and the
trucking industry have been very patient during the
construction phase of this project, and we will now all
benefit from a better and safer intersection thanks to the
Liberals’ investment.

Functional Foods Global
Ms LOVELL — I was proud to be invited to
officially launch Functional Foods Global’s Nutura
formula for infants and toddlers in July. While we all
know that breast is best for babies, for those mothers
who need infant formula it is great to have high-quality
products like Nutura, and with everything that is
happening in the dairy industry at present it is
wonderful to see companies like Functional Foods
Global expanding into new dairy products. I would like
to congratulate Yossi Spigler and Jeremy Okraglik and
wish them well for the future.

Battle of Long Tan commemoration
Mr MELHEM (Western Metropolitan) — I join
my colleagues also to pay respect to soldiers and
veterans of Vietnam conflict. President, tomorrow, as
you said, marks the 50th anniversary of the Battle of
Long Tan, in which 108 brave Australian soldiers faced
over 2000 of the Viet Cong and which resulted in
18 Australian soldiers being killed and 24 wounded, as
well as 245 Viet Cong killed and 350 wounded. This
battle basically demonstrated the spirit of Australian
soldiers in the various conflicts and showed how strong
they were, with 108 facing over 2000. They were able
to hold their positions and clear the place until support
from other units came in, and that is one of the major
accomplishments.
We should also remember that there were 521 soldiers
killed in that conflict and over 3000 wounded and that
61 000 Australian military personnel served in
Vietnam. A lot of these people in the last 50 years have
taken their lives, and that has posed questions about
how much support we as a nation provide to our
military personnel. That is still happening with recent
conflicts, so I will join my fellow colleagues to
basically say that we cannot do enough to support our
soldiers and our veterans. I think they deserve our
support. Lest we forget — and let us hope we can do
the best we can do to support them.
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Benalla nurses
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria) — I would like to
use my members statement today to pay tribute to
nurses. Specifically I would like to start by
congratulating Ms Claire LePlastrier on her retirement
from Benalla Health. Claire was a nurse in Benalla for
nearly 30 years. She was a constant feature of the
accident and emergency department of the hospital and
therefore very often the first face people saw when
things may have gone very wrong for them. She would
respond with much care and comfort to people in the
most traumatic of times.
Country hospitals rely heavily on highly skilled nurses.
Very often it is their expertise and the quality of their
work that is the difference between life and death, with
them often providing the necessary emergency care in
the time that it can take for the GP on call to arrive.
Claire was there at countless incidents and no doubt
saved many lives. Claire was also a theatre nurse and
along with surgeon Michael Long formed a formidable
and incredibly well-respected surgery team that helped
thousands of people over the years. Remarkably Claire
is the mother of seven, including two sets of twins, and
it was not until her youngest — my good friends Kieran
and Julian — went to school that she embarked on her
nursing training. What an inspirational role model she
is, and her experience paved the way to her being a
fantastic mentor to young emerging nurses.
On behalf of Benalla residents I would truly like to
thank Claire for her dedicated professional service to
the health and wellbeing of our community. She has
earnt her retirement, and I wish her all the best. Like
Claire, many country nurses more often than not know
the patient they are caring for and are personally
affected by the suffering and grief impacting them and
their families, so they are very special people to country
areas.
My grandmother, and Symes matriarch, passed away in
the Benalla hospital on Monday evening. I am sure that
Hazel and her family — all 30 of us who rotated
through the bedside and the sitting room over four
days — are incredibly grateful and have unlimited
admiration for the support and care of Benalla nurses.
They made a very difficult time all that much easier,
and I thank them very much.

Carlton & United Breweries maintenance
workforce
Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan) — A couple of
months ago Carlton & United Breweries (CUB)
appointed a new labour hire company at their
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Abbotsford plant. The new labour hire company
proceeded to sack the whole maintenance workforce
and then offer them their jobs back, if they were
prepared to apply, at 65 per cent less salary than what
they were on previously. These are 55 maintenance
workers, electricians and fitters and some apprentices as
well who are skilled workers and who have the skills to
keep that particular plant running, as they have done for
a number of years.
Any fair-minded person would think this is an
outrageous way to treat anyone and a crazy way to treat
a skilled workforce. Being an electrician who has
worked on construction sites and on roads and has also
been part of a maintenance crew, I know that
maintenance electricians are completely unique and
skilled workers. I cannot understand why any company
would treat them in this way. Knowing the Electrical
Trades Union as I do and knowing the electricians
down there, I think CUB needs to come to some sort of
sense, reappoint the workforce and treat them in a way
that they deserve as the skilled workers that they are.

JOINT SITTING OF PARLIAMENT
Legislative Council vacancy
Ms WOOLDRIDGE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I
move:
That this house meets the Legislative Assembly for the
purpose of sitting and voting together to choose a person to
hold the seat in the Legislative Council rendered vacant by
the resignation of Mr Damian Drum and proposes that the
time and place of such a meeting be the Legislative Assembly
on Wednesday, 17 August 2016, at 6.45 p.m. or, at the latest,
on Thursday, 18 August 2016, at 4.45 p.m.

I quote:
… a government that refused to convene a joint sitting would
deservedly be held in contempt by the Victorian public.

Those were the words of former Labor Leader of the
Government in this place John Lenders when he spoke
on clause 9 of the Constitution (Parliamentary Reform)
Bill 2003, a clause to establish the joint sittings when a
casual vacancy occurred in the Legislative Council. He
said at the time, and I quote again:
I am happy to go on the public record and be held
accountable for that for the rest of my parliamentary
career, however long it may be. There is no issue about
that.
…
It would be a formality and would be done promptly and
courteously.
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I have to say it is an absolute pity that John Lenders is
not still in this house today. He would be very
concerned to see what is happening under this Labor
government.
Thirteen years on, what we are seeing from the
Andrews Labor government is a complete farce. It has
stooped to the lowest, grubbiest political level not even
contemplated by any other state Labor governments of
the past and certainly not contemplated by the
leadership of the Labor Party who instituted the
constitutional reform that we live under today. There
have been eight members of Parliament since 2006,
since these changes, in this place who have come in
under a casual vacancy — four of them as members of
the Labor Party, four of them as members of the Liberal
and National parties.
In fact two of them are enjoying time in this chamber
today — Mr Cesar Melhem and Ms Melina Bath. All of
them were afforded the courtesy and respect,
established through the passing of this legislation and
upheld each and every time, of a prompt joint sitting
once their preselection had been endorsed and advised
to you, President. There was a prompt joint sitting to
enable them to be sworn into this house and be able to
begin representing the constituents whom they had
been chosen to represent.
What we are seeing from the Labor Party is that this
action sends a message not just to the coalition, not just
to the Greens or the crossbenchers, but to each and
every Victorian, especially those in the Northern
Victoria Region, that members of this government are
more about themselves and the political games they
wish to play than making sure that representation
happens as it is meant to happen under the constitution,
as has happened traditionally each and every time this
situation has been faced. They are prepared to put their
own personal political objectives ahead of representing
Victorians in this place. It is all about them. It is about
those on the government benches and those who pull
the strings in the Labor Party.
I think Victorians are actually waking up to the fact that
the government is prepared to abandon them. They will
take the vote at election time but they will walk away
afterwards on so many matters, and today the failure of
the government to support a joint sitting is just another
example of that. Obviously I am speaking not only as
the leader of the Liberal Party but also importantly as
the Leader of the Opposition on behalf of my Nationals
colleagues and, I would put forward, on behalf — and I
am sure they will speak as well — of all of those who
are not on the government benches and who are at risk
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from a government that is clearly prepared to play
politics in this situation.
Not only has this government proven to be a wasteful
and factional divided government, but now it is proving
to be a nasty and vindictive one as well. But I suppose
if it is prepared to throw two of its own ministers under
the bus, it is just a small step further to throw Victorians
under the bus in so many different ways and, as we see
today, by not allowing them to have their representative
sworn into this Parliament.
This is a fairly straightforward motion. This is a motion
that should not be before the chamber today. Luke
O’Sullivan was preselected by the National Party to
fulfil a vacancy left by the resignation of Mr Damian
Drum. President, you have written yourself that he is
fully qualified to fulfil the role and I am confident he
will do an excellent job in representing those
constituents in northern Victoria. What we are seeing is
that not only has the government not undertaken a joint
sitting, but it has taken the coalition to initiate and now
debate a motion that the endorsed nominee should be
sworn into this Parliament. It is absolutely astounding.
The endorsed nominee should be able to commence
representing the half a million northern Victorians
within his community that he has been selected to
represent. It is an absolute disgrace that the Andrews
government is playing these games.
This is a government that is deliberately and purposely
preventing an endorsed nominee from accessing the
capacity to represent those constituents by being sworn
in, by not having access to an electorate office, by not
even having parliamentary email, by not being able to
set up business cards and letterheads, all of those basic
steps, and by not even being able to formally speak to
the Department of Parliamentary Services. It is an
absolute outrage that such a normal and respected
process that we have had, a good tradition and a good
process, is being circumvented by the Labor Party for
purely political purposes.
I encourage all members of this chamber to support this
notion and I am confident that many on the other side,
some of whom have actually experienced this process
themselves, have a lot of sympathy for this motion. I
ask them to consider very carefully as they vote on this
motion.
It is, importantly, about the representation of those half
a million Victorians in northern Victoria, but it is also a
very personal reflection for all members. Being elected
to this place, being nominated for this place, is an
incredibly exciting time. You think about the future.
You think about the contribution you want to make and
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will make. It is about the debates. You think about
being able to represent and be a further champion for
your community.
On a very personal level this government is also
constraining the capacity of an endorsed nominee from
being able to undertake the work that they have been
chosen to do. But first and foremost this is about
500 000 Victorians who do not have representation in
this place by their fifth member, a member of The
Nationals. There are no other Nationals in the upper
house in the Northern Victoria Region, and they
deserve to have their representative given the capacity
to be working in their interests through being sworn
into the Parliament.
The Labor government’s breaking of a very long held
practice and convention of this Parliament for an action
which is in fact in no way connected speaks volumes
about those who sit opposite. Let me be very clear on
my view of the comments that were made yesterday by
the Deputy Leader of the Government: the suspension
of the Leader of the Government for breaching multiple
orders of the Council is in no way related to the need to
fill a vacancy in the Council at the earliest opportunity.
The two issues that the Labor Party is connecting are in
no way connected at all. This is about fulfilling a
process outlined in the constitution which enables a
member who has been duly nominated to fill a vacancy
to do that and to commence representing and
advocating on behalf of their community. This is what
we are facing today.
Yesterday, I have to say, was a very dark day in this
chamber’s history, when the government refused a
motion that would enable a casual vacancy joint sitting.
I think today members have the capacity to right a
wrong. I strongly support this motion before the house,
and I encourage others to do so. It is appropriate. It
reflects the traditions and the practices of this place, and
importantly it will enable representation of half a
million Victorians in northern Victoria by the fifth
member of the upper house, as they are entitled to have.
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — We
are not going to cop this rank hypocrisy from the
opposition. Ms Wooldridge comes in here crying
crocodile tears about the voters of Northern Victoria
Region while evidently not giving a hoot about the
voters of the south-eastern suburbs of Melbourne.
Yesterday Leader of The Nationals Peter Walsh’s
dummy spit failed to recognise that indeed it was his
own colleague, Damian Drum, who checked out of here
back on 29 March, almost five months ago, yet
Mr Drum and Ms Bath from The Nationals on more
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than one occasion voted to exclude Mr Jennings for an
unprecedented and extraordinary six months.
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms Symes — On a point of order, President, I am
sitting next to the member who is on her feet and am
struggling to hear her over the interjections from the
other side. We on this side respectfully sat through and
did not interject while listening to Ms Wooldridge on
this important matter, and I would implore the same
courtesy for this side of the house.
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! It actually is a point of
order, and it is one with which I concur. This is, from
my perspective, a very significant matter, and there is
therefore an added responsibility of members of the
house to give and accord it the gravity that it really
deserves. As Ms Symes correctly says,
Ms Wooldridge’s contribution went without
interjection. The government is entitled to respond. It is
giving the house the courtesy of its views. I agree that
Ms Pulford should be heard in silence.
Ms PULFORD — As I was saying, National Party
MPs in this place — Mr Drum and Ms Bath — have on
more than one occasion voted to exclude Mr Jennings
for an unprecedented six months, an extraordinary
period of exclusion from this house, so it does seem to
me that The Nationals only care when it is in their own
interests. Their efforts yesterday to claim some sort of
high moral ground on this were pathetic.
As I said yesterday, the government remains more than
prepared, willing and ready to have a sensible dialogue
with the opposition about these matters, but every effort
to do so to date has been frustrated, every attempt has
been rebuffed. Frankly, what we have found is
that — —
Mr Finn interjected.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Thank you, Mr Finn. I
understand the member is already leaving the chamber
and that would be advantageous to all of us at this
point.
Ms PULFORD — And what we have found is that
what the Leader of the Opposition in the Legislative
Council says and what the Leader of the Opposition
does cannot be reconciled. We know that the Leader of
the Opposition does not really want to be here, but
every attempt by the Leader of the Opposition to wreck
this place has been unsuccessful. The attempts of those
opposite to frustrate our legislative program have not
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been successful. Almost every piece of legislation that
goes through this house is closely interrogated, but
every bill that the government has presented to the
upper house has been passed, so the efforts to frustrate
the government lie elsewhere, and this is what we have
been seeing in so many different manifestations over
the last 18 months. What the opposition failed to
recognise is that the upper house is different now. We
have 8 parties across only 40 people. There is no
majority, there is no group that commands a majority,
so we are all required to work together constructively.
The opposition has shown a complete lack of goodwill
and a total lack of interest in the good functioning of
this chamber. The Leader of the Opposition comes in
here and lectures us about courtesy and goodwill, yet
you need look no further than the notice paper for
debate scheduled for later this day on proposed changes
to sessional orders. Again, it is an example not of what
we will do with you but of what we can do to you.
Again, this is being served up to the government
without discussion, without any attempt — any
meaningful attempt — to reach agreement — —
Ms Wooldridge — Without discussion? We had a
Procedure Committee meeting!
Ms PULFORD — Well, the matters that were
discussed at the Procedure Committee are a different
set of matters to the ones that are being discussed today.
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms PULFORD — So the Liberal Party and their
friends in the Greens, with the rule of 21, while we are
invoking the memory of John Lenders — —
Mr Barber — On a point of order, President, I
know you have already ruled on this in regard to the
ceaseless interjection, but I just think from the
perspective of where we sit those barking members
perhaps do not understand the importance of the
precedent that is being set here today. The debate that is
occurring needs to be properly recorded by Hansard,
and it also needs to be properly heard by all members,
including myself, who are going to have to respond. I
know you have already ruled — and I am not telling
you how to do your job in any way — I am just
emphasising that it is very important that we are all able
to properly hear and understand what it is that the
member on her feet is saying.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I again agree with the
sentiments expressed by Mr Barber, and I would
indicate to the house that my tolerance has worn very
thin.
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Ms PULFORD — I note Mr Barber’s comments.
These are serious matters. It has been the practice of
non-government parties for the life of this Parliament to
show a flagrant disregard for the traditions of this place,
and I think it is incumbent upon all of us to take a better
approach and a more responsible approach.
I respond to Ms Wooldridge’s comments about
Mr O’Sullivan and his desire to join us in this place. I
would indicate that we feel no ill will towards
Mr O’Sullivan and it is an extraordinary contrast to the
remarkable and unrelenting personal attack on
Mr Jennings, somebody who, as members in this place
know, has a deep commitment to transparency, a deep
commitment to reforming the structures and functions
of government and the Parliament to make government
more accountable and to make government better. He is
a leader of the government in this place who has had a
very consistent form over his entire parliamentary
career on these matters. I would add to that that we
have released more documents than any other
government in the state’s history.
I also do not intend to speak to this matter for a long
time other than to restate a number of things that were
canvassed in the debate preceding question time
yesterday. It is a longstanding tradition that the Leader
of the Government in the house moves the motion to
establish a joint sitting, and that is what we would like
to have happen.
The hypocrisy from the opposition on this is
breathtaking. Our offer to sit down and have a
meaningful dialogue with the opposition to progress all
of these issues is a standing offer. We seek a sensible
resolution to these issues. We would very much invite
the opposition to put their rhetoric into action and to
make some constructive and sensible suggestions about
how we can proceed. This is an extraordinary thing that
the opposition have done in seeking to suspend the
Leader of the Government for six months for fulfilling
his responsibilities as a sworn member of the executive.
That is why he was not here yesterday. That is the only
reason why he was not here yesterday. That is why he
did not move the motion yesterday.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — This is a
most serious matter, and at times like this it is good to
go back to the Constitution Act 1975 itself and actually
read the relevant provisions, think about the plain
meaning of the words contained, apply common sense
if possible and as much as possible take off your
political or loyalty hat and simply read the words in a
common-sense way, applying to the background
knowledge that we have in relation to how this great
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parliamentary system of ours has survived and
delivered for so long. Let us start with:
27A Filling of casual vacancies in the Council
(1) Subject to this section, if a casual vacancy occurs in
the seat of a member of the Council, a person must
be chosen to occupy the vacant seat by a joint
sitting of the Council and the Assembly.

The provision then goes on simply to talk about who,
by what method they are to be put forward and a range
of rather technical sorts of matters.
That first clause with the word ‘must’ does not really
envisage any alternative option but the two houses with
all possible expediency getting together to do this
precise thing. I do not believe the people who drafted
this, or where similar provisions occur in other
parliaments, ever considered the possibility of one
house, the house being controlled by the government,
simply refusing to step up and do the constitutional
requirement, hence the word ‘must’ — it is not an
option, it is simply a procedure that has to be complied
with.
Why would the constitution apply such a power and
then leave it to two houses that on other matters often
find themselves in conflict? There is a very
simple-to-understand principle at stake here, and that is
of the comity of the two houses. The two houses in this
Parliament have equal and separately exercised powers,
privileges and immunities, and there are a number of
safeguards in terms of practice that prevent those two
bodies from coming into head-on collision. For
example, this house from time to time requests
members of the other place to either attend the chamber
or attend a parliamentary committee, but we have no
ability to force that member to come here because that
other house has the equal power to order that member
not to come here.
If we look at something such as the sub judice rule, we
see that is another example of comity between different
parts of the constitutional system. First of all, we do not
address matters in this chamber that are subject to the
courts because we do not wish to prejudice what they
are doing. That part, I think, is well understood by
everybody — perhaps except Senator-elect Hinch, who
thinks he is going to change things when he hits the
federal Senate. But the other part of that principle is the
principle of comity, and we do not actually want to in
any way interfere or make it more difficult for the court
to deliver its particular function.
It is important to understand that while we have certain
powers, privileges and immunities that we seek to
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exercise, we would never want to exercise them in such
a way that would prevent the other house from
exercising theirs. By the same token, we have seen in
the federal Senate many moons ago a parliamentary
inquiry into the Victorian casino established. That
inquiry did not get very far because they realised they
would have to be calling members of the Victorian
Parliament to answer their questions — yet again the
comity between the Senate and the state house. In that
instance — and I believe that Senator Kim Carr was on
that committee along with Senator Sid Spindler — they
understood very quickly that they needed to holster
their guns and step back slowly, otherwise they were
going to create an irreconcilable and incredibly
damaging game of chicken between two different
houses, one in the federal Parliament and one in the
state Parliament, that were going to separately exercise
their powers. So I believe it is very damaging that the
principle has been breached in such an important way.
There are other instances where that principle, or at
least the smooth working of joint matters between the
two houses, needs to carry on if certain important parts
of our system that add value to the system are to
continue operating. That is a fundamentally different
question to the question of how this Legislative Council
deals with one of its own members, and that is what we
have been doing in relation to Mr Jennings. To briefly
recap, we passed resolutions calling on the member to
do certain things, deliver certain documents. The
member refused to do that, and in an attempt to
coerce — not punish, but coerce — that member to
comply with the resolutions of the house he has been
suspended from the house. But he himself has the key
to re-enter the house whenever he wants. He needs to
deliver those documents or at least deliver some more
information that the house requires until that satisfies
the house.
There have been some plaintive remarks from the
government seeking the cooperation of the opposition
in relation to those documents. Not all those documents
were sought by members of the opposition. In fact it
was the members of the Greens who sought some of
those documents. If the government wants to come and
have a chat with the Greens about what would satisfy
the spirit of their original documents motion, that is
something it could do at any time. But it appears on this
matter that while the government is outraged about the
length of the potential suspension, it is actually much
more keen on keeping secrecy around those documents
and establishing its ability to continue to govern in large
part in secret than it is on actually having its own
member returned to the chamber. So some of that rings
a bit hollow to me, but I was not intending to
reprosecute that entire matter here today.
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This is a very difficult and damaging development by,
in this case, the government-controlled Legislative
Assembly, because should this motion even pass here
today, there is nothing we can do to actually force the
Legislative Assembly to cooperate with a joint sitting. I
do not believe that even in a court of law there would
be any way to order the Legislative Assembly to vote in
a certain way. Members should soberly understand
exactly what a problem this view by the government
that it will not cooperate with this constitutional
provision actually creates. It creates a huge problem for
the constitutional system.
The suspension of Mr Jennings does not create a
problem for the constitutional system unless the Leader
of the Government would like to appeal the matter to a
court of law and attempt to have some sort of judicial
review. But it appears he accepts the powers of this
chamber to suspend a member. If he did not accept that
the power exists, then he could perhaps engage in a
sit-in on the floor of the chamber. That would bring the
matter to a head fairly quickly. But we do not want to
end up like one of those dodgy overseas parliaments,
with members brawling across the tables with each
other. We are here to resolve society’s broader
conflicts, not actually create new ones, and so far I am
not seeing any claim by the government that the
house’s power to suspend a member in these
circumstances actually does not exist. They are not
challenging the existence of that power. They are just
simply disagreeing with the manner and occasion of its
exercise, whereas they should very much be
considering whether the Legislative Assembly has the
power or in any appropriate circumstance that they
should read the constitution to say that they can simply
refuse to carry out the requirement of section 27A.
You do not have to think very far to imagine how out of
control this could become. Heaven forbid that any
member in this place gets hit by a bus on the way home
tonight — and that could be a member of any party; it
could even be a member of the government party —
who then, through some circumstances we cannot
envisage, would have to be replaced using the same
mechanism. And would it be appropriate to then keep
knocking out members from taking up their seats in
Parliament in that way?
I think I should avoid speculating about why it is that
the government has formed its view. It seems like a
tit-for-tat measure. I do not want to delve more deeply
into the political motivations for it. Anyone can accuse
anyone in this place of having a simple political
motivation. I have tried to keep it to the question of
constitutional requirements and the great risks of
thumbing one’s nose at those requirements.
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What I would say to the opposition and to The
Nationals, whose member it is who is affected in this
current instance, is that they should not take this lying
down. They should not simply pass a motion and bang
on about it. There should be further action taken. The
Greens are not on any of the joint committees, but the
opposition, who are — —
Ms Pennicuik — I am. I am on a joint committee.
Mr BARBER — Correction: Ms Pennicuik is on
one of the joint committees. But the opposition might
want to think about withdrawing its members from
those joint committees. I mean, that is a joint function
duly exercised by the two houses, but in that instance
the committees themselves cannot meet without an
upper house member present. They would be inquorate.
Likewise the opposition ought to seriously think about
why they are continuing to just wave through
government legislation when we have this fairly major
constitutional issue to resolve here. I know withdrawing
their labour is not one of the strong suits of the Liberal
Party — it is not the thing they first move to; Labor
members would be a lot more familiar with that — but
they ought to seriously consider why we should
continue to cooperate with the lower house when that
house is also simply willing to thumb its nose at or
ignore the constitutional requirement that it has here in
section 27A. Beyond that I have not turned my mind to
what other options are open to this chamber in
exercising its powers.
The government, I think, has painted itself into a corner
here. Their demeanour and their action and the way
they have talked about this suggests they feel more and
more cornered. The situation could probably get a lot
worse for them if they are not prepared to look at the
state of the rules and the longstanding principles that
have underpinned our system.
In the recent election there was an ever larger vote for
micro-parties — parties that, when you look at what
they are standing for, you see are effectively
anti-system parties, parties that by nature of their issues
or ideology feel like the current system simply is not
delivering. That has caused some difficulties for the
whole of the Australian community — when there is a
group of parties there whose commitment is not to
deliver the outcome they want via the system but are
running in order to get a foothold in the system which
they believe fundamentally is not delivering. The
rhetoric that goes with that is that the system is broken.
That is somewhat contradictory for them when they
find themselves part of it, but at the same time I think
all political parties ought to sit up and take notice at the
ever-increasing vote by and for movements whose
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members think that the system no longer works for
them.
That is an even greater reason why I think those of us
who have made it into this place — and I certainly
accept the legitimacy of everybody who has made it
into this place — ought to be doing all they can to
protect, shore up and in fact champion the elements of
the system. The Westminster system has been an
incredibly effective system for resolving differences. It
did not just get dreamed up by some think tank
overnight. It was developed over many, many years of
British history, including interruptions over the
centuries by several incredibly bloody civil wars, which
were as bad as any we see around the world today. The
elements of the system came out of that enormously
painful series of conflicts, and we ought to all respect
that and learn the lesson of that and do the best we can
to protect the system that so far has proven itself one of
the best in the world for resolving conflicts
democratically as opposed to through the resort to
violence.
I am not suggesting violence is about to break out in
Victoria, but there are some worrying signs that an
ever-increasing part of the electorate is starting to break
away from the view that we have a healthy democracy
in Australia and to attempt by one means or another to
more or less overthrow it and replace it with some
system that they cannot articulate for us. Any member
who has made it into this place by fair and democratic
means ought to be part of maintaining that system. I
think that while passing this motion is not going to have
any direct impact on the Legislative Assembly, it is
nevertheless an opportunity for members to state where
they stand. I think this is an incredibly important
precedent that is being set here that will no doubt be
looked at by other parliaments.
Mr BOURMAN (Eastern Victoria) — It will please
Mr Barber to hear that I am not here to break the
system; I am here to support the system. I rise in
support of the motion. There is no hypocrisy from the
Shooters, Fishers and Farmers Party in this. We have
got no skin in this game. We voted against having
Mr Jennings thrown out for such an extraordinary
amount of time. This is our opinion on the system, on
the institution of Parliament.
Basically we appreciate how the government feels, but
these are two separate issues. The issue of having
Mr Jennings thrown out for an extraordinary time is
separate from the issue of having a nominated
representative at least admitted to the Parliament, for
want of a better term. Ironically enough, it is a
Nationals member, and the Nats were the only people
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to object to our registration. It is water under the bridge,
but you cannot really say this is a case of us sticking up
for our buddies. What is the colloquial term —
frenemies, or something like that? We will call them
competitors.
This should be a formality. This should be a case of us
having our joint sitting, with that member for Northern
Victoria Region going over there — that is, of us
getting on with it and moving on, and the issue of what
happens to Mr Jennings being resolved however it will
be resolved, because what is going on now is not going
to fix it. That is for sure. It is just denying a whole lot of
people their representative.
The point has been made. It is time to get on with it. I
will keep this brief. We are going to support the motion
regardless of whether it gets up in the other house or
not. It is just time to get on with business.
Motion agreed to.

CRIMES AMENDMENT (CARJACKING)
BILL 2016
Statement of compatibility
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) tabled
following statement in accordance with Charter of
Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006 (‘charter act’), I make this
statement of compatibility with respect to the Crimes
Amendment (Carjacking) Bill 2016 (‘the bill’).
In my opinion, the bill, as introduced to the Legislative
Council, is compatible with human rights as set out in the
charter act. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined in this
statement.
Overview of the bill
The bill creates new offences of carjacking and aggravated
carjacking with a 15 and 25-year maximum imprisonment
respectively. The bill also creates a statutory minimum term
of imprisonment of three years for adults for a conviction of
carjacking and five years for adults for a conviction of
aggravated carjacking.
Charter rights that are potentially relevant to the bill
Protection from cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment
(section 10)
In my opinion, the bill does not limit these charter act rights.
The proposed amendments introduce appropriate sentences to
effectively deter the serious crime of carjacking.
The bill amends the Sentencing Act 1991 to introduce
statutory minimum sentences for adult offenders found guilty
of carjacking or aggravated carjacking. Specifically, the bill
requires a term of imprisonment to be imposed and a
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minimum non-parole period to be fixed by a court of three
years for the offence of carjacking and five years for the
offence of aggravated carjacking.
In my opinion, the statutory minimum sentences introduced
by the bill do not limit the protection from cruel, inhuman or
degrading punishment, as they do not compel the imposition
of a grossly disproportionate sentence.
The bill contains safeguards that protect against the
imposition of a sentence of imprisonment that is
inappropriate, unjust or disproportionate, including the
availability of full sentencing discretion where a court is
satisfied of the existence of a special reason in relation to an
offender or the particular circumstances of a case as set out in
section 10A of the Sentencing Act.
In my opinion, these amendments do not limit the right set out
in section 10.
Right to a fair trial (section 24)
Section 24 of the charter act provides that a person charged
with an offence has the right to have the charge decided by an
independent and impartial court after a fair hearing.
While the bill prescribes the minimum sentence for adults for
the offences of carjacking and aggravated carjacking, the
court has discretion to impose any sentence within the
parameters of the minimum and maximum sentences.
Furthermore, as outlined above, clause 4 of the bill aligns the
statutory minimum sentencing provisions with those in the
Sentencing Act 1991 for other offences, such that limited
exemptions apply as set out in section 10A.
I therefore conclude that the bill is compatible with the rights
set out in the charter act.
I consider that if there are any limitations of charter rights,
those limitations would be reasonable and demonstrably
justified pursuant to section 7(2) of the charter act.
Hon. E. J. O’Donohue
Member for Eastern Victoria Region

Second reading
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of the Crimes Amendment (Carjacking)
Bill 2016 is to provide for the new indictable offences
of carjacking and aggravated carjacking.
Victoria is in the grip of a crime wave. Crime is up over
12 per cent in the year to 31 March 2016 and many in
the community are living in fear.
The Andrews Labor government has sent the wrong
message to offenders by weakening the justice system
and failing to recruit enough police to keep our streets
safe and has allowed police stations to either be closed
or have their opening hours cut.
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Carjackings were, until recently, virtually unknown in
Victoria. In fact, according to the Crime Statistics
Agency, the number of crimes that fit the matrix of a
carjacking has increased by 80 per cent in the last year
alone, up from 95 to 171 offences.
Unlike New South Wales, Victoria does not have a
specific offence of carjacking or aggravated carjacking.
This needs to change.
For many months, Victorians have almost woken daily
to news of yet another carjacking incident.
Enough is enough.
Therefore, the Liberal-Nationals coalition is taking
action where the Andrews Labor government has failed
to act.
Clause 3 of the bill creates the new offences of
carjacking and aggravated carjacking with sentences of
15 and 25-year maximum terms of imprisonment,
respectively.
Clause 4 amends the Sentencing Act 1991 and creates a
statutory minimum term of imprisonment of three years
for adults for a conviction of carjacking and five years
for adults for a conviction of aggravated carjacking.
Victorians should not be fearful of driving their cars on
our streets and these crimes must be dealt with to send a
strong message of deterrence to would-be offenders.
Additionally, but separately to this bill, Victoria Police
not only requires desperately needed additional
frontline resources to deal with the crime wave,
something the Andrews Labor government continues to
fail to deliver, but also more specifically targeted
legislative provisions to better address the problem.
That’s why the Liberal-Nationals coalition has
introduced this legislation, and we look forward to the
Parliament acting in the interests of community safety
and passing the bill.
Debate adjourned on motion of Ms SYMES
(Northern Victoria).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 24 August.
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CORRECTIONS AMENDMENT (NO BODY,
NO PAROLE) BILL 2016
Second reading
Debate resumed from 24 February; motion of
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria).
Mr O’Donohue — On a point of order, Acting
President, I am unclear what is going on. This is a very
important piece of legislation that deals with victims of
crime — it is about putting the interests of victims
first — and no-one from the government seems
prepared to even discuss this bill. I would like clarity
about exactly what is going on.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Order! Minister Dalidakis is in the chamber, and he will
clarify that.
Mr DALIDAKIS (Minister for Small Business,
Innovation and Trade) — I appreciate the opportunity
to speak to this motion of my colleague in this house
Mr O’Donohue.
Mr O’Donohue — On a point of order, Acting
President, we are not debating a motion. We are
debating a piece of legislation.
Mr DALIDAKIS — Yes, the legislation that you
are putting up, Mr O’Donohue, if you want to be
technical.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Order! The minister, to continue.
Mr DALIDAKIS — I was actually about to say
some nice things about Mr O’Donohue, but if he
wishes to begin in this manner, I am happy to continue.
His choice.
The fact of the matter is that the government obviously
will not be supporting this bill; we will be opposing it.
However, at the same stage it is important to note that
we think that there is merit in what Mr O’Donohue is
proposing. We think that there is an opportunity to
work together to make this type of legislation workable.
We believe that at this point in time it is not. We want
to make a number of comments, and I will do that
through my contribution.
The first one of course is that the issue of no body, no
parole is a very, very sensitive one for those families of
victims of crime and their friends and other loved ones.
We want to make sure that knowing the location of the
body or remains of a loved one is the right of every
family of a victim of crime, of a deceased person, so
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they can be aware of that. We think that that is
obviously something that we should be very sensitive
to — that is, that the families of deceased persons are
rightly entitled to the basic human dignity of a funeral
for their loved ones. It is a difficult, sensitive and very
complex issue before us, but at the same time we think
that the reform should strengthen the consideration of
the prisoner’s cooperation in locating the body or the
remains of the victim without diluting the paramount
consideration of community safety. The government
will look to deal with this matter in a more
comprehensive manner and in a way to ensure respect
for victims of crime and their families going forward.
We think that — —
Ms Wooldridge interjected.
Mr DALIDAKIS — I will take up the interjection
of the Leader of the Opposition, who said that we have
had some time to do this. They had four years; they did
nothing in four years. That is why they are in
opposition now. If they want to try and grandstand and
try and pretend that they now have all the answers, the
fact of the matter is that for four years they did
nothing — nothing on this particular issue, not one
thing. Mr O’Donohue can try and grandstand,
Ms Wooldridge can try and grandstand and
Mr Ondarchie can try and grandstand, but the fact
remains that we are — —
Mr Ondarchie — On a point of order, Acting
President, going to relevance, it is somewhat sad that
the government chooses to trivialise the matter before
us today. This is a very serious matter, a matter that
affects many Victorians and their families. I ask you to
bring the minister back to the substantive matter before
us rather than his seeking to politicise what is a very
important and sensitive matter to all Victorians.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Order! I believe the minister was responding to the
interjection, but I still call the minister back to the same
issue.
Mr DALIDAKIS — Thank you, Acting President. I
was speaking about the grandstanding from those
people opposite. They had four years to do something
and they did nothing. Now they come in here and
suggest that somehow they are better than us, when we
are dealing with this matter in a very sensitive way. We
think that we should work together and try and get an
appropriate outcome. We think that there is merit in
what Mr O’Donohue is proposing. We are prepared to
happily acknowledge that and see what we can do in
terms of working together, but we just do not think that
the way that Mr O’Donohue has proposed it is the best
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way forward. That opposition members then suggest
that somehow we are trying to make light of such a
sensitive and serious issue is appalling. It is appalling. It
just shows why they are not fit to be in office at the
moment. This is an attempt to politicise what is a
sensitive issue and one that we are prepared to work on
with those opposite, so for them to try and politicise it is
truly deplorable. Do you know what? We have come to
expect it from them. Time and time again when they
have had the opportunity to work together with us, they
have chosen the low side. They have chosen to go
down the path of least return, to politicise and to
grandstand. It is not a surprise.
What we have seen, however, is the opposition’s parole
legislation raise several issues about how that purpose
is best achieved. Despite media reports, it is important
to note that the opposition’s bill in fact does not apply
to cases of manslaughter. That is just one area amongst
a number that the government is prepared to consider.
The legislation of those opposite is deficient. They want
to come into this house and suggest that they can be all
things to all people, but when they propose legislation
that is deficient, it is our job to say we can improve it.
That is not a slight on Mr O’Donohue. As I said from
the outset, we are keen to try and work together to see
an appropriate outcome that provides a degree of justice
for the families of victims of crime and an opportunity
that is sensitive and that gives them the dignity of being
able to undertake some kind of funeral service with the
remains of their loved ones. This is a very, very
important issue and, as I said, the government continues
to remain ready to try and work for the right outcome.
We just do not believe that the legislation as it sits
before us actually does achieve that. That is all.
This is not an opportunity for us to try and attack what
Mr O’Donohue has done. Again, we think that there is
merit in it and we think that there is good faith in it, so
it disappoints me greatly that Mr Ondarchie and others
attempt to either make ridiculous points of order or yell
things across the chamber that indicate that the
government is prepared to do anything other than work
to get an appropriate outcome for the families and loved
ones of victims of crime.
It is important to reflect on the fact that sentencing
courts currently consider the impact of the offending on
victims and their families and that destroying or
concealing the body or remains of a victim makes the
crime worse, which is of course reflected in the
sentence. The opposition’s bill gives significant weight,
though, to the police assessment of the offender’s
cooperation, and by doing so curbs the Adult Parole
Board of Victoria’s discretion. Evaluating cooperation
can be quite a complex task to undertake. Some
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prisoners of course may not have the capacity to
cooperate due to medical conditions, including mental
impairment or dementia. It comes with at times a very
subjective decision-making process as to what we do
and how we do it.
Ultimately the reform should strengthen the
consideration of the prisoner’s cooperation in locating
the body or the remains of a victim without diluting the
paramount consideration of community safety. Again,
at their behest, the issue of justice for the families and
loved ones of victims of crime remains paramount. The
issue of justice in terms of being able to provide a burial
or a funeral for that victim remains absolutely
paramount, but the way forward is to be able to work
through the myriad complexities of this issue. It is not a
simple issue. It is indeed quite complex, and the
government has indicated, as I have already, that we
would like to look at how we can strengthen that, which
is why we are not prepared to support this piece of
legislation. That is not indicating that we are not
prepared to support our own piece of legislation, which
we think will deal with the flaws of this bill, which I
have already started to point out.
It is worth pointing out that, as I am advised, the
opposition’s bill applies to approximately seven
prisoners in prison right now. None of these prisoners,
as I am advised, will be eligible for parole within the
next 12 months. That provides us with a degree of time
to work through these issues and to be able to draft
legislation that deals with the deficiencies in the bill
proposed by Mr O’Donohue. It gives us an opportunity
to work through the difficulties faced and the
complexities vis-a-vis the parole board and otherwise.
Of course, as I have already indicated, the opposition’s
bill is limited to murder. It does not apply to other
killers that fall within the judicial system. So we think
there is an opportunity, as I have said, to strengthen the
bill to fix up its deficiencies, to make it work better, to
make it a function more appropriately and to deliver
justice where justice has been denied.
I have indicated that the bill only applies to murder. It
does not apply, for example, to other killings such as
manslaughter, arson causing death or culpable driving.
There are opportunities for us to look at other parts of
the judicial system and of course expand it from what is
a relatively narrow definition by the opposition within
this current legislation. My understanding, by the way,
is that ‘no body, no parole’ legislation has recently been
passed in only two other jurisdictions in this country,
both of which have been untested thus far. Those two
jurisdictions are the Northern Territory, which
obviously has had a level of complexity placed upon it
by recent media coverage of policies implemented by
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the Northern Territory government that are less than
satisfactory, and South Australia. They are the only two
jurisdictions where this ‘no body, no parole’ law exists.
These laws have been untested so far, so there is no
precedent which we can refer to with that legislation in
its current form. Let me also point out that in both of
those two jurisdictions those laws only apply to murder
at this point as well. Our argument with the
opposition’s legislation as proposed would be the same
as with those two jurisdictions: they should be more
expansive, they should be more considered and they
should look at other opportunities to be more inclusive,
not exclusive. Minister Herbert has just entered the
chamber. I am sure Minister Herbert will go into
greater detail.
The fact remains that we want to make it very clear that
this is not an issue or a case or a piece of legislation that
we are wanting to politically pointscore on. We are not
trying to grandstand on this legislation. We are simply
saying to Mr O’Donohue that we think that we can
work better with a different piece of legislation that
ultimately achieves a similar but not exactly the same
outcome. The reason for that, as I said, is that we would
like to expand it beyond murder and that we think there
are other issues that need to be addressed in the
legislation that are not simple.
Mr Ondarchie interjected.
Mr DALIDAKIS — Mr Ondarchie continues to
interject. Maybe it is a good time when I am reflecting
on what is not simple to suggest to Mr Ondarchie that
he actually reflect on his own behaviour. This is a very
serious piece of legislation. The fact remains that on
such a serious piece of legislation the government has
already indicated that we are prepared to work with the
opposition on an appropriate legislative outcome, but
we do not believe that the one presented by
Mr O’Donohue actually gets us to that point. I am not
sure what greater levels we can go to as a government
to indicate that we would like to see this come to
fruition.
Again I reflect on the fact that, as best as I am advised,
there are currently seven prisoners that this legislation
relates to — seven. None of those seven has parole
coming up within the next 12 months. As a result of
that, we believe that we have a period of time presented
to us to actually get legislation correctly drafted that
appears to address some of the shortfalls that
Mr O’Donohue’s legislation has and our misgivings of
it. I am not criticising Mr O’Donohue for the legislation
that does not necessarily cover those issues. We are
pointing them out and saying that we believe that we
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can achieve a better outcome by getting different
legislation pushed forward by the government in both
the Legislative Assembly and here in the Legislative
Council that can address some of the concerns that
Mr O’Donohue has raised — and hopefully take it
further.
In considering this matter — and it is a very serious
matter — of course the government has sought advice
from the Department of Justice and Regulation and
from the adult parole board. Victoria Police has
provided information to the Department of Justice and
Regulation regarding this matter. So this is not an
ill-conceived and ill-considered proposition that the
government has entered into. This is one that we have
given extensive thought and consideration to.
I want to reiterate and I want to labour this point,
because I think it is probably the most significant point
in this debate: we all want justice for the families of
victims of crime. We all want the sense of closure that a
funeral can provide and that burying the remains of
loved ones can provide, in a sense, in the grieving
process and a sense of closure to what would have been
no doubt a hideous crime for them to experience as a
loved one. I can say, fortunately, neither myself nor
anyone that I know in my immediate family has ever
had to deal with such a crime or incident, and I would
dread the incidence of our family having to do so. I
deeply sympathise with all those people that do sadly
experience such grieving through such an attack on
somebody they love.
So we want to get to the point. We do not think this
legislation is the vehicle that helps us to get to that
point. We want to make sure that there is justice for
victims. We want to make sure that there is justice for
families. We want to make sure that there is closure and
that the remains of the victim are provided for complete
closure in relation to the experience — the unfortunate,
dreaded experience — for those left to go through that
process.
So in summary, victims of crime and their families
deserve respect absolutely and unequivocally, but the
new laws should also not bring false hope to them. A
law of this type will not necessarily bring them the
closure that they are looking for, but we need to make
sure that the law we are talking about and that is
implemented gives us a degree of confidence that what
will be provided in terms of information about the
remains of the murdered or the deceased is able to
actually get us to that point. The issue is sensitive and
complex, as I have said, and it is only right that the
government consider and bring forward a more
comprehensive reform rather than support this bill that I
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have indicated we believe is flawed in the nature of
what it is proposing to do and the nature of how it is
proposing to do it.
Furthermore — and I have repeated this a number of
times in my contribution — while there is merit in
having stronger laws so that murderers and other killers
in prison are not released on parole if they do not help
to locate the body or remains of a victim, there are
significant flaws in the no body, no parole private
members bill as moved by Mr O’Donohue. That is why
I wish to finalise my remarks by again indicating the
government’s preparedness to work towards drafting a
piece of legislation that meets the standard that we
believe the public expect of us, that also meets the
desire as proposed by Mr O’Donohue in the
opposition’s bill, that pays respect to the families of
victims of crime and that does not treat this as being of
a somewhat simplistic nature, because it is a complex
issue that we are dealing with. We wish to indicate we
will oppose this bill but look to working towards
drafting a different bill that covers off the deficiencies
that I have already raised in my contribution.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I am
pleased to speak on the Corrections Amendment (No
body, no parole) Bill 2016 that has been put forward by
the opposition shadow Minister for Corrections,
Mr O’Donohue, on behalf of the coalition. With respect
to the things that I would like to say about this bill, I
would say that the name of the bill I think is
provocative. I say that in the context of many other bills
that are brought into this place with slogans in brackets
rather than just a straight-out name as to what the bill is
about. I think that is unfortunate in terms of this bill and
in terms of many others that we see coming here. I have
made this comment at other times about bills that have
come before the Parliament either as private members
bills or as government bills. I think that is a practice that
probably should be disallowed and that bills should be
just named in a straightforward manner, without putting
emotional or other aspects in brackets in the name of
the bill.
This is a reasonably simple bill that makes additions to
the Corrections Act 1986 with regard to particular
conditions that the Adult Parole Board of Victoria
should be able to consider. In fact, technically, with
regard to the purposes of the bill, the bill would insert a
new section 74AAA after section 74 of the Corrections
Act. In a nutshell, the bill would make it mandatory that
parole would be denied to a person convicted of murder
or conspiracy to murder unless the board is satisfied
that that prisoner has cooperated satisfactorily in the
investigation of the offence to identify the location, or
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the last known location, of the remains of the victim of
that offence.
I would like to say at the outset that Mr Dalidakis
mentioned that the number of prisoners this would
apply to is very small, and I mentioned this in a very
brief discussion that I had with Mr O’Donohue about
the bill earlier this morning — that it would apply to
very few people. That is, of course, good. We would
not want to see this applying to a great number of
people. But we all know and have seen in the press the
trauma and distress caused to families when the body of
their loved one has not been found — sometimes many,
many years after the offence has been committed —
and the offender has been either unwilling or unable to
provide that information. The Greens acknowledge the
considerable distress that those families continue to be
in and acknowledge what the member said, that they
are trying to assist families to reach closure with regard
to these matters where a person has been murdered, a
person has been convicted of that murder and the body
has never been found. But I am not sure that this bill
will actually achieve that aim, if that is the aim of the
bill, because there are three fundamental problems and
some ancillary problems with this legislation as it has
been presented.
Firstly, it takes away the discretion of the parole board
to consider this issue, which the parole board would
always consider. I go back to the reforms that were put
in by the previous government when the shadow
Minister for Corrections was the Minister for
Corrections and there were serious problems identified
with the parole system. Certainly the Greens in this
place — and I had many conversations with
Mr O’Donohue about these issues — supported the
reforms that were put in place largely as a result of the
Callinan review of the operation of the adult parole
board.
But one of the key things that Justice Callinan said was
that there was an overload of work at the adult parole
board; that there was not good information flow
between the department, the police and the adult parole
board so they did not always have the information
before them; and that there was an under-resourcing of
the staff of corrections and the secretariat staff of the
adult parole board, leading to mistakes being made.
There was also the issue that was raised by him and
also by the Greens of the separation out of the
consideration for parole of serious violent offenders
from the rest of the vast bulk of offenders who were not
classed as serious violent offenders and the need to
separate those out and to give much more attention to
the serious violent offenders.
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As I understand it, these practices have now been
remedied and that is happening. So the adult parole
board, faced with one of these cases, would have before
them all the information. They would know, for
example, as Mr Dalidakis said, that the sentencing
judge would have taken into account the very serious
matter of the non-location of a body and that would
have been an aggravating factor in the sentence applied
to that person, so that person would have received a
higher sentence because of that. So I think this is a
matter that the adult parole board would already take
into account.
I also put into context that in the reforms introduced by
the previous government that we did support there was
no automatic review by the adult parole board once a
person became eligible for parole, which was a practice
in the past. Now a person has to apply for parole. A
person in this situation applying for parole, I would
assume, would have some legal assistance and would
be being advised that in applying to have that parole
agreed to in circumstances where they were not
cooperating it would go against them, in terms of the
considerations of the adult parole board. I am basically
saying I think this is unnecessary because I think the
adult parole board would already take this into account.
I want to go to the second-reading speech on the bill by
Mr O’Donohue, which I am surprised was so short,
given the seriousness of the issue that we all agree we
are looking at here. I was surprised that it did not go
into any detail really as to the rationale for the
provisions of the bill. Notwithstanding what might be in
the explanatory memorandum, usually a
second-reading speech will go into some level of detail
and explain not just, as an explanatory memorandum
does, what a provision does but the rationale for the
provision. So I am quite surprised at the shortness of
the second-reading speech. I go to the third paragraph
of that. It says:
… when it comes to parole and the justice system, as a
community and as a Parliament we must always look for
ways to better protect the community, hold criminals to
account and put the interests of victims at the heart of the
decision-making process.

I am very supportive of victims being part of the parole
system, and they already are part of the parole system
under the Corrections Act. The adult parole board is
already required, under sections of the act, to take into
account victim impact statements and victim statements
when it is considering a parole application. But I was
surprised to read ‘put victims at the heart of the
decision-making process’, because we spent a lot of
time in the last Parliament discussing what should be at
the heart of the decision-making process of the adult
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parole board, and we all decided and we all agreed
strongly that the paramount consideration was the
safety of the community. That is the paramount
consideration; that is now enshrined in the legislation
following all the problems that were identified by the
Callinan review and other reviews and the lengthy
deliberations of this Parliament on these issues. I was
surprised to see that. As important as it is, it is not at the
heart of the decision-making process for the adult
parole board; what is, by agreement of everybody in
this place, is community safety.
I will go back to one other of my three main concerns,
which is whether this bill is going to actually achieve
what the shadow minister is suggesting it will — and
that is, that it will provide closure. Even if this
provision was inserted into the Corrections Act, it
would not mean that that information will ever be found
out. A prisoner could continue to not provide the
information. I will go to some of the points
Mr Dalidakis made about why that might not happen. It
might be that the prisoner is incapable of providing or
does not have the full capacity because of mental health
or other issues to actually provide that information.
There is also the potential subjectivity of the police. I
do not want to cast aspersions on the police; I am sure
they would do their best to find out that information.
There is also the possibility that people in that position,
a small number of offenders, may through their own
mental health issues send the police on wild goose
chases and further upset the families of the victims.
The other thing is that at the end of the day, whether or
not the person gives that information, the person will be
or could be released at the end of their sentence without
having given that information and without in fact being
on parole. That is not a desirable situation in terms of
community safety. What we must always remember
from all of the conversations we have had about parole
over the last few years — and keeping in mind the, in
some cases, catastrophic mistakes that have been made
in releasing people on parole — is that the whole
system of parole is there for a reason. That is that
people, when they are found to be eligible and are not a
community safety risk, are actually released on parole
so they can be overseen, supervised and assisted to
reintegrate into the community with the hope that they
will not be a reoffender. We do not want a situation
where people, in particular murderers or people who
have committed serious violent offences, are not
released on parole and are just released post-sentence
with no supervision.
Of course a lot of this is covered by the serious sex
offenders legislation where there is a process in place to
deal with those people on detention or supervision
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orders. So a lot of this is covered off, but my point is
that if the aim is to get information, I do not think this
bill is going to get that information.

problem. It has other aspects to it which we cannot
support being inserted into the corrections act due to the
reasons I have outlined.

Another fundamental problem with the bill is the
inclusion of the offence of conspiracy to murder. A
person may have been convicted of conspiracy to
murder and have absolutely no idea where a body may
be located. They may have been involved in the
conspiracy to murder or convicted of it without that
knowledge as a result of any number of particular
actions they may have taken which may have nothing
to do with the actual commission of the offence or the
location of the body.

Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) — I am pleased to rise
today to say that The Nationals wholeheartedly support
this bill presented by Mr O’Donohue this morning. The
Corrections Amendment (No body, no parole) Bill
2016 amends the Corrections Act 1986 in relation to the
granting of parole to prisoners that would, in effect,
make prisoners ineligible for parole if they have not
cooperated satisfactorily in investigations to identify the
location or the last known location of the remains of a
victim.

Another issue is that a person may not cooperate
because they are in fact innocent and have maintained
their innocence for the whole time, notwithstanding that
they have been convicted. There are plenty of examples
of people who have been convicted of the offence of
murder and have been found later to have been
innocent. In this case, with this provision in the
legislation, they would be deemed to be uncooperative
when in fact they have not actually committed the
crime. Notwithstanding the importance of the issue that
is raised by this bill, there are problems with the effects
of the bill and also with the drafting of the provisions in
the bill which we have concerns with.

The main issue that I see with this bill is that it is about
the victims. It is about the families of the loved ones
who have passed. All of us here will have had some
experience of losing a loved one. Whether it was a
person who was close to us or a distant cousin, we will
all have had that experience. We know where our loved
one has been buried. We can go to that space or go to
that ocean and look out and see where their remains
have been put. Many of these families do not have that
satisfaction. They have had their loved one taken from
them in the most horrendous, revolting and
unimaginably traumatic way, and they still have no
place to go to console themselves. Yes, there are seven
families on the board that are experiencing this situation
at present, but that is not seven people; that could
translate to 700 people that this affects. It is close
families and it is communities that this affects.

I think this is a bill that could have perhaps gone to one
of our committees to be examined but I do not see
anything foreshadowing that, and given the small
amount of information we have been given to go on in
terms of the second-reading speech et cetera with
regard to the bill and the issues I have raised about the
problems that result from it, I think that the concerns do
stand.
As I said, in terms of the involvement of victims in the
deliberations of the Adult Parole Board of Victoria, that
is already allowed for under sections 74A and 74B of
the Corrections Act 1986, which requires the board to
consider any relevant victims submission they receive
before making a parole order. So in terms of what the
impact on the victims is, they already have that
opportunity, and everybody in this Parliament agrees
with them having that opportunity at the sentencing
stage and at the stage of consideration by the adult
parole board. These things already exist in the
legislation.
Again, while I and the other Greens sympathise to the
bottom of our hearts with the people who have to go
through, as I said, sometimes many, many terrible years
wondering where the body of their loved one is, I
cannot agree that this bill will actually solve that

If I can read from them, in a moment I will give some
examples of some of the lives that have been affected
by these terrible, shocking crimes. This bill could affect
the parole eligibility of criminals like Leslie Camilleri,
who in 2012 admitted murdering 13-year-old Prue Bird
in 1992 but has kept secret where he dumped the
schoolgirl’s body. In 2013 he told the police that he had
wrapped the girl in a doona and hidden the body in a
wardrobe at a Frankston tip. But police found nothing
when they dug up the site after an extensive search, and
Camilleri has refused to help in any further
investigations.
Last year convicted killer Keith Smart was released on
parole after serving a minimum 8 years of an 11-year
jail term for the manslaughter of Katie Lee Tanner. Her
remains have never been found, and throughout his
2008 court hearings Smart refused to say where her
body was hidden.
If I can refer to an article from the Herald Sun in
September 2014 that describes the feelings of the
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parents of Katie Tanner, you can see and understand
some of their grief. I quote:
The grieving parents of a young woman bashed to death have
demanded her killer not be released from prison until he
reveals where he dumped her body.
David and Sharon Tanner are desperate for closure and want
to be able to put their daughter, Katie Lee Tanner, to rest.
But Keith Smart, 61, who was found guilty of the lesser
charge of manslaughter in 2008, has always refused to say
where she is.
As Smart’s release date looms, the Tanners have pleaded with
the adult parole board to not let him out until he discloses
where she is.
‘Until he says where he put her, he should not be released’,
Mr Tanner told the Herald Sun.
‘It’s not fair that he gets out and we get a lifelong sentence.
It’s a kick in the guts’.
Smart was accused of bashing Katie, then 21, with a rubber
mallet in a sudden loss of control at their shared Cranbourne
North house in Melbourne’s south-east.
The young mother, who was last seen alive on October 14,
2006, had been living with Smart with her two children and
had been in a previous relationship with his son.
He was sentenced to 11 years behind bars, with a minimum of
8 years to serve.
He will be released on September 30.

This period has already come and gone, and now he is
out in the world. The article continues:
The Tanners were upset they never got a chance to object or
request conditions on his parole.
In a statement, the parole board said victims have a right to
send a written submission to the board and that it would be
‘carefully’ considered ‘as part of the decision-making
process’.
Smart’s imminent release — just two weeks shy of the
eight-year anniversary of Katie’s death — has affected
Mrs Tanner the most, with her doctor prescribing her
sedatives.
‘Everyone says it gets easier as time goes by but it doesn’t’,
she said, adding how it makes it harder they have nowhere to
go and pay their respects.
‘It would mean so much to us if we could put her to rest’.
The Tanners are no longer married, the death of their only
daughter having torn them apart.

I will finish off with:
… they remain in each other’s lives, offering mutual support
as they care for their granddaughter Tannika, who was just
14 months old when her mother was killed.
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This highlights very critically the issue around families
not being able to properly grieve.
Mr O’Donohue’s short but succinct and to-the-point
second-reading contribution on the bill highlights that
clause 4 precludes the granting of a parole order for
such offences unless the adult parole board is satisfied
that the prisoner has cooperated satisfactorily in the
investigation of the offence to identify the location or
last known location of the remains of the victim. This is
a victim-focused bill. There are issues around the adult
parole board. These people have a function to perform
in society, and it is our function and role in this house to
care for those people who have been wronged.
So in conclusion I would like to reiterate that the loss of
a loved one through homicide is without doubt a very
serious and traumatic event, and it is a lifelong sentence
for a victim’s family. Families of murder victims
should have the rightful opportunity to provide a final
resting place for their family member and hence have a
sense of closure. Parole is a privilege for a prisoner
convicted of a serious crime, and if there is
unwillingness to cooperate with the investigation
process, the right to parole should be revoked. If the act
is amended accordingly, the accused will be compelled
to cooperate. I wholeheartedly concur with Mr Edward
O’Donohue, and The Nationals will be supporting this
motion.
Mr MULINO (Eastern Victoria) — I start my
contribution by focusing on the area — and there are a
number of areas, I think — on which we all agree here
today. One is that the families of deceased victims of
crime are rightly entitled to support, to closure, to
respect and to the basic human dignity of a funeral for
their loved one wherever possible. I think we all agree
on that. I think that is an important starting point. In my
contribution I acknowledge some of the issues raised in
the speech by the speaker immediately preceding me,
Ms Bath. She talked about some particular experiences
of families that were very relevant and very compelling.
I think we all agree on that.
I think it is fair to say that we would all agree that this is
also a very complicated matter. While on the one hand
one might say it is a simple matter to provide greater
incentives for people who are convicted of crimes to
cooperate with certain procedures, when one starts to
delve down into the details — and I will speak more
about this in my contribution — this becomes a very
complicated matter to put into effect. So I think all of us
would agree that it is a complicated matter, and
therefore it is sensible, I believe, to proceed cautiously
and not to create unintended consequences.
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Next in terms of what we can agree on, I think we can
all agree that this is a matter of such sensitivity and
importance that it deserves better than political
pointscoring, and can I just say that I think that has
been the tone in which this discussion has proceeded so
far today. I think it is clear that the government is not
going to support this; it is also clear I think that the
Greens are not going to support it. But I think it is also
fair to say that in not supporting it we have focused on
some technical deficiencies that we believe cannot be
remedied by amendment. Rather, in order to remedy
the deficiencies in this bill, it will be necessary to
change the approach and have a more competitive and
different approach to this issue.
Nonetheless, we do acknowledge that there is an
agreement as to what we are trying to achieve here and
there is a willingness to work together. I do believe that
this is an issue of sufficient sensitivity and importance
that we should rise above the pointscoring, that we
should acknowledge that we are all here to achieve
something very important and that we should work
together to do that.
The opposition’s bill, as has already been outlined,
would seek to deny parole to prisoners serving a prison
sentence for murder or conspiracy to murder who failed
to satisfactorily cooperate in the investigation of the
offence to identify the location or last known location
of the remains of the victim of the offence. Clearly this
is a bill which is attempting to increase the likelihood of
cooperation and to increase the likelihood of a better
outcome for the families of deceased victims of such
crimes.
Under the bill the Adult Parole Board of Victoria must
take into account any advice from the Chief
Commissioner of Police evaluating the degree to which
a prisoner has cooperated in the investigation of the
offence, and this cooperation may occur before or after
the prisoner has been sentenced. As has been outlined
by earlier speakers, the number of prisoners in Victoria
who are likely to be impacted by this bill is currently
seven, and none of these prisoners is eligible for parole
in the next 12 months. This is relevant in that it is
possible for us to take a measured and methodical
approach to developing an effective response to this
issue.
I have just outlined the mechanism by which this bill
will seek to increase cooperation by prisoners in
investigations as to the location of the body of a
deceased, but as I have foreshadowed, there are a
number of problems that we believe exist with this
mechanism. Notwithstanding the fact that it might
appear to be likely to achieve success on the surface,
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we believe that there are likely to be a number of
unintended consequences to this and indeed a number
of inherent deficiencies in terms of scope. One is —
and this is something that was alluded to by
Mr Dalidakis earlier — the fact that this bill only
applies to murder. There may be other crimes which
should be caught under the umbrella — for example,
manslaughter. But there might be others in addition —
for example, certain types of arson.
The point is that we should have a very considered
discussion as to which crimes fall within the ambit of a
mechanism such as this. It is not sensible for us to limit
it arbitrarily to a particular headline crime when in fact
it might be more appropriate, if in fact we are trying to
provide closure and respect and support to a certain
class of victims, for that class of crime to be defined in
a different way.
Another important issue, which I think we really need
to think hard about, is the way in which the bill gives
significant weight to the police’s assessment of the
offender’s cooperation and the way in which this
interacts with the adult parole board’s discretion. This is
something which Ms Pennicuik alluded to. We know
that this is a very complicated area; we know that the
way in which the adult parole board exercises
discretion is very complicated. It is already subject to a
great deal of scrutiny. The point I would make is that in
light of the way in which various bodies already
exercise discretion we have to be very careful that we
do not create unintended consequences if we add
another layer of one body’s evaluation of a concept like
cooperation if it somehow curbs the discretion of a
body like the adult parole board, which has over a
period of time built up a great deal of expertise in how
to undertake its responsibilities.
A related issue is that evaluating cooperation is likely to
be very difficult and complex. We have an area of great
sensitivity and complexity, and that in and of itself
suggests that we should not be rushing through
legislation that may create unintended consequences.
Not only are we dealing with very sensitive matters, we
are also adding new concepts, such as ‘cooperation’;
what does it mean to say that somebody is reasonably
cooperating? We have got to be very careful when we
are adding new concepts, again, that we are not setting
ambiguous or unclear guidelines and we are not
creating hurdles that are very unclear.
As was alluded to by earlier speakers, it may be that
some prisoners for all sorts of reasons may find it
difficult or may not have the capacity to cooperate —
for example, due to medical conditions, including
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mental impairment or dementia. How does that interact
with the impacts of what this bill is proposing?

those who are listening to this debate that the
government is intent on doing so.

This bill does not think through all the various
scenarios or situations in which a person’s capacity to
cooperate might be impaired. Again, I am not
suggesting a particular answer here; what I am
suggesting is that these issues have not been thought
through sufficiently, and I am not confident they are
dealt with appropriately in the bill. Over the passage of
time and with increasing age many prisoners may be
unable to accurately recall the location of the victim.
This may impact on the standard and reliability of
evidence. This will make the task of Victoria Police
very difficult and complex and, as I said, it just adds to
that confusion around how Victoria Police should make
that evaluation as to whether somebody has cooperated
in a reasonable way.

Mr BOURMAN (Eastern Victoria) — I rise today
to speak in support of this bill, which should come as
no surprise to anyone. Much is made these days of the
rights of criminals — we have to make sure they are
looked after, rehabilitation, this, that and the other —
but not enough is made of the victims and their
families. Obviously I have had cause over time to deal
with victims of crimes. Most of them get closure, but
not all of them. I would hate to ever be in the position
of having to deal with what they have to deal with. It is
important that they actually get some form of closure.
The person who has murdered someone, if they have
been found guilty by the courts, obviously knows what
they have done with the body. I believe that they need
some incentive to provide that closure. It is a case of
they did it, the court has said it and they know it, so
what harm is it? Unfortunately with the mentality that
brings someone to murder another human being comes
the mentality that they do not care about the damage
they do.

Another issue that Ms Pennicuik raised is the
interaction between a bill such as this and the way in
which it might increase the likelihood of certain types
of prisoners being released into the community without
any supervision. This is one of the ways in which the
parole system can improve community safety. Of
course support for victims is one of the primary goals of
any justice system. Community safety is also a very
important goal. We have got to be very careful that we
do not inadvertently increase the likelihood of a number
of prisoners being released without any supervision,
particularly given that this is dealing with the most
serious of crimes. Again, this is another potential
unintended consequence which we have to think
through.
I will not speak at length on this bill. I just want to
reiterate that we all agree here today that victims of
crime and their families deserve respect. They deserve
support. I do not think anybody in this house would
disagree with that. I think that a lot of what
Mr O’Donohue is trying to achieve we would of course
be trying to achieve on this side of the house. It is also
fair to say that I think this is an issue that is above the
kind of day-to-day hurly-burly of political pointscoring,
and we will certainly work with those opposite and
those right across the chamber in trying to get a sensible
outcome here.
We do not believe that this bill could be remedied by a
few tweaks; we believe this requires a comprehensive
approach, a complete rethink of all the complicated
issues and interactions that I alluded to earlier. This is
not a matter of us putting up a couple of tweaks; this is
a matter of the government working methodically
through the right approach to what is an inherently very
complicated issue. I can assure all those present and all

Personally I believe if you murder someone, you should
rot in jail and be carried out in a box. It is the wilful
taking of someone else’s life. We do not live in that
society, and I appreciate that — there are minimum
sentences and so on, and life does not necessarily mean
life. I think for those who are not in the least willing to
help the victims of their crimes, in what to them should
only be a small measure but which is a huge measure to
the victims, should enjoy their stay in one of Her
Majesty’s hotels for as long as we can keep them, until
either they see the error of their ways or we cart them
out in a box. I applaud Mr O’Donohue for bringing this
bill to the Parliament. I am not sure how it is going to
go, but I do wish this piece of legislation a speedy
passage and hope it actually does help the victims and
their families get through what must be an horrific time.
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — I do not intend
to speak at length on this particular bill, because I think
it is a bill which is very straightforward and very
logical. I think this is about justice. It is about justice for
victims and it is about justice particularly for victims’
families. I have to say straight up here today that I
am — and we, I believe, on this side of the house are —
firmly on the side of the victims. When it comes to the
increasing crime rate in this state, when it comes to
some of the heinous crimes we see committed, we are
with the victims. We are with the victims’ families, and
that is what this bill is all about. That is the only thing
that this bill is about. It is about providing justice,
something you do not hear very much about these days.
You hear about parole boards, you hear about lawyers
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and you hear about this judge and that judge, but you
do not hear very much about justice.
I have said in this house time and time again, and it is
worth saying again, that what we need in this state more
than anything else is a justice system to replace our
legal system. The legal system is not there to provide
Mercedes cars and big houses to lawyers. It is there to
provide justice for victims and for their families, and
that is what this bill aims to do. I commend
Mr O’Donohue for putting this forward. I think it is a
very, very impressive concept and a very, very
impressive piece of legislation.
It is very sad that the ALP and the Greens have decided
that they will not support this bill. But given the Labor
and the Greens coalition’s attitude towards punishment,
it should not come as any surprise, because they are
soft. They are soft on crime, they are soft on criminals
and it should not come as any surprise that they are
opposing Mr O’Donohue’s bill.
This legislation is a huge step forward for justice. I
cannot imagine how anybody could oppose this
legislation, but what we are seeing over here today
from the other side is something that I suppose should
not shock any of us, given their record. Again, I
commend Mr O’Donohue on bringing this legislation
forward. I look forward to voting for this bill very, very
soon, and I appeal to the Greens and to the Labor Party
to reconsider their position in the interests of providing
justice for victims and for their families.
Mr HERBERT (Minister for Corrections) —
Previous government speakers have outlined many of
the issues the government has, and as they have
indicated, we will not be supporting the bill. We do
believe that it is a really important issue, and we
acknowledge the genuineness of bringing this bill to the
chamber.
Knowing the location of the body or the remains of a
loved one should be the right of every family of a
deceased person, particularly if there are horrendous
circumstances around that death. The deceased are
entitled to the basic human dignity of a funeral. Their
loved ones are entitled to closure, and that is something,
I am sure, that every single person in this chamber
acknowledges and wants to ensure we can do better.
However, the laws we create and make here should not
create false hope; they should not give victims false
hope in what is a very sensitive, difficult and complex
issue. It also should be acknowledged that currently the
courts do take into account in their sentencing victims’
impact statements and the cooperation of the
perpetrator with police. Certainly destroying or
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concealing the body or remains of a victim makes the
crime worse, and that needs to be acknowledged in
terms of the court.
There is clearly merit, and I want to acknowledge this,
in having stronger laws so that murderers and other
killers in prisons are not released if they do not help
locate the remains of a victim and give that closure.
However, we believe that the opposition’s bill, as well
intentioned as it is, raises several issues about how that
purpose can be achieved and does not adequately
address that purpose.
In considering this matter when it was first brought into
the chamber I sought advice from the Department of
Justice and Regulation and from the Adult Parole Board
of Victoria. The advice I have received highlights a
number of complex issues of whether this should be a
matter for stronger sentencing requirements and
whether it breaches that separation of responsibility
between the courts doing the sentencing and the parole
board’s responsibility by making the parole board part
of the sentencing process. There are questions of
whether it is broad enough and whether it should not
capture other killings and include them.
Importantly, as Ms Pennicuik says, there is also the
issue of the Callahan review and the major reforms we
have done very recently to parole — reforms that are
working. Certainly it will never be perfect, and I want
to acknowledge that. But the extra resources, the new
approach, the dual system ratcheting up to a higher
level of decision-making for very serious issues, putting
community safety as the primary focus of the parole
board, the imperative of the parole board — whether
we want to start changing that has serious implications.
We all agreed — those who are in this Parliament
agreed — that we wanted to make sure the parole board
absolutely had as its no. 1 priority in regard to all its
decision-making the safety of the community. This puts
another factor into that.
Can I say that I am further advised by the department
that the opposition’s bill only applies to seven prisoners
in prison currently, and none of those prisoners is
eligible for parole in the next 12 months. This gives us
time to have a good look at the issue, which is complex.
As has been pointed out by my colleagues, the bill is
also limited in many ways in that it does not apply to
other killings. Despite media reports to the contrary, the
bill does not apply to cases of manslaughter. Maybe it
should; we should look at that. The bill does not apply
to situations such as arson causing death. How we
should apply the ‘no body, no parole’ principle is very
complex, as is the manner in which we should apply it.
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I just want to say that that complexity is in fact
highlighted by the contribution of Ms Bath, in which
two cases were raised, as I heard her, in support of the
legislation. There was the case of Camilleri, who was
convicted of murder, and the case of Smart, who was
convicted of manslaughter. In the case of Camilleri, he
received a sentence of life without parole so the bill
would not apply to him, despite it being used as an
example for this bill. In the case of Smart, he was
convicted of manslaughter, once again an offence that
is not covered by this bill. I think that highlights that,
even for those who legislate, getting it right is
important. Being on top of the facts and getting on top
of the complexities is a very important matter. Simply
raising cases does not help if the bill does not apply to
them.
Another issue of course is the workability of the bill,
and I do not know that there has been a huge amount of
work put into this. I cannot judge that. Mr O’Donohue
may have had extensive discussions with the police.
But certainly the complexity of issues for the police in
terms of complex investigations, possibly many years
after an offence has occurred, is difficult. The bill gives
significant weight to the police assessment of an
offender’s cooperation, and in so doing it curbs the
adult parole board’s discretion. These are complex
issues. Some prisoners may not have the capacity to
cooperate due to a medical condition, including mental
impairment or dementia. Many of these people are in
jail for a long time. Incarceration creates all sorts of
medical issues. With the passage of time, prisoners may
be unable to actually recall the location of a victim. The
whole reliability of victims’ statements and of false
leads to police creates a very, very difficult situation in
what is a very simple bill, leading to a whole heap of
ramifications that need to be taken into account when
we consider this issue.
I guess those in the justice system would also say there
is another issue here that our justice system works
around. People who are incarcerated should not just be
thrown straight from prison into the community. That
creates all sorts of further issues and leads to more
reoffending in many cases. Parole serves a halfway
house in many ways. It sets conditions for their slow
integration back into the community. So there is a
question that needs to be asked and evaluated about
whether, if you simply do not have parole, you are not
creating a much more dangerous situation down the
track.
As I say, I have no doubt that all parties want to support
the intent of this bill and provide certainty to the
families in these cases, but we must ensure that any
legislation going forward actually captures the views of
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all stakeholders on what is a very complex position. It
should be well considered and thought out. I am
certainly happy to work with Mr O’Donohue and the
opposition in working forward on this bill and indeed
with the crossbench, who have strong views about this.
But we do not want to create false hopes for victims,
we do not want an unworkable situation in our courts
and we do not want to undermine the work the parole
board do.
So there are many options. Some of them are
sentencing options. There could be sentencing that the
parole board must take into account. There could be
issues such as a reduced sentence if someone comes
forward down the track. There could be issues of
sentencing where there are two types of sentences, one
if you come forward with evidence and one if you do
not, in terms of minimum parole periods. There could
be legislation whereby a prisoner can come back for a
reduced sentence if they cooperate and provide the
advice. There are many ways of handling this. We do
not believe this is the best way. We do not think it will
truly give the intent that is needed. We believe we have
time to work further on this. As I say, there are seven
people and none of them will come out or be eligible
for parole in 12 months. We want to ensure that victims
of crime and their families get the respect they need and
have the support of the law they need, but we do not
want to give them false hope. For those reasons — the
reasons I have outlined and others — we will not be
supporting the bill. But we will deal with this matter in
a more comprehensive way to ensure the respect of
victims of crime and their families is strengthened.
Business interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Sex education
Ms PATTEN (Northern Metropolitan) — My
question is to the Minister for Education, represented in
this place by Minister Herbert. Between Brighton
Grammar’s ‘slut of the month’ account, a so-called
pornography ring at Melbourne Grammar and now
another at St Michaels Grammar, a pattern is emerging
in Victorian schools. These incidents reveal a lack of
understanding of consent and privacy by students.
Young people receive the bulk of their sexual education
through online material these days, and that is
frequently age inappropriate and not contextualised
within a broader conversation around sexual safety.
Age-appropriate material is crucial in ensuring young
people are learning about consent and boundaries. My
question is: what is the government doing to foster
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better understandings of cyber safety and sexual
activity online for young people?
Mr HERBERT (Minister for Training and
Skills) — I thank Ms Patten for her question and her
concern about what is a very serious issue. Clearly it is
disgraceful to see students being targeted by highly
inappropriate websites, if not illegal websites. Online
exploitation of young people is a very, very serious
issue that has serious ramifications for all involved. Of
course the Department of Education and Training is
assisting and will assist the police with their inquiries in
this regard. It is a very serious matter. It is one of those
matters we constantly need to update on as technology
impacts further and further into the lives, rights and
responsibilities and the protection of students. We are
working with schools affected to ensure they get the
supports available to students and staff as they may
need it, and we are developing a range of resources that
promote better respect in relationships and for cyber
safety. I mean, there are two sides of this coin that
should be addressed. Can I say this is a matter for the
police; however, I am happy to consult with the
Minister for Education on more specific issues and
come back to the member.
Supplementary question
Ms PATTEN (Northern Metropolitan) — Thank
you, Minister. I agree this has two sides, but I think the
real question is sex education. In this digital age we are
not having clear conversations and clear discussions
about the type of material that kids are seeing online,
the kind of online interactions they are having and even
the differentiation between entertainment and real life.
Without this, incidents of bullying and disrespect will
continue. I believe the only way to combat this is
through uniform progressive sex education programs
that commence at a relatively early age. Look at
countries such as Norway and even the UK, where
young people are being taught age-appropriate sex
education throughout their schooling and it is working.
Will the government commit to reviewing the sex
education policies of all schools in Victoria to ensure
that every child in the state is receiving the same
up-to-date information so we can stamp out the type of
behaviour we are seeing in these schools?
Mr HERBERT (Minister for Training and
Skills) — Of course the age for sex education and the
type of sex education is always contentious in the
community. Can I say that in response to the Royal
Commission into Family Violence we are rolling out a
program of respectful relationships through our schools,
and we will do all we can to ensure that children are
provided with the sort of support, information and
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teaching that help them develop strong, respectful
relationships and avoid the sorts of things we have seen
happen in a number of schools recently. Any more
detail, and I will get back to you.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Can I just make the
point that in terms of the supplementary question I
think Ms Patten was actually advancing her own view
and presenting information that was not necessarily
context for the question. In a way it was, but essentially
it went beyond what we would expect in terms of a
preamble to a question. I think the matters she raised
might well in that sense have been better raised in a
90-second statement or suchlike. But it is done.

Native vegetation management
Mr YOUNG (Northern Victoria) — My question
today is for the Leader of the Government, through the
Deputy Leader of the Government, representing the
Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change
in the upper house. It refers to recent events regarding
mining and the implications of native vegetation laws.
In one instance recently a private landowner at Amherst
has been told to pay $1.25 million for the removal of
60 trees from what is described as a degraded bush
block. In a second incident prospective miners have
been asked to pay $900 000 for revegetation due to the
impact on 15 hectares of land that does not include the
removal of trees. The interpretation of revegetation
laws has seemingly become out of control. I ask the
minister: what is the process for calculating and setting
these values and the revegetation works to offset them?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I
thank Mr Young for his question and his interest in this
matter. I will seek to provide a written response and
perhaps in doing so take some advice about from which
minister a response is most appropriate.
Supplementary question
Mr YOUNG (Northern Victoria) — I thank the
minister for her endeavour to do that. My
supplementary question is: in regard to the Amherst
case the owner has been working closely with
authorities on improving the area, including reinstating
a creek and wetland with assistance from the local
catchment management authority. They have also been
removing weeds from the property, but they have been
given notice to stop. Why have they been held up from
work that would be contributing to revegetation with
native plants?
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The PRESIDENT — Order! Before I call the
minister, can I have an indication of which minister you
believe you are directing this matter to?

about this matter, actually did nothing for four years to
provide additional support to our carers, and now they
have got new-found interest in all sorts of issues.

Mr Young — The Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change.

I have explained to the member before that it is actually
very hard to make interstate comparisons because there
are different supports that are offered in addition to the
allowances that do not translate across jurisdictions. We
have done a range of things, including providing
targeted care packages, to provide additional supports
to carers. If I have more to add to my answer, I am
happy to provide further detail to the member in
writing.

Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I will
seek a response from the Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change.

Foster carers
Ms SPRINGLE (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
My question is for the Minister for Families and
Children. The minister has been very vocal about her
foster carer recruitment strategy. Foster carers are
obviously a crucial part of the reforms that need to be
made to the child protection system, especially in terms
of moving children out of residential care. Can the
minister confirm how many new foster carers have
been recruited since she launched the government’s
foster carer recruitment strategy?
Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Families and
Children) — I thank the member for her question on
what is a very important initiative of our government to
develop a new recruitment campaign bringing together
all our foster care agencies across Victoria for the first
time in a coordinated way with a joint effort in terms of
attracting new foster carers. It has led to a significant
increase in interest in being a foster carer from
members of the Victorian community. It has led to a
very significant increase. We have had more than
1000 people in fact express an interest in becoming a
foster carer. I thank the member for her interest in this.
We obviously have a multifaceted approach to not just
recruiting carers but also retaining carers. If I have
more to add to my response to the member, I look
forward to doing so in writing.
Supplementary question
Ms SPRINGLE (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
thank the minister for her answer. Does the minister
accept that foster carers are unlikely to be recruited
until they are compensated with a rate that is at least
equivalent to the rate in other states?
Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Families and
Children) — I thank Ms Springle for her supplementary
question. She would recall that I have spoken before in
this house about how our government, in our first
budget last year, did in fact provide our carers — not
just our foster carers but our carers more broadly —
with the first boost in allowances for more than a
decade. So those opposite, who seem to be very vocal

Container deposit scheme
Ms SPRINGLE (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
My second question is to the minister representing the
Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change.
In July Queensland announced that it will join New
South Wales, the Northern Territory and South
Australia in legislating for a refundable container
deposit scheme to reduce the number of beverage
containers entering litter streams. Until now the
Victorian government has opposed a container deposit
scheme for Victoria on the dubious basis that it would
affect the councils’ successful kerbside recycling
programs, but both New South Wales and Queensland
have very successful kerbside recycling programs and
the tripartisan Senate inquiry into marine plastic
pollution found that container deposit schemes worked
very effectively in parallel with kerbside recycling
programs. Victoria will soon be surrounded by states
that have container deposit schemes. Will this
government revisit the previous decision not to
introduce a container deposit scheme?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I
thank Ms Springle for her question. I point out to
Ms Springle that the minister representing the Minister
for Energy, Environment and Climate Change is not
here because the Greens voted to suspend him for six
months, but I will seek a written response.
Supplementary question
Ms SPRINGLE (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
thank the minister for her answer. How can the
Victorian government continue to claim that it is a
leader on actions to protect the environment when it
continually refuses to act on the recommendations of
the tripartisan Senate inquiry into marine plastic
pollution and introduce a container deposit scheme?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I
wonder if I am being invited to offer an opinion in
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Mr Jennings’s absence, but I perhaps also pose the
question: how can the Greens be serious about asking
questions of the minister representing the Minister for
Energy, Environment and Climate Change when they
have sought to have him not here? But I will seek a
written response.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I must say that it did
exercise my mind as to whether or not the minister was
being asked for an opinion as distinct from responding
to a question on a matter of fact, so I think the minister
made a valid point to that extent.

Youth justice centres
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) — My
question is to the Minister for Families and Children.
As reported on 27 July 2016 by numerous news outlets,
a Victorian teenager was held in isolation for 10 days in
the Victorian youth detention centre at Malmsbury.
Minister, who approved this period of isolation, and
when were you made aware that a teenager had been
held in isolation for 10 days?
Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Families and
Children) — It is very interesting that it was just in
March, in fact, that Ms Crozier came into the house and
was urging me to ensure that young people would be
transferred from our youth justice facilities into our
adult prison system. Today, following a Four Corners
report, we have had a road to Damascus experience by
the member opposite. Now she has a new-found
interest, like her new-found interest in foster carers and
her new-found interest in our young people in our youth
justice facilities.
Mrs Peulich — On a point of order, President,
answers to questions without notice are not
opportunities to sledge the opposition, which the
minister is doing. She is certainly not answering the
question.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I concur with the point
of order that certainly responses to questions are not
about criticising the opposition or other members of the
place who put questions. However, the minister is
entitled to put context, and I think at this stage her
response is proportionate. I would hope that she would
be moving towards a response to the substantive matter
that has been raised. The minister, to continue.
Ms MIKAKOS — Thank you, President. I am just
pointing out the hypocrisy of the member opposite,
who has a new-found interest in the care of young
people in our youth justice facilities.
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I want to refute the premise of the member’s question,
because the member is in fact relying on a media report
that is incorrect in a number of respects. The advice that
I have received is that, despite how the member wishes
to characterise this particular incident and the media
reports, the young person involved was not isolated, as
has been characterised, in an isolation room for
10 days. That in fact was not the case at all. As was the
case under the previous government, separation
management plans are sometimes used in the
management of our youth justice facilities. So it is
important to note that separation management plans of
clients can include instances of a client being put in
their room, and this needs to be recorded as isolation.
As part of this management plan I am advised that this
client associated with other clients, had regular outdoor
access and received access to education services. So it
is incorrect in the particular way that it has been
characterised, so I am actually refuting the premise of
the member’s question because, as the member should
know, the use of isolation is very closely regulated
under our legislation here in Victoria. For example, the
use of isolation as punishment is prohibited under our
act. I am advised that isolation in this case was not used
as punishment. I am further advised that the client in
this particular instance was regularly monitored —
monitored at least every 15 minutes, in accordance with
the act — and it was approved by the appropriate level
authority.
I want to add that, as the member would be well aware
from the media reports that she is referring to, the
commissioner for children and young people has said
that she is conducting an independent review, and it
will also include this particular incident. I do not want
to prejudge what the commissioner might well have to
say about this matter.
It is really important, as I have explained to the
member, that the premise of her question is actually
incorrect in terms of how it has been characterised.
Therefore I think it is important that I can put some of
that information on the record to ensure that I can clear
that issue up. Unfortunately the journalist at the time
did not seek information which may have cleared this
issue up before it went to print, but this will be subject
to an independent review. It is important that we not
prejudge that process and that the member opposite also
respects that process. If I have anything further to add
to the member, I will do so in writing.
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Supplementary question
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) —
Minister, I thank you for answering my question for the
first time in a number of weeks. Minister, you have
outlined various elements in relation to my question,
but you did not actually answer it, so I will ask it again.
When were you first made aware that this teenager was
under that management plan that you just described?
Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Families and
Children) — President, the member may think that by
coming and repeating a question somehow she is being
very insightful. She needs to have a conversation with
her colleagues sitting next to her about what the role of
ministers is in operational decisions on a day-to-day
basis in our youth justice facilities, because despite the
fact she has gone out and visited these facilities, she
clearly does not understand how operational decisions
get made.
In terms of reporting to ministers, our practices are
exactly the same as was the case when her colleague
sitting next to her was in fact the responsible minister. It
is the same reporting practice, but if I have anything
further to add in response, I will do so in writing.

Youth justice centres
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) — My
question is again to the Minister for Families and
Children. Minister, given that you tweeted that you are
‘appalled about the barbaric practices’ seen recently in
the Northern Territory youth justice system and that the
Children, Youth and Families Act 2005 sets out a list of
actions which are prohibited in relation to a person
detained in a youth justice centre and the first one is the
use of isolation as a punishment, under what
circumstances was the authorisation provided for the
teenager that I spoke about before to be placed in
isolation?
Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Families and
Children) — President, clearly the member has got no
ability to respond to the answers that I have given,
because I actually addressed this issue in the answer I
gave to her first question. I was very forthcoming
because, as I have said, this issue has been
mischaracterised and I thought it was important to clear
this matter up.
It is interesting that the member takes all her
information from following me on Twitter. Perhaps if
she does keep reading my tweets she might learn
something. Can I just say that when it comes to the
Northern Territory and the reports that we have seen
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through that Four Corners footage, as I did say in my
tweet, I was appalled. I was shocked by the images of
what had occurred in youth detention in the Northern
Territory. I think that it is important that there is that
royal commission undertaken to get to the bottom of
what those practices are.
As for Victoria, our own commissioner, Ms Buchanan,
has said — and I quote from a report in an Age article
of 27 July:
I am confident that the kind of state-sanctioned abuse that we
have witnessed in the Northern Territory is not taking place in
our centres. We have tried in Victoria to put in place a
reasonably humane approach with a clear focus on
rehabilitation, not punishment.

As has been made clear in media reports about this
matter, spit hoods, restraint chairs and capsicum spray
are not practices used in Victoria. In seeing that footage
from the Northern Territory I sought urgent advice
about these matters, and that was the advice that I have
received.
As I said to the member, I have already responded to
her question — if she was listening 5 minutes ago —
around these issues. I think she might need to go back
and look at the Hansard in relation to this, and if I have
anything — —
Ms Wooldridge — On a point of order, President,
in terms of assistance to the minister, because I do not
believe the minister actually heard the question, the
question was not why that punishment was excluded,
which she did say in her substantive answer to the
earlier question. The question was: under what
circumstances was the isolation approved, which has
not been answered, and I ask you to ask the minister to
return to the question that was asked, not the one that
she thought she heard.
The PRESIDENT — Order! As members would be
aware, I am not in a position to tell ministers how they
should answer questions. I think the minister is giving a
very comprehensive response on this matter and is
ensuring that members are aware of some of the
circumstances associated with an incident that has had
some public exposure, probably encouraged by a local
angle, if you like, on what had happened in the
Northern Territory, which the minister has, I think,
appropriately referred to in her comments to the house.
From my point of view I do not intend to direct the
minister on how to further answer this question at this
time. The minister, to continue.
Ms MIKAKOS — As I said earlier, I think I
addressed a number of issues in a very comprehensive
way in response to the first question from Ms Crozier
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addressing these points. As I said, there is now an
independent process underway. We should respect that
process, Ms Crozier should respect that process and, as
I said before, if I have anything further to add to my
response, I will do so in writing to the member.
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or so, and Corrections Victoria is managing it quite well
by using different facilities. In regard to the capital
works overlay and the plan and timing for what is of
course a very difficult job of putting in much stronger
walls and stronger security in an existing and operating
prison, I will get back to him with details.

Supplementary question
Supplementary question
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) —
Minister, the Children, Youth and Families Act 2005
also states that, and I quote:
… the prescribed particulars of every use of isolation … are
recorded in a register established for the purpose.

Minister, will you now make public a copy of the
register for the isolation relating to this isolation period?
Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Families and
Children) — I have already put on record a lot of detail
about this issue. I have explained that there is now an
independent process underway from the Commission
for Children and Young People that will obviously
enable the commissioner to examine the relevant
documentation around these matters. I remind the
member also, because this issue came up a few months
ago around documentation et cetera that relate to the
safety and security of our youth justice facilities, that it
was in fact her previous government — and that she
voted for this legislation — that put in fact new levels
of secrecy around the good management of our youth
justice facilities that were not in place previously. So
the member might need a reminder on that particular
issue. We will cooperate with the commissioner and
assist her in any of her inquiries. If I have anything
further to add to my response, President, I will do so in
writing to the member.

Metropolitan Remand Centre
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — My
question is for the Minister for Corrections. Minister,
according to the corrections commissioner, the
Metropolitan Remand Centre (MRC) prison riot in June
2015 was the worst in Victoria’s history. The then
minister advised on 21 December 2015 by way of press
release that the repair and rebuilding works at the prison
would take between 12 and 18 months or in other
words would be completed between December this
year and May next year. Now, nine months since the
announcement, is the project on track to be completed
within that time frame?
Mr HERBERT (Minister for Corrections) — I
thank Mr O’Donohue for his question. It is a very
serious issue. Of course we all know that the number of
people on remand has risen substantially in the last year

Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — Minister, I
note that not only has the cost to repair and rebuild the
MRC hopelessly blown out from $10 million to
$12 million to over $95 million but I understand that
the time frame for delivery of this critical project has
gone from 12 to 18 months to nearly 30 months.
Minister, is this a case of another mismanaged Labor
project that has blown out in budget and in time?
Mr HERBERT (Minister for Corrections) — Of
course we are rebuilding our prison system after the
years of, quite frankly, neglect. I reject the premise of
the question. Mr O’Donohue knows quite well that
there was additional funding put into the remand centre
over and above the cost of rebuilding after the riots to
strengthen security and put in new facilities, and that
has been factored in as part of the budgetary context.

Western Institute of Technology
Ms FITZHERBERT (Southern Metropolitan) —
My question is to the Minister for Training and Skills.
The Western Institute of Technology is a party to a
Victorian government training contract. Minister, was
the Western Institute of Technology one of
62 registered training organisations investigated as part
of your training quality blitz, and have you been made
aware of any concerns, either state or federal, about the
quality of training at the Western Institute of
Technology?
Mr HERBERT (Minister for Training and
Skills) — Is it not a delight that we get a question about
quality from those opposite us? Oh, my goodness. How
fabulous is that? Why did you not do anything when
you were in government when the rorting went on in
this system of hundreds of millions of dollars of
taxpayers funding in the tick-and-flick, low-quality,
shambolic training that virtually ruined the training
system in this state?
Mrs Peulich — On a point of order, President, I
raised a previous point of order about questions without
notice or responses being used to sledge the opposition.
This is not context, because if he was actually providing
context, he would admit that we instigated the reforms
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that came through this chamber and also instigated the
quality assurance spot checks.

photographic providers. I also visit different training
providers. I do not believe I have had a meeting — —

The PRESIDENT — Order! That is a debating
point that might well be pursued in another manner
rather than a point of order. I accept that, again going
back, in question time the answers are not an
opportunity to sledge the opposition and retrace history
in terms of what other governments may or may not
have done. However, at this point I think that the
minister is about to address the actual question, and
therefore I would seek his continuation of his answer.

Ms Fitzherbert — On a point of order, President, I
ask you to bring the minister back to answering the
question. He is simply wasting time to use up that
allocated to him to avoid answering the question, which
was very specific.

Mr HERBERT — Thank you, President. I should
point out though that the opposition shadow
spokesperson, in a road wreck of an interview on
Triple J, seemed to imply that they were critical of the
quality blitz that we are undertaking. We seem to have
had a reverse stance here in the thing.
In regard to the 62 providers who have been
investigated as part of the blitz and the $41.4 million in
recovery funding, the member will know that if a
provider loses a contract because of poor quality, then
their names are put up on the website. I am happy to get
any more information I can on the Western Institute of
Technology, whether they were in fact part of the
62 blitzed and whether I can divulge whether there is an
ongoing investigation — or audit, I should say.
Supplementary question
Ms FITZHERBERT (Southern Metropolitan) — I
note that that is not actually answering what I asked, but
I will try again. Minister, there have been concerns
about a number of training organisations. In the past
you have detailed that you have met with many
registered training organisations regarding the training
quality blitz. How many times have you met with the
CEO of the Western Institute of Technology since you
became minister, and does the CEO have your full
confidence?
Mr HERBERT (Minister for Training and
Skills) — Well, I am glad you acknowledge that I meet
with many, many private training providers who are an
integral part of this state, and I am happy to get their
feedback. I do not believe in sitting in an ivory tower
and letting the walls crumble around me like we saw in
the previous government. You know, the walls of
training disintegrated into dust around us whilst people
were desperately trying to get skills to get a job.
No, I meet with many people and many training
providers. I am happy to meet with them, whether they
are Simonds Homes, whether they are the Housing
Industry Association or whether they are top-notch

The PRESIDENT — Order! I am listening intently
to the minister as to whether or not he addresses the
specific matter that you raised. I have another
mechanism if indeed he does not get to that answer.
Mr HERBERT — I cannot recall actually having a
meeting with the owner, manager, CEO or anyone from
the Western Institute of Technology. I am not aware
really that there are any concerns, whether at a state or a
federal level, and in fact this would be something the
department would do in terms of the quality process.
But I will check my records and see if I have had a
formal meeting with him.

TAFE boards
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
My question is also to the Minister for Training and
Skills. Noting that the directors appointed by you to
Victorian TAFE boards include no less than three
former Labor MPs, a former Labor candidate and the
co-convenor of EMILY’s List, can you explain how
stacking boards with Labor officials who will not
oppose or scrutinise your decisions ensures the
independence of Victoria’s TAFEs?
Mr HERBERT (Minister for Training and
Skills) — I thank the member for her question. We
have just had the most transparent, merit-based process
for ministerial appointments to TAFE boards in our
history. We have had 513 applicants, 425 external
candidates, 239 interviews and an expert panel
appointed — this is clearly transparent. I am delighted
by the quality of people that we have put on as my
ministerial appointees in there. We have also given
them, as you would know, the capacity and the right to
elect the chair following the disgraceful sacking —
ministerial political sacking — by the previous
government of any chair that spoke out against them.
There is no party political issue here. In fact I think Bill
Forwood is now the chair of Melbourne Polytechnic —
a former Liberal member of this house. Thank you very
much.
Mr Dalidakis interjected.
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Supplementary question
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
Perhaps Mr Dalidakis thinks that he can rewrite
standing orders. My supplementary question is, in view
of the response: Minister, given that you ensured that so
many of your Labor mates were given a gig, can you
guarantee that none of the boards will elect its chair
before the remaining positions are coopted to the
boards?
Mr HERBERT (Minister for Training and
Skills) — I think Mr Forwood has been elected chair of
Melbourne Polytechnic. The legislation came through
this Parliament, and it will be fully complied with, but
can I just say one thing: I have never been a person that
believes that the skills and expertise of members of
Parliament, elected by large numbers of people and
given the responsibility to make legislation that governs
this state, should be excluded from any sort of public
office or life after politics. They should be judged just
like every other person on their skills and capacity to do
the job.
Mrs Peulich — On a point of order, President, I
would assume that for the supplementary you will ask
the minister to provide a written response given that he
did not touch on it at all.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Thank you for your
assistance.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I have
answers to the following questions on notice: 2009,
5067, 5095–6, 5103, 5163, 5265, 5267, 5298, 5301,
5303, 5846–50, 5852–7, 5859, 5866, 5868–9, 5872,
5874–7, 6293, 6652–4, 6656–63, 6665–74.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Written responses
The PRESIDENT — Order! In respect of today’s
questions Ms Patten had a substantive and a
supplementary question to the Minister for Education
effectively, through Mr Herbert, and Mr Herbert has
indicated that he will pursue written responses on both
of those questions. That is certainly therefore my
requirement, and that is two days.
On Mr Young’s questions, both substantive and
supplementary, to Ms Pulford in respect of matters in
the Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate
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Change’s portfolio, Ms Pulford will seek written
responses to those. Again that is two days.
In regard to Ms Springle’s first question to
Ms Mikakos, both the substantive and the
supplementary question, I am having a little difficulty
with my directions in the sense that Ms Mikakos has on
a couple of occasions now over the last couple of days
provided answers — I believe she has provided
answers to those questions — but then at the end she
has said, ‘If there is further information, I will get back
to you’. That puts me in a difficult position as to
whether or not I should instruct that there is a further
written response or whether I am satisfied that she has
actually responded to the question. So maybe we will
just have a look at that because essentially — and I
know she does not mean to do this — she is sort of
removing the judgement from me to her and her
department as to whether the answer has been provided.
But I do believe that she has made some fulsome
responses to the matters that have been raised. On the
basis of her indication that she will look further at the
matter, I will ask for a written response to Ms Springle
in regard to both that substantive and supplementary
question, but it may well be, as she has indicated, that
the written response really reflects much of what she
has already told the house.
In regard to the environment question posed by
Ms Springle to Ms Pulford, Ms Pulford has undertaken
to obtain written answers from the Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change in regard to both the
substantive and supplementary question, so therefore
that is two days.
As to Ms Crozier’s first question to Ms Mikakos, I
would seek a written response on the supplementary but
not the substantive question. That is one day.
In regard to Ms Crozier’s second question, again I will
ask for a written response on the supplementary but not
the substantive question. In requesting a response to the
supplementary, I am actually mindful of some of the
privacy matters associated with individuals, given the
nature of the record that is sought to be released
publicly. I am particularly mindful of the inquiry that
the commissioner is undertaking, and I do not want to
impede that inquiry. That is one of the reasons why I
have not sought further information on the substantive
question in this case — because I think that the matters
were canvassed by the minister. But, as I said, in regard
to the supplementary question, the minister might
reflect on an answer and provide a written answer on
that, and that is tomorrow.
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In regard to Mr O’Donohue’s substantive question
posed to Mr Herbert, I would seek a written response,
and that would be one day.
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chairs prior to all positions being filled on those boards.
That is essentially the nub of the question.

In regard to Mrs Peulich’s supplementary question to
Mr Herbert, I would ask for a written response to that. I
am not seeking a written response to the substantive
question, because I believe that that actually called for
an opinion. So only the supplementary question, and
therefore that is also one day. Thank you.

Now, I am not even sure that the minister is in a
position to give that guarantee, because these boards
have some autonomy, so I am not even sure that a
question like that is going to elicit the response and the
guarantee that Mrs Peulich is seeking. Nonetheless, it is
a valid question. Yes, the words might be unfortunate,
but I hear ministers also use terms that reflect on
opposition members — we had it today — or on
opposition positions, and that is a slippery slope if I go
down there. I have reviewed it. I made that decision
based on what I have put to the house just now. But
thanks to Mr Leane for his suggestion that I pay very
close attention to these, and I assure him I will.

Mr Leane — On a point of order, President,
pertaining to your last ruling, I just wonder, given
during question time the points of order from the
opposition around ministers hurting their feelings in
their responses, I am unsure why a minister should give
a written response to a question which was based on
unsubstantiated slur. If you read the question in
Hansard, it was a slur on the minister and then a bit of a
question, and I am not too sure why you would request
a minister to give a written response in that instance.

Mr O’Donohue — On a point of order, President, in
relation to a response I received from the minister to my
question yesterday, my supplementary question asked:
how many prisoners have not been presented to court
because of the overcrowding in police cells? The
minister’s answer says that Corrections Victoria do not
collect that data. That is not my understanding, and in
answers to previous questions the minister has advised
the number of costs orders and the number of prisoners
not being presented to court.

The PRESIDENT — Order! I have got no idea
what Mr Leane is referring to, because I do not have
today’s Hansard yet.

The PRESIDENT — Order! Does the minister
wish to make a comment on that?

In regard to Ms Fitzherbert’s question on the Western
Institute of Technology, I would seek a written
response to both the substantive and supplementary
questions that were posed by Ms Fitzherbert, and that is
a one day situation.

Mr Herbert — No.
Mr Leane — I would ask if, maybe, President, you
could review that. That would be my point of order. As
far as the last supplementary, if that is what you are
referring — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! Today?
Mr Leane — Yes, today. It was based on an
unsubstantiated slur and, given the sensitivity of the
other side about their feelings being hurt during
question time, I do not know why they would expect
the respect of that particular question being responded
to. So I would ask you to review it.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I already have, and
you will note that I actually did not allow for a written
response to the substantive question, because I do
believe that was outside the framework of my requiring
written responses. However, in respect of the last —
and you are right in that perhaps in terms of some
preamble words Mrs Peulich used a derogatory term,
which I do not need to repeat — the question itself that
was posed was a valid question, and that was simply to
seek a guarantee that none of the boards would elect

The PRESIDENT — Order! I am in a position
where I obviously do not know whether this
information is collected or not. I do not know if there
has been a change in the practice of the government in
collecting this information, or if that in the past it may
have been available and it is no longer available. I am
not to know that. I would certainly indicate to the
minister that if that information is still collected as it
has been in the past, then this response might well
represent an unintentional misleading of the house. I
would ask the minister to have a look at that
information and perhaps discuss with Mr O’Donohue
outside the chamber as to what that position is now.
Mr Herbert — On a point of order, President, I
know the substantive question was about how many
there were, and that information was given. If there has
been a misinterpretation of the actual nature of the
information, the question, I am happy to go back and
have a look at that, and I will get back to
Mr O’Donohue.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Thank you.
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Mr Davis — On a point of order, President,
yesterday the deputy leader was asked to provide a
response within a day on the matter concerning local
government and the integrity regime around local
government. I understood that was a day.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr Davis — No, the integrity regime which was on
behalf of Mr Jennings. I understood that the ruling was
that there would be a response provided within a day. I
asked you on behalf of him.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I did request that
information for one day — I do have that recall. It has
not been made available today, but the minister will
follow up, perhaps with a view to assuring us that it will
be available tomorrow. There may well have been some
confusion, because I remember that this was something
I had to check — whether that question was directed to
the Minister for Local Government or indeed, as you
advised me, to the minister responsible for the integrity
regime.
Mr Davis — President, the Hansard will very
clearly record that it was directed to the minister
responsible for the local government inspectorate, and
indeed that is Mr Jennings.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I did say one day. At
any rate, in the circumstances the minister will use her
best endeavours to get that answer, and if it is not
sometime today, then it will be tomorrow.

CONSTITUENCY QUESTIONS
Western Metropolitan Region
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — My
question is for the Minister for Roads and Road Safety.
The government has now released its western
distributor reference design. This shows the proposed
route for truck off-ramps to Hyde Street. On the
southern side of the freeway the proposed ramp would
run alongside the Donald McLean Reserve, which
already has a very slim buffer of green space between
the existing exit ramp and the oval. The design shows
the truck off-ramp would be 1.3 metres higher than the
West Gate Freeway and 8.85 metres above the
Williamstown Road exit ramp. This would create a
visual eyesore and bring more diesel truck pollution
alongside the sports oval.
My question for the minister is: how far towards the
oval will this elevated truck ramp encroach, and what
noise, amenity and pollution protections will be
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provided to protect children playing on the sports
fields?

Western Metropolitan Region
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — My
constituency question is to the Minister for Education. I
refer the minister to the eight school sites in the City of
Brimbank and surrounding areas currently for sale, and
I ask the minister: what demographic studies, reports or
information exist that demonstrate that these school
sites will not be needed in the future as a result of urban
consolidation or younger families moving into the
catchment area of these school sites, and will the
minister make the justification for these school site
sales publicly available?

Northern Victoria Region
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria) — My
constituency question is for the Minister for Education.
The Andrews government and the minister in particular
are working tirelessly to make Victoria the education
state, and after four years of neglect and no new schools
built we have a lot of catching up to do. Our efforts are
evident across northern Victoria, which has benefited
from a massive injection of capital investment to
rebuild many country schools from Mildura to Echuca,
Benalla, Rutherglen, Mansfield and Broadford, just to
name a few. However, there is still much more work to
do, and with this we have some pressure points,
particularly in growth areas, where our school
communities are feeling the squeeze. One such
community is Beveridge and Mandalay.
My lower house colleague the member for Yan Yean
and I have been working closely with the school and
the community to identify their short-term as well as
their long-term needs. I ask that the minister advise
when he intends to visit Beveridge Primary School to
meet with staff, parents and students to hear firsthand
the infrastructure challenges that the school and the
community face with increasing population growth and
enrolment numbers.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Technically that was
not framed as a question. You were asking the minister
to advise, but that is not a question. I will take it that
you asked: ‘Can the minister advise me?’.

Southern Metropolitan Region
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — My matter
is for the attention of the Minister for Transport, and it
relates to the Level Crossing Removal Authority
(LXRA) and the Ormond station development. Level
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crossing removal is supported by everyone, but these
three level crossings — and this was one funded by the
previous government — should be rail under road. In
this context the three along that line that are currently
underway are very much supported, as I said, by
everyone. But what was a big surprise was the huge
concrete pad — the foundation that is to support a
property of up to 13 storeys in little old Ormond. This
has not been a transparent process, and I am asking the
minister: will she release the approvals processes, the
contractors and the way in which these approvals have
been granted for the building of this pad — 13 storeys,
far out of structure for Ormond? The secrecy and the
hidden approach that has been adopted here is out of
order.

Western Metropolitan Region
Mr EIDEH (Western Metropolitan) — My
constituency question is for the Minister for Veterans,
the Honourable John Eren. In July the government
launched at a local school in my region, Seabrook
Primary School, a new Anzac centenary roadshow that
will help teach primary school students across Victoria
about the service and sacrifices of our veterans and
about the story of our World War I Anzacs.
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Northern Victoria Region
Mr YOUNG (Northern Victoria) — My
constituency question today is for the Minister for
Energy, Environment and Climate Change. Recent rain
events have been very promising for much of Australia
lately, with many wetlands and waterways receiving
much-needed water. Already people are getting excited
about what should be a ripper duck season for 2017,
and breeding events are already being witnessed and
monitored.
There are quite complex management roles for
wetlands and the use of environmental water during
times of drought. I know many dedicated people in
Northern Victoria Region have been involved in
providing advice on these plans with regard to
particular wetlands which can be assisted. It has been
pointed out that Woolshed Swamp is not one of those.
It is a closed catchment and rarely receives water to
levels that have environmental benefits. There is also
no infrastructure to deliver environmental water
through our management plans. I ask the minister: what
infrastructure works need to be done to allow Woolshed
Swamp to be part of those plans?

Northern Metropolitan Region
The Messenger Dogs — Tales of WWI puppet show
follows the journey of Nell, Trick and Bullet, three
dogs responsible for carrying messages between
headquarters and the frontline. The free puppet show is
tailored to students from prep to grade 6, telling tales of
courage, determination and mateship that capture the
hearts and minds of young Victorians. The 45-minute
performance will come complete with an online
education resource kit for primary schools to download.
Each participating student will receive their own
commemorative 1919 children’s peace medal. In 1919
Australian children under 16 received a silver-coated
medallion — a special reminder of the service and
sacrifice of Australians at war.
I ask the minister to please advise how students in
Western Metropolitan Region and their schools will be
able to express interest in hosting a roadshow. How
does the roadshow fit in with the Andrews Labor
government’s broader Anzac centenary agenda to
educate young Victorians about our — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! The member’s time
has expired. He is well over time already, and I have
got to say that most of that was a public announcement
rather than a constituency question.

Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) — My
constituency question is for the Minister for Emergency
Services, and it concerns the Broadmeadows State
Emergency Service (SES). They are landlocked
because of development in their area. I have been trying
to get some answers from the previous minister about
what we are going to do to try to help them. One of the
suggestions was that they go and look at the
commonwealth Maygar defence barracks to see if there
is some appropriate land there, but the Maygar chiefs
have determined that the Broadmeadows SES is not
suitable for their location. So these people are
landlocked.
Now I do confess to the minister they are all volunteers.
Connie Lapworth, a remarkable woman, is doing a
great job as controller of the Broadmeadows SES, but
quite frankly pretty soon they will not be able to get out
of their depot. So I ask the minister if he can advise me
as to the plan for where we are going to relocate the
Broadmeadows SES so this wonderful group of
volunteers can continue their work.

Western Metropolitan Region
Mr MELHEM (Western Metropolitan) — My
constituency question is for the Minister for Health, and
the question I ask is: what is the government doing to
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reduce the prevalence of hepatitis B and C in the
Western Metropolitan Region? I have previously raised
the issue of hepatitis rates in the western suburbs in this
place, so I am proud to note the recent release of the
government’s hepatitis B and C strategies. I am
particularly delighted to note that this is the first ever
hepatitis B strategy and the first hepatitis C strategy
since 2006.

Northern Victoria Region
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) — My question
is for the Minister for Public Transport and it is
regarding the Tocumwal rail line derailment, which I
first raised in Parliament in June. I have since had
further contact from the constituent who initially raised
the issue to advise that she believes this line presents a
significant threat to human safety. In her words,
‘What’s scary is that train is crossing the Pinnucks
Road crossing at the same time as two school buses’
and ‘a passenger tourist train travels that line once a
month’. She reiterated that the section of the line of
concern has never been fixed, and said that, despite the
recent derailments, in early July ‘the train went by,
engine full revved, trying to pull the back of the train
back on the line’.
Recent train-vehicle collisions near Colac on 13 July
and near Toolamba on 27 July are proof that there is a
very real risk of such collisions and that minimising this
risk should be a government priority. What will the
minister do to improve the quality and safety of the
Tocumwal and Toolamba rail lines to prevent future
derailments and vehicle-train collisions?

Western Victoria Region
Mr MORRIS (Western Victoria) — My
constituency question is directed to the Minister for
Public Transport, and it relates to the recently released
new Public Transport Victoria bus routes in Ballarat.
The new bus routes that were released were mightily
disappointing for the growth suburbs of Lucas,
Alfredton and Delacombe. I have heard from many
residents who are quite concerned that these growing
suburbs — Alfredton was growing by 5.4 per cent
recently — are not being appropriately serviced by the
new bus routes. So the question I ask is: will the
minister review Public Transport Victoria’s bus routes
in Ballarat to ensure that they better serve our growing
suburbs?
Sitting suspended 12.59 p.m. until 2.03 p.m.
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CORRECTIONS AMENDMENT (NO BODY,
NO PAROLE) BILL 2016
Second reading
Debate resumed.
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — I would
like to start by thanking all speakers who spoke on this
bill: ministers Dalidakis and Herbert, Ms Pennicuik,
Mr Mulino, Ms Bath, Mr Finn and Mr Bourman. I
appreciate those contributions to this debate, because
this issue of parole for murderers is a very important
and serious one.
There has been discussion during the debate that the
government wants to work with the opposition on this
matter, and the minister actually said he had received
advice from the Department of Justice and Regulation
and the Adult Parole Board of Victoria (APB). I must
say it is disappointing that not a single member of the
government has spoken to me about this bill before this
morning since I put it on the notice paper back in
February. Whilst I appreciate the sentiment and the
words, the actions do not reflect that sentiment or those
words.
I am disappointed too that the government and the
Greens will not be supporting this bill. I think their
concerns are mislaid and unfounded. Let me go through
the arguments that the first speaker for the government,
Minister Dalidakis, put on the record. He suggested first
of all that the coalition government did nothing, and
then of course Minister Herbert directly contradicted
him in his contribution by saying the Callinan reforms
to the parole system are working well. Of course that
was an initiative that was initiated and delivered by the
previous government. It actually is not true to say that
the coalition government did nothing in this space; in
fact we did the most comprehensive reform of the
parole system for many, many years.
This reform is consistent with the tenor of the
23 recommendations made by Mr Callinan, and it
builds upon those recommendations that he made. To
pick up Ms Pennicuik’s point about that, I completely
reject that notion that somehow this reform is at odds
with the tenor and direction of the Callinan reforms,
because those reforms are all about accountability,
about prisoners having a higher bar to meet before
being considered for parole, about toughening the
system and about making prisoners more accountable
for their actions, both in the prison and also, if they are
lucky enough to be released on parole, in the
community.
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Minister Dalidakis and indeed Minister Herbert both
said that the courts currently consider victim impact
statements. That is true, and there are two points about
that: victim impact statements are a relatively new
initiative, and neither minister disclosed how many of
those seven people in jail that that will relate to. But this
is a different issue from that issue of victim impact
statements, because I think some members think that
changing the parameters of parole is somehow
changing the sentence of the prisoner. It is not. If a
prisoner is granted parole, they are technically still
serving a prison term but are living in the community.
The prison term is the prison term as set by the court, so
this is not in any way altering the sanction or penalty
given to the person found guilty. It is merely adjusting
the conditions that apply to this cohort for them to be
eligible for parole.
As the High Court has found in several cases — I think
the case of Crump is one of those — parole and the
granting of parole is an executive function and the
requirements for parole may be altered by the executive
from time to time. That is merely what I am seeking to
do with this bill, and it is absolutely consistent with the
Callinan reforms, which also changed the parameters
by which people would be granted parole. Indeed
Ms Pennicuik highlighted the different streams for the
seriously violent and sex offenders, so we already class
certain prisoners in a different way, depending upon
their type of offending.
I completely reject the notion that this bill may be
unconstitutional because it has not been tested, as
Minister Dalidakis asserted. Parole is a function of the
executive.
The High Court has held that the conditions to be met
for the granting of parole may be altered from time to
time and that the prison term itself is not altered by
those changes, because there is no inherent right to
parole — something Mr Callinan emphasised in his
report on several occasions, particularly by saying in
one of his recommendations that the rules of natural
justice should not apply and in another of his
recommendations that the Charter of Human Rights and
Responsibilities should not apply. Again I make the
point that this bill is consistent with the Callinan
recommendations. It is very similar to the legislation
passed by the South Australian Parliament — by the
Labor government in South Australia. What a pity it is
that today we are not working in a bipartisan way
across the chamber in the interests of victims and
community safety.
Government members, including Minister Dalidakis,
made much of the point that this bill will only apply to
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seven prisoners and that none of them are eligible for
parole for 12 months. What he did not say was that if
we change the parameters, as this bill seeks to do for
parole eligibility for this category of murderer, who
knows what the outcome might be? Who knows what
the outcome might be for one of those seven in jail who
may reconsider their position in light of the changed
parameters had this bill had the support of the
government? We actually do not know the answer to
that question. The fact that there are 12 months before
any of these prisoners are eligible for parole is not a
significant factor in my opinion.
As Minister Herbert would know, the APB is gathering
material on prisoners, particularly serious criminals, in
an ongoing fashion and there are many hoops for them
to go through following the implementation of the
Callinan recommendations by the previous
government. A change now could have a material
impact on one of those murderers in jail.
I agree with members who said that we do not want to
build false expectations. No-one in this house is
intending to do that, but what we want to do is provide
the legislative framework that encourages disclosure,
for these offenders to come clean and disclose what
they know. If that helps just one family, it is well worth
it. It has been an absolute privilege in my time as both a
minister and a shadow minister to work with a number
of victims of crime, some of whom are here today. I
deeply respect their views on these issues given their
often tragic and very difficult personal experiences and
circumstances. If we could relieve the pain for just one
of those families, that is time well spent by this place
and by this Parliament. It really does beggar belief that
the Greens and Labor are going to oppose this bill.
Government members spoke about this being a very
complex and difficult issue. Actually it is a very simple
issue: do you support the rights of victims; do you see
these issues through the lens of the impact on the
victim? If you do, you have but one conclusion, and
that is to vote in favour of this bill. Often
governments — and I am sure I was guilty of it at
times, too — use words like ‘complex’ and
‘challenging’ and ‘more analysis’ as ways to obfuscate
and delay and not make a decision. Today is one of
those days when you need to make a decision, because
ultimately this bill is very simple. It is narrowcast, it has
been modelled on the bill the Labor Party in South
Australia put through their Parliament and it was
developed by the office of chief parliamentary counsel
with their input and guidance. The bill is workable. The
bill should pass. It is very disappointing that the
government is not going to address this issue and pass
this bill.
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I also want to reflect on some of the comments made by
members about the role of the police. Giving the police
a distinct role in the legislation by providing for the
chief commissioner to prepare a report on the way a
prisoner has obliged in disclosing information is again
consistent with the Callinan recommendations, because
Mr Callinan found in his report that there is a
disconnect in the information sharing between Victoria
Police and the APB, and that that had very unfortunate
consequences. That is why members of Victoria Police
are now embedded at the adult parole board, working
side by side with the APB. This actually builds on that
work that has already been done.
Some members critiqued the discretion the police
would have. I have full and absolute confidence in the
members of Victoria Police, particularly the
experienced, dedicated members who will do the
investigations into these types of crimes, into murders.
They are people of the highest calibre, the highest skill
and the highest capacity. So I am happy for a bill to
empower them to advise the adult parole board. That is
in effect what this bill seeks to do.
Other members, Minister Dalidakis and Minister
Herbert also said, ‘Well, someone may have mental
health issues. They may not remember the details. They
may have other reasons why they can’t assist’. Those
issues are contemplated in the bill, and that is exactly
why the police have the discretion to consider these
issues in the test that is established through the bill.
Frankly, I think government members have not really
understood the test that has been created and they have
not bothered to examine the bill and the way it has set
out its purpose. As I say, not a single member of the
government has bothered to speak to me about this
since I presented this bill to the Parliament in February,
which does reflect on the words of collegiality that have
been offered by the government. The actions do not
reflect the words.
The other point made by Minister Dalidakis and
Mr Mulino was that perhaps this bill should go further.
We could look at manslaughter; we could look at arson.
The opposition stands ready, willing and able to
examine those issues with the government, but that is
no reason not to pass this bill. That could be the second
stage of the reform that the government may wish to
introduce at a later time or work with the opposition
through another bill in the Parliament. But that is not a
reason to delay today. There is a very simple and clear
proposition before this house, and that is to hold
murderers to account, to attempt to give peace to
victims and to encourage through this bill the disclosure
of additional information to deliver that peace.
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Again I thank members for their contributions. I
welcome the support many of the speakers have already
expressed, and I sincerely hope that, notwithstanding
the objections of the Greens and Labor, this bill will
pass the Legislative Council.
House divided on motion:
Ayes, 20
Atkinson, Mr
Bath, Ms
Bourman, Mr
Carling-Jenkins, Dr
Crozier, Ms
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr
Finn, Mr
Fitzherbert, Ms
Lovell, Ms

Morris, Mr (Teller)
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Patten, Ms (Teller)
Peulich, Mrs
Purcell, Mr
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Wooldridge, Ms
Young, Mr

Noes, 18
Barber, Mr
Dalidakis, Mr
Dunn, Ms (Teller)
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Hartland, Ms
Herbert, Mr
Leane, Mr
Melhem, Mr (Teller)

Mikakos, Ms
Mulino, Mr
Pennicuik, Ms
Pulford, Ms
Shing, Ms
Somyurek, Mr
Springle, Ms
Symes, Ms
Tierney, Ms

Motion agreed to.
Read second time; by leave, proceeded to third
reading.
Third reading
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

STANDING COMMITTEE ON THE
ECONOMY AND INFRASTRUCTURE
Reference
Mr BOURMAN (Eastern Victoria) — I move:
That, pursuant to sessional order 6, this house requires the
economy and infrastructure committee to inquire into,
consider and report on, no later than 22 August 2017, the
Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
Victoria (Inc.) in relation to —
(1) the appropriateness and use of its powers pursuant to the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act 1986, including in
the context of its other objectives and activities;
(2) the appropriateness and use of funding provided by the
Victorian government, including in the context of its
other objectives and activities; and
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(3) any other consequential matters the committee may
deem appropriate.

It gives me pleasure to rise to speak on my motion 289
regarding an inquiry into the RSPCA. Without going
through the whole motion, it seeks an inquiry into the
appropriateness and use of the RSPCA’s powers
pursuant to the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act
1986, including in the context of the RSPCA’s other
objectives and activities, the appropriateness and use of
funding provided by the Victorian government,
including in the context of its other objectives and
activities, and any other consequential matters.
Just as a quick history of the RSPCA, it was founded in
1871 — so it has been around for quite a while now —
and now operates 10 shelters across the state. As we
know, RSPCA Victoria is part of the wider Royal
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
organisation. The original remit of the RSPCA was to
ensure the welfare of animals and that they were not
treated cruelly.
The RSPCA in some states is different from a lot of
other private entities in that it operates an inspectorate
on behalf of the government. The funding to RSPCA
Victoria is currently to the tune of $1 million per year. I
have been told, and have no reason to disbelieve, that
the government feels that the public gets excellent value
for its money for that $1 million, in that the
organisation itself puts in probably more effort than the
dollars would suggest.
The issue, as I see it, that has reared its head is one of
priorities and productivity. It has become apparent that
as well as things might be going with the spending of
the money, there are problems, and things could be a lot
better. We see representatives of the RSPCA indulging
in activities such as protesting duck hunting, which is
an animal rights issue, whilst letting animal cruelty
issues go unattended, or allowing those cruelty issues to
be dealt with in a manner that could only be charitably
called bungled.
So what has been going wrong? There have been some
recent cases, such as the horses in Bulla, and some
historical issues, such as the inappropriate killing of the
cows in Framlingham in 2003, which was only settled
in 2013 with the RSPCA having to pay about
$1.3 million in compensation. The horses in Bulla were
in a deplorable condition. RSPCA Victoria had been
previously advised of the condition of these horses, yet
nothing was done. When they did arrive, there were 23
dead horses and 22 in a condition that was dire. A
neighbour called the RSPCA on 22 March but the
horses were not seized until April. The delay may not
sound long, but for the 22 starving horses it was
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obviously a very long time. I do not know if any of the
horses died in the period between late March and the
time the RSPCA arrived and I do not know if any of
those horses would have been able to be saved, but the
fact remains that the delay was too long.
Then there was the ducking and weaving after the fact
and that the RSPCA were trying to blame the man who
reported the condition of the horses by saying it was not
a good enough report. In fact the RSPCA had
apparently inspected the property but had not been able
to ascertain the condition of the horses. This is hard to
understand. Something does not gel. Then when the
police and the local vet tried to get the RSPCA to
attend, they were told that the RSPCA do not attend on
weekends. That the police attended first raises the
question of what exactly is going on within RSPCA
Victoria when there are so many people trying to get
action, yet the RSPCA were the last ones on board. I
have heard that there were safety concerns for the
inspectors if they attended the property. The safety of
the inspectors must be of utmost concern, but in my
opinion we have one of the best police forces in the
world to help with these situations. As it turns out, it
appears they had already attended. As an excuse, it does
not wash.
The case of the 131 cows in Framlingham, out in the
west of the state, is a more complex case. The cows
may have been killed in what was described as indecent
haste in 2003, but it took 10 years to settle. The cost to
the RSPCA was extreme and may well have been a lot
less if the case was not dragged out for so long. As I
understand it, the cows were transported from
drought-ravaged New South Wales in poor condition to
Framlingham to be rehabilitated. The cows were
supposed to be nursed back to health but never got the
chance.
There was a more recent incident where the RSPCA
were tipped off about a puppy farm but failed to act for
a number of years. I could go into detail but the point is
made and I do not need to just hammer on about what
they got wrong. There are still issues.
Ironically it is not just the shooters and farmers and so
on who are concerned with the direction of the RSPCA
and where they are heading. Whilst I think they are
heading towards being animal rights extremists, the
animal rights extremists do not think they are going far
enough. There is a website run by animal libber
extremists devoted to hammering the RSPCA for not
going far enough, so I do feel they are in an interesting
spot.
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The anti-hunting stance taken by RSPCA Victoria is
also at odds with their approval of certain meat
products. You cannot be opposing hunting, saying it is
cruel, and then approve butchered products on the
premise that one method of killing animals is cruel but
another is not. In fact if you look at the life of a farmed
duck versus that of a wild duck, you would have to be
ideologically bound to think that there was any
difference. At least the wild ducks get to live free
before getting harvested. The farmed ducks do not get
that. Duck hunting, whether you approve of it or not, is
no more cruel than the farming and slaughter of ducks
in an industrial setting. It is therefore an animal rights
issue.
Mistakes are made. That is human nature. Sometimes
the machine of bureaucracy works in an unwieldy
manner with unpredictable results, but this is not a
one-off. There is a course of conduct here that does not
seem to be the RSPCA being in control of their main
function of providing the very worthy service of animal
welfare. Having public money, the RSPCA invite
scrutiny from public bodies, such as us in the
Parliament. It is fine to commission an internal inquiry,
as RSPCA Victoria have done, but that is not up to the
expectations of the public. I do look forward to
receiving the report from the ex-Chief Commissioner of
Police, Neil Comrie, and the recommendations. The
commissioning of that internal review is telling in itself.
It is an acknowledgment that there are problems, and it
is another reason that an external review is warranted.
Before I finish, I want to make sure I put it on record
that I acknowledge, appreciate and applaud the animal
welfare work that is done by dedicated and
hardworking staff and volunteers. My inquiry is not
about denigrating these people or their work. It is about
seeing what is wrong — and the organisation itself has
acknowledged this — but making the investigation
public and transparent.
Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan) — In response
to Mr Bourman’s motion, for the reasons Mr Bourman
touched on the government will not be supporting the
motion for this reference because there is a review,
which we believe is independent, going on as we speak,
and I will touch on that further.
I appreciate that some people may not be particularly
enthused by the stance of some people in the RSPCA.
In particular Mr Bourman said he had an issue with
some of their stances on hunting. But we would
probably all agree that despite some of the problems
that Mr Bourman pointed out — and no-one is
perfect — the RSPCA has a good name in the Victorian
community and has had for a long time. As
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Mr Bourman acknowledged, people appreciate the
work that they have done for a long time around animal
welfare and as strong activists against animal cruelty.
In that vein the RSPCA receives more than
10 000 cruelty reports every year and manages all
elements of their investigation from the initial
inspection through to prosecution. As Mr Bourman
pointed out, the Victorian government does fund the
RSPCA inspectorate to do that work to the tune of
$1 million annually. The government made an election
commitment of an additional $5 million for the RSPCA
to strengthen their capacity in this area. I think there
may be quite a need for that, taking into account a
couple of examples that Mr Bourman brought up that
need to be looked at.
I think that is relevant to the investigation that Neil
Comrie, a previous Chief Commissioner of Police, is
leading with the help of a team of experts; we would
not expect Mr Comrie to have all the expertise and
advice he would need to delve into such an interesting
and diverse area. I have got to say that Neil Comrie will
probably be remembered as one of our better police
commissioners when we look at the history of Victoria
Police. He is quite well respected.
In May this year a review was called for. The four
terms of reference for the review are:
1.

Describe the scale and scope of the animal welfare and
cruelty reports in Victoria.

2.

Analyse resourcing and funding levels, and if
appropriate, recommend alternative operating, funding
and resourcing models.

3.

Document RSPCA Victoria’s operational response to
reports, including all associated systems and processes,
and recommend any improvements that can and should
reasonably be made.

4.

Document RSPCA Victoria’s approach to prosecution,
including all associated systems and processes, and
recommend any improvements that … should
reasonably be made.

Obviously the review is calling for submissions from
the community and interested parties. I think the review
would welcome submissions regarding Mr Bourman’s
concern that the RSPCA might be made up of animal
rights extremists rather than doing what the RSPCA
should set out to do in his view. I just want to touch on
that.
There are some concerns and questions that the
independent review is aimed at addressing. The critical
questions are:
What is the scale of animal cruelty in Victoria?
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I cited the number of calls that the RSPCA gets in
relation to this.
What resourcing and approaches need to be put in place to
ensure animal cruelty is being adequately investigated and
prosecuted, and community expectations are being met?

Mr Bourman raised concerns about the RSPCA not
being available on the weekend. Maybe that is
something that could be looked at if that is the case.
Are there any ways RSPCA Victoria could use the resources
it has right now more effectively and efficiently?

I think that goes to Mr Bourman’s concerns. The
review will look at that. If there are ways resources are
being used that are of concern to the community, I think
that will be fleshed out and people should put in
submissions to that end. But as I said, the RSPCA has
had a good name in our community for some time, as
has Neil Comrie, the previous Chief Commissioner of
Police. There is a review going on, and I hope it will
come out with some good recommendations which the
government can accept.
I have a concern about the Standing Committee on the
Economy and Infrastructure doing work that is already
being done. It has a number of references currently, and
it should do justice to all of those references rather than
doing work that is already being done. I appreciate that
if this work was not being done, it would be a fair
reference. Maybe if the committee could wait to see the
result of this review and Mr Bourman could review
whether he needs to put this motion up again at that
stage, that would be a fair and reasonable thing to
happen. As I said, because there is a current review and
an acceptance that there needs to be a review by the
government, we will not be supporting an extra review
by the upper house committee.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I
welcome the opportunity to speak on Mr Bourman’s
motion today that the Standing Committee on the
Economy and Infrastructure inquire into and consider
by August next year the RSPCA in relation to:
the appropriateness and use of its powers pursuant to the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act 1986, including in the
context of its other objectives and activities —

that is, the objectives and activities of the RSPCA.
The second item in the motion is:
the appropriateness and use of funding provided by the …
government, including in the context of its other objectives
and activities …

I presume that also refers to the RSPCA.
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The third item in the motion is:
any other consequential matters the committee may deem
appropriate.

Firstly, I make an observation that this is almost word
for word similar to a motion that was moved by the
Shooters, Fishers and Farmers Party in Western
Australia — almost a carbon copy of that particular
motion — in May of 2015. Having read through a lot of
the documentation with regard to that particular inquiry,
one could say that certainly from the point of view of
our representative on that inquiry and the ALP
representative on that inquiry the report was quite
controversial in terms of, in a nutshell, making
recommendations and findings that did not flow from
the evidence that was presented to the committee. So
we have the problem there. Anyway, I say that.
In terms of the motion here, I will just make the point
that there is a pattern here in putting these motions that
I have noticed. Perhaps there are motivations behind it
that are above and beyond what Mr Bourman said in
his relatively brief contribution.
The RSPCA, as Mr Leane and Mr Bourman referred to,
is already a subject of its own commissioned but
independent review. It is not an internal review; it is an
independent review that is being conducted by former
Chief Commissioner of Police Neil Comrie. That
review commenced, I think, in May of this year and is
running through to next month. The terms of reference
of that review are:
1.

Describe the scale and scope of the animal welfare and
cruelty reports in Victoria.

2.

Analyse resourcing and funding levels, and if
appropriate, recommend alternative operating, funding
and resourcing models.

3.

Document RSPCA Victoria’s operational response to
reports, including all associated systems and processes,
and recommend any improvements that can and should
reasonably be made.

4.

Document RSPCA Victoria’s approach to prosecution,
including all associated systems and processes, and
recommend any improvements that can and should
reasonably be made.

I will state that I was invited to make a submission to
the review or at least to speak to the review team, but I
was not able to do that so I have not done that, but I
look forward to reading the report. What I would say is
that what is being looked at by this particular
independent review really covers off on the matters that
are mentioned in Mr Bourman’s motion.
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The other issue that was raised by Mr Leane — and not
mentioned by Mr Bourman, although I am sure he
would agree that we have actually spoken about this —
is the timing of the commencement of Mr Bourman’s
inquiry. Mr Bourman mentioned that he would like to
see it start after the tabling of the independent review,
but there is nothing in the motion to that effect. While
there is this independent review being conducted —
which I think by the terms of reference is quite
comprehensive — and I would say also being headed
by a former Chief Commissioner of Police, a person
who I would think would have vast experience in how
to conduct a review and investigation and also lead a
team to do something like that and vast experience to
do that, I would have every confidence that this will be
a thorough, comprehensive and credible report that will
come from Mr Comrie and his team.
That is the context in which we are looking at this
particular motion. Perhaps I am saying there is no need
for this particular motion at this time, but I also have
some other points to make about why the Greens are
not able to support this motion at this time. This would
not be necessarily consistent with the Greens position
across the country. My Greens colleague in Western
Australia Lynn MacLaren, MLC, and her Labor
colleague Ms Talbot wrote a minority report to the
Western Australian inquiry — quite an extensive
minority report, in fact — pointing out where many of
the findings and recommendations had no bearing to
the evidence that was actually presented to the
committee.
My colleague Mark Parnell in South Australia quite
some time ago put up a similar motion in the South
Australian Parliament, putting forward the issue that
Mr Bourman raises in his motion about the RSPCA
having an investigatory function under the Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals Act, which exists in most states
and territories to varying degrees and in varying ways
that that is done, but not in all states and territories — it
does not exist in Queensland from my memory — and
the allocation of some public money to that function.
This is an issue that has been discussed over many
years. The appropriateness of it has been discussed and
the level of it has been discussed. For example, we
know that pretty well the funding that is provided to the
RSPCA in those states where they have the
investigatory function does not cover the cost of the
investigatory function, so the organisation has to use its
public donations to augment that particular function in
almost every case as far as I can work out. That is a key
question, but I think that question is actually being
investigated or being looked at in the independent
review that is currently underway, so I would be very
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interested to see what comes out of that. Of course the
current CEO of the RSPCA, Dr Liz Walker, has said
that she is quite prepared and the organisation is
prepared to have these things looked at and in fact has
commissioned a review and inquiry to actually look at
those things.
Mr Bourman raised some issues — some terrible
issues, including the issue of the horses at Bulla and the
cattle at Framlingham — and there are any number of
other issues that I also know about. We could all stand
up here and relate the issues where the RSPCA and/or
the police and/or a department and/or a council charged
with the investigation of animal cruelty have fallen
short in their following up and prosecution of those
issues. It happens all the time, and it is not just the
RSPCA that is at fault here. What is at fault is the lack
of priority that is given by government to animal
welfare; that is what is at fault. My other fundamental
concern with this particular motion is that it focuses on
the RSPCA.
If we look at what we actually have in terms of animal
welfare in this state and pretty well in other states, we
have no overarching body that is responsible for animal
welfare and prevention of animal cruelty. That is the
no. 1 problem. It has been the Greens’ longstanding
policy that there should be an independent regulatory
body for animal welfare appointed at a commonwealth
level and at state levels that oversees animal welfare
across the board.
In Victoria, for example, just to name the major
instruments, you would have the five acts — prevention
of cruelty to animals, primary industries, domestic
animals, wildlife and racing. There are the agencies —
four departments, with all their levels of authorised
officers — the police, local councils and the RSPCA. If
you join all those together in a matrix of lines, it makes
Noodle Nation look very simple. That is the situation.
Then we also have the chief veterinary officer floating
around there. Not only is this situation under-resourced
and under-prioritised, it is also riddled with conflicts of
interest. For example, the department of agriculture is
meant to be on the one hand looking after animal
welfare and on the other hand promoting agricultural
industries, including intensive farming industries which
involve cruelty to animals. The racing industry is
riddled with conflicts of interest in that the racing
integrity commissions of the different codes are
somehow meant to police animal welfare at the same
time as promoting the industry. Report after report has
shown us that that is not working. It does not work. It is
an inherent conflict of interest.
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What would be a good thing would be to wait for this
independent review into the RSPCA being conducted
by Mr Comrie and to digest that and look into it. At the
same time, if there was going to be a review, the sort of
review I would be very happy to support and may even
put up is a review into the whole system and how it is
failing animals across Victoria. That is the issue. That is
a fundamental problem. Whatever criticisms that can be
levelled at the RSPCA where it has failed in certain
instances — and some of them have been mentioned
already — the RSPCA has acknowledged those. These
criticisms have been pointed out, Mr Bourman says, by
extreme animal activist groups or animal advocates.
Perhaps Mr Bourman puts me in that category. I am
certainly a strong advocate for animal welfare and
animal rights. I believe in animal rights. Animals do
have rights. They have rights to be treated with respect,
to be fed and watered, to be allowed to move freely.
Those are rights that I believe animals have and they
are being curtailed every single day in this state.
I acknowledge that Mr Bourman said in his
contribution that he appreciates the work done by the
staff of the RSPCA, as I would suggest do most
Victorians. It may not be the perfect organisation, but it
still does a wonderful job in rescuing animals, looking
after animals, trying to rehome animals and advocating
against animal cruelty. I know it did not take
Mr Bourman very long to get to duck shooting. I think I
timed it as being about 45 seconds into his contribution
before duck shooting came up, which I think is at the
bottom of all this. The RSPCA has always opposed
duck shooting, because duck shooting is blatantly cruel.
I have witnessed it many, many times, so I cannot be
accused of being some latte-sipping person who does
not know what goes on on a wetland during duck
shooting season. I have seen it very closely, and I know
what goes on. I will not be told by duck shooters that it
is not cruel, because it is cruel. I have seen actual
shocking acts of barbarism, not only against ‘game
species’ birds but against non-game duck species and
against other species that are not ducks, do not look like
ducks but are still shot by shooters.
Mr Bourman interjected.
Ms PENNICUIK — Mr Bourman might want to
make light of it, but it is not funny what goes on, and it
is cruel. There is no other way to say that than that it is
cruel and that it is barbaric and completely unnecessary.
It is an activity that should be eliminated in Victoria,
which is basically the only state that really in any way
allows it and in fact promotes it through a government
agency, which is another problem. It seems to me that
the Shooters and Fishers Party were upset because the
RSPCA did what it should do with its mobile vet and
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came to the wetland in order to deal with injured
wildlife during the opening of the duck shooting
season. I am supportive of that. I think that is an
appropriate use of its mobile veterinary truck. I was
glad to see it there. I do not see that as a conflict of the
objectives or aims of the RSPCA to be doing that.
I do acknowledge, as I said earlier, that there have been
long discussions over many years in all states about the
dual role that the RSPCA has held for a long time in
those states. That is actually being looked at by the
current inquiry. I acknowledge too that there are many
in the animal welfare sector who are critical of the
RSPCA. I am critical of it too when it falls down, but I
want to put it in the context that we cannot just pull out
the RSPCA and point the finger at it when there are
nowhere near enough resources put into the prevention
of animal cruelty in this state or into animal welfare
generally. We have domestic animals, farm animals and
wild animals across Victoria suffering cruelty every
day. That is not the fault of the RSPCA.
As I say, the Greens would like to see the establishment
of an independent regulatory body to oversee the whole
animal welfare system in Victoria. That is also our
policy in other states and at the commonwealth level. I
note the organisation Lawyers for Animals, which I am
familiar with. It does a great job in assisting in the
prosecution of people who have been charged with
cruelty and aggravated cruelty to animals. The model it
calls for is based on the New York police department,
which has a partnership with the American Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals — a similar body
to the RSPCA — whereby the police manage the
investigations in partnership with that body and then
that body then takes on the welfare of those animals
that have been rescued from whatever situation they
have been found in.
Mr Bourman raised the issue of safety of RSPCA
inspectors, because they do not have the powers of
police and they are not armed like police. They do go
into dangerous situations, and we do know that
inspectors have been murdered and inspectors have
been assaulted. It is a situation that does need to be
looked at too. I know that when my colleague in South
Australia raised the issue many years ago — it was
about 10 years ago — in South Australia there was a
change to the policy on national park rangers as some
of them had been assaulted. A policy was brought in to
make sure that they were not on their own when they
were out in the national parks. Often RSPCA inspectors
are going on their own into domestic or other situations
where there is animal cruelty, so there are a lot of issues
with regard to dealing with people who are perpetrating
animal cruelty.
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When I am campaigning about stopping greyhound
racing or duck shooting or ending puppy farms or
jumps racing — all of these activities which inflict
needless injury and suffering on animals — I get a lot
of people coming back to me and asking why I do not
care about human cruelty. Well, of course I care about
that. It is possible to care about both. It is in fact worth
recognising, I think, that there is a very well known
connection between animal cruelty and violence against
people, so those who engage in animal cruelty —
particularly children who engage in animal cruelty —
often go on to become violent people, particularly in
domestic violence situations. There is that connection
and that is another reason, apart from not allowing
animals to be injured or suffering, to stop animal
cruelty — and that link is very well established in the
literature. Mr Morris’s brow is furrowed. I suggest he
read the literature, because it is very well established.
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms PENNICUIK — Well, the lead speakers,
Deputy President, are allowed to stray a little bit from
the motion, but I am making a point about the link
between animal cruelty and violence by people who do
that.
I would like to thank the staff of the RSPCA, present
and past and future, who have done such a good job and
who are people dedicated to the welfare of animals. If
there does need to be a parliamentary inquiry, it needs
to be into the whole animal welfare system and not just
into the RSPCA, which is already undertaking what I
think will be a comprehensive and credible independent
review by former Chief Commissioner Neil Comrie.
For those reasons, the Greens will not be able to
support the motion put forward by Mr Bourman.
Mr MORRIS (Western Victoria) — It is with great
pleasure I rise to speak on Mr Bourman’s motion 289. I
wish to congratulate Mr Bourman on taking the
initiative to move this particular motion, and I am very
pleased to be able to say that the coalition will be
supporting Mr Bourman’s motion. I would also like to
note that the first two speakers, Mr Bourman and
Mr Leane, are actually members of the Standing
Committee on the Economy and Infrastructure. I am
also on that committee, and I am very much looking
forward to the opportunity, if this house agrees to this
motion, to endeavour to work through this particular
reference, which I think is incredibly important.
I did want to begin by saying I too acknowledge the
good work that the RSPCA does, and I think the
majority of Victorians would agree with me that there is
much good work that the RSPCA does. Through that
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lens I think it is also incredibly important that we do
understand that there may be challenges in the work
that the RSPCA does and indeed where its focus and
attention is.
It is an interesting scenario that we see with the RSPCA
insofar as it is a body that is quite political in many
aspects. It does work on a political level, opposing duck
shooting and jumps racing amongst other things. These
are things that we on this side of the house certainly
support. So the RSPCA is a political organisation in
that respect. However, it is also an organisation that has
statutory powers, and indeed it is funded by the state
government — so I think it is incredibly important that
we do undertake this inquiry.
Point 1 of Mr Bourman’s reference speaks to the
appropriateness and use of the RSPCA’s powers
pursuant to the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act
1986, including in the context of its other objectives
and activities. I do believe it is appropriate for an upper
house committee to investigate how it is that the
RSPCA manages the obvious conflict in the work that
it does in ensuring that it does fulfil its statutory
obligations, the appropriateness of the funding from the
state government and also the work that it does in
ensuring cruelty to animals does not occur in the state
of Victoria and indeed prosecuting those who are found
guilty of cruelty to animals here.
Regarding some of the examples that have already been
spoken about — the horses in Bulla that were found in
an exceptionally poor state unfortunately after a lag in
the time from when the condition of those horses was
first reported to the RSPCA and the issue of the cattle at
Framlingham, which has been spoken about by a
number of speakers — I do believe these are issues that
should be investigated.
I was actually quite amazed to hear Ms Pennicuik speak
ill of upper house committees and say that they are not
the appropriate way to go about doing the work of
inquiring into such things. Mr Comrie’s inquiry, I am
quite sure, will do a good job of what it is doing, but to
say that an upper house committee could not also look
at the RSPCA and the work that it does, I do not agree
with that whatsoever. Indeed, the upper house economy
and infrastructure committee is an exceptionally busy
committee, which both Mr Bourman and Mr Leane
know firsthand. However, I do note the date for
reporting is not until 22 August 2017, so over
12 months from now is when that next reporting date is.
It is my wife’s birthday, so it is actually a good
reminder of that particular date.
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The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ramsay) —
Order! A membership of the RSPCA is a good gift.
Mr MORRIS — That could be a very good gift to
my wife, a membership of the RSPCA. I will make
note of that, Acting President, and say that was your
suggestion.
It is important that we do have a look at the
appropriateness of this particular inquiry. As has been
noted, the economy and infrastructure committee is a
very busy committee. However, with the time frame
that has been set in this motion, I am certainly of the
view that our committee would be more than capable of
conducting this particular inquiry into the work of the
RSPCA and being able to report back to the house in
plenty of time.
The RSPCA, I do want to say once again, is an
organisation that is well respected in the community
and one that does a lot of good work. However, the
issue of state government funding of the RSPCA, along
with the political work of the RSPCA in opposing
things that are quite legal and supported by both major
parties, is of course going to create an obvious conflict,
and the upper house economy and infrastructure
committee is I think a very good place for the work of
the RSPCA to be examined. Indeed it may be that this
inquiry will find that everything is very appropriate and
going along exceptionally well. I would certainly come
to this inquiry, if it were to be conducted, with a very
open mind about the work that the RSPCA does. I
would be very keen to hear from all those who have
had dealings with the RSPCA, and of course the
RSPCA itself, about the work that it does and how it
ensures the very obvious conflicts of interest that arise
due to public funding and political work are kept
separate.
So it is with great pleasure that I rise to support
Mr Bourman’s motion. I do congratulate Mr Bourman
on his initiative in bringing this motion to the house,
having only just begun on the economy and
infrastructure committee. I certainly hope that other
members of the house support this particular motion,
and I look forward to inquiring on it if the house agrees
to this motion.
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria) — It is a pleasure
to make a contribution today on Mr Bourman’s motion.
Of course I welcome debates in this place about
references for committees. It is always really interesting
to hear what different parties and members of the house
are interested in the committees looking at in inquiries,
and of course we all value the work that our committees
do.
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In researching the motion that Mr Bourman has put
forward today I was actually quite surprised to learn
that the RSPCA has been around so long, having been
established in 1871. During that time — obviously a
very long time — the RSPCA, particularly here in
Victoria, has become Australia’s leading animal
welfare charity. Across the state the RSPCA operates
nine adoption centres, and I must commend the people
at the adoption centres on what they do. I am much
more attracted to people obtaining their pets from
adoption centres than pet shops and backyard breeders.
They also have two community pet care centres
providing refuge and care for thousands of animals in
our state. The RSPCA’s community services include
the work undertaken by its inspectorate, of course the
adoption centres I have just mentioned, the veterinary
clinics and, in addition to that, education teams. It
undertakes valuable work both in advocating for better
animal welfare outcomes and in the work undertaken
by its inspectorate, which is important in investigating
and resolving cases of animal cruelty reported to it.
These are complementary yet clearly separate functions
of the same rather large organisation.
RSPCA Victoria takes its animal protection
responsibilities very seriously. Its inspectors are
appointed under the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
Act 1986 to investigate and of course prosecute, where
appropriate, cases of animal cruelty. The RSPCA
Victorian inspectorate manages welfare and cruelty
reports about all pets and companion animals, all
horses, and livestock in herds of less than 10. The
RSPCA sadly receives more than 10 000 cruelty reports
every year and manages all elements of the
investigation, from the initial inspection through to
prosecution. With growing public awareness and
concern, cruelty reports to RSPCA Victoria have
steadily increased, so we are going to see more than
10 000 cruelty reports every year. I have to say I think
barely a day goes by when I do not see something on
social media that is connected to the reporting of
welfare incidents of cruelty against animals.
Successive Victorian governments have supported the
RSPCA to meet some of the costs of running its
inspectorate. I think we have heard today that the
RSPCA receives from the government $1 million
annually to support its inspectorate function. The
arrangement is underpinned by a memorandum of
understanding, and I understand it sets out that the
RSPCA is primarily responsible for investigation of
companion animals and non-commercial livestock
animal welfare issues, which I guess is where the ‘less
than 10’ comes in. The Department of Economic
Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources is
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primarily responsible for investigation of commercial
livestock animal welfare issues.
The RSPCA must report to government on its
operations and account for the expenditure of the
annual grant of $1 million that it receives. Our
government is making our laws stronger and
toughening protections for vulnerable animals, and we
all know that the Minister for Agriculture has been a
very passionate advocate in this space. In the first
budget we delivered on our promise to provide an
additional $5 million to the RSPCA to strengthen its
inspectorate capacity. The RSPCA’s new special
investigations unit is focused on identifying and closing
illegal puppy farms, prosecuting rogue operators and
caring for, rehabilitating and rehoming rescued animals.
As with the annual grant, an agreement is in place
which governs the use of these moneys, and the
RSPCA periodically reports to the relevant division in
the Department of Economic Development, Jobs,
Transport and Resources.
On 25 May the RSPCA announced not its own but an
independent review of its inspectorate, the opposite of
its own. It has stated its commitment to being
transparent with and accountable to the community
about how the RSPCA uses both public moneys and the
generous donations it receives.
This independent external review is aimed at addressing
three critical questions, and I will just run through
those. One is: what is the scale of animal cruelty in
Victoria? The second is: what resourcing and
approaches does RSPCA Victoria need to put in place
to ensure it is adequately investigating and prosecuting
animal cruelty and meeting community expectations?
The third is: are there ways RSPCA Victoria could use
the resources it has right now more effectively and
efficiently?
As we have heard, the RSPCA has appointed Neil
Comrie as the senior reviewer. There are four terms of
reference that he is required to address in this review:
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recommend any improvements that can and should
reasonably be made.

The review team has called for submissions from the
community and other interested parties, and I am sure
that they will receive numerous submissions in that
process. I understand that Mr Comrie and his team are
currently gathering any other information they need and
that they will draft a report that obviously responds to
those terms of reference.
The RSPCA has indicated that the review and its
response to the review will be made public next month.
Given this, the government does not reject outright the
proposal of Mr Bourman; it is just seen as a bit of a
duplication exercise at this point in time. We know that
our committees are quite busy, so an inquiry by the
economy and infrastructure committee, when we
already have this other process going on, is something
that we deem unnecessary.
It is crucial that organisations like the RSPCA that
receive government funding look to ways to improve
their operational performance and efficiency so that
they are able to deliver a quality inspectorate service.
But it is also important to note that more than 90 per
cent of the RSPCA’s funding is due to the generous
support of the Victorian community. Meeting the
expectations of the community is therefore in the
organisation’s interests to ensure they maintain that
level of community support.
The government acknowledges a few high-profile cases
where RSPCA investigations have not met the
community’s expectations, and of course Mr Bourman
has outlined these. However, these are but a few
instances over a period of decades, and we do not
believe they should cloud the ordinarily good work of
the RSPCA’s inspectors and their staff. Last year there
were 24 453 animals in the RSPCA’s care. RSPCA
Victoria successfully rehabilitated and rehomed more
than 200 dogs rescued from puppy factories. Its foster
care program assisted 2144 animals. That was an
increase of 10 per cent on the previous year.

1.

Describe the scale and scope of the animal welfare and
cruelty reports in Victoria.

2.

Analyse resourcing and funding levels, and if
appropriate, recommend alternative operating, funding
and resourcing models.

3.

Document RSPCA Victoria’s operational response to
reports, including all associated systems and processes,
and recommend any improvements that can and should
reasonably be made.

The RSPCA’s inspectors responded to 10 740 animal
cruelty complaints, the most common relating to
insufficient food, shelter or water. In addition they have
desexed 1249 cats and microchipped nearly 700 cats as
part of the free care program for low-income earners.
RSPCA has also increased its focus on horse welfare,
with the installation of round yards and portable fencing
panels at the adoption centres. It has also introduced a
horse training program for staff and volunteers.

4.

Document RSPCA Victoria’s approach to prosecution,
including all associated systems and processes, and

There are more than 3300 volunteers who support the
RSPCA’s programs and services. It is clear that this is
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an organisation in which a huge number of Victorians
have a keen interest. The government shares concerns
about ensuring appropriate governance is in place,
given the organisation receives money from taxpayers
for its work. That is why the government is taking a
very keen interest in the Comrie review of the RSPCA
Victorian inspectorate, their response and its findings.
Having said that, I think I have made it quite clear that I
welcome the conversation that Mr Bourman has invited
us to have today, but we are not in a position to support
the motion that requires the economy and infrastructure
committee to undertake what we consider to be a
largely duplicate inquiry into the operations of the
RSPCA.
Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — Thank you,
Ms Symes, for your contribution, and my apologies for
not addressing you in the most appropriate manner. The
motion by Mr Bourman today is probably timely, given
that there are significant concerns in the industry in
relation to where the RSPCA charter is going. But
firstly I would like to say that when I was president of
Victorian Farmers Federation (VFF) we had a very
good relationship with the RSPCA through some very
difficult and challenging times, not only through
climatic challenges, where we had significant drought
during my term as president, but also through floods
and fires. So it was important that we had a good close
working relationship with the RSPCA to make sure that
the appropriate animal welfare standards were being
complied with. We certainly appreciated the support the
RSPCA gave to the farming communities during those
difficult times.
I have to say that I have the utmost respect for Hugh
Wirth, who at the time was chairman of the RSPCA,
and I enjoyed our relationship through that period. In
fact we were both challenged somewhat by our
philosophical views about the importance of live
export, and I appreciate that a large part of his
association’s membership had significant concerns in
relation to the code of conduct, the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals Act 1986 and the welfare standards
that were required when shipping live animals overseas
on boats. To his credit, and I think to my credit, we
were able to establish a code of practice that met both
of our memberships’ needs in relation to that trade
continuing.
I probably take issue with Ms Pennicuik, Ms Symes
and others on the other side who have talked about the
relevance of a parliamentary committee as against the
current review already being conducted by Neil
Comrie, and that is no disrespect to Neil Comrie. We
have seen before inquiries, whether it be an
independent inquiry or a Parliamentary inquiry, run
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side by side in respect of a particular issue, and in this
case what I believe is quite a contentious issue, given
that taxpayer dollars are being used to fund an
organisation that I believe has lost its way.
It is not just me that is saying that. I can use some
headlines of the past where commentary has been made
around the RSPCA. For example, on 3 December 2015,
‘VFF concern with animal welfare committee bias’; on
23 September, and this goes back to 2011, ‘VFF claims
RSPCA has “left wing agenda”‘; on 27 May 2015,
‘Farm criticism of RSPCA sparks call for balance
between animal welfare and agriculture industry’; and
on 26 May 2015, ‘Farm groups, MPs believe RSPCA
has lost its way’. Then there was the headline ‘Farmers
fear new era of extremist animal welfare allies’. That
was when the RSPCA joined Animals Australia, which
we know is a strong animal rights activist group.
Another headline reads, ‘VFF encourages farmers to
join RSPCA’. Certainly in my time we felt the only
way we were going to have fair and balanced
representation in relation to animal welfare, particularly
the large animals, was actually to be a member of the
RSPCA and invite representatives from our industry
onto that board.
Some more headlines were, ‘ESCAS is “false
assurance” — RSPCA’. This is coming from
Queensland; and, ‘VFF rejects RSPCA call to close
saleyards’. That was at a time back in 2012 when the
RSPCA decided to remove itself from its charter again
and call for the closure of saleyards across Victoria.
Then we see, going back to 2009 when I was the
president, the headline ‘RSPCA gets $1.7 million for
bushfire animals’. In that respect we worked very well
because again, as I said, with the 2009 fires both
organisations worked side by side to respond to fire
impacts on animals, particularly those in the bush.
The matter that Mr Bourman raised in relation to the
horses at Bulla I think just about left everyone with a
total feeling of disgust, asking how a statutory body that
is being funded by the taxpayer could not have the
appropriate processes in place to support and care for
animals that were clearly in distress or why the person
who was responsible for those animals could not be
stopped in relation to his treatment of those animals. As
we know, there were reports to the RSPCA in relation
to animal welfare issues around the treatment of those
horses. In fact many of them had died, were strewn
around the paddocks and were quite visible from the
road.
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The reporting process that went through the RSPCA
seemed to get lost in the ether, and it not only took the
neighbouring farmers to alert police and the police to
respond but it took a long time for the RSPCA to
galvanise to release an inspector to look at any potential
problems associated with the treatment of those horses.
And then, again, it took intervention by third parties to
actually have the RSPCA revisit that property and call
on the police, as they did. So there was a complete and
utter breakdown of the RSPCA processes in relation to
caring for and providing immediate treatment for those
animals that were badly cared for by that particular
owner.
We also had the issue — and I well remember this —
of an inspector who inspected a property at Mortlake
some decades ago who unfortunately died in the course
of his work. Again I can understand why the RSPCA
particularly would be hesitant in putting its inspectors
in circumstances where they might be at risk, but
nevertheless they are there to protect our animals.
Historically it has been dogs and cats. They have
branched into areas now which I believe are outside
their charter, into larger animals, where they become
activists with animal rights groups — Animals
Australia; the loopy left fringe, as we call them — and
are perhaps being misguided by stronger activist groups
that are using the RSPCA brand and their membership
to serve their own purposes. That is not about
prevention of cruelty or care of the animals under
animal welfare; it is more about animal rights, which is
a distinct change from its past function. Again, I
congratulate the past chair, Hugh Wirth, for his ability
to provide that balance to meet the interests and needs
of his membership as against those of industry.
So I think it is worthwhile, this motion by
Mr Bourman:
That … this house requires the economy and infrastructure
committee to inquire into, consider and report on, no later
than 22 August 2017, the Royal Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals Victoria (Inc.) in relation to —
(1) the appropriateness and use of its powers pursuant to the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act 1986, including in
the context of its other objectives and activities;
(2) the appropriateness and use of funding provided by the
Victorian government, including in the context of its
other objectives and activities; and
(3) any other consequential matters the committee may
deem appropriate.

That gives the committee chair, Mr Joshua Morris, and
his committee the breadth and flexibility of this inquiry
to be able to investigate certainly some of the concerns
that have been raised by industry in relation to the work
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of the RSPCA but also the breakdown in processes that
happened particularly in relation to this most recent
episode of cruelty to horses — 23, I think Mr Bourman
said — that unfortunately had died on a property, yet
the RSPCA was not able to prevent those deaths or in
fact to respond quickly enough to provide additional
care to those horses that were still living.
I hope the house does see fit to support Mr Bourman’s
motion, and I certainly look forward to the investigation
that will follow through Mr Morris’s committee.
Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) — I will be brief
today, but in my brevity though I would like to say The
Nationals wholeheartedly support this motion referring
the matter to a committee for hearing. I would also like
to identify that the RSPCA certainly has a broad church
of activities that it undertakes. Some of their activities
include the adoption centres that we know and have,
hopefully, adopted family pets from; an education role;
a role in terms of behaviour and training; animal
shelters and emergency rescue assistance; vet clinics;
and importantly, the role of checking against animal
cruelty in what we are labelling the inspectorate. So
they certainly have a broad, broad range of functions
that they perform within the community.
I also highlight the fact that I grew up on a dairy farm
and for us the importance of animals was in our
everyday life, both for their economic value and also
for their intrinsic value and their value as living things.
The other comment that I would make is that during the
Liberal-Nationals government, under the auspices of
the then agriculture minister, Peter Walsh, that
government provided $6 million of funding to the
RSPCA to support the crackdown on illegal puppy
farms, and I believe much of that money is still on the
table to be used.
Again, we have heard already, and I will not go over it
to any great detail, that there is an independent review
of the RSPCA in Victoria in terms of being a regulatory
body and that Mr Neil Comrie is heading up that
review, which should report back to the public in
September this year. It covers a range of questions, but
we have already heard those; they are on record, so I
will not go through them.
The RSPCA certainly has an important role in the
community in terms of animal welfare, and it is
important within this upper house committee that we
look at ways that we can strengthen the role and capture
any needs that are missing at the moment in terms of
the RSPCA, and hopefully this motion, if passed, will
lead to being able to provide that function.
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The RSPCA receives more than 10 000 cruelty reports
every year. That is a lot of people doing a lot of bad
things, in my opinion. It is alarming that the cruelty
reports to this organisation have been on the increase.
So the question that then arises in my mind is whether
the RSPCA as a government and public-funded
organisation requires further resources to prioritise the
regulatory function. In accordance with the annual
report last year the organisation received 10 per cent of
its funding through government grants and other
funding comes in through initiatives, bequests and
corporate sponsorships.
We have raised in this Parliament today the issue of the
Bulla horse scenario, which was very tragic, in which
approximately 21 or 22 horses were found dead and
23 others were severely malnourished. In this
Parliament back in April 2014 I raised a question for
the Minister for Agriculture about the public concern
and the public complaints and the fact that members of
the public had asked, ‘Why is the RSPCA not handling
this as quickly and in as timely a manner as it should?’.
Even the chief executive officer, Dr Walker, made a
full admission on 3AW radio that the way it responded
to the Bulla horses incident was not the organisation’s
finest moment.
There are multiple other functions and other breeds of
animals that the RSPCA covers off on. I believe that
going to an inquiry will better serve the animals
themselves and the Victorian population and also help
to direct the RSPCA and refine its role and improve its
role, making it more efficient and using the government
purse far better. With those words, I support the motion.
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I
would like to add some comments to this debate, and I
thank Mr Bourman for providing us all with the
opportunity to talk about the work that the RSPCA does
in supporting animal welfare in Victoria. The
government will not be supporting Mr Bourman’s
motion. I do not believe that the case has been made for
this inquiry for a number of reasons — first and
foremost, that there is an inquiry underway at the
moment that is reporting in a number of weeks, so I
think this is a premature move.
Former chief commissioner Neil Comrie is undertaking
an independent investigation of the RSPCA following
what — as previous speakers, including Ms Bath just
now, have indicated — was not their finest moment
following the matter at Bulla earlier this year. The
investigation, I think, needs to be able to run its course
without a parallel investigation clouding these matters.
The government will be making a submission to
Mr Comrie’s investigation, and we look forward to
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seeing the outcome of what will no doubt be a very
thorough consideration of these issues.
It is, I think, important to recognise that the RSPCA is
one of the most trusted organisations in the state and
that it performs a very important role, a very special
role. They do have two parts to the work that they do:
they have a role in advocacy and they have a role that is
afforded to them as a result of authorisations that I sign
off on as Minister for Agriculture. I think all of us want
to know that those things are being managed properly
and that the advocacy work of the RSPCA, which has
been an important part of what they do for decades and
decades and decades, does not become entangled with
the work of their inspectorate. I do not believe that this
is something that the RSPCA have difficulty managing,
and in any event these are the kinds of matters that will
be contemplated by the Comrie review.
The RSPCA are provided with some government
funding. In the scheme of their annual budget it is quite
modest funding. They receive $1 million a year. This is
an arrangement that has been in place for many years,
and it is to provide some financial support to the
inspectorate function that they undertake for the
government and for the people of Victoria on behalf of
the government. There is a memorandum of
understanding that exists between the government and
the RSPCA in which there is a clear delineation of roles
in responding to animal welfare issues.
Ms Bath and other speakers have reflected on the
phenomenal number of reports of animal cruelty or
animal welfare concerns that the RSPCA have received
or that they respond to in any given year. I think it is
fair to say that there is a far greater level of community
interest in issues of animal welfare now than perhaps at
any other time in our history. It is certainly the
experience of the department’s own staff who work in
animal welfare that there is an increasing awareness of
these issues and consequently an increase in reporting.
Some of these are seasonal and some of these are not.
As all members in this place would be very well aware,
we have been tackling issues associated with dry
conditions and drought. This has been particularly acute
in certain parts of the state, and it is not uncommon for
prolonged periods of drought to result in an increase in
animal welfare reports. This too has been the
experience of the Victorian government.
Previous speakers have cited some really big numbers:
last year close to 25 000 animals were in the RSPCA’s
care, a foster program assisted over 2000 animals, and
many dogs seized from puppy farms were rehabilitated
and rehomed. The organisation also received more than
10 000 animal cruelty complaints. The work that they
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do in desexing cats and microchipping cats is part of a
free program that they run to encourage better cat care.
The work that they do is significant, and the work of
their inspectorate is a really important part of that work.
So the $1 million a year in funding that has been
provided has existed through the life of at least three
governments, to the best of my knowledge. It has been
a consistent level of funding, and it is an amount that
the government has committed to maintaining.
Prior to the election the then opposition indicated, as
part of its policy of cracking down on puppy farms, that
it would provide $5 million in additional funding to the
RSPCA to support the establishment of a special
investigations unit. This funding was provided in our
first budget, and the investigations unit has been
established. I know there is an enormous level of
interest in the puppy farms issue in the Victorian
community, so members might be interested to know
that since 2015 the special investigations unit has been
looking at 44 properties of interest, which are in various
stages of investigation. There have been 13 inspections,
5 which you could characterise as large-scale raids. Ten
of these matters are at brief preparation stage, with a
view to exploring legal remedies for breaches of the
prevention of cruelty to animals legislation.
The RSPCA do a power of work for the Victorian
community, but they also do a power of work in their
advocacy role for animal lovers across the state. This
debate presents us with an opportunity to acknowledge
the work that they have been doing with Greyhound
Racing Victoria in the last 12 months in particular as
the greyhound racing industry in Victoria has been
undertaking significant reform as a result of the live
baiting scandal, which disgusted and horrified us all,
and the 61 recommendations arising out of the report
from Sal Perna and Charles Milne, which have been
discussed on various occasions in the house over the
last close to 18 months.
The Comrie review is nearing conclusion. The Comrie
review came about as a result of the Bulla incident.
Without wanting to get into the specifics of any one
investigation, I think the RSPCA appropriately
determined to undertake an evaluation of a number of
matters following what I think has been rightly
described by all and sundry, including the RSPCA, as
not their best day. The terms of reference for the review
are very similar to the terms of reference Mr Bourman
is proposing. They are to:
Describe the scale and scope of the animal welfare and
cruelty reports in Victoria.
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Analyse resourcing and funding levels, and if appropriate,
recommend alternative operating, funding and resourcing
models.
Document RSPCA Victoria’s operational response to reports,
including all associated systems and processes, and
recommend any improvements that can and should
reasonably be made.
Document RSPCA Victoria’s approach to prosecution,
including all associated systems and processes, and
recommend any improvements that can and should
reasonably be made.

The RSPCA has a particular interest also in increasing
its focus on horse welfare, and this is an area that has
received some recent media commentary. It is a
particularly challenging part of our shared
responsibility to ensure animal welfare across the state.
This is an organisation in which an enormous number
of Victorians, a very large number of Victorians, take a
keen interest. We of course share Mr Bourman’s
concerns and those of the community that government
resources are appropriately allocated and that taxpayers
are getting value for the contribution that they make,
but when you look at the annual budget of RSPCA
Victoria and the extent to which their own fundraising
efforts, which are significant, support the work that they
do, I think members would recognise that the
government’s contribution of $1 million a year is quite
modest in terms of the inspectorate work that they do.
We are taking a keen interest in the Comrie review and
look forward to its recommendations and to
Mr Comrie’s findings. I think probably only after that
point is it appropriate for a parliamentary committee
and the house to then reflect on that, to take that piece
of work and to consider in that context where members
of the house would like to take this level of inquiry. I
am not sure that any organisation is particularly well
served by two competing reviews running concurrently
on much the same topic.
I understand Mr Bourman’s interest in animal welfare
issues. He and I have had lots of discussions about
these things over the last 18 months since Mr Bourman
joined us in this place. I know that he is well motivated
in seeking this inquiry, but I think that this motion does
put the cart before the horse, pardon the pun, and that
we are all better served to wait for the Comrie report —
the RSPCA have indicated that it will be made
public — to consider the RSPCA’s independent
investigation into these matters and then reflect on
what, if any, changes to the way the government
interacts with the RSPCA are required.
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Ms PATTEN (Northern Metropolitan) — I am
pleased to speak briefly on Mr Bourman’s motion to
establish an inquiry into the Royal Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Victoria. I am
supportive of this. I have great admiration for the
RSPCA. I feel like every time I say that word I have a
little song going in my head with little animals walking
across the TV screen.
Mr Bourman — All creatures, great and small.
Ms PATTEN — Yes, Mr Bourman. Thank you for
reminding me of that song. It is now going to be in my
head for a long time. I grew up with a wombat with a
little bandaged leg in the corner of my parents’ living
room for many years, so I have great fondness for it.
I am amazed by the work the RSPCA has been able to
do, but I am supportive of a review into the RSPCA
given, as Ms Pulford said, the growing interest in
animal welfare in our society. We are seeing
considerably more interest in it than we saw five years
ago. I was somewhat struck by the small amount of
funding the RSPCA actually receive from the Victorian
government, being only $1 million a year, given that, as
Mr Leane mentioned, they receive over 10 000 calls for
investigation each year. This does seem like a very
modest amount, and I think that, given the growing
concerns of the community around animal cruelty and
animal welfare, the demands on the RSPCA are going
to grow. Therefore looking at how we fund the RSPCA
and looking at how we can effectively use this body
most appropriately seems to be in order, and this seems
to be a very good inquiry for this Parliament to
undertake.
I do note that the RSPCA is conducting an independent
review, but I have to say that when an organisation
conducts its own review and calls it ‘independent’, I
have some difficulty with it. When I looked at the terms
of reference or the questions that were being asked for
that review there seemed to be very little in them about
the actual work and conduct of the RSPCA. In fact they
seem to be looking at the scale of animal cruelty in
Victoria, which is obviously quite worthwhile, and at
the resourcing and approaches that need to be put in
place to ensure animal cruelty is being adequately
investigated and prosecuted, but they are not looking at
the RSPCA itself. It is an independent review
conducted within the RSPCA. I think a review with
clear eyes from the outside will complement this
internal review and add to it.
When we are looking at another $5 million being given
to the RSPCA by this government for work on the
puppy farm industry, this seems to be a very timely
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moment to be doing such an investigation. Certainly the
stories that have been told here, which are really quite
horrifying, are of possibly where the RSPCA has just
not been adequately equipped to answer the calls for
animal welfare and for investigations. It seems that
when we are looking at animal welfare timeliness and
speed are of the essence. So when you have got
investigations that might be being reported in one
month but take months and sometimes years to be
completed, as Mr Bourman put it, those animals do not
have that time and many of those animals will have
died during the course of the investigation. We have
seen complete, for want of a better word, cock-ups
occur, with animals whose welfare has been of the
highest concern to their owners, such as cattle needing
to be moved from drought areas to areas where they can
get feed but being slaughtered quite erroneously while
the RSPCA, again I think quite wrongly, tried to defend
their position when they should have first offered an
apology.
Finally, I completely support this motion. I look
forward to the results of the inquiry, as I look forward
to the results of the RSPCA’s own inquiry. As I
mentioned before, I think that those two inquiries will
complement each other. In looking forward to meeting
I guess the community’s demands that we take animal
welfare and animal cruelty very seriously, I do think
that this is a very timely motion. I hope I will be putting
a submission in. I would like to see a national register
of people who are cruel to animals, a register that meant
if you were convicted of animal cruelty, you could
never again have an animal. I think that is something to
be thought about on a national level. I look forward to
the results of this inquiry. I look forward to seeing the
submissions for it. I commend Mr Bourman on the
motion.
Mr BOURMAN (Eastern Victoria) — I will be as
verbose and longwinded as usual. I just need to point
out a couple of things. One, this is not at all a reflection
on Mr Comrie and I really do look forward to reading
his report. I have deliberately kept the end date of this
inquiry a long way away to give that internal
investigation time to bear fruit.
That brings me to puppy farms. A couple of people
have mentioned puppy farms during their contributions.
There is no legislation as yet. Obviously illegal
substandard puppy farms are abhorrent and should be
stamped out, but we also need to be awfully careful
about proper breeders, such as those at Banksia Park
puppy farm, who are actually doing the right thing. I
have visited their place and it is a credit to them, so I
really do think we need to be awfully careful when it
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comes time to draft that legislation to make sure that we
do not throw the baby out with the bathwater.
Lastly, I am just going to succinctly put what this is
about: if you accept public money, you get a public
review.
Motion agreed to.

COUNTRY FIRE AUTHORITY
ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT
Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — I must say it
gives me no pleasure to move this motion in the house
today. However, I am compelled to do so, given recent
events and the actions currently of the Andrews
government in relation to the way it is dealing with the
United Firefighters Union-Country Fire Authority
(UFU-CFA) enterprise bargaining agreement (EBA)
and the care or lack thereof that it has shown our
60 000-strong volunteer firefighter base in Victoria. It is
important I put this on the record. The motion reads:
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calls on the Andrews government to reverse its support for the
unlawful EBA.

I put the question to the house: how on earth has this
motion come to the house and why did it come to the
house in the way it has? There is a long history here and
I do not have time to go through it all, but I think it is
important that we reflect on some of the detail of where
we are up to at the moment and what has happened
prior to this moment.
Perhaps the first and most important deal that was done
by Dan Andrews and Peter Marshall was an agreement
they made pre-2014 in the lead-up to the state election.
The then opposition leader, Daniel Andrews, asked
Peter Marshall for support in the election campaign
against the Liberal Party. In essence, Daniel Andrews
signed his life away to the UFU on that particular
occasion, and I am sure that Mr Leane, given that he
has a hotline to Peter Marshall, will know exactly at
what time and on what day that cosy little arrangement
occurred. He might well explain it if he is making a
contribution on this motion today.

That this house —
(1) notes the unlawful Country Fire Authority
(CFA)-United Firefighters Union proposed enterprise
bargaining agreement (EBA) that will —
(a) limit the capacity of skilled volunteers to discharge
their duties whilst attending incidents;
(b) discriminate against women, parents, carers and
people with disabilities;
(c) impact on resourcing and management decisions
that reside with the CFA; and
(d) destroy decades of CFA volunteerism and in doing
so risk community safety;
(2) acknowledges the position of Volunteer Fire Brigades
Victoria who regard the current CFA board’s decision to
support the EBA as ‘a day of infamy that will burn into
the memory of every CFA volunteer’;
(3) notes that concerns about the proposed EBA have also
been expressed by —
(a) the former minister, Jane Garrett;
(b) the former board of the CFA;
(c) the former CEO of the CFA;
(d) the former chief fire officer of the CFA; and
(e) the Victorian Equal Opportunity and Human
Rights Commission;
and —

most importantly —

That was the beginning of the end for 60 000 volunteers
right across Victoria, that dirty deal done in late
November 2014 when Peter Marshall said, ‘I’ll watch
your back if you watch my back’. As we know, during
the election campaign UFU members, too gutless to
wear proper firefighting uniforms, wore circus-type
pants and circus-type tops to look like firefighters while
not contravening the EBA requirement that firefighting
uniforms not be worn while not on active duty. They
wore pretend firefighting suits and stood at pre-poll and
election booths, intimidating those who went in to vote,
clearly stating their preferred view that anyone who
went through that voting booth should vote Liberals
last. Why did they do that? Because the UFU wanted
power of veto in an EBA which they were negotiating
with the CFA, which was not in the interests of the
60 000 CFA volunteers nor in the interests of the
Liberal Party, which has always been a very strong
supporter of our firefighters across Victoria. So that was
the start of the end of volunteerism in Victoria as we
know it.
I will just take you back on a little diary of events, just
to refresh your memories, and I will get to some of the
points of the motion. Back on 6 March 2015 the UFU
presented demands for firefighters through an EBA
which included a 30 per cent wage increase. I might
remind you that we are now about 2366 days into this
current proposed EBA negotiation, and the EBA has
changed significantly over time. Initially, like previous
EBAs, it was more about salary and conditions. At the
time, the UFU was seeking a 30 per cent increase to
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salaries and a whole host of conditions attached to that
award.
Now, I do not think anyone disputes that our
firefighters should be well paid and well maintained,
with appropriate resources to keep them safe, trained
and at the ready for a fire response. But what Peter
Marshall did in fact was extend that proposed EBA and
the clauses within it to include a significant change in
the operations of the CFA as we have known it over
many generations. Hidden in a whole range of clauses
were matters about the UFU having the power to have
operational capacity and management of traditional
CFA roles and responsibilities. It was about having
UFU members at the fireground, it was about
displacing CFA volunteers with career staff, it was
about segregation in integrated stations, not integration,
and it was about a whole host of requirements that
basically were diluting the roles and responsibilities of
the CFA volunteer. And he actually thought he could
get away with it. He thought he could get away with it
with a dirty deal done with Daniel Andrews, as I said,
in November 2014, with the arranged UFU support at
the election booths during the state election.
As we know, the board at the time and the minister at
the time, Jane Garrett, had significant reservations
about those clauses within the EBA that gave power of
veto, hidden under a consultative committee clause, and
that would give the UFU operational management and
operational use of resources — traditionally roles of the
CFA, amongst plenty of other things. I will not go
through all the clauses. If you remember, on
11 December 2015 Minister Garrett was actually
bullied by the UFU at a media conference. On 20 April
2016 rumours started to circulate that Daniel Andrews
was considering caving in to the UFU after months of
calling its demands outrageous and expensive. On
6 June at a rally here in Fitzroy Gardens Malcolm
Turnbull pledged support to our CFA volunteers on the
basis that he understood that the EBA that the Andrews
government was advocating for with the UFU was in
fact going to seriously compromise the roles and
responsibilities and the operations of the CFA. On
7 June, after CFA volunteers rallied and after resistance
from the opposition, Peter Marshall called Matthew
Guy a disgrace for using firefighters as a political
football. Now if that is not the greatest hypocrisy on
earth, I do not know what is, given what his
membership was doing during the state campaign in
2014.
On 10 June the then Minister for Emergency Services,
Jane Garrett, resigned from her position, and the CFA
board was sacked. Now if anyone truly believes Jane
Garrett resigned, they must be in noddy land, because
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the fact was she was forced to resign or she would have
been sacked. At least she had the good grace to know
that the agreement was not in the best interests of the
CFA volunteers. Certainly those within that community
still strongly support the Honourable Jane Garrett for
the way she stood by her convictions, continued her
support of the CFA volunteers and rebelled against the
EBA, knowing it was in conflict with the interests of
CFA volunteers and knowing also that she most likely
would lose her position in the cabinet — so all credit to
her. I know the CFA volunteers are very proud of the
way she stood up against not only the UFU but also her
own government, of course in the knowledge that she
would most likely lose a ministerial position.
Dan Andrews then inexplicably sacked the board. On a
number of committees on which I sit we have heard
plenty of evidence saying that those board members
were merely doing their duty as board members, as
required under their fiduciary duty and also as required
under the Country Fire Authority Act 1958. They were
complying with their roles and responsibilities as board
members, oversighted by an act they had to work
within. They did no wrong. They refused to sign an
EBA which they felt was in conflict with their own
responsibilities as board members, but they did so also
in the interests of CFA volunteers. To their credit they
took the fall — not voluntarily, I might add; they were
sacked by James Merlino, the new emergency services
minister, and the rest is history as far as those board
members are concerned.
On 15 June the UFU’s 50 powers of veto over the CFA,
hidden in the 414 pages of the EBA, were revealed in
the Herald Sun. I must say I congratulate James
Campbell for his investigative work into this deal. He
has brought the underhanded stealth of power of Peter
Marshall and his cronies into the public domain with a
number of good stories in the Herald Sun, which have
ensued up to this very day. On 17 June the CFA’s then
CEO, Lucinda Nolan, actually employed by Daniel
Andrews himself, resigned — not voluntarily, I might
add. She had to resign. Four hours later, Premier Dan
Andrews named Frances Diver as her replacement. She
in fact is only an acting CEO at the moment, as I
understand it. She has a short-term contract, and her
position is yet unknown in relation to the end of the
contract.
On 30 June CFA boss Joe Buffone resigned. Again, it
was not voluntary — he had to resign — and again I
commend him for his work and his strong support of
the CFA. All the people who resigned knew while they
were doing it that they were losing not only a job and a
salary but also the experience of being part of a
workforce — the CFA career and volunteer
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workforce — that they enjoyed and loved being part of.
So it was a significant personal sacrifice for all these
people who resigned, from not only a work point of
view but also a personal point of view.
On 8 August the government-appointed CFA board
members met but failed to sign off on the industrial
agreement. Just prior to that date we had, as we know,
the 2 July federal election. We in Victoria know the
disaster created by the state government in relation to
its intervention into the UFU-CFA EBA negotiation,
which many believe actually led to the re-election of
the Turnbull government, its winning of an additional
seat in Victoria and its holding on to seats that were
projected to be marginal losses prior to the CFA
debacle. Dan Andrews has not only forsaken
60 000 CFA volunteers but potentially cost Bill Shorten
the prime ministership, so I wonder how he feels about
that.
I was involved, so I certainly know that the
Bannockburn, Birregurra and Deans Marsh CFA
brigades — brigades that fought fires on Ash
Wednesday — and even the Labor-voting fire captain
of the Wye River CFA all condemned the Dan
Andrews government in relation to its intervention in
the EBA. They were absolutely disgusted at the way
they were treated — and are still being treated, I might
add — by the Andrews government.
On 8 August the government-appointed members met
and, strangely enough, failed to sign off on the
industrial agreement. On 12 August the CFA, with the
four new government-nominated board members,
finally backed the UFU EBA for paid firefighters,
obviously because government-appointed members had
the numbers, which was always going to be the case
with that board. But only today we found out that
Victorian volunteer firefighters were successful in a bid
to halt the vote on the workplace deal by CFA
members. It was a small win today for our CFA
volunteers, but I suspect we have a row to hoe to make
sure that any final EBA is fair and equitable right across
the firefighting force.
We also have the commonwealth looking at amending
the Fair Work Act 2009 so that the 50 power-of-veto
clauses in the current EBA would not affect the
capacity of volunteerism in our firefighting service or in
fact our emergency services across the board. I
understand that as we speak legislation is being drafted
to be introduced into the House of Representatives in
the first sitting week of 30 August. The Fair Work Act
and the legislation that the Turnbull government
proposes are still yet to be played out in the federal
arena, and here we have a Supreme Court decision
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today which has actually blocked a vote of the CFA
membership on whether to accept the EBA.
I just wanted to put all that in context, because there is
something seriously wrong when you have so many
people being sacked and resigning, so many
communities across regional Victoria absolutely
disgusted with the antics of the Andrews government in
relation to this — —
Mr Leane — Says you.
Mr RAMSAY — Mr Leane, you might want to
come out into regional Victoria. Get out of your little
leafy latte-sucking suburbs and come out to a CFA
brigade, speak to some volunteers and run that by them.
I can tell you that you would be lynched, drawn and
quartered and shuttled out in a coffin to somewhere in
Siberia. You would not be well received. You do not
understand that there is actually anger out there in
regional Victoria in relation to the way you have
behaved in this negotiation process.
The fact is that Daniel Andrews intervened through a
direct conversation with Peter Marshall during an EBA
negotiation. This has not been done by any Premier
before in the history of Victoria, as far as I know. I ask
members on the government benches if they could refer
to a case where a Premier has actually intervened in a
current, live EBA negotiation between two parties. That
is unprecedented.
There are a lot of precedents that the Andrews
government has set. I do not remember a case of a
statutory authority where all the board members were
sacked, where the CEO was sacked, where the chief
officer was sacked and in fact where the minister whose
portfolio covered the authority — in this case, the
Minister for Emergency Services — was sacked. We
can couch this in terms of resignations but in effect they
were sacked. Even now the Supreme Court of Victoria
has some concerns in relation to the EBA and the
clauses that provide the power of veto to Peter Marshall
and the UFU. The commonwealth is also investigating
legislation to address the issues around the
constitutional responsibilities under the Fair Work Act.
Do you think all these people are wrong and the
Andrews government and its apparatchiks are right? I
can tell you that is not the way it is seen in regional
Victoria. We still have a story to tell in relation to how
this will pan out.
Just getting back to the motion — and I am surprised I
was given such flexibility to make some commentary in
relation to the overall way this ran out — it states that
this house notes the unlawful proposed firefighters
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enterprise bargaining agreement ‘that will limit the
capacity of skilled volunteers to discharge their duties’.
I have talked about that. The agreement will also
discriminate against women, parents and carers. The
UFU is still refusing to provide information to support
and be part of an investigation into bullying and
discriminatory behaviour by the Victorian Equal
Opportunity and Human Rights Commission. Peter
Marshall has flatly said the UFU will not participate in
that investigation into the impact on resourcing and
management. Peter Rau, the chief fire officer of the
Metropolitan Fire Brigade (MFB), has clearly indicated
that they have similar concerns in the MFB EBA,
where already the UFU has got power of veto in its
current EBA where it cannot allocate resources without
a tick off from the UFU.
As if anyone has not heard any more madness than
this — and Ms Pulford would understand this — if
there is a fire and an MFB call-out is required and the
UFU does not like the resource that is to be provided,
either through a truck or through a firefighter, it can
actually stop the response. The union can then go to the
Fair Work Commission to seek a judgement and then
come back and say to the MFB chief fire officer,
‘Right, you can either take this truck out with these
firefighters or you can’t’. Meanwhile Rome is burning.
That is what the MFB is dealing with at the moment in
this ludicrous EBA it has currently got, and that is why
Peter Rau, to his credit, has come out publicly and said
that he is very fearful that the power of veto clauses in
this proposed EBA with the CFA are going to be
replicated in the MFB and that the MFB will have the
same sorts of issues.
It is not just about the CFA. We have already heard that
the State Emergency Service (SES) is having similar
concerns in relation to its EBA and its ability to be able
to respond to an emergency without having UFU
control over who might respond to that fire and how.
On destroying decades of CFA volunteerism I refer to
remarks made by Andrew Ford today, who said that
this whole circus, disaster, crisis, mess created by Dan
Andrews in his phone call to Peter Marshall, going
back to November 2014, has had a significant impact
on volunteerism right across our local rural fire
brigades. In fact we are losing volunteers now, as they
are so disgusted with the antics of the Andrews
government in relation to their payback deal with Peter
Marshall and the UFU.
Paragraph 2 of this motion reads:
acknowledges the position of Volunteer Fire Brigades
Victoria, who regard the current CFA board’s decision to
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support the EBA as ‘a day of infamy that will burn into the
memory of every CFA volunteer’;

They were words uttered by Andrew Ford when the
board signed off. That vote was 4 to 5. Volunteer Fire
Brigade Victoria’s nominees on that board did not vote
for the EBA, and it was the government-appointed
members that voted for it. They knew they had the
numbers, and that was why it was a 5 to 4 vote. So I
can assure you that Volunteer Fire Brigade Victoria’s
position is as it has always been — that is, it does not
support the proposed EBA.
Paragraph 3 of the motion reads:
notes that concerns about the proposed EBA have also been
expressed by —
(a) the former minister, Jane Garrett;

I have already mentioned that, and I will again say that
opposition members are very appreciative of the way in
which Jane Garrett stood her ground in the face of very
strong opposition not only within her own caucus but
also against the UFU. The sorts of remarks that have
allegedly been made by Peter Marshall about burying
axes in the heads of those who oppose the EBA and
others are just more of the typical rhetoric and bullying
that we expect from Peter Marshall and the intimidatory
commentary that the UFU spiels out to try and coerce
anyone that stands against it or opposes its position to
be intimidated in some sort of fashion to accept its
position. To Jane Garrett’s credit, she has stood her
ground. My hope is that at some point in time the Labor
Party will recognise her integrity and character for
doing that and give her a post that is well remunerated
because of the way in which she behaved by supporting
our CFA volunteers.
Members of the former board of the CFA — many of
whom were volunteers, many of whom were
firefighters and many of whom worked in the CFA —
were just sacked at a whim, merely because they were
protecting their interests as board members, complying
with the CFA act and doing the due diligence that is
required of a board member.
As I said, the former CEO of the CFA, Lucinda Nolan,
was well respected right across the board, in fact by
members of the Andrews government themselves, as
they showed by putting her in that position. She had
only been there three or four months. She had none of
the backgrounding that her predecessor had, yet she
was basically asked to resign or be sacked. Again my
hope is that Lucinda will be able to right the wrong
through being a subpoenaed witness at the inquiry
currently being done by the Parliament.
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Turning to the former chief officer of the CFA, Joe
Buffone, it did not take long for James Merlino to try
and besmirch the reputation of Joe Buffone by
suggesting that he was looking for more money in his
grievance in relation to his being sacked. That was not
the case. What he wanted was the same responsibilities
as a career-based chief fire officer. That is not wrong;
that is fair. I am saying what is untrue is that he was
seeking more money. He was seeking the same
responsibilities as a career-based firefighter in a
management position, yet James Merlino could not
wait to run out to the press and besmirch Joe Buffone’s
reputation, as he has done with all these other
hardworking and respected community members that
devoted their working lives to the CFA volunteers.
Quite frankly, I think that minister is an absolute
disgrace and should stand down. Certainly government
members can make a decision about who they should
replace Mr Merlino with as Minister for Emergency
Services, because he has got no credit in the bank for
oversighting the CFA or in fact the volunteers. In my
mind the government cannot have a minister that has no
respect from the services that he is supposed to be
oversighting as the minister.
I have already commented on the Victorian Equal
Opportunity and Human Rights Commission. Again,
the UFU has refused to participate in the work that the
equal opportunity and human rights commission is
doing in investigating allegations of bullying, sexual
discrimination, age discrimination and a whole range of
other problems associated with the career-based
firefighters and specifically the United Firefighters
Union.
The last line of this motion states:
… calls on the Andrews government to reverse its support for
the unlawful EBA.

Again I strongly request that the government reverse its
decision for all the reasons that I have outlined. This
was purely politically motivated. It was a payback for
the UFU being part of the Labor campaign to win the
last state election. It was a promise that Dan Andrews
made to Peter Marshall in respect of the support of the
UFU through the election campaign. We have seen
now a whole list of casualties of that payback deal that
Dan Andrews still to this day refuses to take any
responsibility for.
I have never known an issue that has created so much
anger in a community in Victoria — there is not one I
can think of. Maybe there was the loss of productivity
down at the docklands. I am just trying to remember.
Certainly during my lifetime I cannot remember an
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issue that has so inflamed communities that are usually
quite placid in nature. People are so angry about the
way in which Dan Andrews has dealt with this current
UFU-CFA EBA.
As I said, it is not over yet. We have got the Supreme
Court involved, we have got the Fair Work
Commission involved and we have got the
commonwealth now involved in drafting legislation to
protect volunteerism. I can assure you that as long as
there is a breath in my body I will continue to fight, as I
am sure will my colleagues on this side of the chamber,
to support and represent our CFA volunteers. There are
60 000 of them, plus the other 2 million that are
actually connected to those CFA communities across
regional Victoria. It is not just the firefighting
volunteers that are impacted by the decisions made by
this government; regional communities right across
Victoria have been impacted. We have to right the
wrong. We have a responsibility as legislators in this
house and as representatives of our regions to represent
those communities. I can assure you that until the
Andrews government does reverse the decisions made
about the current proposed EBA that is to be voted on,
we will continue to fight to protect their interests and
the interests of all firefighters.
Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I will just
respond to Mr Ramsay’s rant. I have never seen an
issue that is such a beat-up and an attack on workers
that has raised so much funding for the Liberal Party
before. It is a beat-up that says, ‘Oh, please support the
CFA. They’re under attack’. It is all just a build-up of
lies. Even Craig Lapsley said today, ‘It is not true that
the EBA is going to affect volunteers’. But that was not
good enough for any of the Liberals, because maybe
they want another tilt at raising some more money via
their bogus website. They say, ‘Protect the CFA. Please
give us your email address if you want to help’. Then
Michael Kroger emails you and says, ‘How about
giving some money to the Liberal Party, especially
during a federal election’.
I cannot believe that Mr Ramsay has such little regard
for Mr Turnbull. He gets up here and says, ‘The reason
Mr Turnbull won is because we created this bogus
dispute around the CFA. He could not have won on
merit’. I agree with you on that, Mr Ramsay. I
completely agree. He could not have won on merit,
because he has no merit. But I cannot believe you have
such little regard for your — —
Mr Ramsay — On a point of order, Acting
President, I do not mind listening to Mr Leane’s rant.
What I do object to, though, is his putting words into
my mouth. I did not say that. You know I did not say
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that. So if you want to have a rant, at least make it
relevant to the contribution or a quote.
Mr Mulino — Did it hurt your feelings?
Mr Ramsay — No, it did not hurt my feelings. I just
said, if he is going to say something, tell the truth. Stop
the lying.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Order! Mr Ramsay, I see your point, but that is a point
of debate and not a point of order, and you have the
right of reply. Mr Leane, to continue.
Mr LEANE — You will be fine, Simon. You will
be okay. Mr Ramsay quotes Andrew Ford from the
volunteers association. The volunteers association two
enterprise bargaining agreements (EBAs) ago said,
‘This EBA is going to destroy volunteerism; it’s going
to destroy the planet; everything is going to burn’. That
was two EBAs ago, and volunteerism actually
increased. After the last EBA was ratified the
volunteers association said, ‘This will destroy
volunteerism. The place will burn’. Then before the
state election Mr Ford and others in the association put
in everyone’s letterboxes cards saying, ‘Vote against
the Labor Party, because they will not support the
CFA’. That is a bit strange, because the previous
government was the one that cut funding and the
previous government was the one that cut personnel. It
is this government that has come in and has actually
increased the funding and it is this government that has
come in and has increased personnel by
350 firefighters.
Andrew Ford goes to a parliamentary committee
hearing and he is moronic enough to say that it is a
waste of taxpayers money to increase personnel by
350 professional firefighters. All Andrew Ford is is a
Liberal stooge. He is a tax-paid Liberal stooge. He goes
into the committee and his bottom lip starts quivering
and he goes, ‘Oh, oh, oh! The lies I have made up have
upset me now’. What I tell you, Mr Ford, is: go and hug
your money. Go and hug your quarter of a million
dollar salary that the taxpayers fund, and while you are
at it, after you hug your money, come out and tell the
public, be honest: is it true that you are going to seek
preselection for Mordialloc and Carrum for the Liberal
Party? Is it true that your colleagues here are about to
vote you up into that position? Come out and say if it is
true or deny it, but stop being a Liberal Party political
operative on taxpayers money. It is absolutely
outrageous.
Every time, the world is going to burn when a Labor
Party is in government! When there is a Labor Party in
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government we increase funding for the Country Fire
Authority (CFA). When there is a Labor Party in
government we actually increase personnel. So come
out and tell us, Andrew Ford, come out and declare
your hand. Are you a member of the Liberal Party?
Have you ever been a member of the Liberal Party?
The volunteers association went to the Supreme Court
today and was represented by Eddy Gisonda, a
barrister. Let us have a look at what Eddy used to do.
Where was he? I think Eddy was appointed by
Premier Napthine during Premier Napthine’s time to
advise the Premier on all legal matters involving
Premier and Cabinet, and now he is a legal adviser to
Andrew Ford. Let us all deny what is going on here.
This has been an unbelievable attack by the Liberal
Party on men and women who put fires out and save
lives for a living. It is an absolutely amazing attack.
Mr Ramsay can get up there and say, ‘Oh, the union
people say this and the union people say that’. While he
was standing there, he said, ‘You’re going to get
lynched, Shaun Leane, if you come to my region’.
Mr Ramsay interjected.
Mr LEANE — You said, ‘You’re going to get
lynched!’. This is unbelievable. We have gone bust. We
have had these debates time and time again. Two
debates ago it was seven firefighters on a truck —
‘They’re insisting on seven firefighters on a truck’.
Where has that gone? That has gone now. They are not
saying that anymore, because that was not true.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr LEANE — You came in here and you talked
about vetos that do not exist. Craig Lapsley gets on the
radio and says, ‘That’s not true’. Craig Lapsley got on
the radio today and he said, ‘People have got to stop
attacking firefighters’. And what does Mr Ramsay do
today, as a leader in Victoria? He gets up and attacks
firefighters. That is not leadership. That is just grubby
political opportunism. This whole issue has been
grubby political opportunism.
Mr Ramsay interjected.
Mr LEANE — Good on you for subpoenaing
Lucinda Nolan to appear at your committee. I dare to
ask you this question, Mr Ramsay: what was the CFA
strategy that was advised by Corrs and others? What
did Corrs and other legal advisers tell the CFA? What
did they say?
Ms Bath interjected.
Mr LEANE — Where is your mate? He’s not there.
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Honourable members interjecting.
Mr LEANE — You’re breaking my heart. You’re
absolutely breaking my heart. But this is a — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr LEANE — You’re a joke. You’re a joke
because you have attacked — —
Mr Ramsay interjected.
Mr LEANE — Go and speak to your mate Andrew
Ford, or speak to your lynch mob. Go and speak to your
lynch mob.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Order! Mr Leane, through the Chair please.
Mr LEANE — Mr Ramsay, you need to ask
Ms Nolan and other previous board members, ‘What
was the set strategy?’. What was the strategy they were
going to use to deal with this EBA? Why did they agree
to clauses in front of the commission and then a month
later renege? Why did they do that? What happened
there? I am trying to help you here, Mr Ramsay. I am
trying to help you in your deliberations.
Mr Ramsay interjected.
Mr LEANE — And ask them, ‘Did you negotiate in
good faith? Is that good-faith bargaining when you
agree to a clause and then a few months later renege?’. I
would have thought no. What was it all about? What
was the strategy about? What was going on in the CFA
management? And if you cannot find out, Mr Ramsay,
I am sure it is going to come out without your help. The
people opposite say they are champions of the CFA and
champions of volunteers. Well, when they were in
government why did they cut so much money to the
CFA? Why did they cut so many personnel?
Mr Dalidakis — What about Fiskville? What did
they do about Fiskville?
Mr LEANE — I think I will get there in a second,
because I have got another question. But that is a good
one and I was not going to ask. Thank you,
Mr Dalidakis. Actually I have lost my train of thought
now.
But why did you not introduce presumptive rights?
Why did you not, when you were in government,
introduce presumptive rights? What did you do there?
Did you do anything there? Now you are
grandstanding — —
Honourable members interjecting.
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Mr LEANE — No, you did not. Now you are
grandstanding in front of the CFA, saying, ‘We support
presumptive rights’. You did not do anything. If you
were so worried about volunteers and firefighters, why
did you not act on Fiskville? Why are you not vocal on
Fiskville now? Tell us. The next speaker can explain
why the former government did not do anything on
Fiskville, why it cut the funding to the CFA and why it
cut personnel.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr LEANE — The facts are the facts. Of course
you did. You can get up and talk as if things are facts,
but the fact is that the proposed EBA has been through
a number of experts. I know it does not suit your
fundraising, but a number of experts have said it is not
going to affect volunteers. This government has not
attacked one volunteer firefighter or one professional
firefighter — not one. But you have come in and you
have begrudged these people getting a pay rise.
Mr Ramsay interjected.
Mr Mulino — On a point of order, Acting
President, Mr Ramsay spoke for 40 minutes, and it felt
like much, much longer, and he had very little
interruption. I am trying to listen to Mr Leane explain
industrial strategies — very nefarious industrial
strategies — that are very complicated, and I am very
interested to hear the details of this, because I think it
needs to be on the record. So I would ask that
Mr Ramsay please desist from his interruptions.
Ms Bath — On the point of order, Acting President,
when Mr Ramsay was making his contribution, he did
not point his finger across the chamber and yell across
the chamber at people on the other side. He directed his
conversations to you.
Ms Lovell — On the point of order, Acting
President, the member on his feet is actually being very
provocative. He is inviting debate across the chamber
from Mr Ramsay by, as Ms Bath said, pointing his
finger and directing his comments directly to
Mr Ramsay and not through the Chair.
Mr Dalidakis — On the point of order, Acting
President, can I just point out that, indeed, my colleague
Mr Mulino is quite accurate. I am sitting not more than
a metre away from Mr Leane, and I am struggling to
hear him because of the vociferous interjections from
Mr Ramsay, when all Mr Leane is trying to do is point
out that those opposite did nothing in relation to
Fiskville.
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The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Order! I have heard enough from both sides. I will
uphold the point of order, and I will indicate to
Mr Ramsay that his interjections are not helping. The
language of Mr Leane that you described, Ms Bath, is
because of the interjections, and you have the right of
reply again. So please, Mr Leane, to continue through
the Chair.
Mr LEANE — I commit not to point at anyone. I
might have got a bit rattled at the statement that I would
be lynched if I went outside the metropolitan area. You
know, I can be quite sensitive, and I apologise if I have
hurt anyone’s feelings.
So let us get back to the fundraising. A website has
been produced that says we should support the CFA
volunteers and that it is all terrible. The EBA will say
that there is veto, there have to be seven firefighters on
a truck, the poor volunteers will not be able to operate
and it is all going to be terrible. So you go to this
website and it asks you for your email address. You
give your email address, and after a while Michael
Kroger, the president of the Victorian Liberal Party,
sends you an email that says, ‘To really help, donate to
the Liberal Party’. It has got, like, prescribed amounts:
there is $10, there is $20, there is even more. Actually
there is a link to a site where you can give heaps of
money to the Liberal Party. So I invite the next speaker
to tell us: has that money gone to the CFA? Where is
that money? Has that money been given to the CFA?
Ms Shing — It hasn’t been given to the VFBV.
Mr LEANE — It has not been given to the
Volunteer Fire Brigades Victoria (VFBV).
Ms Shing — That is what they said in evidence.
Mr LEANE — In evidence they have said they
have not got it. They have said a lot of things. The
executive of the VFBV have said a lot of things. They
have said a lot of things a lot of times, and it is all the
same — ‘If professional firefighters get a pay rise, then
there will be no volunteers’ — and it is just outrageous.
I cannot understand any group begrudging a group of
people that, as I have said a number of times, put fires
out and save lives for a living, a pay rise. I would not
have thought that is a big deal. I know people in
this — —
Mr Ramsay interjected.
Mr LEANE — It is funny you should say that, that
no-one has, because — —
Honourable members interjecting.
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Mr LEANE — Well, it is the Liberal Party that is
trying to inflate what the cost of the EBA is going to be.
That is part of the strategy to try to stomp it down, slow
it down. I got an email, the same as every MP, months
ago from Andrew Ford from the association, and he
went on a rant about, ‘Oh, we’re going to have to pay
this’. That is what he said. He said, ‘Where’s the money
going to come from?’, like typical Liberal lines when
they are not in government, where it is all terrible to
give workers a pay rise. I mean, that is there in black
and white, so you cannot deny that.
Mr Mulino — That is where he is getting his lines
from.
Mr LEANE — Yes, that is where he is getting his
lines from. He will be putting his hand up for
preselection in coming months, I am sure. So I think
that if he is going to do that, like I said, he should be
honest with people that he is using this as a vehicle to
get that sort of gig in here or in the lower house, in
Carrum or Mordialloc, that way; maybe he is out that
way. That is yet to be seen.
I think that the Liberal Party have a lot to answer for
around the firefighters’ respect, which they have
whittled away, and the firefighters’ sense of wellbeing,
which they have whittled away. I was speaking to some
career firefighters a couple of weekends ago. I was
speaking to four of them that told me they got abused
when they attended a call-out in Southland. They got
abused.
Mr Mulino — That is crazy.
Mr LEANE — They got abused because these
people in the Liberal Party and a couple of people at the
volunteer association have demonised them — have
completely demonised career firefighters.
Mr Ramsay interjected.
Mr LEANE — Of course you have, and can they
recover from that? You have had a few buddies in the
media that have certain political ends as well. They
would like to run it out. The fact is that there can be
injunctions, there can be whatever, but eventually this
EBA will be settled. The world will not end. And after
that, the presumptive rights will come into play. The
extra 350 career firefighters will be implemented, they
will be trained and they will be out in the community,
despite Andrew Ford saying they are a waste of money.
Well, I will tell you what a waste of money is: his wage
is a complete waste of money, an unbelievable waste of
taxpayers money. I just cannot get over it. A quarter of
a million bucks for someone who is just a full-time
Liberal political operative. I just cannot get my head
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around that. It is just amazing that someone is in that
position. I was going to say, ‘Good luck to him’, but no,
not good luck to him; it is just absolutely outrageous. It
is amazing, and it has been going on for years. It is just
unbelievable.
So keep bringing in these motions, Mr Ramsay. Keep
trying to convince yourself that what you are saying is
true. Keep trying that, but we know that all the veto and
the seven on the trucks and everything that you claimed
is not true. Good luck demonising firefighters any
further. I think they have had enough. I just do not think
it has any impact anymore. I think they are just sick of
it. They just do not care. It is just to the point where it
has got no impact. Keep jumping up and down saying
you are the champions of volunteer firefighters, when it
was your government — and you were here,
Mr Ramsay, when it was your government — that cut
the funding to the CFA, when it was your government
that cut the personnel of the CFA.
Mr Ramsay interjected.
Mr LEANE — It was your government that did not
introduce presumptive rights, unlike this government
that will. Then after the EBA, a few months later the
volunteers will go, ‘Actually, nothing has changed. It
has actually got better’, and you will be found out. You
will be found out — that nothing has changed. Things
have got better. Then you will answer to that.
Mr Ramsay interjected.
Mr LEANE — You have to be prepared to answer
that.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr LEANE — Well, ‘Craig Lapsley is wrong’.
Who will be the next opposition person to get up and
say ‘Craig Lapsley was wrong today. Craig Lapsley
doesn’t know what he is talking about’? He said that
there will be no effect on volunteers with the EBA; the
EBA has no effect on volunteers. He also said, ‘It’s
about time people stopped attacking firefighters’.
Mr Ramsay interjected.
Mr LEANE — Well, maybe some leadership could
be shown in this chamber. I will not hold my breath for
that leadership from the people opposite. But maybe
they could look at themselves and show some
leadership and stop fundraising, stop lying and stop
saying the world is going to end and actually support all
firefighters. That is what we do in this chamber. We
support all firefighters, whether they are career or
volunteer. What I am really interested in is, if you want
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to subpoena people that were in the previous regime of
the CFA, ask them that question: what was the advice
from Corrs? What was the advice from Corrs Chambers
Westgarth about? What was your strategy? What was
your industrial relations strategy in dealing with this
EBA?’. Ask them and see — —
Mr Ramsay interjected.
Mr LEANE — Well, you can ask them any
question, but ask them that one as well: what was their
strategy? While you are subpoenaing things, maybe
you should subpoena the legal advice that they had at
the time. The committee needs to completely get their
head around everything that was happening there and
make sure, Mr Ramsay, that people did not deceive
you, people did not say, ‘It’s all about defending the
volunteers’, when it might not have been; it might have
been about something else. So I would urge you to, if
you are going to go to a committee and you are going to
get evidence, get all the evidence, then make a
judgement and then put it in a report. Actually, that
would be good: put it in your report. Put it in the
appendix in your report. Ask them about any legal
advice that they were given and any industrial relations
strategy they were given by Corrs and other people
about what they should be doing in negotiating this
EBA and what should be their strategy. I will tell you
what: it will be fantastic. I will be looking forward to
the report. It will be wonderful.
As I said to Mr Ramsay, keep these motions coming. If
you want to spend all your political capital on one
issue, which the opposition are doing, and if this is your
only hope — just lying about what professional
firefighters actually want in their agreement, and they
do not want control of the — —
Mr O’Donohue — On a point of order, Acting
President, Mr Leane accused Mr Ramsay of lying, and
if he is going to do that, he needs to do it by substantive
motion.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Mr Ramsay is in the chamber. He could have defended
himself. And I do not think that was Mr Leane’s intent.
Mr O’Donohue — My recollection of the words
used by Mr Leane were words to the effect, ‘If
Mr Ramsay is going to use all his political capital lying
about the CFA’ et cetera.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Order! Again, I heard Mr O’Donohue’s point of order,
but I will stick by my previous ruling. Mr Ramsay is in
the chamber. If he was offended, he could have
defended himself. Mr Leane, to continue.
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Mr LEANE — For Mr O’Donohue’s sake, if he did
feel that way, I will withdraw, if he thought that I meant
Mr Ramsay as in an individual. I was talking about the
political party which Mr O’Donohue belongs to. If the
Liberal Party want to put all their political capital on
one issue — an issue that is based on lies, an issue that
is based on attacking a group of workers that most
people actually appreciate when they turn up and put
their house fire out or save their lives, I would have
thought — then I think they are not looking that good. I
think any political analyst would say they are not
looking too terrific. But I will just leave it on that note.
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — I will
be quite brief, as we have actually debated a very
similar motion previously. I am not sure where
Mr Ramsay gets the word ‘unlawful’ from. This is an
enterprise bargaining agreement (EBA) that has been
signed off by the board and will go to the members of
the United Firefighters Union (UFU). I am not sure
how that is unlawful.
I have had the privilege over the years to meet many
career and volunteer firefighters, and I know that I
could never do the work that they do. It is quite
amazing what they have to do, and I think the way this
issue has become a political football over the last
12 months is just terrible. These are people who serve
the community, and they should not be used in the way
that they have been. The point is too that this EBA is
between the Country Fire Authority (CFA) and the
UFU, not Volunteer Fire Brigades Victoria, so I do not
quite understand. I understand that they have an
injunction now, but as they are not the employer I do
not know what they see as their role in this.
Mr Ramsay said that the Liberal and National parties
are very supportive of volunteers. Then why did you
not bring on presumptive legislation? Why did you not
vote for the bill that I had brought forward? Why did
you not introduce your own bill? If you remember
clearly, you declared four days before the election that
you would do it. You had four years to do it, and you
did not bother. It was clear that there was no support
from the National and Liberal parties for presumptive
legislation because there was no care for volunteer or
career firefighters.
If we are talking about the CFA board, let us also talk
about Fiskville and let us talk about Brian Potter, who
had to be a whistleblower because the board was clearly
not doing its job in protecting firefighters. Brian Potter
used the last years of his life when he was incredibly ill
because of his work at Fiskville working to make sure
that not only was his family protected but other
firefighters were also protected. I do not see the CFA
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board as having taken a very responsible position at all
about Fiskville. They allowed it to continue. It should
also be noted that Brian’s family have not been
compensated, when it is quite clear that his illnesses
were generated by his work at Fiskville.
I think we should all listen to what Craig Lapsley said
this morning about this dispute. He said that it is time
for it to end. It is time for the political football that
firefighters are being used as to end. We will be coming
into the fire season quite soon, so let us have some
respect for volunteers and for career firefighters and
stop using them the way the Liberal and National
parties have done in these last months.
These are people, both career and volunteer, who go
into fires to protect us. Do you really want this to
continue into the fire season? Do you really want to
keep bringing down the morale of people who actually
protect this state? I do not think that is the way to treat
career or volunteer firefighters, and I would really urge
Mr Ramsay and others to stop using firefighters as a
political football.
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) — I congratulate
Mr Ramsay on bringing this very important motion to
the house. This is an issue that is having a great effect
on country Victoria, and I would suggest that Mr Leane
and perhaps Ms Hartland as well actually get out into
country Victoria and hear what the volunteers and the
community really think about this issue.
I would also like to dispute some of the things that
Mr Leane said in his rant that supported his mate Peter
Marshall. Mr Leane said that Craig Lapsley had said
that this dispute would not have an any effect on the
volunteers. That is not exactly what Craig said. Craig
said he would do everything in his power to ensure the
role of volunteers was not diminished. He also said,
‘We’ve got a war out there … that’s got to stop’, and
everyone agrees with that. He conceded that Peter
Marshall has not given any ground. He also admitted
that the enterprise bargaining agreement (EBA)
contained clauses that would allow groups that did not
want to work together not to work together. So if the
United Firefighters Union (UFU) does not want to
work with the volunteers, the UFU will not. Craig
Lapsley did say that a separate document, a statement
of intent, made it clear that it would not have an effect
on the volunteers, but that is not the EBA, and once the
EBA is signed in a legal document that is what Peter
Marshall and his mates will wave around.
Mr Leane needs to understand that the previous
Country Fire Authority (CFA) board, the CEO and the
chief fire officer were looking after the future of the
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CFA and the volunteers. That is why they took such a
strong stand against this EBA, and we all applaud them.
We even applaud the Labor minister who was sacked
from her position for having a strong stand.
Mr Leane mentioned presumptive legislation, as did
Ms Hartland. Our government, the Liberal government,
did make moves on presumptive legislation. We had a
review into the need for it. When the results of that
review came back, we committed to introduce
presumptive legislation that would be equal for career
and volunteer firefighters. Two years into this
government Labor has not introduced any legislation,
and what we are hearing is that they want to introduce
legislation that discriminates against the volunteers —
once again favouring the union, favouring career
firefighters over the volunteers. That has been strongly
talked about in regional Victoria. Mr Leane, you need
to get out of Melbourne and listen to what is going on
in the real world.
The history of this dispute is being talked about a lot.
Of course the former minister, Jane Garrett, did stand
strong against this, but Daniel Andrews was determined
to push ahead with a payback to his union mates. The
casualties amongst that have been the minister; the
CEO of the CFA, a highly respected female CEO; the
chief fire officer; and also the board of the CFA. A
board is appointed to be independent. This makes a
mockery of independent authorities because what
Daniel Andrews is saying is, ‘If these independent
boards of these authorities do not agree with what
Labor wants to do, we’ll just sack them and put in our
hand-picked board’. But of course the biggest casualties
in all of this have been the volunteers in the CFA. Why
is Daniel Andrews doing this? You could ask, ‘Why
would anyone attack the greatest volunteer organisation
in this country?’. There is only one answer to that. He is
doing this as payback to his union mates, to Shaun
Leane’s mate Peter Marshall, for the assistance that the
UFU gave Labor at the last state election.
There have been two large rallies in Melbourne. There
have been several rallies throughout country Victoria.
The anger in country Victoria about this issue is
palpable. Did the government listen to this? No, they do
not listen to country Victoria. They do not hold many
seats out there, and they do not care about country
Victoria. Their own federal MPs have been openly
expressing their anger at Daniel Andrews. They believe
that Daniel Andrews did cost them government. We
only have to look at the results in other states versus
those in Victoria to see that Daniel Andrews did cost
Labor votes in this state. Whether it would have got
them into government or not, who will ever know, but
it cost them dearly in Victoria.
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Daniel Andrews and Labor can try and spin it any way
they like, but the stench of this saga just will not go
away. Premier Andrews has sacked a minister, sacked a
board, sacked a CEO, sacked a chief fire officer, and
replaced them with his hand-picked board and new
officers. But even his hand-picked board struggled to
support this EBA. They knocked it back early last
week, before finally passing it on Friday under extreme
pressure from Daniel Andrews and the minister, James
Merlino. I note it still did not pass unanimously when it
was passed on Friday.
Friday was a very sad day for the CFA volunteers. A
string of resignations of very good volunteers followed
that decision of Daniel Andrews’s hand-picked board to
sign that EBA. The EBA is disrespectful to volunteers.
It is creating divisions in the CFA by driving a wedge
between volunteers and career firefighters. I have an
integrated station in Shepparton. I see the wedge that is
being driven between them. The volunteers had a small
win today. The court injunction will prevent the UFU
from voting on the EBA, and the legality of the EBA
will now be tested in court.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mrs Peulich — On a point of order, President, it is a
very important issue. I noted earlier today Mr Barber
taking a point of order and referring to those who were
interjecting as ‘barking’. Barking is one thing, but we
are now having to be subjected to a cacophony of
interjections from all sides, and I am actually finding it
hard to hear what Ms Lovell has to say on an issue very
important to her electorate and very important to
Victorians.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
I think the house will find that interjections are grossly
disorderly, and I would never partake of them myself. I
uphold the point of order.
Ms LOVELL — So the legality of the EBA will
now be tested in court. This is having an enormous
impact on regional communities. Even residents who
are not involved in a fire brigade are furious. The
Liberals value both our volunteer firefighters and our
career firefighters. We want to see a harmonious
workforce and the CFA going forward so that we have
protection for our regional communities and country
communities right throughout this fire season and
future fire seasons. Labor only value the unions.
Business interrupted pursuant to standing orders.
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Department of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning: report 2014–15
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
rise to speak on the annual report of the Department of
Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP),
and specifically in relation to those sections referring to
the operations of local government. I note on page 66 of
the report some of the objectives that have been laid out
by the government in relation to local government
reform. It talks about the government’s agenda:
Within the context of the local government reform agenda,
DELWP is delivering three reform pillars of: integrity and
good governance; capacity and performance; and delivering
for communities.

No-one is cackling yet. They ought to be doubling up in
laughter considering the litany of failures that actually
occurred under this portfolio. It goes on to say:
These reform pillars will drive ongoing improvements in
performance, sustainability, integrity, accountability and
value for money within the local government sector.
Our integrity and good governance pillar involves clarifying
the roles, responsibilities and accountabilities of local
government and seeking better relationships with them. We
are also reviewing the Local Government Act 1989 and
pursuing improvements to the councillor conduct provisions
and electoral procedures.

So let me deal with the last matter first, the electoral
reform. It is a big fail. The Minister for Local
Government has failed to make uniform the method of
voting that is all either by attendance or by mail, failing
to basically get rid of or address the gerrymanders that
occur in areas where there is strong political control,
such as, for example, the City of Greater Dandenong,
which continues to vote for attendance voting despite
very low levels of turnout, and failing to indeed get rid
of the how-to-vote cards out of the postal packs of those
69 councils that vote by mail. That is a rort, where you
have fields of 30 candidates, many of them being very
deceptive about who they are and what they represent
and feeding preferences into a particular candidate, with
poor punters — ratepayers — being duped out of their
vote. So it is a fail in the area of electoral reform.
On councillor conduct provisions, we are now going to
see an amendment rushed into the lower house — and
it needs to happen — and hopefully we will meet the
deadline of 1 September when, as a result of a major
stuff-up by the government on the implementation of
the so-called improved governance amendments, we
would see over 120 councillors disqualified, and not
just disqualified but disqualified from ever running for
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office again, clearly in breach of the constitution and all
the rights that accrue to people in democratic society. In
addition to that, they would be disqualified
retrospectively for failing to sign or undertake a
bureaucratic obligation of which they personally were
not informed. The minister and the office of local
government failed to directly communicate the
expectation to each and every councillor, who carries
the penalty for not having met it and signed a document
within a 30-day time frame and witnessed by a chief
executive officer.
Mr Dalidakis interjected.
Mrs PEULICH — It is a matter of principle. Seven
councils had not even undertaken the review, and
according to the provisions in the legislation it would
not be logistically possible to undertake all that councils
are required to do in the special council meeting to
authorise a review of the code of conduct to indeed
consider the code of conduct, especially as it relates to
other instruments and other legislation, to approve the
amendments — never does it actually require the new
code of conduct to be approved — and then to accept it.
It could not be done in a single meeting if they are
actually exercising their due diligence, and indeed as a
result of the government’s stuff-up it would be good,
well-meaning councillors who would actually be
impugned and whose reputations would be in tatters as
a result of this reform. So the whole notion of improved
governance is just laughable.
I would like to commend the government for seeing its
error, but what it is trying to do is say, ‘Well, councils
have stuffed this up. We are helping them’. No, the
government has stuffed it up. This is throwing the local
government sector into meltdown. Many have spent
thousands of dollars getting legal advice to protect their
good names. Let there be no doubt about it that this is a
mess of the government’s making.
Lastly, the review of the Local Government Act: I
actually went along to one of these sessions, and can I
say they need their L plates on? It was a debacle. It will
generate no meaningful consideration of some of the
major flaws of the Local Government Act, including
where there are breaches of the act which carry no
consequences, and indeed there are sections, especially
those pertaining to the code of conduct, that do need to
be reviewed. This process the government has put in
place will fail that. Three ‘F’s for government in the
area of local government reform: F, F and F!
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
Just as a matter of interest, which report was the
member speaking to?
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Mrs PEULICH — The DELWP annual report
2015, page 66. Would you like to borrow it?
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
No, that is fine. Thank you very much indeed.

Country Fire Authority: report 2014–15
Ms SHING (Eastern Victoria) — I rise today to
speak on the Country Fire Authority (CFA) annual
report for 2014–15 and in particular to follow on from a
number of contributions that have been made earlier in
this place in relation to the way in which the CFA has
become a political football.
The CFA is an organisation which has been the subject
of many recommendations — from the bushfires royal
commission through to the Jones report through to the
fire services review — which have called for
improvements in the organisational interplay between
volunteers and paid firefighters and between
management and the people who work on the ground.
These recommendations have indicated that there is a
need for more paid firefighters to be allocated to our
communities, which has indicated that there has been a
politically motivated, ideologically driven chasm that
has arisen between volunteers and paid staff in the
CFA’s catchment and coverage areas.
As a consequence of this, the parties to the current
negotiation of the proposed enterprise agreement have
worked in good faith, notwithstanding the fact that
there were repeated efforts by the former government to
stymie the making of an agreement and numerous
attempts to make sure — —
Ms Lovell — On a point of order, Acting President,
I just noted that when Ms Shing started her contribution
she actually had a printed, proper copy of the report that
she is speaking to. As we all know in this house it has
been impossible for members to actually get copies
those of reports. We have to print our own reports, so I
just ask: is there one rule for the government and one
rule for the opposition that we are required to print out
our own reports?
Mr Dalidakis — On the point of order, Acting
President, that is not a point of order. It just displays the
member’s incompetence at being able to procure a
report.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
The minister should resume his seat.
Ms SHING — On the point of order, Acting
President, if Ms Lovell is insisting upon a division
between the government and everybody else in relation
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to the use of hard copy reports, I would be more than
happy not to rely upon this document in making my
contribution with the time that I have available to me.
Look: it appears to have dropped to the bench in front
of me, and on that basis — —
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
There is no point of order. I suggest to Ms Lovell that if
she has genuine concerns about this, she might like to
raise this with the President because I think he is
probably in the best position to make some sort of
decision or undertake the appropriate investigation.
Ms Lovell — Acting President, I probably should
have asked for a point of clarification, not a point of
order, and it is not about whether you need to rely
on — —
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
Thank you, Ms Lovell. There is no point of order, there
is no point of clarification, there is no point of anything.
Ms SHING — It shows that indeed we are scraping
the bottom of the barrel when we are referring to the
form of document relied upon by a member in making
a contribution about a report which the opposition has
persisted in using as a political football in the course not
just of today’s motion and debate but also in previous
sitting weeks during which the opposition has called
into question the negotiations which have taken place
and the repeated efforts by the CFA and by the United
Firefighters Union on behalf of its members as the
representative of its members before the independent
Fair Work Commission.
To that end, I note that page 8 of the report refers to
Project 2016’s main objective on meeting service
delivery needs through increasing the number of
permanent career firefighter and officer positions in the
CFA. That has been a reasonable thing to conclude as
appropriate and necessary to meet population growth
and to meet an earlier summer season which goes for
longer and ends later and which presents significant
emergency risks and concern to our community. This
does not appear to have ruffled the feathers of any of
those opposite, who would much prefer to make cheap
political grist for a cheap political headline on the way
in which volunteers and paid firefighters work side by
side.
Let us be particularly clear about what this has done.
Those opposite will talk about the way in which this
has divided communities. How convenient, given that it
has been the ‘Hands off the CFA’ campaign and it has
been the Liberal Party which has been responsible for
doing this. Let us understand the context in which the
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ideological divide promulgated by those opposite,
promulgated by those within the Liberal Party
headquarters, has in fact said that despite the fact that it
values paid career firefighters — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
If the house would come to order, we might be able to
hear Ms Shing. She is going hell for leather but I still
cannot hear her, so I would ask members to hold
themselves together.
Ms SHING — What I would seek to maintain and
to clarify here is that it is very, very convenient for
those opposite to say that this has had a woeful effect
on volunteers when in fact they should hang their heads
in shame, having been the source of this distress.
Mr Ramsay — On a point of order, Acting
President, I just wonder if I can seek your guidance in
relation to Ms Shing’s contribution: what is the
relevance to the actual report in question that she has
just thrown down the steps of the chamber? I have not
read the report, but I suspect that her contribution
actually has nothing to do with the report.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
Which report is Ms Shing referring to?
Ms SHING — The Country Fire Authority annual
report 2014–15.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
I would have thought that what Ms Shing is talking
about is probably directly related to the CFA.
Mr Ramsay — But not the annual report.
Ms SHING — I have referred to Project 2016 in the
course of my contribution. Page 8 is the reference.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
There is no point of order.
Ms SHING — How cute that we now see a second
interjection seeking to actually interrupt what is in fact
a very important point: that those opposite on the one
hand refuse to acknowledge that people deserve fair
terms and conditions where they are represented by a
union and on the other hand promote the intense
distress and upset that has been caused by the Liberal
Party’s fundraising effort — its vehicle to raise funds
and divide communities. It has in fact been the source
of that disruption.
This is an issue which has been going on and has been
fed by those opposite for an ideological purpose since
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the 1880s; let us be perfectly clear about this. In 2006
the same issues were raised. In 2010 the same issues
were raised. In 2016 we see the same issues raised.
Every single time it is about the sky falling in and every
single time you demonise people who are represented
and able to be represented by a union. Shame on you
opposite. Shame on you for demonising — —
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
Ms Shing will direct her comments through the Chair.
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms SHING — Shame on those opposite for seeking
to politicise an enterprise negotiation which we have in
fact advanced significantly well in good faith.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
Ms Shing’s time has expired. Mr Ondarchie wishes to
raise a point of order. I do not know if the point of order
is still relevant.
Mr Ondarchie — It may well be. On a point of
order, Acting President, by way of interjection
Minister Dalidakis said to you, ‘Try to be bipartisan’. I
suggest he was reflecting on the Chair, and I seek his
withdrawal.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
I did not hear the comment. I would hope that the
minister knows better than that. If he does not, then I
am hopeful that he might learn from this experience.

Country Fire Authority: report 2014–15
Mr MORRIS (Western Victoria) — I rise to make
some comments about the Country Fire Authority
(CFA) annual report 2014–15. I rise to acknowledge
the great work that the CFA does and the
60 000 volunteers who ensure that across the width and
breadth of Victoria we are kept safe.
Ms Shing interjected.
Mr MORRIS — It is a very serious matter,
Ms Shing, that we have 60 000 volunteers who do keep
our communities safe. I remember very distinctly that
down in Wye River — Mr Ramsay knows this well —
it was the volunteers who kept the community safe
during those fire events over the Christmas period.
Rather than eating their Christmas lunch or Christmas
dinner, they were indeed out fighting fires.
We on this side of the house certainly respect the great
work of all CFA volunteers. It was therefore with
absolute dismay that I heard on Friday that Daniel
Andrews’s hand-picked board had chosen to sign off on
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the CFA enterprise bargaining agreement. Despite the
protests of the four Volunteer Fire Brigades Victoria
(VFBV) members, who do actually represent the
volunteers across the width and breadth of Victoria, the
Andrews-appointed board members had chosen to press
ahead. It was of absolutely no surprise to anybody that
this has happened, because that was the reason these
people were installed in the first place.

on the line each and every fire season to ensure
Victorians are protected. Mr Leane has the gall to stand
up in this place and protect the thug Peter Marshall and
attack our volunteers. Why is it that the Labor Party
hate volunteers? Why does the Labor Party hate
volunteers?

What was a great shock was Labor members coming
from the ranks to obviously point out the way Peter
Marshall had been acting with regard to the
negotiations as they progressed. Mr Leane has been
talking in here and defending his good friend
Mr Marshall. However, I certainly give credit to the
member for Wendouree in the Legislative Assembly,
Sharon Knight, who came out and said that she had
seen the text messages that the then minister,
Ms Garrett, had been sent from Mr Marshall and that,
although Ms Knight did not remember the exact
wording, they left a distinct impression. She was quoted
in the Herald Sun as saying:

Mr MORRIS — That is right, because they are not
unionists. If they are not getting paid, if they are not on
the payroll — —

I thought they crossed the line. I was concerned when I saw
them. I remember my reaction to them and I told her at the
time.

Mrs Peulich — Because they can’t unionise them.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr MORRIS — They have got no idea. If they are
not standing there handing out how-to-vote cards for
those opposite, if they are not winning elections for
those opposite, then they have decided they are not
worthwhile and they are going to sell them out. What
we have seen are resignations, and we have seen people
pushed — we have seen Lucinda Nolan and we have
Joe Buffone. The way Joe Buffone was treated by
Minister Merlino was an absolute disgrace. He is a man
who has given his heart and soul to the CFA, and for
him to then be kicked around as a political football by
Minister Merlino saying that this was all about
money — that is the Labor way. That is all they care
about; all they care about is money.

What we saw in question time today in the other house
was that Daniel Andrews has refused to condemn
Mr Marshall’s actions. The threats to place an axe in
the back of one of his minister’s heads is something that
he has refused to say was inappropriate. We have a
Premier who says one thing — he is all about equality,
he is all about equal opportunity, he is all about
women’s rights — and when all of a sudden his
minister is being threatened to have an axe placed in the
back of her head he says absolutely nothing
whatsoever.

The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
The member’s time has expired.

Ms Crozier — What does Peter Marshall have over
the Premier?

Auditor-General: Follow up of Residential Care
Services for Children

Mr MORRIS — That is a very good question,
Ms Crozier. What does Peter Marshall have over the
Premier? There has certainly been much speculation on
this, and I think we may find out.

Mr EIDEH (Western Metropolitan) — I think we
need a break, so I will change the subject and speak on
a different report! I rise to speak briefly on the
Victorian Auditor-General’s report Follow up of
Residential Care Services for Children. I would like to
acknowledge the Minister for Families and Children for
her ongoing and very committed work in reforming
Victoria’s residential care services for children. It is
something that this government committed to before
the last election, and we are proud of the changes which
have been achieved.

Mrs Peulich interjected.
Mr MORRIS — Exactly right. All those members
opposite who are all about women’s rights, equality,
feminism and the like are silent. They are absolutely
silent — except for Ms Knight. Everybody else has lost
their tongue. They have absolutely nothing to say on
the matter. We also heard earlier Mr Leane attacking
Andrew Ford from the VFBV, a man who is
representing the 60 000 volunteers who put their lives

The CFA volunteers actually care about their
communities rather than about doing whatever they can
do to scramble for power. Just ask Mr Luke O’Sullivan.
Where is he? He is not here, because on that side of the
house all they care about — —

The Children’s Court places children in out-of-home
care when they are assessed to be at significant risk of
harm, abuse or neglect from their own families and
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cannot remain in the home. Residential care is the least
preferred option; it is one of the three main out-of-home
care options available.
In March 2014 the Victorian Auditor-General
completed an audit, looking at the overall effectiveness
of the then Department of Human Services residential
care services for children and young people. The report
I speak on today is a follow-up audit. It outlines the
progress made in addressing the recommendations
which were made in 2014. I was pleased to have read
that the department, now the Department of Health and
Human Services, has initiated adequate action to
address all the recommendations outlined in the 2014
report. This has resulted, in most cases, in addressing
systemic issues that require actions over a long time to
overcome. The actions are part of a broader reform
program of the child protection system that has been a
departmental focus under the Andrews Labor
government.
In 2015 the government and the minister announced the
development of Roadmap for Reform — strong
families, safe children. One of the reform directions is
to reorient the out-of-home care system to reduce the
use of residential care, increasing funding and support
to home-based care, which is a very important and
positive step. The report indicates that in 2014 the audit
found that the residential care system had been
operating over capacity and was unable to meet the
needs of children. To deal with this issue the
department needed to purchase additional contingency
places known as ‘unfunded contingency placements’ at
a cost of $24 million in 2012–13.
Overall, the report outlines that the department has
acted to address systemic issues in its residential care
model through developing new models of care to
address the needs of the children and young people with
the most complex needs in residential care and to
gradually move them out of residential care. I add that
the report notes that our model is a distinct change from
the attitude and approach of the previous government.
The previous government’s approach was to increase
the capacity of the residential care system and the
department has focused on managing demand for
out-of-home care by increasing the capacity of the
home-based care system.
Finally, issues were previously raised in relation to staff
in the 2014 audit. The previous models were not
providing sufficient quality and stability of care for
children in residential care. The department has now
acted to address both staffing capacity and capability
through a pilot program that provides an additional
overnight staff member, developing a capability
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framework for residential care staff and planning to
introduce a minimum qualification for residential care
workers. I am certain that the department’s ongoing
commitment to reform will make a positive and
important change. I commend the report to the house.

Department of Treasury and Finance: budget
papers 2016–17
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — Tonight I
want to talk about the state budget 2016–17,
particularly the section relating to local government.
We have seen an absolute shambles statewide as the
state government sought to implement changes put
through this Parliament and the code of conduct
involved. The implementation of that code for
councillors around the state has been an absolute
shambles. I have read the communications that have
been put out by Local Government Victoria. They are
confusing and they are easy to misunderstand, and
obviously 13 councils and up to a total of
107 councillors across the state would be rubbed out
through administrative oversights and errors
overwhelmingly caused by a failed Minister for Local
Government and a shambolic Andrews Labor
government.
The government has obviously needed to bring in a fast
fix, and a bill has been brought in which this — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
We can live without the debate that is going on between
Minister Dalidakis and Mrs Peulich. I ask both
members to either restrain themselves or leave the
chamber if they wish to continue their discussion.
Mr DAVIS — So it is very clear that this shambolic
process has seen more than 100 councillors and
13 councils around the state caught by the minister and
Local Government Victoria’s hopeless management,
hopeless implementation and hopeless advice. They are
not up to it and it is time someone got in and cleaned
that area out. It is time that somebody got that minister
working and got her off her tail. She has caused misery
and trouble for local government around the state with a
botched implementation of rate capping and a botched
implementation of the code, putting projects and jobs at
risk.
It is easy to read the report by the Local Government
Investigations and Compliance Inspectorate. I have got
to say that you have got an inspectorate that appears to
be way beyond its purview as well. The inspectorate
lists the councils that are compliant in a table at page 5
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of its report. At page 6 you can read that for a particular
shire, such as Cardinia, all councillors signed a
commitment to the principles, not a declaration to abide
by the code. That is just one example of 13. Around the
state councillors sought to comply, but the government
made it so difficult with the botched advice that had
been put out. I think the Premier has to look very
closely at this local government minister. What a
hopeless individual she is. She has no idea what is
going on in the sector. Wherever she goes she is not
welcome in the sector, because people know she hates
councils and is not prepared to work constructively
with them.
Of course the minor parties and the opposition will
support a fix for this government’s botched code,
because we do not want to leave communities impacted
negatively by the botched implementation of the code. I
pay tribute to the work of the local government
organisations, the Municipal Association of Victoria
(MAV) and the Victorian Local Governance
Association. Both have been working effectively
behind the scenes to make the government see some
sense, and it has taken a lot of headbanging to make it
see some sense. I direct people to both of the media
releases of the MAV yesterday, 16 August, headed
‘Bring back common sense in council code
enforcement’ and ‘Sorting the facts from government’s
political spin’. The second of the media releases made a
number of points:
Suggestion that 107 councillors did not agree to abide by their
own code … is factually wrong.
All councils have an adopted councillor code of conduct that
meets the legislative requirements.

That is a fact.
The vast majority of councillors have committed to abide by
their council’s code of conduct.
Only a small number of councillors have not complied with
the statutory requirements …
Guidance material from the state government failed to
articulate a clear and unambiguous process and timelines.
Mixed messages were provided by the government in their
2015 guide and March 2016 circular advice to CEOs, causing
confusion about whether the new penalty would apply to
current councillors.

The media release quotes directly from the guide and
there is no doubt that the code was confusing and ill
thought through. This is a problem for local
government. You need a centre that is able to lead and
work with local government. Rather than be
finger-wagging and pointing at local government, they
need to instruct and support local government in a way
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that enables local government to work at its best. It
wants to represent its local communities, it should
represent its local communities, but it cannot do it with
an overbearing, overweening and incompetent local
government minister and centre.

Auditor-General: Follow up of Asset
Confiscation Scheme
Mr ELASMAR (Northern Metropolitan) — I rise to
speak on the Victorian Auditor-General’s report
entitled Follow up of Asset Confiscation Scheme, which
was tabled in June 2016. While I intend to be brief with
my contribution, it is important to note that,
notwithstanding several of the comments made by the
Auditor-General’s office, it would appear that
significant progress has been made to date in the overall
operation of the scheme. In 2013 the asset confiscation
scheme audit report identified a number of inherent
weaknesses in the operation of the scheme by the
Department of Justice and Regulation, the Office of
Public Prosecutions and Victoria Police. The 2013 audit
made 25 recommendations aimed at improving the
overall efficiency and effectiveness of the scheme.
In order to comply with those recommendations the
Department of Justice and Regulation appointed a
consultant to develop and implement a strategic plan,
an operational plan, a governance framework and a
performance monitoring framework.
The problem of identification of assets by Victoria
Police still remains a weakness and is a major factor in
the failure of the scheme to deliver more financial
impediments to law-breakers to cease and desist in their
criminal activities. However, to be fair, the audit
highlights some circumstances which have hindered the
scheme’s progress. I quote:
To some extent, they were hindered by leadership changes at
two of the agencies, legislative reform and the inevitable
challenges of seeking agreement across three independent
organisations.

However, there appears to be some light at the end of
the tunnel, due to substantial and complementary
legislative changes to introduce the serious drug
offender regime and the unexplained wealth regime
into the act. Two new leadership appointments at
Victoria Police and the Office of Public Prosecutions
together with unsettling or challenging environmental
factors have occurred since 2013 and have effectively
delayed the process of getting a workable agreement
between the agencies responsible for asset confiscations
in Victoria. On a positive note, the report shows that of
25 recommendations made in 2013, agencies have
completed 16 recommendations and commenced work
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on addressing the remaining 9 recommendations. I
thank the auditors for their insightful report.

Department of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning: report 2014–15
Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — My
contribution to statements on reports tonight is on the
2015 annual report of the Department of Environment,
Land, Water and Planning (DELWP). I particularly
want to refer to ‘Local government reform’ on page 66
of that report. I note on the record that under that
particular section the report says:
… DELWP is delivering three reform pillars of: integrity and
good governance; capacity and performance; and delivering
for communities …
Our integrity and good governance pillar involves clarifying
the roles, responsibilities and accountabilities of local
government …

with better relationships with community.
Having said that, I refer to the Geelong Advertiser of
today and the headline ‘Queenscliffe council threatened
with the sack over “unintended” administrative error’.
The article says:
The state government has quickly backed away from sacking
the Queenscliffe council for not including a formal
declaration statement as part of its councillor code of conduct.
The Borough of Queenscliffe was yesterday put through a
24-hour wringer over the implementation of the policy, which
councillors unanimously agreed in May.
Confusion reigned from Monday afternoon when the borough
was named one of 13 councils to be stood down and replaced
by administrators until the October election for failing to
properly introduce the code.
The borough held a special meeting of council on May 25 to
consider the revised code, which all Victorian councils were
required to adopt by July. The code outlines the behavioural
standards required of councillors.
The recommendation carried unanimously was that council
adopt the policy ‘and that all councillors make a declaration in
writing before the chief executive officer, within one month
of adoption, stating that they will abide by the … code’.
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position of having been told they would be suspended
because of not complying with the requirements of that
piece of legislation in relation to signing off a
declaration to adhere to the code of conduct which was
manifested by the councillors themselves. I know this,
because I have had discussions with mayor Helene
Cameron, who is distressed by the fact that through no
fault of her own she found that her role as mayor was to
end merely based on a technicality of misinformation or
lack of information that was conveyed to the council by
the government in relation to the compliance required.
I just want to make the point that this is yet another
example of the Andrews government treating its
citizens with contempt in the way it has — —
Mr Davis — And incompetence.
Mr RAMSAY — Well, thank you, Mr Davis —
and incompetence —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr RAMSAY — in the way it has provided the
conduit of information that was part of the act to these
democratically elected councillors who were serving
the interests of the community. In doing so they have
actually — —
Mr Dalidakis interjected.
Mr RAMSAY — On a point of order — —
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
I say to Mr Dalidakis that there has been a trend
throughout the course of this section of the day’s
business for unruly interjections to be constant. There is
a common theme throughout those interjections; that
common theme is Mr Dalidakis. I ask Mr Dalidakis to
restrain himself and to please show some respect for the
house.
Mr RAMSAY — As I was saying, whether it was
unintentional or intentional I will leave to the readers of
my contribution — —
Mr Dalidakis interjected.

And it goes on and on. I guess the point I want to
make — and it is very similar to what David Davis said
in his contribution — is what an utter shambles the
government has made of this legislation. I referred to
Queenscliffe as one council which is in Western
Victoria Region as an example, but there are many,
many other councillors caught in similar positions,
where, through no fault of the councillors
themselves — these democratically elected
councillors — they have been caught in an invidious

The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
Mr Dalidakis is testing my patience and getting very
close to breaking my patience. I do not know whether
Mr Dalidakis would like me to send him a statutory
declaration asking him to restrain himself or what he
would like, but I am asking him to show some respect
to the house, to show some respect to the Chair and to
restrain himself. I will not ask him again.
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Mr RAMSAY — Thank you, Acting President. As
I was saying, whether it was intentional or
unintentional, certainly the councillors themselves felt
that their reputations had been besmirched by the fact
that the headlines were screeching out that the
government intended to suspend councillors who did
not comply with the act and that in fact under the act
they would be ineligible to stand for election again. I
understand that the acting minister has moved quickly
to redress this shambolic situation created by the Dan
Andrews government and is seeking support for
amending legislation to come before the house this
week, and I certainly hope that happens sooner rather
than later.

Family and Community Development
Committee: abuse in disability services
Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) — This evening my
statement will be on the Inquiry into abuse in disability
services — Final Report. The recommendation that I
wish to highlight this evening is recommendation 6.3,
that:
The Victorian government establish and fund a program for
appropriately qualified advocacy organisations to deliver
dedicated family advocacy services, including in rural and
regional areas.

It is clear that family advocacy services for carers in
regional and rural Victoria are vital. I am therefore at a
loss to understand why the Victorian government will
not fund the Gippsland Carers Association a minuscule
amount for administration to support its own carer
mentor when its own inquiry advocates funding for
family advocacy services.
The Gippsland Carers Association previously received
$100 000 from the coalition over a four-year period —
that is in effect $25 000 per year — to pay for an
administration worker. The coalition promised to
continue funding, with $120 000 over four years, if they
won government. The funding was cut by this state
Labor government in November following the election.
The reduction in administration support has meant that
the carer mentor, who previously spent time on the road
providing in-home help, is now office bound. The
group’s carer mentor, Lorraine Beasley, is not
providing the same level of face-to-face care, which we
know is so important to rural and regional people.
Ms Beasley has said that the human contact was
crucial.
My colleague the member for Morwell in the
Assembly, Mr Russell Northe, and I have brought the
plight of the Gippsland Carers Association to the
Parliament before. He has tabled a petition of many
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hundreds of signatures in the Legislative Assembly
calling for the funding to be reinstated, and I have
spoken recently outlining how the carer mentor helped
look after carers in their homes and offered them a wide
range of support.
The Gippsland Carers Association provided mentoring
for almost 200 carers over the last two years. The
association says there is an estimated population of
some 26 000 caring families in Gippsland, and over
12 000 are primary carers — that is, a family member
who works for more than 40 hours per week as an
unpaid worker providing accommodation, personal care
and support to a child, adult or aged person with a
dependent disability. These often involve
around-the-clock actions that continue on from love and
through struggle in many instances.
Having read through the report, I noticed that there are
many examples and comments attributed to the
Gippsland Carers Association. I find it hypocritical to
the max that this government is happy to cite this
group, the Gippsland Carers Association, over 20 times
in the report — obviously the information that the
group delivered to the parliamentary inquiry was very
important in that it was cited 20 times — but it cut its
funding last year and is not going to reinstate it.
Twenty-five thousand dollars a year is small change. It
is so vital that these people — the vulnerable, tired
people who are looking after their family members,
generally without very much rest and recuperation —
have that carer mentor on the road.
The Gippsland Carers Association was critical of the
lack of capacity in existing carer support services,
particularly in regional areas. President Jean Topps,
who appeared at an inquiry hearing, said Carers
Australia and Carers Victoria were not able to provide
on-the-ground peer support advocacy links to services
and networking for families living in regional and rural
Victoria. I believe it is important that this happen. Our
regional carers are just as important as their city
counterparts. It is vital that the Gippsland Carers
Association receive adequate government support. This
group is providing ongoing on-the-ground support. It is
still struggling on, but the service is not what it should
be.
I reiterate the point that the Gippsland Carers
Association and Jean Topps as president have been
wise enough through their years and years of
experience to be cited almost 20 times in this report yet
they are not being funded. It is such a shame.
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Department of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning: report 2014–15
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) — I rise this
afternoon to speak on the annual report for 2015 of the
Department of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning. In speaking to this I note that I am relying on
a copy that has been printed off in the library — the
same copy that was relied on by Mrs Peulich and
Mr Ramsay. Such copies are the only ones that are
available to the opposition, whilst one government
member this afternoon made a contribution from a hard
copy of a report, so I do wonder if there is one rule for
the opposition and one rule for the government.
I want to refer to page 66 of the annual report, which
talks — —
Mr Dalidakis interjected.
Mrs Peulich — On a point of order, Acting
President, the hurling of derogatory remarks by
Mr Dalidakis across the chamber, often at female
targets, is not acceptable — it is not acceptable for any
gender, let alone women.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
I uphold the point of order. I ask Mr Dalidakis for the
very last time to restrain himself. If he cannot restrain
himself, he will force me to call the President.
Ms LOVELL — Thank you, Acting President. As I
was just saying, I want to make my remarks concerning
page 66 of this annual report, which talks about local
government reform, and the way in which this
government has actually botched local government
reform.
What we have seen in the last two days is an
infringement on the democratic rights of elected
councillors. We saw 13 councils effectively sacked by
this government, an absolute shambolic situation. Why
did this happen? It happened because of flawed
legislation that this government had brought in. These
councillors had served for three and a half years before
this legislation even entered this house. They were
democratically elected and served their communities
well for three and a half years before the legislation
even entered Parliament.
Then we saw, just a few weeks before they had served
out their full term of four years as councillors,
13 councils effectively sacked by the government
because councillors had not signed a piece of paper
correctly. Now, a number of those 13 councils are in
my own electorate. I have spoken to a number of
councillors and to a couple of CEOs. These councils
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were not even notified of their effective sacking; they
read it in a press release from the local government
inspectorate. How disrespectful to those councillors, to
the CEOs and to the communities that those councils
represented.
One of the councillors I spoke to said they had signed
their document, and the error they had made was that
they had all signed the one document, so that was not
good enough. There was just one word wrong in the
document. They had used the word ‘comply’ — that is,
that they would comply with the code, rather than they
would abide by the code. One of them, the CEO, did
not sign. The councillors signed in front of the CEO, so
he witnessed them signing, but he did not sign the
document himself. Why should the councillors be
penalised for what was an error of their CEO?
One of the councils was waiting for a new CEO to be
appointed, so they did not even have a CEO to sign in
front of. There was not any correspondence or any
discussion with these councils. There was not any
attempt to make sure that the councils got it right. These
councillors had signed and signed with good intent to
abide by the code of conduct, but the government did
not even have the decency to go back to them and say,
‘Look, we think there is a small administrative error
here. We need to correct this before we actually go
ahead and sack you’. But then when they did sack
them, they did not even tell them; they just put out a
press release from the local government inspectorate
saying that they had been sacked.
This has impugned the reputation of more than
100 councillors in this state, and they feel very
aggrieved. It is really unfortunate timing — just a
matter of weeks before local government elections —
because, as we all know, mud sticks. There will be
people in the community that say, ‘But those
councillors did not do the right thing. Those councillors
were going to be sacked by the government’. And what
did members of the Andrews government do? They
went out and put comments in the media as though they
were knights riding in on their white stallions to save
these councillors. They were not coming in to save the
councillors; they were coming in to fix their own
botched mess, their own flawed legislation that has
caused this problem. They are not the saviours; they are
the creators of the problem, and they should just admit
that they are utterly incompetent in everything they do.
They are incompetent in handling disputes within the
Country Fire Authority and in putting in a new
enterprise bargaining agreement, and they have been
incompetent in initiating local government reform.
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Auditor-General: Follow up of Residential Care
Services for Children
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) — I am
pleased to rise this evening and speak to the Follow up
of Residential Care Services for Children report that
has been prepared by the Auditor-General and was
tabled in the house in June of this year. As other
members have said in their contributions, it is an
important report. I think anything that highlights
concerns in relation to some of Victoria’s most
vulnerable children is indeed very worthy of being
looked at. In terms of some of the findings in this report
which I am interested in, there is obviously and should
always be constant monitoring and improvement in
these areas. Of course we do know that some of
Victoria’s most vulnerable children have very, very
complex needs. Some of them have come from very
disadvantaged backgrounds of abuse, neglect and other
very, very sad circumstances. Certainly child protection
workers across the state are endeavouring to do as
much as they can to ensure that these children remain
safe.
I am pleased to say that in the Auditor-General’s report
there are some findings on programs that were
commenced under the previous coalition government
that have been assisting in meeting some of the needs
of vulnerable children. I note that there was one
particular program that involved hearing from those
children — hearing about their needs and their concerns
and giving them a greater voice. It was commenced
under the previous government to enable that to occur,
so that was when this was undertaken. I will quote from
page 5 of the report in relation to this particular area. It
states:
Our 2014 audit found that there was no clear independent
advocacy on behalf of individual children in residential care.
Although the department, the Victorian Ombudsman and
service providers could all receive complaints about care from
or on behalf of children in residential care …

In undertaking that an independent visitors program
was commenced. That was announced in August of
2014, and the Commission for Children and Young
People basically started to commence that pilot
program to have independent visitors go in and hear
from these children and hear their concerns in
residential care. I am looking forward to hearing the
final evaluations of those findings and what that pilot
actually produced.
We know that under the former coalition government
significant reform was required, and the former
minister undertook that following the two damning
Ombudsman reports that found a lot of problems within
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the out-of-home care system. We still have an issue as
we speak. We see that the child protection incident
reporting or category 1 reporting numbers have
increased in the first six months of this year or the final
six months of last financial year. We now have data
indicating an increase in the number of assaults in child
protection and family services-related incidents. There
has been an increase between quarter 3 of last financial
year to quarter 4 of around 15 per cent, with the total
number increasing from 862 to 957 on the latest
figures.
If this trend were to continue, these figures would be
significantly higher. I think this is concerning. There
was a report that highlighted some of the real concerns
about what is occurring in our residential care system.
An article in the Age earlier this year, in May, before
these final figures came out, only talked about the third
quarter or the 862, but since then we have seen a further
increase.
Some of these incidents are alarming. We are talking
about trading sex for drugs and children being recruited
into street gangs. The report indicates that we have got
a system that is under enormous stress. I think the
minister needs to address these concerns because we
have got this trajectory of increasing numbers of
category 1 incident reporting. Unfortunately I am
unable to get data for the first six months of this
financial year, from July to December — I have to wait
until October to get that — so we do not really know
what the full picture is.
Mr Dalidakis — On a point of order, Acting
President, just earlier you upheld a point of order on
behalf of Mrs Peulich. I ask that you refer that to the
President for review, because I am not satisfied with
your ruling.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
I am more than happy to refer that to anybody you like.
Send it to the High Court, if you like. I am certainly
referring it to the President — of the United States if I
have to. That concludes statements on reports and
papers.

ADJOURNMENT
Mr DALIDAKIS (Minister for Small Business,
Innovation and Trade) — I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Goulburn Valley Health
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) — My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Health, and it
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is regarding Goulburn Valley Health’s Waranga
Memorial Hospital and aged-care home in Rushworth.
Around $8 million funding is needed to build a new
hospital co-located with the Waranga Aged Care
Hostel. My request of the minister is that her
government either commits to provide the $8 million
funding required to build a new contemporary Waranga
Memorial Hospital and aged-care home or that the
Andrews government secures funding through the
federal government’s Regional Health Infrastructure
Fund, which opened in July, by making the Rushworth
hospital project Victoria’s priority for funding in this
grant round.
The existing hospital’s aged-care home building and
facilities are old, outdated and not up to standard. The
current 12-bed hospital, an acute and palliative care
non-emergency facility, is not sufficient to cater for the
catchment made up of referrals including from
Goulburn Valley Health, Waranga Medical Centre,
Rushworth Medical Centre, Waranga Aged Care Hostel
and the Waranga District Nursing Service. The current
nursing home can cater for no more than 10 residents,
with facilities comprised of one four-bed room, two
two-bed rooms and two single-bed rooms.
In 2015 a masterplan for the redevelopment was
created, and a feasibility study has been undertaken.
The hospital catchment community has proposed a
40-bed facility, including 36 aged-care beds and 4 acute
beds, 14 new bedrooms, 4 consulting rooms, a
treatment room, an activity room, a kitchenette and car
parking. I understand that the department has moved to
schematic design, but no funding is attached to this
project as yet. It seems quite strange that a project
would move to schematic design when funding has not
yet been secured. I also understand that an application
either has been or will be submitted to the Regional
Health Infrastructure Fund, which opened in July, for
funding.
According to the government’s own media release of
23 June this year, the fund is to:
… upgrade rural and regional hospitals to ensure all
Victorians can access the high-quality care and facilities they
need and deserve, no matter where they live.

A rebuild of the Waranga hospital and aged-care
facility certainly meets this aim, and Goulburn Valley
Health has listed this project as high priority. It is
imperative that funding is secured for the Waranga
hospital and aged-care home to better service the health
care needs of the Rushworth and surrounding
community. It is disappointing, however, that the
catchment community’s requests to meet with the
minister on this issue have been ignored. The minister
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can, however, make amends by either providing state
funding for this project or securing federal funding
through the Regional Health Infrastructure Fund.
My request of the minister is that either her government
commits to provide the $8 million funding required to
build a new contemporary Waranga Memorial Hospital
and aged-care home or the Andrews government
secures funding through the federal government’s
Regional Health Infrastructure Fund, which opened in
July, by making the Rushworth hospital project
Victoria’s priority for funding in this grant round.

Western Highway duplication
Ms DUNN (Eastern Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Roads and
Road Safety, Luke Donnellan. The history of the
Western Highway duplication project is one of failure
when it comes to full and proper community
engagement and conserving environmental values.
VicRoads put insufficient effort into mapping and
rating vegetation during the design of the section
between Beaufort and Buangor. They estimated that
221 large or very large old trees would be cleared but
ended up cutting down 900 trees against the wishes of
the local community.
This coming summer the Western Highway duplication
section 2b, between the Buangor bypass and Ararat, is
slated to start construction. VicRoads seems to have
failed to learn from its planning mistakes from earlier
sections and continues to plan its design on the basis of
the initial flawed environment effects statement, which
failed to identify several areas of national conservation
significance. The proposed road alignment will destroy
critical habitat as defined by the Federal Environmental
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999,
specifically 4.3 hectares of grassy woodland,
31.1 hectares of golden sun moth habitat and
24.6 hectares of striped legless lizard habitat. It is not
too late to prevent such wanton damage.
VicRoads has attempted to mollify the local community
but has not adequately responded to requests for full
consideration of these environmental impacts.
VicRoads dawdled for six months in releasing a
VicRoads-commissioned peer appraisal of the
environment effects statement. What was the reason for
the delay? The peer appraisal identified critical
shortcomings. VicRoads then unilaterally decided it did
not matter anyway and is proceeding with its preferred
alignment, and the environment be damned.
The action I seek is to ask the Minister for Roads and
Road Safety to take responsibility for the governance
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failures of VicRoads, do something for the environment
and fully consider alternatives to the current alignment
to avoid areas of critical habitat.

Commemorative services
Mr MORRIS (Western Victoria) — My
adjournment matter this evening is for the attention of
the Minister for Veterans. It relates to commemorative
services, one of which is to occur tomorrow
commemorating the Battle of Long Tan. I am quite
concerned that it is unfortunate that we are seeing
something of a pattern emerge with significant
commemorative events. For Remembrance Day last
year we saw that there was very, very late notice given
that the Parliament was not going to be sitting for the
morning of Remembrance Day and that members were
not required; however, that notice was only given
during that week.
Ms Crozier — So disorganised.
Mr MORRIS — Terribly disorganised. Similarly
this week, where we have the anniversary of the Battle
of Long Tan, with significant commemorative events
for that particular occasion, I received an email this
Tuesday at 4.11 p.m. notifying me that the house was
not going to be meeting till 2 o’clock. There had been
some scuttlebutt that had been floated around that the
government may or may not be making a decision, but
it certainly goes to the lack of decision-making and the
poor communication of this government that no official
notice was given that this was going to occur.
I believe it shows a huge amount of disrespect for the
veterans and a huge amount of disrespect for our
returned service personnel that this government is
choosing not to pass on this information in a timely
manner. To not inform members, particularly members
from regional areas such as me, that we were able to
attend services in our own electorates is shameful. Why
were we not informed about this a month ago? There is
absolutely no reason why we could not have been told
about this a month ago so we could have made the
appropriate arrangements to attend these ceremonies.
The government has shown a huge amount of
disrespect for our service personnel and a huge amount
of disrespect for the organisers of these significant
commemorations by not informing us of this happening
in a timely manner. To expect that even a week out is
long enough is a disgrace. A week is nowhere near long
enough. We should certainly expect that — —
Ms Symes interjected.
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Mr MORRIS — No, I did not say that we had
notice a week out. I said: even if it was a week out, that
would still not be anywhere near long enough. So the
action I seek of the minister is to ensure that in the
future all members of Parliament are advised well in
advance of proposed schanges to sitting hours as a
result of significant commemorative events.

Night Network services
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria) — My
adjournment matter this evening is for the Minister for
Public Transport. As Labor promised in opposition and
of course, we see, has delivered in government, the
Melbourne Night Network providing 24-hour public
transport on weekends is a reality for many Victorian
late-night commuters. Included in this are the 2.00 a.m.
coach services to key regional centres. These services
enable people in country areas to enjoy all that
Melbourne has to offer and know that they can still get
home safely without being hit with a $100-plus taxi
fare.
As we know, these services have been enjoyed to date
by residents of Ballarat, Bendigo, Traralgon and
Geelong. It is expected that patronage will increase as
we approach the AFL finals, the Spring Racing
Carnival and the warmth of summer. It has been very
pleasing to these communities that the government has
announced an extension of the one-year trial for a
further six months so they may continue to enjoy a
night out or perhaps leave the car at home and get to
work and home again in regional Victoria safe and
sound. This of course is great news for those planning
on attending the many events Melbourne has in the
future events catalogue, such as the comedy festival and
the Australian Open, to name a few.
Since the announcement of 24-hour weekend transport
for parts of regional Victoria I have had contact from
constituents asking if they too can have a night coach.
My days of staying out until 2.00 a.m. on a Friday or
Saturday night are sadly numbered, but there are many,
many young people in Wallan, Broadford, Kilmore and
Seymour who want to enjoy a night out in the city and
want to know if a coach servicing these towns can be
added to the trial. I think that is a fair and reasonable
request, and I would ask the minister to give favourable
consideration to my constituents’ desire to have a
Seymour Night Network coach and to advise me of
what actions can be taken to deliver this for my
community.
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Bellarine police resources
Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — My
adjournment matter today is for the Minister for Police,
Lisa Neville, and the action I seek from her is a
commitment to allocate more frontline police resources
to her Assembly electorate of Bellarine. I have spoken
previously about community efforts to fund CCTV in
Bellarine communities, but the state government has
denied these requests and left the federal government to
finance major security upgrades at Ocean Grove.
It is an absolute shame that the changing culture of
these once quiet seaside communities has forced
residents at Drysdale and Barwon Heads to form
Neighbourhood Watch programs out of fear for the
safety of their families and friends. Last week the
shadow Minister for Police, Edward O’Donohue, and I
met with residents at Queenscliff who are concerned
about rising crime levels in their small town. They too
are looking at forming a Neighbourhood Watch group.
I am sure some constituents in this area feel deceived
after voting for Labor in 2014, when Ms Neville
promised to open the Queenscliff police station for
16 hours a day. Here we are two years later, and the
station is only manned from 9 o’clock to 3 o’clock and
remains closed for three days a week.
Home invasions, ram raids and hoon driving are among
the rising crimes changing the amenable atmosphere of
these traditionally quiet communities. With available
police occupied by small crimes in nearby Geelong,
there are often no resources available to patrol the
Bellarine towns. It is increasingly apparent that the
criminals have figured this out. Mr O’Donohue and I
were told last week about one instance in which
burglars breaking into a business were overheard
stating that they had 20 minutes until the police would
show up.
Ms Neville, this is simply unacceptable. As a Bellarine
representative, it is not good enough for your
constituents to feel they must take surveillance into
their own hands while criminals plan their offences
around the infrequent police patrols. Four months ago
the Labor government announced an extra 406 sworn
police, but there is still no commitment to send
additional resources to the Bellarine Peninsula.
Victoria is in the grip of a crime wave which has
reached the Bellarine, with an increase in assaults in
Drysdale and crime up in Leopold, Queenscliff,
Barwon Heads and Torquay. I say enough is enough.
The Minister for Police needs to honour her
responsibility to her constituents as their elected
member by allocating additional frontline resources to
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the Bellarine. Perhaps the Minister for Bellarine would
respond to these issues if only her office and where she
lives were actually located in her own electorate.

African Family Services
Ms SPRINGLE (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
My adjournment matter is for the Minister for the
Prevention of Family Violence. Recently I met with
two remarkable young women who have set up a
not-for-profit organisation called African Family
Services, which aims to serve the greater Victorian
multicultural African community in a number of ways.
African Family Services will provide services to
African people who are experiencing family violence
and who require general family services. It will be the
only family violence service that specifically helps
Victoria’s African community and will benefit from
being run by members of that community and by being
informed by both cultural understanding and best
practice. African Family Services is keen to emphasise
that it aims to work with existing services and to
complement the work that is already being done.
One of the big concerns facing Victoria’s African
community is that many members feel unable to
approach existing services for help because of a
perceived lack of cultural awareness. In many cases this
is mostly an issue of perception, but the point remains
that if members of Victoria’s African communities are
avoiding seeking out help because of a perception they
may not get culturally appropriate services, then there is
clearly a gap that can be filled by an initiative such as
L and L’s African Family Services.
As the Royal Commission into Family Violence made
very clear, the experiences and needs of people who are
part of culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD)
communities are very different to those of other
members of Victoria’s community. The royal
commission found that the effects of family violence
experienced by people from CALD communities in
particular are compounded by experiences of recent
migration and resettlement as well as systemic barriers
to seeking and obtaining help. Members of Victoria’s
African communities are also over-represented amongst
those who have suffered trauma prior to migration and
during the migration and resettlement process,
especially if they have arrived as refugees.
The founders of African Family Services already have
extensive connections across both Victoria’s African
community and social service communities and are
endeavouring to grow the capacity of their organisation
to meet the currently unmet needs of their community.
The action I request from the minister is that she meets
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with the founders of African Family Services to discuss
potential opportunities for the growth in their
operational capacity.

Education complaints commissioner
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — I wish to raise
a matter for the attention of the Minister for Education.
It concerns the minister’s confirmation recently that he
will appoint an independent commissioner to deal with
parent complaints and issues with regard to their
children’s education. The point that I wish to make to
the minister and the request that I have for the minister
involves the need for this commissioner to be truly
independent. We need a commissioner who is
independent from the minister’s office; we need a
commissioner who is independent from the Department
of Education and Training.
As one would know, I speak to families with a child
with autism on a pretty regular basis, and the Victorian
education department does not have a great record
when it comes to education of children with autism —
quite the opposite, in fact. I have in past times had
reason to get up in this house and, well, basically
carpet-bomb the education department for its attitude
toward autistic education in this state. If this
independent — so-called independent — commissioner
is too closely associated with the department, or indeed
is from the department, that will very much prejudice
the issues and the complaints that parents of children
with autism may have.
This is an extraordinarily important issue because, as
we know, the number of children with autism is
ballooning, and the education of these children is
absolutely crucial. If they are not handled in a way that
they should be, if they do not receive the education that
they should, then it will jeopardise their quality of life
for the rest of their lives, it will jeopardise the quality of
life of their families and it will jeopardise any
opportunity they have to make a meaningful
contribution to society. So I think it is extremely
important that the minister does appoint a truly
independent commissioner so that the autistic
community — and I include families in that — can
have confidence that any complaints or issues that they
have will be handled in a fair and reasonable way. I ask
the minister to ensure that this commissioner that he has
so recently confirmed will be appointed is truly
independent, because anything less will be just not
good enough.
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Firearms
Mr BOURMAN (Eastern Victoria) — My matter
tonight is for the Minister for Police. Control of legal
firearms is important; it is not as important as illegal
firearms, but still important. Advertising of legal
firearms in this state is quite restrictive, mainly because
the laws were proposed prior to 1996 when the internet
was not popular and there were limited avenues to sell
legally. Clearly it is not 1996 anymore, and the internet
is a daily part of our lives. Every state in Australia
allows the sale of legal firearms in a manner that covers
the internet — well, every state except Victoria — and
this has caused some confusion and unnecessary
administrative burden to the licensing and regulation of
people and actually has no public safety outcome at all.
I call on the Minister for Police to initiate changes that
allow the sale of legal firearms via the internet to bring
us in line with the rest of the country, which is, after all,
what the national firearms agreement is supposed to be
about.

Local learning and employment networks
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria) — Tonight my
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Training and
Skills, Steve Herbert. I take this opportunity to thank
him for ensuring that learning and further education are
again at the centre of the state’s priorities in Victoria.
The point I want to raise is the issue of the countless
number of people who work in local learning and
employment networks. They donate an enormous
amount of time and effort, and these centres or
networks are often the point where there is a chance for
those in our communities that are unemployed to
reconnect and there is an opportunity to upskill. Of
course more important than all of that, it is an inclusive
environment that takes our communities forward.
From the people that I have met over the last nine and a
bit years who work in and are associated with these
centres, I think a lot of their work goes essentially
unnoticed, and it is really important for us to recognise
the efforts they put in. The action I seek is for the
minister to develop an appropriate recognition system
so that we can make sure that individuals in our
communities and indeed communities generally have
that capacity to go forward. I would ask him to develop
that and that it is done so in a timely fashion.

Level Crossing Removal Authority
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — My matter
for the adjournment this evening is for the attention of
the minister responsible for WorkCover, and it relates
to independent soil testing that has occurred on the sky
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rail construction site. It shows toxic levels of lead, or
what appear to be toxic levels, as a result of
independent testing that has been done. In some cases
the levels appear to be up to 160 times the deemed safe
level.
Safe soil has natural lead residues of up to 100 parts per
million, and the United States Environmental
Protection Agency recommends that people have blood
tests if exposed to levels above 400 parts per million.
Testing on soil around the construction site of the sky
rail by the firm XRF shows in some spots 7000 parts
per million and indeed is showing in some places up to
16 000 parts per million. Now, this occurs along the sky
rail areas where there are six individual gantry sites,
along the line between Grange Road and Poath Road.
Clearly legacy powerline structures are coated in thick,
dark grey lead paint. As the paint wears, rainwater
carries it potentially into the soil, and over decades this
has leached quite some distance.
Workers moving around the site without wearing
relevant safety equipment may well be exposed to
significant lead levels. This can also be spread to
nearby playgrounds or parkland, or individual houses
nearby. There is one Level Crossing Removal
Authority (LXRA) video that shows workers smashing
lead-contaminated legacy powerline gantries, and they
do not appear to have any understanding, from that
video, of the toxic hazard that is involved. Now, of
course this sky rail is being built without a proper
environment effects statement process, or even the
stripped-down process that could have occurred under
other acts. The project is being pushed forward without
community support, and it is a project that nobody
voted for.
There is obviously tree and other destruction occurring,
but this specific one is a matter of interest to the
minister responsible for WorkCover because it reflects
industrial safety issues and the safety of the workers
involved and also the potential safety of the
community. So I would ask the minister responsible for
WorkCover or his agencies, or both, to investigate this
closely, to report back to this Parliament and to bring
the cowboys at the LXRA into line.

Doctors in Secondary Schools
Mr MELHEM (Western Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter tonight is for the Minister for
Education, James Merlino. The action I seek is for the
minister to provide me with the latest information on
the government’s plan to have doctors in 100 Victorian
schools, and in particular how many schools in Western
Metropolitan Region are participating in that program.
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Three months ago applications opened for
100 Victorian government secondary schools to have
regular access to a doctor and appropriate health care. I
understand that almost 200 secondary schools across
Victoria were then invited to apply to participate in this
program. Through the program, participating schools
will partner with local doctors who will visit the
schools for up to one day a week. I commend the
minister for introducing such a fantastic program.
However, as this is a very important initiative for
disadvantaged students and since the Victorian budget
for 2016–17 provided $43.8 million in funding, I think
it is important that the minister provide me with an
update on the program’s latest developments,
particularly in Western Metropolitan Region.

Whitfield police station
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — I raise a
matter for the attention of the Minister for Police. The
action I seek from the minister is that she provide a date
by which the Whitfield police station will be manned or
have a police officer working full time from that
station.
As I have advised the house previously, the then
Minister for Police, Wade Noonan, said in a statement
on 15 April 2015:
As Minister for Police, I made a commitment in Parliament in
February that this would keep all existing police stations
open.
This government does not support the forcible closure of
police stations against the wishes of local communities. There
are 329 police stations across the state and they all play a
significant role in the work done by police.

You can imagine — after that clear and unequivocal
promise from the minister that all police stations would
stay open, with a particular emphasis on the
105 single-member stations — my surprise to learn that
the Whitfield police station has indeed, according to
locals, been vacant since around Easter last year, well in
excess of 12 months.
Mr McCurdy, the outstanding local member, and I met
with the Whitfield community during the winter recess
in this place. There was an enormous degree of concern
from members of the community about the impact on
community safety in Whitfield, and reference to the fact
that that police station has attached to it a four-wheel
drive which is important in rescue and recovery through
the high country and the fact that a police presence is a
deterrent to illegal shooting and other activity. Locals
reported to me that they have seen an increase in hoon
driving and other dangerous driving through the town
since the police station has been closed.
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The minister was reported in the Border Mail of 29 July
as saying she is ‘keeping tabs on the absence of a police
presence at Whitfield’. With the greatest of respect, the
local community expects more than just keeping tabs.
The community expects the promise that Wade Noonan
made to be honoured by the current Minister for Police.
It is clear that Victoria Police is under significant
pressure right across Victoria because of the cuts to
frontline police since Daniel Andrews became the
Premier, and we are seeing that borne out in places such
as Whitfield, where the police station has now been
closed for over a year.
As I said in my introduction, the action I would seek
from the minister is that rather than being a passive
observer keeping tabs on the absence of a police
presence she actually do something and honour the
commitment made by the then minister and ensure that
the one-man police station at Whitfield is open and
police are protecting the community.

North Road, Ormond, level crossing
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter this evening is for the minister
responsible for the removal of level crossings. I am glad
that Mr Dalidakis is in the house because it again
relates to a level crossing that affects both our
electorates: the level crossing removal at North Road in
Ormond. I am referring to a response that I received
from the Minister for Public Transport to a previous
question in relation to an issue that had affected the
traders.
I asked the minister about an issue relating to a power
outage, and in her response she did mention that it only
affected three traders. However, she omitted to refer to
the fact that there were traders who paid thousands of
dollars for generators to keep their stores and wares
refrigerated. Nevertheless, in her response she also
refers to an Open for Business campaign that the Level
Crossing Removal Authority (LXRA) is running in the
area and provided me with the details of where that can
be found.
As we know, the LXRA has been overseeing these
level crossing projects. Of course this particular level
crossing was funded and planned under the former
coalition government, so there is no issue about the
removal of the level crossing. This one is a
rail-under-road project, and I am very pleased about
that. It has caused some disruption, which of course we
know about, but there have been many concerns that I
have raised in relation to the project itself and the
non-consultation in terms of how this project has been
managed and the government’s response. I think the
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minister at the table, Mr Dalidakis, also knows my
concerns about this because I have raised them with
him on a number of occasions.
Nevertheless, going back to this Open for Business
campaign that the minister is referring to, I would like
to ask the minister, because businesses are urged to go
to this Open for Business campaign, could she please
advise what measures have been applied to test if the
Open for Business campaign has been effective and has
assisted local traders that have felt a devastating impact
during the months and months of this level crossing
removal project that has been undertaken.

South Melbourne Park Primary School
Ms FITZHERBERT (Southern Metropolitan) —
My adjournment matter is for the Minister for
Education. It is in relation to the South Melbourne Park
Primary School and in particular the impact of the
grand prix on that school, its construction and also its
operation when it is finally open.
The Proposed Australian Grands Prix (Formula One)
Regulations 2016 — Regulatory Impact Statement
document was very recently released. I looked in vain
for any mention of the now long-delayed South
Melbourne Park Primary School, and I find it surprising
that it was not mentioned. If things go to plan, and they
have not to date, then work is due to start on the school
in January when preparation for the grand prix is in full
swing, which creates chaos in Albert Park Reserve.
I note that there have recently been more delays to this
project. In particular, yet another time frame has been
announced for the delivery of the school this week, and
although Mr Jennings told us earlier this year that the
master plan would be released to the public around June
of this year, that has now been pushed back to the
fourth quarter of this year, which is a very vague time
plan. The grand prix will be held from 16 March to
19 March in 2017, and the park is restricted for the
specified period, which is 12 weeks before the race and
4 weeks afterwards.
Regulation 47 within the proposed regulations prohibits
certain conduct in the specified period that could
interfere with the carrying out of works in the declared
area, including unauthorised entry into a works area.
‘Works area’ is defined extremely broadly as an area:
(a) which is marked off by the corporation by the use of
fencing, barriers or other permanent or temporary means
of physical demarcation; and
(b) in which works, services or any other activities
undertaken by or on behalf of the corporation have
commenced but have not been finally completed.
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Last year in the weeks leading up to the grand prix and
after, the area around the school site was fenced, and
therefore restricted, by the grand prix corporation. The
regulatory impact statement refers to the significant
impact on people who use the park, saying:
Potentially hundreds or thousands of park users will be
affected over the 16-week works period to the extent that the
works area prevents or curtails their activities.

And it affects possibly large numbers of people.
I think it is likely that even if the site is vacated so that
work can start in January, as is now I think plan C or D,
the preparation work for the grand prix will make it
very difficult for work to happen on the school at the
same time. There is also the ongoing issue of how the
school will coexist with the grand prix, which is not at
all addressed in the regulations.
The action I am seeking is for the minister to clarify
how the grand prix will impact on the planned building
of the school and its ongoing operation, and how this
will be addressed in practice.

Responses
Mr DALIDAKIS (Minister for Small Business,
Innovation and Trade) — We have had adjournment
matters tonight from Ms Lovell to the Minister for
Health regarding a government commitment of
$8 million to the Rushworth hospital project; from
Ms Dunn to the Minister for Roads and Road Safety in
relation to VicRoads consultation and the consideration
of other routes in relation to the local area; from
Mr Morris to the Minister for Veterans seeking to
ensure that all MPs are advised of changes to sitting
hours; from Ms Symes to the Minister for Public
Transport in relation to the Seymour network coaches;
from Mr Ramsay to the Minister for Police asking for
more police in Bellarine; from Ms Springle to the
Minister for the Prevention of Family Violence in
relation to African family services, asking the minister
to meet with them to assist them in increasing their
operational capability; from Mr Finn to the Minister for
Education regarding a desire to have an independent
commissioner for the Department of Education and
Training; from Mr Bourman to the Minister for Police
in relation to the advertising of firearms sales through
the internet; from Ms Tierney to the Minister for
Training and Skills regarding the introduction of a local
learning centre recognition system; from Mr Davis to
the minister responsible for WorkCover in relation to
the investigation of soil testing on the sky rail project
site; from Mr Melhem to the Minister for Education in
relation to providing the latest information on schools
in his region of Western Metropolitan that are
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participating in the Doctors in Secondary Schools
program; from Mr O’Donohue to the Minister for
Police asking about the Whitfield police station staffing
and opening; from Ms Crozier to the Minister for
Public Transport in relation to the traders’ Open for
Business campaign and how the minister assesses
whether it has been successful; and finally from
Ms Fitzherbert to the Minister for Education in relation
to the impact of the grand prix on the South Melbourne
Park school build, which is due for construction to
begin in January 2017.
Besides that, President, I also have a written response to
an adjournment debate matter raised by Ms Patten on
8 June 2016.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I thank the minister.
On that basis the house stands adjourned.
House adjourned 6.31 p.m. until Thursday,
18 August, at 2.00 p.m.

CORRECTIONS AMENDMENT (NO BODY, NO PAROLE) BILL 2016
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Thursday, 18 August 2016
The PRESIDENT (Hon. B. N. Atkinson) took the
chair at 2.02 p.m. and read the prayer.

CORRECTIONS AMENDMENT (NO BODY,
NO PAROLE) BILL 2016
Assembly’s rejection
Returned from Assembly with message rejecting
bill.
Ordered to be considered next day.

JOINT SITTING OF PARLIAMENT
Legislative Council vacancy
Message received from Assembly informing Council
that they have disagreed with proposal for joint
sitting to choose Legislative Council member.
Ms WOOLDRIDGE (Eastern Metropolitan) — In
light of that disgraceful message from the Legislative
Assembly, I desire to move, by leave:
That —
(1) notwithstanding standing order 7.06, noting the
provisions of section 27A of the Constitution Act 1975
and in keeping with the principles of representative
democracy, this house resubmits its proposal to meet
with the Legislative Assembly for the purpose of sitting
and voting together to choose a person to fill the seat in
the Council rendered vacant by the resignation of the
Honourable Damian Drum and proposes that the time
and place of such a meeting be the Legislative Assembly
chamber on Thursday, 18 August 2016, at 4.45 p.m.;
and
(2) a message be sent to the Legislative Assembly advising
them of this resolution.

Leave refused.
Ordered that Assembly’s message be considered
next day.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Department of Health and Human Services
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) — My
question is to the Minister for Families and Children.
Minister, under your watch the Department of Health
and Human Services (DHHS) suffered a serious breach
of security of a foster care family, whose information
was given to a violent criminal. At the time a
Children’s Court solicitor was quoted in the Age of
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13 July regarding security breaches within DHHS
stating that, and I quote, ‘It happens all the time’.
Following the security breach of confidential
information, the privacy commissioner is looking into
the security practice and procedures in DHHS’s foster
care and family violence operations and conducting an
overall review of DHHS’s information security and
governance and controls. Minister, given there clearly
are systemic issues in your department putting the
Victorian community at risk, will you release the
privacy commissioner’s report, and if not, why will you
not make it public?
Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Families and
Children) — I thank the member for her question. The
member yet again has come into the house to ask me
about something she read in the media. That seems to
be her daily practice now. The member, if she is
following my tweets — as she has clearly made
obvious she is in question time after question time and
following comments that I have made in the media —
would be well aware of statements that I have made
around this particular issue and how seriously I take
these issues. I have made it very clear also in the
statements that I have made that these are practices that
also occurred when Ms Wooldridge was the minister.
In fact there is a review that I asked my department to
undertake that is going back over a five-year period.
But I am happy to take the question on notice and
provide a written response to the member, giving her
further details in relation to this particular issue.
Supplementary question
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) —
Minister, when the going gets tough for you the tough
gets reviewed. Under your watch there has been a
review of the foster care privacy breaches, a review into
departmental failures surrounding the tragic deaths of
2-year-old Nikki Francis-Coslovich and 16-year-old
Amber Beard, a review into the 10-day isolation period
for a teenager at the Melbourne Youth Justice Centre, a
review into the October 2015 youth justice centre riot
and a review into the March 2016 youth justice centre
riot when six youths stormed onto the roof. Minister,
why is it that you are more than happy to announce
these reviews with big fanfares yet never make them
public and never report on recommendations or
outcomes for improvement?
Ms Mikakos — On a point of order, President, the
substantive question was specifically in relation to a
matter relating to a privacy issue. Now the member in
her supplementary question has raised a number of
other extraneous issues that are not in any way
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connected to the substantive question, so I ask you to in
fact rule out the member’s supplementary question.

Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement

Ms Crozier — On the point of order, President, it is
relevant. I was highlighting to the chamber just the
number of reviews, and the list goes on. In relation to
the substantive question, it was asking if they would
make the report public, and this is directly related. I ask
you to bring the minister back to the question.

Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — My
question is to the Minister for Regional Development.
Minister, as the Minister for Regional Development
you administer the Regional Development Victoria Act
2002, and noting that the powers of Regional
Development Victoria include ‘to facilitate the
coordinated delivery of government programs, services
and resources in rural and regional Victoria’, I ask
whether you have been briefed about the impact of the
current Country Fire Authority-United Firefighters
Union dispute and the delivery of fire services in rural
and regional Victoria. If so, what is the outcome of that
briefing, and if not, why not?

The PRESIDENT — Order! The member’s
proposition to seek an answer from the minister on why
reviews are not released publicly is a valid question,
and it does leverage off the initial question.
Notwithstanding that the preamble of the
supplementary has talked about a number of other
reviews, the minister’s answer will not require a
comment on each of those reviews specifically; to me,
that is preamble information. The premise of the
question, however, is simply: why are reviews not
made public? In that sense I think that it is a valid
follow-up to the substantive question.
Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Families and
Children) — Thank you, President. I have actually
responded to these issues before, because when it is on
youth justice issues I have explained to the member that
secrecy provisions that she voted on and that her
coalition government introduced in fact put in place a
whole lot of prohibitions around these particular
matters for security reasons — for the security and the
safety of those particular facilities. In relation to this
particular matter, I have actually made it clear that the
review that I have asked my department to undertake
will in fact make those recommendations public. I have
actually put that on the record, so the member is
completely incorrect in the assertion she has made,
because she is actually now talking about a review that
is being undertaken not by my department but by an
external independent agency.
I do not have control over the privacy commissioner.
Perhaps that is not clear to you, Ms Crozier. I am happy
to provide the member with a written response in
relation to her supplementary question. But I remind
you that the Foster Care Association of Victoria
tweeted back to you telling you that these issues
happened under the previous government. That is
something that you clearly wish to ignore — that in fact
these have been issues that have occurred in the past
that we are taking action on. We take action. You did
nothing for four years around the safety of vulnerable
women and children in this state.

Ms PULFORD (Minister for Regional
Development) — I thank Mr Davis for his newfound
interest in regional Victoria and the regional
development portfolio. Whilst I will take the member’s
question on notice, I might encourage the member to
acquaint himself with some of the very significant
governance reforms that have been recently made,
which will be, I think, transformative for our regional
Victorian communities.
Supplementary question
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — Well, I
think it is disgraceful that the minister does not know
whether she has been briefed or not. I will ask very
simply: if there has been such a briefing, will you make
that briefing public?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Regional
Development) — I thank Mr Davis for his
supplementary question, and I will provide him with a
written response.

Corella Place security
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — My
question is to the Minister for Corrections. Minister,
given the recent escape from Corella Place, have you or
Corrections Victoria identified any systemic failures at
Corella to give confidence to the local community that
these types of incidents and subsequent escapes will not
happen again?
Mr HERBERT (Minister for Corrections) — As
the member knows, the people at Corella Place are
citizens on supervision orders. They have finished their
time. But in regard to that question, I will take it on
notice and give a written answer.
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Supplementary question
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — Minister,
it is reported that Corella Place escapee Mr Theo Briggs
was able to remove the GPS tracking device attached to
his person by cutting it off before fleeing. The
government is currently renegotiating the GPS contract
with the operator, G4S. With the advances in
technology since the system was introduced, will you
ensure that as a condition of the contract renewal this
type of removal is addressed to stop escapes like
Mr Briggs’s happening in the future?
Mr HERBERT (Minister for Corrections) — I
thank the member for his question. He would be an
expert on dodgy tracking devices from when he was a
minister. We are looking at better tracking devices. I
will take his question on notice.

Ministerial travel
Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) — My
question is to the Minister for Small Business,
Innovation and Trade. Minister, I am in receipt of your
travel report dated 20 July 2016 relating to your travel
to the United Arab Emirates between 15 and
23 February 2016, costing $30 262.76. Minister, is this
a full and accurate report of your activities for that
period of ministerial travel?
Mr DALIDAKIS (Minister for Small Business,
Innovation and Trade) — I thank the member for
finally having an interest in my portfolio areas, and I
look forward to providing a substantive written answer
to him.
Supplementary question
Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) — We
find ourselves in some uncharted waters where the
minister is not sure whether it is the full and accurate
travel report.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr ONDARCHIE — There you go. He needs to
take some advice on it. He needs some advice on
whether it is a full and accurate travel report.
Minister, I put it to you, given we have got receipt of
the travel report, that on Wednesday, 17 February 2016,
you attended the New York University Abu Dhabi
campus to watch the Melbourne City Football Club’s
women’s team play the Manchester City Football
Club’s women’s team. I put it to you that your office
contacted Melbourne City Football Club demanding
tickets to the game, VIP seats, associated hospitality
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and entry onto the pitch to officially meet the players
before the game. So I ask, Minister: why are the tickets
and associated hospitality not in your gift registry or in
your ministerial travel report?
Mr DALIDAKIS (Minister for Small Business,
Innovation and Trade) — I thank Mr Ondarchie for his
interest. No doubt as a fellow Melbourne City fan he
too would have looked to support the women’s team as
they played an exhibition match. I will provide a
written response in relation to his question. I find his
question most distasteful. I will reply to it with a written
response.

Register of members interests
Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) — My
question is to the Minister for Small Business,
Innovation and Trade. Minister, FOI documents
received back from your office detail ‘relating to a copy
of the office gift register, the minister’s office advise
that no documents were discovered’. Why does your
ministerial office not maintain a gift register, which is
in breach of the Andrews government’s ministerial
code of conduct?
Mr DALIDAKIS (Minister for Small Business,
Innovation and Trade) — That is a very, very serious
accusation to make, and I hope Mr Ondarchie is
prepared to back that up. The accusation that a
ministerial registry is not kept is just that — an
accusation. I look forward to providing that response in
written form.
Supplementary question
Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) —
Clearly the minister does not know whether he has a
gift registry or not. Minister, given your failure to
maintain a gift register, can you detail the process of
public disclosure that you undertake when receiving
gifts, such as attendance at Superbox 11 for the
Australian tennis open 2016 on Tuesday, 26 January
2016, a gift that exceeded $500 per person and was not
declared in your register of parliamentary interests or
on any ministerial gift register?
Mr DALIDAKIS (Minister for Small Business,
Innovation and Trade) — I really look forward to
providing a written response to this because
Mr Ondarchie seems to have a problem with people
doing their jobs, but we will provide a written response.
We — being myself — will provide a written response
to you, President, in keeping with the standing orders.
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Register of members interests
Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) — My
next substantive question is to the forgetful Minister for
Small Business, Innovation and Trade. Minister, what
were the circumstances leading to the offer and
acceptance of the gift of the evening session at
Superbox 11 from e-CentricInnovations at the
Australian tennis open on Tuesday, 26 January 2016?
Mr DALIDAKIS (Minister for Small Business,
Innovation and Trade) — As I have indicated with my
previous messages in answer to those questions by
Mr Ondarchie, I look forward to providing a detailed
response to you, President.
Supplementary question
Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) — He
forgets going to the tennis! Minister, was it deliberate
or just convenient circumstances that three days after
attending the Superbox at the Australian Open as a
guest of e-CentricInnovations you, in your role as a
minister, appointed the managing director of
e-CentricInnovations to the LaunchVic board?
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Right?
Mr DALIDAKIS (Minister for Small Business,
Innovation and Trade) — Thank you, President. I
appreciate the opportunity to respond. Yes, I will
provide a fulsome answer to that, but it is no wonder
that Mr Rich-Phillips, sitting just next to Mr Ondarchie,
is hanging his head in shame, because the gentleman
that Mr Ondarchie is trying to besmirch is somebody
that has contributed to both sides of Parliament across
many years for free. He has done a lot for this
government. He has done a lot for this state. I look
forward to reporting and replying to that question and
its disgraceful besmirching of somebody that gives of
himself so that the state can actually be much better
than it is.

VicForests staff
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all public servants, including those staff at state-owned
businesses such as VicForests. Considering the abusive
behaviour of this VicForests employee is in breach of
the Victorian public service code of conduct and
therefore may constitute misconduct, what actions will
the minister take to ensure this conduct is investigated
and the proper disciplinary actions are implemented?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I
thank Ms Dunn for her question. Ms Dunn makes some
assertions about a Facebook post that I have not seen. If
Ms Dunn would be so kind as to provide me with this
information, then I will look into it.
Supplementary question
Ms DUNN (Eastern Metropolitan) — I thank the
minister for her answer. I would be very happy to
provide that information, which is substantial, to her.
My supplementary question is: what actions will the
minister take to prevent staff at VicForests harassing
and bullying members of the public into the future?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I will
provide Ms Dunn with a detailed response. Ms Dunn’s
assertion in her substantive question was, if I heard
correctly, about a contractor as distinct from a
VicForests employee. As I indicated, I have not seen
the allegedly offensive post, but when Ms Dunn
provides that to me I will have a look and respond
accordingly.
Ms Dunn — On a point of order, President, just as
clarification, the substance of my question was about an
employee of VicForests, not a contractor.

Family violence
Ms SPRINGLE (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
My question is for the minister representing the
Minister for the Prevention of Family Violence. Can the
minister explain how the Special Minister of State is
more qualified than the Minister for the Prevention of
Family Violence to co-chair the committee responsible
for the implementation of 227 recommendations of the
Royal Commission into Family Violence?

Ms DUNN (Eastern Metropolitan) — My question
is for the Minister for Agriculture. It has been alleged
that an employee at VicForests has been engaging in
bullying and harassment of community members on the
social media platform Facebook, using the pseudonyms
Larry Leadbeater and The Liarbird.

Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Families and
Children) — I thank Ms Springle for her question. I can
assure the member that this government takes the issue
of family violence very, very seriously.

According to the Victorian Public Service Commission,
the Victorian public service code of conduct issued
under the Public Administration Act 2004 is binding on

Ms MIKAKOS — For those opposite there who are
making gibes about this matter, I remind them that in
fact it was our government, the Andrews Labor

Honourable members interjecting.
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government, that implemented Australia’s first family
violence royal commission. Right across our
government we have ministers, including me, working
on implementing those recommendations every day.
There is so much work going on, including a two-day
symposium that I hosted with the community sector just
late last week around how we are going to progress the
recommendations that relate to improving supports for
vulnerable women and children and the Roadmap for
Reform, our once-in-a-generation reform of our child
and family services system.
Just yesterday I made a funding announcement of
$5.65 million for our early intervention services,
delivering on exactly one of those recommendations of
that family violence royal commission. I know that
Minister Jennings and every other minister who has
responsibility right across government for
implementing these recommendations is working
extremely hard to implement them, because we know
that this is Victoria’s and Australia’s no. 1 law and
order issue. This is why we are getting on with
implementing these particular recommendations.
In relation to the question that the member has raised, I
am happy to take that question on notice and provide
her with detail about the arrangements that have been
put in place to ensure the effective delivery of the
implementation of those recommendations, which as I
have explained, go right across government. There are
recommendations in there that relate to the housing
minister. There are recommendations in there that relate
to my portfolio. There are recommendations in there
that relate to the justice system. This is why we have
ministers across government working together to
implement those recommendations. I will provide
further information to the member in writing explaining
to her what those arrangements are and how we are
continuing to work very closely with stakeholders,
including with victims, to ensure that we can deliver on
each and every one of those 227 recommendations.
Supplementary question
Ms SPRINGLE (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
thank the minister for her answer, although my
substantive question was specifically about the
co-chairing. My supplementary is: we know that family
violence is an overwhelmingly gendered issue, and we
know that part of the solution is to address the gender
power imbalances across all sectors of Victorian
society. This is the second time that a senior woman has
been demoted within the Andrews cabinet, following
the forced resignation of the former Minister for
Emergency Services. Is the demotion of women from
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leadership roles part of the Andrews government’s
gender strategy?
Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Families and
Children) — First of all, the supplementary question is
not related to the substantive question, but I make the
point to the member that I absolutely refute the premise
of that question. That is complete rubbish. It is
complete rubbish. First of all, no-one has been
demoted. We are working across government, as I
explained, to implement each and every one of those
recommendations. These recommendations cut right
across government. We are working together to
implement these recommendations. I would have
expected Ms Springle not to play politics with an issue
as serious as this. We are getting on with implementing
the family violence royal commission
recommendations. I think it is important that people not
be playing politics with this issue. These
recommendations deserve the support of every single
member in this house. This is why I personally am
working every single day to implement the
recommendations that I have responsibility for.

Disability support workers
Dr CARLING-JENKINS (Western
Metropolitan) — My question is for the minister
representing the Minister for Housing, Disability and
Ageing, Minister Mikakos. Last week Matthew
Bowden, co-chief executive of peak advocacy group
People with Disability Australia, raised concerns that
conditions for disability support workers will be eroded
under new workplace proposals being considered as
part of the national disability insurance scheme (NDIS).
These include the ability of employers to reduce
minimum shifts, increase hours without paying
penalties and vary an employee’s hours without notice.
It is feared that this erosion of workplace conditions
will lead to a drop in morale in the current workforce
and discourage Victorians from entering the sector — a
sector which needs to double in size over the next two
years. Minister, what is the government doing to ensure
the current disability support workers are not
disadvantaged under the NDIS rollout here in Victoria?
Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Families and
Children) — I thank Dr Carling-Jenkins for her
question. I know that she has a very deep personal
interest in issues around disability. I am very proud that
it was a federal Labor government that initiated what is
going to be one of the most important social policy
reforms in this nation with the rollout of the NDIS. I am
very pleased on a personal level, as an MP representing
the northern suburbs of Melbourne, that some of the
north-eastern suburbs of Melbourne are in fact part of
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the first part of the rollout of the NDIS in Victoria, so I
am taking a very close interest in this as it relates to my
own community.
I can assure the member that our government takes the
needs of people with disabilities very seriously. This is
so important to empower people of all abilities in our
state to be able to participate fully in their lives in a
number of ways, and of course the workforce that
supports these people is also critically important. I
know that Minister Foley is obviously very involved in
ensuring that we have the appropriate workforce
transitional arrangements in place and is doing a great
deal of work around this particular issue.
I am happy to take the specifics of the member’s
question on notice for her and provide her with further
details around these issues in writing, but I can assure
her that obviously there are going to be significant
challenges in expanding the workforce. There will be,
as the member has asserted, a need for more people to
work in disability services into the future, given the
expansion of the service delivery that we will be
providing to people with a disability. It is obviously
then going to present some new opportunities, I hope,
in terms of employment to many, many people, and we
need to make sure that it is seen as a fulfilling source of
employment to encourage people to enter into this
important workforce.
Obviously there are issues around funding that are set
by the commonwealth government as well in terms of
the funding that the National Disability Insurance
Agency will provide in these matters, and I am happy to
provide further details to the member when I provide
her with a written response.
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and staff to transition to the NDIS, and he has also
established a skills forum to respond to skills and
workforce capacity issues. But I will take that question
on notice and provide the member with further details
in writing.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I have
answers to questions on notice — 11 in total: 4730,
4797, 4861, 5321, 5864, 5867, 5870–1, 6651, 6655 and
6664.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Written responses
Mr Finn — I wish to raise a point of order with you,
President, concerning a response that I have received
from Mr Herbert to a question that I asked on Tuesday
regarding Operation Cosmas into gang-related crimes.
The response from Mr Herbert states that:
The specific data to respond to this request is unable to be
provided without a significant diversion of police resources.
A detailed response to this question would require a number
of records to be manually searched.

I note that earlier this year there was a similar question
about the Apex gang asked in the other place — in fact
asked on notice by the Leader of the Opposition,
Mr Guy — and that has been pretty fulsomely
answered. So I ask if indeed Mr Herbert may be gilding
the lily a little in his response and if you could please
reinstate that question so that I can get an appropriate
answer to the question that I asked on Tuesday.

Supplementary question
Dr CARLING-JENKINS (Western
Metropolitan) — I want to thank the minister for her
answer and for her personal interest in the rollout of the
NDIS in her area, and I appreciate getting some more
information on the transitional arrangements. In light of
the concerns raised in my first question regarding the
future of disability support work as a career, I wonder if
you could also take on notice: what is the minister
doing to promote disability support work as a career
here in Victoria?
Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Families and
Children) — I will provide further detail to the member
in writing, as I will for the substantive question, but I do
point out to her that Minister Foley has already
announced a $10 million NDIS transition support
program late last year to support participants, providers

Mr Herbert — On the point of order, President, that
response to the question of course was provided in an
acting capacity, and I have no reason to believe that the
advice I have received through the office of the
Minister for Police is anything but accurate.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Yes, except that it was
directed to the Attorney-General.
Mr Herbert — Attorney-General; my apologies.
Ms Wooldridge — On the point of order, President,
if it would be helpful, I would be happy to provide to
you or to the chamber the response on 4 May following
a question from Matthew Guy in the other house that
answers these questions directly, which demonstrates
the capacity to answer these questions.
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The PRESIDENT — Order! It is not the same
question. The question raised by way of point of order
by Mr Finn is about the capability of generating the
statistics rather than the statistic itself at this point
because the answer received from the Attorney-General
suggests that that would be a process that would be
rather difficult and that it would in fact require a
significant diversion of police resources and require a
number of records to be manually searched — which
surprises me because, as I understand, most of these
records are automated. However, I am not across the
operational aspects of departments, and therefore the
Attorney-General’s response might be quite accurate.
In this instance, given that information has previously
been provided which does suggest a capability to
respond more fulsomely to the question raised by
Mr Finn — which is a similar question but not the same
question, because it involves different parties — I
would therefore, yes, reinstate the substantive question
and the supplementary question.
Ms Wooldridge — On a point of order, President,
further on answers to questions, on Tuesday I asked a
question of the deputy leader representing the Treasurer
in the absence of the Special Minister of State.
Normally that would have been directed to the Special
Minister of State in order to get a response from the
Treasurer. Mr Davis also asked a question, in relation to
the local government inspectorate, of the deputy leader
in relation to a response required from the Special
Minister of State. Neither of these — Mr Davis brought
up one yesterday that had not been responded to in the
one-day time frame — have now been responded to in
a two-day time frame. I would ask that you request
those to be answered, but I am very concerned that this
may be a pattern of defiance of the sessional orders that
have been brought in by the government.
President, on 8 June you made a very clear ruling in
relation to this matter and written responses to
questions, where you went on to say that:
It is reasonable for the house to presume that the Deputy
Leader of the Government would refer questions asked of the
Special Minister of State, either for his own portfolios or in
his capacity as minister representing other ministers, in his
absence.

You reiterated that in arriving at this conclusion you
were not making a ministerial appointment but that:
Questions directed to Minister Jennings should therefore be
directed to the deputy leader, who will be able to refer the
matter to Minister Jennings, who still holds his executive
position, notwithstanding that he is suspended from this
house, and who is in turn able to provide written responses
pursuant to sessional orders.
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So you made a very clear ruling about your
expectations of the Leader of the Government and the
Special Minister of State and the role of the Deputy
Leader of the Government in referring matters through
to him. Unfortunately this week we have had two
demonstrations with the two questions provided to
Mr Jennings, both of which have not been responded
to.
Ms Pulford — On the point of order, as the
President indicated on an earlier occasion, I have
referred these questions to the minister. As you may
have all noticed, the Special Minister of State is not
here. He is in the building. He is literally a text message
away from resuming his duties in the Parliament, and I
can advise members who are interested in interrogating
Mr Jennings about his portfolio responsibilities or those
areas of ministerial responsibility where he is the
representing minister that answers to those questions
will be provided when the minister is returned to the
chamber.
Ms Wooldridge — On the point of order, President,
I put to you that the deputy leader is now directly
defying your ruling in relation to ministers statements
with the implication that we will not have a response
from the Leader of the Government until such time as
he is returned to the chamber. That is in direct defiance
of your ruling in relation to your expectations of him
fulfilling his ministerial responsibilities.
Mr Davis — Further to this point of order,
President, this is quite a serious matter; it is not a game.
The question I asked on Tuesday related very directly
to a serious matter affecting local governments around
the state, and I sought legal advice in that question. The
government has since indicated that it will legislate, and
there is a bill in the lower house now. Seeking that
information in a timely way, in that one or two-day
time frame, is distinctly appropriate to the matters
around managing that bill and managing the issue for
local governments around the state, so if the deputy
leader and the Leader of the Government wish to play
games with serious matters like that, I think that is
reprehensible.
Ms Pulford — President, on the point of order
Mr Davis raises, I indicate to Mr Davis that the matter
he is seeking information on has been widely reported
on publicly, there is a bill in the house and the
opposition has been provided with an opportunity to
have a briefing on this bill, and if Mr Davis was
interested in asking about how the government
proposed to resolve this issue, then Mr Davis might
have directed his question to Minister Dalidakis, who is
representing the Minister for Local Government in this
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place, rather than somebody that he knows full well has
been suspended by the house — indeed as a
consequence of Mr Davis’s own votes.
Mr Davis — Further on the point of order,
President, the inspectorate for local government is the
responsibility of the Special Minister of State, which is
Mr Jennings. It is not Mr Dalidakis representing
someone else; it is actually Mr Jennings himself.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr Davis — No, Mr Jennings himself is responsible
for the inspectorate, and the question was about the
inspectorate.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Can Mr Davis just put
that to me again, please?
Mr Davis — The deputy leader seems to be under
some misapprehension that the Minister for Local
Government is responsible for the local government
inspectorate. She is not. The Special Minister of State is
responsible for the inspectorate, and my question was
directed to her to pass on to the Special Minister of
State about his area of responsibility and seeking legal
advice around the inspectorate.
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In the context today of Ms Wooldridge’s point of order
and in respect of a question that she asked on Tuesday,
that question was actually to the Treasurer, and the
Special Minister of State was only involved by way of
carriage of that question to the Treasurer; and the
expectation of the house is that the Treasurer would
provide the answer by way of carriage, presumably in
accord with what we have had in previous weeks, by
the Deputy Leader of the Government or another
minister. That this information has not been provided is
actually in contravention of our standing orders, and the
issue is simply a matter of carriage as to how the
Treasurer’s response gets to this place, not the Special
Minister of State’s position.
In respect of the matter raised by Mr Davis, he raised
this matter with me yesterday, and certainly the
response to his question was to be anticipated by the
house yesterday. I indicated yesterday, when he raised
by way of point of order that that question had not been
responded to, that in fact I would expect that an answer
would be forthcoming yesterday or indeed certainly
today at the latest. I showed some tolerance in that
respect, again within our standing orders parameters,
which are my riding instructions.

Ms Pulford — On the point of order, President, let
me just make the offer again. Mr Jennings is in the
building. Mr Jennings is ready and willing to resume
his duties at a moment’s notice. I am quite sure that he
would be very happy to walk in here right now and
provide answers to any of the questions on matters for
which he is responsible or for which he has a role in
representing ministers from the other place.

I am not sure whether I am hearing the government say
that there is a change in the position, in which case no
question directed through the Special Minister of State
will be answered until he returns to the chamber, or
whether in fact what we have had in previous weeks
continues, where the questions have still been
conveyed, particularly in a situation where that minister
is simply the minister of carriage to a minister in
another place rather than responsible for his answer in
itself.

The PRESIDENT — Order! Can I indicate that
there does appear to be a change of position by the
government in respect of answers to these questions,
because indeed up to this point the Deputy Leader of
the Government has passed on the questions — and
indeed has passed on these questions — and a response
has been forthcoming in accord with the expectation of
the house, and more importantly within the parameters
of our standing orders.

I note that the Special Minister of State continues to be
a member of the executive. I note that the minister
continues to work as a minister and discharge his
duties. Therefore in my view, notwithstanding that he
might be suspended from this house, there is a still a
responsibility as a minister, as there is with ministers in
the other place, to provide responses to questions in
accordance with the standing orders of this house.

On each occasion when we have question time I
provide a direction on whether or not an answer is
expected the following day or within two days — the
two days being a convention more than anything else to
allow ministers in another place a little more time for a
discussion with the minister who has been asked in this
place for a response and to ensure that an accurate
response can be provided to the house.

On this occasion I simply seek responses to these two
questions, preferably by the end of today. If not, I will
have to give some consideration to this matter and take
some advice on where we go from here. I certainly
hope that we are not coming to a situation where we are
just playing games on this, because let me say that if
this is where we are going, then this can accelerate very
quickly. Indeed the ramifications are on the
government, not on other members of this chamber —
the reason being that the government finds it necessary
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to use this chamber to pass its legislation. The
government needs to ensure that there is order and not a
situation of chaos and petulance in this place going
forward, or else there will be a judgement by the people
of Victoria.
Members of the government keep referring to the fact
that the Special Minister of State is in the building but
is not in this place because he has been suspended by
this house. I have made clear my concerns about that
suspension, particularly in terms of the length of time
involved, but I have also made it clear that in fact the
solution to some extent — to a large extent — resides
with the government in the sense that my standing
orders here, which you all have a copy of, provide an
arbitration process on the documents that have not been
provided to the house, and therefore the standing orders
that we have that are my riding instructions have a
solution to the impasse. The government chooses not to
use that.
It needs to be reflected on very carefully, because we
are in uncharted waters, and even this particular process
of our questions now begs the question as to whether or
not we are going to abide by the standing orders that we
have and whether or not we are going to continue to be
a constructive Parliament or whether we go in some
other direction, in which case I think it would be a
judgement upon us all. By the end of the day, please.
Mr O’Donohue — On a point of order, President, I
request an update from the Minister for Corrections in
relation to the supplementary question I asked on
Tuesday and the response he provided yesterday. You
will recall, President, I raised a point of order about the
ability of Corrections Victoria to provide information
about the number of prisoners who have not been
presented to court in contravention of a court order. The
minister undertook to investigate that, and I would seek
by way of point of order an update from the minister.

Corrections system
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each morning how many prisoners are unable to be
accommodated in police cells to attend court. For those
prisoners who cannot be accommodated in police cells,
the department seeks to arrange telecourt hearings or
negotiate hearing times later in the day. Where a
telecourt hearing is arranged in these circumstances a
court may determine that it is appropriate to finalise the
matter or that it is an inadequate presentation and use
the telecourt hearing to adjourn the matter. The
department does not have data on which telecourt
matters a court has deemed to be an inadequate
presentation. Therefore the actual number of prisoners
deemed to have not presented at court is not available.

Written responses
The PRESIDENT — Order! In respect of today’s
questions, all of them were within the responsibilities of
the ministers of this house, and therefore all of these
will be one-day responses: Ms Crozier’s first question
to Ms Mikakos, both substantive and supplementary;
Mr Davis’s to Ms Pulford, both substantive and
supplementary; Mr O’Donohue’s to Mr Herbert, only
the substantive; Mr Ondarchie’s to Mr Dalidakis, three
questions, and in each case Mr Dalidakis has
undertaken to provide a written response to both
substantive and supplementary questions; Ms Dunn’s to
Ms Pulford, substantive and supplementary question;
Ms Springle’s to Ms Mikakos, substantive question
only; and Dr Carling-Jenkins’s to Ms Mikakos, both
substantive and supplementary question.
Dr Carling-Jenkins’s question to Ms Mikakos was for
the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing, so in
that case I vary that to a two-day answer.
Mr O’Donohue — On a point of order, President,
by way of clarification, my recollection was that
Minister Herbert took on notice the supplementary
question relating to the G4S contract.
Mr Herbert — I am happy to provide the answer.

Mr HERBERT (Minister for Corrections) — I did
undertake to raise the issue with Mr O’Donohue. I got
this bit of information upon walking in here at question
time. Of course we had the very moving ceremony
today at the shrine, which many of us here participated
in.

The PRESIDENT — Order! I add the
supplementary question as well.

The advice I have received is it is not possible to
provide an accurate figure for the number of prisoners
not proceeding to courts because of overcrowding in
police cells. The court determines whether a prisoner is
satisfactorily presented to court, be it in person or by
telecourt. The department is advised by Victoria Police

Mr ELASMAR (Northern Metropolitan) — My
constituency question is to the Minister for Families
and Children, the Honourable Jenny Mikakos. Minister,
yesterday you announced a $5.65 million boost to Child
FIRST and integrated family services, particularly to
meet growing demand. We know that investing in early
intervention and family services is important and was a
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key part of the thinking behind many of the
recommendations of the Royal Commission into
Family Violence. In my electorate I have a number of
Child FIRST and integrated family services sites, which
help many vulnerable families, women and children
who are experiencing family violence. They provide
information and advice, link families with specialist
services and help facilitate discussions with
professionals. Can the minister advise of the funding
boost to each of the Child FIRST services in my
electorate?

Western Victoria Region
Mr PURCELL (Western Victoria) — My
constituency question is for the Minister for Roads and
Road Safety. The roads in south-west Victoria are a
disgrace, and members have heard me mention this on
many occasions in this chamber. They are in constant
need of upgrade, have potholes, are flooded and are
very dangerous. VicRoads’s best way of dealing with
this is to put up speed restriction signs, and we know
from VicRoads’s own figures that it will take
$220 million to bring these up to the minimum standard
of the rest of the state. In June I presented a list of the
10 worst roads in my region and the ones that are in the
most urgent need of repair, and my question is: will the
minister immediately visit south-west Victoria and
inspect the dangerous roads?

Eastern Metropolitan Region
Ms WOOLDRIDGE (Eastern Metropolitan) — My
constituency question is for the Minister for Roads and
Road Safety, and my question is: when will the
government announce which of the two options for
upgrading Bolton Street, Eltham, will be chosen, and
does the minister believe the final design has to be one
of the two presented or is the minister open to further
alternatives to improve the designs that have been
presented?
Both parties made a commitment prior to the last
election. The Labor Party made a commitment of
$10.5 million to upgrade the road. The coalition, on the
advice of VicRoads, made a commitment of
$20.6 million to upgrade the safety and flow of the road
properly. Unfortunately we are now going to have to
live with the half-baked Daniel Andrews-Vicki Ward
solution. The consultation that is underway is very
limited. It excludes many of the recommendations from
the community consultation. I have had a lot of
feedback from residents that they are very concerned
about the model, so I am keen to know when one will
be chosen and whether there is scope to improve the
models that have been provided.
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Eastern Victoria Region
Ms SHING (Eastern Victoria) — On a theme today,
my question is also to the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety, Minister Donnellan, and it refers to the roads in
Gippsland, many of which will be improved as a
consequence of recent announcements for funding,
which will improve amenity, lines of sight and road
treatments to improve safety and cope with the greater
capacity that these roads are now having to deal with
when we take goods to market. One of the things which
remains a key issue in Gippsland in particular,
however, is the number of fatalities and serious injuries
that are occasioned through people using the roads in an
unsafe manner, not having the necessary skill or
experience or perhaps using roads as part of tourist
routes. I ask the minister to provide information on how
we can continue to work with the Towards Zero
strategy to improve road safety and minimise the risk of
fatalities and serious injuries in an area which sees more
than its fair share and which has borne the brunt of
many incidents in recent times.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I will let that stand,
but it is a pretty vague question in terms of ‘how can we
do this’. A constituency question should be more
specific, but I will let it stand.

Western Metropolitan Region
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — My
question is for the Minister for Roads and Road Safety.
The government has now released its western
distributor reference design. This shows a proposed
route for truck off-ramps to Hyde Street in Yarraville.
On the southern side of the freeway the proposed truck
ramp would run through vacant industrial land bordered
by Hall Street, Simcock Avenue, Stephen Street and the
West Gate Freeway in Spotswood. My understanding is
that this piece of land is rife with contaminants. My
question for the minister is: if truck off-ramps go ahead
in this location, will the government be fully
remediating the entire industrial site to decontaminate it
ahead of ramp construction, and what does the
government intend to do with the land when the project
is complete?

South Eastern Metropolitan Region
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — My constituency question is for the
Minister for Public Transport. It relates to the proposed
installation of bus stops on Keylana Drive,
Keysborough, within the Hidden Grove housing estate.
Local residents have raised various concerns regarding
the placement of the bus stops, including issues related
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to public safety, noise disturbance, local amenity and
street parking restrictions. Residents are anxious that
their views have not been considered by the Victorian
government with regard to this issue. It is concerning
but perhaps not surprising that the government failed to
undertake any meaningful consultation with local
residents prior to coming to this unilateral decision. I
ask: why did the government neglect to undertake
meaningful community consultation regarding the
placement of bus stops in Keylana Drive, and will the
minister now consider the views of those local
residents?

Eastern Metropolitan Region
Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I was lucky
a few weeks ago to attend St Thomas the Apostle
Primary School to talk to some students and some
teachers there. This is a school that is in Blackburn. It is
near the Blackburn level crossing, which is being
removed. The question I have for the Minister for
Public Transport is if she could please tell me what
improved access this particular school will have at the
completion of the works of the level crossing removal,
particularly around the rail corridor.

Southern Metropolitan Region
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — My
constituency question is for the Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change, and it relates to the
Caulfield Racecourse and recreation reserve, some
54 hectares of Crown land which has for decades been
used almost exclusively for racing and for huge
financial benefit to the Melbourne Racing Club, which
pays a peppercorn rent for its almost exclusive use. The
Caulfield Racecourse Reserve Trust has an outmoded
governance structure and pays lip-service to public
access to the site, which is public land. A report from a
working group, which includes Assembly members
David Southwick and Steve Dimopoulos, was due for
release three months ago but for unknown reasons has
been delayed. It is almost two years since the
Auditor-General released his report into the Caulfield
Racecourse Reserve and found that the reserve trustees
have not been effective in the overall management of
the reserve and that insufficient attention has been paid
to public access. My question to the minister is: when
will she act to overhaul the governance of the reserve
and improve public access to the Caulfield Racecourse
and recreation reserve?

Southern Metropolitan Region
Ms FITZHERBERT (Southern Metropolitan) —
My question is to the Minister for Energy, Environment
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and Climate Change and Minister for Suburban
Development. It is asked on behalf of residents in my
electorate in relation to the South Melbourne Life
Saving Club. This club has a very run down 1950s
building which is clearly in need of an upgrade. The
council has released its preferred design for a new
building, and it intends to do more planning and design
work and apply to the Department of Environment,
Land, Water and Planning for coastal consent under the
Coastal Management Act 1995. Residents have asked
me to ask the minister if she will meet with them on the
site so that they can discuss their concerns about the
proposed development, which in summary are a
significant increase in size compared to the current
building’s footprint and its proximity to similar
facilities, which are only a few hundred metres away.

Western Victoria Region
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria) — It will be of
no surprise that my question also is for the Minister for
Roads and Road Safety, Luke Donnellan. I do recall
that I raised the issue of the state of roads in the
south-west prior to the winter break. I am pleased that
Mr Purcell also raised it again today, and I am
exceptionally pleased that the minister has responded
and will be visiting the south-west before the end of this
month and dealing with state funding of road projects.
The question I have today in relation to roads in the
south-west is: can the minister advise whether he has
had meetings or phone conversations with the federal
Minister for Infrastructure and Transport, Darren
Chester, whether the federal government will contribute
funding to future road projects in the south-west of
Victoria and if so, what they are?

Eastern Victoria Region
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — I raise a
constituency question for the Minister for Police, and it
relates to police resourcing in the police service area of
the Shire of Cardinia. It flows from an email from a
constituent who says, and I quote:
I moved here —

to Pakenham —
two years ago thinking it was a safe place, but since then I
have had two bikes stolen, been directly confronted by a gang
of about 30 teens outside a Coles, had my wallet stolen and
car stolen from my front driveway so I have been without a
car for four weeks. I have installed $5000 of CCTV cameras
on my house, bought a dog and put alarms on the one
remaining car I have and can’t even sleep at night — I don’t
feel safe in this place and for good reason.
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The constituency question I have for the minister is:
when will the Chief Commissioner of Police be
provided with the necessary resources so that growth
areas such as the Shire of Cardinia and towns such as
Pakenham in my electorate can have the police
resources they need to respond to the surging crime rate
that the Shire of Cardinia is currently experiencing and
so that constituents of mine, such as the person who has
emailed me, can have their concerns allayed?
The PRESIDENT — Order! On the basis that I
allowed Ms Shing’s constituency question to stand, I
will let that one stand as well on this occasion. But it is
not good enough just to keep mentioning the electorate
if the actual question is a broad question. The broad
question was about resources for areas ‘such as’ rather
than a specific one about the resourcing of a specific
area, and that is the crucial test of a constituency
question. I will let it stand today. Have a think about it.
Mr O’Donohue — On a point of order, President,
under the Victoria Police Act 2013 the chief
commissioner has absolute discretion about the
allocation of police resources, so all I can do is
advocate to the minister to provide the appropriate
resources for the chief commissioner to respond to
these sorts of the concerns.

PETITIONS
Following petitions presented to house:

Ormond railway station
To the Legislative Council of Victoria:
We, the undersigned citizens of Victoria, call on the
Legislative Council of Victoria to note:
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For Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) by
Mrs Peulich (26 signatures).
Laid on table.
Ordered to be considered next day on motion of
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan).

Plastic bags
To the Legislative Council of Victoria:
The petition of certain citizens of the state of Victoria draws
to the attention of the Legislative Council:
Australians use billions of limited-use plastic bags
(single-use lightweight plastic bags and thicker
department-style plastic bags) every year, most of which
end up in the waste stream.
Plastic bags are a major threat to our land, waterways
and ocean environments. They block stormwater drains
and entrap wildlife. Plastic takes hundreds of years to
break down and because it is not biodegradable, it never
fully goes away. When the non-organic plastic particles
that remain are eaten by marine animals, they enter the
food chain.
Eliminating limited-use plastic bags requires negligible
infrastructure and will save on local and state
government clean-up costs. South Australia, Tasmania,
ACT and the Northern Territory have introduced bans
on the distribution of single-use lightweight plastic bags
at retail points of sale. A review of the ban in South
Australia recommends considering an extension of the
ban to include all limited-use plastic bags.
Victoria must introduce a ban on limited-use plastic bags
as a matter of urgency.
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative Council
of Victoria call on the Victorian government to introduce
legislation for the purpose of putting a ban on limited-use
plastic bags distributed at retail points of sale in Victoria.

the foundation deck for the development of an up to
13-storey residential tower above the Frankston railway
line on North Road above Ormond station has been
constructed without informing or consulting the local
community;

By Ms SPRINGLE (South Eastern Metropolitan)
(11 800 signatures).

established low-rise suburbs should not be destroyed and
permanently scarred by the construction of
inappropriate, high-rise overdevelopments on railway
land, particularly in the absence of community
consultation; and

Ordered to be considered next day on motion of
Ms SPRINGLE (South Eastern Metropolitan).

the local community does not support or consent to the
construction of a residential tower of up to 13 storeys
above Ormond station.
We therefore demand the Andrews Labor government
abandon its plans for the inappropriate overdevelopment of
the Ormond station site and instead proceed with a
development that is smaller in scale and more in keeping with
the low-rise village atmosphere of Ormond.

Laid on table.
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ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION
AMENDMENT (CONTAINER DEPOSIT
AND REFUND SCHEME) BILL 2016
Introduction and first reading
Ms SPRINGLE (South Eastern Metropolitan)
introduced a bill for an act to amend the
Environment Protection Act 1970 to provide for the
establishment and administration of a container
deposit and refund scheme in Victoria and for other
purposes.
Read first time.

COUNTY COURT OF VICTORIA
Report 2014–15
Mr HERBERT (Minister for Training and Skills)
presented report by command of the Governor.
Laid on table.

PUBLIC ACCOUNTS AND ESTIMATES
COMMITTEE
Appointment of Auditor-General
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan)
presented report.
Laid on table.
Ordered to be published.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I
move:
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experience with the Australian National Audit Office.
Mr Greaves is an executive fellow of the Australia and
New Zealand School of Government and a fellow of
CPA Australia and of Chartered Accountants Australia
and New Zealand. He holds a Bachelor of Economics
from the Australian National University.
The Governor in Council accepted the recommendation
and made the appointment, which was announced by
the committee on 19 July 2016. Mr Greaves will
commence in the role on 19 September 2016. This
report was adopted by the Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee at its meeting held on 15 August,
this week.
Ms SHING (Eastern Victoria) — Further to the
comments made by Ms Pennicuik, I would like to echo
the sentiment expressed in the report and in her remarks
and to thank the secretariat, who were assiduous in
providing us with the necessary information to make
the appointment and to finalise the report. It has been a
lengthy process, culminating in a letter from the chair
of the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee to the
Premier on 8 June.
Mr Greaves has been selected on the basis of a very,
very thorough selection process, and all members of the
committee did a power of work, along with the
secretariat and others, to bring this to a conclusion that
will hopefully allow everyone to move forward and to
equip the office with the resources, support and culture
that it requires to comply with the act and all other
obligations in that regard.
Motion agreed to.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Adjournment

That the Council take note of the report.

In doing so I draw the attention of the house to the
report being tabled, which outlines the nine-month
process that was undertaken by the Public Accounts
and Estimates Committee for the recruitment of a new
Auditor-General of Victoria.

Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Families and
Children) — I move:

On 8 June this year the committee wrote to the Premier
advising of the committee’s decision to recommend
that Mr Andrew Greaves be appointed by the Governor
in Council as the new Auditor-General of Victoria for a
term of seven years. Mr Greaves has extensive
experience in public sector audit at the highest level. He
is currently the Auditor-General of Queensland, where
he has served since December 2011. Prior to this,
Mr Greaves worked at the Victorian Auditor-General’s
Office for almost nine years, overseeing both financial
and performance audits. He also has extensive

Motion agreed to.

That the Council, at its rising, adjourn until 2.00 p.m. on
Tuesday, 30 August 2016.

MINISTERS STATEMENTS
Child protection
Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Families and
Children) — I rise to update the house on the Andrews
Labor government’s continued implementation of the
family violence royal commission recommendations
and its work in supporting families, women and
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children. Yesterday I announced a $5.65 million
statewide funding boost for Child FIRST and integrated
family services, which provide vital services to children
and families, including support to those experiencing
family violence. Funding will be used to develop
further partnerships with family violence services and
to prioritise family violence responses to Aboriginal
children and families. This directly responds to a
recommendation in the Royal Commission into Family
Violence report, which called for more funding to be
provided to integrated family services so they can
respond to family violence. In 2015–16 alone Child
FIRST and integrated family services provided more
than 35 000 cases of support to Victorian families.
During that time about 55 per cent of referrals to
integrated family services had family violence recorded
as a factor.
Last year a Victorian Auditor-General report
highlighted a significant increase in referrals to these
early intervention services during 2013–14 as well as
the increasing level of complexity of cases. Yet the
Auditor-General found that the previous government’s
lack of analysis and systemic planning meant that Child
FIRST and integrated family services were failing to
provide effective services for vulnerable children and
families.
We addressed this immediately in our first budget with
a $48 million boost to Child FIRST and integrated
family services, part of the biggest boost ever to the
child protection budget. This new funding this year will
enable more families to access this critical early
intervention service. Our first budget also included
resources for an additional 148 child protection
workers, the largest ever single increase to the number
of child protection workers in this state. Not only are
we recruiting more workers; we are addressing the job
vacancies that arose under the previous coalition
government. Since coming to office we have recruited
nearly 300 child protection workers to get on with the
job of keeping children safe. Our $168 million
Roadmap for Reform is shifting the focus from crisis
response to prevention and early intervention, which is
a key recommendation of the Royal Commission into
Family Violence. Investing in early intervention and
family services is critical to tackling issues early on and
reducing future demand for child protection and other
support services down the track.
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Australian Renewable Energy Agency
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — I am
most disturbed to hear about further moves to abolish
the Australian Renewable Energy Agency (ARENA).
This is an initiative that was set up by the Greens in
conjunction with the Gillard government, and the
purpose of it is to invest in those most cutting-edge
renewable and other energy technologies in order to
move forward that transition as fast as we possibly can.
Unfortunately, the Turnbull government has been out to
abolish it from the get-go. Even more sadly, in the
run-up to the election the Shorten opposition was
willing to bank the savings from the abolition of
ARENA as part of its own savings. Well, here we are
back in a new Parliament and we hear there will now be
a bill to try to knock off ARENA again.
This is an organisation that has already invested in over
$28 million worth of renewable energy projects here in
Victoria, including everything from rooftop
microconcentrator solar energy systems to the
bioWAVE ocean pilot at Port Fairy. In fact our own
state Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate
Change put out a press release almost taking credit for
that one. I would not be surprised if Greg Hunt has
been doing a lot of the same even as he works to get rid
of the body.
Another billion dollars could be cut if this bill passes
the federal Parliament. I urge all members here in
Victoria who want to improve renewable technology to
advocate to their federal colleagues for the retention of
ARENA.

Gippsland Small Business Festival
Ms SHING (Eastern Victoria) — On 29 July it was
my great pleasure to represent the Minister for Small
Business, Innovation and Trade, Minister Dalidakis, in
opening the Gippsland Small Business Festival in
Leongatha. It was a really fantastic event at which we
kicked off a month of expo events, seminars,
discussions and opportunities for small businesses
throughout the region to grow their customer base, look
at emerging digital markets and make the most of their
product offerings now and into the future. This is one
further way in which we are assisting small businesses
to do what they do best.
The growth in niche and boutique options and
businesses throughout Gippsland is really a fantastic
thing to see. It is also great to see that small businesses
throughout Gippsland have continued to take advantage
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of the events, discussions and assistance available to
make sure that they continue to grow. We have
committed a further $4.2 million to keep the Small
Business Festival running as well as providing tax-free
thresholds to make sure that small businesses can
flourish and head in the direction that they want to head
in as far as business expansion and development goes.
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consulted by the government about the bill and has now
needed to issue a public statement about the serious
flaws in the bill should be of great concern to all
members of the house. There is now a pattern of
bullying and thuggery from the government towards the
statutory offices and agencies, and this latest attempt to
undermine the state integrity framework should not be
allowed to stand.

Dairy industry
Ms SHING — It was a great pleasure to join many
locals at the Gippsland dairy farmers support day in
Warragul, along with my colleague from the other
place Mr Gary Blackwood, to have a non-partisan
reflection on and celebration of how we can support
those dairy farmers throughout the West Gippsland area
who are doing it particularly tough. Congratulations to
Bec Olsson and to so many others who made this a real
pleasure of a day and provided much-needed support to
those families, dairy farmers and communities who are
doing it so tough.

Freedom of information legislation
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — In question time today the Minister
for Families and Children said, ‘I do not have control
over the privacy commissioner’. That was an insightful
comment, and this view across government no doubt
underpins its decision to sack the privacy and data
protection commissioner, David Watts, and neuter the
office through the Freedom of Information Amendment
(Office of the Victorian Information Commissioner)
Bill 2016 in the other house.
We have seen the scorched-earth approach of Daniel
Andrews in seizing control of government entities like
the Country Fire Authority, where the minister, the
board, the CEO and the chief fire officer were all forced
out. Now it is happening to the commissioner for
privacy and data protection, who is being sacked along
with the acting FOI commissioner. Both are to have
their appointments summarily terminated and the
independence and autonomy of their offices neutered
by the removal of all resources and by their being
brought under a chief commissioner who will control
the resources while not being responsible for delivering
the outcomes of the two existing offices.
This is a model that has failed in the commonwealth
and New South Wales jurisdictions, and it leads to the
conclusion that the Andrews Labor government is
setting up these integrity bodies to fail in Victoria.
David Watts has an international reputation in privacy
and data security and sits on the United Nations data
privacy group. The fact that Mr Watts was not

Aquarena Aquatic and Leisure Centre
Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I was
pleased a couple of Saturdays ago to represent the
Minister for Sport, John Eren, at the official opening of
the Aquarena complex in Lower Templestowe. This is
a project that has been going for about seven years, and
the outcome has just been fantastic. There is not only a
pool; there is a gym, excellent disability access and a
therapy pool to that end, along with childminding and a
lot of other facilities. I just wanted to congratulate
Manningham City Council and all the other partners in
this particular development. I especially compliment
the workforce that built this particular facility. They
built it while the actual pool and some facilities were
still operating, which is always a huge challenge when
it comes to these sorts of projects. Once again I want to
compliment everyone involved and look forward to
partnering with Manningham council on similar
facilities in their municipality.

Battle of Long Tan commemoration
Mr BOURMAN (Eastern Victoria) — Today marks
the 50th anniversary of the Battle of Long Tan during
the Vietnam War. D Company of the 6th Battalion
Royal Australian Regiment withstood a sustained
assault in a rubber plantation in the Phuoc Tuy province
of Vietnam. Effectively there were 108 Australians
versus somewhere between 1500 and 2500 opposing
soldiers. The bravery displayed by those
108 Australians — and some Kiwis, as I learnt today —
has become legend, and they have taken their place
alongside those that fought in Gallipoli, the Western
Front, El Alamein and Kokoda. In fact the bravery
shown is typical of Australian soldiers to this day. We
have always punched above our weight in a military
sense.
With bravery unfortunately comes sacrifice. Eighteen
fine young Australians died and 24 were wounded that
day, with many more communist soldiers killed and
wounded. The details of what happened are recorded in
history, but we can never show too much appreciation
for our citizens who take up the call and serve in the
military and put themselves in harm’s way, sometimes
paying the ultimate price. Lest we forget.
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Forrest-Apollo Bay Road
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria) — Last month I
had the pleasure of announcing $323 000 worth of
Andrews Labor government funding for yet another
road safety improvement project on the Forrest-Apollo
Bay Road. This funding will address a history of
run-off-road crashes, near misses and head-on
collisions due to the curves along these roads, by
installing guide posts, curve alignment markers, curve
warning signs and guardrails. Numerous driveways
along the road will also be sealed, preventing gravel
and debris from being tracked onto the roads. Work is
expected to be completed before this year’s busy
summer period.

Warrnambool mental health and wellbeing
forum
Ms TIERNEY — On another note, I was delighted
to represent the Minister for Mental Health in
Warrnambool last month at a wellbeing service
provider forum. The forum was a chance to have a
discussion with key figures in the mental health sector
in western Victoria regarding the unique circumstances
facing farmers in regional Victoria who may be
struggling with mental health issues. This discussion
came after the Andrews government announced in May
an $11.4 million assistance package to support dairy
farmers and their families affected by the global fall in
milk prices. Extra counselling services and mental
health first aid training is also being provided through a
$1.5 million mental health wellbeing package for dairy
farmers.

Mount Moriac Reserve
Ms TIERNEY — On a final note, I wish to thank
the Surf Coast shire and local members at Modewarre
as well as the state government for providing moneys to
revitalise the Mount Moriac Reserve at Modewarre
with resurfaced tennis courts, the addition of basketball
and netball rings and the creation of an open play
space — —
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Ms Dunn) — Time!

Pramukh Swami Maharaj
Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) — It is
with great sadness that I report to the Victorian
Parliament and offer my condolences on the passing of
His Holiness Pramukh Swami Maharaj, the spiritual
head and president of Bochasanwasi Akshar
Purushottam Swaminarayan Sanstha, known as BAPS.
He was the inspirer of countless people and a great
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servant of society. His Holiness tirelessly visited over
17 000 villages, towns and cities, sanctified over
250 000 homes, read and answered over 700 000 letters
and personally blessed and counselled countless people.
His Holiness was the light of spirituality in many lives
and elevated society through a spectrum of
humanitarian services — educational, medical, disaster
relief, tribal uplift and others — as well as empowering
children, youth and adults by inspiring character and
love for God and country.
BAPS is global non-government socio-spiritual
organisation with more than 9000 representative centres
across the globe. One such active centre — better
known as a mandir, or a Hindu temple — was opened
in March 2012 in my electorate of Northern
Metropolitan Region, in Mill Park. I have been both
proud and privileged to be able to visit BAPS and be
involved in their various events that include, amongst
other events, the mandir opening festival, various
Diwali celebrations at the mandir, the 2014 and 2015
Victorian Parliament Diwali Annakut and the Festival
of Chariots, the Ratha Yatra. I have visited the
Melbourne mandir on many occasions, and also the
Akshardham in Delhi and the Neasden Temple in
London. I joined with my family at the BAPS Shri
Swaminarayan Mandir to deeply mourn the departure
of the revered guruji. Our thoughts, prayers and love
are with you all.

Coal seam gas
Mr PURCELL (Western Victoria) — I would also
like to congratulate the Vietnam veterans on the
50-year celebration and the ceremony this morning.
However, the matter I raise in my members statement is
another battle that has been going on for quite a while.
This is in regard to fracking and non-conventional gas
exploration and production throughout rural Victoria.
On 7 August I was very pleased to accept the
declaration from the Bessiebelle Macarthur area, where
97.3 per cent of the population supported the extension
of that ban or the permanent banning of exploration and
extraction. I accepted that declaration at Macarthur,
which is a small town between Portland and
Warrnambool. There were two people in particular who
are very heavily involved in many, many hours of
volunteer time. One just happens to be my sister-in-law,
Pat Purcell from Bessiebelle, and the other is Aggie
Stevenson from Byaduk, who organised this event,
visited hundreds of homes and put the petition together.
My community in rural Victoria implores the
government to stop fracking and declare all of Victoria
gas field-free. I had hoped the government report would
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have been out today so that I could congratulate
them — and I hope I can congratulate them — but alas
nothing yet.
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Battle of Long Tan commemoration

Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — In a
similar vein to other members, I would like to
acknowledge the 50th anniversary of the Battle of Long
Tan today, but I would particularly like to acknowledge
Gary Elliott, who I have known now for over 10 years.
He is the president of the Pakenham RSL, a Vietnam
veteran, and he has helped lead many of the
commemorations this year. Congratulations, Gary, on
everything you have done for the veterans.

Ms FITZHERBERT (Southern Metropolitan) — I
also wish to acknowledge the 50th anniversary of the
Battle of Long Tan. This has become a day not just to
commemorate the battle itself but also the contribution
of all those who served in Vietnam. Especially given
the shameful way that many Vietnam War veterans
were treated after serving their country, the event that
many of us attended at the Shrine of Remembrance this
morning was especially poignant. It was an appropriate,
fitting and stirring service, with one point of criticism
from my perspective, which is that many of the
veterans stood for a very long time through what was
quite a long ceremony.

Victoria Police Blue Ribbon Foundation

St Kilda Mums

Mr O’DONOHUE — I would also like to
acknowledge the great work of the Victoria Police Blue
Ribbon Foundation in honouring and remembering the
159 Victoria Police members who have made the
ultimate sacrifice, being killed in the line of duty whilst
upholding the law and protecting the Victorian
community. The foundation’s ongoing investment in
community projects throughout Victoria, particularly
the funding of new and improved emergency facilities
in Victorian public hospitals named in the memory of
fallen police members, is truly commendable. These
projects are long-lasting and fitting tributes.

Ms FITZHERBERT — I also want to
acknowledge St Kilda Mums, an organisation in my
electorate that I have spoken of previously, which does
an outstanding job in rehoming nursing equipment,
clothes and equipment for young children. In the past
12 months, along with Geelong Mums and Eureka
Mums, it has distributed throughout Victoria baby
goods and gear worth $2.2 million in second-hand
terms, and have rehomed 27 528 items. Recently the
organisation won the Victoria Day Award for
Community and Public Service. I was also delighted to
attend the opening of the new expanded facilities across
the road from their original premises in Vale Street,
St Kilda. The organisation has paid much of its rent for
the next period in advance through crowdfunding. It is
an absolute success and a tribute to the local
community.

Gary Elliott

In March this year I was privileged to attend the
moving dedication of the intensive care staff station at
the Royal Melbourne Hospital funded by the
foundation as a police memorial in honour of Angela
Taylor, the wonderful young police officer who
tragically lost her life in the Russell Street police station
bombing in 1986. It should always be remembered that
policing is a dangerous occupation and police members
put their lives on the line every day not knowing what
may lay behind the next door they knock on or what
dangers may await them at the next incident they
attend.
I implore members of the house and the general
community to get behind and support the foundation
and its work. You can do so by purchasing a ribbon in
honour of our fallen police on Blue Ribbon Day, which
is held on National Police Remembrance Day, this year
being on Thursday, 29 September. You can also show
your support by attending the annual premier
fundraising event, the Victoria Police Blue Ribbon
Foundation Charity Ball being held this year on Friday,
11 November.

Legislative Council vacancy
Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) — This year The
Nationals celebrate 100 years of unbroken political
representation for rural and regional people. Mr Luke
O’Sullivan has been selected to represent the people of
Northern Victoria Region after Mr Drum resigned to
move to federal politics. Section 27 of the Constitution
Act 1975 of the Victorian Parliament states that:
The State of Victoria is to be divided into 8 regions each of
which is to return 5 members to the Council.

Section 27A states that:
(1) Subject to this section, if a casual vacancy occurs in the
seat of a member of the Council, a person must be
chosen to occupy the vacant seat by a joint sitting of the
Council and the Assembly.

Daniel Andrews is a bully. Due to the unprecedented,
monumental dummy spit by Daniel Andrews, Labor
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has blocked Mr O’Sullivan’s rightful entry into the
Parliament. He is ready to serve his constituents in
country Victoria. He duly resigned from his previous
position, but he exists in limbo land. He has no staff, no
office, no phone, no car and no identity within this
place and this Parliament. He has no resources at all.
This bears no comparison to Mr Jennings, who is able
to execute all his duties due to being fully resourced for
his electorate. Only entry into this room is barred, and
this can be remedied by the production of documents
that should be in the public domain. This is a disgrace.
It flies in the face of protocol, which usually sees a new
member sworn in at the earliest convenience. This is an
all-time low for this Labor government, and shows
Daniel Andrews holds country Victoria in contempt.
Ms Pulford — On a point of order, Acting
President, I believe Ms Bath was reflecting on the
Premier in a way that is inappropriate, and I would seek
your ruling on that.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Ms Dunn) — Order!
Minister, if you would not mind clarifying in what way.
Ms Pulford — On the point of order, Acting
President, Ms Bath used the expression, ‘Mr Andrews
is a bully’. I think that reflects on the Premier in an
inappropriate way, and I seek your guidance about
whether that is an appropriate way to reflect on another
member of the Parliament.
Ms Bath — On the point of order, Acting President,
Mr Andrews has basically blocked the constitution of
this Parliament.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Ms Dunn) — Order!
I am sorry, Ms Bath; that is a debating point. If in fact
you did reflect on the Premier as a bully, that is
unparliamentary and out of order. However, if you
referred to bullying behaviour, I would accept that. I
must admit I did not hear exactly the words you uttered,
so I provide you with that advice.
Ms BATH — Mr Andrews exhibits bullying
behaviour.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Ms Dunn) — Order!
I will accept that. However, if you did initially in your
contribution call the Premier a bully, I ask you to
withdraw.
Ms BATH — Certainly, Acting President, I
withdraw that comment.
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NAIDOC Week
Mr EIDEH (Western Metropolitan) — I rise to
speak briefly on this year’s NAIDOC Week events in
my electorate in July. This year’s NAIDOC Week was
a time for Australians to reflect on and acknowledge the
contributions that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people have made to our community. I am proud of our
state’s commitment to celebrating the history, culture
and achievements of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people, and this was evident through the many
local events organised by councils and local community
groups to show their appreciation and support of
Indigenous Australians.
The awards given during NAIDOC Week are testament
to the contribution made by Indigenous Australians.
This year 10 citizens were awarded for their
outstanding contribution to improving the lives of
Indigenous people in their communities and promoting
Indigenous issues in the wider community. This year’s
NAIDOC Week theme was ‘Songlines: The living
narrative of our nation’. Songlines are an important part
of the identity of Indigenous Australians. They are a
celebration of the journeys that their ancestral spirits
made as they created this land, animals and traditions.
These storylines have been passed down by elders and
shared for generations to further strengthen their
connection to the land and sea. This is indeed a very
fitting theme to reflect on the rich history and diversity
of one of the oldest continuing cultures on the planet. It
makes me proud to see such a strong relationship
between Indigenous Australians and the rest of our
community.

Battle of Long Tan commemoration
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) — Today marks
the 50th anniversary of the Battle of Long Tan, one of
the most significant battles in Australia’s military
history. On this day 50 years ago 108 brave Australian
soldiers faced over 2000 Viet Cong in the Battle of
Long Tan. Eighteen Australians lost their lives in this
battle and 24 were wounded. For the Viet Cong the
casualties were worse, with 245 deaths and
350 wounded. Australian forces fought in the Vietnam
War from 1962 to 1975. Over this period more than
60 000 service men and women served in Vietnam;
521 Australians lost their lives during the conflict, over
3000 Australians were wounded and many more
suffered wounds that cannot be seen.
As we commemorate this 50th anniversary our thoughts
are with those who will never return, those who served
and returned and their families. We also acknowledge
the ongoing battle that has seen many of those who
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returned take their own lives or continue to suffer to
this day.
I was a very young child for most of the years of the
Vietnam War, and my memories are few. However, I
do clearly remember running to open our front door and
seeing a soldier in full uniform standing in front of me.
It was our neighbour Wayne, who had been conscripted
and was about to leave for training in Queensland. In
later years I remember the controversy and the protests
that seemed to dominate the television news services. I
also remember the troops returning. I remember my
parents’ outrage that these troops were not welcomed
home as heroes and my parents telling us that we
should always remember the sacrifices these service
men and women made to serve our country.
I am extremely pleased that today our Vietnam veterans
are held in the same esteem as those who served our
country in conflicts prior to Vietnam and also those
who have served in more recent conflicts. Lest we
forget.

Minister for the Prevention of Family Violence
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) — Just
three months ago there was an announcement that the
Minister for the Prevention of Family Violence would
be co-chairing the steering committee to implement the
Royal Commission into Family Violence
recommendations. Reports today have now indicated
that the minister has had 220 of the
227 recommendations of the Royal Commission into
Family Violence taken off her by the Premier, which is
more evidence that the Premier has a habit of
disrespecting his female colleagues. We have seen that
with the sidelining of the former Minister for
Emergency Services, Jane Garrett, and now the
dumping of the Minister for the Prevention of Family
Violence, Fiona Richardson, from this important role.
When ABC’s Australian Story did a feature piece on
Minister Richardson earlier this year you could not
safely stand between Daniel Andrews and the television
cameras. Daniel Andrews was happy to use Minister
Richardson and her family for base political gain, but
now that she appears to be of less value to him he has
sidelined her in favour of his right-hand man, Gavin
Jennings. It is becoming patently clear that Daniel
Andrews has a problem with strong women. He waxes
lyrical about equality day in, day out, and this
demonstrates that he is nothing but a hypocrite if he
sidelines a senior female minister in the way that he has
done in recent days.
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PRIMARY INDUSTRIES LEGISLATION
AMENDMENT BILL 2016
Committed.
Committee
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I note that
on Tuesday the house agreed to an instruction motion
moved by Ms Pulford to consider out-of-scope
amendments relating to the Biological Control Act
1986.
Clause 1
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I call
Mr Barber to move his amendments 1 to 6, which all
relate to the proposed omission of clause (a) of the
purposes clauses, concerning the Agricultural and
Veterinary Chemicals (Control of Use) Act 1992. I
consider these amendments a test for Mr Barber’s
further amendments 7 to 13 and 17 to 27.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — I move:
1.

Clause 1, lines 4 to 7, omit all words and expressions on
these lines.

2.

Clause 1, page 2, line 1, omit “(b)” and insert “(a)”.

3.

Clause 1, page 2, line 4, omit “(c)” and insert “(b)”.

4.

Clause 1, page 2, line 12, omit “(d)” and insert “(c)”.

5.

Clause 1, page 2, line 18, omit “(e)” and insert “(d)”.

6.

Clause 1, page 2, line 26, omit “(f)” and insert “(e)”.

I believe these amendments are a test for those
substantive issues that I want to pick up relating to
clauses 3, 4, 5 and 6. I have also got a couple of brief
questions for the minister as well.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! Does
Mr Barber want to talk about his amendments now
before I put the question?
Mr BARBER — Actually just in the way of a
question or two for the minister, through you, Chair. In
the minister’s closing in the second-reading debate she
mentioned in relation to this committee that she had
consulted some of the recent members of the committee
and that there seemed to be little support for continuing
the committee, hence the clause that we are dealing
with, which aims to abolish the committee, and the
purpose of my amendment is to not abolish the
committee.
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One of the members, who is detailed at section 65(3)(g)
of the principal act, is:
… a person whose name is included in a panel of not
less than 3 names submitted to the Minister by a body
that the Minister considers to be representative of
conservation interests …

Can the minister tell me who the most recent
representative on this committee was for conservation
interests, please?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I am
seeking the name of the person that Mr Barber is
seeking. I do not believe this should take terribly long,
but perhaps while we are tracking that down — and by
way of explanation, the reason that is not easily brought
to hand is that the committee has not met for three
years — I will restate for the record and for members in
the chamber for this committee stage what I said on
Tuesday evening in the second-reading debate.
My predecessor, Peter Walsh, contacted in 2014 the
eight stakeholders with an interest in this and received
five letters in response supporting the abolition and
certainly no correspondence, I am advised, in
opposition to the abolition. I wrote again, in 2015,
seeking to satisfy myself that that was still the
contemporary state of everybody’s view on this, and the
department spoke to all members and all nominating
bodies, and all have agreed to the abolition of the
committee. If Mr Barber is happy for us to keep
moving along, I will provide that name as soon as we
can possibly do so.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — I think
we will inevitably have to move on. I just want to make
one further point. I have gone back to some of the
members who were on the committee even further back
in the years, including Friends of the Earth, who were
paying particularly strong interest to the impacts of
agricultural chemicals and sprays, and continue to do
so. My understanding is that the most recent
conservation interest represented under
subsection (3)(g) was actually someone from the
Landcare sector.
The members of this committee included, according to
this section, people who work with agricultural
chemical products, representatives of manufacturers of
agricultural chemical products, representatives of the
aerial spraying industry, a representative of the ground
spraying industry, a representative of the interests of
consumers and someone who is a representative of
local government. While I agree that the Landcare
movement is certainly a conservation interest, they are
also actually a consumer of sprays; they use agricultural
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chemicals to do their work. That is really doubling up
in relation to consumers and other people who are
directly involved in using it. While technically they
might fall under the realm of having a conservation
interest, I would have thought a conservation interest
would have been represented by people who are
worried particularly about the impact of these
chemicals on the environment. It is my information that
due to the way the committee was run and due to the
nature of the committee and the fact that it is clearly
stacked with people who have an interest in consuming,
manufacturing and using the sprays there was little to
be gained back then in Friends of the Earth continuing
its involvement.
It seems perhaps your predecessor, Minister, decided to
put someone on there who really was just another
consumer of the product. If at some point we can get
onto the record who the last conservation representative
was, that would be handy. However, I think we should
proceed and I am certainly intending to proceed with
my amendments to retain this committee under the act,
which is tested here in clause 1.
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — The
name Mr Barber seeks, I am advised, is Mickey
Beresford.
Committee divided on amendments:
Ayes, 5
Barber, Mr (Teller)
Dunn, Ms
Hartland, Ms (Teller)

Pennicuik, Ms
Springle, Ms

Noes, 33
Atkinson, Mr
Bath, Ms
Bourman, Mr
Carling-Jenkins, Dr
Crozier, Ms
Dalidakis, Mr
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Finn, Mr (Teller)
Fitzherbert, Ms
Herbert, Mr
Leane, Mr (Teller)
Lovell, Ms
Melhem, Mr
Mikakos, Ms

Morris, Mr
Mulino, Mr
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Patten, Ms
Peulich, Mrs
Pulford, Ms
Purcell, Mr
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Shing, Ms
Somyurek, Mr
Symes, Ms
Tierney, Ms
Wooldridge, Ms
Young, Mr

Amendments negatived.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I ask
Ms Pulford to move amendments 1 and 2 which relate
to the proposed insertion of new clauses to amend the
Biological Control Act 1986. I consider these
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amendments a test for Ms Pulford’s further
amendments 3, 4, 5 and 7.

Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — The
opposition will support the amendments.

Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I
move:

Amendments agreed to.

1.

Clause 1, page 3, line 20, omit “86A.” and insert “86A;
and”.

2.

Clause 1, page 3, after line 20 insert—
“(g) to make amendments to the Biological Control
Act 1986 required as a result of the Biological
Control Amendment Act 2016 of the
Commonwealth.”.

In doing so, just for the benefit of the house I will
explain the purpose of these. The house amendments
will make a minor change to the definition of
‘organism’ under the Victorian Biological Control Act
1986, an act which makes provision for the biological
control of pest species in Victoria. This act is part of a
nationally harmonised framework of biological control
legislation, reflecting the commonwealth Biological
Control Act 1984. This framework facilitates the
biological defence of Australia’s agricultural prosperity
and biological diversity through a harmonised scheme
of biological control legislation across all of Australia’s
states and territories and the commonwealth. The house
amendment makes a small amendment to the definition
of organism under the act to enable ‘virus’ and
‘sub-viral agent’ to be included in the definition.
The Victorian government, through the national forums
of the National Biosecurity Committee and the
Agriculture Senior Officials Committee, agreed in May
of this year to endorse the national harmonisation
approach and to align the Victorian legislation with
corresponding amendments in the commonwealth
legislation. The commonwealth amendments received
royal assent in March of this year.
What this is all about is enabling Victoria to take part in
a 20-year coordinated national biocontrol plan for the
control of rabbits. It is a nationwide plan scheduled to
begin in the autumn of 2017 and involves the release of
a new naturally occurring strain of rabbit haemorrhagic
disease virus RHDV1-K5. The strain, known as K5,
targets invasive European rabbit populations and is not
harmful to other species.
Through these national arrangements Victoria has
committed to implement this minor definitional
amendment by 1 January 2017 in order to participate in
the national K5 program. I take this opportunity to
extend my thanks to members for agreeing to broaden
the scope of this committee stage to enable us to make
this very minor but important and timely change.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! Now I call
on Mr Young to move his amendment 1, which seeks
to abolish any advisory committee established under
section 86A of the Wildlife Act 1975. I consider this
amendment as a test for Mr Young’s remaining
amendments 2 to 7.
Mr YOUNG (Northern Victoria) — I move:
1.

Clause 1, page 3, line 20, after “86A” insert “including
abolishing any advisory committee”.

Just to explain, this and all the following amendments
in my name relate to the same issue, which is the
abolition of the Emergency Closures Advisory
Committee set out in the act. This is due to the fact that
the emergency closures committee is from a time when
the Game Management Authority (GMA) did not exist.
Now that we do have a statutory authority in the GMA,
it is appropriate that that body, which has all the
expertise, knowledge and resources to investigate
matters previously done by the emergency closures
committee and provide advice to the minister, perform
those functions.
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — The
opposition will support the amendment proposed by the
Shooters and Fishers Party.
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — The
government will also support Mr Young’s amendment.
We too have been discussing with stakeholders and
members of the emergency closures committee the very
matter which Mr Young raises, and I think this is a
good improvement to this legislation. I thank
Mr Young for moving his amendment.
I might just add for completeness, in addition to
Mr Young’s comments about how we have the Game
Management Authority that is incredibly well placed to
serve the government in terms of providing this advice,
that if agreed to by the house and the other place this
amendment would require the minister to consider the
advice of the Game Management Authority prior to
publishing a notice under section 86A(1), which is the
relevant provision.
Ministers will also receive advice from the Department
of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP)
pertinent to the environmental impacts of seasonal
conditions. In forming this advice DELWP will
continue to meaningfully consult with external experts,
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including Birdlife Australia as the recognised society of
ornithologists, and of course the government will rely
on the advice of the Game Management Authority and
continue to engage with the many organisations that
have strong views on this issue.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — Just on
this amendment made by Mr Young and also I think
intermingled with the other changes that are made by
the bill itself as to the emergency declarations, I have
got a number of questions. Minister, you have been
engaging with stakeholders in relation to this proposal
to abolish this committee. This committee and the
membership on it of the Royal Australasian
Ornithologists Union (RAOU), now generally known
as BirdLife Australia, are the only source of
independent ecological advice, independent of the
Game Management Authority, whose job it is to
actually promote hunting, and independent of the
department and all their various agendas.
The independent advice that at the moment you must
consider before you make these emergency declarations
comes from BirdLife Australia, and you are voting on
the urging of the Shooters, Fishers and Farmers Party to
abolish it. What has BirdLife Australia said to you
about this proposal to abolish the committee that they
sit on?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — They
are supportive of the abolition. The committee, as
Mr Young rightly points out, is something of a relic
from the arrangements that preceded the establishment
of the Game Management Authority, so we have
discussed this with the organisations that are required to
nominate a representative to the emergency closures
committee.
The question about the role of the emergency closures
committee is something that certainly came sharply to
light for the government and for interested parties
earlier in the year. We were managing what can only be
described as a very difficult duck season this year. The
emergency closures committee was convened; the
committee was unable to make a recommendation to
government. The government proceeded to act on the
advice of the Game Management Authority, and the
then Minister for Environment, Climate Change and
Water and I received advice from our respective
departments on the matter of that emergency closure,
but it is a step that does inhibit government’s ability to
be nimble in responding to quickly changing
conditions. The government will, as a result of the
amendments that we have presented in this legislation,
be able to respond to changing conditions much more
quickly, both in the case of emergency closures where
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there are numbers of protected birds present and a need
to change the arrangements for duck season exist, and
similarly in the case of providing opportunities for
hunters by reopening more quickly as well.
What we had — and this was brought into really stark
relief earlier this year — was an incredibly
cumbersome set of arrangements that require
notification upon notification and publication in a
printed newspaper circulating in the local area affected.
Of course not all of these publications are printed on a
daily basis, and so we now have a whole lot of other
ways that we can use to communicate much more
quickly with hunters to advise them of changing
circumstances. Indeed I know Mr Barber is aware of
that GMA’s app, because he has asked me about it in
question time on a previous occasion. The purpose of
these amendments is to enable a much more nimble
response for the benefit of those who participate in
duck hunting season and also to make possible changes
in arrangements to protect environmental values and to
ensure protected species in the same manner.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — Thank
you, Minister. We will come back to your amendments
and the debacle that was last year’s duck season shortly.
But just back onto Mr Young’s amendments, it would
have been better, I think, if you said that you were
advised that BirdLife support the abolition of this
committee, because then I would have been able to say
that you have been wrongly advised. I spoke yesterday
to the CEO of BirdLife, who said that they did not want
the committee abolished, but they did want major
changes to the way this committee operates, because
quite clearly it is stacked with shooters. BirdLife are the
one group on it that actually represent an independent,
ecological interest. Given the timing of those
discussions, can I ask you: when did you first decide
that you were going to entertain the abolition of the
committee? Was it when Mr Young produced his
amendments back on Tuesday afternoon of this sitting
week?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) —
Mr Young presented his amendments and we actually
tried to talk to one another late last week, and then
Mr Young communicated his desire to seek this
amendment to me through an adviser in my office. But
I can say that I certainly reflected on the function and
purpose of the emergency closures committee at the
time that it was unable or unwilling to provide me with
advice on a matter where some urgent advice would
have been much appreciated. The convening of the
committee was required by legislation. I had advice
from the Game Management Authority that the
emergency closures committee met and did not make a
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recommendation to government, so it was certainly
very clear to me on that occasion that there were
limitations to its effectiveness as a source of advice to
me.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — I am just
getting the time lines: Mr Young presented the
amendments to you I am assuming sometime around
Tuesday afternoon, when he shared them with the rest
of us, and it was then that you decided that they were a
good idea. Following that, you then sought to make
contact with BirdLife, which are, as I say, the
ecological representative on this committee. Is that the
way that the sequence of events has rolled out this
week?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — The
committee in its current composition is not serving the
purpose that the writers of the legislation would have
envisaged. The committee has two vacant positions,
and the committee when it last met was unable to
provide advice to government, so it was not a set of
amendments that the government sought to introduce
initially. But when Mr Young proposed this change I
was certainly comfortable with it, knowing that the
committee is unable to be convened in its current
composition and that when it last met — when the
government last sought its advice — it was unwilling to
provide advice to government.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — Yes,
Minister, but your bill was supposed to fix all that. You
brought into the lower house, passed it through there
and brought up to this house a bill which contained a
fix for the very problem that you described. In fact not
only did your bill not abolish the committee but it
actually added an extra member to the committee to
increase its size from six to seven, had a member
actually nominated to you and also changed the name
from RAOU to BirdLife. Your solution, which was
going to fix the problem you had in duck season last
year, was actually to change the structure of the
committee, not to get rid of it. I just want to be sure that
you changed your mind when Mr Young presented his
amendments on Tuesday and that then you went to
speak to BirdLife to inform them about what it is you
are intending to do now in voting for the Shooters and
Fishers Party amendments.
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — The
government only advised Mr Young that we would
support his amendments after discussions with
BirdLife. I am sure Mr Young could confirm it was
really quite late in the day on Tuesday that I confirmed
to him that the government was happy to support his
amendments. As I indicated earlier, in my experience
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the Emergency Closures Advisory Committee has not
been able to provide me with advice to assist in making
decisions. On the one occasion on which it was
convened in this season it did not make a decision. The
purpose of the amendments in the bill that relate to the
Wildlife Act 1975 are essentially about modernising
and truncating the notice period so that the government
is more quickly able to enact closures when that is
required but similarly that when circumstances change
and areas are able to be open to hunters they are also
able to be done more efficiently for all interests in this
debate.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — Again, I
am still not sure exactly why it is that you have
preferred Mr Young’s approach over your own,
because your bill intends, as stated in the explanatory
memorandum, that:
If it is impracticable for the minister to obtain the advice of
the advisory committee, the minister may obtain the advice of
the Game Management Authority —

instead. So you have given yourself a possibility here
with this clause to just simply skip over that step and go
on and declare a wetland closed. You seem to suddenly
have decided when Mr Young mentioned it to you that,
rather than improving the committee and giving
yourself more administrative flexibility in relation to
the committee, you will actually just get rid of the
committee. As I say, it is the only body in this whole
scheme of decision-making where you must at least
consider the advice they are giving and where an
independent scientifically-based ecological group is
going to give advice.
If it is in order to deal with a few more of the issues
around these amendments before we actually vote on
Mr Young’s amendments, in relation to your bill,
Minister, what was it that was so difficult about the
operations of the clauses in the principal act in the
run-up to — that is, the week prior to — the opening of
duck season last year that has led to this bill itself being
presented?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — The
provisions in the legislation as it currently stands
require multiple notice periods and really take up to a
week to be given effect to, as was the case on a number
of occasions in the duck season that we had in 2016
because of dry conditions. It was a difficult season to
manage. The government certainly recognises this and I
think so too do hunters and those who would prefer that
duck hunting did not occur in Victoria. The
arrangements as they stand are slow to enact, and when
conditions change quickly it is important that closures
are able to be given effect to quickly. After some of the
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challenges associated with managing this season, I
brought these deficiencies to light. I undertook — and I
have spoken about this in the house on a number of
occasions — to improve the operation of these
arrangements.
I understand that Mr Barber would quite prefer that
there was no season at all, but what we are seeking to
do through these amendments is enable a more efficient
and frankly a more modern set of arrangements where
people can be notified electronically and where the
requirement to publish in newspapers is no longer
required. We believe we can much more effectively
contact people and contact people quickly to advise
them of closures.
I would add to that that circumstances around the
emergency closure on the opening weekend were very,
very inconvenient for many hunters. I know Mr Young
has spoken to me about people he knows who were
impacted by this. I recognise that for many people this
is a very important weekend — that people plan it a
year in advance in family groups or friendship groups.
They make their arrangements well in advance, so as
the government was seeking to ensure the protections
were in place for that weekend we were dealing with a
very, very cumbersome set of processes. The very late
notice that hunters were given I recognise is well short
of best practice.
This is one of the reasons — in fact this is the most
obvious reason — why the government chose to
improve the operation of these provisions. If the
Council is willing on this occasion today, we will be
able to give effect to closures in more like two days
than five or six or seven, depending on what day of the
week publication is required, which in turn depends on
what day of the week sightings of birds in wetlands
occur.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — So,
Minister, in the run-up to this year’s duck season
opening day, which was a Saturday, on what day were
you advised by your advisers, the GMA, the
department or whoever that there were 155 blue-billed
ducks at Lake Elizabeth? On what day, in that time line
that you have been expanding on, were you told that?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — It was
the Tuesday of that week.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — And
when did the GMA first know that there were
155 blue-billed ducks at Lake Elizabeth?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — Late
on the Monday.
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Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — And then
what was the next step, them having become aware?
They then sought to convene the wetlands closures
committee — am I right about that?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — On the
Tuesday, after receiving this advice, I spoke with
Minister Neville, who had similarly received advice
from her department. On the Wednesday I sought that
the emergency closures committee be convened. The
committee was not convened until quite late in the day
on the Thursday, and a closure was enacted on the
Friday. Many of the hunters at Lake Elizabeth, I am
told, had been in place for a couple of days by the time
they got notice, and they were more than a little
inconvenienced by the late notice. It was, I think, a very
clear example of why we needed to put in place some
arrangements to enable the government to make these
decisions in a much, much more responsive way.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — Well,
how much more responsive could it have been,
Minister? The GMA only detected the birds on the
Tuesday and, as you say, the hunters had arrived a
couple of days early to start shooting on Saturday. Is
the problem here the cumbersome process or is the
problem here the inability of the GMA to actually know
where all these threatened species are across a vast
number of wetlands when the birds themselves are
constantly moving?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — The
mechanism that was used to close Lake Elizabeth to
hunting on that Friday afternoon was not the
conventional mechanism that exists in this legislation. It
was a notice under a different set of regulations given
effect by the Secretary of the Department of
Environment, Land, Water and Planning. Had that
mechanism not been used, publication in the
Government Gazette would not have been possible until
the following Monday, and it could not have been put
into effect until the Tuesday. That is the situation that
we faced, and to me that is unacceptably slow. That is
why we are seeking to make these changes today.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — Thank
you for that information, Minister. I was aware that that
was the mechanism used because I actually visited
Lake Elizabeth on the Saturday morning and saw the
notice. But that was not what I was dealing with. I will
support your new clauses in this bill, but I want to get to
the bottom of how they will operate.
You say the problem was that hunters were
inconvenienced because they were not allowed to go
shooting on this wetland that contained 155 blue-billed
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ducks which they, who had been there for two days,
had not reported but the GMA somehow found out
about. The new mechanism you have here, though,
does allow you to do an emergency closure for seven
days virtually on a whim, on the spot. If you use that
measure, and I certainly hope you do use that measure
whenever you observe that there are threatened species
on a wetland, then the poor little duck hunters are going
to be inconvenienced because you will use that
mechanism whenever those species are spotted.
I find it amazing that the people who participate in this
cruel sport that the vast majority of Victorians oppose
still manage to sound both like victims and at the same
time entitled to shoot on a wetland where there are
155 blue-billed ducks, a threatened species, present. But
the issue would be, would it not, that under this new
clause you will be able to snap your fingers and stop
shooting for seven days whenever you want to at any
stage under one new mechanism and under the other
mechanism, if you want to do a larger and more
long-running closure, you will actually have to go
through a whole range of steps, so you may be
removing the cumbersome bit of the old scheme.
Personally I believe it was the injunction by Animals
Australia on the Friday afternoon that finally spurred
you and your fellow minister into action. But certainly
in terms of this extra clause here, the seven-day closure,
is it not correct that you will be able to do that any time
you want to?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I
thank Mr Barber for his further questions on this. It is
not the government’s intention to use that mechanism
again. The circumstances that we had that week of
opening season this year were frustrated by the
emergency closures committee not making a
recommendation and the short time in which we had to
operate while complying with legislation that steps out
a number of measures that take many more days than
we had available after having been advised of the
presence of blue-billed ducks on the Tuesday. That is
not the same type of closure. The closure that the
secretary of DELWP gave effect to was a closure of the
entire wetland rather than just a control over hunting
activity on the wetland. So for instance when you were
there on the Saturday you were in contravention of that
closure.
Mr Barber interjected.
Ms PULFORD — Is that right? Your Facebook
page suggested you got pretty close to the fence,
Mr Barber, and you know it — but I see the photo got
subsequently removed. The point is that to give this the
effect that the government needs in terms of managing
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these issues it would not be our intention to use the
other mechanism, because it is entirely more
prohibitive in terms of the access to the wetland for all
other purposes. I do not think we need to throw the
baby out with the bathwater as such. Whilst that was a
mechanism that was available to us — and I can
certainly assure Mr Barber that it was something
exercising my and Minister Neville’s mind a great deal
that week, about how we managed this change in the
lead-up to the opening weekend, which is of course the
biggest weekend by participation numbers and the
weekend that is most important to people who
participate in duck hunting — the government does not
intend to use that measure again. That was an unusual
set of circumstances, and we believe the provisions in
this legislation will make the arrangements for making
such decisions next year and in future years much more
streamlined.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — Well, let
us look at that clause 26, ‘Emergency closure notices’.
What it says is:
If the Minister is satisfied that any threatened wildlife or that
significant numbers of protected wildlife other than game is
under immediate threat of destruction, injury or disturbance
from hunting or the presence of hunters, the Minister may, by
notice published in the Government Gazette—
(a) prohibit absolutely or regulate or control the taking or
destroying or hunting of any particular kind or taxon of
wildlife in any area and for any period, not exceeding
7 days, specified in the notice …

So is it not the case that if the same situation arose and
on the Tuesday you found out that there were
155 blue-billed ducks on Lake Elizabeth, you could in
fact ban all hunting on that wetland at any moment of
your choosing, assuming you could get out a copy of
the Government Gazette. You could do it Tuesday
afternoon; you could do it Wednesday morning; if you
found out about the ducks on Friday morning, you
could do it on Friday, and there would be no shooting
on Saturday. Is that the way this new clause will
operate?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — Yes.
That is precisely what it is designed to enable.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — Well, I
really hope you use it liberally, Minister, because as
well as the lawyers picnic that you were going through
at that particular time last year, you were no doubt
getting monstered by the shooters lobby, who were
having a complete tanty about this whole matter, when
the real issue should have been that there were
155 threatened ducks on that wetland and that shooting
was not appropriate. So I am glad to hear you say that
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in the same circumstances with the same facts you
would use this new law to achieve the same result.

amendment and is a test for his further amendments 15
and 16.

Just one more question. As you noted, I was at the
wetland itself, and I was at other wetlands on that day.
Have you yourself yet visited a wetland where shooting
is occurring on duck hunting opening day or at any time
during the season?

Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — As I said
during the second-reading debate, I think public
attitudes and changing practices in this area are moving
along quite fast at the moment, and therefore the
difficulty that this clause poses is that it will in fact slow
down any necessary changes that could be made at the
time of relicensing because licensing will occur every
four years rather than every three years. I believe a lot is
going to change in the next few years, and for that
reason we are voting against this clause.

Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — No, I
have not.
Committee divided on amendment:
Ayes, 33
Atkinson, Mr
Bath, Ms
Bourman, Mr
Carling-Jenkins, Dr
Crozier, Ms
Dalidakis, Mr
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr (Teller)
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Finn, Mr
Fitzherbert, Ms
Herbert, Mr
Leane, Mr
Lovell, Ms
Melhem, Mr
Mikakos, Ms

Morris, Mr
Mulino, Mr
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Patten, Ms
Peulich, Mrs
Pulford, Ms
Purcell, Mr
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Shing, Ms
Somyurek, Mr (Teller)
Symes, Ms
Tierney, Ms
Wooldridge, Ms
Young, Mr

Noes, 5
Barber, Mr
Dunn, Ms (Teller)
Hartland, Ms

Pennicuik, Ms (Teller)
Springle, Ms

Amendment agreed to.
Amended clause agreed to.
Clause 2
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I call on
Ms Pulford to move her amendment 3, which has been
tested by her earlier amendments.
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I
move:
3.

Clause 2, line 24, after “Act” insert “(other than Part 8)”.

Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 3 to 8 agreed to.
Clause 9
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! We are
now dealing with clause 9. I call Mr Barber to speak on
his amendment 14, which seeks to omit clause 9. I
understand this is a separate issue to his previous

Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — Just
briefly, we will be seeking for this clause to stand part
of the bill. To respond to Mr Barber, again in part
restating some comments from the second-reading
debate, in 2015 there were 147 active licences. These
are research licences with well-established
organisations that are consistently compliant. This is a
red tape reduction to enable a smoother operation of
longer term ongoing studies. We are not seeking to
remove the options for a one, two or three-year licence;
they are more appropriate for shorter term studies. This
is just to provide a further option.
I would add to that that there is a code of practice that
exists. Indeed these arrangements are overseen by an
animal research ethics committee. I understand
Mr Barber’s desire that there be close monitoring of
this kind of research, and I absolutely agree that there
must be close monitoring of this kind of research, but
this is to make simpler the operation of long-term
ongoing studies. It is a simple change, but I am
confident that the protections are absolutely in place to
ensure that standards that we would all expect are
complied with.
I would also add to that just for context that we are
currently consulting on fee increases for this type of
research licence and intend to continually improve the
auditing process. This is obviously an area of great
interest to the community, but I think Mr Barber is
unduly concerned about a very, very minor red tape
reduction. It will not result in any reduction in oversight
of this kind of research.
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — As much as
it pains me to say so, on this occasion we are persuaded
by the government’s arguments. In that sense we will
not support the amendment.
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Committee divided on clause:
Ayes, 33
Atkinson, Mr
Bath, Ms
Bourman, Mr
Carling-Jenkins, Dr
Crozier, Ms
Dalidakis, Mr
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Finn, Mr
Fitzherbert, Ms
Herbert, Mr
Leane, Mr
Lovell, Ms
Melhem, Mr
Mikakos, Ms

Barber, Mr (Teller)
Dunn, Ms
Hartland, Ms

Mr YOUNG (Northern Victoria) — I move:
6.

Morris, Mr
Mulino, Mr (Teller)
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Patten, Ms
Peulich, Mrs
Pulford, Ms
Purcell, Mr
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr (Teller)
Shing, Ms
Somyurek, Mr
Symes, Ms
Tierney, Ms
Wooldridge, Ms
Young, Mr

Noes, 5
Pennicuik, Ms
Springle, Ms (Teller)

Clause agreed to.
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Insert the following New Clause to follow clause 26—
‘A New section 107 inserted
At the end of Part XII of the Wildlife Act 1975
insert—
“107 Transitional provision, advisory
committee— Primary Industries
Legislation Amendment Act 2016
Any advisory committee established under
section 86A(5) immediately before the
commencement of section 26 of the
Primary Industries Legislation
Amendment Act 2016 is abolished and its
members go out of office on the
commencement of that section 26.’.

New clause agreed to.
Clause 27
Mr YOUNG (Northern Victoria) — My
amendment 7 seeks to omit clause 27. I invite members
to vote against the clause.

Clauses 10 to 25 agreed to.
Clause negatived.
Clause 26
New heading and new clauses
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I call
Mr Young to move his amendments 2 to 5 to clause 26,
which have previously been tested by his amendment 1.
Mr YOUNG (Northern Victoria) — I move:
2.

Clause 26, page 18, line 6, omit “Subject to subsection
(1B), before” and insert “Before”.

3.

Clause 26, page 18, line 8, omit “of— ” and insert ‘of
the Game Management Authority.”.’.

4.

Clause 26, page 18, lines 9 to 16, omit all words and
expressions on these lines.

5.

Clause 26, page 18, lines 26 to 30, page 19, lines 1 to 5,
omit subclause (4) and insert—
“(4) Section 86A(5) of the Wildlife Act 1975 is
repealed.”

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I call
Ms Pulford to move her amendment 4, which proposes
the insertion of new clauses relating to the Biological
Control Act 1986 to follow clause 27 and has been
tested by her earlier amendment.
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I
move:
4.

Insert the following Part heading and clauses to follow
clause 27—
‘Part 8— Amendment of Biological Control Act 1986
AA Definitions
(1) In section 3(1) of the Biological Control Act 1986
insert the following definition—

Amendments agreed to; amended clause agreed to.

“prescribed organisms means organisms that
are—

New clause

(a) live organisms; or

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I call
Mr Young to move his amendment 6, which proposes
the insertion of a new clause to follow clause 26 and
has been tested by his earlier amendments.

(b) viruses or sub-viral agents—
but does not include live vaccines or resistant
cultivars;”.
(2) In section 3(1) of the Biological Control Act 1986,
in the definition of kind, after “organisms,” insert
“viruses or sub-viral agents,”.
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(3) In section 3(1) of the Biological Control Act 1986,
in the definition of organism—
(a) in paragraph (b), for “paragraph (a);”
substitute “paragraph (a); or”;
(b) after paragraph (b) insert—
“(c) a virus or sub-viral agent;”.
(4) In section 3(1) of the Biological Control Act 1986,
the definition of prescribed live organisms is
repealed.
BB Biological control
In section 4 of the Biological Control Act 1986,
for “live” substitute “prescribed”.
CC Consequential amendments
In sections 19(1), 20(1), 24(1), 28(1)(b), 29(1)(a),
32(2)(a) and 35(3) of the Biological Control Act
1986, for “prescribed live organisms” substitute
“prescribed organisms”.’.

Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — As I flagged
with the minister, I am seeking some assurances about
this clause and specifically about the prescribed
organisms, the biological organisms, and the
protections that exist there. I am seeking an assurance
from the minister that there will not be any untoward
consequences of the use of these biological
mechanisms.
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Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — Can I ask the minister to clarify for
the purpose of the record, following on from
Mr Davis’s question, the species she is referring to?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — Yes,
certainly. I referred to this when I introduced my
amendment earlier in the committee stage. This is part
of a 20-year coordinated national biocontrol plan for
rabbits. The strain known as K5 targets invasive
European rabbit populations. As I confirmed in the
second reading and in the committee stage earlier
today, it is not harmful to any other species. It is
entirely designed as a rabbit control mechanism.
Amendment agreed to; amended part heading
agreed to.
Clause 28
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I ask
Ms Pulford to move her amendment 6, which seeks to
amend the repeal date of the amended act.
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I
move:
6.

Clause 28, line 3, omit all words and expressions on this
line and insert—
“This Act is repealed on the first anniversary of
the first day on which all of its provisions are in
operation.”.

Mr Barber — Apart from a lot of dead rabbits, you
mean?

Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to.
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I
thank Mr Davis for his question, and I note Mr Barber’s
interjection. No strain of calicivirus has ever been
recorded in any literature as occurring in or having an
effect on any species other than its intended target.
Amendment agreed to; new heading and new
clauses agreed to.
Part heading preceding clause 28

Long title
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I ask
Ms Pulford to move her amendment 7, which is a
consequential amendment to the long title and has been
tested by her amendment 1.
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I
move:
7.

Long title, omit “and the Wildlife Act 1975” and insert
“, the Wildlife Act 1975 and the Biological Control
Act 1986”.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I call
Ms Pulford again to move her amendment 5, which is a
consequential renumbering to the part heading
preceding clause 28, having been tested by her
amendment 1.

Amendment agreed to; amended long title agreed
to.

Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I
move:

Reported to house with amendments, including
amended long title.

5.

Part heading preceding clause 28, omit “8” and insert
“9”.

Report adopted.
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Third reading
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I
move:
That the bill be now read a third time.

In doing so, I thank all members for their contribution
to the second-reading debate and the committee stage
on this legislation, which will improve the operation of
a number of acts and continue to support the growth
and prosperity of agricultural industries as well as a
number of other areas of administration.
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a tidy-up in effect to remedy an administrative
oversight.
Regarding the bill itself, the key clauses are clause 1
and clause 12. Clause 1 states:
The purpose of this Act is to amend the Road Management
Act 2004—
(a) to enable the Public Transport Development Authority
to exercise certain powers and perform certain functions
and duties in relation to bus stop infrastructure and bus
stopping points; and
(b) to validate the purported exercise of such powers and
purported performance of such functions and duties.

Motion agreed to.

Not surprisingly, as stated in clause 2:

Read third time.

ROAD MANAGEMENT AMENDMENT
(BUS STOP DELIVERY POWERS)
BILL 2016
Second reading
Debate resumed from 9 June; motion of
Mr DALIDAKIS (Minister for Small Business,
Innovation and Trade).
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — This bill
that is before us now is a relatively straightforward bill
containing just 13 clauses, and its principal purpose is
to validate the power from 2 April 2012 of Public
Transport Victoria (PTV) to install and modify bus stop
infrastructure and bus stops and to end a temporary
arrangement whereby PTV acted as agent to the
Secretary of the Department of Economic
Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources in
carrying out these functions. This is an administrative
oversight whereby PTV had mistakenly assumed that it
had the legislative authority to install or modify bus
stops and supporting infrastructure under division 4B of
the Road Management Act 2004.
This bill has a retrospective commencement date of
2 April 2012. I know the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee is particularly alert to
retrospective legislation, and as a house we should
always be very careful about retrospective validation of
actions that have taken place, and issues associated with
that retrospective validation should be examined
thoroughly and carefully. I congratulate the shadow
minister, the Deputy Leader of the Liberal Party in the
other place, David Hodgett, who has done such a
thorough examination of this bill. Notwithstanding the
retrospective nature of this legislation, the coalition will
not be opposing this bill because it is, as we understand,

This Act comes into operation on the day after the day on
which it receives Royal Assent.

Clause 12 I will just read into Hansard, given its
centrality to tidying up this administrative oversight.
Clause 12 is:
New clause 3 inserted into Schedule 10
After clause 2 of Schedule 10 to the Principal Act
insert—
“3

Road Management Amendment (Bus Stop
Delivery Powers) Act 2016
(1) If during the period commencing 2 April
2012 and ending 14 September 2015 the
Public Transport Development Authority or a
person on behalf of that Authority purported
to perform a function or duty or exercise a
power of the Secretary under Division 4B of
Part 4 by installing bus stop infrastructure or
designating a bus stopping point, the Public
Transport Development Authority is taken to
have had the same functions, duties and
powers as the Secretary had to do so under
that Division.
(2) If during the period commencing 2 April
2012 and ending 30 September 2015 the
Public Transport Development Authority or a
person on behalf of that Authority purported
to perform a function or duty or exercise a
power of the Secretary under Division 4B of
Part 4 by removing, relocating or modifying
bus stop infrastructure or removing or
relocating a bus stopping point, the Public
Transport Development Authority is taken to
have had the same functions, duties and
powers as the Secretary had to do so under
that Division.”.

So that is the retrospective validation of those functions.
Mr Hodgett advises that in the bill briefing he asked
questions about how much public expenditure was
involved during this period. As I understand, bus stop
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works can vary from around $1000 or so for very minor
works up to $15 000 for the installation of a shelter,
concrete pad and timetable poles. I understand at the
bill briefing the departmental officials did not have a
figure as to how much work had been conducted in an
ultra vires way, for want of a better term, and so I
would seek that that be put on the record by a member
of the government. Failing that, I will take the bill into
committee and ask those questions, to flag that in
advance.
I suppose I also just want to make some comments
about the placement of bus stops. The location of bus
stops in dedicated lanes, which has the effect of slowing
other vehicular traffic, I understand is done to prioritise
the movement of public transport — and that is a
worthy goal and a goal I think we all understand. But
there is the counter point that vehicular traffic is
stopped and congestion is increased when there is not a
pull-off space for a bus so that that lane of traffic can
continue in an uninterrupted, unimpeded fashion.
I know when the coalition came to government in 2010
that that was an issue of contention with VicRoads and
the other authorities at the time. I understand that since
the election of the Andrews government there have
been bus stops installed along busy arterial roads such
as the Nepean Highway. I am thinking of through the
sand-belt area there. Bus stops have been installed
without a left-hand egress to take a bus off the lane of
traffic so when a bus stops to pick up a passenger or for
a passenger to alight from the bus, all the cars behind it
are then stopped. While the premise of giving public
transport priority is a worthy one and one I think we all
understand, I seek some guidance from the government,
from the minister, that a rigorous analysis has been
done to ensure that congestion is not being made worse
by the construction of these bus stops, particularly on
very busy arterial roads such as the Nepean Highway,
where there are so many traffic lights already and so
many causes to delay and interrupt the flow of traffic.
The other issue that concerns me about these stops that
are in the left-hand lane and not off the road is the road
safety implications. So the third issue is that I would
seek from the minister or a government speaker —
otherwise I will take the bill into committee and
interrogate these issues through the committee
process — some understanding of the road safety
implications of these bus stops and whether there have
been many collisions occurring where basically
vehicles have rammed into the back of buses that have
stopped on principally arterial or on other roads.
Because as we know, regrettably there are many
distractions now for drivers from mobile phones and
social media. Of course that is illegal and should not
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occur, but regrettably it does. Someone who is looking
at their phone and driving down the Nepean Highway
at 80 kilometres an hour with a bus fully stationary in
front of them but is not aware of that could find
themselves rammed up the back of that bus in an
accident. Now, I do not know whether that has
happened or not, and I would seek some information
from the government on whether that has happened.
Regrettably we are going the wrong way with the road
toll. I saw assistant commissioner Doug Fryer’s
remarks earlier this week that if we maintain the current
trajectory, we will be back above 300 or thereabouts
fatalities for the year, which is alarming and
concerning. So whilst being perhaps slightly extraneous
to the bill before us, it does deal with the issue of bus
stops and their location and the interface between other
traffic and that conflict between prioritising public
transport, road safety and creating congestion for other
road users. I would seek some feedback from the
government on those issues: how much public
expenditure has been undertaken during this ultra vires
period; how many bus stops are planned to be installed
in the way I have described, in a lane of traffic rather
than a dedicated bus stop pad that takes the bus off
from the traffic; and what traffic analysis and road
safety implications have flowed from those stops, or
what analysis has been done by government or
government agencies in relation to those issues? As I
say, they are important issues.
In a broader context, as Melbourne continues to grow
the competition for space on our road network and
public transport network intensifies, and it is a
challenging decision for any government about what to
prioritise. But, as I say, I have had feedback from
constituents who live in the Mornington Peninsula area
of my electorate who use the Nepean Highway to
commute, and they tear their hair out, they say, at the
buses stopping in front of them in that left-hand lane. I
have concerns for the road safety implications, given
the increase in the road toll. So there are issues.
At a time when reliability on our rail network is
intermittent at best, speaking for me personally, my
electorate had the debacle of the Gippsland rail line
shambles from earlier this year. It was just nothing but
an unmitigated shambles and disaster for commuters
from the Latrobe Valley — from Warragul and
Drouin — from Pakenham and some from further east
even, Rosedale and the like. I noted advice from Metro
Trains just now that buses are replacing trains on the
Frankston and Stony Point lines due to a signalling
fault. The Stony Point line punctuality and performance
really needs a serious look at. It is simply not good
enough. Buses seem to replace trains more often than
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the trains run, and to have that sort of reliability does
not encourage public transport use.
To encourage public transport use to free up space on
our roads and reduce congestion, public transport must
be reliable, dependable and work efficiently; otherwise
people will not use it. There is no point turning up on
the Stony Point line to get to work in the city with a
connecting train from Frankston and finding the train is
not running and the bus might be there or might not be
there. It is just simply not good enough and simply
unacceptable. I think the Stony Point line is the poor
cousin of the rail system, and it really needs some
investment, but I do not hold much hope under this
government. Investment on the Mornington Peninsula
has not been a priority for this government. Investment
through Gippsland has not been a priority. In fact
hardly a cent has been spent in some parts of my
electorate by this government, despite the significant
population growth.
In summary, this is a relatively straightforward bill that
corrects and validates the legislative authority to install
bus stop infrastructure dating from 2 April 2012. As I
say, while the Parliament should be very reluctant to
pass retrospective legislation, the opposition will not
oppose this bill on the basis of the information and
material that the government has put forward. But I
would welcome a response from the minister or a
speaker from the government about those questions,
otherwise I will ask them in committee.
Ms DUNN (Eastern Metropolitan) — I rise to speak
on the Road Management Amendment (Bus Stop
Delivery Powers) Bill 2016. This bill is an obvious
necessity to patch up a regulatory loophole created with
the establishment of Public Transport Victoria (PTV) in
2012. It is somewhat embarrassing for the government
and its predecessor that it is coming four years after
PTV assumed responsibility for bus stops and related
functions, but let us put that to one side for one
moment.
I speak as a member for Eastern Metropolitan Region.
Considering the east has been waiting for over a
century for Doncaster rail to be built, buses are the main
form of public transport in that region. In fact buses
play an enormous role in the metropolitan region, in the
outer suburbs, in the interface regions of our city and in
rural Victoria. When it comes to bus stop infrastructure
there is a higher order problem in that bus routes do not
meet community needs, leading to low uptake and little
realised benefit from the public investment on many
routes.
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I am now going to speak from a very localised
perspective in relation to bus services in the Dandenong
Ranges, an area where the installation of bus stops
comes with huge challenges given the nature of the
topography of the area. The services in the Dandenong
Ranges are particularly poorly designed — large diesel
buses ply their trade on routes that make no sense when
it comes to the needs of the local community and hence
have little patronage. There is a focus on radial services
from Melbourne in place of services that connect
neighbouring communities. Schoolchildren in the
region are ferried to school by private services because
the public system does not adequately service school
areas. Senior citizens and people with a disability are
particularly disadvantaged with this dearth of good bus
services.
Some community groups have been calling for a
revamp of the public transport system in Yarra Ranges
and with that, bus services, and of course bus stops that
support those services. One example is the Efficient
Public Transport for the Dandenongs and Outer East
community group. This group has been seeking input
from the community on improved bus routes and higher
frequency services between town centres, connecting
with train lines where possible. They have done an
enormous amount of work, and I do want to commend
both Elissa Sutherland and David Francis for the work
they have put into this particular group. They have, off
their own bat, consulted with the community about
what is important in relation to public transport in the
Dandenongs and in the outer east. In the broadest terms,
the feedback they have got is that there are a number of
key elements that would actually make the bus network
usable and that commuters and drivers say need fixing.
The first is the frequency of bus services. They are
calling for 10 to 15-minute bus frequency on primary
routes during peak hours, reflecting the needs of
commuters at different times of day. They are calling
for buses that connect to train services. For many years
I was a local government councillor and I have to say
that in my nine years in local government a constant
message I received from the community was that buses
do not connect with trains. And here we are, 11 years
on, dealing with community members and still we do
not have buses that connect with train services.
This group are calling for buses that run seven days a
week and higher frequencies to accommodate the needs
outlined to the local community, as well as buses that
run later into the night to support community
connection and local economies. Additional bus
services need to be added to routes that are
experiencing overcrowding. There are several routes in
the outer east where buses are routinely unable to pick
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up commuters because they cannot actually get on the
buses in the first place, let alone stand at the bus stops
and be accommodated by those bus stops. Buses should
aim to connect suburbs and villages near each other in a
network fashion and not create situations where
commuters who want to travel to a suburb nearby are
forced to travel long, circuitous routes to get to that
nearby destination. In new growth areas new bus routes
need to develop and of course, with that, bus stops need
to be installed to support that system.

there and we certainly have no shortage of roads in
metropolitan Melbourne in order to run buses so that is
not an issue. Public Transport Not Traffic are calling
for electric buses similar to those that have been
deployed overseas, which proves that the technology is
ready to go and they could be easily built here in
Victoria, and in fact are built in Victoria, but I will talk
to that later. It gives us an opportunity to lead the way
in cleaning up our transport system and creating jobs in
our economy.

In the Dandenong Ranges, of course, there is an
element of tourism, and tourists need to be
accommodated in a renewed bus system. There needs
to be better bus services to major employment and retail
precincts, such as the major shopping centres in the
region, and that requires a major rethink. Public bus
services need to improve significantly to recapture the
patronage of school students and older Australians, and
by doing that it will in fact benefit the entire
community. More energy-efficient bus services that
utilise electric solar technologies, used for over a
decade in buses in many other countries, should be
utilised here. It would be a good long-term investment
in public transport. And of course there is a need for
greater attention to the surrounding pragmatic issues.
That goes to bus shelters on busy routes and of course
footpaths — decent footpaths — to allow people to
actually get to the bus stop.

I want to talk a little bit about buses and the Eastern
Transport Coalition (ETC), which is a group of seven
municipalities in the east of Melbourne. Their reason
for being is to advocate for better public transport for
their municipalities. They have some detailed
information in relation to bus services and the needs of
the east. They note that for many residents in
Melbourne’s east and south-east buses are the only
public transport available within a reasonable distance
to their homes. Unfortunately a lack of coordination
between services, inadequate frequency, insufficient
coverage and already congested roads mean the
existing network is often uncompetitive and
unattractive when compared to car travel.

It is very fortunate that the Efficient Public Transport
for the Dandenongs and Outer East community group
have been working with the public advocacy group,
Public Transport Not Traffic (PTNT), which also put as
one of their key focuses buses, particularly better
cross-town buses — frequent, direct and electric. PTNT
note that poor bus services across Melbourne are
forcing people into their cars, clogging roads with
congestion and placing household budgets under strain
as residents deal with the cost of maintaining two or
more vehicles. They note that buses should be the glue
in our public transport network, connecting people to
trains and trams as well as other key destinations, not
meandering through our suburbs once an hour.
Public Transport Not Traffic are calling for better
cross-town buses that are frequent, direct and electric,
running seven days a week to connect people to places
that matter. It will get people out of their cars onto
sustainable transport, meaning less traffic, less pollution
and more liveable communities.
Buses are an extraordinarily important part of our
public transport network and with that the bus shelters
that support that network. When we look at buses, the
reality is that the infrastructure to run buses is already

The coalition notes that the metropolitan bus service
review was established in 2010 to address these issues.
They also note that less than 10 per cent of those
recommendations have been implemented. I recall the
bus service review; it was extensive and it was
expansive. In fact it had a lot of good recommendations
in terms of improving our bus service network and with
that of course the infrastructure to support those bus
services. It is very unfortunate that so few of those
recommendations have been implemented to date.
The Eastern Transport Coalition is calling for more
frequent bus services, particularly in the mornings,
evenings and on weekends; additional feeder services to
railway stations during peak times; express bus services
running along major routes; and a review of all bus
routes and stops to provide minimum service levels to
all metropolitan residents. The tragedy is that at the
moment all of metropolitan Melbourne cannot access
buses that provide minimum service levels, so
sometimes I do question how Melbourne does get its
title of most livable city when there are such needs out
there, particularly in relation to public transport, and
buses which of course underpin that.
The Eastern Transport Coalition called for improved
accessibility to bus stops, including hard-stand waiting
areas, footpaths and crossing facilities, especially where
stops are located on highways and arterial roads. I can
think of a situation in the City of Monash where,
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although a bus shelter does exist — and I cannot
confirm or deny whether it was created by PTV at a
time when it had the authority to do so or not — the
tragedy is that residents wanting to access this
particular bus shelter — —
Mr Ondarchie — Acting President, this is a very
important bit of legislation, and I draw your attention to
the state of the house.
Quorum formed.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ramsay) —
Order! Just before Ms Dunn continues, can I get a
clarification: she is speaking on the Road Management
Amendment (Bus Stop Delivery Powers) Bill 2016, is
she not, in relation to powers for the PTV to build bus
stops, rather than bus services?
Ms DUNN — Yes, I am. I do confirm that I am
speaking on the Road Management Amendment (Bus
Stop Delivery Powers) Bill 2016, which of course goes
to giving power to the Public Transport Development
Authority to lawfully install and maintain bus stop
infrastructure and bus stopping points and lawfully
conduct related activities. Of course bus stop
infrastructure and bus stopping points underpin the bus
services system, so if we do not have stopping points
and we do not have bus shelters, then we do not
have — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ramsay) —
Order! Could I have a bit of quiet in the chamber,
please? I am finding it hard to hear Ms Dunn’s
contribution.
Ms DUNN — Thank you, Acting President. Of
course if we do not have that infrastructure
underpinning a service, we do not have a service at all.
Going back to the Eastern Transport Coalition, and
through you, Acting President, I am pleased to see that
the importance of this bill has been recognised by other
members in the house. The ETC has called for buses
equipped to carry bicycles on board and improvements
to the process of amending bus routes, particularly
regarding community engagement, to ensure
appropriate and transparent consultation.
Looking at the short-term actions that could be
undertaken, I am pleased to see that if this bill actually
does get carriage, and I am certain it will get carriage, I
can probably say fairly confidently that it will enable
the Public Transport Development Authority to look at
the issues of ensuring bus stops are safe, accessible and
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offer a suitable level of comfort and shelter; providing
supporting infrastructure, such as pedestrian crossings
on highways and major arterial roads, to allow safe
access to and from bus stops; accelerating a program
for upgrading bus stops to be compliant with the
Disability Discrimination Act 1992, particularly to
allow easy wheelchair access to shelters as well as entry
to buses; installing seats at stops where there is
inadequate space for a shelter; and providing a detailed
plan on how bus services across Melbourne will be
expanded or altered to meet minimum service levels,
improve coordination with trains, trams and
SmartBuses and improve public transport coverage.
Do not ever deny the fact that bus stops are important
parts of infrastructure to communities. I just want to
draw the house’s attention to a bus stop that was dearly
loved by its community. It was so loved that its
community kept a 24-hour vigil sleep-out at it just to
ensure it did not face destruction. That is the bus stop in
Emerald that is actually placed outside the Emerald
Community House. What is extraordinary about that
bus stop is that it was actually a project that came out of
the bushfire recovery program. There was a public arts
project. Interestingly in the case of that bus stop, it did
not seem to have a home: PTV did not seem to think it
was an asset of theirs, and the local government did not
seem to think it was an asset of theirs. They actually
sorted that out.
The bus stop was looking at its demise, it would seem,
triggered by the posting of signage; the bus stop was
used as a way to distribute community information.
That is what made this bus stop extraordinary. It was
more than a bus stop. It was a beautiful public art
installation and a way for the community to disseminate
information. However, that all seemed to become very
controversial when the #LetThemStay hashtag
appeared on that bus stop; that is when things went
pear-shaped for that shelter. What was extraordinary
was the love and affection attached to that bus stop by
the local community. We should never underestimate
how incredibly important bus shelters are to their
communities. I am sure, should this bill pass, that the
community will be pleased to know that in fact the
Public Transport Development Authority can now
actually lawfully install and maintain bus stop
infrastructure.
I do wonder, in relation to buses generally, about the
$100 million bus package and how much of that will be
applied in a meaningful way to bus shelters and how
many bus shelters we will see installed, improved and
maintained, because I have to say there are a lot of bus
shelters in need of a bit of tender loving care. It would
be nice to see that package applied in a meaningful way
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not only to existing bus shelters but to new bus routes,
because we certainly need new bus routes across the
metropolitan region. I will talk to that a little bit,
because I think what is important in this is that not only
does it give authority to Public Transport Victoria but it
is actually important that they apply their new-found
authority in relation to bus stops to new bus routes that
would actually service communities not only across
metropolitan Melbourne but also across the state.

but to the infrastructure that supports those routes,
because the reality is we need to ensure that there are
shelters there so people have the opportunity to have a
positive experience in relation to public transport. The
shelters are really important in relation to providing
shelter from weather, a seat for weary legs and
somewhere to wait for your bus as it comes by. I have
to say at the moment the wait is too long on some
routes.

I just want to draw the attention of the house to a
particular region of metropolitan Melbourne that is
crying out for some new bus shelters, whether that be
on existing bus routes or new bus routes, and that is the
interface councils region of the state. It is a group of
councils that form the transition between the urban
regions of Melbourne and the rural areas of Victoria.
Some of them are our highest growth areas; others are
some of the green wedge areas and some of the most
attractive areas on the fringe of metropolitan
Melbourne.

The interface councils highlight that the
Auditor-General’s report Developing Transport
Infrastructure and Services for Population Growth
Areas, which was tabled in the Victorian Parliament in
2013, reaffirmed the inadequacy of transport services in
interface areas and called for urgent investment. The
report states:

The interface councils in their budget submission last
year talked about the need for funds to implement the
high-priority bus route improvements that they had
identified through the Public Transport Victoria
interface engagement program. They highlighted that
there is a pronounced underprovision of public
transport services in interface areas. The provision of
bus services falls largely below what is considered a
minimum service level. Each interface council has
identified areas of residential land, including
established areas, that are not served by a bus route. I
recall that in the suburb of Rowville, an estate that has
actually existed for over 30 years, there is no access to
bus services, let alone Rowville rail, of course, which
was promised in 1969.
In relation to the interface councils, the facts are as
follows: the interface council residents have access to
1.5 public transport routes per 10 000 population —
half the rate for Melbourne metropolitan residents, who
have access to 3 public transport routes per
10 000 population. One hundred thousand residential
interface council households do not have a bus route
within 400 metres; 150 000 residential interface council
households are not serviced by a bus route that operates
at minimum service levels. Over half the subdivisions
completed in the past five years have no bus service.
Based on the current service levels, by 2026, 63 per
cent of residential interface council households will not
have a bus route within 400 metres of their property.
This is really critical legislation that is before us
because we want to ensure that with all that growth that
is going on there is access not only to bus service routes

… the state has failed to deliver the transport infrastructure
and services needed to support rapidly growing communities.

The interface councils strongly support the need for a
whole-of-government approach to the coordination and
delivery of bus services, and the Greens certainly
support their call. As such, the interface councils have
been working extensively with local bus operators and
Public Transport Victoria to identify short and
long-term priority bus route improvements and to
improve bus service levels within each municipality.
They have come up with a range of proposed
improvements. They have an incredibly useful
document called the PTV interface engagement
program report. There are of course summaries
available of that. I am not of course going to go to the
extent of reading out every single improvement, but,
members, it is worth a read to understand the significant
needs in the interface areas.
What is important is some of those easily implemented
adjustments that improve access to important services
or facilities at very low or no cost through to significant
new or upgraded services to meet the growing needs of
newly developed estates, which in some instances
would be partly funded through efficiency gains.
Interface councils also acknowledge the $100 million
budget allocation to bus services and ask that a portion
of this fund is invested into their proposed
improvements to significantly increase the level of
access interface residents have to bus services to
generate a substantial return on investment in the
immediate future.
Given the car dependence of people in those regions it
is an extraordinary priority. If we are to encourage
people to get out of their cars and get onto buses, it is
very important that we look to providing the services
before people get so wedded to their cars they do not
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think of other options like public transport. The benefits
will include reduced road congestion, improved public
transport use and frequency and less reliance on
additional cars as the primary mode of transport, which
most people cannot afford. An investment in the
identified bus route improvements will also strongly
support and strengthen Victoria’s bus networks.
Back to buses generally, I want to highlight that
essentially what we have on our roads at the moment
are the noisy, loud, smelly diesel beasts that currently
ply their trade energy-inefficiently and create air
pollution, including dangerous particulates. It is time
that Victoria’s public buses went electric. Electric buses
are quiet and clean, do not shudder with gear changes
and avoid the noise and air pollution of the old diesel
buses of the existing network. Electric buses would be a
massive boon not only to local communities but to
tourism across our poorly connected regions.
The good news story in all of this is that Victoria builds
electric buses. There is a plant being established in Lara
by the company Avass to build 9-metre and 12-metre
electric buses. Being electric, these buses can be
recharged using renewable energy purchased from
grid-connected wind or solar farms and through
dedicated recharging stations with solar panels. Imagine
that — not only solar-powered bus stops but
solar-powered buses. What an amazing way forward
for public transport in Melbourne. We could lead on
that happening right here in Victoria. Certainly, along
with ensuring there is capability for the provision of bus
stops, we should see bike racks on all buses, because if
we are about really encouraging multimodal transport,
we need to make sure that people can take their bikes
with them. Not only that, we need to make sure that
bicycle Parkiteers are installed at all bus interchanges
across Melbourne.
When we look at a solar-charged electric bus network
we see it would be a win-win for Victoria’s
manufacturing industry, the health of the community
and the growing tourism sector, and certainly a win for
the environment. In terms of the bill, it looks not only to
retrospectively apply the authority and powers in
relation to the installation of bus stop infrastructure or
the designation of bus stopping points but also to give
authority for the removal, relocation or modification of
bus stop infrastructure or the removal or relocation of
bus stopping points. The bill seeks to amend the Road
Management Act 2004 to enable the Public Transport
Development Authority to exercise certain powers and
perform certain functions and duties in relation to those
bus stop infrastructure matters I just referred to, and it
certainly validates the exercise of those powers and the
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performance of those functions and duties by the Public
Transport Development Authority.
The Greens will be supporting this bill. We would call
on the state government to expedite the proposal not
only to just give authority but to revamp Victoria’s bus
network and to support the desperate call of
communities across Victoria for improved bus services
and, with that, improved bus stops and stopping points
as well.
Mr ELASMAR (Northern Metropolitan) — I am
glad to see the opposition and the Greens supporting the
bill, and they should, because it is a good bill. Primarily
this amendment is a housekeeping bill. It seeks to
validate past actions concerning the allocation,
construction and maintenance of bus stops and changes
to bus stop locations in Victoria currently being
performed by Public Transport Victoria (PTV).
Presently the authority to carry out this function is
vested in the Secretary of the Department of Economic
Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources. The bill
codifies and places this important function within the
legitimate province of the Public Transport Victoria
portfolio.
While this bill may appear to be a minor piece of
legislation, it is important that this jurisdictive change
occurs. The current administrative system is unwieldly
and time consuming, as consultation between or within
both agencies can lead to delays and inefficiencies in
the decision-making process. The bill will legitimise
past actions of PTV, which rightly or logically has
carriage of this function and has been doing it for years;
so it makes sense to put in place proper procedures to
enable PTV to continue to operate in the best interests
of bus users.
Buses are integral to our public transport system, and
the locations of bus stops are often hotly debated within
the community. It is impossible to please everyone, and
I know PTV consults widely with the community prior
to decisions being taken. I am confident it will continue
to do so into the future. Elderly people, in particular,
who can no longer drive are very aware of the distances
between bus stops and their own desired destinations.
The Treasurer apportioned a $100 million bus package
in the 2015–16 state budget. This was not allocated
lightly. It demonstrates to the travelling public that this
Labor government is very serious about improving
access and options for bus users. It recognises the
importance of a growing and ageing population.
In November 2011 PTV was established, and it began
operating in April 2012. While it undertook to perform
nearly all the functions of the former director of public
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transport and former Department of Transport, it lacked
the authority to maintain and construct bus stops. It is
this omission that this bill seeks to remedy. Not only
will bus stop works be legitimate, but they will be more
effective, timely and streamlined processes. The bill
will provide a proper legal framework and enable PTV
to continue its important role in this increasingly
necessary function on behalf of all bus users in
Victoria. I commend the bill to the house.
Mr HERBERT (Minister for Training and
Skills) — On behalf of the minister acting for the
Minister for Roads and Road Safety I might take this
opportunity to thank all speakers on this bill and on the
government’s behalf address as best I can some of the
questions that Mr O’Donohue raised in his contribution.
I preface my response with the fact that Public
Transport Victoria (PTV) obviously has different
processes to determine routes and bus stop locations. I
think they are the same processes that operate now as
did operate under previous governments. So there has
not been a change in the processes that Public Transport
Victoria uses to determine routes and bus stops.
I think one of the questions asked was how a bus stop
location is chosen in order to minimise congestion
impacts and minimise safety risks. I am advised that
there are a number of steps in planning a route. After
transport needs have been assessed and prioritised —
obviously you want to put them where people need to
go; that is obviously a clear thing — there is
consultation with local government, community groups
and the public more generally on determining what
routes should be established, where they should be and
where the priority needs to be. Obviously everybody
would love a bus going everywhere, but it is all within
limited amounts.
The impacts of a new bus service on road service levels
are considered at this point. So when that consultation
with local government, community groups and the
public occurs around planning bus routes it is at that
point where the discussions occur around the bus
services, the impact, where the bus stops should be, and
of course that also includes important aspects of road
safety. There are obviously trade-offs, so I am advised.
Congestion impacts and safety risk impacts need to be
considered against the benefits associated with new bus
services, including congestion reduction effects
associated with those new stops.
I remember back when I was the member for Eltham I
had an issue with a few bus stops in Fitzsimons Lane,
to be perfectly honest, and along Main Road, Eltham,
near the Fitzsimons roundabout. I did ask similar
questions about the process of this.
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Mr O’Donohue interjected.
Mr HERBERT — I got a very similar answer, if
that is any consolation to Mr O’Donohue. There was a
question about what are the processes. It is part of the
same thing — designating bus stop points and installing
bus stop infrastructure. I think that was the nuance on
that first question. I am advised that in the planning
stage, after the route planning phase is finished — that
is, the one I just talked about: working out the route
after public consultation — the network planners at
PTV supply the network service change team with
indicative bus stop locations based on spacing of
approximately 400 metres along the route, with
allowances for where local attractions are located:
schools, hospitals, nursing homes, shopping centres.
So the planners work out within 400 metres where there
are some options and also where the best catchment
will be for other stops spaced at approximately
400 metres apart close to side roads, so that bus users in
an area do not have to walk too far from the bus stop,
and there is a range of factors like that. They then
physically select the site. Physical site selections, the
preferred locations, will have been identified during the
planning phase. That information is used by the
network service change team in conjunction with the
bus operator.
At this point the bus operator comes in with the local
road authority — VicRoads or a local government
agency — in combined discussion to select the practical
and safe locations for the stops that correspond to the
preferred locations selected at planning. So they do
planning, have a look at their local areas, do
consultation first and within 400 metres put in some
option stops where they think they are going to hit those
major areas such as schools or it might be an aged-care
centre or a shopping centre. They then sit down with
VicRoads and the bus operator and talk about those
identified stops. Clearly there would be issues, I would
think, and a bus operator might say, ‘Well, it’s going to
be hard to turn a bus of this type in this particular
location’, and VicRoads will have their views.
The bus stop site selection process is undertaken in a
bus, with the above parties in attendance. They actually
go around in the bus to where the sites are going to be
with everyone in it to see how it is going to operate and
where that site will be. The objective is to pick safe and
practical locations for the stops that take into
consideration many aspects: safety, traffic movement,
bus stop accessibility, parking volume impact, affected
resident impacts and the cost to upgrade to Disability
Discrimination Act 1992 compliance standards. I have
no idea what the costs are in terms of that, but clearly
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some are going to require upgrading or new facilities.
At that point they have had the consultation, they have
gone around and the planners have planned the best
places. They have spoken to local authorities, they have
got them in a bus, they have actually travelled around
and checked that it actually works.
In regard to notification, letters are sent to affected
residents to let them know of the proposed bus stop
installation. I think we have all probably had the
experience of someone getting a bus stop put outside
their house. Everyone wants a bus stop; no-one wants it
outside their property. There is then a complaint
resolution process. Any complaints received are then
considered — I understand they are considered by
PTV — acted on, feedback is given to the complainant
and a final determination is made. I hope that answers
that component of it.
Another aspect is to do with expenditure. I can advise
that from 2 December 2014 to 14 September 2015,
$9.05 million was invested in infrastructure for 19 new
bus stops; $5.43 million under the previous government
and $3.62 million under the Andrews government to
date. Under the entire term of the previous government
$253 million was expended on new and extended
services, and to date under our government there has
been $214 million expended on new and extended
services.
I think I have one more bit of information for
Mr O’Donohue in regard to his fourth and final area,
which is to do with bus stop safety. What I have to say
here is that due to concerns raised, including those
voiced in Parliament, PTV is about to undertake a full
safety audit of all stops over the next year.
I thank the advisers and public servants in the box for
that very detailed information. I hope it is of use to
Mr O’Donohue. I fully commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Ms PULFORD
(Minister for Agriculture).
Debate adjourned until later this day.
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CROWN LAND LEGISLATION
AMENDMENT BILL 2016
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time for Mr JENNINGS (Special
Minister of State) on motion of Ms Pulford.
Leave refused for second reading forthwith.
Ordered that second reading be made order of the
day for next day.

LEGAL PROFESSION UNIFORM LAW
APPLICATION AMENDMENT BILL 2016
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time for Mr HERBERT (Minister for
Training and Skills) on motion of Ms Pulford.
Leave refused for second reading forthwith.
Ordered that second reading be made order of the
day for next day.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT AMENDMENT
BILL 2016
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time for Mr DALIDAKIS (Minister for
Small Business, Innovation and Trade) on motion of
Ms Pulford; by leave, ordered to be read second
time forthwith.
Statement of compatibility
For Mr DALIDAKIS (Minister for Small Business,
Innovation and Trade), Ms Pulford tabled following
statement in accordance with Charter of Human
Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006, (charter), I make this
statement of compatibility with respect to the Local
Government Amendment Bill 2016 (bill).
In my opinion, the Local Government Amendment Bill 2016,
as introduced to the Legislative Council, is compatible with
human rights as set out in the charter. I base my opinion on
the reasons outlined in this statement.
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Overview
The purpose of the bill is to amend the Local Government
Act 1989 (act) to prevent councillors being disqualified
during the current term for failure to make a compliant
declaration that they will abide by their council’s councillor
code of conduct. The declaration requirements were
introduced by the Local Government Amendment (Improved
Governance) Act 2015.
Human rights issues
Human rights protected by the charter that are relevant to
the bill
Taking part in public life
Section 18 of the charter establishes a right for an individual
to participate in the conduct of public affairs, to vote and be
elected at state and municipal elections, and to have access to
the Victorian public service and public office, without
discrimination.
The bill amends section 76C of the act to repeal the
requirement for councils to approve a revised councillor code
of conduct within four months of the commencement of the
Local Government Amendment (Improved Governance) Act
2015 and the related requirement for councillors to make a
declaration stating that they will abide by the councillor code
of conduct approved at that time. Councils will still be
required to review and amend their councillor code of
conduct within four months of a general election and
councillors will still have to make a declaration witnessed by
the council’s chief executive officer.
These amendments promote the right to take part in public
life by ensuring that councillors will not be disqualified from
office during their current term as a result of inadvertent
failure to comply with recently introduced technical and
procedural requirements.
The Hon. Philip Dalidakis, MLC
Minister for Small Business, Innovation and Trade

Second reading
Ordered that second-reading speech be
incorporated into Hansard on motion of
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture).
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I
move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Incorporated speech as follows:
Last year Parliament passed the Local Government
Amendment (Improved Governance) Act 2015 which
contained important reforms to the councillor conduct
framework for Victoria’s councils.
Councils were required to review their councillor codes of
conduct earlier this year and make any amendments necessary
to ensure that they contained key components of the new
councillor conduct framework, including an internal
resolution procedure for alleged contraventions of the
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councillor code of conduct. These internal resolution
procedures are intended to strengthen councils, empowering
them to resolve conduct issues internally, and are an integral
part of ensuring that standards in the sector are lifted.
All councillors are required to make a declaration that they
will abide by their council’s councillor code of conduct within
a month of their code being amended. The declaration must
be witnessed in writing by their council’s chief executive
officer. This is to ensure that all councillors are aware of their
conduct obligations and adopt appropriate standards of
behaviour. Councillors who fail to make a compliant
declaration will be disqualified on 1 September 2016.
The Local Government Investigations and Compliance
Inspectorate has recently been conducting an audit of councils
for compliance with these new requirements. The reforms
have had the desired effect in that the vast majority of
councils appear to have reviewed their councillor codes of
conduct and their councillors have made declarations as
required. However some councils have raised concerns that
their councillors may not have complied with the technical
requirements of the legislation despite many making good
faith attempts to comply. Administrative errors and failure to
comply with technical requirements, such as the requirement
that councillor’s declarations be witnessed by their chief
executive officer, will lead to unintended and arguably
disproportionate consequences for a number of councils if the
act is not amended.
The bill will amend the Act to ensure that councillors who
have inadvertently failed to make a declaration will not be
disqualified from holding office on 1 September 2016.
Instead all councillors, whether newly elected or re-elected,
will have an opportunity to comply with the legislation
following general elections.
Any councillor who fails to comply with the legislation at that
time, including any councillor who deliberately refuses to
make a declaration, will be disqualified and unable to
continue in their role as councillor.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned for Mr DAVIS (Southern
Metropolitan) on motion of Mr Ondarchie.
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 25 August.

MELBOURNE COLLEGE OF DIVINITY
AMENDMENT BILL 2016
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time for Mr HERBERT (Minister for
Training and Skills) on motion of Ms Pulford.
Leave refused for second reading forthwith.
Ordered that second reading be made order of the
day for next day.
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OWNERS CORPORATIONS
AMENDMENT (SHORT-STAY
ACCOMMODATION) BILL 2016
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time for Mr DALIDAKIS (Minister for
Small Business, Innovation and Trade) on motion of
Ms Pulford.
Leave refused for second reading forthwith.
Ordered that second reading be made order of the
day for next day.

POWERS OF ATTORNEY AMENDMENT
BILL 2016
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time for Mr HERBERT (Minister for
Training and Skills) on motion of Ms Pulford.
Leave refused for second reading forthwith.
Ordered that second reading be made order of the
day for next day.

ROAD MANAGEMENT AMENDMENT
(BUS STOP DELIVERY POWERS)
BILL 2016
Second reading
Debate resumed from earlier this day; motion of
Mr DALIDAKIS (Minister for Small Business,
Innovation and Trade).
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — It is
my pleasure to join the debate on this legislation, which
seeks to improve the arrangements that exist for bus
stops. This is an issue of great importance to everyone
who uses them and indeed the many communities
where issues arise around the location of bus stops.
Mr O’Donohue has been seeking through this debate to
receive further information on a number of questions,
and I note my colleague Mr Herbert has addressed
many of these for Mr O’Donohue. So just for the record
and in response to a query from Mr O’Donohue about
whether the government is confident that there is a net
benefit in having bus stops on arterial roads in a lane
rather than in a dedicated off-road bus stop I can
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provide the following information. Ideally this would
not occur, but in some situations it is better to
accept — —
Ms Pennicuik — On a point of order, Acting
President, I would just like some clarification regarding
the conventions of speaking order in debate and the
summing up of a bill by a minister — whether it is in
accordance with the standing orders for a further
minister to then speak on the bill. I just seek
clarification.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ramsay) —
Order! I have been advised by the clerks that
Ms Pulford is the minister and it is her bill, and she is
entitled to a right of reply and summing up. Mr Herbert
was not the minister who had carriage of the bill when
he was making his contribution.
Ms PULFORD — As a member.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ramsay) —
Order! As a member, yes.
Ms Pennicuik — Further on the point of order,
Acting President, if I may, I seek clarification on the
minister that has carriage of the bill. The past practice
that I have always been aware of is that one minister
sums up — that is, the minister that has been allocated
the bill. So I am just clarifying if it is possible then for
all ministers to get up and speak at the end of a debate.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ramsay) —
Order! I have been advised it is possible, Ms Pennicuik.
Ms Pulford, to continue.
Ms PULFORD — As I was indicating in summing
up on this bill and in relation to the exchanges that have
occurred across the chamber on a number of issues in
response to matters raised during the course of the
debate, I would just like to conclude by providing some
further information to assist Mr O’Donohue with his
query. As I was saying, ideally this would not occur,
but in some situations it is better to accept this instead
of not providing a new service. A case-by-case
assessment is required, and as my colleague Mr Herbert
did indicate, there is an established process for planning
routes, assessing these trade-offs and making decisions.
I can provide that information in response to one of the
many of Mr O’Donohue’s queries in relation to this
matter.
I conclude by thanking all members for their
contributions to the debate on this important issue that
affects so many communities in Victoria. I commend
the bill to the house.
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Motion agreed to.
Read second time; by leave, proceeded to third
reading.
Third reading
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

ADJOURNMENT
Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Families and
Children) — I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Metropolitan Remand Centre
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — I raise a
matter for the attention of the Minister for Corrections.
It relates to the way that prison officers at the
Metropolitan Remand Centre (MRC) have been dealt
with subsequent to the prison riot in June last year,
described by the corrections commissioner as the worst
in Victoria’s history.
I have received representations from several prison
officers who say they feel they have been let down by
prison management and by Corrections Victoria in
dealing with their welfare issues post-riot. As I am sure
the minister would appreciate, the riot was a very
traumatic and difficult experience for those
hardworking officers who were there on the day when
it took place. In hindsight we are extremely lucky that
more injuries were not sustained or indeed that lives
were not lost.
The action I seek from the minister is that he provide
me with an outline of the processes that have been
implemented following the prison riot at the MRC to
ensure that the welfare of prison officers is looked after,
taken seriously and dealt with for those who have issues
associated with the experience of the riot.

Early childhood education
Ms SHING (Eastern Victoria) — The matter that I
raise is for the Minister for Families and Children, and
it relates to early childhood education and giving our
kids the best start in life. For kids to miss out on early
education due to financial crises, stress or difficulty is
very detrimental to their development and opportunities
in the longer term. I make specific reference to the
Andrews Labor government’s announcement on
3 August of a boost to a support package from
$4.5 million to $6.7 million for new programs to
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support dairy farmers, who have been under enormous
pressure since the milk price drop and since the opening
price announcements towards the conclusion of the last
financial year. The package includes $1.4 million in
support for dairy farming families to receive 15 hours
of free or low-cost kindergarten in the year before
school for 2016.
Eligible dairy farming families will qualify for the dairy
kindergarten fee subsidy initiative, which provides
access to free or low-cost kindergarten for 15 hours a
week for those kids in the year before school for this
current year to ensure that they can continue to benefit
from the critical developmental phase that they are in
without cost being a barrier at a time when families in
the dairy sector and in affected communities are doing
it really tough. There are a number of challenges being
faced by rural communities in and around Gippsland
and more broadly in regional Victoria at the moment,
and the dairy kindergarten fee subsidy builds on other
supports that have recently been made available,
including the drought kindergarten financial support.
The action I would seek from the minister is that she
visit some kindergarten families who have been
affected by the milk price drop, now that their cheques
have dried up and the costs continue to accumulate, and
discuss the benefits of the package as far as they relate
to the ongoing education of their kids and the needs that
they face now, which do not actually change in any
regard despite the fact that the financial impost, barriers
and difficulties being faced by these families are
mounting and are of enormous consequence.

Aurora estate, Epping
Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter tonight is for the Minister for
Planning, and it relates to the Aurora estate in Epping
north in my electorate of Northern Metropolitan
Region. In September 2003 the then Labor government
came out through VicUrban with quite a detailed plan
of what they were going to do in developing this estate
in Epping north.
It is interesting that today we have been talking about
bus stops, because one of the things that has been
happening in the Aurora estate is that they built all
these bus stops but failed to provide the buses. So there
was no bus timetable for the people who bought homes
in Epping north, yet they provided the bus stops. The
Labor government also said in their plan of 2003 that
they would:
Extend the transport corridor from Lalor railway station to
provide a public transport linkage between Aurora and the
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Melbourne central activities district, passing close to Epping
Plaza and the Northern Hospital.

On the plans it shows a railway station at Epping north.
This all started in 2003, and many of the residents
bought into the Aurora estate with the expectation that
they were going to get buses and a new station at
Epping north — and the document says there could be
an extension to Donnybrook. This was not just a
one-off edition of VicUrban’s plan under the Labor
government; there were a number of editions. There
was a 2003 edition, a 2006 edition, a 2007 edition and a
2008 edition.
Interestingly enough, the members who serve those
areas, including Ms Mikakos and Mr Elasmar, along
with Ms Halfpenny and Ms Green in the lower house,
have been absolutely silent on their failure to fulfil the
commitments they gave to the people of Aurora all the
way back in 2003. It was the Labor government that
said they were going to do all these things for the
people in the Aurora estate, and they have not delivered
a cracker — not a single cracker.
The action I seek on behalf of the people — —
Mr Finn interjected.
Mr ONDARCHIE — Not a cracker, Mr Finn. The
action I seek from the minister is that he provide me
and the people of Aurora an outline of when he and this
government intend to fulfil the Labor Party
commitments that they gave in 2003, 2006, 2007 and
2008 to the people of Aurora.

Doctors in Secondary Schools
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria) — I direct my
adjournment matter tonight to the Minister for
Education, and the action that I seek is that the minister
accept the expression of interest for a GP to be placed
in Benalla P–12 College. Before the last state election,
the government committed funding so that GPs were
able to attend up to around 100 Victorian schools to
provide medical advice and health care to many of
those students who are most in need. It is a fantastic
initiative, and it is one that will be welcomed by the
Benalla community.
After the tragic death of Maxim Avdyugin at Easter
time, the Benalla community has mobilised to ensure
that the community is working together to address
mental health and suicide prevention measures for the
town. As part of the health and counselling providers,
Benalla College, local government and community
members have all come together to create Benalla
Connect, which involves everyone working together to
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ensure that people in need of assistance know where
they can get help. As a result of the leadership of
Benalla mayor Justin King, working closely with the
state government, there is also now a dedicated Benalla
Connect website and a specific phone line where you
can access help and get localised information about the
services available. We as a government have
committed to continue this close relationship with
Benalla to ensure that the most adequate and available
support is there for those in need.
I was also very pleased recently to be advised that
North East Health Wangaratta has been selected as a
trial site for the assertive outreach pilot in which
Benalla residents are in the catchment area. Anyone in
Benalla who develops serious suicidal thoughts or has
made a suicide attempt will have access to the
specialised support at that critical time through the
Wangaratta trial. Unfortunately recent comments made
by a local member in the area talking about locations
that have been deliberately excluded from this initiative
are particularly unhelpful. Politicising the issue of
suicide prevention is a poor way to assist some of our
most vulnerable Victorians.
As many people know, Benalla is my home town. I
understand the community well, and I have spoken to
members of the school community, health providers
and even parents of young people who sadly have lost
their children to suicide, and none of them are happy
with this type of negative approach to this delicate area
issue. What they are really supportive of is
campaigning for a GP at Benalla College. They think
that this is probably one of the best ways to address
mental health issues in our young people in this town. I
implore the minister to look favourably upon the
application of Benalla College for this vital service.
The PRESIDENT — I would be pretty confident
that is going to be announced, perhaps next week.

Christmas carols in schools
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) — My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Education
and it is regarding his office’s blatant refusal or sheer
inability to clarify the government’s policy on the
singing of Christmas carols in government schools. My
request of the minister is that he provides me with
written advice that unequivocally states whether
religious or praise-based carols can be sung in Victorian
schools without restriction. On 6 June the minister sent
me a letter in response to petitions I tabled regarding
the Christmas carol ban in Victorian schools.
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In his response the minister said, and I quote:
The department … has publicly available advice confirming
that students in Victorian government schools can learn about
Christmas, sing carols and make Christmas decorations.

This sounds great. However, principals have disputed
this statement saying that they can only do that, without
restriction, if the students are participating in a subject
that teaches about a broad base of religions that may
include Christianity, Islam, Judaism, Buddhism
et cetera, and it must be taught by a teacher employed
by the state, not a volunteer. So the school would have
to factor this subject into their curriculum and allocate a
teacher to it — something the schools say they do not
have the resources to do. The schools have informed
the coalition that if they do not have a broad-based
religion subject, that the department guidelines issued
to schools do allow the singing of some carols but also
specifically prevent them from singing religious or
praise-based carols that welcome the birth of Christ,
which is the foundation of Christmas celebrations.
Therefore the schools are left with the option to sing
commercial-based carols such as Jingle Bells, I saw
Mommy Kissing Santa Claus, Santa Baby, All I Want
for Christmas is You or Cyndi Lauper’s Christmas
Conga. But they are specifically prevented from
singing O Come All Ye Faithful, Silent Night, Hark the
Herald Angels Sing, Joy to the World or Away in a
Manger because they welcome the birth of Christ. I am
sure parents will be lining up to thank the government
when their children come home singing, ‘Bonga,
bonga, bonga, do the Christmas Conga’ — and yes, I
am being sarcastic.
Back to the guidelines. I actually do want to help my
schools and community to understand clearly what the
government’s directives are, particularly if they are free
to teach lessons about Christmas, make decorations,
celebrate Christmas in traditional ways and sing praise
or religious-based Christmas carols without restriction.
When I received the minister’s letter I went searching
on the internet for this publicly available advice, but
unfortunately, despite an extensive search, I was unable
to find it. My staff contacted the minister’s office on
14 June for guidance, and we were advised that the
information was on the department’s website and that a
caucus liaison officer would help us to find it. We
continued to contact the minister’s office on an almost
weekly basis for nearly two months without result.
Then, when we contacted the office on 29 July, we
were told that we could not be provided with an answer
unless we put our request in writing.
Interestingly, this week we received the religious
education fact sheet contained in a link that was dated
30 June — 24 days after the minister’s letter
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proclaiming the public availability of this advice.
Unfortunately the fact sheet still does not make it clear
whether religious or faith-based carols can be sung
without restriction.
Ms Mikakos — On a point of order, President, I am
just wanting a clarification about the action that the
member is seeking. I am just wanting to ensure that the
member was in fact in accordance with the standing
orders in terms of calling for a specific action of the
minister.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Yes. She was seeking
information. That was all right. On this occasion it was
fine.

You Yangs sand quarry
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — My matter
tonight is for the attention of the Minister for Planning.
It concerns the potential expansion of sandmining just
near the You Yangs on the way to Geelong. Many of us
know the You Yangs and know the importance of that
area. It is a very important and iconic tourist area and
remarkable in the preservation of parts of it. The
vegetation is important, and the fauna is important.
There is long-established farmland in and around it and
a number of those farmers have gone to some
considerable effort through Landcare programs and
others to build up the vegetation and faunal support,
including particularly certain fauna movement
corridors. However, the expansion that is proposed of
the sandmining facility there does threaten significantly
the major tourist industry that has developed at that area
in the immediate vicinity of the You Yangs. If the sand
quarry goes ahead, all these opportunities will be lost.
I make the point here that there is a long history with
this, and the proponents of the quarry have what I think
are overly close links to the planning department of the
City of Greater Geelong. I am concerned about the
capacity of the City of Greater Geelong to manage this
planning process alone. I know there is support being
provided through a panel process, but I am concerned
about the capacity of the City of Greater Geelong to
make truly independent decisions.
I am heartened by the involvement of the
commissioners through this process, so what I am
seeking for the minister to do is look very closely at his
options to communicate to the community in that area
and more broadly through the process that these local
tourist options and the local tourist industry are
important and cannot be put at risk. Neither the local
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environment nor the tourist industry should be put at
risk in any process here.
If it is necessary for the minister to move to a
section 20(4) exemption in that process and bring it in
for his decision-making, so be it, but he needs to look at
all options that would see proper protections and a
strong planning process behind this. We need to be
absolutely certain that there will be no impact on the
local terrain, the local flora or the local water flows.
There is already — and I have observed this; I have
looked at this closely myself — the impact on
watercourse, with the loss of lakes and the loss of
significant watercourses. The minister needs to act. He
needs to look at all options and consider the option of a
section 20(4) exemption.

Early childhood education
Mr EIDEH (Western Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter today is for the Minister for
Families and Children, the Honourable Jenny Mikakos.
I am aware that as of 1 January this year new ratios of
1 to 11, down from 1 to 15, were introduced to raise the
quality of education and care for our kindergarten-aged
children. This is a very important step for children and
their learning outcomes.
The first five years of life are the most vital, and we
know that increased educator ratios benefit children’s
education outcomes. Our government has provided a
range of supports to kindergartens in my electorate to
transition to the improved ratios. I am pleased that the
Andrews Labor government is delivering up to
$83.7 million over four years to support the
implementation of improved educator to child ratios. I
know that raising the quality bar of early years
education and care is a key part of transforming
Victoria into the education state. I ask the minister to
update me on the progress on the new ratios in my
electorate and the impact this is having, both on the
workforce and in benefits to children.

Dairy industry
Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — My
adjournment matter tonight is for the Minister for
Agriculture, and it is in relation to the current dairy
crisis where Victorian dairy farmers, particularly those
clients or customers of Murray Goulburn and Fonterra,
are suffering significant financial challenges with the
offered milk price this season and the previous season.
This is particularly in relation to the clawbacks that
both these companies are seeking now from their
customers.
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The issue I want to raise is around the dairy
concessional loans. The federal government rebadged
$500 million of drought loans, and there was such a
poor uptake of those concessional loans that I was
somewhat intrigued to see why it would shift that
money across, rebadge it and make dairy concessional
loans specifically for those customers of Murray
Goulburn and Fonterra. Again we have seen the same
thing: a very poor uptake. Minister Pulford stated that
there have only been six approved applications out of
3000 dairy farmers here in Victoria, two-thirds of
which are clients of Murray Goulburn and Fonterra,
and 62 dairy farmers are waiting for approval. I firstly
ask: are these loans what the industry actually needs in
relation to support? I would question whether in fact
concessional loans are of much help at all to the
industry.
What I would also say, though, is that the hardship
provisions, or the household assistance support through
Centrelink, is a much more desirable support
mechanism for those who immediately need some cash
and food on the table — up to $500 a week.
Ms Shing interjected.
Mr RAMSAY — That is true, Ms Shing.
Unfortunately the application process is so complicated
and requires some online activity such that many of the
dairy farmers in my area are unable to access the
application process, far less do it. My question would
be that whoever the responsible authority is, whether it
is the state government or the federal government, they
make the application process much easier for the
household support assistance program and to not so
much focus on the concessional loan program.
I will cite an example. Paul Castle, a small dairy farmer,
financially challenged, has been waiting three months
to even get household support assistance. That is the
matter I want Ms Pulford to attend to immediately —
dairy farmers like Mr Paul Castle, who has waited three
months just to access basic household support of $500
to put food on the table — and to try to make that
mechanism easier for dairy farmers to access.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I am at a loss to
understand whether this is a state or federal program,
because you in your contribution indicated it could be
either.
Mr RAMSAY — If a point of order is easier,
President, my understanding is that the federal
government provides the finance and the Victorian
government administers it, so my question to the
Minister for Agriculture is: why is the administration of
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the federal government funding so complicated in
respect of the household assistance support program?
The PRESIDENT — Order! That is a question, but
in other parts of Mr Ramsay’s contribution he asked for
the thing to be speeded up, so it was a bit contorted.

Watergardens railway station
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — I wish to raise
a matter this evening for the Minister for Public
Transport, and it concerns a major problem at
Watergardens railway station. It is a major concern,
particularly for people with disabilities and for elderly
people as well. The lifts have broken down at this
particular railway station some 43 times in the past two
years. You can well imagine that makes it extremely
difficult for people with special needs to access the
platforms. There is only one ramp for people to use,
and it is on the opposite side of the platform. It often
takes five to seven days for lifts to be repaired.
As a result of the constant breakdown of these lifts, the
Melbourne Metro Rail Authority and Public Transport
Victoria (PTV) have been forced to supply maxi taxis
for special needs commuters who have no other way of
using the train to get to their doctors and hospital
appointments and other appointments as well. This, as
you would imagine, is creating an enormous amount of
difficulty for my constituents in the Watergardens area.
I find it just astonishing that we have a lift there that has
broken down so often. I just do not understand how the
PTV could allow such a situation to exist.
So I ask the minister to direct the PTV to build an
additional ramp to service both sides of the station and
make a commitment to ensure that maintenance of lifts
and repairs are carried out in a timely manner. For
people to have to wait for up to a week for a
broken-down lift to be fixed seems to me to be quite
insane. That is just ridiculous. I ask the minister to
direct her attention as a matter of urgency to this. It
might seem like a less than serious matter for her, but
let me assure you that for my constituents, many of
whom have disabilities or are aged, it is a major
obstacle to having a reasonable quality of life. It is a
major obstacle to them enjoying the life they should be
allowed to enjoy. I ask the minister to direct her
attention to this and ensure that the additional ramp is
built at Watergardens and also ensure that the lift, when
it does break down, is fixed in a rapid manner.

Immunisation
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) — My
question is to the Minister for Families and Children. I
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am glad she is in the house this evening because maybe
she can dispatch the concern that I am going to raise
this evening. It relates to the no jab, no play policy and
legislation that has been brought in by the current
government. I for one am very supportive of
immunisation. I think it is a very effective way to deal
with preventable diseases and in particular childhood
diseases such as measles, pertussis, chickenpox,
mumps — and the list goes on.
Nevertheless, there have been some concerns raised
with me by various kindergartens about enrolment
obligations and the no jab, no play policy. I note in the
frequently asked questions fact sheet that has been put
out by the Department of Health and Human Services it
talks about the policy, which came into effect on
1 January 2016, that applies to the enrolment of a child
in long day care, kindergarten, family day care or
occasional care, saying that parents and carers have to
provide the service with an immunisation status
certificate that shows their child is up to date with
vaccinations for their age, is on a vaccine catch-up
schedule or has a medical condition preventing them
from being fully vaccinated. It also goes on to state in
this frequently asked questions information guide:
Resources have been developed for immunisation providers
and early childhood education and care services to ensure that
simple, clear documents are available to facilitate enrolment.

However, I do believe there is some confusion with
some centralised enrolment bodies and also with some
kindergartens — particularly those kindergartens that
have committees of management — about who has the
responsibility for the enrolments and the follow-up on
the no jab, no play legislation by collecting the
immunisation information. There is, as I said, some
confusion about this, and I think it needs to be cleared
up. So I am just wanting to get some clarification from
the minister. Whose responsibility is it? Is it up to the
centralised enrolment body to ensure that those children
have the various requirements that I have spoken about
to enable them to be enrolled in the kindergarten, or is it
the responsibility of the volunteer parents in those
various kindergartens that might be managed by a
committee of management?
The PRESIDENT — Order! Can you rephrase it as
an action rather than a question, please.
Ms CROZIER — Thank you, President. The action
I seek is that the minister please provide advice on who
has the responsibility to adhere to the policy — whether
it is the enrolment body or whether in fact it is the
actual committee of management that needs to see that
vaccinations are adhered to and the policies are adhered
to for enrolment purposes.
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East Gippsland students
Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) — My adjournment
matter is directed to the Minister for Education and is in
regard to improving access to information on further
education and career opportunities for rural students.
The action I seek from the Minister for Education is
that he work with secondary colleges in East Gippsland,
particularly Orbost Secondary College, to facilitate
remote outreach programs for career planning and
advice to improve educational outcomes for country
students.
Recently I visited Orbost Secondary College and met
with students, the year 12 coordinator and assistant
principal Rob Clay to discuss how students were
feeling about the next step in their educational pathway.
The concern highlighted to me was that these students
were at a distinct disadvantage compared to city
students in the amount of exposure and experiences
they had had in regard to educational information
sessions. A round trip to Melbourne for these students
is approximately 9 hours by bus, and as a result of
Orbost’s location secondary students often miss out on
accessing educational opportunities such as course
information days, open days, study revision lectures
and career expos. I was told that there is need for a
much more flexible system of delivering information
sessions, such as via poly conferences and web links
and with mini career expos in locations that are more
easily accessed by these rural students and closer to
their homes.
My colleague the member for East Gippsland in the
Legislative Assembly, Mr Tim Bull, has long been a
champion for increasing educational opportunities in
East Gippsland and ensuring that country students are
not left behind. We know that a major inhibitor to rural
students’ aspirations and educational outcomes is
distance. Many of these students I spoke with
commented on the high cost of university for rural
students, and they particularly associate living away
from home as the major inhibiting factor for accessing
further education. Students confirmed that it is difficult
for them to broaden their horizons in terms of career
opportunities when access to information is often
limited to a career course handbook, something which
is so very different for their city counterparts.
In Deferring a university offer in regional Victoria —
Final report of 2014 it was found that young people
from non-metropolitan areas defer their university
offers at twice the rate of their metropolitan
counterparts, with nearly 40 per cent failing to take up
an offer in the year following deferment. This report
also found that young people in regional Victoria have
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the greatest need of career and course guidance and
social and financial support in the first two years after
leaving school. This is also when the financial pressures
and travel barriers are most keenly felt. So I would be
grateful if the minister could undertake the action that I
referred to earlier.

Responses
Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Families and
Children) — I am very pleased this evening to have
received a number of adjournment matters from
Mr O’Donohue directed to the Minister for Corrections;
from Mr Ondarchie directed to the Minister for
Planning; from Ms Symes directed to the Minister for
Education; from Ms Lovell directed to the Minister for
Education; from Mr Davis directed to the Minister for
Planning; from Mr Ramsay directed to the Minister for
Agriculture; from Mr Finn directed to the Minister for
Public Transport; and from Ms Bath directed to the
Minister for Education. I will refer all of those matters
on to the relevant ministers for response.
On the matters that were directed to me, I propose to
respond to those now. Ms Shing raised a matter with
me which related to families affected by the dairy crisis,
and of course Ms Shing is well aware of these issues,
given that they do relate to many farming families in
her own electorate, in areas such as Gippsland but also
other parts of her electorate, which really do make a
large contribution to the dairy industry in our state. I
can inform the member that recently the Andrews
government announced a range of further supports for
our dairy farmers relating to a package of $6.7 million
for new programs to assist our dairy farmers in
responding to this crisis. This is a boost to the original
$4.5 million package that was provided some time ago.
As part of that package I am very pleased that our
government is providing $1.4 million for dairy farming
families to receive the 15 hours of free kindergarten per
week in the year before school. I am aware, of course,
that some families may have already paid some fees in
enrolling their children early in the year, and those
families will be able to seek a refund by contacting the
relevant early years service. Therefore, it is really
important that we do get that message out to those
families who are eligible to seek that assistance,
whether they have already paid fees or are going to be
paying further fees during the course of this year.
I would be very happy to visit with Ms Shing some
kindergarten families in her electorate who have been
affected by the dairy crisis to assist in providing them
with further information about how they can access this
particular financial assistance. We know that our dairy
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farmers are doing it really tough at the moment — I
have enormous sympathy for their plight — and it is so
critically important that children are not disadvantaged
because of the financial circumstances of their parents
and particularly that they can access those critical early
years services.
As we know, children are just at that formative stage of
their brain development at that early age, and therefore
they will get the benefit of being able to participate in
these services. Of course we have taken a similar
approach in relation to drought issues as well, having
provided drought assistance to drought-affected
families across 11 local government areas already. So I
would be happy to have my office contact Ms Shing
and make some arrangements around a visit.
Mr Eideh also raised a matter with me, and it related to
the issue of the ratios. This is a very exciting
development for our early years services in Victoria,
with the new ratios coming into effect from the start of
this year. This is a change from the previous ratio of
1 to 15 and is now moving to 1 to 11 to provide
essentially more one-on-one attention for children and
young people in kindergarten service.
What I can advise the member is that there has been
very enthusiastic uptake of the new ratios right across
the state, including in Mr Eideh’s electorate, and I think
that he may be particularly interested to know that the
new ratios have actually led to 890 jobs in terms of new
teacher and educator positions being established. Those
have obviously benefited local people who would have
been employed in those early years services in his own
electorate, so I am sure Mr Eideh would certainly
welcome that.
As I said in answer to Ms Shing earlier, it is just so
important that children get that access to a quality early
years service, particularly disadvantaged children. The
research has shown us that disadvantaged children in
particular make the most gains from participating in a
quality early years service, and in fact research has
shown that can be equivalent to a disadvantaged child
having a tertiary-educated mother. So we have had
some very positive outcomes in Western Metropolitan
Region as well as right across our state.
The final matter was a matter from Ms Crozier, and she
referred to the government’s introduction of the no jab,
no play policy through legislation that was initiated by
our government. This was really a very concerted effort
to drive up immunisation rates in our state and to
achieve herd immunity by making sure that children are
up to date in their vaccinations when being enrolled in
both kinders and other early years services. We did
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make sure that there was a package of material that
went out to our early years services to inform them of
their obligations in terms of checking the immunisation
status of children who are enrolled.
In fact, as I explained during the course of the bill
debate, most of the children participating this year were
in fact enrolled last year, which was before the
commencement of the legislation. Therefore they
would not have been subject to all of these
requirements. So a lot of children in our sessional
kindergartens would have had their enrolment
arrangements finalised last year, predating the
commencement of this legislation. This is more likely
to be an issue in relation to long day care providers,
where there might be children coming into a kinder
during the course of this year, but that is not to say there
are not of course children who enrol and are accepted in
our sessional kinders throughout the year.
Nevertheless, the issue that Ms Crozier has raised is one
that I undertake to look into further. She did not
indicate who the central enrolment provider is in this
case. We do have in some cases local councils that can
be providing that central enrolment and in other cases it
may well be an agency, but I am very happy to work
with Ms Crozier to address the specific concern that
this particular central enrolment agency does have. I am
happy to have a further discussion with her and get
some further details of that, because I certainly would
want to ensure that my department provides that
particular agency with the most appropriate information
to ensure that it is fully complying with the
requirements of the legislation.
I did stress during the course of that bill debate that we
did say that this year — because, as I have said, most
children did get enrolled last year — was essentially a
transitional year in terms of making sure that our early
years services would put their proper arrangements in
place. We have already seen an increase in our
immunisation rates in this state, and that is something
that we should all be very pleased with. So — —
Mr Ondarchie — On a point of order, President, I
am just seeking some clarification: is the minister at the
table summing up the adjournment matters or is this a
ministers statement? I am just not quite sure, because it
seems to be going on for a long time.
Ms MIKAKOS — On the point of order, President,
Mr Ondarchie comes in here and complains about not
getting answers, and then he gets a very fulsome
answer and he is not happy. I know I am keeping him
from his dinner, but I had concluded.
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I also have received written responses to adjournment
debate matters raised by Mrs Peulich on 8 June,
Ms Fitzherbert on 9 June and Mr Ramsay on 22 June.
The PRESIDENT — Order! On that basis, the
house stands adjourned.
House adjourned 7.08 p.m. until Tuesday,
30 August.
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24 June to 18 August 2016

WRITTEN RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Responses have been incorporated in the form provided to Hansard and received in the period shown.

24 June to 18 August 2016
Animal welfare
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Pennicuik
Minister for Agriculture
9 June 2016

RESPONSE:
The Government greatly values the RSPCA Inspectorate’s work investigating and prosecuting animal welfare cases
including the RSPCA’s work investigating and closing down illegal puppy farms. I am aware of the recent property
‘raids’ undertaken by the RSPCA in Longwood to which the Honourable Member for Southern Metropolitan
Region refers.
I am advised that the RSPCA currently has 44 properties of interest that are at various stages of investigation.
Reports are received either through the public making animal cruelty complaints or reports with the RSPCA,
through requests for assistance from local councils, or through the RSPCA’s tip-off program. Preliminary
investigations, including intelligence gathering, commences once a report is lodged. Reports are triaged and
prioritised for response in conjunction with the relevant local council.
Since 2015, the RSPCA has conducted 13 inspections on properties of interest where illegal breeding has been
alleged and which have involved the RSPCA’s Special Investigations Unit (SIU). Out of these 13 inspections, 5
could be considered large scale ‘raids’, involving teams of RSPCA personnel, Victoria Police and local
government. The SIU team is comprised of inspectors, veterinarians, and veterinary nurses who systematically
assess the health and living conditions of all dogs/cats on the premises. Local councils also form part of the
investigation team. Local councils investigate and enforce relevant planning legislation, domestic animal
legislation, and local laws.
I am informed that ten of the RSPCA’s current investigations are in the brief preparation stage in relation to
possible breaches of the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act 1986. The RSPCA is also providing support to local
councils with prosecutions under the Domestic Animals Act 1994 through the sharing of information and
evidentiary materials.
I am also informed that since 2015, four prosecution cases have been finalised by the RSPCA.
Legislation to implement the Andrews Labor Government’s election commitment will be introduced to the
Parliament following the winter recess.

Kindergarten asbestos management
Question asked by:
Asked on:
Directed to:

Ms Crozier
23 June 2016
Minister for Families and Children

RESPONSE:
The new Victorian Asbestos Eradication Agency (VAEA) is a whole of government initiative that will be
implemented by the Department of Treasury and Finance.
As indicated in the Minister for Finance’s media release on 21 March 2016, this agency is expected to be formally
established in 2016-17. The new agency will have responsibility for coordinating the removal of asbestos from
Government buildings, including kindergarten facilities. The precise scope of the new agency will be advised in
due course.
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Local government, community-based and private operators own and operate the great majority of early learning
centres. Approved providers of early childhood education and care services are required to take every reasonable
precaution to protect children being educated and cared for by the service from harm and from any hazard likely to
cause injury. This includes the management of asbestos.
Under the Occupational Health and Safety Act 2004 (OHS Act) and Occupational Health and Safety Regulations
2007 (OHS Regulations), every workplace must record any asbestos containing materials in an asbestos register.
As part of the regulations, all workplaces must identify asbestos where practicable through labelling. Relevant
workplace managers are responsible for the implementation of these measures.
Any early learning centres in Department of Education and Training owned buildings are subject to the
Department’s asbestos audit program. In some cases, a school may operate a kindergarten on its site, or a
kindergarten may own or lease facilities on Department land. Where the Department is the owner provider, it is the
Department’s responsibility to manage and monitor asbestos present in the buildings as per the OHS Act. The
Department also provides some advice and support to other early learning centres on their legislative requirements.
I will continue to work with the Department, local providers, and the new VAEA to ensure the ongoing safety of
Victorian children in early learning centres.

Elevated rail proposal
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Davis
Minister for Agriculture
23 June 2016

RESPONSE:
Any resident who backs on to the corridor is able to organise viewing the 3D modelling as it relates to their
residence.
For privacy reasons they are not able to view the modelling as it relates to other residents.
If any resident wishes to view the 3D modelling they should contact the Level Crossing Removal Authority.

Tarrengower Prison
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr O’Donohue
Minister for Corrections
23 June 2016

RESPONSE:
The decision to redirect $51.9 million in funding from infrastructure projects in medium and minimum security
prisoners was made on the basis that sentenced prisoner numbers had stabilised while demand for front end,
remand beds has increased. It has been critical to restore the Metropolitan Remand Centre following damage
caused in the June 2015 riot.
The existing infrastructure at Tarrengower is able to manage current demand. Programs to reduce recidivism are
available at both the Dame Phyllis Frost Centre and Tarrengower Prison to assist women as they re-enter the
community.
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Problem gambling
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Hartland
Minister for Small Business, Innovation and Trade
23 June 2016

RESPONSE:
I am informed that the VCGLR has approved automated table games for operation at the Melbourne casino and
that as at 30 June 2016:
– Crown is operating 12 fully-automated table games (known as FATGs) linked to 250 player terminals
(maximum allowed)
– Crown is operating 12 semi-automated table games (SATGs) linked to 386 player terminals.
I am advised that the report Ms Hartland is referring to was prepared by the VCGLR.
The Minister for Consumer Affairs, Gaming and Liquor Regulation has not received a copy of the report as it
contains protected information as defined under the Gambling Regulation Act 2003. Ordinarily, the Minister would
not be provided with protected information unless such information is required for the purposes of performing a
function under the GRA.

Corrections system
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr O’Donohue
Minister for Corrections
16 August 2016

RESPONSE:
Corrections Victoria is continuing to work closely with Victoria Police and the Magistrates’ and County Courts to
ease pressure on police cells. At 7am on Tuesday, 16 August 2016 there were 255 prisoners in police cells, down
from the peak of 372 in November 2013.
The Justice Legislation (Evidence and Other Acts) Amendment Bill 2016 which is proposed to come into effect in
October, will facilitate the use of audio visual technology by explicitly describing when court appearances in
person or via video link are permissible, thereby reducing the number of prisoners required to be transported to
court.
Corrections Victoria deals with prisoner attendance at court on a daily basis and endeavours to make alternate
arrangements where physical attendance is not possible. Specific data on the number of prisoners who were not
presented at court is not collated by Corrections Victoria.

Right to farm
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Bath
Minister for Agriculture
16 August 2016

RESPONSE:
Planning laws need to keep pace with changes to farming. The Government is making sure rules around farmland
underpin one of Victoria’s most vital industries.
Competing land use pressures and residential living in rural areas has caused problems for farmers across
industries, and local government has struggled to apply planning definitions to animal husbandry permits.
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That’s why the Andrews Government appointed an advisory committee to examine how the planning system can
better support Victorian farmers and agriculture.
The Animal Industries Advisory Committee submitted their final report to the Minister for Planning and me within
the timeframes set out in their Terms of Reference. With the assistance of our departments, we are carefully
considering the Committee’s recommendations, which address a wide range of complex issues.
The government wants to ensure Victoria’s planning system can manage the growth of animal industries in a
sustainable way. The planning process must ensure developments are well located and environmental and amenity
risks are managed properly.
A government response will be released with the committee’s report soon.

Right to farm
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Ramsay
Minister for Agriculture
16 August 2016

RESPONSE:
I thank Mr Ramsay for his question.
The Member alluded to me having personally intervened in planning matters previously. This is not the case.
Rather, the Government appointed an advisory committee to examine how the planning system can better support
Victorian farmers and agriculture.
To the best of my knowledge, I have not been contacted by Mr Larcombe in relation to the acquisition of his Mount
Duneed property.

Operation Cosmas
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Finn
Minister for Training and Skills
16 August 2016

RESPONSE:
The specific data to respond to this request is unable to be provided without a significant diversion of Police
resources. A detailed response to this question would require a number of records to be manually searched.
The shadow spokesperson for Police met with the Chief Commissioner of Police as recently as the 3rd of August to
discuss a range of issues, including police responses to youth offending, which encompasses the work of Operation
COSMAS.
The Office of the Police Minister will continue to facilitate future periodic meetings between the shadow
spokesperson and the Chief Commissioner of Police to be updated on this and other issues.

Firearms licences
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Bourman
Minister for Training and Skills
16 August 2016

RESPONSE:
I thank Mr Bourman for his question and would like to correct the record in relation to my response given in the
House yesterday. I stated that as of early July there were 219 005 licensed firearms in Victoria, where in fact it
should have been 219 005 firearm licence holders.
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In response to the split of these licences as issued by their genuine reasons, I can advise that Victoria Police have
been able to provide the top 20 genuine reasons as at 30 June 2016. I have also been advised that this data was
extracted in July 2016 for an internal report. Due to the timeframes placed around this request, Victoria Police has
been unable to provide an updated data set and therefore the data is subject to change.
Genuine Reason

Total number reasons attached to current licences*

Hunting
Sport/Target Shooting
Primary Producer
Supervised Longarm Category A & B
Target Shooting
Security-Employee
Historical Collection
Paintball
Thematic Collection
Prison Guard
Class 1 Handguns
Commemorative Collection
Class 2 Handguns
Supervised Longarm Category C (shotgun)
Class 3 Handguns
Performing Arts and Re-enactments
Clay Target (Medical)
Veterinary Purposes
Class 4 Handguns
Victorian Government Department Employee

152 075
44 485
43 048
6868
4023
1326
698
514
482
474
452
332
328
320
301
298
267
250
169
160

International drivers
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Purcell
Minister for Regional Development
16 August 2016

RESPONSE TO SUBSTANTIVE QUESTION:
Any overseas licence holder, who does not hold a permanent visa, may drive in Australia on a current overseas
licence for an indefinite period, provided the licence is in English or is accompanied by an English translation. This
is allowed under the 1949 United Nations Convention on Road Traffic — Geneva, to which Australia is a
signatory. This is a reciprocal arrangement that also allows Victorians to drive in many overseas countries on their
Victorian driver licence.
A review of collisions by the Australian Transport Safety Bureau found that overseas drivers were not over
represented in injury crashes when compared with Australian born drivers. The Centre for Accident and Road
Safety Queensland concluded that international visitors do not represent a significant road safety problem in
Australia.
VicRoads, a number of other government agencies, tourist forums and car hire companies provide information for
foreign drivers about driving in Australia and what is unique about driving here.
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VicRoads provides information through its website and includes information that addresses the key risks for
overseas drivers, keeping left, fatigue and disorientation. As well information on road rules and rules is provided
including those specific to Victoria like our famous hook turn.
VicRoads also links to safety information for tourist driving along the Great Ocean Road. This information
provides specific details about the road, travel times, hazards, fatigue and braking distance amongst other tips.
The Transport Accident Commission, the Commonwealth Department of Infrastructure and Regional Development
and other Australian licensing authorities include information for drivers from overseas.
The Victorian Government has no current intentions to investigate the use of international licences at this time.

Foster carers
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Springle
Minister for Families and Children
17 August 2016

RESPONSE:
The Andrews Labor Government is committed to making a difference to the lives of all children. Since coming to
Government, we have been working to better support everyday people, from all walks of life, who offer their hearts
and their homes to children and young people in need.
Finding suitable foster carers for children and young people is an ongoing challenge; a challenge that the previous
Coalition Government ignored.
Despite losing more foster carers from the system than were entering, the former Coalition government had no
strategy or coordinated approach to attracting, recruiting and retaining carers. This function was undertaken by each
individual foster care agency in Victoria.
Last year, I announced $3.2 million towards a foster care recruitment and retention strategy. This has enabled 26
foster care agencies in Victoria to come together for the very first time under one centralised approach to the
attraction and recruitment of foster carers.
The campaign has attracted over 1000 new enquiries (a 173% increase) from people interested in providing foster
care. The process of assessment and suitability of these people is underway.
The Andrews Labor Government’s first budget provided $31.4 million over four years to improve financial support
for carers — the first increase in a decade. Increased payments began from 1 January 2016.
The 2016-17 Budget further invested $16.2 million to provide increased support for carers and children. This
initiative addresses barriers. to the recruitment and retention of foster, kinship and permanent carers by providing
additional funding to support the children with the most complex needs.
The Government is committed to home based care in Victoria and work in this area did not start or end with the
launch of Fostering Connections, it is ongoing work.

Youth justice centres
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Crozier
Minister for Families and Children
17 August 2016

RESPONSE TO SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTION:
The process by which ministers are advised of category one incidents is the same as under the previous Coalition
Government.
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As operational decisions, instances of isolation are administered at an operational level and governed by an
escalating authorisation level. An instance of isolation does not constitute a category one incident.
As I have already explained to the Member, I am advised that this young man did not spend ten days in an isolation
room.
As part of a separation management plan, I am advised that this young person had multiple periods of isolation in
his bedroom, with access to an ensuite bathroom and toilet as well as a TV and intercom.
During this time the young man continued to have access to his normal routines — including meals, education,
health services, recreation and programs and daily contact with some peers.
The Children Youth and Families Act 2005 prohibits the use of restrictive practices including isolation and physical
force unless there is an immediate risk that a young person will harm themselves or others and all other means to
maintain safety have been exhausted.
The Victorian youth justice system is held accountable through a range of oversight and monitoring processes,
including regular visits to the precincts by the Victorian Ombudsman and the Office of the Commissioner for
Children and Young People.
Earlier this year our government passed legislation to strengthen the oversight powers of the Commissioner for
Children and Young people.
The Commissioner now receives all reports of critical incidents in Victoria’s youth justice centres.
The Commissioner can choose to initiate own motion inquiries, which she has done in this situation. I welcome the
Commission’s inquiry and my department will provide every assistance to the Commission in undertaking this
work.

Youth justice centres
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Crozier
Minister for Families and Children
17 August 2016

RESPONSE TO SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTION:
The Children Youth and Families Act 2005 (the Act) provides for the privacy of information relating to young
people who fall within its jurisdiction. This includes young people within the Victorian youth justice system.
The Act also clearly prohibits the use of restrictive practices including isolation and physical force unless there is an
immediate risk that a young person will harm themselves or others and all other means to maintain safety have
been exhausted.
While detailed records are kept in relation to all young people in youth justice centres, including use of isolation,
the release of this information could lead to the identification of this young person or compromise the security and
safety of staff and young people, both prohibited under the Act.
The Victorian Commissioner for Children and Young People has initiated an own motion inquiry into the use of
isolation, separation and lockdowns within Victorian youth justice centres. I welcome the Commission’s inquiry
and my department will provide every assistance to the Commission in undertaking this work.
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Metropolitan Remand Centre
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr O’Donohue
Minister for Corrections
17 August 2016

RESPONSE TO SUBSTANTIVE QUESTION:
The Metropolitan Remand Centre has already been repaired to its pre-riot condition.
Further to the Government’s announcement in late 2015 of a $52 million investment, a further capital investment of
$23 million was provided through the 2016-17 State Budget to increase the scope of works.
Works are on track to upgrade the full remand functionality including further infrastructure works to ensure an
effective safe and secure environment for remand prisoners. These works provide for additional amenity to support
a new operational model for a population of 954 prisoners.
As such, the rebuild of the Metropolitan Remand Centre is on track for completion in mid-2018.

Western Institute of Technology
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Fitzherbert
Minister for Training and Skills
17 August 2016

RESPONSE TO SUBSTANTIVE QUESTION:
As part of the Government’s Quality Blitz a review was conducted on the organisation’s delivery of Building and
Construction.
The Department advises me that they have only just received the final report and the findings are being analysed.
Once the Department has assessed the report, they will provide me with the outcomes of the review.
RESPONSE TO SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTION:
The Department interacts with contracted providers in a range of ways, including meetings, correspondence and
assurance activity. The Department met with the RTO in 2012 and has performed assurance activity at the RTO
each year since 2013.
Whilst personnel of the Western Institute of Technology may have been present at functions I have attended, since
I have become a Minister I have not formally met with the CEO. I will await the outcome of the review conducted
by the Department before making comment on the organisation.

TAFE boards
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mrs Peulich
Minister for Training and Skills
17 August 2016

RESPONSE TO SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTION:
All TAFEs have embraced the Andrews Government’s more open and transparent governance processes which
have restored democracy to TAFE boards.
The amended Education and Training Reform Act, 2006, requires that each board, after being appointed, elect an
on-going chair, and co-opt additional directors.
The Act does not specify in which order this must occur. As such TAFE Boards began this process on July 1 2016.
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ANSWERS TO CONSTITUENCY QUESTIONS
Answers have been incorporated in the form supplied by the departments on behalf of the appropriate ministers
and received by Hansard in the period shown.

24 June to 18 August 2016
Southern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Davis
Minister for Sport
10 December 2015

ANSWER:
Thank you for your question relating to the use of the Crown land at Caulfield Racecourse for community sport and
recreation.
Unfortunately, as this is regarding the Melbourne Racing Club, the Caulfield Racecourse Reserve Trust and Crown
land these matters do not fall within my portfolio. I therefore encourage the member to contact the Hon Martin
Pakula, Minister for Racing and the Hon Lily D’Ambrosio, Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate change.

Western Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Finn
Minister for Roads and Road Safety
8 March 2016

ANSWER:
The Victorian Government is investing billions of dollars in infrastructure, so that people spend less time stuck in
traffic and more time with their families and friends.
The Western Distributor, the Monash Freeway Upgrade and CityLink Tulla Widening are all funded, and have
either started or are out to market.
These are vital projects to benefit a growing city that will cut congestion on our busiest and most important roads,
bringing travel time savings for the hundreds of thousands of people that rely on them.
The $5.5 billion Western Distributor Project will give the west the vital second river crossing it needs, providing up
to 20 minute travel time savings for people travelling from the west.
The Monash Freeway will also be widened as part of the Western Distributor Project to provide a network wide
solution for streamlining the M1 corridor from Geelong in the west to Pakenham in the east.
On top of that, we are well underway with widening CityLink and the Tullamarine Freeway which will increase
capacity by 30 percent and give people quicker and more reliable travel between the city and the airport.
Upgrading our major freeways is complemented by an $11 billion investment in our rail system u der the
Melbourne Metro project that will allow another 39 000 people to travel the metropolitan rail network during peak
hours.
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Southern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Fitzherbert
Minister for Public Transport
12 April 2016

ANSWER:
In developing the Business Case for Melbourne Metro, transport demand forecasting models were used to assess
the network-wide impacts. This included the use of the Victorian Integrated Transport Model (VITM) and Zenith
model, which are industry standard, four-step, strategic transport models used in Victoria to assess major transport
policies and projects, both public transport and road projects. A wide range of transport data is used to develop and
update these models. This includes the Victorian Integrated Survey of Travel and Activity (VISTA), which is a
household survey that asks participants to outline their travel, where they go to and from and the transport mode
that they use. Extensive data from the Australian Bureau of Statistics is also used, including results from the Census
such as journey to work and car ownership. Data from Public Transport Victoria, public transport operators and
VicRoads is also used, including data from the ticketing system, public transport origin and destination surveys that
ask users where their ultimate destinations are how they will get there, and traffic data.
Transport agencies are aware that significant progress is being made from a technology perspective to capture
better data, and are considering ways to utilise this data. However, agencies are cognisant of privacy issues
associated with accessing such data and the need to comply with the Privacy and Data Protection Act 2014 (Vic).

Western Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Hartland
Minister for Health
13 April 2016

ANSWER:
The Minister for Housing, Disability & Ageing has portfolio responsibility for these matters. I have referred the
question to Minister Foley and requested that he respond to you directly.

Northern Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Lovell
Minister for Agriculture
3 May 2016

ANSWER:
Under the national drought reforms introduced on 1 July 2014 and endorsed by the former Coalition government,
the need to ‘declare’ drought no longer applies.
The Victorian Government now has a ‘Drought Preparedness and Response Framework’ to guide it in making
informed and measured decisions about how best to support Victorian farmers, businesses and communities
manage the impacts of drought. This is a bipartisan framework developed under the former Coalition Government
and continued by the Andrews Labor Government.
The Victorian Government is providing a $27 million Drought Response Package targeted at North West Victoria
where drought conditions have been prolonged over a period of two to three failed seasons.
Support is also available Victoria wide such as the Rural Financial Counselling Service and farm extension services
provided by Agriculture Victoria.
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The Victorian Government is closely monitoring seasonal, social and economic conditions to assess whether
additional targeted responses are required in new areas. Recent rainfall events have been promising and we all hope
this is sustained through winter and spring to provide necessary relief to farmers and rural communities.

South Eastern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Springle
Minister for Public Transport
3 May 2016

ANSWER:
As part of the Andrews Labor Government commitment to improving bus routes across Victoria, a new bus route
will be introduced in Keysborough South which will provide the local community with more connections to
Parkmore Shopping Centre and Noble Park Station.
Unlike the former Liberal Government that cut bus routes across Melbourne without adequate consultation, PTV
consulted on the route alignment for this new service.
The route was the preferred option based on consultation and is designed to allow hundreds of people access to
buses.

Western Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Finn
Minister for Education
3 May 2016

ANSWER:
The Andrews Labor Government continues its commitment to investing in education and school infrastructure, and
this has been demonstrated through the allocation of more than $1.1 billion in the 2016-17 State Budget. This
represents the largest ever investment in Victorian school infrastructure.
The most ambitious school building project in history, provides for 23 new schools in growth areas throughout the
State, with funding of $102 million for land acquisition.
Labor has funded land acquisition for two schools in Point Cook; the proposed Sanctuary Lakes P-9 and the Point
Cook Senior Secondary School.
Once opened, these new schools will help to meet the challenges of increasing enrolment pressures in the Point
Cook area by providing new, state of the art education facilities which allow for an increase in the student capacity
within the local community.
In addition, we have fast tracked the Public Private Partnership program and will deliver 15 new schools across the
state in 2017 and 2018. This includes Point Cook South P9 which will open its doors to students next year.
To meet demand in the short term we have invested $63.6 million in relocatable buildings across the State.
The Government is conscious that enrolment growth pressures are being felt in a number of communities,
including in the Wyndham area, and will continue to work with the Council to monitor population projections, and
ensure all Victorian students have access to high quality education as the population continues to grow.
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Eastern Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr O’Donohue
Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change
3 May 2016

ANSWER:
The Victorian Government’s direction for bushfire management is set out in Safer Together A new approach to
reducing the risk of bushfire in Victoria. This new direction acknowledges that fuel management on public land is a
key part of the many actions we take to keep our communities safe and resilient to the impacts of bushfire.
Safer Together recognises the need to work with communities to protect people and their homes and businesses. To
achieve this, we draw on strong community and stakeholder partnerships as well as the latest science and
information to target our action to reduce bushfire risk where it matters most.
Under this approach we will transition from a hectare-based performance target to a risk-reduction target to guide
our fuel management program. This allows us to measure not only how much activity we do, but how effective it is
in reducing the risk of bushfire. The risk reduction target will take effect from 1 July 2016.
All community members are encouraged to work with our land and fire agencies to better understand the risk of
bushfire in their local area, and the actions that we can all take to reduce this risk. I will ensure that staff from my
department make contact with the Baw Baw Shire Rate Ratepayers and Citizens Association to discuss the coming
years fire operations planning, which is currently underway.

Southern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Fitzherbert
Minister for Education
3 May 2016

ANSWER:
The Education State is about giving every Victorian child the opportunity to succeed in life, regardless of
background, place or circumstance. Part of this work is to promote inclusive practices in schools so they can better
support all children and young people, including those with disabilities and special needs. The Special Needs Plan
is part of this vision, including the Review of the Program for Students with Disabilities (PSD).
I am advised that Departmental representatives have recently met and will continue to work with the Principal,
Ms Geraldine Charles, to provide support and ensure adequate levels of resourcing to ensure the continuation of the
valuable support Montague Continuing Education Centre provides for its students.

Southern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Davis
Minister for Public Transport
4 May 2016

ANSWER:
The removal of 50 of Victoria’s most dangerous and congested Level Crossings was an election commitment that
Victorians voted for. The Andrews Government is committed to delivering on our election commitments and
removing all 50 crossings, including all nine between Caulfield and Dandenong. The Liberal Party did not commit
to removing 50 level crossings and did not commit to removing all nine between Caulfield and Dandenong and
their opposition to this project is understood by all Victorians.
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The removal of 50 of Victoria’s most dangerous and congested Level Crossings will have benefits across
Melbourne and the Government has announced that it is developing and will release a Business Case for the
removal of all 50 level crossings.

Western Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Finn
Minister for Roads and Road Safety
4 May 2016

ANSWER:
The Andrews Labor Government is committed to providing essential infrastructure to serve the needs of
Melbourne’s rapidly growing west.
The Western Distributor will provide a much-needed alternative to the West Gate Bridge with a second major river
crossing, save 20 minutes in peak hour travel from Geelong and the west and remove thousands of trucks from
local streets. It will also create 5600 new jobs and provide a $11 billion boost to the Victorian economy.
The Government has demonstrated its commitment to open and transparent dialogue with the community,
including local residents, through the release of a comprehensive business case and ongoing community
consultation.
The Member should familiarise himself with the business case and note a Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR) of 1.3 for this
vital project, as opposed to a BCR of 0.45 for the former government’s failed project.

Eastern Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Mulino
Minister for Education
24 May 2016

ANSWER:
Investment in education and school infrastructure is a priority for the Andrews Labor Government. This has been
demonstrated through the Government’s 2016-17 State Budget allocation of $1.1 billion to build, upgrade and
maintain school infrastructure across the state, ensuring that every community has access to a great local school,
and every child gets the chance to succeed. The Victorian School Building Authority will be established to deliver
this construction boom that will not just benefit students, but also create jobs for construction workers and local
tradespeople.
I was delighted to confirm that, as part of this funding, the Government has allocated $5 million to upgrade and
rebuild school buildings at Mornington Primary School, which will include rebuilding core learning spaces. I have
asked the Department of Education and Training to work closely with the local community to help prepare for the
upcoming project, and I very much look forward to hearing about the progress of these works as they get
underway.
Of course as you outline, there is no question that the School will be receiving its full $5 million allocation. I am
surprised that the member for Mornington is unfamiliar with reading budget papers, but I am happy to reassure him
that there is nothing to be concerned about in relation to the project at Mornington Primary School.
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Eastern Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr O’Donohue
Minister for Roads and Road Safety
24 May 2016

ANSWER:
The Andrews Labor Government’s $400 million Monash Freeway upgrade will cut congestion, reduce travel times
and give more than 200 000 motorists a safer and more reliable drive.
This important project is fully funded, and the contract to design and construct the project has been awarded to
Fulton Hogan. Construction will commence in late September and work will be completed before the end of 2018.
The Victorian Government is getting on with the delivery of this project without delay.
The Government is currently discussing with the Federal Government, its proposal to provide funding for other
potential projects in the south east of Melbourne. We will not delay the vital Monash Freeway upgrade while this
occurs.

Northern Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Lovell
Minister for Public Transport
24 May 2016

ANSWER:
The additional service is an extension of a Melbourne to Seymour train, that will complement the additional
morning train that was added in October 2014, to form a total of four return services each weekday between
Melbourne and Shepparton.

Western Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Ramsay
Minister for Planning
24 May 2016

ANSWER:
A Convention Centre located on an appropriate site in central Geelong is a priority project of the G21 Regional
Alliance. Previous research commissioned by the City of Greater Geelong in 2013 identified a number of possible
sites (including the Deakin University owned site) and concluded that the gap in local convention/exhibition space
is currently limiting the region’s ability to capitalise on a growing national conference market.
The 2016–17 State Budget allocates $5.5 million for delivery of the Revitalising Central Geelong Action Plan. This
builds on over $170 million of additional funds already allocated for special projects in Geelong.
A convention centre in central Geelong brings an opportunity to capitalise on a growing national conference
market. A market demand analysis and business case will be prepared for the preferred bayside site and discussions
here commenced with the Deakin University as the land owner. The Department of Economic Development, Jobs,
Transport and Resources will be leading the business case whilst a master plan will be prepared for the Deakin site
and surrounding land to guide the development of a convention centre in this location by the Department of
Environment, Land, Water and Planning.
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Southern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Fitzherbert
Minister for Police
24 May 2016

ANSWER:
I can assure you that the residents of Albert Park continue to receive a 24-hour police response across the Port
Phillip Police Service Area. Policing across the area is managed in a flexible manner to ensure the best possible use
of available police resources. The Local Area Command includes Albert Park and South Melbourne Police
Stations.
Local police are supported by the Crime Investigation Unit, Highway Patrol, Transit Unit and Operations Response
Unit. Additional resources will be provided by specialist areas including the Crime Department where
investigations or targeted operations require additional resources.
The Andrews Labor Government recently announced a $596 million Public Safety Package as part of the 2016-17
State Budget, delivering on our promise to give police the necessary resources to respond to gang-related crime,
gun crime, terrorist threats and family violence. This reflects the government’s commitment to work with the Chief
Commissioner to ensure we provide the resources to police that will keep our community safe.
Victoria Police will soon have an extra 406 sworn police officers and 52 support personnel bringing the total
number of new police personnel funded by the Andrews Government since it came to office to 1156.
The full deployment of 400 Police Custody Officers, funded in last year’s budget will be fast tracked by six months
to the end of 2017, further freeing up police officers to return to the frontline.
The decision of how and where resources are deployed is appropriately a matter for the Chief Commissioner. The
Government will continue to consult with Victoria Police about overall police resourcing across the state.
I am assured by the Chief Commissioner that the allocation of police resources across Victoria is continuously
monitored by the respective command officers to ensure the best possible policing service is delivered to the
Victorian community.
I trust this information is of assistance.

Southern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Davis
Minister for Roads and Road Safety
25 May 2016

ANSWER:
The median on Dandenong Road, near Hornby Street, was closed on 1 August 2015 due to prolonged safety
concerns. Over the five-year period prior to 1 August 2015, 16 collisions occurred between trams and cars
performing a U-turn at this median opening, making it a significant crash site on the road and tram network.
Yarra Trams requested a trial closure of the median due to strong safety concerns. VicRoads agreed to the closure
and is monitoring the impact of traffic on the surrounding intersections and the local road network.
Yarra Trams advised local residents of the closure through a brochure sent to 3900 local residents as well as an
advertisement in the local newspaper, social media and its website. There are some concerns by residents relating to
additional travel time near the median since its closure.
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A flyer was prepared and distributed by a group of local residents, asking the community to provide feedback to
Yarra Trams regarding the closure. Yarra Trams received approximately 130 responses from the local community,
which were mainly opposed to the closure due to the extra time it takes them to travel home.
VicRoads met with stakeholders including Yarra Trams, Public Transport Victoria, Stonnington City Council and
Victoria Police, on 30 March 2016, to discuss residents concerns and to identify ways of improving motorists’
experience when travelling through the local area. VicRoads agreed to work closely with Yarra Trams to further
investigate the most practicable approach to improving motorists experience taking into account safety, congestion
and community concerns.
Community consultation is an important aspect of this study.
An email was sent out on 12 May 2016 to local residents who have previously expressed concerns about the
median closure, to inform them about the study and to give them an opportunity to express their thoughts on
possible solutions without compromising safety. VicRoads has received 11 email responses with suggestions.
VicRoads will continue to engage with residents and other stakeholders on solutions before proposing an approach.

Eastern Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Bath
Minister for Health
25 May 2016

ANSWER:
The Andrews Labor Government is investing an additional $144 million to end the crisis in our ambulance system
left by the former Coalition Government, so Victorians can have confidence that in an emergency and they will get
the care they need, quickly. The funding boost, provided in the Victorian Budget 2016-17, includes the $60 million
Response Rescue Fund to provide better, faster responses and make sure our ambulances are responding to the
right patient, at the right time, with the right care.
Code 1 performance deteriorated under the previous Liberal Government. In 13/14, the final full year of the Liberal
Government, just 73.7% of Code 1 cases were responded to within 15 minutes.
Since coming to Government in November 2014, the Andrews Labor Government has been undertaking important
reforms to improve response times and rebuild community confidence in our ambulance services.
These reforms include ending hospital bypass, undertaking dispatch grid changes and releasing previously secret
data about ambulance response times.
These reforms are beginning to turn around ambulance response times, following years of decline under the
previous Liberal Government.
Response times in quarter 3 of 15/16 in the Latrobe LGA, where your constituent lives are over 2 minutes faster
than they were in the same quarter in the final year of the Liberal Government.
The Andrews Labor Government is investing in ambulance services across rural and regional Victoria. Ambulance
branches in Orbost, Traralgon, Sale, Bacchus Marsh, Echuca, Murchison, Wendouree, Port Fairy and Terang are
being upgraded and rebuilt.
The $60 million Response Time Rescue Fund is funding innovative trials in Nagambie, Wedderburn, Boort,
Rainbow, Hopetoun, Jeparit and Patchewollock. The Fund will also support the Country First Responder initiative
to provide community members with first aid and defibrillation training.
Funding has also been provided for state-of-the-art new powered stretchers into the entire fleet of Victoria’s
ambulances, allowing paramedics to be more responsive to patients whose weight exceeds 120kg.
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In addition to this funding, the Government has committed $5 million for the rollout of Emergency Medical
Response program to Victorian Integrated Country Fire Authority stations, increasing the number of first
responders to be activated at the time of a cardiac arrest call in rural Victoria.
These initiatives are just a sample of the ways in which we are improving ambulance services to rural and regional
Victorians.
With respect to the individual case raised, I have requested further information from Ambulance Victoria regarding
the case you have raised. The advice Ambulance Victoria provided is that this case was coded as a Code 3 dispatch,
non-life threatening, non-urgent response. The expected response time for Code 3 cases is one hour. If the
individual has concerns about the advice and care provided through Ambulance Victoria’s Referral Service, I
encourage your constituent to contact Ambulance Victoria or my office so that their concerns may be investigated.

Northern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Patten
Minister for Health
25 May 2016

ANSWER:
The Minister for Housing, Disability & Ageing has portfolio responsibility for these matters. I have referred the
question to Minister Foley and requested that he respond to you directly.

South Eastern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mrs Peulich
Minister for Public Transport
25 May 2016

ANSWER:
The Member for South Eastern Metropolitan region raises questions in relation to three exciting Andrews
Government projects on the Frankston train corridor; the removal of eleven level crossings (three of which are
already gone) the new Southland Station and the Frankston Station Precinct Redevelopment.
The previous Liberal Government did not remove any level crossings on the Frankston line, did not build
Southland Station and did not upgrade Frankston station.
Early works to prepare for the construction of Southland Station, including signalling and cabling works, were
recently completed. Construction of the station is expected to commence later this year and we are on track to
complete the new Southland Station in late 2017.
The Government has committed $63 million to transform the Frankston Station Precinct into a safe, modern and
thriving place of activity and grow investment towards the long term vision of a revitalised city centre. Stage 1
works are now underway with VicRoads delivering streetscape upgrades to Young Street that will be followed by a
series of projects including the redevelopment of the station.
Three level crossings are already gone, at Ormond, Mackinnon and Bentleigh with planning and consultation to
remove eight level crossings between Cheltenham and Frankston underway. The Level Crossing Removal
Authority is currently developing design options for each location to take to community consultation for their
feedback.
In relation to the request from the member regarding the potential of Sky rail on the Frankston line, I acknowledge
her previous comments that “a bridge is not a Sky rail”.
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Western Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Morris
Minister for Health
25 May 2016

ANSWER:
After $1 billion in cuts to health by the former Liberal Government, the Andrews Labor Government is investing
record funding in health services. The 2016–17 budget delivered an extra $2.45 billion in health funding, including
a massive $1.63 billion boost for hospitals, ambulance and health programs on top of last year’s $2.1 billion.
Ballarat will receive a multimillion funding boost following the biggest ever increase in health funding in the 2016–
17 Victoria Budget. Funding allocations for all Victorian hospitals are being finalised and will be released in July
through the Policy and Funding Guidelines.
Ballarat Health Services also received $1.95 million in May 2016 to immediately provide more services to local
patients. This included funding for facilities to improve patient flow through the emergency department.
In addition, all regional and rural hospitals are invited to apply to receive funds through the $200 million Regional
Infrastructure Fund which will be allocated over the next 4 years.
The fund is the largest of its kind in Victorian history and will provide much needed upgrades for rural and regional
hospitals to ensure Victorians, regardless of where they live, have access to quality health care when they need it.
The former Liberal Government gutted our hospitals and consistently underinvested in building projects. Through
our investment in hospital services and the new Regional Health Infrastructure Fund, the Andrews Labor
Government is turning our health system around and rebuilding our hospitals.

Western Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Purcell
Minister for Roads and Road Safety
26 May 2016

ANSWER:
During 2015–2016 VicRoads, South Western Victoria will deliver approximately $96M of works to maintain,
rehabilitate or improve assets on the arterial road network.
There are currently proposals for similar treatments for delivery in 2016–2017 which includes pavement
maintenance and treatments such as sealing and asphalt works, pavement rehabilitation programs and pavement
major patching.

South Eastern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Springle
Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change
26 May 2016

ANSWER:
The Andrews Labor Government takes community concerns relating to hazardous waste seriously. Volumes of
hazardous wastes have reduced over the past 10 years but it is not possible to eliminate it entirely. There are limited
or no reuse, recycling and/or treatment options for many hazardous waste types.
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The SUEZ landfill at Lyndhurst plays a significant statewide role in managing Victoria’s highest hazard solid
wastes and it meets the Environment Protection Authority Victoria’s licence requirements for appropriate
hazardous waste disposal to protect the surrounding environment and community.

Western Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Ramsay
Minister for Public Transport
26 May 2016

ANSWER:
I did not mislead the house. In July 2015 the signed ministerial briefing (as released via FOI to the Larcombe
family in October 2015), provided approval for Public Transport Victoria (PTV) to proceed with activities
associated with further land acquisition investigations as part of initial development planning. As described in the
July 2015 ministerial briefing, PTV engaged in discussions with the land owner resulting in further investigations
of multiple sites as per suggestions made by the land owner. These investigations are still underway to ensure that
every possible option has been thoroughly investigated.
The Waurn Ponds Maintenance and Stabling Facility is an important infrastructure project that will provide greater
capacity to maintain, clean and stable V/Line’s growing fleet of VLocity carriages and reduce pressure on existing
facilities. The $257 million project is an investment in better public transport for Geelong line passengers, including
21 new VLocity carriages and the stabling and maintenance facility. In order to build significant infrastructure
projects such as this, land acquisition is sometimes required.

Western Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Finn
Minister for Public Transport
26 May 2016

ANSWER:
While the scheduling of trains through Deer Park is heavily constrained by the single line sections on the Ballarat
and Bendigo lines, there are a number of instances in the peak period where opposing trains are scheduled to cross
in the vicinity of the station.
By increasing the stability of the timetable, we can increase the likelihood that trains will cross as planned and
reduce the number of instances where late running extends the length of time for which the level crossing at Deer
Park is activated.

Southern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Crozier
Minister for Planning
26 May 2016

ANSWER:
Thank you to Ms Crozier for her question.
In the case of Boroondara Planning Scheme Amendment C255, the circumstances which led to my intervention
were unique.
The mandatory building height controls that applied to Boroondara’s commercial corridors were not consistent
with state policy objectives for activity centre planning or the recommendations of the independent Panel which
considered how these areas should be planned.
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The blanket application of mandatory height controls across these activity centres was inconsistent with Planning
Practice Note 60 which states that ‘the application of discretionary height controls combined with clear design
objectives is the preferred form of height and setback controls.’
Therefore, my decision to approve the amendment was made after considering key state planning policy, the
recommendations of the 2014 Panel Report, the submissions received following a period of targeted consultation
and the advice of my Department.
I expect all planning controls to be strategically justified and periodically reviewed to ensure a municipality is able
to meet the housing needs of our growing population.

Northern Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Lovell
Minister for Roads and Road Safety
7 June 2016

ANSWER:
The Andrews Labor Government fully appreciates the importance of the Shepparton Bypass Project to the broader
Goulburn Valley region, and the wide reaching economic benefits that could be unlocked by its completion.
I have met personally with the Greater Shepparton City Council and the Committee for Greater Shepparton to
discuss their interests in the Project and to establish an agreed focus on how best to bring the project to fruition.
Following this, stakeholder groups have begun advocating for funding to progress the Stage 1A and 1B
components of the project. In support of this, the Victorian Government has recently provided funding to the
council to allow it to update traffic modelling and to carry out an economic assessment of the benefits that would
flow from the completion of Stage 1.
Actions such as this will ensure that the project is at a state of readiness for funding consideration by both the State
and Federal Governments.

South Eastern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Springle
Minister for Consumer Affairs, Gaming and Liquor Regulation
7 June 2016

ANSWER:
Victoria is the first state in Australia to implement a state-wide voluntary pre-commitment scheme for gaming
machines. YourPlay is an important harm minimisation and consumer protection measure that is available to
players on all gaming machines in Victoria.
It enables people who use it to make informed decisions about their gaming machine play and assists them to stay
in control. Players can use YourPlay to set time and loss limits and to track their play on gaming machines across
the state Players who use YourPlay also have access to their playing activity information, at the venue or online, at
any time.
Introduced on 1 December 2015, YourPlay aims to help gaming machine players achieve long-term behavioural
change. The government is working with the gaming industry to embed YourPlay into the gambling environment
and early data shows that the outlook is positive.
It needs to be understood, however, that YourPlay is not a silver bullet. It is just one additional tool that people can
use to assist them to stay in control of their gambling. Encouraging gaming machine players to use YourPlay is
going to take time and effort.
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YourPlay is being independently evaluated to provide information about its effectiveness in assisting players to
control their gambling.

Western Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Melhem
Minister for Training and Skills
7 June 2016

ANSWER:
I thank Mr Melhem for his question and for his ongoing commitment to education opportunities in the west.
Working in partnership with Learn Local Organisations and other community based organisations, the Reconnect
Program will address disadvantage by undertaking outreach to engage eligible young people who are not in
education, training or full time employment and who left school without Year 12 (aged 15-24), or who are
long-term unemployed (aged 20-24). A learning plan will be developed with each young person, together with
support services to help them start and stay in training. In addition, access to supervised workplace experience will
be arranged, as well as support as students make the transition to employment or further training.
Djerriwarrh Community and Education Services will deliver services in Brimbank, Maribyrnong and Melton to an
estimated 160 young people. In partnership with the Yarraville Community Centre, Djerriwarrh’s program will
take a flexible outreach approach with a triage intake model based on the “no wrong door approach”. Motivational
coaching and regular face-to-face meetings will encourage participants to engage with the program. Individual
Transition Plans will be developed for every young person engaged with the program.
As well as assisting young disengaged people in the West, the Reconnect program will boost local community
networks, Learn Local Organisations and support partnerships with TAFEs.

Northern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Patten
Minister for Police
7 June 2016

ANSWER:
The opportunity to protest is an integral part of our open and democratic way of life. Where groups with different
views choose to express their opinions publicly in the same area at the same time, the role of police is to maintain
public order and enforce the criminal law. However, it can be challenging for police when acting to separate
opposing groups of participants.
Effective policing requires the careful exercise of judgement and the application of appropriate discretion, ensuring
that police adapt their response to suit the circumstances of the day.
Following discussions with the Chief Commissioner of Police, the government has agreed to examine laws against
the wearing of face coverings at protests. The government also agreed to consider laws which allow police to
identify individuals whose intent is to commit violence, rather than to protest, and to provide police with the power
to intervene to prevent individuals or groups with violent intent entering a designated area or areas.
The government will continue to work closely with Victoria Police to deliver the resources and powers they need to
keep the community safe.
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Eastern Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Shing
Minister for Roads and Road Safety
7 June 2016

ANSWER:
VicRoads advises me that the location of concern has been identified as one of the candidate projects under the
2016-17 road rehabilitation program. Investigation works are being undertaken at a number of locations along this
section of Koo Wee Rup–Longwarry Road, which involves sampling and testing the road surface and material
underlying it. The investigation is being done to better understand the underlying problem, which will enable a
design of the rehabilitation repair treatment of this section of Koo Wee Rup-Longwarry Road. Temporary partial
road closures and localised speed restrictions are required for the duration of the investigation fieldwork, which is
estimated to take about two weeks.
The design of the rehabilitation repair treatment will be a long-term solution to provide a smoother and safer road
for the locals and road users of Koo Wee Rup–Longwarry Road.

Northern Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Symes
Minister for Sport
7 June 2016

ANSWER:
I refer to the constituency question raised by Ms Symes regarding future funding possibilities for facilities at Kings
Park.
Firstly, I’d like to commend you for your commitment to advocating the importance of sport and recreation in your
electorate, especially for women. Providing high quality sport and recreation infrastructure is a key aim of the
government, and is integral to the health and well-being of all Victorians.
I understand Mitchell Shire Council have recently submitted a project proposal to the Victorian Government’s
2017-18 Community Sports Infrastructure Fund — Female Friendly Facilities category for upgrades to change
rooms and associated facilities. The project proposal includes two unisex change rooms, umpires space, first aid
room and an accessible toilet. I anticipate informing Council if they have been successful in progressing to full
application stage in mid July 2016.
In addition, I was pleased to announce the four-year extension of the Country Football and Netball Program
through the 2016-17 State Budget. The program provides funding to assist country football and netball clubs,
associations and umpiring organisations to develop facilities in rural, regional and outer metropolitan locations.
The opening of the 2016-17 funding round of the Country Football and Netball Program will be announced shortly
and councils in your electorate will be notified of how to apply for funding.

Western Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Ramsay
Minister for Police
7 June 2016

ANSWER:
Constituency Questions are for Members to ask questions on constituency matters to the responsible Minister.
Given the matter does not fall under my portfolio responsibilities, it would be inappropriate to discuss the
hardworking local CFA brigades in this way.
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Western Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Finn
Minister for Emergency Services
7 June 2016

ANSWER:
As you will be aware, the government has taken action to find a fair and balanced solution to a dispute that has
gone on for over 1000 days.
The role of volunteer firefighters in this state is sacrosanct. At no stage has the government questioned it or
jeopardised it. That is why the government has invested tens of millions of dollars in new trucks, stations, and
training facilities for volunteer brigades across the state.
Throughout the process of finalising the enterprise bargaining agreement, the government has focused on ensuring
that the Country Fire Authority (CFA) fire stations will continue to operate as they always have — with their own
independence, their own special connections to the community, and their own unique knowledge of their local area.
Regarding your question about the United Firefighters Union flag outside the Hoppers Crossing fire station, the
CFA advises that this flag has since been removed and replaced by the CFA flag.

Western Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Eideh
Minister for Veterans
8 June 2016

ANSWER:
It was an honour to attend the opening ceremony of the RSL conference to mark 100 years since its establishment.
The RSL is a truly remarkable organisation that has made, and continues to make, an immense contribution to the
veteran community.
The Victorian Government is proud to support the RSL. In 2015-16 we announced an additional $400 000 over
four years to the RSL for veterans’ welfare programs. The RSL Victorian Branch and various sub branches are also
regular recipients of our grant programs to restore community war memorials and avenues of honour; to support
commemoration and education programs and to mark the Anzac Centenary.
In July 2015, Keilor East RSL received a $10 000 grant from the Anzac Centenary Community Grants Program, as
the auspice body for the Boulevard Anzac Centenary Commemorative Committee, to install five Anzac story
boards along the Maribyrnong River in recognition of the Essendon Rifles 58th Battalion.
On 3 June 2016, I announced a grant to Keilor East RSL for $25 000 for a video project to record the war service of
World War 2 bomber pilot, Mr Laurie Larmer, funded from the Victoria Remembers Grants Program.
The ANZAC Day Proceeds Fund provides practical support to the Victorian veteran community through the
provision of funding for a range of welfare-related activities. In 2015-16, 21 grants, totalling $287 786 were
approved. This includes a $70 000 grant to the RSL Victorian branch to provide assistance to regional welfare
centres throughout Victoria.
I thank you for your question and encourage you to continue to promote our grant programs within your electorate,
including to your local RSL sub branches. The Victoria Remembers; Restoring Community War Memorials and
Avenues of Honour; Anzac Centenary Community; and the Victorian Veterans Council ANZAC Day Proceeds
Fund grants programs are all currently open for applications. For more information visit
www.dpc.vic.gov.au/veterans
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Eastern Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr O’Donohue
Minister for Ports
8 June 2016

ANSWER:
Gippsland Ports has advised me that it is currently undertaking a review of its fees and charges for use of its local
port facilities and services in consultation with all stakeholders. It should be noted that all local port managers are
given powers under the Port Management Act 1995 to set charges for the use of port services and facilities. I have
asked Gippsland Ports to keep me informed of the outcomes of the consultation with stakeholders and the proposed
new fee structures to be implemented in 2016-17.

Western Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Melhem
Minister for Health
8 June 2016

ANSWER:
The Andrews Labor Government supports everyone in Victoria to move more and live healthier lives. In addition
to the Active Club Grants the Government is investing in a range of other initiatives for sporting clubs. These
include:
– the $100 million Community Sports Infrastructure Fund, which is upgrading sport and recreation facilities across
the state for all Victorians (including $1.12 million in the western metropolitan region during 2015-16)
– the Sporting Club Grants Program, which is helping grassroots sporting clubs to bolster operations and increase
community participation (including $163 183 in the western metropolitan region during 2015-16)
– the Healthy Food Connect Thrive initiative, which is supporting a number of sports clubs in the western suburbs
to provide and promote healthier food choices and provide a model for action across Victoria.
The Andrews Labor Government is also supporting initiatives to get Victorians moving, such as:
– Ride2School, which provides information on how to build healthy active habits among children and young
people
– The Achievement Program, which is supporting early years services, schools and workplaces to create places
that promote and provide information about physical activity and other healthy behaviours for Victorian children
and workers. In the Western Metropolitan Region alone over 220 early childhood services and schools and over
60 workplaces are committed to creating healthier places for local residents.

Northern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Ondarchie
Minister for Education
8 June 2016

ANSWER:
The Department of Education and Training commenced consultation with the City of Darebin on the rezoning and
sale of the former Ruthven Primary School in 2013. The State Government policy requires surplus education land
to be appropriately zoned prior to sale.
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The Department has undertaken to work with the City of Darebin to finalise this process, and the eventual sale will
doubtless greatly benefit the local community.
In addition, the Department is currently in negotiation with the council about the potential purchase of the site for
community open space.

Northern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Elasmar
Minister for Veterans
8 June 2016

ANSWER:
The Victorian Government supports a number of programs and initiatives to promote veterans welfare and to
support commemoration and education programs throughout Victoria. Many of the beneficiaries of these programs
have been in the Northern Metropolitan Region.
I was proud to open the Veterans Accommodation Project in Richmond in October 2015 which provide short to
medium term accommodation for veterans in need. The Victorian Government provided $1.35 million to Housing
Choices Australia for the project, and the RSL is the lead ex-service organisation responsible for identifying
veterans in need of the housing and providing the welfare support required to help them get back on their feet.
In recognition of the tremendous work being done by the RSL Victorian Branch for the veteran community, in
2015 the Government committed an additional $400 000 over four years to the RSL for veterans’ welfare
programs.
The ANZAC Day Proceeds Fund provides practical support to the Victorian veteran community through the
provision of funding for a range of welfare-related activities. In 2015-16, 21 grants, totalling $287 786 were
approved. This includes a $70 000 grant to the RSL Victorian Branch to provide welfare related assistance to seven
centres throughout Victoria, including the Inner Metropolitan Veteran Service Centre in Southbank.
Local RSLs were also the recipients of a number of Government grants to restore community war memorials and
avenues of honour; to support commemoration and education programs and to mark the Anzac Centenary.
In 2014, the City of Darebin in collaboration with the Reservoir RSL, received $10 000 for the relocation and
restoration of the Reservoir RSL Cenotaph from the Restoring Community War Memorials Grants program.
I thank you for your question and encourage you to continue to promote our grant programs within your electorate,
including to your local RSL sub branches. The Victoria Remembers; Restoring Community War Memorials and
Avenues of Honour; Anzac Centenary Community; and the Victorian Veterans Council ANZAC Day Proceeds
Fund grant programs are all currently open for applications. For more information visit
www.dpc.vic.gov.au/veterans

Southern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Crozier
Minister for Families and Children
8 June 2016

ANSWER:
The Andrews Labor Government is making Victoria the Education State. We recognise that to make this vision a
reality for all children, extra support is sometimes needed to best advance their learning, development and
wellbeing.
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There are a range of supports and services in place to improve the lives of children with a disability or
developmental delay, and their families. These include Early Childhood Intervention Services, Flexible Support
Packages, Kindergarten Inclusion Support and the Preschool Field Officer Program.
Preschool Field Officers provide high quality support and professional services to Victorian government funded
kindergartens to build their capacity to provide for the access and participation of children with additional needs in
inclusive kindergarten programs.
The early childhood enterprise bargaining agreements have now been approved by the Fair Work Commission.
Increased funding rates for Preschool Field Officers have now been advised in recognition of the increased salaries
for Preschool Field Officers under these agreements.
Before the election, Labor made a commitment to help the employer associations and the Australian Education
Union resolve the dispute, after the previous Liberal Government stalled it for two years. We have delivered on that
promise.
This year, the Government also introduced new learning resources to help ensure kinder is inclusive for all
children. The Early Abilities Based Learning and Education Support (Early ABLES) assessment tool, enables early
childhood educators to develop specific learning programs that build on the individual skills and abilities of
children aged two to five with disabilities and developmental delays. Early ABLES is available for services with
funded kindergarten programs and Early Education Programs within special development schools.

Western Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Morris
Minister for Police
8 June 2016

ANSWER:
As you would expect, the government works closely with the Chief Commissioner to ensure Victoria Police is
appropriately resourced to tackle law enforcement issues facing the Victorian community.
I am pleased to advise you that the Ballarat West Police Station became operational on the 3rd of August 2016.
Community safety is a top priority for the Andrews Government and Victoria Police, as everyone needs to feel safe
in their communities. One of the government’s key priorities is the recruitment, training and deployment of more
police out on the front line.
The Chief Commissioner continues to work closely with the Andrews Government about what resources and
powers Victoria Police need to address crime, particularly emerging crime trends. That’s why in the recent State
Budget we funded an additional 406 police officers and 52 support personnel.
Of the 406 additional police officers, 300 will be general duties frontline police deployed across Victoria. The
Chief Commissioner has stated that deployment of the 300 general duties police will focus on responding to local
crime in growth corridors and other areas of greatest need, to be determined in consultation with The Police
Association. The recruitment and deployment of 400 Police Custody Officers also means we can free up more
police to work in their communities.
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Northern Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Lovell
Minister for Public Transport
8 June 2016

ANSWER:
The Bendigo Bus network which commenced earlier this year provides more direct and frequent routes around
Bendigo.
This followed community consultation on the new network. Since the implementation of the new bus routes, I have
requested that PTV work closely with local residents to address any concerns raised and identify opportunities to
further improve the network.
Given the Member has not provided enough detail to allow me to follow up on this enquiry, I request that the
Member contact my office with further details.

Western Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Ramsay
Minister for Training and Skills
8 June 2016

ANSWER:
Mr Ramsay, thank you for your question and ongoing support as we work to reactivate this prominent site.
As you are aware, the Glenormiston Expression of Interest (EOI) was open for 100 days and closed on March 16,
2016.
I asked that the EOI process be designed to attract a broad variety of potential organisations or consortiums, both
international and domestic, to acquire the site, via purchase or lease. I made clear that while the successful
proponent could represent any industry, the successful submission must include a model of education as part of the
core business on the site.
The Evaluation Panel conducted the final stage of the two stage evaluation process and provided me with their
recommendations for a preferred proponent. I was pleased with the quality of the proposal for the site and consider
it to offer a great opportunity to see the long and proud tradition of providing education and training to return to
Glenormiston.
As you note, I had initially expected to make an announcement in early June, however necessary negotiations
needed to be undertaken with the preferred proponent.
On 12 July, I announced that the EOI process had been successful and Acknowledge Education chosen to
re-establish Glenormiston as a centre for education and training.
Acknowledge Education is an established registered training organisation and its partners in the bid include Total
Livestock Genetics, a Camperdown company working in animal genetics and reproductive technologies, and
Volume Group, a global business with a commitment to acquiring and restoring heritage-value sites.
The consortium’s proposal includes an educational hub at the site focusing on delivering courses in areas including
agriculture, manufacturing, horticulture, conservation and land management, business, tourism, transport and
logistics.
The Department of Education and Training is now working with Acknowledge Education to finalise plans for the
sale.
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I am also pleased to announce that the consortium’s proposal includes a role for South West Institute of TAFE, and
I look forward to seeing the important role South West TAFE will play in working in partnership with
Acknowledge Education to deliver skills and training to the region.

Eastern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Wooldridge
Treasurer
9 June 2016

ANSWER:
Funding was allocated for the Research CFA Station as part of the 2016-17 Budget to the Department of Justice
and Regulation who provides grants to the CFA.

Northern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Elasmar
Minister for Veterans
9 June 2016

ANSWER:
The extraordinary impact of the 5000 Poppies Project at the Chelsea Flower Show in London last month created a
high level of understanding globally of how much the Anzac Centenary means to Victorians and Australians. The
media immediately related to a project that started small to honour two fathers, both veterans, and grew to embrace
the Centenary and all those who have served. The time spent by the Royal Family at the exhibit, not only by Her
Majesty The Queen and His Royal Highness Prince Phillip, but Their Royal Highnesses Prince William and Prince
Harry, and other members of the Royal Family, is testament to how successful the positioning and the story of the
exhibit has been. Both Prince William and Prince Harry, who have served in the British Armed Forces, understand
well the significance of projects that show respect for veterans and remembrance of service.
I am certain that the northern suburbs have made as much of a contribution to Australia’s armed forces over the
years as any other region. In World War One, many men were trained at Broadmeadows.
The Victorian Government has supported a large number of projects in your region in recent years ranging from
veterans welfare, to commemorative projects and restoration work for our precious wartime heritage, Some
examples of projects we have funded include: $70 000 for the RSL Victorian Branch to provide welfare-related
assistance to seven centres throughout Victoria, including the Inner Metropolitan Veteran Service; numerous grants
to community organisations based in the Northern Metropolitan region to support exhibitions, commemorations
and education programs; and funding to restore the Cenotaphs in Preston and Reservoir. A full list of grant
recipients can be found at www.dpc.vic.gov.au/veterans/veterans-grants.
I am pleased that our grant programs are well used across Victoria to assist communities in significant acts of
remembrance; to educate recent arrivals and young people; and to maintain the special places and ways in which
we keep the stories of those who have served alive.

Western Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Purcell
Minister for Education
9 June 2016

ANSWER:
The new sporting pathway program delivered by Warrnambool College in partnership with Federation University
is admirable and offers students an alternative to the established local program provided by Deakin University.
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Strengthened links and partnerships like this between schools, VET and adult education are vital, particularly in
regional Victoria. These arrangements help support students with training options and provide increased access and
opportunity.
The Andrews Labor Government is committed to providing the best educational opportunities for all Victorians
and ensuring that every community has access to a great school. The Education and Training Reform Act 2006
enshrines the right of all children of compulsory school age to be enrolled at their designated neighbourhood
Government school. This is usually the school that is closest to the student’s permanent residence. If families
choose to apply for enrolment at schools other than their designated neighbourhood school and those schools have
additional capacity, then applications are accepted in a priority order, starting with those students within the
designated neighbourhood boundary, and with criteria for siblings, consideration on curriculum grounds, and in
exceptional circumstances, compassionate grounds.
There have been no recent changes to Designated Neighbourhood Boundaries (DNB) in Warrnambool and there is
no Designated Neighbourhood Zone (DNZ) within those boundaries. Population demands mean that Warrnambool
College has been experiencing enrolment pressures and has therefore needed to manage its enrolments process in
accordance with policy and ensuring that every student living within their boundary is first allocated a place in
accordance with the Act.

Eastern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Dunn
Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change
9 June 2016

ANSWER:
EPA undertook an investigation on 12 and 13 May 2016 into reports of fish deaths observed along Darebin Creek
between Bell St, BeWield and Darebin Parklands in Alphington. EPA collected samples of water, creek sediment
and a dead eel for analysis. The organs of the eel were analysed and found levels of permethrin that are toxic to
fish, and is the likely cause of death.
Permethrin is an insecticide that is widely used in households (fly sprays, dog shampoo, head lice control) and in
commercial and agricultural applications (insect control, timber treatment). Although it is generally regarded as
safe, it is highly toxic to aquatic life. Permethrin was not detected in the water or sediment samples, and no other
chemicals of concern were detected, indicating that the pollution event was not ongoing.
Permethrin breaks down rapidly in the environment which means that EPA was unable to identify the source of
permethrin pollution. Removal of the dead fish was conducted by Melbourne Water, who also undertakes regular
monitoring of the creek.

Southern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Fitzherbert
Minister for Public Transport
9 June 2016

ANSWER:
The Andrews Labor Government will do everything we can to minimise the impact of this massive project on trees,
property and people. The former Liberal Government wasted four years ignoring the metro tunnel and we refuse to
make the same mistake. The Government has fully funded the tunnel and works will start within weeks.
As is common when considering the potential impacts of major projects, the Melbourne Metro Rail Authority has
taken a conservative approach to assessing how many trees may need to be removed in the Domain precinct in
order to facilitate the construction of the new underground station.
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As Mr Tattersall explained, the 223 trees identified in the EES as being potentially impacted in the Domain precinct
is a ‘worst case’ scenario and every effort will be made to reduce this number.
Further refinement of the project through detailed design will look at how tree removal can be reduced where
possible. The project will look to protect, replace or offset as many trees as possible, and in some places, tree
re-planting would start during construction.

Eastern Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Shing
Minister for Education
9 June 2016

ANSWER:
Investment in education and school infrastructure continues to be a priority for the Andrews Labor Government.
This has been demonstrated through the Government’s 2016-17 State Budget allocation of $1.1 billion to build,
upgrade and maintain school infrastructure across the state, ensuring that every child has access to a great local
school, and gets the chance to succeed.
I was pleased to announce that Wonthaggi Secondary College will share in $12 million of planning funding that
has been allocated to 35 schools across the State in the 2016-17 State Budget. This funding will allow the school to
begin planning for its building, project, ensuring works can commence immediately when further funding is
provided in a future State Budget.
The school, Wonthaggi amateur BBA and the council may like to consider a proposal for a joint use facility as part
of the planning works.
In addition, I understand that Sport and Recreation Victoria (SRV) provides grants and funding to support a range
of sporting activities. The Sporting Club Grants Program provides grants to assist in the purchase of equipment and
sports uniforms and also to improve the capacity and accessibility of Victorian clubs and other community sport
and recreation organisations. I encourage you to contact SRV for more information regarding this grant program.

Eastern Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Bath
Minister for Roads and Road Safety
9 June 2016

ANSWER:
The rail bridge over the Avon River at Stratford does not fall within my portfolio responsibilities and should be
redirected to the Hon Jacinta Allan MP, Minister for Public Transport.

Western Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Tierney
Minister for Training and Skills
9 June 2016

ANSWER:
I thank Ms Tierney for her question and for her ongoing commitment to education opportunities in Victoria’s
western region. The Government is committed to investing in vocational education in Victoria and this has been
demonstrated by the allocation of $320 million to the TAFE sector (TAFE Rescue Fund).
In conjunction with funding for a new Tech school on the Gordon city campus, the State Government will
contribute $5 million towards the Gordon’s campus rejuvenation project. The project is currently in its early
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planning stages, with the design stage set to commence in early 2017. The Gordon TAFE is working towards a
project completion date of mid-2018, when the rejuvenated campus will be open to students in time for the term
two intake.

Western Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Ramsay
Treasurer
9 June 2016

ANSWER:
The 2016-17 State Budget provided $5.5 million to support the revitalisation of Geelong through public realm
improvements and planning for key projects in the centre of Geelong. This builds on significant recent investments
in central Geelong including Stage 4 of the Simonds Stadium redevelopment and upgrades to the Geelong
Performing Arts Centre.
The Victorian Government in late 2015 also created the Geelong Authority to advise the Minister for Planning on
strategies to attract investment to central Geelong and on major planning applications to help create jobs and drive
growth.
Planning for the revitalisation of Geelong, including any potential convention centre development, is ongoing and
is being led by the Minister for Planning.
Questions relating to this matter in the future will be directed to the Minister for Planning.

Eastern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Wooldridge
Minister for Education
21 June 2016

ANSWER:
As public sector employees, school staff are expected to maintain impartiality and integrity, and avoid using their
position to publicly support parties or candidates during election campaigns. They are also expected to avoid
engaging in political activities during work time or use workplace facilities, resources or information for political
activities. Following the commencement of the recent federal caretaker period, the Department of Education &
Training issued guidance to school staff about these obligations. These instructions do not apply to the preparation
or distribution of material that relates to education policy that is the subject of public debate approved by the
Department or encouraged by the Government.
The Eltham High School newsletter included a principal’s report back to the school community about a
Department briefing on the Hon Steve Bracks’ Government School Funding Review, and an update on how the
school had used Gonski funding to date. As you will be aware, the Bracks Review recommended that the
Commonwealth Government honour its Gonski funding agreement to 2018 and 2019, and warned that Victoria
would need to rethink its funding model if this did not occur.
As regards the other matter raised by the constituent, the Department encourages partnering with the local
community to share school facilities, and school councils are authorised to hire out school facilities for community
events outside school hours. The climate change forum referred to by your constituent was such an event-this is no
different to any other member of the local community hiring a space at the school. I am informed that the forum
was not advertised through the school.
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Western Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Melhem
Minister for Families and Children
21 June 2016

ANSWER:
The Andrews Labor Government recognises that access to high quality early years services is central to giving
every Victorian child the best start in life.
Last year, we committed $50 million over four years to the Children’s Facilities Capital Program (CFCP) to
develop modern and flexible early childhood centres across the state.
The 2016-17 Victorian State Budget builds on that significant investment, providing an additional $10 million to
the CFCP, earmarked for capital projects in Victoria’s fastest-growing areas and an improved approach to planning
for Victoria’s future needs. These additional funds will target the 7 Metropolitan Planning Authority defined
growth areas — Casey, Cardinia, Hume, Mitchell (in urban growth zone), Melton, Whittlesea and Wyndham.
I was pleased to recently announce the opening of the 2016-17 Children’s Facilities Capital Program major grant
round. Applications will close at 4pm on 12 August 2016.
Further details regarding eligibility and assessment criteria for grant categories can be accessed on the Department
of Education and Training’s website. If your constituents have any queries, or would like any further information,
they may contact the Children’s Facilities Capital Program team on (03) 9651 3399 or by email at:
childrens.capital.program@edumail.vic.gov.au.

Northern Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Lovell
Minister for Emergency Services
21 June 2016

ANSWER:
I am pleased to report that all nine members of the Country Fire Authority (CFA) Board have been appointed.
The Board brings a mix of technical, financial and operational experience to lead CFA in best practice emergency
management now and into the future. Four of the Board members were appointed from a panel nominated by the
Volunteer Fire Brigades Victoria, providing representation for CFA volunteers.
I am also pleased to report that, in line with the Andrews Labor Government’s Women on Boards Policy, the new
CFA board has five female members.

Eastern Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Mulino
Minister for Families and Children
21 June 2016

ANSWER:
The Andrews Labor Government is committed to addressing the issue of family violence in our society.
The Royal Commission into Family Violence has charted a clear path for future reform in family violence. Soon
after its release, the Government announced $572 million over two years to respond to 65 of the most urgent
recommendations.
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I was pleased to recently join with Domestic Violence Victoria and representatives from Victoria Police to
announce a $9 million state-wide rollout of Risk Assessment Management Panels (RAMPs) in 18 locations across
Victoria, including flexible brokerage funding. A further $150 000 will be provided for Domestic Violence Victoria
to continue its statewide coordinating role across the RAMPs program in 2016-17.
RAMPs are formally convened meetings that bring together professionals from specialist women’s family violence
services, Victoria Police, Corrections Victoria, housing, mental health, alcohol and drug services, men’s family
violence services, Child FIRST and child protection.
These local experts share critical information about specific cases of women and their children at serious and
imminent threat from family violence and develop coordinated action plans to protect them.
Women and children in the Mornington Peninsula Shire who are victims of family violence will have access to the
Bayside Peninsula RAMP supported by Good Shepherd Australia. Local services will convene each month to
provide this vital support and coordination.

South Eastern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Springle
Minister for Planning
21 June 2016

ANSWER:
I am advised that Amendment C143 to the Greater Dandenong Planning Scheme proposes to implement the
recommendations of the Greater Dandenong Green Wedge Management Plan 2014. Amendment C143 proposes
changes to planning policies and controls in Greater Dandenong’s portion of the South East Green Wedge and was
publicly exhibited from 4 February 2016 to 7 March 2016. Some 70 submissions were received by Greater
Dandenong City Council (council).
I understand that on 14 June 2016, council decided to refer the submissions to an independent planning Panel.
Additionally, council decided to support further changes to the amendment, including amending the Greater
Dandenong Green Wedge Management Plan 2014 to lower minimum lot sizes for subdivision and apply a
minimum lot size of 0.2 hectares to the Keys Road Precinct. I understand that the motion to rescind this decision,
considered at the 27 June 2016 council meeting did not pass.
Amendment C143 will now be considered by an independent planning Panel, which will report its findings and
make any recommendations it deems fit to council.
I can confirm that I am committed to strengthening and maintaining Melbourne’s green wedge areas. State
planning policy highlights the importance of protecting Melbourne’s green wedges from inappropriate
development. The Planning and Environment Act 1987 requires that any change to the subdivision controls within
the green wedge that would allow land to be subdivided into smaller lots must be ratified by Parliament.

Southern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Pennicuik
Minister for Public Transport
21 June 2016

ANSWER:
Native vegetation management is an important part of the Caulfield to Dandenong Level Crossing Removal
Project. The project has made every effort to ensure that the design and construction minimises the impact on trees,
vegetation and wildlife. Prior to any tree removal taking place, site surveys are carried out to identify the health of
individual trees as well as the presence of any wildlife. This includes visual inspections of the corridor by wildlife
experts.
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The project will be offsetting impacts to native vegetation and ensuring that impacts to any threatened species
present within the corridor are managed in accordance with the relevant legislation, including the Flora and Fauna
Guarantee Act 1988 and Wildlife Act 1975. The rail over solution allows the retention of a far greater number of
trees than would have been possible with a rail under solution. The design, which includes over 11 MCGs of open
space, will enable replanting of a significant number of larger trees upon completion ensuring ongoing habitat is
available for native wildlife, an option that would not have been possible with a rail under solution.

Southern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Davis
Minister for Public Transport
21 June 2016

ANSWER:
Planning approval for the removal of the nine level crossings between Caulfield and Dandenong has been granted.
On June 22, 2016 the Legislative Council of the Victorian Parliament overwhelming rejected the attempt from the
Member for South Metropolitan Region to disallow the approval for the removal of the most congested and
dangerous level crossings in Melbourne.
Commuters stuck at these level crossings everyday understand that one of the many benefits of the elevated design
is that the level crossings are removed as quickly as possible without months and months of gridlock which would
have resulted from a trenched solution. A less understood benefit of the elevated design is that far more mature
trees can be saved in comparison with a trenched solution. Detailed information on the management of vegetation
removal and replanting and the tree retention benefits of the elevated design is available at:
http://levelcrossings.vic.gov.au/media-library/publications/caulfield-to-dandenong-publications/fact-sheets/treesand-vegetation

Eastern Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Shing
Minister for Health
21 June 2016

ANSWER:
I refer to matters raised by Ms Shing (Eastern Victoria) in relation to the piloting and potential further roll-out of
the Victorian Government domestic asbestos removal kit that was trialled with councils in 2014 and 2015.
In 2013, WorkSafe Victoria led the development and implementation of a project to pilot domestic asbestos
removal kits with the view to considering the implementation of a wider project. The project was a joint initiative
between WorkSafe Victoria, the Department of Health and Human Services, the Environment Protection Authority
and local government. The project was supported by the Municipal Association of Victoria, and extensive
consultation occurred with councils and key stakeholders.
The aims of the project were to reduce the risk to workers cleaning up illegally dumped asbestos waste and to
employees at domestic waste disposal facilities. The project also aimed to assist householders to follow the harm
minimisation advice contained in the national enHealth guide Asbestos — A guide for householders and the general
public.
The kit provided householders with advice from the enHealth guide, personal protective and other equipment
recommended in the enHealth guide to reduce exposure to asbestos, and a voucher towards the cost of
appropriately disposing of asbestos waste at an Environment Protection Authority licensed landfill.
WorkSafe Victoria funded the cost of the kits and the Environment Protection Authority provided a grant to
councils that was disbursed by the Municipal Association of Victoria. The Department of Health and Human
Services provided advice about the health risks associated with asbestos exposure, met costs associated with the
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storage and transport of the kits, and provided advice in relation to the subsequent evaluation of the pilot of the kit.
The responsibility for product and professional liability was covered through the Victorian Managed Insurance
Fund.
Although the project engaged 18 councils to provide 1000 domestic asbestos removal kits, only eight (or 44 per
cent) of the councils participated and only 398 (or 40 per cent) of the kits had been distributed by the time of the
evaluation in 2015.
The agencies have been working together to identify and report on the barriers to the take up of the kit.

Eastern Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Bath
Minister for Education
21 June 2016

ANSWER:
Investment in education and school infrastructure is a priority for the Andrews Labor Government. This has been
demonstrated through the Government’s 2016-17 State Budget allocation of $1.1 billion to build, upgrade and
maintain school infrastructure across the state, thereby ensuring that every community has access to a great local
school and every child the chance to succeed.
Budget constraints, however, do not allow for the immediate funding of all building projects, and our challenge is
to balance and prioritise the needs of over 1500 government schools, all in varying condition.
The Government will continue to use all available data, including school condition assessments, project plans and
proposals, when allocating resources in future State Budgets. I can assure you that the infrastructure needs of
Bairnsdale Secondary College will be considered when determining future priorities for our capital works program.
I would also like to thank Bairnsdale Secondary College for extending an invitation to visit, and I look forward to
visiting the school as soon as my schedule permits.

Southern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Fitzherbert
Minister for Roads and Road Safety
21 June 2016

ANSWER:
The Metro Tunnel Environment Effects Statement (EES) identifies a number of potential changes to the road
network as a result of the project’s construction and operation.
In the Domain precinct, the EES Transport Impact Assessment assessed a three-lane configuration for St Kilda
Road post construction, with the parking lanes treated as clearways in peak periods. Segregated bicycle lanes would
also be provided for the entire length of the Domain station precinct, increasing safety for cyclists along this busy
route.
Overall, this road layout would ensure that future operating conditions would be similar to the existing conditions.
The final configuration of St Kilda Road, both in the vicinity of Domain station and either side towards the CBD
and St Kilda, will ultimately be determined by VicRoads in consultation with relevant stakeholders including the
Melbourne Metro Rail Authority, councils and Public Transport Victoria.
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Eastern Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Bourman
Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change
21 June 2016

ANSWER:
The Andrews Government recognises the significant interest in the hunting of deer within Victoria, and the Game
Management Authority and Parks Victoria work closely together to ensure recreational hunting occurs
appropriately and safely on public land. Parks Victoria also works with the Australian Deer Association and the
Sporting Shooters Association of Victoria in a range of programs aimed at controlling deer numbers within the
parks and reserves system.
In 2014, following consultation, Parks Victoria released a draft management plan covering the Greater Alpine
National Parks for public comment. The draft plan included a number of proposals including one for some camping
areas to be ‘firearms free’.
The proposal for ‘firearms free’ camping areas addresses several concerns raised during community consultation
from park visitors who want to avoid firearms. Giving visitors options to reduce real or perceived conflicts of use is
a long standing management tool.
Roughly equal numbers of submissions were received on the draft plan from those opposing the no-firearms
camping areas and those supporting it. Park management plans usually include measures to balance different
recreational uses and values of park visitors.
The draft Greater Alpine National Parks management plan is currently being finalised and is likely to be released
later this year.

Southern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Crozier
Minister for Small Business, Innovation and Trade
22 June 2016

ANSWER:
The Level Crossing Removal Project does not fall under my portfolio responsibilities. I encourage the member to
redirect this question to the responsible Minister.

Western Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Dr Carling-Jenkins
Minister for Education
22 June 2016

ANSWER:
Dr Carling-Jenkins, thank you for your question. The Andrews Labor Government is committed to making
Victoria the Education State with ambitious Education State targets and curriculum to better prepare students for
their futures.
The $128 million Tech Schools initiative is an important part of the Government’s vision for the Education State.
The ten Tech Schools will open progressively over 2017 and 2018.
Wyndham has been selected as one of ten Local Government Areas to host a Tech School, with Victoria University
confirmed to host the facility at its Werribee campus. The local partnership for Wyndham Tech School includes
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secondary schools, TAFE institutes, universities, local government and industry-body representatives who will
ensure the Tech School is shaped by local knowledge, insight and needs.
$100 million has been provided for capital investment across the ten Tech Schools, with $28 million over four
years for operations. $8.4 million per annum has been provided ongoing, ensuring financial sustainability for all ten
Tech Schools. Planning of Wyndham Tech School is currently underway, and capital and operational budgets will
be allocated primarily in proportion to number of students enrolled in the eighteen local partner schools.
I am pleased to advise that discussions between the Department of Education and Training and Victoria University
are progressing well and we expect to announce the appointment of architects soon. The Wyndham Tech School
will be a new build facility planned to open by mid-2018. Wyndham Tech School will focus on building secondary
students’ interpersonal, problem-solving and creative skills. This means their employability skills will be enhanced
enabling them to move smoothly between industries and even occupations.
The Wyndham Tech School Steering Group has identified the need for the Tech School to be available for use by
the broader community outside school hours. Potential community uses under consideration include community
STEM programs/courses and out of school activities for students including younger students. The location of the
Tech School at the Werribee campus of Victoria University will encourage the young people of Wyndham to view
tertiary education and work in STEM fields as part of their own futures.
I thank you for this question and share your enthusiasm for a good outcome for the Wyndham community.

Western Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Eideh
Minister for Families and Children
22 June 2016

ANSWER:
The Andrews Labor Government is committed to making Victoria’s supported playgroups more inclusive for
families from diverse cultural backgrounds.
We recently announced $200 000 for eligible service providers to apply for a one-off grant to engage bicultural
workers to support the participation of culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD) families.
This funding has been fully allocated to successful service providers and will be expended over the 2016-17
financial year.
I’m pleased to advise that of the 15 successful service providers, six are located in local government areas in the
Western Metropolitan electorate, including the City of Brimbank, City of Hobsons Bay, City of Hume, City of
Maribyrnong, City of Melton, and the City of Wyndham.

Eastern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Dalla-Riva
Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing
22 June 2016

ANSWER:
The Department of Health and Human Services is committed to doing all it can to enforce the conditions of its
tenancy agreements with public housing tenants. Tenants have an obligation to use their properties in a way that
does not cause nuisance or interference to the peace, comfort or privacy of a neighbouring properties in accordance
with the Residential Tenancies Act 1997 (RTA).
I have written directly to Banyule City Council regarding these matters and understand that Council officers have
advised my department they are satisfied with the outcomes of the department’s actions.
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Northern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Ondarchie
Minister for Public Transport
22 June 2016

ANSWER:
The previous Liberal Government did not remove a single level crossing in Melbourne’s north and went to the
2014 election promising to keep the level crossing at High Street Reservoir in place. In contrast the Andrews
Government is getting rid of this congested death trap as part of commitment to remove 50 of Victoria’s worst level
crossings.
Consultation and detailed planning is underway for the removal of this crossing with work due to commence in
2018. While the detailed engineering and consultation is taking place, no design solution for the removal of this
crossing has been determined.
Further information on the removal of the High Street level crossing in Reservoir can be found at
http://levelcrossings.vic.gov.au/crossings/high-street-reservoir.

Eastern Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr O’Donohue
Minister for Roads and Road Safety
22 June 2016

ANSWER:
Deputy Premier, the Hon James Merlino MP and VicRoads officers met with the constituent on 24 June 2016.
VicRoads will install new static speed limit signs along Monbulk Road, near Kallista Primary School to increase
awareness of the existing school speed zone.
Furthermore, VicRoads will include the installation of electronic school speed signs for future funding
consideration.

Eastern Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Shing
Minister for Mental Health
22 June 2016

ANSWER:
The Victorian Government is providing $1.5 million for an assistance package that will support Gippsland dairy
farmers and their communities, as well as those in the South West and Murray areas. Funding for mental health
first aid training and expanded Lifeline services will provide communities with valuable information about mental
health issues, including where to get help for themselves, their friends or family. Funding for extra counselling
services over the next two years will ensure that farmers and their families can get the support they need, and grants
to affected communities will ensure people are better supported to look out for each other. A boost for the Look
Over the Farm Gate program, led by the Victorian Farmers Federation and the National Centre for Farmer Health,
will include extra community wellbeing workshops and events.
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South Eastern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mrs Peulich
Minister for Public Transport
22 June 2016

ANSWER:
The previous Liberal Government did not remove a single level crossing on the Frankston line. The Andrews
Labor Government is getting rid of 11, with three already gone.
The Level Crossing Removal Authority (LXRA) received a letter with a large number of questions from Mr Serge
Kraskov on 3 May 2016 and sent a four-page response on 2 June 2016 answering many of his questions in detail.
The LXRA provided as much information as possible. As noted in the response to Mr Kraskov, the LXRA was not
able to answer some of the questions related to the engineering and technical considerations of the project due to
continuing investigations.
Representatives from the LXRA met with Mr Kraskov and other committee members of the No Sky Rail:
Frankston line on 30 May 2016 and discussed many of the questions, again noting that with investigations
underway not all questions can be answered.
The Victorian Government and the LXRA are committed to keeping communities informed and are consulting on
this transformational project at each stage of the design and development process. Additional information on the
level crossing removals on the Frankston line will be released shortly.

Western Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Hartland
Minister for Education
22 June 2016

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
A Principal Practice Leader Education was appointed as part of the Andrews Labor Government’s Special Needs
Plan for Victorian Schools. While the Principal Practice Leader works exclusively with the Department of
Education and Training and government schools, the position reports to the Senior Practitioner (Disability) in the
Office of Professional Practice of the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS).
Part of the role is to work with a range of stakeholders to improve professional learning, policies and guidelines
around restraint and seclusion. Children and young people and their families will be key contributors to the review
of the Department guidance around managing children with behaviours of concern.

Southern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Pennicuik
Minister for Public Transport
23 June 2016

ANSWER:
As part of the Caulfield to Dandenong Level Crossing Removal Project, the stations at Carnegie, Murrumbeena,
Hughesdale, Clayton and Noble Park will be transformed into new, safe and accessible stations. The new stations
will include intermodal transport hubs with connections to buses and taxis, increased car parking, improved
connections to the surrounding shopping precincts, a continuous shared bicycle and pedestrian path along the rail
corridor and new open space for the local community.
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The urban design for the project, including the five new stations, has been developed by a team of urban designers,
engineers and technical specialists. The project team has worked with the Office of the Victorian Government
Architect and local councils to develop urban design principles for the project, including identity, urban integration,
amenity, vibrancy, safety and accessibility.
The Government is aware that the Carnegie and Murrumbeena station houses have significance to the local
community and I can assure you that the design’s impacts on heritage places have been considered in the design
process. The feedback received during the community consultation phase has helped shape the station designs and
will be used to further enhance the design and guide project decision making. The project team are currently
working closely with council to explore options to acknowledge the local heritage value of the existing stations.
This includes the possibility of relocating existing station buildings for community use, or incorporating elements
of the station buildings into the new designs.

Western Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Finn
Minister for Public Transport
23 June 2016

ANSWER:
The previous Liberal Government did not remove any level crossings in Melbourne’s west and went to the last
election with no commitment to remove level crossings at Puckle Street, Park Street and Buckley Street.
In contrast the Andrews Government has committed to removing 50 of Victoria’s worst level crossings including
Buckley Street in Essendon. The removal of the level crossing at Buckley Street is in the early planning stage and
engineering assessments are underway. No design solutions have currently been developed for the removal of this
crossing.

Northern Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Young
Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change
23 June 2016

ANSWER:
Parks Victoria erected fences along the boundary of the reserve in 2005 to protect cultural and natural values from
the impact of off-track vehicle use in the area. Sites recorded in the area include scarred trees and ancient burial
sites of the Yorta Yorta people.
In November 2011, Parks Victoria consulted the Yorta Yorta Nation Aboriginal Corporation (YYNAC) as the
Registered Aboriginal Party (RAP), in accordance with the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006, to re-establish vehicle
access to the lagoon. YYNAC responded that re-establishing vehicle access to the area was of great concern due to
the high cultural significance of the site.
Access for camping and hunting in the reserve is still available via walking.

Northern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Elasmar
Minister for Multicultural Affairs
23 June 2016

ANSWER:
The four new multicultural community grants programs for 2016-17 have all closed and are currently going
through the assessment process. Announcements about funding outcomes will be made at different times over the
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coming months due to the high volume of applications under the four programs. All applicants will be informed of
the outcomes and information about grant announcements will be made available at www.multicultural.vic.gov.au.

Western Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Purcell
Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change
23 June 2016

ANSWER:
The Government is currently developing details of the auction scheme that will be used to help deliver our
renewable energy targets. This includes the project evaluation criteria, which may include the contribution that
projects make to local economic development and job creation.
For example, the Ararat Wind Farm, where the Premier and I announced Victoria’s renewable energy targets, is
sourcing 35 wind towers from Victorian manufacturer Keppel Prince.
There are numerous goods and services that are required for wind farm construction and operation beyond wind
towers and turbines. I again refer to the example of the Ararat wind farm, which has a $4 million contract with the
Victorian-based Wilson Transformer Company to supply two power transformers for its electrical substation.

Northern Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Lovell
Minister for Public Transport
23 June 2016

ANSWER:
V/Line and the Office of the Chief Investigator Transport Safety (Victoria) are investigating this incident. Progress
of the investigation is posted on the Australian Transport Safety Bureau (ATSB) web site:
https://www.atsb.gov.au/publications/investigation_reports/2016/rair/ro-2016-007/
The Government is providing significant maintenance funding to ensure the ongoing safety of the Victorian
regional rail network.

Northern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Patten
Minister for Public Transport
23 June 2016

ANSWER:
I thank Ms Patten for her question and note her concerns regarding the timeframe for completing the removal of the
High Street level crossing in Reservoir.
The timing of the removal of level crossings on the South Morang line, including the High Street and Bell Street
level crossings, is determined by factors including the level crossing removal projects on the nearby Hurstbridge
line and those on the wider metropolitan railway network.
The package of works recently released to the market for the Hurstbridge line will bring the total number of level
crossings removed by the Victorian Government to 25 by the end of 2019, including two level crossings on the
Hurstbridge line.
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While these projects will deliver significant safety improvements for drivers and pedestrians and improve travel
around Melbourne’s north, they will also pose significant challenges during construction, particularly in terms of
managing disruptions to the rail and road network.
The removal of the High Street level crossing will commence in 2018 and will be coordinated with the Bell Street
level crossing removal in Preston to minimise disruptions to the community in the northern suburbs. This will also
allow for works to progress on the Hurstbridge line without placing further strain on the road network in
Melbourne’s north.
High Street is one of the most complex level crossing sites that requires significant time for planning and
development. This level crossing includes six boom gates and a network of five roads — High Street, Spring Street,
Cheddar Road, Edwards Street and The Broadway— that converge to form one of Melbourne’s most congested
intersections.
Before construction starts, LXRA will continue consulting with major stakeholders including residents and
businesses, VicRoads and Darebin City Council to determine the best way to remove the level crossing at High
Street.

Western Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Hartland
Minister for Public Transport
23 June 2016

ANSWER:
The announcement of the partial duplication of the Altona Loop service was made by the Premier, the Hon Daniel
Andrews MP, via social media on Wednesday 8 June 2016, and was subsequently reported by the Hobsons Bay
Leader and the Star Weekly.
A video on the level crossing removal and partial duplication can be found on the Level Crossing Removal
Authority (LXRA) website: www.levelcrossings.vic.gov.au/crossings/kororoit-creek-road.
In relation to the specific questions raised:
1.

The Kororoit Creek Road level crossing removal will begin construction in 2017 and is expected to be
completed by early 2019.

2.

An extended rail closure of up to 90 days is anticipated for the Altona Loop, however the LXRA is currently
working on ways to reduce this time to ensure the shortest possible disruption to commuters. Advance notice
will be provided of the exact dates of the closure, currently expected during mid-2018. Replacement buses
will ensure a similar level of service for commuters during the closure.

3.

The partial duplication will enable trains to pass each other or to be stored within the Altona Loop and
therefore off the Werribee line, improving reliability and reducing the probability of trains bypassing the
Loop.

4.

During the delivery of the level crossing removal and partial duplication of the Altona Loop, Transport for
Victoria will investigate opportunities for further duplication of the Altona Loop.
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Eastern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Leane
Minister for Emergency Services
23 June 2016

ANSWER:
As you will be aware, the government has taken action to find a fair and balanced solution to a dispute that has
gone on for over 1000 days.
The role of volunteer firefighters in this state is sacrosanct. At no stage has the government questioned it or
jeopardised it. That is why the government has invested tens of millions in new trucks, stations, and training
facilities for volunteer brigades across the state.
Throughout the process of finalising the enterprise bargaining agreement, the government has focused on ensuring
that the Country Fire Authority (CFA) fire stations will continue to operate as they always have — with their own
independence, their own special connections to the community, and their own unique knowledge of their local area.
Unfortunately, and as stated by you, there has been some misinformation and misunderstanding about the proposed
enterprise agreement. Further information on the agreement is available at www.yourcfainfo.vic.gov.au.
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WRITTEN ADJOURNMENT RESPONSES
Responses have been incorporated in the form supplied by the departments on behalf of the
appropriate ministers.

Tuesday, 16 August 2016
Gordon Primary School
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Education
Mr Morris
9 February 2016

REPLY:
I am informed as follows:
My letter to Mr Morris in January 2016 advised that the Government is committed to providing a safe environment
for school communities. Whilst I understand the School Council concerns, the Department of Education and
Training is not required to provide staff and / or visitor car parking.
In order to ensure that safety concerns presented by local car movements are minimised, schools are required to
prepare a Traffic Management Plan which identifies traffic related hazards and the way in which these hazards will
be managed and mitigated.
I have been advised that in August 2015 the School Council President of Gordon Primary School wrote to the
Regional Director of South Western Victoria Region requesting assistance about a number of matters, one of which
related to car parking at the school.
In his response the Regional Director advised that where site conditions permit this provision may be met if the
school has the funds available. Otherwise traffic management outside of schools grounds is a local
government/shire responsibility.
It is important to note that Gordon Primary School is located on a 1.9 hectare site which is very small in relative
terms. The first priority for this site would be to provide the student population with adequate accommodation and
amenity to fully address their learning, health and wellbeing needs both now and into the future.
However, I have asked the Region to work with the school to identify possible solutions to the traffic management
concerns.

Monash City Council
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Local Government
Mrs Peulich
10 February 2016

REPLY:
Councillors are elected to represent their communities and make decisions on their behalf and, subject to certain
requirements of the Local Government Act 1989, the conduct of council meetings is at the council’s discretion.
The Local Government Act 1989 sets out meeting procedures that are designed to ensure proper, open and
democratic processes. All councils are required to have in place local laws that govern the conduct of their
meetings. When proposing to make or amend local laws, council must firstly invite public submissions and arrange
for those submitters who have requested to be heard the opportunity to do so. In making these laws, councils need
to strike an appropriate balance between meaningful participation by members of the public and the orderly
conduct of council business.
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I would also like to note that, the Government is currently undertaking a comprehensive review of the Local
Government Act 1989.
The review’s terms of reference provide that, with the exception of municipal boundaries, all aspects of the current
Local Government Act 1989 will be considered, including the governance and administrative processes of councils.
All persons with an interest in local government, including Members of Parliament, can participate in the review by
reading submissions and background papers on issues identified as well as putting forward their own reform ideas
on the review website at www.yourcouncilyourcommunity.vic.gov.au

School communication systems
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Education
Ms Lovell
24 February 2016

REPLY:
I am informed as follows:
During the period 29 January to 25 February 2016 a number of Victorian educational facilities received a total of
90 threats by telephone, the majority of which declared a bomb threat. All threats were subsequently deemed by
Victoria Police to be hoaxes.
All schools impacted followed protocol and implemented their Emergency Management Plan upon receipt of the
threat and Victoria Police attended in all instances. Schools have been contacted by central and regional office staff
including the Senior Education Improvement Leaders who ensured all principals were offered advice and support.
In September 2015, the Department made available to all schools the CASES21 SMS Module (CASES21 Module).
The CASES21 Module is offered to schools with no setup costs and a per-SMS cost at a competitive rate of 7c per
SMS.
The CASES21 Module and commercial packages in use by schools were designed for the timely notification of
student absences, sick bay attendances and emergencies.
All schools across the state have access to software that enables them to communicate with parents and carers via
SMS text message.
Since the events unfolded earlier this year, the government has made the CASES21 SMS Module available for
schools to use free of charge in an emergency situation. I have committed that the Andrews Labor Government will
cover the cost of text messages sent out to parents during emergency situations at Victorian government schools.
As part of the schools emergency management plan principals are required to identify resources that need to be
taken from the school during an evacuation. This may include laptops and Internet capability. We recommend
schools contact their local Internet or telecommunications provider if they need to explore options to ensure they
have the coverage necessary for a range of situations that may arise. There are various technologies that allow
Internet access in remote locations. If the principal of Wilmot Road Primary School would like support exploring
technology options, I encourage them to contact their Senior Education Improvement Leader or regional office for
assistance.
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Interface Growth Fund
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Local Government
Mr Mulino
25 February 2016

REPLY:
This significant $50 million investment from the Andrews Government was an initial investment towards meeting
the critical infrastructure needs of communities in Melbourne’s diverse and fast-growing outer areas. The funding
will enable councils to deliver the types of infrastructure growing communities need to deliver economic benefits,
provide local jobs and access to services and improve local amenity.
I was delighted to announce funding of $17.15 million collectively over two rounds for ten projects across Cardinia
Shire Council, Casey City Council, Mornington Peninsula Shire Council and Yarra Ranges Shire Council.
In the initial round, Cardinia Shire Council received funding for two projects. The Heatherbrae Recreation Reserve
Pavilion project received a grant of $2 million and commenced construction in March to deliver a multi-use
pavilion and public art, adding a focal point and gathering place for the community. The IYU Soccer Reserve
project received an allocation of $3.52 million and commenced construction in April to deliver a pavilion and a
synthetic grass soccer field.
Casey City Council received funding for two projects in the initial round. The Casey Cycling Precinct within Casey
Fields received $1.122 million for the delivery of infrastructure, including a pavilion and track lighting. In addition
$1.4 million was contributed to the redevelopment of Bridgewater Family and Children’s to extend the existing
facility by adding an additional kindergarten room and improved waiting room. Construction for both projects
commenced in April.
Two projects in Mornington Peninsula Shire received in excess of $4 million. Destination Rosebud is underway to
deliver a place-making project that will improve connectivity and lighting on the Rosebud Foreshore, creating
better linkages between the foreshore and business district. Additionally, Somerville Community House received
funding of $270 000 to redevelop an existing centre delivering an integrated and contemporary community house.
Construction commenced in April.
Yarra Ranges Shire Council received funding for two projects in the initial round. The Belgrave Community Hub
received $723 000 to deliver a one-stop-shop for whole of life services for Yarra Ranges residents. Work
commenced with the demolition of the old community centre in March. The Lillydale Lake Play Space project
received $1 million to deliver an all ages and abilities play space within a regional park, with full construction
likely to commence early June.
In the supplementary round, an additional $2.5 million was provided to the City of Casey for the construction of
Selandra Integrated Community Centre in Clyde North, delivering a much needed facility in an area experiencing
significant growth. Yarra Ranges Shire Council also received an additional $809 000 for the Montrose Town
Centre Community and Cultural Centre project, with construction expected to commence in August. Finally, work
will commence in August to redevelop Kimberley Reserve in Yarra Ranges Shire, to deliver the Chirnside Park
Active Living Hub. This project received $500 000.
I will continue to work closely with interface councils to ensure that the Andrews Government continues to deliver
on its promises.
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Warrnambool and Port Fairy health services
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Premier
Mr Purcell
10 March 2016

REPLY:
The Victorian Government is committed to modernising and expanding Victoria’s hospitals. The 2016-17 State
Budget provides $789.5 million additional funding to upgrade and refurbish existing hospitals and build new health
infrastructure to boost hospital capacity and provide the best care to Victorian communities.
The Government is investing in health infrastructure in rural and regional Victoria. The 2016-17 State Budget
provided $200 million for a new Regional Health Infrastructure Fund, including $2.1 million for an urgent care
centre at Moyne Health Service in Port Fairy.
These allocations build on the 2015-16 State Budget $200 million Hospital Beds Rescue Fund that has opened 101
extra hospital beds and points of care across Victoria to treat almost 20 000 extra patients every year. During my
time as the Minister for Health, under the Brumby Labor Government, the 2008-09 State Budget provided
$112 million for major capital works at South West Healthcare.
The Victorian Government is also investing in a range of social infrastructure in South West Victoria. The 2016-17
State Budget delivered $4 million for modernisation of Brauer Secondary College and $4.6 million for
Warrnambool College. This builds on the $5 million allocated in the 2015-16 State Budget for the Warrnambool
Special Developmental School.

Wall to Wall street art festival
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Creative Industries
Ms Symes
24 March 2016

REPLY:
Thank you for your invitation to meet with members of the Benalla Street Art Committee, Benalla Art Gallery and
Juddy Roller about the second Wall to Wall Street Art Festival.
I am aware of this festival, now in its second year and generating engagement and excitement within Benalla and
beyond. It is a great example of how the creative industries can make an important contribution to regional
communities, socially, economically and culturally.
I am visiting many locations around the state to explore how the creative industries are performing and how this
government can best support them and I was pleased to have met you in Benalla last month.

Premier’s Spirit of Anzac Prize
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Veterans
Mr Elasmar
12 April 2016

REPLY:
Dear Mr Elasmar
I am writing in response to the Adjournment Debate matter you raised in the Legislative Council on 12 April 2016.
I am delighted to advise you that six students from Lalor Secondary College in the Northern Metropolitan region
were selected to participate in the Premier’s Spirit of Anzac Prize in 2016.
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On 3 February, I personally congratulated the 22 recipients and 20 regional finalists at an event held in Melbourne.
Nathan Burns, Rasha Fayrooz Ali and Clare Freeman were selected as Prize recipients who would participate in the
overseas study tour. Jaylan Chaaban, Sasho Lumakovski and Christine Lam were selected as regional finalists for
the Canberra study tour. An article was featured in the Whittlesea Leader on 23 February regarding the recipients
from Lalor Secondary School. I have enclosed a copy of the article for your information.
Since then, the 22 Prize recipients have returned from the overseas study tour which took place during the
March/April school holidays. While on tour, the students shared their reflections via the Premier’s Spirit of Anzac
Prize Facebook page and on their return, they were encouraged to speak about their experiences with their families,
schools and local communities.
In June, the Canberra study tour will visit significant sites such as the Australian War Memorial, where the students
will participate in the Last Post ceremony. Students will have the opportunity to contribute to the Prize Facebook
page. Again, they will be encouraged to speak about their experiences on their return.
I encourage you to follow and share the Premier’s Spirit of Anzac Facebook page in your electorate and to
encourage Year 9 and 10 students to consider applying for the 2016-17 program which is now open.
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Elevated rail proposal
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Public Transport
Mr Davis
13 April 2016

REPLY:
The Andrews Government committed to removing all nine level crossings between Caulfield and Dandenong,
Victorians voted for it and that is what we are doing.
The former Liberal Government did not commit to removing all nine level crossings between Caulfield and
Dandenong and their opposition to this project is understood by all Victorians.
There are numerous reports and studies available at www.levelcrossings.vic.gov.au that cover the issues the
Member for Southern Metropolitan refers to in his adjournment. In particular he will be pleased to know that
overall noise and diesel fumes at ground level will be reduced as a result of the elevated solution.

VicForests
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Agriculture
Ms Dunn
13 April 2016

REPLY:
As per the Victorian Auditor-General’s findings in the 2013 performance audit report “Managing Victoria’s Native
Forest Timber Resources”, VicForests does not receive any government subsidies.
VicForests contributes to the State of Victoria by creating jobs and managing the State’s public native timber
resources for long-term economic returns. Since being established, VicForests has achieved over $20 million net
profit, generated over $1.1 billion in timber sales, and returned dividends to the State in excess of $6 million.

Korumburra Secondary College
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Education
Ms Bath
13 April 2016

REPLY:
I am informed as follows:
Firstly, I wish to commend the school community’s commitment in providing quality education to the students at
Korumburra Secondary College.
Investment in education and school infrastructure is a priority for the Andrews Labor Government. This has been
demonstrated through the Government’s 2016-17 State Budget allocation of $1.1 billion to build, upgrade and
maintain school infrastructure across the state, ensuring that every community has access to a great local school,
and every child gets the chance to succeed. Our challenge is to responsibly balance and prioritise the needs of over
1500 government schools in Victoria, all in varying condition.
I am pleased to hear that Korumburra Secondary College’s current capital works project, is progressing well. I am
advised that the school has been working closely with the appointed architect to review the proposed design and
ensure that the project can be delivered within budget. I have asked the Department to continue to work closely
with the college throughout the remainder of construction, and very much look forward to seeing first-hand the
newly modernised and upgraded buildings at Korumburra Secondary College.
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I can assure you that the needs of all schools, including Korumburra Secondary College, will be considered when
determining future priorities for the capital works program. The Government will continue to use all available data,
including condition assessments and pre-existing project plans, when allocating funding in future State Budgets.

Geelong Hospital
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Health
Mr Ramsay
14 April 2016

REPLY:
The Minister for Housing, Disability & Ageing has portfolio responsibility for these matters. I have referred the
question to Minister Foley and requested that he respond to you directly.

Goulburn Valley Health
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Health
Ms Lovell
3 May 2016

REPLY:
Last month I was delighted to join the Premier Daniel Andrews and members of the community to announce the
$168.5 million redevelopment of the Shepparton campus of Goulburn Valley Health.
The former Coalition Government took the people of Shepparton for granted and refused to give them the modem
hospital that they badly needed.
In response to the needs identified by the health service, the local community and the Community Advisory group,
the redevelopment includes a new four-storey tower that will provide three new operating theatres and two new
wards, and existing theatres will be refurbished to provide greater efficiency with operations. The existing
Emergency Department will be extended to add extra treatment bays, doubling its current capacity, and a new
short-stay unit to improve patient wait times. Patients needing dialysis at Goulburn Valley Health will receive their
treatment in greater comfort, with the existing chairs to be replaced with a new, expanded 16 chair unit.
After $1 billion in cuts to health by the former Government hospitals across Victoria are continuing to benefit from
the Andrews Labor Government’s record investments in health.
Health services like Goulburn Valley Health will share in an extra $2.45 billion in this year’s budget for health.
Funding for hospital services will be allocated to health services through the Policy and Funding Guidelines, to be
released later in the year.
Last year, as part of the $200 million Hospital Beds Rescue Fund, Goulburn Valley Health received funding to
open eight new beds, which will enable it to treat an extra 635 patients each year and help ease the pressure on its
emergency department. I can advise that these beds are fully operational.
I can assure you that the Department of Health and Human Services is working with Goulburn Valley Health to
ensure that it continues to provide the highest possible level of services until such time as this exciting project is
completed.
I acknowledge the work of the staff at Goulburn Valley Health to manage the growing number of patients in the
emergency department and the significant increase in the acuity of these patients.
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Plenty Road upgrade
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Roads and Road Safety
Mr Elasmar
3 May 2016

REPLY:
Thank you for the invitation to visit Plenty Road. l am pleased to accept your invitation.
The Victorian Government is responding to the significant population growth in Melbourne’s north with a range of
investments in the transport network, including the Plenty Road upgrade, Yan Yean Road upgrade, O’Herns Road
interchange and the Mernda Rail Project.
The 2016-17 Victorian Budget committed up to $139 million for the Plenty Road upgrade.
This investment will provide an additional lane in each direction between McKimmies Road and Bridge Inn Road.

Footscray Hospital
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Health
Mr Finn
3 May 2016

REPLY:
After years of neglect under the former government, the Andrews Labor Government is committed to investing in a
healthier future for the western suburbs. In the May 2015 state budget, funding was provided to expand and build
more services for the health services in the west, including $200 million for the Joan Kirner Women’s and
Children’s Hospital and $85 million for the expansion of acute health services at Werribee Mercy Hospital. Work
is progressing well on both projects.
I am pleased to advise that a further $61.3 million was provided in the 2016 state budget for key infrastructure
works and planning at Western Health’s Sunshine and Footscray Hospital sites.
Of the $ 61.3 million, Sunshine Hospital will receive $44.3 million to provide for an extra 64 new surgical and
emergency beds as part of a plan to use extra spaces that will be available once the new Joan Kirner Women’s and
Children’s Hospital is complete. This includes a 32-bed surgical inpatient ward to increase capacity for elective
surgery, 12 surgical short stay (recovery) beds and increased emergency department capacity with an expanded
20-bed short stay unit and 12 additional emergency department treatment cubicles.
Footscray Hospital will receive $17 million: $15 million to immediately address urgent works to fix key sections of
the hospital and $2 million to undertake important planning works to determine the future of Footscray Hospital.
Work is also underway to develop a regional plan for the western growth corridor of Melbourne as part of the
statewide services and infrastructure plan. This planning will focus on making sure that we have the right services
and infrastructure in place in Melbourne’s West so that we can best meet the demands of our rapidly growing
community.

Monash City Council
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Local Government
Mrs Peulich
3 May 2016

REPLY:
This matter has been dealt with in accordance with the Local Government Act 1989.
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The Victorian Electoral Commission has publicly advised that following a countback held on 23 May 2016 for the
Oakleigh Ward, Nga Hosking was declared elected by the returning officer. Further, the countback to fill the
vacancy in the Mulgrave Ward was held on 14 June 2016 resulting in the election of John Sharkey.

Greater Geelong City Council
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Local Government
Mr Davis
4 May 2016

REPLY:
The government has appointed a panel of administrators to act as the Greater Geelong City Council until the
elections in October 2017. This will provide greater certainty about the future for the people of Geelong.
A panel of administrators was appointed on 24 May 2016. The panel of administrators will replace the interim
administrator at the council, Mr Yehudi Blacher, who was appointed from 16 April 2016 until the appointment of a
panel of administrators.
The panel of administrators for the council comprises:
– Dr Kathy Alexander (chairperson), an experienced board director, consultant and CEO, including as the former
CEO for the City of Melbourne.
– Ms Laurinda Gardner (panel member), a former senior government executive with considerable experience
leading large policy and operational teams, change management and organisational governance.
– Mr Peter Dorling (panel member), an experienced board member and director, current business manager at
Avalon Airport and member of the Geelong Performing Arts Centre Trust and former executive director of the
Committee for Geelong.
The panel of administrators reflects the right skills and experience, local knowledge and leadership needed to return
good governance to Geelong.
As the interim administrator for the council, Mr Blacher ensured continuity of the work of the council for the
people of Geelong. I thank him for his leadership and work during the period of his appointment.
I look forward to supporting the panel of administrators to restore good governance at the council.

Chandler Highway bridge
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Roads and Road Safety
Mr Ondarchie
4 May 2016

REPLY:
Consistent with previous statements, VicRoads has confirmed that the Chandler Highway Upgrade will not require
the compulsory acquisition of land from residents of Rex Avenue or the Chandler Highway. The Chandler
Highway Upgrade will be built within the existing road reserve on the west side of the existing Chandler Highway
Bridge.
VicRoads has indicated that while this land is part of the road reserve, some of this land is zoned residential and
consistent with the information available on the VicRoads website. A Planning Scheme Amendment is required to
convert this land to road zone.
Refer to <vicroads.vic.gov.au/planning-and-projects/melboume-road-projects/chandler-highway-kew> for further
information.
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Gaming licences
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Consumer Affairs, Gaming and Liquor Regulation
Ms Hartland
5 May 2016

REPLY:
The decision whether to grant approval for additional gaming machines at a gaming venue or for new premises for
gaming is a matter for the Victorian Commission for Gambling and Liquor Regulation.
In determining whether or not to grant approval the Commission is required to consider whether or not the approval
would cause a net social or economic detriment. The Commission considers a number of factors in making its
determination.
The government has decision-making guidelines in place which the Commission is required to take into account
when assessing an application that includes a proposal for a children’s play area.
The decision-making guidelines require the Commission to have regard to a number of harm minimisation
measures, including that the children’s play area is located as far away as possible from the gaming machine area,
does not have a line of sight into the gaming machine area and does not permit sounds from gaming machines to be
heard in the children’s play area.

Pathways
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing
Mr Ramsay
24 May 2016

REPLY:
Pathways and Neami National recently announced their intention to merge and are currently undergoing a due
diligence process. The process will determine the potential for Neami National to acquire Pathways clients and
services, including those services for participants funded through the National Disability Insurance Scheme
(NDIS).
I met with Pathways to better understand the nature of its concerns and to outline my commitment that people with
psychosocial disability will continue to receive the supports they need under the NDIS.
I understand requests from Pathways to meet with Federal Government representatives were not responded to
including the Federal Member for Corangamite. I offered the assistance of my department to work with the
National Disability Insurance Agency and Pathways to ensure service continuity for existing clients and stability
going forward.
NDIS pricing is set by the NDIA, and Victoria continues to discuss pricing with the NDIA and Commonwealth
Government to ensure ongoing quality service delivery and an effective market.
The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring a smooth transition for service providers to the NDIS. Victoria
has also allocated funding through its NDIS Transition Support Package to community mental health services, to
support service providers in transitioning to the NDIS. This package is assisting service providers adapt to the
NDIS operating model.
My department has actively engaged with the NDIA and community mental health service providers over the
course of the Bannon trial to enable a smooth transition.
Victoria also continues to support consumers and carers with funding retained from community mental health
services by delivering some services that will not be covered by the NDIS.
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TAFE funding
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Training and Skills
Mr Melhem
24 May 2016

REPLY:
I commend Mr Melhem on his passion for education in Melbourne’s western suburbs and his commitment to
restoring Victoria’s TAFE system and making Victoria the Education State.
I am pleased to confirm that your electorate will benefit from Victoria University’s success in obtaining
$2.4 million from the TAFE Rescue Fund Community Service funding round for the 2016 academic year.
The funding allocation allows vulnerable and disadvantaged young people in the Western Metropolitan Region to
participate in training that they might have not had access to, often providing targeted support both while
undertaking study and in transitioning from training to employment.
As a result, this improves young people’s job prospects, industry’s access to educated potential employees and
positive outcomes for the western metropolitan region as a whole.
Victoria University’s funding is directed to seven separate community service activities:
– Student Outreach Services;
– Language, Literacy and Numeracy (LLN) Support;
– Transition to Work;
– Campus Facilities;
– Diploma of Paramedical Science (Ambulance);
– Advanced Engineering Courses; and
– Transport, Supply Chain and Logistics.
All of the above activities have positive benefits in some respect to vulnerable and disadvantaged students in the
Western Metropolitan Region. For example, Student Outreach Services provides a range of supports to assist
students (predominantly from low socio-economic backgrounds in the Western Metropolitan Region) in
completing their courses. Services include counselling, welfare and enhanced student support services, and range
from providing legal and financial advice to accommodation and disability services to ensure that students are
supported to participate in all areas of TAFE life.
The above activities are a good example of the diversity within the Institute. Without this funding, some of these
programs might have otherwise been defunded or discontinued.
TAFEs play an important role in supporting local communities and advancing Victoria as the Education State.
Victoria University is part of this valuable contribution that TAFEs make to vulnerable and disadvantaged students.
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Level crossings
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Public Transport
Mr Davis
24 May 2016

REPLY:
Works are now well underway for the removal of the nine level crossings between Caulfield and Dandenong along
the Cranbourne— Pakenham line. The Level Crossing Removal Authority (LXRA) has begun working at a
number of locations, including some after-hours works. These works are required outside of live rail operating
hours for the safety of workers and train users, and to minimise the disruption to road and rail networks during peak
travel times. Where possible, however, the most disruptive works are being carried out during the day.
Where night works are required, LXRA is mindful of keeping noise from construction activities to a minimum and
respecting the local community environment in which they are working. While works are underway, the project
will comply with the Environmental Protection Authority Victoria requirements.
Residents who live close to night works will be notified well in advance and offered alternative accommodation
during any particularly noisy works. A 24 hour hotline is also available during the works to ensure residents can
directly contact the project team about any concerns.
I would also point out that the night works to which you refer as having taken place on the night of Monday
23 May 2016 were not undertaken by LXRA. These works are signalling upgrade works being carried out by
Metro Trains Melbourne between Caulfield and Oakleigh stations from mid-April 2016 through to the end of June
2016. The works are essential to ensure the ongoing safety and efficiency of the rail network.

Diggers Rest police resources
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Police
Mr Finn
24 May 2016

REPLY:
I refer to the matter raised in the Legislative Assembly on 24 May 2016 regarding police services for Diggers Rest.
As you noted, the decision of how and where resources are deployed is appropriately a matter for the Chief
Commissioner. Policing across Victoria is managed in a flexible manner to ensure the best possible use of available
police resources.
I am advised that when a Diggers Rest resident calls the ‘000’ emergency number, the nearest police unit will
respond. The local police response is provided by police from Melton, Sunbury, or the Highway Patrol.
Victoria Police has advised that the proposal for Diggers Rest to form part of the Sunbury Response Zone is not
feasible, as it does not align with the Police Service Area and the Local Government Area (LGA) boundaries.
As you would expect, the government works closely with the Chief Commissioner to ensure Victoria Police is
appropriately resourced to tackle law and order issues facing the Victorian community.
The Andrews Labor Government recently announced a $596 million Public Safety Package as part of the 2016-17
State Budget, delivering on our promise to give police the necessary resources to respond to gang-related crime,
gun crime, terrorist threats and family violence. This reflects the government’s commitment to work with the Chief
Commissioner to ensure we provide the resources to police that will keep our community safe.
Victoria Police will soon have an extra 406 sworn police officers and 52 support personnel bringing the total
number of new police personnel funded by the Andrews Government since it came to office to 1156.
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The full deployment of 400 Police Custody Officers, funded in last year’s budget will be fast tracked by six months
to the end of 2017, further freeing up police officers to return to the frontline. I am advised that Victoria Police has
over 200 custody officers.
We are also making a major investment in police equipment and technology to put Victoria Police at the forefront
of providing smarter more responsive policing. For the first time, police will have mobile technology, including
mobile tablets, enabling police to access and exchange up to date information while in the field. Combined with
new body worn cameras, this investment will significantly enhance Victoria Police’s frontline operations.
The government will continue to consult with Victoria Police about overall police resourcing across the state. I am
assured by the Chief Commissioner that the allocation of police resources across Victoria is continuously
monitored by the respective command officers to ensure the best possible policing service is delivered to the
Victorian community.

University Hospital Geelong
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Health
Ms Fitzherbert
24 May 2016

REPLY:
As a result of the 2016–17 Victorian Budget which delivered an extra $2.45 billion in health funding, Barwon
Health will receive a multi-million dollar funding boost. This follows last year’s record investment in health, where
Barwon Health received an additional $20.24 million, bringing total funding to $441 million. This is on top of
$1.4 million boost provided in May to immediately open 10 extra beds.
This record funding, together with demand for service, will mean that University Hospital Geelong will open up
beds on Baxter Ward 7.
Initially, Baxter 7 ward will cater for acute patients to meet an expected increase in demand over winter, before
being transformed into palliative care beds from November.
After $1 billion in cuts to health under the former Liberal Government, the Andrews Labor Government is putting
patients first and injecting record funding into Victoria’s hospitals so more patients can be treated, sooner.
This extra funding for Barwon Health means more patients will be able to access the high quality and safe care they
need, especially during the busy winter months.

Dairy industry
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Agriculture
Mr Purcell
24 May 2016

REPLY:
The price reductions imposed by some dairy processors have created a major challenge for Victorian dairy farmers
and their affected communities. The Andrews Labor Government acted swiftly to provide support.
The Dairy Industry Taskforce has developed an Action Plan to support dairy farmers and industry impacted by the
price reductions. It is also coordinating an industry response to address the economic and social impacts on farm
businesses and communities.
Dairy farmers are providing comments to Murray Goulburn and Fonterra directly about the impact of the clawback.
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On 31 May 2016, Murray Goulburn offered an early payment option as part of its Milk Supply Support Package.
Dairy farmers can opt to pay Murray Goulburn the difference between the payments they received this financial
year and the projected reduced closing price. The payment must be made in full by 24 June 2016.
I have called on processors to provide farmers with early certainty for 2016–17 prices. Early certainty will give
farmers the best possible opportunity to plan for financial challenges ahead.
I appreciate that thousands of Victorian families depend on the strength of the dairy sector; their plight is a top
priority for our State.
I have not ruled out establishing an inquiry into these issues.

Haven Foundation
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing
Ms Crozier
24 May 2016

REPLY:
The Victorian Government is committed to improving housing access for a range of Victorians.
The 2016-17 Budget includes $12.9 million over four years for improving housing access for people with a severe
mental illness.
Some of this funding will go to Prahran Mission for property and tenancy management and on-site support for the
residents of the Haven in Prahran.
It is anticipated that residents in the Haven will be eligible for individual packages of psychosocial disability
support through the National Disability Insurance Scheme.
We will continue to explore options for further supported accommodation in areas of need throughout Victoria and
look forward to the Haven’s continued investment in this space.

Bayswater level crossings
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Public Transport
Mr Leane
25 May 2016

REPLY:
Thank you for raising this matter with me. It’s great to have the Knox Council’s support for the Bayswater Level
Crossing Removal Project.
I will ask the Level Crossing Removal Authority to work with the Council to investigate opportunities for land to
be made available at the end of the project, for construction of a library or community centre.

Ridesharing regulation
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Public Transport
Mr Melhem
25 May 2016

REPLY:
As you are aware, the emergence of ride-sharing is the biggest issue facing the Victorian taxi and hire car industry.
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Following the outcomes of the recent Country Court matter, the Government has legislated to remove Section 159
from the Transport (Compliance and Miscellaneous) Act 1983.
This ensures that existing public safety requirements can be enforced. For example, the requirement for drivers of
commercial passenger vehicles to undergo rigorous criminal background checks and medical fitness assessments.
If the Taxis Services Commission was unable to enforce these requirements then there would be a very real and
immediate risk that people who have committed serious criminal offences such as murder and rape will start
driving taxis and hire cars.
The enforcement of driver accreditation is necessary to protect public safety and maintain public confidence in the
commercial passenger industry. For these reasons ride sharing service providers should have a strong interest in
ensuring compliance.
Uber agrees that drivers should be accredited and is recommending to its drivers that they apply and obtain
accreditation. However, to date, Uber has not taken on accountability for ensuring compliance.
Responding to the emergence of ride sharing is an extremely complex matter, and Victoria’s response needs to
reflect the unique starting point of our regulatory framework and industry.
The Victorian Government will be providing for the regulation of ride sharing but will do so in a way that ensures
public safety, a competitive market and is fair to existing industry.
Commercial passenger vehicles, such as taxis and hire cars, are an essential part of our transport system, and
provide important access and mobility across Victoria.
The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring we implement a solution that is going to work for the industry
as a whole in the longer term.
I expect to soon be in a position to make announcements about how the Government will respond to ride-share
services in the future.

Level crossings
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Public Transport
Mr Davis
25 May 2016

REPLY:
On 22 June 2016, the Legislative Council in the Victorian Parliament overwhelming voted in support of the
Government’s proposed solution to remove the nine level crossings between Caulfield and Dandenong.
While this endorsement is appreciated, the Government has repeatedly made it clear that the design solution
between Caulfield and Dandenong will not necessarily be the most appropriate solution at other sites. This includes
on the Frankston line where the previous Liberal Government decided to not remove a single level crossing but the
Andrews Government is removing eleven, with three sets of boom gates already gone.
There are rail bridges on every train line in Melbourne and as the Liberal member for Southern Metropolitan region
Inga Peulich has pointed out, “a bridge is not a sky rail”. The level crossing at Toorak Road in Kooyong is a
congested death trap that clogs up entry and exit from the Monash freeway. The Liberal Party went to the last
election with a promise to keep it in place while in contrast the Andrews Government promised to remove it Initial
planning works are occurring and at this point there is no design solution.
The level crossing at Grange Road in Alphington is also a congested death trap that the Liberal Party committed to
keeping in place. Along with the Andrews Government’s new Chandler Road bridge, the removal of this crossing
will help alleviate congestion in one of Melbourne’s most notorious traffic bottlenecks.
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Elevated rail proposal
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Public Transport
Mrs Peulich
25 May 2016

REPLY:
The Government acknowledges that the Caulfield to Dandenong Level Crossing Removal Project represents a
major change and I can assure you that the Level Crossing Removal Authority (LXRA) is committed to engaging
closely with local residents at every stage of the project.
I understand that the LXRA has had ongoing meetings and discussions with Mr Papapavlou, and that he has been
assigned a case manager to keep him up to date as the project progresses.
You can assure Mr Papapavlou that the design of the rail corridor precludes the possibility of a train falling off.

Waste management
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change
Ms Springle
26 May 2016

REPLY:
The Andrews Labor Government takes community concerns relating to hazardous waste seriously. Volumes of
hazardous wastes have reduced over the past 10 years but it is not possible to eliminate it entirely. There are limited
or no reuse, recycling and/or treatment options for many hazardous waste types.
The SUEZ landfill at Lyndhurst plays a significant statewide role in managing Victoria’s highest hazard solid
wastes and it meets EPA Victoria’s licence requirements for appropriate hazardous waste disposal to protect the
surrounding environment and community.

Growing Suburbs Fund
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Local Government
Mr Mulino
26 May 2016

REPLY:
The Victorian Government recognises that Melbourne’s interface councils are diverse and are home to some of the
city’s most vulnerable communities. They play a critical role in supporting Victoria’s population growth and
economy, contain productive rural land and are responsible for 90 per cent of Melbourne’s Green Wedge areas.
As a group, the interface councils on Melbourne’s urban fringe have been experiencing significant population
growth over the last two decades, with growth consistently doubling the state’s average. Melbourne’s outer
suburban areas are expected to continue growing, with more than 1 million additional residents by 2031.
The Victorian Government is investing an additional $50 million through the 2016-17 Growing Suburbs Fund
(GSF), formerly known as the Interface Growth Fund, to accelerate the delivery of critical infrastructure in
Melbourne’s outer suburban areas.
The GSF builds on the initial $50 million commitment through the 2015-16 Interface Growth Fund and the 34 local
infrastructure projects that are currently being delivered.
The GSF is open to Melbourne’s ten interface councils, including Cardinia, Casey, Hume, Melton, Mitchell,
Mornington Peninsula, Nillumbik, Whittlesea, Wyndham and Yarra Ranges.
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Community, not-for-profit or private sector organisations are encouraged to partner with these councils to put
forward proposals for the 2016-17 GSF.
The 2016-17 GSF will fund a mix of projects that have a direct social or economic benefit for communities such as
family and community centres, town centres, parks and reserves, playgrounds and amenity facilities.
Applications for eligible projects will be received through a single application round, which opened on 3 June 2016
and will close 29 July 2016.
The assessment process is designed to ensure that fully scoped, eligible and high priority projects can be funded as
soon as possible for works to commence. Successful applications will be announced from November 2016.
The GSF will be delivered in coordination with other government infrastructure investments in interface
communities.

Monash City Council
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Finance
Mrs Peulich
26 May 2016

REPLY:
The matter you have raised falls within the portfolio responsibilities of the Hon Natalie Hutchins MP as the
Minister for Local Government.

Latrobe Valley vocational education and training
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Training and Skills
Ms Bath
26 May 2016

REPLY:
TBM Training entered into voluntary liquidation on 14 April 2016 and Worksafe Training Centre entered into
voluntary liquidation on 9 May 2016. The closures of these Registered Training Organisations (RTOs) occurred
without prior notice to the Department of Education and Training (the Department). As always, the immediate
concern as a result of these providers choosing to close has been to minimise disruption to affected students.
The Department has been working hard to assist students affected by the closures. This work includes
communications with the liquidators of each RTO and writing to all affected Victorian Training Guarantee (VTG)
funded students in relation to continuing their training.
Further, the Department has made arrangements with government TAFE institutes to help students. Specifically,
VTG funded students can transition to Federation Training or Chisholm Institute, based in the south eastern region,
without needing to be reassessed for VTG eligibility, or pay any further Tuition Fees.
In relation to TBM Training, who was registered with the Victorian Registration & Qualification Authority
(VRQA), as soon as the VRQA became aware of the RTO closure it secured copies of student records and has
ensured that where possible students have been issued with statements of attainment to enable them to transition to
another training provider and have the competencies achieved at TBM Training recognised. Students of TBM
Training who still require a statement of attainment have been advised to contact the VRQA.
VTG funded students of Worksafe Training Centre, registered with the commonwealth regulator the Australian
Skills Quality Authority (ASQA) have been advised by the Department by letter that they need to contact ASQA if
they have not already obtained a statement of attainment.
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In relation to students who were enrolled in the Certificate III in Rigging at Worksafe Training Centre, I am
informed that this qualification is offered by Federation Training. Students who need to complete this qualification
should contact Federation Training to discuss their training options.
The Government has not cut funding to Worksafe Training Centre. The RTO was unsuccessful in its application
for a 2016 Funding Contract as it did not meet the required standards. The RTO held a Funding Contract to deliver
government subsidised training in 2014 and 2015 and any students who were enrolled under the terms of those
contracts would have continued to be funded at the RTO under the VTG until completion. These students are able
to continue to access their entitlement to VTG funding to complete the training they commenced at Worksafe
Training Centre at a new training provider of their choice who delivers government subsidised training.
The Victorian Government is working very hard to ensure training providers with VTG Funding Contracts are
thoroughly vetted and comply with all entry requirements to ensure that Victorian students receive the highest
quality training.

Palais Theatre
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change
Ms Pennicuik
26 May 2016

REPLY:
The Andrews Labor Government appreciates the significant community benefits and enjoyment the Palais Theatre
provides to thousands of Victorians every year.
The City of Port Phillip is the Committee of Management for the St Kilda Triangle site, which includes the Palais
Theatre, and is responsible for issuing leases over the theatre under relevant legislation.
It is my legislated administrative responsibility to consider the terms and conditions of the lease and, if acceptable,
approve the lease. This is not related to the lessee evaluation or selection process.
The Andrews Labor Government has committed $13.4 million to restoration work for the Palais, which will
address interior statutory and legislative compliance issues, and improve the exterior appearance of this iconic live
entertainment venue.

Power-assisted bicycles
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Roads and Road Safety
Mr Morris
7 June 2016

REPLY:
In Victoria, powered assisted pedal cycles fitted with an auxiliary motor(s) producing a combined maximum of 200
watts or less, or a pedalec that can have a maximum power of 250 watts, are not required to be registered, nor the
rider required to be licensed.
The fundamental characteristic of these vehicles (commonly referred to as electric bicycles) is that they are capable
of being powered by the pedals alone and are likely to have similar performance characteristics to an average rider
on an unpowered bicycle.
The law makes no reference to require riders to continuously pedal while riding electric bicycles. Further, such
bicycles must also be ridden in accordance with the Road Safety Road Rules 2009, in the same way as any
non-powered bicycle.
Electric bicycles that do not meet the above definitions are considered to be non-complying motorcycles and can
only be used on private property.
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Rail high-capacity signalling
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Public Transport
Ms Dunn
7 June 2016

REPLY:
The Victorian Government is committed to the introduction of high capacity signalling on Melbourne’s rail
network.
During 2015, Public Transport Victoria (PTV) progressed the design and engineering works for Stage 1 of a
High-capacity signalling (HCS) trial. In parallel, the Government was updating the Business Case for the Metro
Tunnel, which was publicly released in February this year.
PTV and the Melbourne Metro Rail Authority (MMRA) have worked together to develop an efficient approach to
the initial implementation of HCS on Melbourne’s rail network — particularly in the context of the Metro Tunnel
project.
The Metro Tunnel project includes HCS from Watergardens to Dandenong as part of the scope of the Rail Systems
Alliance work package. This will be the first roll out of HCS in an existing rail network in Australia and will result
in HCS being used for most of the new Sunshine-Dandenong line that will be created with the new Metro Tunnel.
The Government has decided that delivering both the Metro Tunnel HCS scope and the initial implementation of
HCS as a single procurement would deliver better outcomes for the State. As a result, the initial implementation of
HCS is now part of the Metro Tunnel Rail Systems work package.
This approach also means that HCS will not be trialled on the Sandringham line. To de-risk the delivery of the
Metro Tunnel, the initial implementation will occur on X’Trapolis rolling stock. Consequently a location on the
Clifton Hill Group is considered the most appropriate for the initial implementation, and this will be aligned with
the Government’s long-term plans to improve capacity on the South Morang and Hurstbridge lines. The knowledge
gained from the initial implementation will inform the roll out of HCS on the Metro Tunnel and will also inform
any future roll out on the network.
With regards to the Sandringham line, the Government is considering upgrades to the conventional signalling
system. These upgrades would improve reliability and deliver a better service for Sandringham commuters.

Local government reform
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Local Government
Mr Melhem
7 June 2016

REPLY:
Thank you for the adjournment debate matter you raised on 7 June 2016 seeking an update on the Local
Government Act review.
A key milestone in creating a new Local Government Act for Victoria was met on 10 June 2016 following the
release of the Directions Paper-Act for the Future.
This contains 157 proposed reform directions for new legislation covering all Victorian councils. These have been
developed to achieve three core aims which are to: revitalise local democracy; assist councils to be innovative,
collaborative and efficient; and create a clear, ‘easy to read’ Act.
Submissions from both the sector and the general community in response to the Directions Paper are open until
Friday 16 September 2016. In addition, an extensive engagement process will be undertaken around the state to test
the reforms with councillors, council staff, residents and peak organisations.
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The full Directions Paper, and other explanatory material relating to the review can be found at the ‘Your Council
Your Community’ website.

Publication funding guidelines
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Premier
Mr Davis
7 June 2016

REPLY:
Details of the Government’s investment into The Conversation have been on premier.vic.gov.au since
21 September 2015.

Pedestrian safety
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Roads and Road Safety
Mr Barber
7 June 2016

REPLY:
The Victorian Government has committed $100 million to target pedestrian and cyclist crashes under the safer
cyclists and pedestrians program.
As part of the $100 million commitment, VicRoads, in association with the Transport Accident Commission and
the Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources has developed an investment plan for
$25 million to address pedestrian crash issues.
The program will target high fatal and serious pedestrian injury areas. Treatments will be implemented not just in
locations where pedestrian injuries are occurring, but also in areas surrounding these locations. The program is
expected to be implemented between 2016–17-2017–18, and will focus on 87 areas across Victoria.
It is anticipated that this program will reduce serious pedestrian casualties by almost 20 per cent over a 20 year
treatment life, resulting in approximately 400 less serious casualties overall.
The program is not a pedestrian crossing program, although pedestrian crossings may be included as part of the
countermeasures implemented. The three crossings mentioned in the Adjournment Debate question are not located
in the 87 areas identified for the program.
VicRoads advises me that it is willing to work with the City of Darebin or any other council to assist identifying
other programs, under which proposals such as the three mentioned in the Adjournment Debate question, could be
considered for funding.

Warrnambool rail services
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Public Transport
Mr Purcell
7 June 2016

REPLY:
I was pleased to announce an additional service on the Warrnambool line and I thank the Member for Western
Victoria for taking part in the consultation on the Regional Network Development Plan. As a first step towards
implementing new services on the Warrnambool line, an additional train will be added. In the future, as part of
adding additional coach services to the network, consultation will be undertaken to determine demand, and the
timing of any new services. Residents can provide feedback at any time by contacting Public Transport Victoria on
1800 800 007.
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Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining agreement
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Emergency Services
Mr Finn
7 June 2016

REPLY:
The Victorian Government greatly appreciates the vital contribution of Country Fire Authority (CFA) Volunteers,
including those volunteers in your region who selflessly devote their time in keeping Victorian communities safe.
Over the past 18 months the Government has delivered $33.5 million for new volunteer trucks, $46.2 million for
new training facilities, and $11 million for CFA new stations and station upgrades.
We understand the concerns of some CFA volunteers about the proposed enterprise agreement. However, the Fair
Work Commission recommendation is explicit: ‘nothing in this agreement shall prevent volunteers in the CFA
from providing services normally provided by such volunteers as volunteers without remuneration.’
Emergency Management Commissioner Craig Lapsley has been appointed to oversee the implementation of the
agreement. He will publish six and twelve month reports to ensure the role of volunteers is protected.
Further, the Victorian Government will establish a Country Fire Authority Performance and Policy Consultative
Committee, uniting career firefighters, volunteers and management to improve the CFA’s performance and culture.
The CFA Committee will be modelled on the Ambulance. Performance and Policy Consultative Committee
established in the wake of the ambulance crisis that worked to produce Victoria’s Ambulance Action Plan to
improve services and save lives.
A new board and new consultative committee will bring together volunteer and career firefighters, management
and the Government to build a better culture and ultimately provide safety and certainty for all Victorians.
Thank you for raising this matter with me.

Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Centre
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Tourism and Major Events
Mr Elasmar
7 June 2016

REPLY:
The Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Centre (MCEC) expansion will add 9000 square metres of flexible
exhibition space, including a multi-purpose facility with 900 retractable seats and 200 additional moveable seats,
concourse, exhibitor and support areas.
The expansion will enable the MCEC to cater for larger exhibitions, stage multiple exhibitions and conventions
concurrently, and greatly improve the efficiency of operations of the combined facility through increased links to
the existing Melbourne Exhibition Centre and Melbourne Convention Centre.
Once completed, the additional space is expected to generate an additional 74 000 international visitors annually,
who spend an average $693 each day while in Melbourne, resulting in a $167 million boost to our economy.
It is anticipated that the construction of the expanded exhibition facilities will generate 400 jobs, while the
construction of the car park and hotel will generate a total of 300 jobs.
The MCEC has advised that once operational, the expanded facilities will create an additional 865 ongoing direct
and indirect jobs. The hotel will generate approximately 100 ongoing jobs.
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Constituents in your region can find out more about the opportunities this project will bring for Melbourne and
your community by visiting http://www.mcec.com.au/expansion.

North Road, Ormond, level crossing
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Public Transport
Ms Crozier
7 June 2016

REPLY:
The previous Liberal Government did not remove any Level Crossings on the Frankston line. The Andrews Labor
Government is removing eleven, with three already gone, including the crossing at North Road Ormond, six
months ahead of schedule.
The fast-tracked removal of this crossing will ultimately be terrific for Ormond traders as traffic congestion in the
area is alleviated and customers have approved access to the precinct via both public transport and road.
The Government acknowledges that during construction there will be impacts on the traders and the Level Crossing
Removal Authority (LXRA) has been working closely with local businesses on North, McKinnon and Centre roads
since the project commenced.
For example, LXRA is running a targeted “Open for Business” campaign in the area and details are available at
www.levelcrossinas.vic.gov.au.
Approximately 1000 workers are currently on site and many traders have benefitted from the shopping they are
undertaking locally.
Importantly, by August 2016, the bulk of major project work will be complete and the trains will be back up and
running. McKinnon Station will be operational in early August, followed by Ormond and Bentleigh stations.
I am advised that the particular power outage to which the member referred refer occurred in Ormond to facilitate
works for the project and affected a total of three local businesses. The project team’s role in electricity works is to
notify United Energy of the works that need to occur and United Energy then determines when the service
disruptions will take place. Properties impacted by a power outage then receive a notice directly from United
Energy.
The LXRA and project alliances will continue to work closely with local businesses and the broader community to
develop ways to minimise any disruptions and impacts on traders.

Police numbers
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Police
Mr O’Donohue
7 June 2016

REPLY:
I can assure you that Melton residents continue to receive a 24-hour policing response from across the Melton
Police Service Area. It is very important that if anyone requires urgent police assistance that they contact Victoria
Police on the emergency number ‘000’, as calls are recorded and responded to by the closest appropriate police
personnel.
I am assured by the Chief Commissioner that the allocation of police resources across Victoria is continuously
monitored by the respective command officers to ensure the best possible policing service is delivered to the
Victorian community.
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I am advised that police from the Melton Police Station and the Caroline Springs Police Station provide police
services across the Melton Police Service Area. The local police response includes the Crime Investigation Unit
and the Highway Patrol. Further, initiatives currently being undertaken in Melton include a new crime and traffic
hotline, a bicycle patrol unit, a liquor licensing accord and an alcohol diversion program Your Choice.
As you would expect, the government works closely with the Chief Commissioner to ensure Victoria Police is
appropriately resourced to tackle law and order issues facing the Victorian community.
We need to see more police out on the front line and the Chief Commissioner is working with the Government on
what resources and powers they need to ensure that we see the crime rate start to turn around.
The Andrews Labor Government recently announced a $596 million Public Safety Package as part of the 2016-17
State Budget, delivering on our promise to give police the necessary resources to increase frontline police and
specialist police to respond to gang-related crime, gun crime, terrorist threats and family violence. This reflects the
government’s commitment to work with the Chief Commissioner to ensure we provide the resources to police that
will keep our community safe.
This includes an additional 406 police officers. The Government is working closely with Victoria Police to recruit
and train these additional officers. The recruitment and deployment of 400 Police Custody Officers also means we
can free up more police to work in their communities and keep Victorians safe.
The full deployment of 400 Police Custody Officers, funded in last year’s budget is being fast tracked by six
months to the end of 2017, further freeing up police officers to return to the frontline. I am advised that Victoria
Police now has over 200 custody officers.
Protective Services Officers (PSOs) were deployed to the Melton train station from 7 May 2013 and will be
deployed to Caroline Springs train station when it becomes operational. PSOs have undertaken a significant
amount of work, issuing more than 57 000 infringement notices for a wide range of offences including antisocial
behaviour, alcohol, drugs and graffiti offences. They have detected people with outstanding warrants and provided
assistance, including medical assistance, to commuters.
We are also making a major investment in police equipment and technology to put Victoria Police at the forefront
of providing smarter more responsive policing. For the first time, police will have mobile technology, including
mobile tablets, enabling police to access and exchange up to date information while in the field. Combined with
new body worn cameras, this investment will significantly enhance Victoria Police’s frontline operations.

City Life
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Premier
Mrs Peulich
7 June 2016

REPLY:
I am advised that this issue has been resolved thanks to the intervention of the Member for Frankston. Upon
hearing that City Life would be closing, the Member for Frankston worked tirelessly to ensure that the vital
services provided by City Life would continue to be provided for people living in Frankston.
We have contributed $300 000 to Wintringham Specialist Aged Care who will partner with Wallara to provide
affordable housing, outreach services and training opportunities for people with disabilities. These two
organisations will also provide the important meal production that is so crucial for many living in Frankston.
I am very pleased that we were able to play an important role to secure the future of these vital services and
commend the Member for Frankston for his work on behalf of his constituents.
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Regional Network Development Plan
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Public Transport
Ms Lovell
8 June 2016

REPLY:
In the short term, the Andrews Labor Government has announced the addition of a fourth Melbourne to Shepparton
service to be formed by extending an existing Melbourne to Seymour train to Shepparton.
The government has worked together with local Member for Shepparton Suzanna. Sheed to consult with the local
community and understand the need for this service.
Longer term, to reach five return services between Melbourne and Shepparton, additional infrastructure such as
passing loops and signalling upgrades will be required and it is likely there will need to be more trains procured to
enable a fifth service.
Rolling stock and infrastructure have long lead in times. The procurement of rolling stock especially can take years
from design through procurement and into the building stage. Similarly, it takes time to determine the location of
passing loops so they can be effective for both passenger and freight trains.
For this reason it is not possible at this stage to put a time on the delivery of five return services to Shepparton.

Northeast Health Wangaratta
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Health
Ms Symes
8 June 2016

REPLY:
The Andrews Labor Government has established the $200 million Regional Health Infrastructure Fund, a dedicated
new fund to rebuild rural and regional hospitals. This funding will ensure families in regional Victoria have access
to the quality health care they deserve and will assist regional and rural health services like Northeast Health
Wangaratta to improve:
– safety and quality of services,
– service capacity,
– models of care,
– patient and staff amenity, and
– service efficiency.
The Department will shortly call for applications for the Fund’s first round.
Applications will be assessed on the basis of how well the proposed works will meet Government’s objectives of
better health for people in regional and rural Victoria. Northeast Health Wangaratta is encouraged to apply.
Priority will be given to applications that address:
– Need for major refurbishment I repairs/replacement of ageing buildings and equipment with deferred
maintenance
– Safety and quality of services including compliance with regulatory requirements and reduction of clinical risk
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– Demand pressures from increasing population and/or changing age profile
– Need for buildings to be fit for purpose-moving from low care to high care residential aged services.
As you recognised in your adjournment debate contribution, the former Coalition Government gutted our hospitals,
ripping $1 billion from our health system and underinvesting in building projects. Through our new Regional
Health Infrastructure Fund, we’re turning our health system around and rebuilding our hospitals.
It will mean rural and regional health services can treat more patients more quickly, and our hardworking doctors
and nurses have the modern and safe working environments they deserve.

Assistance dogs
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing
Ms Hartland
8 June 2016

REPLY:
The Victorian Government is committed to providing people with a disability access to the same opportunities as
everyone else, assistance dogs are important in supporting some people with a disability to participate in the
community.
The Victorian Equal Opportunity Act 2010 and the Australian Disability Discrimination Act 1992 make it unlawful
to discriminate against a person who is using an assistance dog to alleviate the effects of their disability. According
to the definitions under these Acts, guide dogs are a type of assistance animal.
The Domestic Animals Act 1994 provides a definition that is specific to guide dogs for people who are visually
impaired or hearing impaired only, and does not extend the definition to include animals that alleviate other types
of impairment.
As you identify, carriage of the Domestic Animals Act 1994 sits outside my portfolio responsibility. Therefore, I
suggest you direct your enquiry regarding this particular Act to the Minister for Agriculture, the Hon Jaala Pulford
MP.

Poowong Consolidated School
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Roads and Road Safety
Ms Bath
8 June 2016

REPLY:
I assure you that the safety of all children is critical, and that the Andrews Labor Government is working hard
towards implementing its Towards Zero Victoria’s Road Safety Strategy and Action Plan to make sure that nobody
dies on our roads. It will take time and hard work from the Government, our Road Safety Partners, and road users,
to make this vision a reality.
VicRoads advises me that it met with representatives from the school and the community on 18 February 2016, to
commence looking at options to address their concerns. At this meeting, a number of immediate actions were
identified, including upgrading the existing speed and warning signing, conducting traffic and pedestrian counts,
and investigating enforcement options; these actions have since been completed.
In March 2016, these traffic counts were undertaken, with the results revealing that approximately 1200 vehicles
travel daily through the school crossing on Drouin-Korumburra Road, with 259 vehicles travelling daily on
Gardner Lane. These volumes are well below the threshold adopted for the installation of electronic school speed
signs on roads of this nature.
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Of particular concern to me, was that on both roads, between 65 to 85 per cent of vehicles counted during school
times exceeded the 40km/h speed limit. In response to this, VicRoads advises me that it is working with Victoria
Police to investigate strategies to reduce the speed of traffic during school times.
VicRoads, in collaboration with the South Gippsland Shire Council are continuing to explore potential safety
improvements at the school crossing to reduce the incidence of speeding through the crossing.
VicRoads also advises me that while it is working with the community to explore options to get better compliance
to the speed limit, the current arrangements are appropriate.

Child protection
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Families and Children
Ms Tierney
8 June 2016

REPLY:
In June 2016, I was pleased to visit South-West Victoria to continue my engagement with local community sector
organisations, stakeholders and the broader community in that part of Victoria.
As you note in your adjournment, the number of child protection notifications across the State has grown in the past
decade — considerably so in the last few years. This has been due to a number of factors including an increased
focus on family violence.
My visit to Warrnambool gave me the opportunity to hear directly from local community organisations and the
local councils in the area, about the measures they are taking to implement programs and reforms introduced by the
Andrews Labor Government.
I was particularly pleased to be able to share with them details about my Roadmap for Reform: Strong Families,
Safe Children-the Government’s vision for an ambitious overhaul of the systems that support children and young
people, and their families.
The Roadmap for Reform is backed by an initial $168 million investment and outlines improvements to early
intervention services, child protection and out of home care.
At a forum with local community leaders, including representatives from the community sector, local councils and
Victoria Police, I was pleased to be able to speak about this recent investment and the work that has already begun
in implementing it.
Importantly, the Roadmap provides a crucial part to the Government’s response to the Royal Commission into
Family Violence, which has a strong focus on responding to children as victims of family violence.
As part of my visit, I was also pleased to open the Youth Affairs Council of Victoria’s new regional office, located
at Brophy Family and Youth Services in Warrnambool.
The Andrews Labor Government funded two new YACVic regional offices in last year’s budget, in Warrnambool
and Swan Hill, to grow better youth services and strengthen the capacity of existing services in regional Victoria.
Young people in the South-West region will also benefit from our recently announced youth policy and
engagement strategy, Building Stronger Youth Engagement in Victoria. This new approach will give young
Victorians in the south-west region greater opportunity to have their say and help shape the policies and programs
that are important to them.
Lastly, I also visited the new Men’s Shed at Colac. The larger, purpose-built men’s shed was constructed after
receiving $60 000 in funding from the Andrews Labor Government.
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I commend your commitment and continued advocacy for improved family-focused and youth-focused services in
your electorate and look forward to visiting the region again.

Organ harvesting
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Health
Dr Carling-Jenkins
8 June 2016

REPLY:
Australians spend about $300 million each year on a range of cosmetic treatments and surgical procedures abroad.
I share your concern about the unauthorised harvesting and sale of human organs and it would be extremely
unfortunate if Victorians placed themselves at risk by travelling overseas to purchase human organs and have them
transplanted.
If you have any information or evidence that Victorians have been trading in human organs, please notify the
Department of Health and Human Services.

VicRoads relocation
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Roads and Road Safety
Mr Morris
8 June 2016

REPLY:
VicRoads has commissioned an investigation into the options to relocate VicRoads’ head office from Kew.
The analysis of the aforementioned options will be considered by the Victorian Government.

Level Crossing Removal Authority
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Premier
Mr Davis
8 June 2016

REPLY:
We are removing 50 of Melbourne’s most dangerous and congested level crossings. 19 crossing removals are either
complete or already under construction, and 35 will be complete or underway by 2018.
On the Cranbourne Pakenham Line, we’re removing every level crossing between Caulfield and Dandenong and
rebuilding five stations, using modem elevated rail that will create 11 MCGs worth of new community open space.
This innovative and world-class engineering solution will end the divide between communities, create new parks
and gardens in neighbourhoods with Melbourne’s least open space, and boost the number of commuter car parks
along the corridor.
It will also reduce congestion — with the world’s most advanced engineering techniques used, so we can keep
running trains On Melbourne’s busiest train line and keep local roads open.
The alternative would not be removing these congested death traps.
Community consultation has been ongoing since early 2015, and continues — with local communities now having
direct input in to the new space created by this project.
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Box Hill transport interchange
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Public Transport
Mr Leane
8 June 2016

REPLY:
Public Transport Victoria (PTV) and the Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources
are developing a suite of development options to address issues regarding cleanliness, security, access and
way-finding within and around the Box Hill interchange, particularly on the bus deck. These are among the
potential short and longer term issues and options that are being considered by the Box Hill Ministerial Advisory
Committee.
In particular, I note that you have raised concerns regarding the after-hours access within the interchange,
especially for those with accessibility needs moving between the bus deck and train station. As you have
highlighted, PTV is investigating future options with stakeholders to help address this.
The Ministerial Advisory Committee is due to submit its report in late October.

Western Metropolitan Region soccer
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Sport
Mr Eideh
8 June 2016

REPLY:
The Victorian government proudly hosted the recent international football friendlies at Etihad Stadium, featuring
the Socceroos, the Matildas, New Zealand and Greece. This was not only a world-class sporting event but a
demonstration of football’s diversity and inclusiveness, celebrating our State’s strong cultural connection with
Greece and highlighting elite female sporting role models and the growing status of women’s sport.
Melbourne has a rich history of supporting international football, hosting AFC Asian Cup matches and big games
in recent year’s involving Liverpool, Real Madrid and AS Roma. This year’s International Champions Cup,
involving Atletico de Madrid, Juventus and Tottenham Hotspur was yet another opportunity for Victorians and
visitors from all over the world to watch the world’s best teams go head to head.
This government also recently announced that, despite strong competition from other states, Melbourne will host
the 2018 FIFA World Cup Qualifier game between the Socceroos and Japan later this year.
Major sporting events are an integral part of the visitor economy, providing jobs for Victorians and helping
businesses to flourish. They also showcase the best of sport and provide the inspiration for fans to emulate their
heroes, join a club and get healthy and active through sport and recreation.
With Melbourne recently named the Ultimate Sports City of the decade, Victoria’s reputation as the sporting
capital of Australia is unrivalled and the Andrews Labor Government will continue to bring the biggest sporting
events to Victoria.
This government is committed to working in partnership with Football Federation Victoria, local clubs and local
government authorities to support the growth of football and create healthier, happier and more vibrant
communities. I am proud to say that over the last 12 months participation in football is growing faster in Victoria
than any other State.
Through the Sporting Clubs Grant Program we are investing in growing grassroots participation, supporting
volunteers and making sport more accessible and inclusive.
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Through our $100 million Community Sport and Infrastructure Fund we will continue to provide high quality
facilities that support both local and elite level involvement in sport. I am proud to say that $10 million of this fund
is specifically targeted to deliver Female Friendly change rooms.
I would encourage you and the clubs in your western metropolitan electorate to visit www.sport.vic.gov.au/grants
for information on how to obtain funding through these programs.
I thank you for your question and trust this information has been of assistance.

Sunbury police numbers
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Police
Mr Finn
8 June 2016

REPLY:
I recently responded to your earlier question about Diggers Rest indicating that the local police response is
provided by police from Hume, Melton or the Highway patrol. Victoria Police had advised that the issue of Diggers
Rest forming part of the Sunbury Response Zone is not feasible, as it is not in line with the boundaries project that
aligned Police Services Areas with Local Government Area boundaries.
I can assure you that Sunbury residents continue to receive a 24-hour policing response. The Sunbury Police
Station operates a 24-hour counter service to the public and is supported by the divisional van patrols.
It is very important that if anyone requires urgent police assistance that they contact Victoria Police on the
emergency number ‘000’ as calls are recorded and responded to by the closest appropriate police personnel.
As you noted, the decision of how and where resources are deployed is appropriately a matter for the Chief
Commissioner. Policing across Victoria is managed in a flexible manner to ensure the best possible use of available
police resources.
The Andrews Labor Government recently announced a $596 million Public Safety Package as part of the 2016-17
State Budget, delivering on our promise to give police the necessary resources to respond to gang-related crime,
gun crime, terrorist threats and family violence. This reflects the government’s commitment to work with the Chief
Commissioner to ensure we provide the resources to police that will keep our community safe.
Victoria Police will soon have an extra 406 sworn police officers and 52 support personnel bringing the total
number of new police personnel funded by the Andrews Government since it came to office to 1156.
The full deployment of 400 Police Custody Officers, funded in last year’s budget will be fast tracked by six months
to the end of 2017, further freeing up police officers to return to the frontline. I am advised that Victoria Police has
over 200 custody officers.
Protective Services Officers (PSOs) were deployed to the Sunbury train station from 16 May 2013. PSOs have
undertaken a significant amount of work, issuing more than 57 000 infringement notices for a wide range of
offences including antisocial behaviour, alcohol, drugs and graffiti offences. They have detected people with
outstanding warrants and provided assistance, including medical assistance, to commuters.
We are also making a major investment in police equipment and technology to put Victoria Police at the forefront
of providing smarter more responsive policing. For the first time, police will have mobile technology, including
mobile tablets, enabling police to access and exchange up to date information while in the field. Combined with
new body worn cameras, this investment will significantly enhance Victoria Police’s frontline operations.
The government will continue to consult with Victoria Police about overall police resourcing across the state. I am
assured by the Chief Commissioner that the allocation of police resources across Victoria is continuously
monitored by the respective command officers to ensure the best possible policing service is delivered to the
Victorian community.
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Whittlesea Community Connections
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for the Prevention of Family Violence
Ms Crozier
8 June 2016

REPLY:
I would like to thank the Member for her question relating to Whittlesea Community Connections. I would also like
to acknowledge the valuable work of Whittlesea Community Connections in supporting Victorian families who are
impacted by family violence.
The Andrews Labor Government is working to ensure frontline services that provide specialist support to help
victims of family violence recover, have the resources that they need. The 1016-17 State Budget provides an initial
$572 million investment over two years to support those impacted by this harm and hold perpetrators to account in
a way that leads to behavioural change. This package includes expanded legal services for victims.
I am advised that in 2015-16, Whittlesea Community Legal Service received $479 855 in general funding from the
State Government, administered through Victoria Legal Aid.
Whittlesea Community Legal Service also received two State Government funded grants in 2015-16. Family
Violence Duty Lawyer Fund: $52 174 to employ a Family Violence Support Solicitor at 0.6FTE over 12 months to
support Whittlesea clients to be ‘court ready’; and Community Legal Centre Assistance Fund: $50 000 to employ a
Specialist Family Lawyer at 0.6FTE over 12 months to undertake urgent or complex family violence legal cases,
provide secondary consultation to the legal team, and run community legal education sessions.
On 27 June 2016, the Attorney-General, the Hon Martin Pakula MP formally announced that successful recipients
of grant funding through the $1.2 million Family Violence Duty lawyer Fund in 2015-16 will again receive this
funding in 2016-17. The Andrews Labor Government made this decision in recognition of the overburdening of
duty lawyer services in family violence matters, as recently highlighted by the Royal Commission into Family
Violence, and to ensure continuity of staff who have already been engaged with this grant funding.
As a result of this decision, Whittlesea Community Legal Service and 22 other community legal centres across
Victoria can continue to deliver these much-needed services uninterrupted in 2016-17.
The Attorney-General also announced that $1.3 million has been allocated to a new grant round for Victorian-based
community legal centres and Aboriginal legal services, which focuses on family violence services. The Community
Legal Centre Family Violence Fund will support community legal centres that currently provide family
violence-related services to address unmet demand for these services among vulnerable or disadvantage Victorians.
Applications for the Community Legal Centre Family Violence Fund opened on 27 June 2016, and the Victorian
Labor Government encourages eligible community legal centres to apply.

Ambulance services
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Health
Ms Fitzherbert
8 June 2016

REPLY:
Code 1 performance deteriorated under the previous Liberal Government. In 13/14, the final full year of the Liberal
Government, just 73.7% of Code 1 cases were responded to within 15 minutes.
The Andrews Labor Government is committed to ending the ambulance crisis and improving response times.
$144 million of additional funding was provided to ambulance services in this year’s budget to improve ambulance
services.
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Response times have improved since Labor was elected. Performance data for the most recent quarter, for the
period January to March 2016, showed that 75.6% of Code 1 incidents were responded to within 15 minutes.
There is still more work to be done to improve response times, however the long term trend represented in the
performance data, show that we have arrested the decline in performance that occurred under the leadership of the
previous Liberal Government.
Response times in the vast majority of LGA’s, including Darebin, Towong and Mildura are faster today than they
were under the previous Government.
The Government’s Ambulance Action Plan was released in December 2015. The plan is available on the
Department of Health and Human Services website.

Dairy industry
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Agriculture
Ms Lovell
9 June 2016

REPLY:
The Dairy Recovery Concessional Loans can now be accessed in Victoria through Rural Finance.
The Victorian Government sought to work constructively with the Commonwealth Government to make
improvements to the scheme that would better support Victorian dairy farmers. Improvements ignored by the
Commonwealth include ensuring that all dairy farmers are able to access the loans and providing a better
concessional interest rate.
The administration costs provided by the Commonwealth for the Drought Concessional Loans will be fully
committed. This means the Commonwealth is not covering administration costs for the $30 million interim Dairy
Recovery Concessional Loans.
Despite serious concerns, the Victorian Government has ensured the scheme is available for eligible dairy farmers.

End-of-life choices
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Health
Dr Carling-Jenkins
9 June 2016

REPLY:
I thank Dr Carling-Jenkins for her Adjournment matter.
Government is considering the recommendations of the report and will respond in due course.

Technical schools
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Education
Mr Leane
9 June 2016

REPLY:
I am informed as follows:
Mr Leane, I would like to thank you for your interest and support of the Tech Schools Initiative.
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The Andrews Labor Government is committed to creating the Education State by ensuring every Victorian has
access to an excellent education. The Tech Schools project will invest $128m in capital and operating funding to
ten Tech Schools across Victoria.
I am pleased that one of these high-tech learning centres will be constructed as part of the Greensborough TAFE
site renewal project. The Banyule Tech School is planned to be operational in 2018 and will provide STEM
opportunities to over 11 000 secondary school students within the Banyule and Nillumbik regions.
I join you in thanking Vicki Ward, the member for Eltham, for her ongoing support and involvement in this
important initiative. I would like to assure you that the Department is working collaboratively with each of the local
partnerships that have been established to drive the project. In addition, a wide range of stakeholders and experts
have been involved in the development, design and implementation of the Tech. Schools initiative. These local
groups have been working very hard over the past nine months to design the facility and develop programs that will
engage young people and complement the existing Victorian Curriculum.
The Department of Education and Training (DET) is providing strong support system for the project and will
develop a ‘community of practice’ to ensure ideas are shared between projects. Each Tech School is represented by
a DET Regional Project Leader who works closely with both the local partnership and the dedicated Tech Schools
Central Project Team. On 26 April 2016, more than 300 people from Victoria’s TAFEs, schools, universities and
industry gathered at the Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Centre for the first ever Tech Schools Summit, this
was the first major step for the DET in bringing all working groups together as one to share ideas and explore
opportunities. As you point out, the ten Tech Schools will open at different points over 2017 and 2018, providing
opportunities to benefit from lessons learnt, and as the Tech Schools start to take shape your suggestion of visits by
other working groups is an excellent idea and will be facilitated.
This government is committed to providing 10 cutting-edge, high-technology centres of excellence by the end of
2018.
I thank you for this question and his enthusiasm in this project.

Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining agreement
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Industrial Relations
Mr Ondarchie
9 June 2016

REPLY:
CFA volunteer fire stations will continue operating as they always have and will maintain their own independence,
local knowledge and connection to the community.

Coal seam gas
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Resources
Mr Purcell
9 June 2016

REPLY:
I understand there are significant concerns within the Victorian community about unconventional gas exploration
and the extraction methods used.
The Environment and Planning Committee’s Inquiry into Unconventional Gas in Victoria received over 1800
submissions and heard from over 100 individuals at public hearings across the State to develop an understanding of
the broad range of economic, environmental and social issues that are of concern to many Victorians.
The Government is carefully considering the Committee’s findings and recommendations.
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I take these issues seriously as the new Minister for Resources and have decided to take more time to meet with
industry, farmers and other community representatives before the Government responds to the Inquiry’s
recommendations in August 2016.
The following measures remain in place while the Government considers its response:
– a hold on granting new exploration licences for all types of onshore gas (tight, shale, coal seam and conventional
gas);
– a hold on approvals for hydraulic fracturing;
– a hold on exploration drilling activities; and
– a ban on the use of BTEX (benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, xylene) chemicals, which has been enshrined in
legislation.

Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining agreement
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Emergency Services
Mr Ramsay
9 June 2016

REPLY:
As you will be aware, the government has taken action to find a fair and balanced solution to a dispute that has
gone on for over 1000 days.
The role of volunteer firefighters in this state is sacrosanct. At no stage has the government questioned it or
jeopardised it. That is why the government has invested tens of millions in new trucks, stations, and training
facilities for volunteer brigades across the state.
Throughout the process of finalising the enterprise bargaining agreement, the government has focused on ensuring
that the Country Fire Authority (CFA) fire stations will continue to operate as they always have — with their own
independence, their own special connections to the community, and their own unique knowledge of their local area.
The government has appointed the Emergency Management Commissioner, Mr Craig Lapsley — someone with
many years of experience with the CFA and working with volunteers — to oversee the implementation of the
agreement.
As we move forward, I will be visiting CFA brigades across Victoria, working to ensure brigades get the required
support to keep their local communities safe.
Further information on enterprise bargaining agreement is available at www.yourcfainfo.vic.gov.au

Youth employment
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Training and Skills
Mr Eideh
9 June 2016

REPLY:
I thank Mr Eideh for his question and for his commitment to further education opportunities in Victoria.
Early school leavers in Melbourne’s south-western suburbs will be supported by five Reconnect programs,
designed to address disadvantage by undertaking outreach, and providing support services to help them start and
stay in training.
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Five Reconnect providers will deliver services in Brimbank, Maribyrnong, Melton, Hobsons Bay, and Wyndham
to an estimated 370 young people. The providers have developed a range of models for working with young
eligible people who are not in education, training or full time employment and who left school without Year 12
(aged 15-24), or who are long-term unemployed (aged 20-24).
The AMES Australia Reconnect program will work with young people to achieve culturally sensitive goals, and
the development of tailored pathway plans into further training. Djerriwarrh Community and Education Services
will take a flexible outreach approach with a triage intake model based on the “no wrong door approach”, and
motivational coaching. Wyndham Community & Education Centre will work with a wide range of community
service partners to support young people to successfully transition to accredited training. Young people
participating in the Melbourne City Mission’s Reconnect program will work closely with a vocational youth
worker to help determine their training and support needs.
Reconnect providers will work in partnership with community service organisations, Learn Local Organisations
and LLENS, to develop a learning plan with each young person, as well as enrol them in accredited vocational
training programs and provide them. with opportunities for workplace experience.

Larmenier school
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Education
Mr Finn
9 June 2016

REPLY:
I am informed as follows:
As part of the Education State, the Andrews Labor Government has made a commitment to inclusive education
through the Special Needs Plan for Victorian Schools. The plan outlines nine initiatives to give every child and
young person a safe, positive and supportive environment in which to learn that is suited to their individual needs.
The initiatives will improve students’ achievement, engagement and wellbeing by creating fairer, safer and more
inclusive schools for students with special needs.
The first initiative of the Special Needs Plan was a review of the Program for Students with Disabilities (PSD). The
PSD Review investigated how schools can best maximise the learning of children and young people with
disabilities. The Victorian Government’s response to the PSD Review, Inclusive education for all students with
disabilities and additional needs, will provide support to ensure fairer, safer, more inclusive schools to improve
educational outcomes for students with special needs.
To support immediate implementation, the Government has announced $22 million in funding. This includes:
– an extra $17 million funding to better support the needs of students with learning difficulties such as dyslexia or
with autism who are not eligible under the PSD
– a $3 million funding boost to provide support for students transitioning to Year 7 who no longer meet the
eligibility criteria for the PSD
– a $2 million dyslexia and learning difficulties strategy to deliver professional learning, advice and resources for
teachers and families.
While decisions about the Larmenier School are the responsibility of the Catholic Education Office, the Victorian
Government has invested $68.5 million in the 2016-17 Budget to upgrade 20 specialist schools, and to make
mainstream schools inclusive by doubling the Inclusive Schools Fund.
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Local government reform
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Local Government
Mrs Peulich
9 June 2016

REPLY:
I note the Member’s concern about meeting procedures adopted by Monash City Council. As this Parliament is
aware, councils across Victoria must adopt local laws governing their meeting procedures. Subject to those local
laws, the conduct of council meetings is at each council’s discretion.
The legislative framework allows councils, as a separate responsible tier of government, to make their own rules in
relation to meetings as they see fit to suit their local circumstances. I expect that all councils will implement
appropriate procedures in line with the authority given to them.
The current review of the Local Government Act will consider all aspects of council roles and responsibilities,
including their decision making arrangements. The review has reached an important stage with the release in early
June of a directions paper outlining options for potential reform for the local government sector. I strongly
encourage councils, councillors and members of the community, including all Members of Parliament with an
interest in the sector, to make a submission by 16 September 2016.

Registered training organisations
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Training and Skills
Ms Bath
9 June 2016

REPLY:
I am informed as follows:
The immediate concern for the Department of Education and Training (the Department) and the Victorian
Registration and Qualifications Authority (VRQA) as a result of TBM Training choosing to close, without prior
notice, has been to minimise the disruption to affected students.
The Department has written to all government funded students who have been affected by the closure of TBM.
Arrangements have been made with Federation Training and Chisholm Institute, based in the south eastern region,
for government funded students to continue their training without having to pay any additional fees.
I am advised that the Department has spoken to Federation Training and has contacted Ms Wells and that suitable
arrangements have been made for Ms Wells to continue her training. I am informed that Ms Wells is satisfied with
the outcome.

Shepparton rail services
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Public Transport
Ms Lovell
21 June 2016

REPLY:
I am advised that V/Line is conducting a condition assessment of its classic fleet rolling stock. This will inform the
classic fleet maintenance program to sustain fleet operations until the classic fleet is retired or replaced.
As part of the Andrews Labor Government’s significant investment in regional public transport, more than 170
extra off-peak services will be added across the network including an extra service to Shepparton every day.
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27 extra V/Locity carriages will be added to the 21 ordered by the Labor Government last year and V/Line’s classic
fleet will receive a revamp to fix air-conditioning, and clean seats.
V/Line has a schedule for preventative maintenance for each train. Works are prioritised to ensure safety first and
then the greatest availability and reliability across the fleet. Any breakdown works are carried out as needed.
Unlike the former Government who neglected regional Victorians for too long, the Andrews Labor Government
has recently launched a Regional Network Development Plan (RNDP) — the first ever plan that will set priorities
and guide investment to improve public transport in regional Victoria, including on the Shepparton line.
I thank the Member for Shepparton, Suzanna Sheed for her advocacy on behalf of the local Shepparton community
to improve rail services and her involvement in the RNDP consultation.

LaunchVic
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Small Business, Innovation and Trade
Mr Melhem
21 June 2016

REPLY:
Thank you for the matter you raised in the Adjournment Debate on Tuesday 21 June 2016 about LaunchVic and its
inaugural funding program, and specifically your request for consideration of applications coming from the
Western Metropolitan Region.
The Andrews Labor Government through our $60 million Startup initiative, LaunchVic, is providing the right
environment for entrepreneurs to develop, incubate and grow early-stage innovative businesses.
We have worked closely with Victoria’s start-up community on the formation of LaunchVic to ensure it can best
support the ecosystem.
The board of LaunchVic draws together some of the industry’s best minds. The board not only meets the
Government’s target of 50:50 gender representation, it exceeds it, with 54 per cent women — the first board in the
innovation space to have more women than men.
LaunchVic is investing in core infrastructure, improving access to capital for local start-ups, advocating on
Commonwealth legislation and regulation, as well as engaging in start-up events, campaigns, competitions and
mentoring programs.
We want Victoria to be the number one location for start-ups worldwide, and LaunchVic can help us make it
happen. The recent moves to Victoria from leading tech companies Zendesk, Square, GoPro and Slack show that
it’s within our grasp.
The first LaunchVic funding round closed 6 May 2016, with around 400 applications received. Applicants were
asked to submit ideas that are ambitious, creative and globally orientated and that strengthen collaboration and
diversity (including gender, cultural and economic diversity).
All applications were reviewed under a formal assessment process, including any applications from the Western
Metropolitan Region, and I look forward to announcing LaunchVic projects that will have real impact in our local
communities and will build the economic infrastructure of our State.
Further funding rounds will be undertaken by LaunchVic at later dates and I encourage you to promote the rounds
and other LaunchVic activities to your electorate.
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Reid Oval, Warrnambool
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Sport
Mr Purcell
21 June 2016

REPLY:
I refer to your adjournment debate matter in relation to Reid Oval, Warrnambool, raised in the Legislative
Assembly on 21 June 2016.
I acknowledge the contribution that Western Victoria has made to the national sporting landscape.
Providing high quality sport and recreation facilities is a key aim of the Victorian Government, and is integral to the
health and well-being of all Victorians. These facilities support both elite and grass roots sport.
The Victorian Government has previously provided funding to Warrnambool City Council with $200 000 to
upgrade the netball courts, provide female change facilities and an electronic scoreboard for the ground at Reid
Oval.
The Victorian Government has two funding programs that may provide funding to Councils who apply for funding
to redevelop facilities.
In 2015, I launched the Government’s $100 million Community Sports Infrastructure Fund that will facilitate the
upgrade and development of community sports facilities over four years. Applications for the 2017-18 Community
Sports Infrastructure Fund have now closed. I anticipate opening the 2018-19 round early next year.
In addition, I was also pleased to recently announce the four-year extension of the Country Football and Netball
Program through the 2016-17 State Budget. I anticipate opening this program in the coming months. Warrnambool
City Council are eligible to apply for funding from this program.
Warrnambool City Council should continue to liaise with staff from Sport and Recreation Victoria regarding future
facility developments at Reid Oval.

Knox planning scheme amendment
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Planning
Ms Dunn
21 June 2016

REPLY:
Knox City Council requested my approval of Amendment C146 to the Knox Planning Scheme to extend the
interim height controls for Alchester Village, The Basin and Upper Ferntree Gully Activity Centres. These
planning controls are intended to provide clarity and certainty for landowners, developers and the community in
guiding built form in the precinct while Council proceeds with a planning scheme amendment to introduce
permanent controls.
I am pleased to advise that Amendment C146 was approved on 21 June 2016. The approved amendment extends
the interim controls until 30 October 2017 to enable Council time to resolve the permanent controls for these
centres.
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Planning buffer zones
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Planning
Mr Ramsay
21 June 2016

REPLY:
Thank you for your question about buffer zones for industry and their impact on neighbouring properties.
As we continue to plan for people and growth across Victoria, we need a system that is responsive and meets the
challenges of protecting residents’ safety and amenity while providing certainty to industries so they can continue
to operate and grow.
Councils, as responsible authorities, often face the challenges of balancing competing and sometimes conflicting
uses while attempting to achieve good land use outcomes.
While desirable, it will not always be possible for an existing industry to contain the minimum buffer requirements
within the property boundary. In deciding on proposals to be sited near existing industries, Councils may consider
whether proposed developments will be adversely affected by the existing industry and vice versa. This may result
in restrictions on these future developments to minimise future adverse impacts, such as siting the new
development on another part of the property.
Fulfilling an election commitment, I have appointed an Advisory Committee to provide advice about how to
improve planning for areas surrounding major hazard facilities and the issues and challenges for Victoria’s
changing land use. I have also requested that the Advisory Committee report on principles for how land use buffers
could apply more broadly to other uses with adverse amenity potential, such as landfills and quarries.
The Advisory Committee held public hearings over 5 days in March 2016 to hear submissions from the
community, industry, local councils and relevant state agencies, in response to its discussion paper released, in
December 2015. The Committee will submit its final report to me shortly.

Waverley Park powerlines
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Planning
Mr Davis
21 June 2016

REPLY:
The former Minister for Planning ‘called in’ the application by Mirvac, to retain the transmission lines above
ground, from the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal and referred the application to an Advisory
Committee for consideration. The Advisory Committee conducted public hearings and submitted its report and
recommendations to me on 17 February 2015.
Having carefully considered the conclusions of the expert Advisory Committee I wrote to all submitters on
17 December 2015 informing them that I intended to follow the recommendation of the Advisory Committee and
recommend to the Governor in Council that the permit should be amended to release Mirvac from its obligation to
underground the transmission lines. However, I also informed the submitters that I would not make any
recommendations to the Governor in Council to amend the permit until I had further considered the community
benefits package proposed by Mirvac and explored ways of ensuring it adequately addresses the amenity impacts
of retaining the power lines overhead.
On 25 February 2016 I again wrote to inform the Waverley Park residents and land owners that I had appointed an
independent facilitator who residents and owners could contact to provide their views or nominate themselves to be
part of the discussions so that I could better understand the community’s perspective.
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I subsequently met with members of the Waverley Park Residents Action Group to hear their views on various
aspects of this issue. I confirmed my decision to accept the findings of the Advisory Committee and urged the
residents to be part of the consultation on the community benefits package.
In June, the facilitator convened a meeting with residents to discuss the process for improving the community
benefits package as part of the ongoing consultation. Through this process of genuine engagement with the
community I am confident we will provide the best outcome for most people considering the advice of the expert
Advisory Committee.

Walhalla Vinter Ljusfest
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Tourism and Major Events
Ms Bath
21 June 2016

REPLY:
I encourage Walhalla & Mountain Rivers Tourism to consider applying for funding through the Government’s new
$20m Regional Events Fund announced in the 2016–17 budget.
Guidelines are available through Visit Victoria and applications will be accepted throughout the year. The
Guidelines for this fund take a more flexible approach to matched funding.

Multicultural events
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Multicultural Affairs
Mrs Peulich
21 June 2016

REPLY:
The Victorian Government is steadfastly committed to maintaining bipartisan support for multiculturalism. This
commitment is reflected by the Parliamentary Mar Dinner, jointly attended and co-hosted by the Government and
the Opposition. It is also reflected in the range of events that the Government extends invitations to the Opposition
to attend in the spirit of bipartisanship and support for Victoria’s vibrant multicultural diversity, including the
Premier’s Gala Dinner, the Multicultural Awards for Excellence and community receptions.

Police resources
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Police
Ms Fitzherbert
21 June 2016

REPLY:
I refer to the matter you raised regarding a burglary that occurred at your constituent’s property and I’m sorry to
learn of their experience.
While all calls for police assistance are treated seriously, police response times will vary depending on the urgency
of the matter, available police in the area, and the distance the attending unit is required to travel. Therefore,
attendance at matters such as a burglary where offenders have left the scene, may be delayed.
I am advised by Victoria Police that on the night of the incident on 9 June 2016, three police units and a Crime
Scene Services Unit were on duty in the Glen Eira/Bayside Police Service Area. At the time the ‘000’ call was
received at 9.13 pm, all three of the police units were busy at other higher priority tasks and the Bayside divisional
van crew determined attendance at a family violence incident was a priority.
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It has since been acknowledged by Victoria Police that the task could have been referred to the Crime Scene
Services Unit, when it was first received by the Bayside Police Station. In the light of the incident, there has now
been a change in procedure to minimise a similar oversight occurring in the future.
We need to see more police out on the front line and the Chief Commissioner is working with the government on
what resources and powers they need to ensure that we see the crime rate start to turn around.
The Andrews Labor Government recently announced a $596 million Public Safety Package as part of the 2016-17
State Budget, delivering on our promise to give police the necessary resources to increase frontline police and
specialist police to respond to gang-related crime, gun crime, terrorist threats and family violence. This reflects the
government’s commitment to work with the Chief Commissioner to ensure we provide the resources to police that
will keep our community safe.
This includes an additional 406 police officers. The government is working closely with Victoria Police to recruit
and train these additional officers. The recruitment and deployment of 400 Police Custody Officers also means we
can free up more police to work in their communities and keep Victorians safe.

Melton police resources
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Police
Mr Morris
21 June 2016

REPLY:
I can assure you that Melton residents continue to receive a 24-hour policing response from across the Melton
Police Service Area. It is very important that if anyone requires urgent police assistance that they contact Victoria
Police on the emergency number ‘000’, as calls are recorded and responded to by the closest appropriate police
personnel.
I am assured by the Chief Commissioner that the allocation of police resources across Victoria is continuously
monitored by the respective command officers to ensure the best possible policing service is delivered to the
Victorian community.
I am advised that police from the Melton Police Station and the Caroline Springs Police Station provide police
services across the Melton Police Service Area. The local police response includes the Crime Investigation Unit
and the Highway Patrol. Further, initiatives currently being undertaken in Melton include a new crime and traffic
hotline, a bicycle patrol unit, a liquor licensing accord and an alcohol diversion program Your Choice.
As you would expect, the government works closely with the Chief Commissioner to ensure Victoria Police is
appropriately resourced to tackle law and order issues facing the Victorian community.
We need to see more police out on the front line and the Chief Commissioner is working with the Government on
what resources and powers they need to ensure that we see the crime rate start to turn around.
The Andrews Labor Government recently announced a $596 million Public Safety Package as part of the 2016-17
State Budget, delivering on our promise to give police the necessary resources to increase frontline police and
specialist police to respond to gang-related crime, gun crime, terrorist threats and family violence. This reflects the
government’s commitment to work with the Chief Commissioner to ensure we provide the resources to police that
will keep our community safe.
This includes an additional 406 police officers. The Government is working closely with Victoria Police to recruit
and train these additional officers. The recruitment and deployment of 400 Police Custody Officers also means we
can free up more police to work in their communities and keep Victorians safe.
The full deployment of 400 Police Custody Officers, funded in last year’s budget will be fast tracked by six months
to the end of 2017, further freeing up police officers to return to the frontline. I am advised that Victoria Police now
has over 200 custody officers.
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Protective Services Officers (PSOs) were deployed to the Melton train station from 7 May 2013 and will be
deployed to Caroline Springs train station when it becomes operational. PSOs have undertaken a significant
amount of work, issuing more than 57 000 infringement notices for a wide range of offences including antisocial
behaviour, alcohol, drugs and graffiti offences. They have detected people with outstanding warrants and provided
assistance, including medical assistance, to commuters.
We are also making a major investment in police equipment and technology to put Victoria Police at the forefront
of providing smarter more responsive policing. For the first time, police will have mobile technology, including
mobile tablets, enabling police to access and exchange up to date information while in the field. Combined with
new body worn cameras, this investment will significantly enhance Victoria Police’s frontline operations.

Elevated rail proposal
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Public Transport
Ms Crozier
21 June 2016

REPLY:
The Victorian Government is removing all nine level crossings between Caulfield and Dandenong. These are the
most congested and dangerous level crossings in Victoria and the Liberal Party went to the last election with a
commitment to keep five of them in place.
Victorians voted to remove all nine of them and that is what we are doing.
The project did not trigger the requirement to prepare an Environment Effects Statement (EES).
Diesel emissions from freight trains running on an elevated rail line are less likely to impact nearby residents,
community centres and businesses than they do with the railway line at the existing ground level.

Point Cook police resources
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Police
Mr Finn
21 June 2016

REPLY:
I note your comments about policing across the western suburbs, in particular Point Cook. I can assure you that all
local communities receive a 24 hour police response and I encourage any community member who has immediate
concerns about the safety of themselves or others to report the matter to Victoria Police through the emergency
number ‘000’.
Alternatively, less urgent matters can be reported anonymously to Crime Stoppers by calling 1800 333 000 or
visiting www.crimestoppersvic.com.au. The mobile device Application (APP) can be downloaded from the Crime
Stoppers website allowing SMS and MMS data to be transmitted directly to Crime Stoppers, providing police with
valuable intelligence to target their enforcement operations.
Community safety is a top priority for the Andrews Government and Victoria Police, as everyone needs to feel safe
in their communities. One of the government’s key priorities is the recruitment, training and deployment of more
police out on the front line.
We need to see more police out on the front line and the Chief Commissioner is working with the Government on
what resources and powers they need to ensure that we see the crime rate start to turn around.
The Andrews Labor Government recently announced a $596 million Public Safety Package as part of the 2016-17
State Budget, delivering on our promise to give police the necessary resources to increase frontline police and
specialist police to respond to gang-related crime, gun crime, terrorist threats and family violence. This reflects the
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government’s commitment to work with the Chief Commissioner to ensure we provide the resources to police that
will keep our community safe.
This includes an additional 406 police officers. The Government is working closely with Victoria Police to recruit
and train these additional officers. The recruitment and deployment of 400 Police Custody Officers also means we
can free up more police to work in their communities and keep Victorians safe.
The full deployment of 400 Police Custody Officers, funded in last year’s budget is being fast tracked by six
months to the end of 2017, further freeing up police officers to return to the frontline. I am advised that Victoria
Police now has over 200 custody officers.
Additionally, the government has also invested an additional $19.4 million over the next two years in the
Community Crime Prevention Program to help tackle the underlying causes of crime.
Victoria Police has established a range of taskforces to tackle property crime, including Operation Cosmas, which
is focusing on aggravated burglary and other gang-related activity. Operation Cosmas alone has been responsible
for over 100 arrests since May this year.
The Chief Commissioner assures me that the allocation of police resources across Victoria is continuously
monitored by the respective command officers to ensure the best possible policing service is delivered to the
Victorian community.
The government will continue working with the Chief Commissioner to tackle the complex law and order
challenges we see today, to give Victoria Police the people, technology and infrastructure they need to keep our
community safe, now and well into the future.

NewCold
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Industry and Employment
Mr Ondarchie
21 June 2016

REPLY:
The Victorian Government is committed to attracting the investment our state needs to create jobs, enable
productivity and build sustainable industries for the future.
NewCold is the latest addition to Victoria’s cold chain logistics sector, bringing new technology and headquarter
activity to the Asia region.
The company’s new Truganina facility and Asia-Pacific Headquarters is expected to create more than 127 new jobs
in logistics, IT, engineering, software development and management.
The investment is a vote of confidence in the continued growth of Victoria’s food and beverage sector, the broader
economy and its workforce.
The Victorian Government helped secure the investment in Victoria by providing facilitation on planning and
infrastructure issues. This included advice on the development approvals process and coordination of a range of
state and local government statutory approvals.
The Victorian Government does not disclose commercial in confidence information regarding details of financial
assistance provided to a company to support investment projects.
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Red Cross patient transport service
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Health
Ms Wooldridge
22 June 2016

REPLY:
Red Cross patient transport is well known and regarded across Victoria with both communities and agencies alike.
The service is designed to assist those who require transport to essential medical appointments and who have no
other transport options.
The Andrews Labor Government will continue funding to the Red Cross for its Victorian Patient Transport Service
and this funding has increased in 2016–17.
I am advised that Red Cross will continue to operate a patient transport service in Mornington, Ringwood East and
Geelong.
As you are aware, the Department of Health and Human Services and Castlemaine Health are currently working
together with local volunteers to establish a new patient transport service for the local community, which will be
operated by Castlemaine Health.

Self-defence laws
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Police
Mr Bourman
22 June 2016

REPLY:
In Victoria, a person may act in defence of themselves or others. Under the Crimes Act 1958 a person carries out
conduct in self-defence if the person believes that the conduct is necessary in self-defence and the conduct is a
reasonable response in the circumstances as the person perceives them.
Self-defence applies to:
– the defence of the person or another person
– the prevention or termination of the unlawful deprivation of the liberty of the person or another person
– the protection of property.
For self-defence to apply in the case of murder, a person must believe their conduct necessary to defend themselves
or someone else from death or really serious injury.
The Crimes Act also provides that a person may use force if they believe on reasonable grounds that it is necessary
to:
– prevent the commission, continuance or completion of an indictable offence, or
– arrest a person committing or suspected of committing either a summary or an indictable offence.
It is important that the force used by a person is proportionate to their objective. For example, a person can lawfully
use an amount of force to make an arrest that is reasonably necessary to effect the arrest. Use of force that is
disproportionate or not necessary is not lawful.
The government considers that the laws relating to self-defence and use of force are appropriate and sufficient.
Carrying weapons for the purpose of self-defence is not lawful in Victoria, and legislating for non-lethal
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self-defence would run the same risk as carrying weapons for self-defence — it potentially places people at greater
risk of an escalation of violence.
Victoria faces a number of complex law and order challenges including family violence, gang-related crime and
gun crime. The government is determined to ensure Victoria Police has the resources it needs to fight violent crime
and deliver the best possible policing service to the Victorian community. The Victorian Budget 2016–17 delivered
a substantial boost to police resources, with funding for an extra 406 sworn police and 52 support personnel as part
of a $596 million Public Safety Package. Since November 2014, the government has funded more than 1150 police
personal, including 300 general duties police.
The government is committed to continuing to deliver a modem and responsive police force to keep the community
safe.

Solar energy
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change
Mr Melhem
22 June 2016

REPLY:
The Government is committed to ensuring that distributed generation customers are receiving a fair value for the
electricity they produce and export to the grid. In September 2015, the Government requested the independent
regulator of Victoria’s retail energy sector, the Essential Services Commission (ESC), to undertake a review into
the true value of distributed generation to Victorian consumers.
The ESC has divided the inquiry into two stages. Stage One will address the energy value of distributed generation
looking at the wholesale market, environmental and social value. Stage Two will address the network value of
distributed generation which is looking at the extent to which investment in local distributed generation can assist in
avoiding costs of investment in the poles and wires network. The ESC released a Draft Report to Stage One in
April 2016, which recommends a number of changes to the current Victorian feed-in tariff scheme.
There are currently four feed-in tariff schemes in place in Victoria, three of which are closed to new customers. The
current scheme has been in place since 1 January 2013 and requires the ESC to set a minimum feed-in-tariff in each
year based on the wholesale energy value of exported electricity. The minimum rate for 2016 is 5.0 cents/kWh.
Of the three that are closed, the Premium Feed-In Tariff scheme will operate until 2024 and will not be affected by
the current ESC review. The other two, the Transitional Feed-In Tariff scheme and Standard Feed-In Tariff scheme
will both end on 31 December 2016. Customers currently on these schemes will be transferred onto the existing
feed-in-tariff scheme from 1 January 2017.
The ESC’s draft report recommends moving away from paying solar system owners a flat daily rate for the power
they generate. Instead, the ESC recommends introducing flexible feed-in tariffs that reflect the time of day when
electricity is generated and fed into the grid, including peak, shoulder and off-peak times. The draft report also
recommends paying Victorian’s with solar systems to recognise the environmental benefit of installing solar and
other renewable technologies.
The Government will consider the recommendations of the final report, which is due in August 2016.
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Major event bicycle parking
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Tourism and Major Events
Ms Dunn
22 June 2016

REPLY:
During most major events in Melbourne, access plans, including bicycle parking facilities, are the responsibility of
the venue/s hosting the event. This includes the construction of secure temporary bicycle cages, should the venue
responsible deem them to be a valuable addition.
In the case of the AFL Grand Final, responsibility for bicycle parking falls with the Melbourne Cricket Club
(MCC), which is the managing authority for the Melbourne Cricket Ground (MCG). The MCC has advised that
there are currently 40 bicycle spaces available at the MCG precinct, and another 50 are under construction. Those
under construction will be ready in time for this year’s AFL Grand Final, bringing the total bicycle spaces available
to 90.
In the case of White Night, bicycle parking is offered from 7pm — 7am at two dedicated locations. An assessment
of whether there has been an appropriate amount of bicycle parking spaces available will be a matter for the event
organisers, in consultation with the City of Melbourne.
The Government will continue to work with major event venues to ensure that there are a range of transport and
access options available, which includes the provision of bicycle parking facilities.

Melbourne Regional Landfill
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change
Mr Finn
22 June 2016

REPLY:
The Statewide Waste and Resource Recovery Infrastructure Plan and the draft Metropolitan Waste and Resource
Recovery Implementation Plan identify the Melbourne Regional Landfill site as a hub of state importance.
The Andrews Labor Government made an election commitment to call in any expansion application for the landfill
under the Planning and Environment Act 1987. The Minister for Planning has called in the application and has
appointed an independent advisory committee consistent with this commitment.
Cleanaway makes a provision for rehabilitation of the current landfill within its independently audited aggregated
financial reports. In addition to the provision that Cleanaway is required to make in its financial reports, the
Environment Protection Authority Victoria (EPA) holds a financial assurance for the Melbourne Regional Landfill.
EPA requires landfill operators to implement measures that minimise the cost of landfill rehabilitation at the end of
the life of the landfill, such as progressive rehabilitation of filled cells and regular assessments of the landfill by
independent EPA-appointed environmental auditors. EPA also has statutory powers to require the occupier of the
site to conduct any dean up that may be required in the future, should ownership of the site change.
With regards to the odour issues that you have raised, EPA has conducted a number of investigations and
surveillance operations in response to reports of odour. EPA has identified the Melbourne Regional Landfill as the
source of odour on six occasions, with other industries in the area also identified as sources of odour.
Both the EPA and I as Minister are aware of the community’s concerns regarding the proposed landfill expansion
and are actively engaging with the community as part of the assessment of the works approval application process.
Minister Kairouz has also been actively involved in advocacy for her local community.
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Level crossings
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Public Transport
Ms Crozier
22 June 2016

REPLY:
The previous Liberal Government did not remove a single Level Crossing on the Frankston Line. The Andrews
Government is removing eleven, with three already gone.
Local traders will benefit from improved traffic flow and integrated shopping strips as a result of the level crossing
removals, as well as increased patronage on the Frankston line due to improved station facilities and transport
services.
During construction over 1000 workers are being encouraged to shop locally to help local traders.
The Level Crossing Removal Authority (LXRA) acknowledges that a project of this scale can be disruptive and has
been working closely with local traders to reduce the impacts as much as possible.
Detailed information on the targeted “Open for Business” initiative can be found at www.levelcrossings.vic.gov.au
In relation to soil, the majority of it has already been removed. Prior to removal a comprehensive analysis of the
chemical composition of the soil at each site was undertaken and all soil removed was classified under EPA
guidelines and removed in accordance with all relevant legislation.

Palace Theatre
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Planning
Mr Davis
22 June 2016

REPLY:
The Palace Theatre, Bourke Street Melbourne, has been considered three times for inclusion in the Victorian
Heritage Register (VHR), which recognises places of State significant under the Heritage Act 1995. The
independent Heritage Council of Victoria refused registration in 1977, 2010 and last in 2014, the latter being the
subject of a Heritage Council hearing under the Act. On 3 July 2014, the Heritage Council made a determination
not to include the Palace Theatre in the VHR. It found that this place did not meet the threshold for state level
heritage significance in relation to any of the Heritage Council’s criteria
In its determination, the Heritage Council affirmed the Palace Theatre as a place of cultural heritage significance at
a local level for its social and historical values, and noted its inclusion in the Bourke Hill Precinct Heritage Overlay
(HO500) of the City of Melbourne Planning Scheme. The Heritage Council endorsed the recommendation of the
Executive Director, Heritage Victoria, that the Palace Theatre be considered by the City of Melbourne for an
individual Heritage Overlay to acknowledge its particular cultural heritage values.
On 15 April 2016, Heritage Victoria accepted a fourth VHR nomination for the Palace Theatre. It was accepted on
the basis that it was administratively complete, not on the basis of any assessment or judgement around the level of
cultural heritage significance. The nomination stated that significant new evidence had become available since the
Heritage Council’s determination of 3 July 2014. However, it is the view of the Executive Director, Heritage
Victoria, that this material constitutes no new perspectives, interpretations or opinions about information that had
been widely available for some time about the Palace Theatre. Further, the Executive Director notes that the
historic material regarding the original and subsequent uses of the place had been included in his public
recommendation to the Heritage Council in 2014.
The Palace Theatre is currently located within Heritage Overlay (HO500), which applies to the Bourke Hill
Heritage Precinct. The site does not currently have an individual Heritage Overlay. The City of Melbourne is
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progressing Melbourne Planning Scheme Amendment C241, which seeks to apply permanent heritage controls for
the Palace Theatre, to recognise its individual significance. This amendment does not propose the application of
internal controls.
The Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal (VCAT) hearing on Melbourne City Council’s failure to
determine a permit application for the future use and development of the site was held on 23-26 February 2016.
VCAT determined to grant a planning permit to allow for the part demolition of existing buildings and
development of a multi-level residential hotel. VCAT’s decision is final and binding on all parties unless it is set
aside on appeal by a party to the Supreme Court on a point of law.

Victorian Comprehensive Cancer Centre
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Health
Ms Fitzherbert
22 June 2016

REPLY:
The assertions made by the member for Southern Metropolitan region are simply untrue. No contract variation or
change to design has been considered or instructed since December 2011 to any of the 22 lifts within the new
Victorian Comprehensive Cancer Centre facility.
Media reports quoted from January 2016 are correct. This botched plan would have led to bed-based patients being
transported to and from Level 13 of the Victorian Comprehensive Cancer Centre in lifts shared with animals,
animal waste, lab supplies and medical waste.
Only the Andrews Labor Government will ensure that every metre of the VCCC is safely and appropriately utilised
to benefit all Victorians touched by cancer. This government will ensure the space is dedicated to advancing cancer
care, research and treatment for all.

Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Centre
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Tourism and Major Events
Mr Eideh
23 June 2016

REPLY:
The Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Centre (MCEC) expansion will add 9000 square metres of flexible
exhibition space, including a multi-purpose facility with 900 retractable seats and 200 additional moveable seats,
concourse, exhibitor and support areas.
The expansion will enable the MCEC to cater for larger exhibitions, stage multiple exhibitions and conventions
concurrently, and greatly improve the efficiency of operations of the combined facility through increased links to
the existing Melbourne Exhibition Centre and Melbourne Convention Centre.
Once completed, the additional space is expected to generate an additional 74 000 international visitors annually,
who spend an average $693 each day while in Melbourne, resulting in a $167 million boost to our economy.
It is anticipated that the construction of the expanded exhibition facilities will generate 400 jobs, while the
construction of the car park and hotel will generate a total of 300 jobs.
The MCEC has advised that once operational, the expanded facilities will create an additional 865 ongoing direct
and indirect jobs. The hotel will generate approximately 100 ongoing jobs.
Constituents in your region can find out more about the opportunities this project will bring to Melbourne and the
Western Metropolitan region by visiting www.mcec.com.au/expansion.
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North-east link
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Roads and Road Safety
Ms Wooldridge
23 June 2016

REPLY:
The Victorian Government welcomes the Federal Coalition’s commitment to provide funding to transport projects
in Victoria. The Victorian Government is considering all funding offers made during the 2016 Federal Election.

Non-government schools capital funding program
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Education
Mr Mulino
23 June 2016

REPLY:
I am informed as follows:
I commend your strong and continued advocacy for schools in your electorate, including St Francis Xavier College
and St Clare’s Early Learning Centre.
Non-government schools are an important part of Victoria’s education system, with over one-third of Victorian
students studying at a Catholic or independent school. As you know, the 2015-16 State Budget delivered on an
election commitment by providing $120 million over four years to build and upgrade these schools, matching
dollar-for-dollar the non-government sector’s contribution.
I am delighted to confirm that, as part of this funding, the Andrews Labor Government has allocated $2 000 000 to
St Francis Xavier College for the construction of eighteen general learning areas and associated areas. Moreover,
the Andrews Government has allocated $3 420 000 to St Clare’s for the construction of eight general learning areas
and associated areas. These projects will enable the schools to increase capacity in response to significant
enrolment demand.
The Department of Education and Training is working closely with the Catholic Education Commission of Victoria
to deliver the grants and ensure the best outcome for the school community.
Thank you for raising this matter with me. I trust this information is of assistance.

Point Cook police resources
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Police
Mr O’Donohue
23 June 2016

REPLY:
I note your concerns regarding police resources in Point Cook. The Point Cook residents receive a 24-hour police
response.
It is very important that if anyone requires urgent police assistance that they contact Victoria Police on the
emergency number ‘000’. Calls to ‘000’ are recorded and responded to by the closest appropriate police personnel.
Victoria Police will continue to monitor service delivery demand, crime, traffic and public order issues in the area
of Point Cook. The operational need for new and upgraded police stations is established through the Victoria Police
Strategic Facilities Development Plan, where projects are considered in the context of other priorities across the
state.
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I am advised that Point Cook and Werribee are serviced by the 16 hour Wyndham North Police Station and the
24 hour Werribee Police Station. The local police response for this area includes the Wyndham Crime Investigation
Unit, Transit Safety Division, Highway Patrol and Operations Response Unit.
As you would expect, the government works closely with the Chief Commissioner to ensure Victoria Police is
appropriately resourced to tackle law and order issues facing the Victorian community
We need to see more police out on the front line and the Chief Commissioner is working with the Government on
what resources and powers they need to ensure that we see the crime rate start to turn around.
The Andrews Labor Government recently announced a $596 million Public Safety Package as part of the 2016-17
State Budget, delivering on our promise to give police the necessary resources to increase frontline police and
specialist police to respond to gang-related crime, gun crime, terrorist threats and family violence. This reflects the
government’s commitment to work with the Chief Commissioner to ensure we provide the resources to police that
will keep our community safe.
This includes an additional 406 police officers. The Government is working closely with Victoria Police to recruit
and train these additional officers. The recruitment and deployment of 400 Police Custody Officers also means we
can free up more police to work in their communities and keep Victorians safe.
The full deployment of 400 Police Custody Officers, funded in last year’s budget is being fast tracked by six
months to the end of 2017, further freeing up police officers to return to the frontline. I am advised that Victoria
Police now has over 200 custody officers.
We are also making a major investment in police equipment and technology to put Victoria Police at the forefront
of providing smarter more responsive policing. For the first time, police will have mobile technology, including
mobile tablets, enabling police to access and exchange up to date information while in the field. Combined with
new body worn cameras, this investment will significantly enhance Victoria Police’s frontline operations.
The government will continue to consult with Victoria Police about overall police resourcing across the state. I am
assured by the Chief Commissioner that the allocation of police resources across Victoria is continuously
monitored by the respective command officers to ensure the best possible policing service is delivered to the
Victorian community.
The government has also provided a significant investment in the 2016-17 State Budget to continue and expand the
Community Crime Prevention Program. A $19.4 million funding injection will continue to support local councils
and community groups to deliver critical crime prevention projects and help tackle the root causes of crime.
I am advised that Community Crime Prevention grants totalling $329 084 have been awarded in the Wyndham
Local Government Area (LGA) since 2011. Eleven grants have been awarded to Wyndham City Council and
community groups to support practical crime prevention initiatives, including security upgrades at community
facilities, crime prevention education and awareness programs, graffiti prevention initiatives and upgrades to public
spaces to improve community safety and confidence.
I am further advised that police in the Wyndham (LGA) are currently engaged in a number of community
engagement forums, including the Sub Committee for the Prevention of Family Violence, the Community Safety
Round Table, the Pacific Werribee Working Group, and the Walton Sheet Traders and liquor licensing forums.
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Music teachers
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Education
Dr Carling-Jenkins
23 June 2016

REPLY:
I am informed as follows:
The VIT has undertaken an extensive review of the Permission to Teach (PTT) Policy, consulting broadly with
many stakeholders, including music and instrumental music teachers.
I have been presented with the revised Policy for my consideration and am aware of the concerns of instrumental
music teachers in relation to the policy.
PTT is a category of teacher registration which may be granted by the VIT as per the Education and Training
Reform Act (2006).
It is a limited authority to teach granted in circumstances where there is a workforce shortage and a qualified
registered teacher cannot fill a position in a school. Because of its limited authority, PTT is also recognised as a
pathway to (full) teacher registration.
There is no intention to demote the subject of music. I concur the importance of music to the wellbeing and
learning of students of all ages.
There is also no intention to de-regulate the teaching of instrumental music in schools. The Education and Training
Reform Act (2006) requires anyone who is undertaking the duties of a teacher in a school to hold registration or
PTT.
It is my understanding that the VIT have and wish to continue to work with music teachers to clearly describe the
duties of a teacher with respect to the teaching of instrumental music to support the implementation of the revised
Policy.
The VIT are also continue their monitoring role working with employers to ensure that anyone who is undertaking
the duties of a teacher in a schools holds registration or PTT.
I will consider all views in my deliberation of the revised PTT Policy.

Calder Highway
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Roads and Road Safety
Ms Lovell
23 June 2016

REPLY:
The Andrews Labor Government acknowledges that the Calder Highway plays a vital role in supporting the
movement of freight and people between Melbourne and north-western Victoria.
I also recognise the important role of the Calder Highway Improvement Committee in advocating for
improvements along the Calder Highway corridor. I congratulate the committee on its contribution to enhancing
the lives of many communities over a number of decades.
I am pleased to advise that we have allocated funding to a number of current projects along the Calder Highway, in
particular, the committee’s previous highest priority to construct an $86 million grade separation of the Calder
Highway/Calder Alternative Highway in Ravenswood.
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In February 2015, I announced almost $3 million under the Transport Accident Commission’s Safe System Road
Infrastructure Program, for construction of a roundabout at the Calder Alternative Highway/Bendigo-Maryborough
Road intersection, which was another of the committee’s previous priorities.
The Victorian Government has also contributed funding to three projects along the Calder corridor under a
Regional Freight Road Program. These projects, with a combined total estimated cost of $15.1 million, include the
construction of roundabouts where the Calder Freeway access ramps intersect with Station Road in Gisborne, a
truck rest stop at the Jock Comini Reserve in Ravenswood, and overtaking lanes on the Calder Highway, north of
Hattah.
I note your advice that the Calder Park Drive interchange is currently listed as the Calder Highway Improvement
Committee’s number one priority. VicRoads is currently investigating potential improvements along the Calder
Freeway corridor, near Calder Park Drive, to improve safety and traffic flow. Some of the options being
investigated include treatments at the existing median openings and improvements to the Calder Park Drive entry
and exit ramps.
On 3 September 2015, the Victorian Parliament passed legislation creating Infrastructure Victoria, delivering a key
election commitment from the Andrews Labor Government and giving certainty for Victoria’s infrastructure
pipeline. The new independent body will be tasked with ensuring Victoria’s immediate and long-term infrastructure
needs are identified and prioritised based on objective, transparent analysis and evidence. Infrastructure Victoria
will consult widely, consider the needs of the whole state and prioritise the projects that deliver the best results.
Further improvement projects along the Calder Highway, including the Calder Park Drive interchange, will be
considered in this context.

Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining agreement
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Emergency Services
Mr Ramsay
23 June 2016

REPLY:
As you will be aware, the government has taken action to find a fair and balanced solution to a dispute that has
gone on for over 1000 days.
The role of volunteer firefighters in this state is sacrosanct. At no stage has the government questioned it or
jeopardised it. That is why the government has invested tens of millions in new trucks, stations, and training
facilities for volunteer brigades across the state.
Throughout the process of finalising the enterprise bargaining agreement, the government has focused on ensuring
that the Country Fire Authority (CFA) fire stations will continue to operate as they always have — with their own
independence, their own special connections to the community, and their own unique knowledge of their local area.
The government has appointed the Emergency Management Commissioner, Mr Craig Lapsley — someone with
many years of experience with the CFA and working with volunteers — to oversee the implementation of the
agreement.
As we move forward, I will be visiting CFA brigades across Victoria, working to ensure brigades get the required
support to keep their local communities safe.
Further information on enterprise bargaining agreement is available at www.yourcfainfo.vic.gov.au
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VicForests
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Agriculture
Ms Bath
23 June 2016

REPLY:
The Andrews Labor Government supports a strong and viable timber industry. Victoria’s forests are managed for
multiple purposes including maintaining biodiversity, providing recreation and tourism opportunities, cultural
connection and a sustainable, renewable resource to provide certainty to the timber industry.
Victoria’s state forests are also a vital contributor to many rural and regional centres across Victoria, providing
valuable jobs and economic activity. Victoria’s timber industry generates more than $1.5 billion of expenditure
annually and supports more than 21 000 jobs across Victoria.
The Andrews Labor Government has established a Forest Industry Taskforce to reach common ground on a
durable, long-term set of recommendations and proposals to government. The government will consider the
recommendations and proposals reached by consensus of the Taskforce.
I encourage you to view the Forest Industry Taskforce website http://forestindustrytaskforce.com.au/. The website
includes information about the Forest Industry Taskforce, its aim, members and progress to date.

Bendigo Special Development School
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Education
Mr Finn
23 June 2016

REPLY:
I am informed as follows:
The Department of Education is addressing concerns raised in relation to Bendigo Special Development School
arising from allegations and the Justitia investigation referred to in the matter raised. The Department is working to
put in place solutions that are in the best interests of the children at the school. The school community can look
forward to the Government taking action to improve the wellbeing of children at the school rather than expending
resources on a further inquiry.

Acland Street, St Kilda, pedestrian mall
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Small Business, Innovation and Trade
Ms Fitzherbert
23 June 2016

REPLY:
The Acland Street tram terminus upgrade does not fall under my portfolio responsibilities. I encourage the member
to redirect this question to the responsible Minister.
I regularly meet with traders in my electorate in my capacity as the local member, and will continue to do so.
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St Kilda police resources
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Police
Ms Crozier
23 June 2016

REPLY:
I note your comments about policing in St Kilda. St Kilda residents receive a 24 hour police response and it is very
important that if anyone requires urgent police assistance that they contact Victoria Police on the emergency
number ‘000’ as calls are recorded and responded to by the closest appropriate police personnel.
Alternatively, less urgent matters can be reported anonymously to Crime Stoppers by calling 1800 333 000 or
visiting www.crimestoppersvic.com.au. The mobile device Application (APP) can be downloaded from the Crime
Stoppers website allowing SMS and MMS data to be transmitted directly to Crime Stoppers, providing police with
valuable intelligence to target their enforcement operations.
St Kilda is serviced by the 24 hour St Kilda Police Station and the police response for this area includes the Crime
Investigation Unit, Transit Safety Division, Highway Patrol and Operations Response Unit.
We need to see more police out on the front line and the Chief Commissioner is working with the Government on
what resources and powers they need to ensure that we see the crime rate start to turn around.
The Andrews Labor Government recently announced a $596 million Public Safety Package as part of the 2016-17
State Budget, delivering on our promise to give police the necessary resources to increase frontline police and
specialist police to respond to gang-related crime, gun crime, terrorist threats and family violence. This reflects the
government’s commitment to work with the Chief Commissioner to ensure we provide the resources to police that
will keep our community safe.
This includes an additional 406 police officers. The Government is working closely with Victoria Police to recruit
and train these additional officers. The recruitment and deployment of 400 Police Custody Officers also means we
can free up more police to work in their communities and keep Victorians safe.
The full deployment of 400 Police Custody Officers, funded in last year’s budget is being fast-tracked by six
months to the end of 2017, further freeing up police officers to return to the frontline. I am advised that Victoria
Police now has over 200 custody officers.
Additionally, the government has also invested an additional $19.4 million over the next two years in the
Community Crime Prevention Program to help tackle the underlying causes of crime.
Victoria Police has established a range of taskforces to tackle property crime, including Operation Cosmas, which
is focusing on aggravated burglary and other gang-related activity. Operation Cosmas alone has been responsible
for over 100 arrests since May this year.
The Chief Commissioner assures me that the allocation of police resources across Victoria is continuously
monitored by the respective command officers to ensure the best possible policing service is delivered to the
Victorian community. The government will continue working with the Chief Commissioner to tackle the complex
law and order challenges we see today, to give Victoria Police the people, technology and infrastructure they need
to keep our community safe, now and well into the future.
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WRITTEN ADJOURNMENT RESPONSES
Responses have been incorporated in the form supplied by the departments on behalf of the
appropriate ministers.

Wednesday, 17 August 2016
Parkville College
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:
REPLY:

Minister for Families and Children
Ms Patten
8 June 2016

Since June 2015, Parkville College has operated the Early Years Intervention Strategy (EYIS) for young people in
youth justice who are parents.
The program is not only an intervention strategy, but also a primary prevention approach to strengthening and
maintaining strong family connections through teaching young people how to be parents. It focuses on supporting
positive parent-child relationships, assisting parents to differentiate between parent needs and parenting needs and
improving their understanding of the early years of life.
It recognises the clear evidence that enhancing the wellbeing of young children prevents the development of future
problems.
The strategy involves a partnership between Parkville College School, Early Childhood Management Services and
the Department of Health & Human Services.
As part of their study at the College, young people who are parents can participate in Parenting Sessions that are
aligned with the National Early Years Learning Framework (NEYLF).
The strategy will also:
– create an ‘early years’ curriculum that can be used throughout the school, with a focus on supporting the growth
of nurturing and empathic parent-child relationships which in turn contributes to strong families
– promote the notion that children are unique and have the right to a healthy and happy childhood, free from abuse
and neglect
– clearly differentiate between parents’ needs and parenting needs
– promote an enhanced understanding of the importance of the early years of life
– consider the use of child care centres as alternative learning environments for the young people and their own
children.
An Early Years Reference Committee and a working party have also been established with key representatives
from both the youth justice and early years sectors, along with adolescent and early childhood academics.
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Responses have been incorporated in the form supplied by the departments on behalf of the
appropriate ministers.

Thursday, 18 August 2016
Local government reform
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:
REPLY:

Minister for Local Government
Mrs Peulich
8 June 2016

Local government staff play a vital role in working with local communities in the provision of council services and
the implementation of council decisions. Both constituents and councillors expect that staff act with the highest
level of professionalism and integrity in carrying out their duties. The Local Government Act recognises this in
setting out a number of principles relating to council staff. In the course of their employment staff must act
impartially and with integrity and avoid conflicts of interest. They must also accept accountability for results and
provide responsive service.
Council staff are employed by the Chief Executive Officer (CEO). The CEO is responsible for the management of
all issues relating to staff and must develop and implement a staff code of conduct. CEOs are best placed to enact
their own codes within the Act’s framework and which suit the circumstances of their organisations. I encourage
CEOs to also ensure that codes sufficiently address staff relationships and dealings with councillors.
The current review of the Local Government Act has reached an important stage with the release in early June of a
directions paper outlining options for potential reform for the local government sector. I strongly encourage
councils, councillors and members of the community, including all Members of Parliament with an interest in the
sector, to make a submission by 16 September 2016.
I will take your suggestion as a submission and encourage you to add to it if you wish by visiting the Act review
website: Your Council You Community, where you will find more information about all aspects of the review.

Palliative care
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:
REPLY:

Minister for Health
Ms Fitzherbert
9 June 2016

The Andrews Labor Government released a new End-of-Life and Palliative Care Framework last month that will
allow more people with a terminal illness will be supported to die at home.
We have developed a Framework that recognises the current system of palliative care is out-dated, is not line in
with community expectations and will not meet future demand.
Currently, only 14 per cent of Australians who want to die at home are able to, and this new Framework is part of
the Labor Government’s plan to change that.
We have provided $7.2 million to put in place the right infrastructure to allow more Victorians with a terminal
illness to die at home, in line with their wishes.
Greater access to home-based palliative care was a recurring theme during the community consultation we
conducted to inform development of the new Victorian end of life and palliative care framework.
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This was also confirmed in the final report of the Legal and Social Issues Standing Committee Inquiry into end of
life choices, tabled on 9 June 2016.
I am proud that Barwon Health, like all public health services, has received an increase in funding from the
$21.062 billion that Labor invested in health in the 16/17 budget.
I am advised that Barwon Health opened 10 beds in the University Hospital Geelong Baxter Wing 7 from 1 July
2016.
These beds will be used for medical and palliative care patients. Barwon Health supports 16 palliative care beds at
the McKellar Centre together with an extensive community palliative care program and a regional consultancy
program.

Geelong Authority
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:
REPLY:

Minister for Planning
Mr Ramsay
22 June 2016

The State Government is committed to revitalising central Geelong and has allocated $5.5 million in the 2016-17
State Budget to kick start projects that will complement the work of the Greater Geelong City Council.
The appointment of the council’s new Panel of Administrators provides a unique opportunity for the state and
council to work even more closely on the projects and initiatives to bring more jobs, living and economic activity to
central Geelong.
On Friday 29 July 2016, the Government released the Revitalising Central Geelong Action Plan. This Plan is the
result of strong partnerships between the Victorian Government, the City of Greater Geelong and the Geelong
Authority, who will continue to work together to implement it.
The Geelong Authority has been in operation for almost 12 months and provided key input to the Revitalising
Central Geelong Action Plan and its priority projects. I have appointed Professor Roz Hansen as the new Chair of
the Authority following Peter Dorling’s recent appointment as an administrator with the City of Greater Geelong.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers to the following questions on notice were circulated on the date shown.
Questions have been incorporated from the notice paper of the Legislative Council.
Answers have been incorporated in the form supplied by the departments on behalf of the appropriate ministers.
Headings reflect the portfolio of the minister answering the question.

Tuesday, 16 August 2016
Education
4590.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to South Melbourne:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of primary school aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

Yes.

(2)

See attached table.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4591.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to Albert Park:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of primary school aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

Yes.

(2)

See attached table.
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The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4592.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to Middle Park:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of primary school aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The Department has statewide demographic forecast data to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
Statistical Area 2 (SA2) level. However, the boundary for the relevant statistical areas (SA2s) do not align
precisely to the suburb of Middle Park. Middle Park sits within the Albert Park SA2.

(2)

See attached table for requested forecast data for the Albert Park area (SA2) which includes Middle Park.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4593.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to Docklands:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of primary school aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

Yes.

(2)

See attached table.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4594.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to Fishermans Bend:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of primary school aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The Department has statewide demographic forecast data to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
Statistical Area 2 (SA2) level. However, the boundaries for the relevant statistical areas (SA2s) do not align
precisely to the Fishermans Bend area.

(2)

See attached tables for Port Melbourne Industrial, South Melbourne, and Southbank (SA2s) which include
Fishermans Bend.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]
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Education
4595.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to Southbank:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of primary school aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

Yes.

(2)

See attached table.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4596.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to St Kilda:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of primary school aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

Yes.

(2)

See attached table.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
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The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.
[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4597.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to the Port of Melbourne area:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of primary school aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

Yes.

(2)

See attached table.

(3)

The ‘Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4598.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to South Melbourne:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of secondary school-aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

Yes.

(2)

See attached table.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
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This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4599.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to Albert Park:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of secondary school-aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

Yes.

(2)

See attached table.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4600.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to the electorate of Albert Park:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of secondary school-aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The Department has statewide demographic forecast data to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
Statistical Area 2 (SA2) level. However, the boundaries for the relevant statistical areas (SA2s) do not align
precisely to the Victorian Electoral Commission electorate boundaries.
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(2)

See attached tables for Port Melbourne Industrial, Port Melbourne, Albert Park, South Melbourne and
Southbank Statistical Areas (SA2s) which include the electorate of Albert Park.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4601.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to Middle Park:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of secondary school-aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The Department has statewide demographic forecast data to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
Statistical Area 2 (SA2) level. However, the boundary for the relevant statistical areas (SA2s) do not align
precisely to the suburb of Middle Park. Middle Park sits within the Albert Park SA2.

(2)

See attached table for requested forecast data for the Albert Park area (SA2) which includes Middle Park.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4602.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to Docklands:
(1)
(2)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of secondary school-aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
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What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

Yes.

(2)

See attached table.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4603.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to Southbank:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of secondary school-aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

Yes.

(2)

See attached table.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4604.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to St Kilda:
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Does the Minister have projections of numbers of secondary school-aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

Yes.

(2)

See attached table.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4605.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to the Port of Melbourne area:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of secondary school-aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

Yes.

(2)

See attached table.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]
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Education
4606.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to Fishermans Bend:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of secondary school-aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

Yes. The Department has statewide demographic forecast data to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
Statistical Area 2 (SA2) level. However, the boundaries for the relevant statistical areas (SA2s) do not align
precisely to the Fishermans Bend area.

(2)

See attached tables for Port Melbourne Industrial, South Melbourne, and Southbank which include
Fishermans Bend.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4607.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to South Melbourne:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of kindergarten aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

Yes.

(2)

See attached table.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
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The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.
[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4608.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to Albert Park:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of kindergarten aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

Yes.

(2)

See attached table.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4609.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to the electorate of Albert Park:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of kindergarten aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The Department has statewide demographic forecast data to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
Statistical Area 2 (SA2) level. However, the boundaries for the relevant statistical areas (SA2s) do not align
precisely to the Victorian Electoral Commission electorate boundaries.

(2)

See attached tables for Port Melbourne Industrial, Port Melbourne, Albert Park, South Melbourne and
Southbank Statistical Areas (SA2s) which include the electorate of Albert Park.
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The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4610.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to Middle Park:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of kindergarten aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The Department has statewide demographic forecast data to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
Statistical Area 2 (SA2) level. However, the boundary for the relevant statistical areas (SA2s) do not align
precisely to the suburb of Middle Park. Middle Park sits within the Albert Park SA2.

(2)

See attached table for requested forecast data for the Albert Park area (SA2) which includes Middle Park.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4611.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to Docklands:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of kindergarten aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

Yes.

(2)

See attached table.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4612.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to Southbank:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of kindergarten aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

Yes.

(2)

See attached table.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Vittoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4613.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to Fishermans Bend:
(1)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of kindergarten aged children in the area.
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How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The Department has statewide demographic forecast data to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
Statistical Area 2 (SA2) level. However, the boundaries for the relevant statistical areas (SA2s) do not align
precisely to the Fishermans Bend area.

(2)

See attached tables for Port Melbourne Industrial, South Melbourne, and Southbank Statistical Areas (SA2s)
which include Fishermans Bend.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4614.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to St Kilda:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of kindergarten aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

Yes.

(2)

See attached table.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]
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Education
4615.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to the Port of Melbourne area:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of kindergarten aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

Yes.

(2)

See attached table.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4616.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to the electorate of Bentleigh:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of primary school aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The Department has statewide demographic forecast data to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
Statistical Area 2 (SA2) level. However, the boundaries for the relevant statistical areas (SA2s) do not align
precisely to the Victorian Electoral Commission electorate boundaries.

(2)

See attached tables for Bentleigh East, Bentleigh-McKinnon, Ormond-Glen Huntly, Moorabbin-Heatherton,
Hampton and Brighton East Statistical Areas (SA2s) which includes the electorate of Bentleigh.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
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The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.
[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4617.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to the electorate of Bentleigh:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of secondary school-aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The Department has statewide demographic forecast data to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
Statistical Area 2 (SA2) level. However, the boundaries for the relevant statistical areas (SA2s) do not align
precisely to the Victorian Electoral Commission electorate boundaries.

(2)

See attached tables for Bentleigh East, Bentleigh-McKinnon, Ormond-Glen Huntly, Moorabbin-Heatherton,
Hampton and Brighton East Statistical Areas (SA2s) which includes the electorate of Bentleigh.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4618.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to the electorate of Bentleigh:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of kindergarten aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The Department has statewide demographic forecast data to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
Statistical Area 2 (SA2) level. However, the boundaries for the relevant statistical areas (SA2s) do not align
precisely to the Victorian Electoral Commission electorate boundaries.
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(2)

See attached tables for Bentleigh East, Bentleigh-McKinnon, Ormond-Glen Huntly, Moorabbin-Heatherton,
Hampton and Brighton East Statistical Areas (SA2s) which includes the electorate of Bentleigh.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4619.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to the electorate of Brighton:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of primary school aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The Department has statewide demographic forecast data to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
Statistical Area 2 (SA2) level. However, the boundaries for the relevant statistical areas (SA2s) do not align
precisely to the Victorian Electoral Commission electorate boundaries.

(2)

See attached tables for Elwood, Brighton, Brighton East and Hampton Statistical Areas (SA2s) which
includes the electorate of Brighton.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4620.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to the electorate of Brighton:
(1)
(2)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of secondary school-aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
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What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The Department has statewide demographic forecast data to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
Statistical Area 2 (SA2) level. However, the boundaries for the relevant statistical areas (SA2s) do not align
precisely to the Victorian Electoral Commission electorate boundaries.

(2)

See attached tables for Elwood, Brighton, Brighton East and Hampton Statistical Areas (SA2s) which
includes the electorate of Brighton.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4621.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to the electorate of Brighton:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of kindergarten aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The Department has statewide demographic forecast data to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
Statistical Area 2 (SA2) level. However, the boundaries for the relevant statistical areas (SA2s) do not align
precisely to the Victorian Electoral Commission electorate boundaries.

(2)

See attached tables for Elwood, Brighton, Brighton East and Hampton Statistical Areas (SA2s) which
includes the electorate of Brighton.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.
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[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4622.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to the electorate of Burwood:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of primary school aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The Department has statewide demographic forecast data to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
Statistical Area 2 (SA2) level. However, the boundaries for the relevant statistical areas (SA2s) do not align
precisely to the Victorian Electoral Commission electorate boundaries.

(2)

See attached tables for Surrey Hills (West)-Canterbury, Surrey Hills (East)-Mont Albert, Camberwell,
Ashburton (Vic), Glen Iris (East), Box Hill, Ashwood-Chadstone and Burwood Statistical Areas (SA2s)
which includes the electorate of Burwood.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4623.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to the electorate of Burwood:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of secondary school-aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The Department has statewide demographic forecast data to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
Statistical Area 2 (SA2) level. However, the boundaries for the relevant statistical areas (SA2s) do not align
precisely to the Victorian Electoral Commission electorate boundaries.

(2)

See attached tables for Surrey Hills (West)-Canterbury, Surrey Hills (East)-Mont Albert, Camberwell,
Ashburton (Vic), Glen Iris (East), Box Hill, Ashwood-Chadstone and Burwood Statistical Areas (SA2s)
which includes the electorate of Burwood.
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The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4624.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to the electorate of Burwood:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of kindergarten aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The Department has statewide demographic forecast data to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
Statistical Area 2 (SA2) level. However, the boundaries for the relevant statistical areas (SA2s) do not align
precisely to the Victorian Electoral Commission electorate boundaries.

(2)

See attached tables for Surrey Hills (West)-Canterbury, Surrey Hills (East)-Mont Albert, Camberwell,
Ashburton (Vic), Glen Iris (East), Box Hill, Ashwood-Chadstone and Burwood Statistical Areas (SA2s)
which includes the electorate of Burwood.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4625.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to the electorate of Caulfield:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of primary school aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The Department has statewide demographic forecast data to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
Statistical Area 2 (SA2) level. However, the boundaries for the relevant statistical areas (SA2s) do not align
precisely to the Victorian Electoral Commission electorate boundaries.

(2)

See attached tables for Elsternwick, St Kilda East, St Kilda, Caulfield-North, Ormond-Glen Huntly and
Caulfield-South Statistical Areas (SA2s) which includes the electorate of Caulfield.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4626.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to the electorate of Caulfield:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of secondary school-aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The Department has statewide demographic forecast data to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
Statistical Area 2 (SA2) level. However, the boundaries for the relevant statistical areas (SA2s) do not align
precisely to the Victorian Electoral Commission electorate boundaries.

(2)

See attached tables for Elsternwick, St Kilda East St Kilda, Caulfield-North, Ormond-Glen Huntly and
Caulfield-South Statistical Areas (SA2s) which includes the electorate of Caulfield.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]
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Education
4627.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to the electorate of Caulfield:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of kindergarten aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The Department has statewide demographic forecast data to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
Statistical Area 2 (SA2) level. However, the boundaries for the relevant statistical areas (SA2s) do not align
precisely to the Victorian Electoral Commission electorate boundaries.

(2)

See attached tables for Elsternwick, St Kilda East, St Kilda, Caulfield-North, Ormond-Glen Huntly and
Caulfield-South Statistical Areas (SA2s) which includes the electorate of Caulfield.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4628.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to the electorate of Hawthorn:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of primary school aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The Department has statewide demographic forecast data to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
Statistical Area 2 (SA2) level. However, the boundaries for the relevant statistical areas (SA2s) do not align
precisely to the Victorian Electoral Commission electorate boundaries.

(2)

See attached tables for Hawthorn East, Hawthorn, Camberwell, Surrey Hills (West)-Canterbury and Glen
Iris-East Statistical Areas (SA2s) which includes the electorate of Hawthorn.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
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This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.
[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4629.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to the electorate of Hawthorn:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of secondary school-aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The Department has statewide demographic forecast data to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
Statistical Area 2 (SA2) level. However, the boundaries for the relevant statistical areas (SA2s) do not align
precisely to the Victorian Electoral Commission electorate boundaries.

(2)

See attached tables for Hawthorn East, Hawthorn, Camberwell, Surrey Hills (West)-Canterbury and Glen
Iris-East Statistical Areas (SA2s) which includes the electorate of Hawthorn.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4630.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to the electorate of Hawthorn:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of kindergarten aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The Department has statewide demographic forecast data to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
Statistical Area 2 (SA2) level. However, the boundaries for the relevant statistical areas (SA2s) do not align
precisely to the Victorian Electoral Commission electorate boundaries.

(2)

See attached tables for Hawthorn East, Hawthorn, Camberwell, Surrey Hills (West)-Canterbury and Glen
Iris-East Statistical Areas (SA2s) which includes the electorate of Hawthorn.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4631.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to the electorate of Kew:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of primary school aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The Department has statewide demographic forecast data to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
Statistical Area 2 (SA2) level. However, the boundaries for the relevant statistical areas (SA2s) do not align
precisely to the Victorian Electoral Commission electorate boundaries.

(2)

See attached tables for Balwyn North, Balwyn, Surrey Hills (West)-Canterbury, Kew and Kew East
Statistical Areas (SA2s) which includes the electorate of Kew.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]
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Education
4632.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to the electorate of Kew:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of secondary school-aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The Department has statewide demographic forecast data to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
Statistical Area 2 (SA2) level. However, the boundaries for the relevant statistical areas (SA2s) do not align
precisely to the Victorian Electoral Commission electorate boundaries.

(2)

See attached tables for Balwyn North, Balwyn, Surrey Hills (West)-Canterbury, Kew and Kew East
Statistical Areas (SA2s) which includes the electorate of Kew.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4633.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to the electorate of Kew:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of kindergarten aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The Department has statewide demographic forecast data to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
Statistical Area 2 (SA2) level. However, the boundaries for the relevant statistical areas (SA2s) do not align
precisely to the Victorian Electoral Commission electorate boundaries.

(2)

See attached tables for Balwyn North, Balwyn, Surrey Hills (West)-Canterbury, Kew and Kew East
Statistical Areas which includes the electorate of Kew.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
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This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.
[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4634.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to the electorate of Malvern:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of primary school aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The Department has statewide demographic forecast data to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
Statistical Area 2 (SA2) level. However, the boundaries for the relevant statistical areas (SA2s) do not align
precisely to the Victorian Electoral Commission electorate boundaries.

(2)

See attached tables for Toorak, Armadale, Malvern-Glen Iris and Malvern East Statistical Areas (SA2s)
which includes the electorate of Malvern.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4635.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to the electorate of Malvern:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of secondary school-aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
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(1)

The Department has statewide demographic forecast data to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
Statistical Area 2 (SA2) level. However, the boundaries for the relevant statistical areas (SA2s) do not align
precisely to the Victorian Electoral Commission electorate boundaries.

(2)

See attached tables for Toorak, Armadale, Malvern-Glen Iris and Malvern East Statistical Areas which
includes the electorate of Malvern.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4636.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to the electorate of Malvern:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of kindergarten aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The Department has statewide demographic forecast data to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
Statistical Area 2 (SA2) level. However, the boundaries for the relevant statistical areas (SA2s) do not align
precisely to the Victorian Electoral Commission electorate boundaries.

(2)

See attached tables for Toorak, Armadale, Malvern-Glen Iris and Malvern East Statistical Areas which
includes the electorate of Malvern.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]
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Education
4637.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to the electorate of Oakleigh:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of primary school aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The Department has statewide demographic forecast data to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
Statistical Area 2 (SA2) level. However, the boundaries for the relevant statistical areas (SA2s) do not align
precisely to the Victorian Electoral Commission electorate boundaries.

(2)

See attached tables for Mulgrave, Clayton, Oakleigh-Huntingdale, Hughesdale, Murrumbeena, Carnegie,
Ormond-Glen Huntly, Ashwood-Chadstone, Mt Waverley South and Glen Waverley-West Statistical Areas
which includes the electorate of Oakleigh.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4638.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to the electorate of Oakleigh:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of secondary school-aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The Department has statewide demographic forecast data to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
Statistical Area 2 (SA2) level. However, the boundaries for the relevant statistical areas (SA2s) do not align
precisely to the Victorian Electoral Commission electorate boundaries.

(2)

See attached tables for Mulgrave, Clayton, Oakleigh-Huntingdale, Hughesdale, Murrumbeena, Carnegie,
Ormond-Glen Huntly, Ashwood-Chadstone, Mt Waverley South and Glen Waverley-West Statistical Areas
which includes the electorate of Oakleigh.
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The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4639.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to the electorate of Oakleigh:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of kindergarten aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The Department has statewide demographic forecast data to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
Statistical Area 2 (SA2) level. However, the boundaries for the relevant statistical areas (SA2s) do not align
precisely to the Victorian Electoral Commission electorate boundaries.

(2)

See attached tables for Mulgrave, Clayton, Oakleigh-Huntingdale, Hughesdale, Murrumbeena, Carnegie,
Ormond-Glen Huntly, Ashwood-Chadstone, Mt Waverley South and Glen Waverley-West Statistical Areas
which includes the electorate of Oakleigh.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4640.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to the electorate of Prahran:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of primary school aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The Department has statewide demographic forecast data to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
Statistical Area 2 (SA2) level. However, the boundaries for the relevant statistical areas (SA2s) do not align
precisely to the Victorian Electoral Commission electorate boundaries.

(2)

See attached tables for St Kilda, St Kilda East, Prahran-Windsor, Toorak, South Yarra-East, Southbank,
South Yarra-West and Albert Park Statistical Areas which includes the electorate of Prahran.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4641.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to the electorate of Prahran:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of secondary school-aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The Department has statewide demographic forecast data to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
Statistical Area 2 (SA2) level. However, the boundaries for the relevant statistical areas (SA2s) do not align
precisely to the Victorian Electoral Commission electorate boundaries.

(2)

See attached tables for St Kilda, St Kilda East, Prahran-Windsor, Toorak, South Yarra-East, Southbank,
South Yarra-West and Albert Park Statistical Areas (SA2s) which includes the electorate of Prahran.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]
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Education
4642.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to the electorate of Prahran:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of kindergarten aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The Department has statewide demographic forecast data to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
Statistical Area 2 (SA2) level. However, the boundaries for the relevant statistical areas (SA2s) do not align
precisely to the Victorian Electoral Commission electorate boundaries.

(2)

See attached tables for St Kilda, St Kilda East, Prahran-Windsor, Toorak, South Yarra-East, Southbank,
South Yarra-West and Albert Park Statistical Areas (SA2s) which includes the electorate of Prahran.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4643.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to the electorate of Sandringham:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of primary school aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The Department has statewide demographic forecast data to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
Statistical Area 2 (SA2) level. However, the boundaries for the relevant statistical areas (SA2s) do not align
precisely to the Victorian Electoral Commission electorate boundaries.

(2)

See attached tables for Sandringham-Black Rock, Beaumaris, Mentone, Cheltenham-Highett (West),
Cheltenham-Highett (East) and Hampton Statistical Areas (SA2s) which includes the electorate of
Sandringham.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
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This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.
[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4644.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to the electorate of Sandringham:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of secondary school-aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The Department has statewide demographic forecast data to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
Statistical Area 2 (SA2) level. However, the boundaries for the relevant statistical areas (SA2s) do not align
precisely to the Victorian Electoral Commission electorate boundaries.

(2)

See attached tables for Sandringham-Black Rock, Beaumaris, Mentone, Cheltenham-Highett (West),
Cheltenham-Highett (East) and Hampton Statistical Areas (SA2s) which includes the electorate of
Sandringham.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

[See table at page 3703 for attachment details.]

Education
4645.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
In relation to the electorate of Sandringham:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the Minister have projections of numbers of kindergarten aged children in the area.
How many children are projected to live in the area.
What source data has been used to make this projection.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
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(1)

The Department has statewide demographic forecast data to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
Statistical Area 2 (SA2) level. However, the boundaries for the relevant statistical areas (SA2s) do not align
precisely to the Victorian Electoral Commission electorate boundaries.

(2)

See attached tables for Sandringham-Black Rock, Beaumaris, Mentone, Cheltenham-Highett (West),
Cheltenham-Highett (East) and Hampton Statistical Areas (SA2s) which includes the electorate of
Sandringham.

(3)

The Department of Education and Training uses population forecasts developed specifically for the
Department by expert demographic consultants to forecast the future demand for school provision, as well as
utilising the latest ABS and Victoria in Futures (VIF) data.
This Department’s population forecasts take into account Building approvals, Aerial photography, State
Government development data, as well as input from local Councils across Victoria to forecast the future
population in small geographic units.
The population forecast broken down to show the relevant school-aged years and the proportion of each age
that attends primary and secondary school, and further analysis is done at a local level to determine the
proportion that currently attends, and is forecast to attend, a government school.

Public transport
4888.

MS HARTLAND — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Public Transport): In
relation to the Werribee Rail Line:
(1)
(2)
(3)

when will the Government update the timetable as promised after completion of the Regional Rail
Link;
will the Government add additional services to the Werribee line when the new timetable comes
into effect;
when will the Government reinstate direct services from the Altona Loop to the City.

ANSWER:
The Government has announced the removal of Kororoit Creek Level Crossing and the duplication of the Altona
Loop between Werribee Junction and Kororoit Creek, which will result in more reliable services for people in
Melbourne’s West. Direct services from the Altona Loop to the city will be included as part of the next timetable
change, for which planning is underway.

Public transport
4935.MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Public
Transport): Since being appointed a Minister of the Crown, have you received any gifts from the
private sector up to the sum of AUD$500 and if so, please specify —
(a) the donor;
(b) the gift;
(c) the value of the gift; and
(d) whether this gift was disclosed in a declaration.
ANSWER:
I am informed that, as at the date the question was raised:
Members of the Victorian Parliament are required to declare personal interests in accordance with the Members of
Parliament (Register of Interests) Act 1978.
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Education
4993.MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): As at 29 February 2016 —
(1) How many ministerial staff based in the Ministers Office are employed or engaged in
communications, including public, corporate and media relations;
(2) What is the salary band for each of these officers; and
(3) What is the job title.
ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Ministerial Staff are employed in accordance with the Public Administration Act 2004. The tenure and funding is
consistent with best practice for Ministerial Staff.
The salary band, remuneration and roles of Ministerial Staff vary depending on the level of responsibility and
experience.

Public transport
5001.MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Public
Transport): As at 29 February 2016 —
(1) How many ministerial staff based in the Ministers Office are employed or engaged in
communications, including public, corporate and media relations;
(2) What is the salary band for each of these officers; and
(3) What is the job title.
ANSWER:
I am informed that, as at the date the question was raised:
Funding and tenure for Ministerial Staff is consistent with past practice. Ministerial staff are employed in
accordance with the Public Administration Act 2004.
Remuneration for ministerial staff varies depending on experience and responsibility.

Public transport
5006.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Public Transport): In
relation to the Night Network and specifically the weekend of February 13 and 14, what was the myki
touch on data count for the following tram services:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Route 19 North Coburg to City (via Brunswick);
Route 67 Melbourne University to Carnegie (via St Kilda, Glenhuntly);
Route 75 City to Vermont South (via Richmond, Hawthorn, Camberwell, Burwood);
Route 86 Bundoora to Docklands (via Reservoir, Thornbury, Northcote, Fitzroy);
Route 96 East Brunswick to St Kilda (via Fitzroy); and
Route 109 Box Hill to Port Melbourne (via Mont Albert, Surrey Hills, Kew, Hawthorn,
Richmond).

ANSWER:
Patronage for Night Network services is currently more than 30 000 each weekend. Patronage on Night Network
trams, trains and buses is one consideration in the Night Network Evaluation.
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Public transport
5007.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Public Transport): In
relation to the Night Network and specifically the weekend of February 20 and 21, what was the myki
touch on data count for the following tram services:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Route 19 North Coburg to City (via Brunswick);
Route 67 Melbourne University to Carnegie (via St Kilda, Glenhuntly);
Route 75 City to Vermont South (via Richmond, Hawthorn, Camberwell, Burwood);
Route 86 Bundoora to Docklands (via Reservoir, Thornbury, Northcote, Fitzroy);
Route 96 East Brunswick to St Kilda (via Fitzroy); and
Route 109 Box Hill to Port Melbourne (via Mont Albert, Surrey Hills, Kew, Hawthorn,
Richmond).

ANSWER:
Patronage for Night Network services is currently more than 30 000 each weekend. Patronage on Night Network
trams, trains and buses is one consideration in the Night Network Evaluation.

Public transport
5008.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Public Transport): In
relation to the Night Network and specifically the weekend of February 27 and 28, what was the myki
touch on data count for the following tram services:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Route 19 North Coburg to City (via Brunswick);
Route 67 Melbourne University to Carnegie (via St Kilda, Glenhuntly);
Route 75 City to Vermont South (via Richmond, Hawthorn, Camberwell, Burwood);
Route 86 Bundoora to Docklands (via Reservoir, Thornbury, Northcote, Fitzroy);
Route 96 East Brunswick to St Kilda (via Fitzroy); and
Route 109 Box Hill to Port Melbourne (via Mont Albert, Surrey Hills, Kew, Hawthorn,
Richmond).

ANSWER:
Patronage for Night Network services is currently more than 30 000 each weekend. Patronage on Night Network
trams, trains and buses is one consideration in the Night Network Evaluation.

Public transport
5009.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Public Transport): In
relation to the Night Network and specifically the weekend of March 5 and 6, what was the myki touch
on data count for the following tram services:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Route 19 North Coburg to City (via Brunswick);
Route 67 Melbourne University to Carnegie (via St Kilda, Glenhuntly);
Route 75 City to Vermont South (via Richmond, Hawthorn, Camberwell, Burwood);
Route 86 Bundoora to Docklands (via Reservoir, Thornbury, Northcote, Fitzroy);
Route 96 East Brunswick to St Kilda (via Fitzroy); and
Route 109 Box Hill to Port Melbourne (via Mont Albert, Surrey Hills, Kew, Hawthorn,
Richmond).
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ANSWER:
Patronage for Night Network services is currently more than 30 000 each weekend. Patronage on Night Network
trams, trains and buses is one consideration in the Night Network Evaluation.

Public transport
5010.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Public Transport): In
relation to the Night Network and specifically the weekend of February 13 and 14, what was the myki
touch on data count for the following coach services to:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Ballarat;
Bendigo;
Traralgon; and
Geelong.

ANSWER:
Patronage for Night Network services is currently more than 30 000 each weekend. Patronage on Night Network
trams, trains and buses is one consideration in the Night Network Evaluation.

Public transport
5011.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Public Transport): In
relation to the Night Network and specifically the weekend of February 20 and 21, what was the myki
touch on data count for the following coach services to:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Ballarat;
Bendigo;
Traralgon; and
Geelong.

ANSWER:
Patronage for Night Network services is currently more than 30 000 each weekend. Patronage on Night Network
trams, trains and buses is one consideration in the Night Network Evaluation.

Public transport
5012.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Public Transport): In
relation to the Night Network and specifically the weekend of February 27 and 28, what was the myki
touch on data count for the following coach services to:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Ballarat;
Bendigo;
Traralgon; and
Geelong.

ANSWER:
Patronage for Night Network services is currently more than 30 000 each weekend. Patronage on Night Network
trams, trains and buses is one consideration in the Night Network Evaluation.
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Public transport
5013.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Public Transport): In
relation to the Night Network and specifically the weekend of March 5 and 6, what was the myki touch
on data count for the following coach services to:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Ballarat;
Bendigo;
Traralgon; and
Geelong.

ANSWER:
Patronage for Night Network services is currently more than 30 000 each weekend. Patronage on Night Network
trams, trains and buses is one consideration in the Night Network Evaluation.

Public transport
5014.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Public Transport): In
relation to the Night Network and specifically the weekend of February 13 and 14, what was the myki
touch on data count for the following bus services:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
(l)
(m)
(n)
(o)
(p)
(q)
(r)
(s)
(t)
(u)

Route 941: City, Footscray, Sunshine North, Taylors Lakes, Watergardens;
Route 942: City, Footscray, Sunshine, Deer Park, St Albans;
Route 943: Watergardens, Caroline Springs, Melton;
Route 944: City, Newport, Altona, Altona Meadows, Point Cook;
Route 945: City, Geelong Road, Tarneit, Hoppers Crossing, Werribee, Wyndham Vale;
Route 951: City, Moonee Ponds, Brunswick West, Pascoe Vale, Glenroy;
Route 952: City, Footscray, Maribyrnong, Airport West, Gladstone Park, Broadmeadows;
Route 953: Broadmeadows, Meadow Heights, Roxburgh Park, Craigieburn;
Route 955: City, Brunswick, Ivanhoe, Bundoora, Mill Park, South Morang, Mernda;
Route 961: City, Collingwood, Eastern Freeway, Templestowe, Doncaster;
Route 963: Ringwood, Mooroolbark, Lilydale;
Route 964: Croydon, Kilsyth, Mt Evelyn, Lilydale;
Route 965: Lilydale, Woori Yallock, Healesville loop;
Route 966: City, Kew, Doncaster Road, Box Hill;
Route 967: Glen Waverley, Burwood Highway, Bayswater;
Route 969: City, Caulfield, Ferntree Gully Road, Rowville, Wantirna, Ringwood;
Route 970: Carrum, Frankston, Mornington, Rosebud;
Route 978: Elsternwick, Ormond, Huntingdale, Mulgrave, Dandenong;
Route 979: Elsternwick, Bentleigh, Clarinda, Keysborough, Dandenong;
Route 981: Dandenong, Berwick, Narre Warren South, Cranbourne; and
Route 982: Dandenong, Endeavour Hills, Hampton Park, Cranbourne.

ANSWER:
Patronage for Night Network services is currently more than 30 000 each weekend. Patronage on Night Network
trams, trains and buses is one consideration in the Night Network Evaluation.
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Public transport
5015.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Public Transport): In
relation to the Night Network and specifically the weekend of February 20 and 21, what was the myki
touch on data count for the following bus services:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
(l)
(m)
(n)
(o)
(p)
(q)
(r)
(s)
(t)
(u)

Route 941: City, Footscray, Sunshine North, Taylors Lakes, Watergardens;
Route 942: City, Footscray, Sunshine, Deer Park, St Albans;
Route 943: Watergardens, Caroline Springs, Melton;
Route 944: City, Newport, Altona, Altona Meadows, Point Cook;
Route 945: City, Geelong Road, Tarneit, Hoppers Crossing, Werribee, Wyndham Vale;
Route 951: City, Moonee Ponds, Brunswick West, Pascoe Vale, Glenroy;
Route 952: City, Footscray, Maribyrnong, Airport West, Gladstone Park, Broadmeadows;
Route 953: Broadmeadows, Meadow Heights, Roxburgh Park, Craigieburn;
Route 955: City, Brunswick, Ivanhoe, Bundoora, Mill Park, South Morang, Mernda;
Route 961: City, Collingwood, Eastern Freeway, Templestowe, Doncaster;
Route 963: Ringwood, Mooroolbark, Lilydale;
Route 964: Croydon, Kilsyth, Mt Evelyn, Lilydale;
Route 965: Lilydale, Woori Yallock, Healesville loop;
Route 966: City, Kew, Doncaster Road, Box Hill;
Route 967: Glen Waverley, Burwood Highway, Bayswater;
Route 969: City, Caulfield, Ferntree Gully Road, Rowville, Wantirna, Ringwood;
Route 970: Carrum, Frankston, Mornington, Rosebud;
Route 978: Elsternwick, Ormond, Huntingdale, Mulgrave, Dandenong;
Route 979: Elsternwick, Bentleigh, Clarinda, Keysborough, Dandenong;
Route 981: Dandenong, Berwick, Narre Warren South, Cranbourne; and
Route 982: Dandenong, Endeavour Hills, Hampton Park, Cranbourne.

ANSWER:
Patronage for Night Network services is currently more than 30 000 each weekend. Patronage on Night Network
trams, trains and buses is one consideration in the Night Network Evaluation.

Public transport
5016.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Public Transport): In
relation to the Night Network and specifically the weekend of February 27 and 28, what was the myki
touch on data count for the following bus services:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)

Route 941: City, Footscray, Sunshine North, Taylors Lakes, Watergardens;
Route 942: City, Footscray, Sunshine, Deer Park, St Albans;
Route 943: Watergardens, Caroline Springs, Melton;
Route 944: City, Newport, Altona, Altona Meadows, Point Cook;
Route 945: City, Geelong Road, Tarneit, Hoppers Crossing, Werribee, Wyndham Vale;
Route 951: City, Moonee Ponds, Brunswick West, Pascoe Vale, Glenroy;
Route 952: City, Footscray, Maribyrnong, Airport West, Gladstone Park, Broadmeadows;
Route 953: Broadmeadows, Meadow Heights, Roxburgh Park, Craigieburn;
Route 955: City, Brunswick, Ivanhoe, Bundoora, Mill Park, South Morang, Mernda;
Route 961: City, Collingwood, Eastern Freeway, Templestowe, Doncaster;
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Route 963: Ringwood, Mooroolbark, Lilydale;
Route 964: Croydon, Kilsyth, Mt Evelyn, Lilydale;
Route 965: Lilydale, Woori Yallock, Healesville loop;
Route 966: City, Kew, Doncaster Road, Box Hill;
Route 967: Glen Waverley, Burwood Highway, Bayswater;
Route 969: City, Caulfield, Ferntree Gully Road, Rowville, Wantirna, Ringwood;
Route 970: Carrum, Frankston, Mornington, Rosebud;
Route 978: Elsternwick, Ormond, Huntingdale, Mulgrave, Dandenong;
Route 979: Elsternwick, Bentleigh, Clarinda, Keysborough, Dandenong;
Route 981: Dandenong, Berwick, Narre Warren South, Cranbourne; and
Route 982: Dandenong, Endeavour Hills, Hampton Park, Cranbourne.

ANSWER:
Patronage for Night Network services is currently more than 30 000 each weekend. Patronage on Night Network
trams, trains and buses is one consideration in the Night Network Evaluation.

Public transport
5017.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Public Transport): In
relation to the Night Network and specifically the weekend of March 5 and 6, what was the myki touch
on data count for the following bus services:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
(l)
(m)
(n)
(o)
(p)
(q)
(r)
(s)
(t)
(u)

Route 941: City, Footscray, Sunshine North, Taylors Lakes, Watergardens;
Route 942: City, Footscray, Sunshine, Deer Park, St Albans;
Route 943: Watergardens, Caroline Springs, Melton;
Route 944: City, Newport, Altona, Altona Meadows, Point Cook;
Route 945: City, Geelong Road, Tarneit, Hoppers Crossing, Werribee, Wyndham Vale;
Route 951: City, Moonee Ponds, Brunswick West, Pascoe Vale, Glenroy;
Route 952: City, Footscray, Maribyrnong, Airport West, Gladstone Park, Broadmeadows;
Route 953: Broadmeadows, Meadow Heights, Roxburgh Park, Craigieburn;
Route 955: City, Brunswick, Ivanhoe, Bundoora, Mill Park, South Morang, Mernda;
Route 961: City, Collingwood, Eastern Freeway, Templestowe, Doncaster;
Route 963: Ringwood, Mooroolbark, Lilydale;
Route 964: Croydon, Kilsyth, Mt Evelyn, Lilydale;
Route 965: Lilydale, Woori Yallock, Healesville loop;
Route 966: City, Kew, Doncaster Road, Box Hill;
Route 967: Glen Waverley, Burwood Highway, Bayswater;
Route 969: City, Caulfield, Ferntree Gully Road, Rowville, Wantirna, Ringwood;
Route 970: Carrum, Frankston, Mornington, Rosebud;
Route 978: Elsternwick, Ormond, Huntingdale, Mulgrave, Dandenong;
Route 979: Elsternwick, Bentleigh, Clarinda, Keysborough, Dandenong;
Route 981: Dandenong, Berwick, Narre Warren South, Cranbourne; and
Route 982: Dandenong, Endeavour Hills, Hampton Park, Cranbourne.

ANSWER:
Patronage for Night Network services is currently more than 30 000 each weekend. Patronage on Night Network
trams, trains and buses is one consideration in the Night Network Evaluation.
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Public transport
5018.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Public Transport): In
relation to the Night Network and specifically the weekend of February 13 and 14, what was the myki
touch on data count for each metropolitan railway station operating during the Night Network trial.

ANSWER:
Patronage for Night Network services is currently more than 30 000 each weekend. Patronage on Night Network
trams, trains and buses is one consideration in the Night Network Evaluation.

Public transport
5019.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Public Transport): In
relation to the Night Network and specifically the weekend of February 20 and 21, what was the myki
touch on data count for each metropolitan railway station operating during the Night Network trial.

ANSWER:
Patronage for Night Network services is currently more than 30 000 each weekend. Patronage on Night Network
trams, trains and buses is one consideration in the Night Network Evaluation.

Public transport
5020.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Public Transport): In
relation to the Night Network and specifically the weekend of February 27 and 28, what was the myki
touch on data count for each metropolitan railway station operating during the Night Network trial.

ANSWER:
Patronage for Night Network services is currently more than 30 000 each weekend. Patronage on Night Network
trams, trains and buses is one consideration in the Night Network Evaluation.

Public transport
5021.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Public Transport): In
relation to the Night Network and specifically the weekend of March 5 and 6, what was the myki touch
on data count for each metropolitan railway station operating during the Night Network trial.

ANSWER:
Patronage for Night Network services is currently more than 30 000 each weekend. Patronage on Night Network
trams, trains and buses is one consideration in the Night Network Evaluation.

Ambulance services
5155.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Ambulance
Services): What was the advertising expenditure including public, corporate and media relations but not
including mandatory or staff recruitment for the Calendar year ending 31 December 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government Advertising Report 2014–2015 is published on www.dpc.victiov.au. This report
provides a reasonable overview of government advertising expenditure, including media expenditure and details on
advertising categories.
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Equality
5157.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Equality): What was
the advertising expenditure including public, corporate and media relations but not including mandatory
or staff recruitment for the Calendar year ending 31 December 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed that, as at the date the question was raised:
The Victorian Government Advertising Report 2014–2015 is published on www.dpc.vic.gov.au. This report
provides a reasonable overview of government advertising expenditure, including media expenditure and details on
advertising categories.

Public transport
5185.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Public Transport):
What was the advertising expenditure including public, corporate and media relations but not including
mandatory or staff recruitment for the Calendar year ending 31 December 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed that, as at the date the question was raised:
The Victorian Government Advertising Report 2014–2015 is published on www.dpc.vic.gov.au. This report
provides a reasonable overview of government advertising expenditure, including media expenditure and details on
advertising categories.

Roads and road safety
5281.MS HARTLAND — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety): Broken down by direction of traffic, what is the current daily traffic volumes on the
following roads —
(a) Dynon Road, West Melbourne;
(b) Dudley Street, West Melbourne;
(c) Wurundjeri Way, Docklands;
(d) Hawke Street, West Melbourne;
(e) Montague Street, South Melbourne;
(f) Victoria Street, West Melbourne;
(g) Queensbury Street, North Melbourne;
(h) La Trobe Street, Melbourne;
(i) Spencer Street, Melbourne;
(j) Lonsdale Street, Melbourne;
(k) Bourke Street, Melbourne;
(l) Flinders Street, Melbourne;
(m) Collins Street, Melbourne;
(n) Peel Street, Melbourne; and
(o) Royal Parade, Parkville.
ANSWER:
I can advise that traffic volumes range from 3800 to 18 000 vehicles per day.
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Roads and road safety
5282.MS HARTLAND — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety): Broken down by direction of traffic, what are the daily traffic volumes projected for 2020
on the following roads —
(a) Dynon Road, West Melbourne;
(b) Dudley Street, West Melbourne;
(c) Wurundjeri Way, Docklands;
(d) Hawke Street, West Melbourne;
(e) Montague Street, South Melbourne;
(f) Victoria Street, West Melbourne;
(g) Queensbury Street, North Melbourne;
(h) La Trobe Street, Melbourne;
(i) Spencer Street, Melbourne;
(j) Lonsdale Street, Melbourne;
(k) Bourke Street, Melbourne;
(l) Flinders Street, Melbourne;
(m) Collins Street, Melbourne;
(n) Peel Street, Melbourne; and
(o) Royal Parade, Parkville.
ANSWER:
I advise that VicRoads does not have traffic volumes projections for 2020.

Roads and road safety
5283.MS HARTLAND — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety): Broken down by direction of traffic, what are the daily traffic volumes projected for 2030
on the following roads —
(a) Dynon Road, West Melbourne;
(b) Dudley Street, West Melbourne;
(c) Wurundjeri Way, Docklands;
(d) Hawke Street, West Melbourne;
(e) Montague Street, South Melbourne;
(f) Victoria Street, West Melbourne;
(g) Queensbury Street, North Melbourne;
(h) La Trobe Street, Melbourne;
(i) Spencer Street, Melbourne;
(j) Lonsdale Street, Melbourne;
(k) Bourke Street, Melbourne;
(l) Flinders Street, Melbourne;
(m) Collins Street, Melbourne;
(n) Peel Street, Melbourne; and
(o) Royal Parade, Parkville.
ANSWER:
I advise that VicRoads does not have traffic volumes projections for 2030.
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Health
5304.MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for
Health): In relation to the Department of Health and Human Services 2014-15 annual report,
page 232 Note 28 shows $4.9 million in total payments from the Victorian Bushfire Appeal Trust
made in 2015 —
(a) what are the total number of payments;
(b) what is the nature of each of the payments; and
(c) how much of the total $4.9 million was each of these payments.
ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(a)

The number of payments total 103.

(b)

The nature of the payments is varied for community and individual allocations.

It would be inappropriate to list the costs of each payment, as it risks identification of the individuals involved.

Ambulance services
5310.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Ambulance
Services):
(a)
(b)

what was the Minister’s ‘Ministerial Office’ air travel expenditure from the beginning of calendar
year 1 January 2015 to 29 February 2016; and
what is the breakdown of that expenditure, including but not limited to, flight locations, individual
cost and type of class (i.e. first, premium economy or economy) of travel undertaken.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
All international travel has been disclosed on the departmental website.

Creative industries
5311.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Creative Industries):
(a)
(b)

what was the Minister’s ‘Ministerial Office’ air travel expenditure from the beginning of calendar
year 1 January 2015 to 29 February 2016; and
what is the breakdown of that expenditure, including but not limited to, flight locations, individual
cost and type of class (i.e. first, premium economy or economy) of travel undertaken.

ANSWER:
I refer the member to my previous answer for LC 4794 and LC4795.

Equality
5312.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Equality):
(a)
(b)

what was the Minister’s ‘Ministerial Office’ air travel expenditure from the beginning of calendar
year 1 January 2015 to 29 February 2016; and
what is the breakdown of that expenditure, including but not limited to, flight locations, individual
cost and type of class (i.e. first, premium economy or economy) of travel undertaken.
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ANSWER:
I refer the Member to my previous answer for LC 4858 and LC 4859

Health
5319.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
(a)
(b)

what was the Minister’s ‘Ministerial Office’ air travel expenditure from the beginning of calendar
year 1 January 2015 to 29 February 2016; and
what is the breakdown of that expenditure, including but not limited to, flight locations, individual
cost and type of class (i.e. first, premium economy or economy) of travel undertaken.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
I refer the Member to my response on Question on Notice 5310. All international travel has been disclosed on the
departmental website.

Public transport
5340.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Public Transport):
(a)
(b)

what was the Minister’s ‘Ministerial Office’ air travel expenditure from the beginning of calendar
year 1 January 2015 to 29 February 2016; and
what is the breakdown of that expenditure, including but not limited to, flight locations, individual
cost and type of class (i.e. first, premium economy or economy) of travel undertaken.

ANSWER:
I am informed that, as at the date the question was raised:
Flights required to perform ministerial responsibilities are factored into the budget allocated to Departments.
Department expenditure is published in their Annual Report. Guidelines for the use of flights are outlined in the
Victorian Public Sector Travel Principles, which is available online.

Roads and road safety
5354.

MS HARTLAND — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Roads and Road Safety):
In relation to high productivity freight vehicles 68.5 to 77.5 tonnes in weight:
(1)
(2)
(3)

When will these heavy high productivity freight vehicles be banned from the West Gate Bridge.
How many of these heavy high productivity freight vehicles currently take the West Gate Bridge
daily.
Is Shepard Bridge in Footscray able to carry these 68.5 to 77.5 tonne high productivity freight
vehicles currently or will that only be possible once the bridge redevelopment has taken place.
(4) Has Francis Street in Yarraville been approved for high productivity freight vehicles over
68.5 tonnes, including 73 tonne Quad-Tri B-doubles and 77.5 tonnes Quad-Quad B-doubles,
and if so —
(a) When was last mile access along this route granted;
(b) When will last mile access begin;
(c) How many extra trucks do you expect to take the single lane residential street of Francis
Street as a result of the ban of the West Gate Bridge;
(d) Have you or VicRoads consulted with the Maribyrnong Local Council regarding this change
in road conditions, and if so, when;
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Have you or VicRoads consulted with the local residents of Francis Street regarding this
change in road conditions, and if so, when;
Can these very long trucks actually safely make the turn at the corner of Williamstown Road
and Francis Street onto the single lane road of Francis Street–will they not have to turn using
multiple lanes, which is quite dangerous for car drivers;
Will VicRoads return red light cameras to the intersection of Williamstown Road and
Francis Street to help with safety concerns; and
When the Western Distributor is built, will last mile access along Francis Street for high
productivity freight vehicles be retracted.

ANSWER:
Information pertaining to HPFV permits can be found at the below mapping website.
http://vicroadsmaps.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=f06f732ab97a4737a9fd56b6b1aea24f

Regional development
5358.

MS BATH — To ask the Minister for Regional Development: Will the Latrobe Valley Industry and
Infrastructure Fund be continued and, if so, will it be funded to the full amount as announced in the
2014-15 Budget.

ANSWER:
The Andrews Labor Government came to office with a plan to get the Latrobe Valley back on track.
On 1 July 2015, the Government established the $500 million Regional Jobs and Infrastructure Fund (RJIF). The
RJIF is providing support to projects in the Latrobe Valley, including the Gippsland Logistics Precinct, the Latrobe
Creative Precinct and the Latrobe dental prosthetics laboratory and training clinic.
Our government is committed to supporting the Latrobe Valley and growing jobs. The Victorian Budget 2016–17
funded a landmark package for the Valley, with $40 million dedicated to localised economic development and an
additional $51.2 million to implement the findings of the Hazelwood Mine Fire Inquiry.
The Latrobe Valley Industry and Infrastructure Fund (LVIIF), an initiative of a previous Labor government, closed
on 30 June 2014 under the former Liberal-Nationals Government.

Education
5446.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Port Melbourne Primary School are funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5447.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Port Melbourne Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5448.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Port Melbourne Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5449.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Port Melbourne Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5450.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Port Melbourne Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.
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Education
5451.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Albert Park Primary School are funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5452.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Albert Park Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5453.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Albert Park Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5454.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Albert Park Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
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Education
5455.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Albert Park Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5456.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Albert Park Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5457.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Middle Park Primary School are funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5458.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Middle Park Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
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Education
5459.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Middle Park Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5460.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Middle Park Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5461.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Middle Park Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5462.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Middle Park Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
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Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5463.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at St. Kilda Park Primary School are funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5464.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at St. Kilda Park Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5465.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at St. Kilda Park Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5466.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at St. Kilda Park Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
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Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5467.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at St. Kilda Park Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5468.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at St. Kilda Park Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5469.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Albert Park College are funded for an integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5470.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Albert Park College were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an integration
aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
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Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5471.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Albert Park College.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5472.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Albert Park College were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an integration
aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5473.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Albert Park College were funded for an integration
aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5474.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Albert Park College.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
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Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5475.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at McKinnon Secondary College are funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5476.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at McKinnon Secondary College were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5477.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at McKinnon Secondary College.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5478.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at McKinnon Secondary College were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5479.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at McKinnon Secondary College were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5480.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at McKinnon Secondary College.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5481.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Bentleigh Secondary College are funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5482.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Bentleigh Secondary College were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5484.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Bentleigh Secondary College were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5485.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Bentleigh Secondary College were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5486.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Bentleigh Secondary College.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5487.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Brighton Secondary College are funded for an
integration aide.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5488.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Brighton Secondary College were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5489.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Brighton Secondary College.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5490.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Brighton Secondary College were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5491.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Brighton Secondary College were funded for an
integration aide.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5492.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Brighton Secondary College.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5493.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Brighton Beach Primary School are funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5494.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Brighton Beach Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5495.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Brighton Beach Primary School.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5496.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Brighton Beach Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5497.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Brighton Beach Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5498.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Brighton Beach Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.
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Education
5499.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Elsternwick Primary School are funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5500.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Elsternwick Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use° of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5501.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Elsternwick Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5502.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Elsternwick Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
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Education
5503.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Elsternwick Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5504.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Elsternwick Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5505.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Gardenvale Primary School are funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5506.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Gardenvale Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
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Education
5507.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Gardenvale Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5508.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Gardenvale Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5509.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Gardenvale Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5510.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Gardenvale Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
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Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5511.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Elwood Primary School are funded for an integration
aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5512.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Elwood Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5513.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Elwood Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5514.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Elwood Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
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Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5515.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Elwood Primary School were funded for an integration
aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5516.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Elwood Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5517.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Elwood College are funded for an integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5518.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Elwood College were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an integration aide
for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
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Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5519.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Elwood College.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5520.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Elwood College were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an integration aide in
the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5521.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Elwood College were funded for an integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5522.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Elwood College.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
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Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5523.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Hampton Primary School are funded for an integration
aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5524.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Hampton Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5525.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Hampton Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5526.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Hampton Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5527.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Hampton Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5528.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Hampton Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5529.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Burwood East Primary School are funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5530.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Burwood East Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5531.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Burwood East Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5532.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Burwood East Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5533.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Burwood East Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5534.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Burwood East Primary School.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5535.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Wattle Park Primary School are funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5536.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Wattle Park Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5537.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Wattle Park Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.
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Education
5538.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Wattle Park Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5539.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Wattle Park Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5540.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Wattle Park Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5541.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Burwood Heights Primary School are funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
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Education
5542.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Burwood Heights Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5543.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Burwood Heights Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5544.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Burwood Heights Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5545.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Burwood Heights Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
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Education
5546.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Burwood Heights Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students,-including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5547.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Ashwood High School are funded for an integration
aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5548.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Ashwood High School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an integration
aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5549.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Ashwood High School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
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Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5550.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Ashwood High School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an integration
aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5551.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Ashwood High School were funded for an integration
aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5552.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Ashwood High School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5553.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Hartwell Primary School are funded for an integration
aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
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Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5554.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Hartwell Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5555.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Hartwell Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5556.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Hartwell Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5557.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Hartwell Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
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Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5558.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Hartwell Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5559.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Roberts McCubbin Primary School are funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5560.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Roberts McCubbin Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for
an integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5561.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Roberts McCubbin Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
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Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5562.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Roberts McCubbin Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for
an integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5563.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Roberts McCubbin Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5564.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Roberts McCubbin Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5565.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Malvern Primary School are funded for an integration
aide.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5566.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Malvern Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5567.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Malvern Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5568.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Malvern Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5569.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Malvern Primary School were funded for an integration
aide.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5570.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Malvern Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5571.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Malvern Valley Primary School are funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5572.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Malvern Valley Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5573.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Malvern Valley Primary School.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5574.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Malvern Valley Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5576.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Malvern Valley Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5577.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Lloyd Street Primary School are funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
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Education
5578.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Lloyd Street Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5579.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Lloyd Street Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5580.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Lloyd Street Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5581.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Lloyd Street Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
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Education
5582.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Lloyd Street Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5583.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Armadale Primary School are funded for an integration
aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5584.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Armadale Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5585.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Armadale Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
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Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5586.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Armadale Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5587.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Armadale Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5588.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Armadale Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5589.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Camberwell South Primary School are funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
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Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5590.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Camberwell South Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5591.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Camberwell South Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5592.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Camberwell South Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5593.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Camberwell South Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
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Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5594.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Camberwell South Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5595.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Glen Iris Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5596.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Glen Iris Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5597.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Glen Iris Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5598.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Glen Iris Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5599.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Glen Iris Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5600.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Caulfield Primary School are funded for an integration
aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5601.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Caulfield Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5602.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Caulfield Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5603.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Caulfield Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5604.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Caulfield Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5605.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Caulfield Primary School.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5606.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Caulfield South Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5607.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Caulfield South Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5608.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Caulfield South Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
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Education
5609.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Caulfield South Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5610.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Caulfield South Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5611.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Glen Huntly Primary School are funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5612.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Glen Huntly Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
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Education
5613.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Glen Huntly Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5614.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Glen Huntly Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5615.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Glen Huntly Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5616.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Glen Huntly Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
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Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5617.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at St Kilda Primary School are funded for an integration
aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5618.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at St Kilda Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5619.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at St Kilda Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5620.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at St Kilda Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
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Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5621.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at St Kilda Primary School were funded for an integration
aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5622.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at St Kilda Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5623.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Ripponlea Primary School are funded for an integration
aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5624.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Ripponlea Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
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Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5625.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Ripponlea Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5626.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Ripponlea Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5627.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Ripponlea Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5628.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Ripponlea Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
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Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5629.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Glenferrie Primary School are funded for an integration
aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5630.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Glenferrie Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5631.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Glenferrie Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5632.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Glenferrie Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5633.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Glenferrie Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5634.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Glenferrie Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5635.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Hawthorn West Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5636.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Hawthorn West Primary School.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5637.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Hawthorn West Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5638.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Hawthorn West Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5639.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Hawthorn West Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.
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Education
5640.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Swinburne Senior Secondary College are funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5641.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Swinburne Senior Secondary College were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for
an integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5642.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Swinburne Senior Secondary College.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5643.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Swinburne Senior Secondary College were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for
an integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
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Education
5644.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Auburn Primary School are funded for an integration
aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5645.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Auburn Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5646.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Auburn Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5647.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Auburn Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
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Education
5648.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Auburn Primary School were funded for an integration
aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5649.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Auburn Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5650.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Auburn High School are funded for an integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5651.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Auburn High School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an integration
aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
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Education
5652.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Auburn High School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5653.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Auburn High School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an integration
aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5654.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Auburn High School were funded for an integration
aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5655.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Auburn High School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
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Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5656.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Auburn South Primary School are funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5657.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Auburn South Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5658.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Auburn South Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5659.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Auburn South Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
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Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5660.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Auburn South Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5661.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Auburn South Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5662.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Camberwell High School are funded for an integration
aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5663.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Camberwell High School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
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Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5664.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Camberwell High School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5665.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Camberwell High School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5666.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Camberwell High School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5667.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Camberwell High School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
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Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5668.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Canterbury Primary School are funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5669.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Canterbury Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5670.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Canterbury Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5671.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Canterbury Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5672.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Canterbury Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5673.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Canterbury Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5674.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Balwyn North Primary School are funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5675.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Balwyn North Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5676.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Balwyn North Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5677.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Balwyn North Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5678.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Balwyn North Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5679.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Balwyn North Primary School.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5680.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Boroondara Park Primary School are funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5681.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Boroondara Park Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5682.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Boroondara Park Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.
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Education
5683.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Boroondara Park Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5684.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Boroondara Park Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5685.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Boroondara Park Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5686.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Boroondara Park Primary School are funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
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Education
5687.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Greythorn Primary School are funded for an integration
aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5688.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Greythorn Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5689.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Greythorn Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5690.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Greythorn Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
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Education
5691.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Greythorn Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5692.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Greythorn Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5693.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Kew Primary School are funded for an integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5694.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Kew Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an integration
aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
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Education
5695.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Kew Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5696.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Kew Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an integration
aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5697.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Kew Primary School were funded for an integration
aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5698.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Kew Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
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Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5699.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Kew East Primary School are funded for an integration
aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5700.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Kew East Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5701.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Kew East Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5702.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Kew East Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5703.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Kew East Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5704.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Kew East Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5705.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Kew High School are funded for an integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5706.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Kew High School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an integration aide
for the school year 2016.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5707.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Kew High School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5708.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Kew High School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an integration aide
in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5709.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Kew High School were funded for an integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5710.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Kew High School.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5711.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Balwyn Primary School are funded for an integration
aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5712.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Balwyn Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5713.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Balwyn Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.
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Education
5714.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Balwyn Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5715.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Balwyn Primary School were funded for an integration
aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5716.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Balwyn Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5717.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Deepdene Primary School are funded for an integration
aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
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Education
5718.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Deepdene Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5719.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Deepdene Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5720.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Deepdene Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5721.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Deepdene Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
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Education
5722.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Deepdene Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5723.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Canterbury Girls’ High School are funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5724.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Canterbury Girls’ High School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5725.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Canterbury Girls’ High School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
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Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5726.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Canterbury Girls’ High School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5727.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Canterbury Girls’ High School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5728.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Canterbury Girls’ High School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5729.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Belle Vue Primary School are funded for an integration
aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
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Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5730.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Belle Vue Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5732.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Belle Vue Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5733.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Belle Vue Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to,
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5734.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Belle Vue Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
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Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5735.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Carnegie Primary School are funded for an integration
aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5736.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Carnegie Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5737.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Carnegie Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5738.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Carnegie Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
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Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5739.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Carnegie Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5740.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Oakleigh Primary School are funded for an integration
aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5741.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Oakleigh Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5742.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Oakleigh Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
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Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5743.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Oakleigh Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5744.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Oakleigh Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5745.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Oakleigh Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5746.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
Education): For the school year 2016, how many children at Murrumbeena Primary School are funded
for an integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
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Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5747.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Murrumbeena Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5748.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Murrumbeena Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the, effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5749.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Murrumbeena Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5750.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Murrumbeena Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5751.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Murrumbeena Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5752.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Amsleigh Park Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5753.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Amsleigh Park Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5754.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Amsleigh Park Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5755.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Amsleigh Park Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5756.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Amsleigh Park Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5757.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
Education): For the school year 2016, how many children at Huntingdale Primary School are funded for
an integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5758.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Huntingdale Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5759.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Huntingdale Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5760.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Huntingdale Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5761.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Huntingdale Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5762.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Huntingdale Primary School.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5763.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
Education): For the school year 2016, how many children at Stonnington Primary School are funded for
an integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5764.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Stonnington Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5765.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Stonnington Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.
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Education
5766.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Stonnington Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5767.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Stonnington Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5768.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Stonnington Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5769.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at South Yarra Primary School are funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
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Education
5770.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at South Yarra Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5771.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at South Yarra Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5772.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at South Yarra Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5773.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at South Yarra Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
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Education
5774.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at South Yarra Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5775.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
Education): For the school year 2016, how many children at Melbourne High School are funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5776.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Melbourne High School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5777.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Melbourne High School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
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Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5778.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Melbourne High School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate. ***

Education
5779.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Melbourne High School were funded for an integration
aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5780.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Melbourne High School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support. staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5781.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Sandringham Primary School are funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
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Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5782.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Sandringham Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5783.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Sandringham Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5784.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Sandringham Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5785.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Sandringham Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
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Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5786.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Sandringham Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5787.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at East Sandringham Primary School are funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5788.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at East Sandringham Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5789.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at East Sandringham Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
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Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5790.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at East Sandringham Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5791.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at East Sandringham Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5792.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at East Sandringham Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5793.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Black Rock Primary School are funded for an
integration aide.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5794.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Black Rock Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5795.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Black Rock Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5796.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Black Rock Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5797.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Black Rock Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5798.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Black Rock Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5799.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Beaumaris Primary School are funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5800.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Beaumaris Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5801.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Beaumaris Primary School.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5802.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Beaumaris Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5803.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Beaumaris Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5804.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Beaumaris Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.
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Education
5805.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Beaumaris North Primary School are funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5806.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Beaumaris North Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5807.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Beaumaris North Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5808.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Beaumaris North Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
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Education
5809.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Beaumaris North Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5810.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Beaumaris North Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5811.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Cheltenham Primary School are funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5812.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Cheltenham Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
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Education
5813.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Cheltenham Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5814.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Cheltenham Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5815.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Cheltenham Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5816.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Cheltenham Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
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Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5817.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Sandringham College are funded for an integration
aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5818.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Sandringham College were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an integration
aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5819.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Sandringham College.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5820.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Sandringham College were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an integration
aide in the school year 2015.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5821.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Sandringham College were funded for an integration
aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5822.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Sandringham College.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5823.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Mentone Primary School are funded for an integration
aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5824.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Mentone Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5825.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Mentone Primary School.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5826.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Mentone Primary School were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5827.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Mentone Primary School were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5828.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Mentone Primary School.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.

Education
5829.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many children at Mentone Girls’ Secondary College are funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for, students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5830.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Mentone Girls’ Secondary College were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide for the school year 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5831.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2016, how many integration aides work at Mentone Girls’ Secondary College.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff, to
best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities and
additional needs.
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Education
5832.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
How many children at Mentone Girls’ Secondary College were unsuccessful in obtaining funding for an
integration aide in the school year 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5833.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many children at Mentone Girls’ Secondary College were funded for an
integration aide.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.

Education
5834.

MS FITZHERBERT — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
For the school year 2015, how many integration aides worked at Mentone Girls’ Secondary College.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Each school is responsible for the effective use of total resources for students in its care and has flexibility to
employ education support staff (formerly known as integration aides), teaching or allied health staff or invest in
alternative programs where appropriate.
Each’ school’s Principal determines the school’s staffing profile, including the number of education support staff,
to best support the delivery of teaching and learning programs for all students, including students with disabilities
and additional needs.

Agriculture
5835.

MS BATH — To ask the Minister for Agriculture: In relation to introducing local government rates
relief for Victoria’s drought affected farmers —
(1)

(2)

has your Department completed, or received from another Department, modelling work to show
the cost and impact of introducing local government rates relief for Victoria’s drought affected
farmers; and
if so, will you provide a copy of this modelling work.
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ANSWER:
A key aim of the government is to work within the bipartisan Victorian Drought Preparedness and Response
Framework to ensure that drought responses maintain a focus on supporting decision making, preparedness, and
community health and wellbeing.
The Victorian Government is implementing a $27 million drought response package targeted to north west Victoria
where drought conditions have been prolonged. Community views were sought and informed the design of the
package which included support for:
– Agricultural Traineeships
– Rural financial counselling for drought affected small businesses
– Farm risk management grants
– Stock containment areas
– Recreational and sports water
– Extension services to farmers
– Local Council Drought Response and Community Events
– Drought Employment Program
– Sport and Recreation Water Infrastructure Grants
– Foodbank
– National Centre for Farmer Health activities
– Disadvantaged families attending Victorian Government Schools with uniforms, shoes and other essential items
– Supporting kindergartens participation in drought affected communities
– School children through the Camps, Sports and Excursions Fund
– Water infrastructure projects
– Prioritising rehabilitation road works
– Fast tracking regional development projects
– Mental Health First Aid training
The Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources did not commission any modelling
work on the impact of a municipal rate subsidy. The cost of the municipal rate subsidy during the millennium
drought was $55 million over five years.
The Victorian Government is closely monitoring seasonal, social and economic conditions to assess whether
additional targeted responses are required in new areas. Recent rainfall events have been promising and we all hope
this is sustained through winter and spring to provide necessary relief to farmers and rural communities.

Roads and road safety
5837.

MS HARTLAND — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Roads and Road Safety):
In relation to trucks that have been fined by VicRoads for breaching truck curfew laws on roads, how
many trucks were fined and in which municipality were the fines received in the following years—
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2016;
2015;
2014;
2013;
2012;
2011; and
2000.

ANSWER:
Traffic Infringement Notices do not record breaches by municipality.

Roads and road safety
5838.

MS HARTLAND — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Roads and Road Safety):
In relation to trucks that have been fined by VicRoads for breaching road safety rules, how many trucks
were fined and in which municipality were the fines received in the following years—
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

2016;
2015;
2014;
2013;
2012;
2011; and
2000.

ANSWER:
Traffic Infringement Notices do not record breaches by municipality.

Roads and road safety
5839.

MS HARTLAND — To ASK the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety): In relation to trucks that have been fined by Victorian Police for breaching road safety rules,
how many trucks were fined and in which municipality were the fines received in the following years—
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

2016;
2015;
2014;
2013;
2012;
2011; and
2000.

ANSWER:
Fines issued by Victoria Police do not fall within my portfolio responsibilities.
This question should be referred to the Hon Lisa Neville MP, Minister for Police.
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Health
5843.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
What is the URL on the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), Department of Health
and/or Department of Human Services website where official DHHS overseas Ministerial travel reports
are published.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
All official DHHS overseas Ministerial travel reports are published oh the Department of Health and Human
Services Internet page at http://dhhs.vic.gov.au/ministers/ministerialtravel-reports/.

Police
5845.

MR YOUNG — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): What are the
storage requirements for air rifle pellets.

ANSWER:
I am advised by Victoria Police that air rifle pellets do not fall under the definition of cartridge ammunition in the
Firearms Act 1996, therefore are not subject to the storage requirements in the Firearms Act.
Cartridge ammunition, as defined under section 3 of the Firearms Act, means “ammunition having a bullet or other
projectile and priming device fixed to or enclosed in a cartridge case which is composed wholly or partly of
material other than paper.”

Families and children
5851.

MS SPRINGLE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to 2016-17 Budget Paper
3, p 248: “Proportion of Aboriginal children placed with relatives/kin”:
(a)

(b)

Why has the Department budgeted in 2016-17 for exactly the same proportion of Aboriginal
children to be placed with kin or relatives as in 2015-16, despite the better-than-projected expected
results for that year; and
Won’t the effects of the Aboriginal Principal Officers reforms improve the likelihood that
Aboriginal children are placed with kin, relatives or other culturally-appropriate carers.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(a)

The Government is aware of the increased number of Aboriginal children placed with kin or relatives, which
is why we provided $16.5 million in this year’s budget to better support Aboriginal children and families,
including a stronger focus on the recruitment of Aboriginal carers.

(b)

One of the aims of the implementation of the Aboriginal Principal Officers reforms (under Section 18 of the
Children, Youth and Families Act 2005) is to increase the extent to which Aboriginal organisations are
authorised to make decisions about Aboriginal children, including decisions about the placement of children
in out of home care. Over time, it is intended that this reform will result in a greater proportion of the
Aboriginal children in out of home care being placed in the care of kin.
I recently announced an investment of $2.82 million over two years to fund a range of initiatives for
Aboriginal children and young people in out of home care. This includes:
– $880 000 for a transition team that will develop and implement a strategy to transition support services for
Aboriginal children and young people who are involved with child protection to Aboriginal organisations.
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– $500 000 to improve access to Targeted Care Packages for Aboriginal children and young people.
– $340 000 Return to Country program to help Aboriginal children in care stay connected to their culture.
– $220 000 to provide more support to Aboriginal children and young people leaving care.
– $880 000 for the Victorian Aboriginal Child Care Agency to continue delivery of section 18 services,
which provides for legal guardianship for Aboriginal children subject to the Children’s Court protection
order.

Attorney-General
5858.

MS SPRINGLE — To ask the Minister for Justice: In relation to the $4.6 million that was provided for
“Family Violence Legal Assistance” in the 2016-17 Budget Papers: In setting this amount of
$4.6 million over 1 year, did the Government take into account the Commonwealth’s pending cuts to
both Legal Aid Commissions and Community Legal Centres.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
The funding of legal services is the shared responsibility of State and Commonwealth government. Historically,
Victoria has provided a significant majority of that funding. For instance, Victoria provided over 60 per cent
($405.1m) of the $672.2m provided by the Victorian and Commonwealth Governments to Victoria Legal Aid and
Community Legal Centres in the five years 2011-12 to 2015-16.
This imbalance will continue under the National Partnership Agreement on Legal Assistance Services (NPLAS).
The NPLAS was agreed by the Commonwealth Government in 2015 and will provide $290.8 million over five
years to Victoria to distribute to its legal aid commissions and community legal centres.
In addition to Victoria’s ongoing investment in legal services, the 2016-17 Victorian State Budget allocated a
$23.9 million to strengthen justice responses to family violence. This includes a further $4.6 million over one year
to the principal legal advice and assistance services in Victoria-Victoria Legal Aid and Community Legal Centres.
This funding will help deliver on Recommendation 69 of the Royal Commission, which recommends that the
Victorian Government pursue expansion of resourcing for legal services through the Council of Australian
Governments Law, Crime and Community Safety Council. In line with this recommendation the Victorian
Government will be pursuing an expansion of resourcing through the Council of Australian Governments Law,
Crime and Community Safety Council.

Mental health
5860.

MS HARTLAND — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Mental
Health): Regarding the independent review of the mental health, alcohol and drug treatment sector —
(a)
(b)

is there any money in the 2016-17 budget for implementing the recommendations of this review;
and
if so, how much and to what.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(a)

Ensuring people have access to timely and appropriate treatment services is a key priority for the Victorian
Government.
The Government is working with the alcohol and other drug treatment sector to address the issues raised in
the independent Review. This is being informed by a Sector Reference Group on Community Based Alcohol
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and Other Drug Service Delivery, comprising a cross-section of providers, peak organisations and other
interested parties.
In addition, over the last two months, more than 100 service providers, clinicians, peer workers, consumers
and families have been engaged in consultations around improvements to the adult community based
treatment system.
We are working very closely with providers and peak organisations to ensure that we implement changes to
this sector in a collaborative, responsive way, unlike the rushed and unilaterally designed recommissioning,
which crippled our providers and compromised the system.
(b)

The Victorian Government has invested more than $110 million to respond to alcohol and other drug use
since coming into government.
This additional investment will enhance and improve drug treatment capacity to ensure more Victorians are
able to access alcohol and other drug treatment services.

Mental health
5861.

MS HARTLAND — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Mental
Health): Regarding the government’s funding of a real time prescription drug monitoring system —
(1)
(a)
(2)
(3)
(4)

will it apply to schedule 4 and schedule 8 medications;
if not, why, given most benzodiazepines are schedule 4 and benzodiazepines contribute to over
half of all fatal overdoses related to prescription drugs;
does the funding allocation include funding for additional alcohol and other drug treatment;
does the funding allocation include training and workforce capacity building across the sector; and
what technology will be used to operate the monitoring system.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

Real-time prescription monitoring will monitor prescription medicines that are at high risk of misuse. The
system will include all Schedule 8 medicines. We are consulting with medical and pharmacy groups to
determine how best to bring into the system other high risk medicines, such as diazepam.

(2)

Yes.

(3)

Yes.

(4)

The Electronic Recording and Reporting of Controlled Drugs enhancements software will be deployed to
ensure it meets the program’s needs.

Housing, disability and ageing
5862.MS HARTLAND — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for
Housing, Disability and Ageing): In relation to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
and the 2016-17 Victorian Budget —
(1) given funding for Mental Health Community Support Services begins rolling into the NDIS from
May 2017, what support will be available for people with episodic mental illness who are not
eligible for NDIS from that time in areas where NDIS has rolled out;
(2) when will agencies be notified on the government’s intention in regard to funding of Mental
Health Community Support Services and NDIS, so they can forward plan; and
(3) can we expect a greater allocation to Mental Health Community Services in the next financial
year.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

People who are currently receiving supports through state funded disability and mental health community
support services, who do not meet NDIS eligibility requirements, will be supported through continuity of
support arrangements or through existing services in Victoria’s mainstream service system.

(2)

Mental Health Community Support Services have been advised of the activities that are in scope to transition
to the NDIS.

(3)

Victoria is making a landmark investment of $356 million over four years into Mental Health.

Housing, disability and ageing
5863.

MS HARTLAND — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Housing,
Disability and Ageing): In relation to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS), the government
has allocated $41.8 million for ‘getting ready for the NDIS’ in the 2016-17 Victorian budget. Can the
Minister provide more specific detail regarding what this funding is for, specifically, will it include
funding to support service agencies to transition to NDIS.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In addition to Victoria’s financial contributions to the NDIS, the 2016-17 State Budget provides an additional
$160.3 million over the next four years to better support people with disability, which includes support for the first
stage of the NDIS rollout.
This funding will:
– help prepare for and facilitate the first stage of transition through initiatives to support workforce development
and service innovation
– improve the condition of supported accommodation facilities and enable the redevelopment of Colanda
Residential Services
– support school leavers in areas not transitioning to the NDIS in the first or second year of full scheme roll out
– support the work of the 2017-2020 State Disability Plan
– provide continuing services to people within the Home and Community Care program who are not eligible to
receive NDIS supports
– establish an indoor mobility and training centre for vision impaired Victorians
In December 2015 the Victorian Government allocated a $10 million Transition Support Package, to support the
disability sector transition to the NDIS.
Additionally, the Victorian Government has been successful in securing a further $5 million funding through the
Commonwealth Sector Development Fund to support service providers in rural/regional Victoria, CALD
participants and providers who support Aboriginal participants.

Families and children
5865.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to kindergartens yet to
meet the new ratios for early childhood educators —
(a)

how many kindergartens were yet to meet the new ratio requirements as at 31 May 2016;
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how many kindergartens in Victoria have applied for a waiver to meet the new ratios as at 31 May
2016;
in tabled format, list the local government areas (LGAs) where the 29 temporary waiver
applications were granted;
what period of time are the waivers valid for;
how many educators applied for a scholarship to attain an early childhood qualification in 2016;
and
how many educators were granted a scholarship to attain an early childhood qualifications in
2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
As at 20 June 2016, a total of 96 services have applied for a temporary staffing waiver from the new ratio
requirement, of which 83 have been granted a temporary waiver.
It is not clear which 29 waivers the member is referring to. In any event, the waivers apply to single services not an
entire LGA.
Temporary waivers from the ratio requirement are granted for a period of up to 12 months.
To date in 2016, there have been 88 scholarship applications for early childhood qualifications.
In 2015, a total of 281 scholarships were granted for early childhood qualifications. This compares to a total of 174
scholarships granted in total in 2014.

Families and children
5873.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to waiting lists for Early
Childhood Intervention Services (ECIS):
(a)

how many applications for ECIS places did the Department of Education and Training receive
during 2015 in the:
(i) North Eastern region;
(ii) North Western region;
(iii) South Eastern region; and
(iv) South Western region.

(b)

how many applications for ECIS did not receive places in the:
(i) North Eastern region;
(ii) North Western region;
(iii) South Eastern region; and
(iv) South Western region.

(c)

as at 31 December 2015, how many children were on the waiting list for ECIS services in the:
(i) North Eastern region;
(ii) North Western region;
(iii) South Eastern region; and
(iv) South Western region.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
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Number of
applications for
ECIS received
during 2015
Number of
applications for
ECIS that did not
receive a place
As at 1 January
2016, the number
of children on the
waiting list for
longer than 3
months

North Eastern
Victoria
950

North Western
Victoria
1107

Tuesday, 16 August 2016

South Eastern
Victoria
1213

South Western
Victoria
1196

The Department of Education and Training does not collect data on ECIS applications that
did not receive a place.

90

103

281

496

Victoria has successfully negotiated to have all children with a disability or developmental delay on the ECIS
waitlist, prioritised to transition into the NDIS in the first two years of the full scheme rollout, which commenced
on 1 July 2016. This will give children in need of intervention the opportunity to benefit early from NDIS funded
services.

Attorney-General
5878.

MS SPRINGLE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Attorney-General): The report
of the Royal Commission into Family Violence makes a comment about an “access to justice” review
currently being led by the Department of Justice and Regulation (DoJR). Instead of making any specific
recommendations to increase funding for Community Legal Centres (CLCs), page 170 of the Royal
Commission report states ‘We anticipate that the review will assist in addressing some of the resourcing
concerns raised in submissions to this Commission’. What progress has been made in assessing the
funding needs to CLCs with respect to their specialist Family Violence work as part of the DoJR Access
to Justice review.

ANSWER:
I have asked the Department of Justice and Regulation to examine the availability and distribution of funding
amongst legal assistance providers as part of the Access to Justice Review.
The Review aims to improve access to justice, particularly for vulnerable Victorians.
The department is examining relevant submissions and data provided by community legal centres and Victoria
Legal Aid to the Access to Justice Review and, where public, to the Royal Commission into Family Violence. The
department will also take into account the observations and recommendations of the Royal Commission about legal
assistance.
In the meantime, I can advise that on 13 April 2016, the Government announced $4.6 million for legal assistance to
continue and expand specialist family violence services. This funding will be allocated as follows:
– $2.1 million for Victoria Legal Aid to provide free legal advice and support in family-violence related matters;
– $1.2 million to continue to support the 23 Community Legal Centres that received funding in the 2015-16
budget to provide family violence duty lawyer services; and
– $1.3 million to be provided to Community Legal Centres for general family violence services through a grants
process.
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Industry and employment
6288.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Industry and
Employment): In relation to Recommendation 4.1 of the Inquiry into Abuse in Disability Services
Report:
(1)
(2)

Will the Victorian Government develop a statewide prevention and risk management workforce
strategy for disability services.
If so, will this strategy be a core element of Victoria’s new zero tolerance of abuse framework (as
recommended in Recommendation 2.1), and will it address workforce screening and recruitment,
registration, induction and supervision, ongoing training and professional development,
certification, and workforce culture.

ANSWER:
The matters you raise fall within the portfolio responsibilities of the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing,
Martin Foley MP and are best directed to him.

Industry and employment
6292.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Industry and
Employment): In relation to Recommendation 4.5 of the Inquiry into Abuse in Disability Services
Report, will the Victorian Government use its position on the Disability Reform Council and the
Council of Australian Governments to provide for a revised Certificate IV in Disability to become the
national minimum standard qualification for the disability workforce, ensuring that a core component of
a revised Certificate IV be a unit focusing on the recognition, prevention and reporting of abuse.

ANSWER:
The matters you raise fall within the portfolio responsibilities of the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing,
Martin Foley MP and are best directed to him.

Education
6297.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to Recommendation 5.4 of the Inquiry into Abuse in Disability Services Report,
will the Victorian Government:
(1)
(2)

Support the development of healthy and respectful relationships education in order to prevent the
abuse of people with intellectual disabilities, who access disability services.
Require that disability service providers must ensure that their clients have access to such
programs.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

While Disability Services and the Government’s response to the report are the responsibility of the Hon
Martin Foley MP, respectful relationships is an important part of the school curriculum and a framework for
developing school cultures characterised by respect and positive attitudes. As part of the curriculum, students
in all government schools learn about what constitutes safe and healthy relationships, and steps students can
take if they or someone they know is in a damaging relationship. They learn this in the context of the broader
Health and Physical Education and the Personal and Social capability curriculum in which students learn to
develop healthy personal identities and relationships based on respect and equality.
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In addition, the Government has provided $21.8 million through the Family Violence Budget Package
2016-17 to enable the development of whole-school approaches to respectful relationships in all Victorian
schools and kindergartens. This will include:
– tailored professional learning for school leaders, teachers and educators on embedding respectful
relationships education in their setting
– teaching students a range of knowledge and skills, including understanding human rights and
discrimination, emotional literacy, empathy, altruism, problem-solving, help seeking, and building positive
relationships to increase resilience, and prevent incidents of abuse and family violence in the long-term.
– providing supports to all schools to build their capacity to better respond to disclosures and suspicions of
disclosures of abuse and family violence.
Abuse of people with a disability is abhorrent and it is important that we get the response right. The
Government will respond to the report within six months.
(2)

The Hon Martin Foley MP, Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing would be best placed to provide
information about Disability Services providers.
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4590

South Melbourne

4591

Albert Park

4592

Albert Park

4593

Docklands

4594

Port Melbourne Industrial, South Melbourne, Southbank

4595

Southbank

4596

St Kilda

4597

Port Melbourne

4598

South Melbourne

4599

Albert Park

4600

Port Melbourne Industrial, Port Melbourne, Albert Park, South Melbourne, Southbank

4601

Albert Park

4602

Docklands

4603

Southbank

4604

St Kilda

4605

Port Melbourne

4606

Port Melbourne Industrial, South Melbourne, Southbank

4607

South Melbourne

4608

Albert Park

4609

Port Melbourne Industrial, Port Melbourne, Albert Park, South Melbourne, Southbank

4610

Albert Park

4611

Docklands

4612

Southbank

4613

Port Melbourne Industrial, South Melbourne, Southbank

4614

St Kilda

4615

Port Melbourne

4616

Bentleigh East, Bentleigh-McKinnon, Ormond-Glen Huntly, Moorabbin-Heatherton, Hampton,
Brighton East

4617

Bentleigh East, Bentleigh-McKinnon, Ormond-Glen Huntly, Moorabbin-Heatherton, Hampton,
Brighton East

4618

Bentleigh East, Bentleigh-McKinnon, Ormond-Glen Huntly, Moorabbin-Heatherton, Hampton,
Brighton East

4619

Elwood, Brighton, Brighton, Hampton

4620

Elwood, Brighton, Brighton, Hampton

4621

Elwood, Brighton, Brighton, Hampton

4622

Surrey Hill (West)-Canterbury, Surrey Hills (East)-Mont Albert, Camberwell, Ashburton (Vic),
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Glen Iris (East), Box Hill, Ashwood-Chadstone, Burwood

4623

Surrey Hill (West)-Canterbury, Surrey Hills (East)-Mont Albert, Camberwell, Ashburton (Vic),
Glen Iris (East), Box Hill, Ashwood-Chadstone, Burwood

4624

Surrey Hill (West)-Canterbury, Surrey Hills (East)-Mont Albert, Camberwell, Ashburton (Vic),
Glen Iris (East), Box Hill, Ashwood-Chadstone, Burwood

4625

Elsternwick, St Kilda East, St Kilda, Caulfield – North, Ormond-Glen Huntly, Caulfield - South

4626

Elsternwick, St Kilda East, St Kilda, Caulfield – North, Ormond-Glen Huntly, Caulfield - South

4627

Elsternwick, St Kilda East, St Kilda, Caulfield – North, Ormond-Glen Huntly, Caulfield - South

4628

Hawthorn East, Hawthorn, Camberwell, Surrey Hills (West)-Canterbury, Glen Iris - East

4629

Hawthorn East, Hawthorn, Camberwell, Surrey Hills (West)-Canterbury, Glen Iris - East

4630

Hawthorn East, Hawthorn, Camberwell, Surrey Hills (West)-Canterbury, Glen Iris - East

4631

Balwyn North, Balwyn, Surrey Hills (West)-Canterbury, Kew, Kew East

4632

Balwyn North, Balwyn, Surrey Hills (West)-Canterbury, Kew, Kew East

4633

Balwyn North, Balwyn, Surrey Hills (West)-Canterbury, Kew, Kew East

4634

Toorak, Armadale, Malvern-Glen Iris, Malvern East

4635

Toorak, Armadale, Malvern-Glen Iris, Malvern East

4636

Toorak, Armadale, Malvern-Glen Iris, Malvern East

4637

Mulgrave, Clayton, Oakleigh-Huntingdale, Hughesdale, Murrumbeena, Carnegie, Ormond-Glen
Huntly, Ashwood-Chadstone, Mt Waverley South and Glen Waverley - West

4638

Mulgrave, Clayton, Oakleigh-Huntingdale, Hughesdale, Murrumbeena, Carnegie, Ormond-Glen
Huntly, Ashwood-Chadstone, Mt Waverley South and Glen Waverley - West

4639

Mulgrave, Clayton, Oakleigh-Huntingdale, Hughesdale, Murrumbeena, Carnegie, Ormond-Glen
Huntly, Ashwood-Chadstone, Mt Waverley South and Glen Waverley - West

4640

St Kilda, St Kilda East, Prahran – Windsor, Toorak, South Yarra – East, Southbank, South Yarra –
West, Albert Park

4641

St Kilda, St Kilda East, Prahran – Windsor, Toorak, South Yarra – East, Southbank, South Yarra –
West, Albert Park

4642

St Kilda, St Kilda East, Prahran – Windsor, Toorak, South Yarra – East, Southbank, South Yarra –
West, Albert Park

4643

Sandringham-Black Rock, Beaumaris, Mentone, Cheltenham-Highett (West), Cheltenham-Highett
(East), Hampton

4644

Sandringham-Black Rock, Beaumaris, Mentone, Cheltenham-Highett (West), Cheltenham-Highett
(East), Hampton

4645

Sandringham-Black Rock, Beaumaris, Mentone, Cheltenham-Highett (West), Cheltenham-Highett
(East), Hampton
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Questions have been incorporated from the notice paper of the Legislative Council.
Answers have been incorporated in the form supplied by the departments on behalf of the appropriate ministers.
Headings reflect the portfolio of the minister answering the question.

Wednesday, 17 August 2016
Families and children
2009.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to Child Protection
practitioners: What was the turnover rate for child protection practitioners by employment level
between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2015, compared to the same period in 2014, the turnover rate for CPP2 level
child protection practitioners decreased by 11.2%, for CPP3 level child protection practitioners it decreased by
1.8%, for CPP4 level child protection practitioners decreased by 3.1% and for CPP5 level child protection
practitioners it decreased by 0.2%. The turnover rates include ongoing staff only and have been annualised.
The results of the 2015 People Matter Survey indicated that 87% of all CPP survey respondents viewed the
Department as an employer of choice, with 91% of CPP survey respondents indicating that they are committed to
working in the Victorian Public Service for much of their career. Overall job satisfaction, which takes into account
a range of factors, was at 64% for all CPP survey respondents.
The 2015 report was published on the Department’s intranet for the first time under the Andrews Labor
Government and widely discussed with all staff. We are a Government that is committed to attracting and retaining
high quality child protection practitioners in Victoria.
True to form, survey’s conducted under the previous Coalition Government, were not published internally and
hidden from staff. This is not surprising given they slashed over 600 jobs from the then Department of Human
Services.
In 2015-16, the Andrews Labor Government delivered $257 million to child protection and family services-the
biggest boost in over a decade.
The 2015-16 State Budget resources an additional 148.8 FTE workers in child protection-the largest ever single
increase to the number of child protection positions.
The 2016-17 State Budget also provides a further $5.7 million for additional child protection practitioners. The
Andrews Labor Government’s recruitment drive has seen more than 200 child protection practitioners recruited
over the past 12 months.

Families and children
5067.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: Of the $1.5 million announced for
the spot audits of residential care facilities, how much has been expended to 8 March 2016.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
From 1 April 2015, the Andrews Labor Government introduced spot audits for the first time in residential care to
improve the safety and care quality of children and young people living in those units.
The $1.5 million announced for the spot audits of residential care facilities has seen up to 163 spot audits conducted
in residential units and associated offices from 1 April 2015 to 8 March 2016.

Families and children
5095.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: How many young people have been
in remand in the Parkville Youth Justice Precinct for —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

6 months;
1 year;
2 years; and
over 3 years.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Data relating to young people in youth justice facilities on remand is contained in the Youth Parole Board Annual
Report.
The Andrews Labor Government is dedicated to the diversion of young people from remand and linking them with
supports in the community, where appropriate.
The court is responsible for decisions regarding remand and bail and on making its decision, must be satisfied on a
range of considerations, as outlined in the Bail Act 1977.

Families and children
5096.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: What is the longest period of time a
young person currently on remand in the Parkville Youth Justice Precinct has been there.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Data relating to young people in youth justice facilities on remand is contained in the Youth Parole Board Annual
Report.
The Andrews Labor Government is dedicated to the diversion of young people from remand and linking them with
supports in the community, where appropriate.
The court is responsible for decisions regarding remand and bail and on making its decision, must be satisfied on a
range of considerations, as outlined in the Bail Act 1977.

Families and children
5103.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: Of the nine infants aged between 0–
5 months who died due to illness according to 2014-15 data, how many were the subject of more than
five child protection reports.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
During 2014-2015 the Commissioner for Children and Young People conducted nine child death inquiries
concerning infants aged 0-5 months, who died from illness. None of these infants were the subject of more than
five child protection reports.

Health
5163.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
What was the advertising expenditure including public, corporate and media relations but not including
mandatory or staff recruitment for the Calendar year ending 31 December 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government Advertising Report 2014–2015 is published on www.dpc.vic.dov.au. This report
provides a reasonable overview of government advertising expenditure, including media expenditure and details on
advertising categories.

Families and children
5265.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: How many youths in detention in
Victoria were on remand waiting to be sentenced as at 22 March 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Data relating to young people in youth justice facilities on remand is contained in the Youth Parole Board Annual
Report.
The Andrews Labor Government is dedicated to the diversion of young people from remand and linking them with
supports in the community, where appropriate.
The court is responsible for decisions regarding remand and bail and on making its decision, must be satisfied on a
range of considerations, as outlined in the Bail Act 1977.

Families and children
5267.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: Regarding youths in the Melbourne
Youth Justice Centre in Parkville as at 22 March 2016:
(a)
(b)
(c)

how many clients in total were in residence;
how many were male clients; and
how many were female clients.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Data relating to the average daily number of young people in custody in youth justice facilities is published in the
Victorian State Budget papers.
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Health
5298.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
In relation to the Department of Health and Human Services 2014-15 annual report, page 182 Note 5(e)
which shows that administrative costs were $89.3 million in 2014 and $164.1 million in 2015, an
increase of $74.8 million —
(a)
(b)

why was there a 83.8% increase; and
if the increase was due to machinery of government changes, which changes does the increase
relate to.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(b)

When the costs relating to the two departments are combined and reclassifications from 2013-14 are taken
into account, the year on year balances are comparable.

Health
5301.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
In relation to the Department of Health and Human Services 2014-15 annual report, page 185 Note 6(a)
shows that net gain/loss on non-financial assets was a loss of $6.4 million —
(a)
(b)

which assets were sold; and
why were they sold at a loss.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(a)

The assets sold were predominantly Director of Housing owned properties.

(b)

The loss of $6.4 million is a timing difference due to the machinery of government changes which resulted in
the former Department of Human Services (DHS) being abolished as at 31 December. The revenue relating
to the sale of these assets was accounted for by the former DHS in its accounts as at 31 December. Taking
this timing difference into account would have resulted in a net gain on the sale of these assets.

Health
5303.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
In relation to the Department of Health and Human Services 2014-15 annual report, page 216 Note
21(e) lists $6.9 million in Contingent Liabilities. ‘The Department of Health and Human Services has
estimated that potential liability exists in respect of a number of legal actions instigated by clients and
their representatives, employees and others, and other contractual liabilities’ —
(a)
(b)
(c)

what are the total number of claims;
what is the nature of each of the claims; and
how much of the total $6.9 million was allocated to each of these claims.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(b)

the nature of the claims comprised of:
(i)

personal injuries compensation claims against the Director of Housing
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(ii) asbestos exposure compensation claims against the Director of Housing
(iii) personal injuries compensation claims against the State of Victoria
(iv) employment and other contract related proceedings

Families and children
5846.

MS HARTLAND — To ask the Minister Families and Children: In relation to rebates for municipal
rates —
(1)
(2)
(3)

what number and/or percentage of 2014-15 rebate recipients were granted a rebate due to
possession of a Pensioner Concession Card;
what number and/or percentage of 2014-15 rebate recipients were granted a rebate due to
possession of a DVA Gold Card; and
what were the demographics of municipal rate recipients in 2014-15 financial year in relation to:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

age;
gender;
marital status;
country of birth (top Ten Countries);
language spoken at home;
home ownership;
rental status;
low income earners; and
income support type.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Comprehensive information on the breakdown of concession card types and demographics of municipal rates
concession recipients is not provided to the department by councils and is therefore unavailable.

Families and children
5847.

MS HARTLAND — To ask the Minister Families and Children: In relation to rebates for municipal
rates what was the total Victorian Budget expenditure on provision of municipal rate rebates in each of
the following financial years —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

2009-10;
2010-11;
2011-12;
2012-13;
2013-14; and
2014-15.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(a)

2009-10 financial year - the Victorian budget expenditure on provision of municipal rates concessions totalled
$75M.
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(b)

2010-11 financial year - the Victorian budget expenditure on provision of municipal rates concessions totalled
$89M.

(c)

2011-12 financial year - the Victorian budget expenditure on provision of municipal rates concessions totalled
$82M.

(d)

2012-13 financial year - the Victorian budget expenditure on provision of municipal rates concessions totalled
$85M.

(e)

2013-14 financial year - the Victorian budget expenditure on provision of municipal rates concessions totalled
$88M.

(f)

2014-15 financial year - the Victorian budget expenditure on provision of municipal rates concessions totalled
$91M.

Families and children
5848.

MS HARTLAND — To ask the Minister Families and Children: In relation to rebates for municipal
rates what was the total number of recipients of municipal rate rebates each year in the following
financial years —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

2009-10;
2010-11;
2011-12;
2012-13;
2013-14; and
2014-15.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(a)

2009-10 financial year-the number of households that received municipal rates concessions in Victoria
totalled 411 499.

(b)

2010-11 financial year-the number of households that received municipal rates concessions in Victoria
totalled 418 394.

(c)

2011-12 financial year-the number of households that received municipal rates concessions in Victoria
totalled 423 327.

(d)

2012-13 financial year-the number of households that received municipal rates concessions in Victoria
totalled 423 313.

(e)

2013-14 financial year-the number of households that received municipal rates concessions in Victoria
totalled 430 118.

(f)

2014-15 financial year-the number of households that received municipal rates concessions in Victoria
totalled 433 574.

Families and children
5849.

MS SPRINGLE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to 2016-17 Budget Paper
3, p 82: “Improving sexual health of children in OOHC”, which states that “sector-wide training will
improve sexual health and address the sexual exploitation of children in out-of-home care”: Will this
training include training for carers, including kindship carers.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Andrews Labor Government committed $1 million in the 2016-17 Victorian Budget to support the
development and implementation of a sexual health policy for children and young people in out-of-home care.
This funding will support the development of information and training for home based carers (including kinship
carers) and residential care staff so they can provide children and young people in care with effective support and
education in sexual health and relationships.
It will also support the development of online and social media tools specifically targeting children and young
people in out-of-home care and development of a specialised sexual health policy that is sensitive to the needs and
circumstances of these young Victorians.

Families and children
5850.

MS SPRINGLE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to 2016-17 Budget Paper
3, p 15: “Increased support for children and carers”: How does the provision of additional training to
foster carers align with the Department’s decision to de-fund the ACT Group’s START Program which
for 20 years has provided a quick response, in the form of evidence-based, therapeutic care services, for
carers whose placements are in danger of breaking down.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The 2016-17 Victorian Budget commits $16.2 million towards increased support for children and carers. This
initiative addresses barriers to the recruitment and retention of foster, kinship and permanent carers, by providing
additional funding to support children with the most complex needs. Training will also be provided to foster and
kinship carers when a placement is at risk of breaking down, and a new helpline will be provided for permanent
carers.
As I have made clear to the Member previously, the decision to not continue funding the START program was a
decision made under the previous Coalition Government. I refer to my responses to Questions on Notice 4685 and
4686.
The Andrews Labor Government is committed to ensuring that children and young people in out-of-home care
throughout Victoria are placed in the most appropriate therapeutic environment, tailored to their individual needs.
The Government has determined that decisions about appropriate placement supports are best made by carers in
consultation with service providers. This commitment is demonstrated by the $168 million allocated within the
Roadmap for Reform for enhancing prevention and early intervention services to strengthen the safety of
vulnerable children. This funding will reach a far broader cohort of staff, carers and children in out of home care.

Families and children
5852.

MS SPRINGLE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to 2016-17 Budget Paper
3, p 248: “Number of children receiving an intensive support service”:
(a)
(b)

(c)

Why has the Department budgeted exactly the same number of children to receive intensive
support services year after year;
Won’t the permanency reforms (which came into effect on 1 March 2016) and the continued
focus on Family Violence be expected to increase demand for intensive support services
throughout 2016-17, especially within a growing population;
Will there be fewer intensive supports per child than the previous year;
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What is the relationship between this measure and the “therapeutic interventions for vulnerable
children” line item within the Family Violence Prevention initiatives (BP3 p15); and
Will children who receive these therapeutic interventions be included in this measure.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(a)

This measure is a specific measure of particular funded activities within a broader suite of child protection
and family services. The particular activities that comprise this measure will not change in 2016-17 and as
such the target for this measure has not changed from 2015-16 to 2016-17.

(b)

The impact of the permanency reforms is yet to be observed.

(c)

As is made clear in the budget papers, the Department has budgeted the same number of intensive support
services in 2016-17 as it did in 2015-16.

(d)

There is no direct relationship between these measures.

(e)

The supports provided to families, children or young people are based on the needs of that family, child or
young person. These supports may be drawn from a range of funded activities that could include activities
that fall under the “Intensive support services” measure and/or under other budget measures such as the
“therapeutic interventions for vulnerable children” initiative, once developed.

Families and children
5853.

MS SPRINGLE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to 2016-17 Budget
Paper 3, p 248: “Number of family services cases provided to Aboriginal families”:
(a)
(b)

(c)

Why has the Department projected a reduction in the “number of family services cases provided
to Aboriginal families” for 2016-17;
Which of the drivers of the unexpected increase in 2015-16 is no longer a driver (e.g.
“prioritisation of Aboriginal families in service design of 2015-16 investment; and improved
service design); and
Won’t the permanency reforms (which came into effect on 1 March 2016) and the continued
focus on Family Violence be expected to increase demand throughout 2016-17, especially within
a growing population.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(a)

As is clear in the budget papers, the number of family service targets for Aboriginal families remains the
same in 2015-16 and 2016-17.

(b)

As above.

(c)

The impact of the permanency reforms is yet to be observed. This is why the Government committed to a
review of the permanency changes within six months of them taking effect.

Families and children
5854.

MS SPRINGLE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to 2016-17 Budget
Paper 3, p 248: “Number of Child FIRST assessments and interventions”:
(a)

Why has the Department projected a reduction in the “number of Child FIRST assessments and
interventions” for 2016-17;
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(b)
(c)

(d)
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Which of the drivers of the unexpected increase in 2015-16 is no longer a driver;
Won’t the permanency reforms (which came into effect on 1 March 2016) and the continued
focus on Family Violence be expected to increase the demand for Child FIRST throughout
2016-17; and
If the Department is improving early intervention, shouldn’t we expect to see many more referrals
to Child FIRST, especially given a growing population.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(a)

As is clear from the budget papers, the number of targets for Child FIRST assessments and interventions has
increased from 11 681 in 2015-16 to 11 931 in 2016-17.

(b)

As above.

(c)

The impact of the permanency reforms is yet to be observed.

(d)

In the 2015-16 State Budget, the Andrews Labor Government provided $48.1 million towards Child FIRST
and a further $5.7 million was provided for integrated family services in this year’s budget.

Families and children
5855.

MS SPRINGLE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to 2016-17 Budget
Paper 3, p 248: “Daily average number of children in out-of-home care”:
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)

Why has the Department projected a decrease in the “daily average number of children in OOHC”
for 2016-17;
Which of the drivers of the unexpected increase in 2015-16 is no longer a driver (e.g. “increased
demand” or “increased length of time in OOHC”);
Won’t the permanency reforms (which came into effect on 1 March 2016) and the continued
focus on Family Violence be expected to increase the demand for OOHC places throughout
2016-17, especially within a growing population; and
What formula is the Department using to arrive at the precise figure of 8159.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(a)

The out of home care system is experiencing significant growth. As is clear from the budget papers, the
2016-17 target does include additional placements above the 2015-16 target.

(b)

As above.

(c)

The impact of the permanency reforms is yet to be observed.

(d)

The 2016-17 target of 8159 represents the upper limit of the department’s demand forecasting model and is
based on past trends data.

Families and children
5856.

MS SPRINGLE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: Can the Minister confirm the exact
increase in investment per child in out-of-home care in real terms from 2015-16 to 2016-17.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The exact investment per child in real terms in out-of-home care varies from child-to-child based on factors such as
care type and the individual needs for the child or young person.

Prevention of family violence
5857.

MS SPRINGLE — To ask the Minister for the Prevention of Family Violence: In relation to the
$4.6 million that was provided for “Family Violence Legal Assistance” in the 2016-17 Budget Papers:
In setting this amount of $4.6 million over 1 year, did the Government take into account the
Commonwealth’s pending cuts to both Legal Aid Commissions and Community Legal Centres.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The funding of legal services is the shared responsibility of State and Commonwealth government. Historically,
Victoria has provided a significant majority of that funding. For instance, Victoria provided over 60 per cent
($405.1m) of the $672.2m provided by the Victorian and Commonwealth Governments to Victoria Legal Aid and
Community Legal Centres in the five years 2011-12 to 2015-16.
This imbalance will continue under the National Partnership Agreement on Legal Assistance Services (NPLAS).
The NPLAS was agreed by the Commonwealth Government in 2015 and will provide $290.8 million over five
years to Victoria to distribute to its legal aid commissions and community legal centres.
In addition to Victoria’s ongoing investment in legal services, the 2016-17 Victorian State Budget allocated a
$23.9 million to strengthen justice responses to family violence. This includes a further $4.6 million over one year
to the principal legal advice and assistance services in Victoria — Victoria Legal Aid and Community Legal
Centres.
This funding will help deliver on Recommendation 69 of the Royal Commission, which recommends that the
Victorian Government pursue expansion of resourcing for legal services through the Council of Australian
Governments Law, Crime and Community Safety Council. In line with this recommendation the Victorian
Government will be pursuing an expansion of resourcing through the Council of Australian Governments Law,
Crime and Community Safety Council.
In addition to the Victorian Labor Government’s increases in funding to Community Legal Centres, the Federal
Labor Opposition has committed $43 million in funding to Community Legal Centres, over three years from 1 July
2017, to support demand and ensure they can continue providing these essential services.

Prevention of family violence
5859.

MS SPRINGLE — To ask the Minister for the Prevention of Family Violence: Can the Minister
explain how the Government will implement each of the following recommendations of the Royal
Commission into Family Violence, and according to what timeline:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

Recommendation #1;
Recommendation #2;
Recommendation #3;
Recommendation #4;
Recommendation #5
Recommendation #6;
Recommendation #7;
Recommendation #8;
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(i)
(j)
(k)
(l)
(m)
(n)
(o)
(p)
(q)
(r)
(s)
(t)
(u)
(v)
(w)
(x)
(y)
(z)
(aa)
(ba)
(ca)
(da)
(ea)
(fa)
(ga)
(ha)
(ia)
(ja)
(ka)
(la)
(ma)
(na)
(oa)
(pa)
(qa)
(ra)
(sa)
(ta)
(ua)
(va)
(wa)
(xa)
(ya)
(za)
(ab)

Recommendation #9;
Recommendation #10;
Recommendation #11;
Recommendation #12;
Recommendation #13;
Recommendation #14;
Recommendation #15;
Recommendation #16;
Recommendation #17;
Recommendation #18;
Recommendation #19;
Recommendation #20;
Recommendation #21;
Recommendation #22;
Recommendation #23;
Recommendation #24;
Recommendation #25’
Recommendation #26;
Recommendation #27;
Recommendation #28;
Recommendation #29;
Recommendation #30;
Recommendation #31;
Recommendation #32;
Recommendation #33;
Recommendation #34;
Recommendation #35;
Recommendation #36;
Recommendation #37;
Recommendation #38;
Recommendation #39;
Recommendation #40;
Recommendation #41;
Recommendation #42;
Recommendation #43;
Recommendation #44;
Recommendation #45;
Recommendation #46;
Recommendation #47;
Recommendation #48;
Recommendation #49;
Recommendation #50;
Recommendation #51;
Recommendation #52;
Recommendation #53;
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(bb) Recommendation #54;
(cb) Recommendation #55;
(db) Recommendation #56;
(eb) Recommendation #57;
(fb) Recommendation #58;
(gb) Recommendation #59;
(hb) Recommendation #60;
(ib) Recommendation #61;
(jb) Recommendation #62;
(kb) Recommendation #63;
(lb) Recommendation #64;
(mb)Recommendation #65;
(nb) Recommendation #66;
(ob) Recommendation #67;
(pb) Recommendation #68;
(qb) Recommendation #69;
(rb) Recommendation #70;
(sb) Recommendation #71;
(tb) Recommendation #72;
(ub) Recommendation #73;
(vb) Recommendation #74;
(wb) Recommendation #75;
(xb) Recommendation #76;
(yb) Recommendation #77;
(zb) Recommendation #78;
(ac) Recommendation #79;
(bc) Recommendation #80;
(cc) Recommendation #81;
(dc) Recommendation #82;
(ec) Recommendation #83;
(fc) Recommendation #84;
(gc) Recommendation #85;
(hc) Recommendation #86;
(ic) Recommendation #87;
(jc) Recommendation #88;
(kc) Recommendation #89;
(lc) Recommendation #90;
(mc) Recommendation #91;
(nc) Recommendation #92;
(oc) Recommendation #93;
(pc) Recommendation #94;
(qc) Recommendation #95;
(rc) Recommendation #96;
(sc) Recommendation #97;
(tc) Recommendation #98;
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(uc) Recommendation #99;
(vc) Recommendation #100;
(wc) Recommendation #101;
(xc) Recommendation #102;
(yc) Recommendation #103;
(zc) Recommendation #104;
(ad) Recommendation #105;
(bd) Recommendation #106;
(cd) Recommendation #107;
(dd) Recommendation #108;
(ed) Recommendation #109;
(fd) Recommendation #110;
(gd) Recommendation #111;
(hd) Recommendation #112;
(id) Recommendation #113;
(jd) Recommendation #114
(kd) Recommendation #115;
(ld) Recommendation #116;
(md) Recommendation #117;
(nd) Recommendation #118;
(od) Recommendation #119;
(pd) Recommendation #120;
(qd) Recommendation #121;
(rd) Recommendation #122;
(sd) Recommendation #123;
(td) Recommendation #124;
(ud) Recommendation #125;
(vd) Recommendation #126;
(wd) Recommendation #127;
(xd) Recommendation #128;
(yd) Recommendation #129;
(zd) Recommendation #130;
(ae) Recommendation #131;
(be) Recommendation #132;
(ce) Recommendation #133;
(de) Recommendation #134;
(ee) Recommendation #135;
(fe) Recommendation #136;
(ge) Recommendation #137;
(he) Recommendation #138;
(ie) Recommendation #139;
(je) Recommendation #140;
(ke) Recommendation #141;
(le) Recommendation #142;
(me) Recommendation #143;
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(ne)
(oe)
(pe)
(qe)
(re)
(se)
(te)
(ue)
(ve)
(we)
(xe)
(ye)
(ze)
(af)
(bf)
(cf)
(df)
(ef)
(ff)
(gf)
(hf)
(if)
(jf)
(kf)
(lf)
(mf)
(nf)
(of)
(pf)
(qf)
(rf)
(sf)
(tf)
(uf)
(vf)
(wf)
(xf)
(yf)
(zf)
(ag)
(bg)
(cg)
(dg)
(eg)
(fg)

Recommendation #144;
Recommendation #145;
Recommendation #146;
Recommendation #147;
Recommendation #148;
Recommendation #149;
Recommendation #150;
Recommendation #151;
Recommendation #152;
Recommendation #153;
Recommendation #154;
Recommendation #155;
Recommendation #156;
Recommendation #157;
Recommendation #158;
Recommendation #159;
Recommendation #160;
Recommendation #161;
Recommendation #162;
Recommendation #163;
Recommendation #164;
Recommendation #165;
Recommendation #166;
Recommendation #167;
Recommendation #168;
Recommendation #169;
Recommendation #170;
Recommendation #171;
Recommendation #172;
Recommendation #173;
Recommendation #174;
Recommendation #175;
Recommendation #176;
Recommendation #177;
Recommendation #178;
Recommendation #179;
Recommendation #180;
Recommendation #181;
Recommendation #182;
Recommendation #183;
Recommendation #184;
Recommendation #185;
Recommendation #186;
Recommendation #187;
Recommendation #188;
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(gg) Recommendation #189;
(hg) Recommendation #190;
(ig) Recommendation #191;
(jg) Recommendation #192;
(kg) Recommendation #193;
(lg) Recommendation #194;
(mg) Recommendation #195;
(ng) Recommendation #196;
(og) Recommendation #197;
(pg) Recommendation #198;
(qg) Recommendation #199;
(rg) Recommendation #200;
(sg) Recommendation #201;
(tg) Recommendation #202;
(ug) Recommendation #203;
(vg) Recommendation #204;
(wg) Recommendation #205;
(xg) Recommendation #206;
(yg) Recommendation #207;
(zg) Recommendation #208;
(ah) Recommendation #209;
(bh) Recommendation #210;
(ch) Recommendation #211;
(dh) Recommendation #212;
(eh) Recommendation #213;
(fh) Recommendation #214;
(gh) Recommendation #215;
(hh) Recommendation #216;
(ih) Recommendation #217;
(jh) Recommendation #218;
(kh) Recommendation #219;
(lh) Recommendation #220;
(mh) Recommendation #221;
(nh) Recommendation #222;
(oh) Recommendation #223;
(ph) Recommendation #224;
(qh) Recommendation #225;
(rh) Recommendation #226;
(sh) Recommendation #227;
ANSWER:
The Andrews Labor Government has committed to implementing all 227 recommendations of the Royal
Commission into Family Violence. Our government is being guided with an understanding that a
whole-of-community approach is required in order to achieve the reforms that will help ensure victims receive the
support they need and perpetrators are held to account in a way that leads to behavioural change.
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On 13 April 2016, the Andrews Labor Government announced a $572 million funding boost over two years in the
2016-17 State Budget. The package begins the implementation process of 65 of the Commission’s most urgent
recommendations.
This initial investment will provide more housing and crisis accommodation for victims, more case management
and outreach, more counsellors, more funding for prevention and more support for children who have experienced
family violence.
The Victorian Labor Government is working with an understanding that in order for us to achieve the generational
change required to fully respond to the Royal Commission, the voices of both those who have been victims of this
harm and those who work with them need to be heard. That is why we have established a Family Violence Steering
Committee comprised of experts who deal with family violence every day to help us reform the system. The
Victorian Labor Government is working closely with victim survivors of family violence through the Victim
Survivors’ Advisory Council. The Advisory Council will be chaired by 2015 Australian of the Year, Ms Rosie
Batty.
With the support of victim-survivors and the sector, we will by the end of the year release the Ten Year Family
Violence Action Plan as recommended by the Royal Commission. It will be developed by extensive consultation
and will provide the template for implementing all of the Royal Commission’s recommendations.
An independent Implementation Monitor will be established to monitor the Government’s progress in responding
to all 227 recommendations.

Families and children
5866.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to Category 1 incident
data in child protection and youth justice —
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

as agreed in PAEC Budget Estimate hearings on 12 May, when will the data reports for Category
1 incidents during 1 July 2015 and 31 December 2015 be released;
how many incidents of the following categories were the result of disclosures of historic abuse and
assault that were alleged to have occurred before a client entered state care, in the Quarterly report
1 January to 31 March 2016;
(i) client death;
(ii) assault;
(iii) behaviour; and
(iv) other incident types.
what is the breakdown of the 381 ‘other incident types’ included in the Quarterly report 1 January
to 31 March 2016; and
of the 23 assaults in the Youth Justice Quarterly report 1 January to 31 March 2016, did any of
those assaults involve youth gangs.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
A response to all questions taken on notice during the Public Accounts and Estimates Budget Hearings has been
provided to the Committee.
As described on the Department’s website, other incident types include matters such as drug/alcohol possession
and injury. I am advised that the Department’s incident reporting system does not always capture whether an
incident is the result of a disclosure of historic abuse or assault.
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As the Member has had explained to her on many occasions, it is the Department’s preference not to refer to any
community affiliations that clients may have in relation to the number of incidents reported in youth justice
settings, so as not to legitimise any negative culture and influence of these groups.

Families and children
5868.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to the costs of funding of
residential care —
(1)
(2)

(3)

what was the cost per year of one child living in residential care in 2015;
in 2014, the Foster Care association of Victoria estimated that the cost to the State of one child in
residential care was $380 000. Since Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) funds
the Foster Care Association of Victoria (FCAV), what advice has the FCAV provided the
department on the cost of one child in residential care in 2016;
of the $9 million allocated in the 2016-17 budget for residential out-of-home care properties
renewal or replacement, provide a breakdown of:
(i)
(ii)

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

how many properties are funded for renewal; and
how many properties are funded for replacement.

was an audit of residential care properties conducted in relation to the $9 million allocated in the
2016-17 budget, if yes, was the audit conducted by (DHHS), another department or a contractor;
how many residential care properties were renovated or upgraded in 2015;
will any residential properties of facilities move location in 2016; and
in the 2016-17 budget $0.4 million is allocated to stock renewal or replacement of residential care
unites under Family Violence Output initiatives, provide a breakdown of what the $0.4 million
will fund.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

It is not possible to provide an exact cost per year of one child living in residential care in 2015. This is
because costs vary from child to child in residential care based on factors such as care type and the individual
needs of the child or young person.

(2)

The Department has neither sought nor received advice from FCAV on the estimated cost of one child in
residential care in 2016.

(3)

This project is currently in its planning phase and as such a breakdown has not yet been finalised.

(4)

The Department conducted an audit of residential care properties in 2015 to inform the allocation of funds
from the 2016-15 budget. The findings of this audit are informing the planning phase of the 2016-17 budget
outcome.

(5)

The Department does not keep capital works records on a calendar basis.

(6)

Construction for some newly built residential care properties will commence in 2016.

(7)

This funding is output funding that complements the $9 million of capital funding allocated in the 2016-17
budget. It will support the renewal or replacement of residential care properties so that they are fit for purpose.

Families and children
5869.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to spot audits of
residential care properties —
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how many spot audits were conducted between 1 February 2015 and 31 March 2016;
what were the five most common findings of the spot audits; and
what percentage of residential care properties have been the subject of spot audits.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In March 2014, the Victorian Auditor General found that “…there has been a fundamental failure to oversee and
ensure the safety of children in residential care.” At a time when serious issues relating to residential care facilities
was made public, the former Coalition Government failed to take measures to keep children living in residential
care safe.
In February 2015, the Andrews Labor Government introduced spot audits in residential care facilities for the first
time. There was $1.5 million allocated towards spot audits of residential care facilities to ensure the highest
standards of care in units managed by non-government agencies.
Audit officers will look at relevant documentation in addition to observing practice and staffto-client interactions.
They speak to all of the children and young people in the residential unit, if the children and young people are
willing to do so. Any complaint by a young person would be followed up by the appropriate action.
Common themes from the spot audits included, complaints and feedback processes, incident reporting, medication
administration, staff training and recruitment.
By the end of July 2016, all Victorian residential care units had been audited at least once. Follow up audits are
being completed where required.

Families and children
5872.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to Children in
out-of-home care placements:
(a)

what was the daily average number of children in out-of-home care placements for the September
2015 quarter in the:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

(b)

what was the daily average number of children in out-of-home care placements for the December
2015 quarter in the:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

(c)

North Division;
South Division;
East Division; and
West Division.

North Division;
South Division;
East Division; and
West Division.

what was the daily average number of children in out-of-home care placements for the March
2016 quarter in the:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

North Division;
South Division;
East Division; and
West Division.
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how many permanent care orders were finalised during the:
(i) September 2015 quarter;
(ii) December 2015 quarter; and
(iii) March 2016 quarter.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(a)

This data is available on the Department’s website.

(b)

This data is available on the Department’s website.

(c)

This data is available on the Department’s website

(d)

The number of permanent care orders made is published in the Children’s Court of Victoria annual report.

Families and children
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MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to Neighbourhood
houses:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

how many neighbourhood houses received funding in 2015;
in which locations were the Neighbourhood houses that received funding in 2015;
how many Neighbourhood houses applied for funding and did not receive funding in 2015;
how many Neighbourhood houses remain unfunded in 2016; and
how much funding did the peak body, Neighbourhood Houses Victoria receive in the 2016-17
budget.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(a)

According to the Neighbourhood House Survey 2015, 373 Neighbourhood Houses received State
Government funding. This compares to 367 funded in 2014.

(b)

According to the Neighbourhood House Survey 2015, around 50 per cent of Neighbourhood Houses are
hosted by rural or regional communities.

(c)

In 2015, two neighbourhood houses that are not currently funded through the Neighbourhood House
Coordination Program requested funding.

(d)

According to the Neighbourhood House Survey 2015, an estimated 32 Neighbourhood Houses do not receive
Neighbourhood House Coordination Program funding. According to the annual surveys, between 2012 and
2014, the estimated number of Neighbourhood Houses not receiving Neighbourhood House Coordination
funding increased from 25 to 32.

(e)

In 2016-17, Neighbourhood Houses Victoria will receive funding of $205 479.69 (plus indexation) to provide
advice and assistance to the neighbourhood house sector. Each year additional funding is also provided to
Neighbourhood Houses Victoria to administer the annual Neighbourhood House Survey to support its annual
conference.

Prevention of family violence
5875.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Prevention of
Family Violence): In relation to the answer by the Minister for the Prevention of Family Violence to
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question 4392, as at 31 March how many women in Victoria had been allocated government funded
duress cards through the personal safety pilot.
ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Personal Safety initiative is a 12-month pilot that aims to help women and their children to stay safe in their
homes.
The 2015-16 State Budget allocated funding of $0.9 million for a 12-month pilot of the Personal Safety initiative.
Funding of $825 000 was allocated to a consortium of family violence agencies in January 2016, and $75 000 was
allocated for a concurrent evaluation of the initiative.
The initiative supports engagement of a state-wide coordinator, and security specialists to provide CCTV, personal
alarms and home safety modifications that are tailored to meet client circumstances.
A rigorous implementation phase of the pilot has been undertaken to ensure the program can provide appropriately
tested technologies and home security modifications that are suited to women’s individual needs. This is to ensure
that the initiative meets state and national standards for technology functionality, monitoring, alarm response and
evidence collection.
Arrangements to support this initiative have been developed with program partners across government, including
Victoria Police, and with family violence specialists and contracted security specialists.
As at 31 March 2016, the pilot was in its implementation phase.

Prevention of family violence
5876.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Prevention of
Family Violence): In relation to the answer by the Minister for the Prevention of Family Violence to
question 4391, as at 31 March how many homes in Victoria had CCTV monitoring to support women
who experience family violence.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Personal Safety initiative is a 12-month pilot that aims to help women and their children to stay safe in their
homes.
The 2015-16 State Budget allocated funding of $0.9 million for a 12-month pilot of the Personal Safety initiative.
Funding of $825 000 was allocated to a consortium of family violence agencies in January 2016, and $75 000 was
allocated for a concurrent evaluation of the initiative.
The initiative supports engagement of a state-wide coordinator, and security specialists to provide CCTV, personal
alarms and home safety modifications that are tailored to meet client circumstances.
A rigorous implementation phase of the pilot has been undertaken to ensure the program can provide appropriately
tested technologies and home security modifications that are suited to women’s individual needs. This is to ensure
that the initiative meets state and national standards for technology functionality, monitoring, alarm response and
evidence collection.
Arrangements to support this initiative have been developed with program partners across government, including
Victoria Police, and with family violence specialists and contracted security specialists.
As at 31 March 2016, the pilot was in its implementation phase.
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Aboriginal affairs
5877.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Small Business, Innovation and Trade (for the Minister for
Aboriginal Affairs): When will the already completed mid-term evaluation of progress under the
Indigenous Family Violence 10 Year Plan: Strong Culture, Strong people and Strong Families be
released.

ANSWER:
I am advised that the mid-term evaluation of the Indigenous Family Violence 10 Year Plan: Strong Culture, Strong
Peoples and Strong Families was published on the Department of Premier and Cabinet’s website on 10 May 2016.

Education
6293.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to Recommendation 4.6 of the Inquiry into Abuse in Disability Services Report,
will the Victorian Government, through the offices of the Skills Commissioner for Victoria, review the
content and delivery of the Certificate IV in Disability, ensuring that the recognition, prevention and
reporting of abuse becomes a compulsory unit of a revised Certificate IV.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Disability Services and the Government’s response to the report are the responsibility of the Hon Martin Foley MP
and the issue of the Skills Commissioner for Victoria would be best put to the Hon Steve Herbert MP.
The Government will be responding to the Inquiry within six months.
NDIS Skills Forum participants are currently providing feedback on priority areas regarding skills and training to
the VSC.

Families and children
6652.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to children and young
people in residential care, what plans has DHHS prepared for the future capacity required in residential
care when Targeted Care Packages breakdown or funding runs out.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Targeted Care Packages are specifically designed to be flexible and change in response to the child or young
person’s needs.
The long term needs and funding required for every child and young person allocated a Targeted Care Package are
considered in the design of the package.
In addition, the Andrews Labor Government has a specific focus on building the capacity and capability of the
home based care system through initiatives such as Fostering Connections, to ensure that there are a range of
effective placement options available for children and young people in out of home care.
The 2016-17 Budget provided an additional $16.2 million towards increased support for children and carers,
particularly those with the most complex needs. This builds on the $31.4 million provided in last year’s budget to
improve financial support to carers, including kinship carers, for the first time in a decade.
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Families and children
6653.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to children and young
people in residential care:
(1)

When will the evaluation report of Targeted Care Packages due in June 2016 and conducted by an
independent contractor be made publicly available —
(a) Is the independent contractor KPMG; and
(b) When will the long-term report due in December 2016 be made publicly available.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Due to the large growth in the number of packages, the original timelines for the evaluation report and long-term
report have been extended. The independent contractor is not KPMG.

Families and children
6654.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to children and young
people in residential care:
(1)
(2)

When will the final report on outcomes-focused performance framework research options for
service providers as conducted by KPMG and due on 23 June 2016 be made public.
When will DHHS notify service providers with new performance outcomes-based frameworks.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Department of Health and Human Services is conducting research into outcomes-focused performance
frameworks. This work is not limited to children and young people in residential care.
This work will be completed in the context of recommendations made by the Royal Commission into Family
Violence and the directions in Roadmap for Reform: Strong Families, Safe Children. I note that unlike the Andrews
Labor Government, the Coalition has failed to commit to implementing each recommendation of the Royal
Commission into Family Violence.
Any future implementation of an outcomes-focused performance framework will occur in close collaboration with
community sector stakeholders.

Families and children
6656.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to children and young
people in residential care: Will the government make publicly available the Commission for Children
and Young People’s findings of its Independent Visitor Program for residential care children and young
people, due when the pilot program concludes in June 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Commission for Children and Young People has commissioned an evaluation of its Independent Visitor
Program; it is a decision for the Commission for Children and Young People to determine the status of the
evaluation once completed.
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Families and children
6657.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to children and young
people in residential care: How will the impact of investing in Targeted Care Programs and home-based
care placements be evaluated:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Over what time periods will reviews be conducted.
Will DHHS monitor each individual child or young person on a Targeted Care Program.
How many reviews will each child or young person receive and over what period of time.
How long will a child or young person be funded for on a Targeted Care Program.
Since Targeted Care Programs are not recurrently funded what is the alternative source of funding
support should the child not leave the out-of-home-care system.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In March 2014, the Victorian Auditor-General found that “…there has been a fundamental failure to oversee and
ensure the safety of children in residential care.”
Despite admitting in Parliament in 2014 that she was aware of children being sexually exploited in residential care
as far back as 2012, it is unconscionable that the former Minister did not implement any measures to address these
issues.
In March 2015, the Andrews Labor Government announced $43 million for Targeted Care Packages which aim to
move children out of residential care and into home-based care. These packages are an innovative and flexible
solution that will lead to better supported placements and better life outcomes for the children and young people in
care. An additional $19 million was also provided to support children and young people and their families or carers
to prevent them from needing to enter residential care.
All children and young people on Targeted Care Packages are monitored on a regular basis with a formal review
occurring at least once each financial year. Packages are further reviewed and adjusted as the needs of the child or
young person change.
A Targeted Care Package is available as long as a child or young person needs it up to 18 years of age. In some
circumstances packages are available for up to a year post the child protection order ceasing. The long term needs
and funding required for every child and young person allocated a Targeted Care Package are considered in the
design of the package.

Families and children
6658.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to children and young
people in residential care: How many reviews have been conducted on home-based care providers’
performance —
(1)
(2)

Is every home-based provider reviewed;
How many reviews have resulted in target adjustments being made;
(a) What were the top three target adjustments made;

(3)
(4)

How many reviews resulted in reallocations due to under performance; and
How many reviews have been conducted since the Home-based care performance and reporting
requirements policy which took effect on 1 January 2015.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Member’s question seeks information in relation to children and young people in residential care within the
context of home-based care and the Home-based care performance and reporting requirements policy (the policy).
Residential care is not a form of home-based care.

Families and children
6659.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to children and young
people in residential care: Based on current DHHS residential demand projections, what number of
placements will be required in 2017-18.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In March 2014, the Victorian Auditor-General found that “…there has been a fundamental failure to oversee and
ensure the safety of children in residential care.” At a time when serious issues relating to residential care facilities
was made public, the former Coalition Government failed to take measures to keep children living in residential
care safe.
In June 2016, the Victorian Auditor General tabled an audit following up on recommendations made from the 2014
audit, Residential Care Services for children.
This report noted again that “the 2014 audit found that the residential care system had been operating over capacity
and was unable to meet the needs of children. As a result, the Department had to buy additional capacity or
contingency places known as ‘unfunded contingency placements’ at a cost of $24 million in 2012-13.”
The 2016 report identified that the former Coalition Government focused on expanding the capacity of the
residential care system while the Andrews Labor Government has acted to address systemic issues in the residential
care model through developing new models of care to address the needs of children and young people with the
most complex needs.
In March 2015, the Andrews Labor Government announced $43 million for Targeted Care Packages which aim to
move children out of residential care into home-based care. These packages are an innovative and flexible solution
that will lead to better supported placements and better life outcomes for the children and young people in care. An
additional $19 million was also provided to support children and young people and their families or carers to
prevent them from needing to enter residential care. In response, as at 1 August 2016 more than 190 children and
young people have transitioned from residential care into home-based care.
The 2016 report found that “investments in moving children out of residential care have resulted in a reduction in
the daily average occupancy of unfunded contingency placements from 141.9 places in 2012-13 to 38.7 places at
the end of February 2016. Total spending on unfunded contingency placements fell from $24 million to about
$11 million during the same time.

Families and children
6660.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to children and young
people in residential care: What is the cost of Targeted Care Package placement for a client with the
most complex needs.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Targeted Care Packages are reviewed and adjusted as the needs of the child or young person change.
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Families and children
6661.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to children and young
people in residential care: How much in the 2016-17 budget is allocated to clients with the most
complex needs:
(1)

How many clients with complex needs were budgeted for.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Andrews Labor Government invested $35.9 million in the 2016-17 Victorian Budget to continue to transition
residential care targets to the complex level of support. For young people in residential care, this means that
community service organisations will have increased resources designed to support young people at the highest
level of need, including through additional stand-up staffing in units throughout the night, as well as daytime care.
This will improve the care, safety and supervision of children and young people in residential care.
The number of clients in residential care, and the complexity of their needs, varies day to day. Each child or young
person who enters residential care is assessed to determine their needs and an appropriate level of support will be
provided to meet those needs.

Families and children
6662.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to children and young
people in residential care: The Victorian Auditor General recommended in 2014 that DHHS review
approaches to forecasting demand for residential care services and prepare plans for the capacity that is
required.
(1)
(2)

List the reviews undertaken since that recommendation to address forecasting demand.
What plans have been made for the forecasted capacity.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In March 2014, the Victorian Auditor-General found that “…there has been a fundamental failure to oversee and
ensure the safety of children in residential care.” At a time when serious issues relating to residential care facilities
was made public, the former Coalition Government failed to take measures to keep children living in residential
care safe.
In June 2016, the Victorian Auditor General tabled an audit following up on recommendations made from the 2014
audit, Residential Care Services for children.
This report noted again that “the 2014 audit found that the residential care system had been operating over capacity
and was unable to meet the needs of children. As a result, the Department had to buy additional capacity or
contingency places known as ‘unfunded contingency placements’ at a cost of $24 million in 2012-13.”
The 2016 report identified that the former Coalition Government focused on expanding the capacity of the
residential care system while the Andrews Labor Government has acted to address systemic issues in the residential
care model through developing new models of care to address the needs of children and young people with the
most complex needs.
In March 2015, the Andrews Labor Government announced $43 million for Targeted Care Packages which aim to
move children out of residential care into home-based care. These packages are an innovative and flexible solution
that will lead to better supported placements and better life outcomes for the children and young people in care. An
additional $19 million was also provided to support children and young people and their families or carers to
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prevent them from needing to enter residential care. In response, as at 1 August 2016 more than 190 children and
young people have transitioned from residential care into home-based care.
The Roadmap for Reform details the plan to transform the model of residential care into an intensive treatment
model. The 2016-17 Budget allocated $35.9 million to transition residential care to complex levels of support.

Families and children
6663.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to children and young
people in residential care: How much in contingency funding is available to fund children in residential
care when capacity increases.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In March 2014, the Victorian Auditor-General found that “…there has been a fundamental failure to oversee and
ensure the safety of children in residential care.” At a time when serious issues relating to residential care facilities
was made public, the former Coalition Government failed to take measures to keep children living in residential
care safe.
In June 2016, the Victorian Auditor General tabled an audit following up on recommendations made from the 2014
audit, Residential Care Services for children.
This report noted again that “the 2014 audit found that the residential care system had been operating over capacity
and was unable to meet the needs of children. As a result, the Department had to buy additional capacity or
contingency places known as ‘unfunded contingency placements’ at a cost of $24 million in 2012-13.”
The 2016 report identified that the former Coalition Government focused on expanding the capacity of the
residential care system while the Andrews Labor Government has acted to address systemic issues in the residential
care model through developing new models of care to address the needs of children and young people with the
most complex needs.
In March 2015, the Andrews Labor Government announced $43 million for Targeted Care Packages which aim to
move children out of residential care into home-based care. These packages are an innovative and flexible solution
that will lead to better supported placements and better life outcomes for the children and young people in care. An
additional $19 million was also provided to support children and young people and their families or carers to
prevent them from needing to enter residential care. In response, as at 1 August 2016 more than 190 children and
young people have transitioned from residential care into home-based care.
The 2016 VAGO report found that “investments in moving children out of residential care have resulted in a
reduction in the daily average occupancy of unfunded contingency placements from 141.9 places in 2012-13 to
38.7 places at the end of February 2016. Total spending on unfunded contingency placements fell from $24 million
to about $11 million during the same time.”

Families and children
6665.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to children and young
people in residential care: What provision has DHHS made for teaching children life skills once leaving
residential care on Targeted Care Packages but who live in a motel with no kitchen or household
facilities.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
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The learning and development needs of all young people in receipt of a Targeted Care Package are considered and
addressed as part of the package. This includes consideration of the living skills young people require to enable
them to transition to independence.

Families and children
6666.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to children and young
people in residential care: Please list the oversight process for monitoring Targeted Care Packages and
children moved from residential care into home based care.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
All Targeted Care Packages are continuously reviewed by the key worker and departmental staff, and are adjusted
as the needs of the child or young person change. Targeted Care Packages are formally reviewed by the department
at least once in each financial year.

Families and children
6667.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to children and young
people in residential care: When will a decision be made on whether the government will institute an
independent advocate of children and young people in residential care, identified as a critical gap by the
Auditor-General in 2014.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In March 2014, the Victorian Auditor-General found that “…there has been a fundamental failure to oversee and
ensure the safety of children in residential care.” At a time when serious issues relating to residential care facilities
was made public, the former Coalition Government failed to take measures to keep children living in residential
care safe.
In February 2015, the Andrews Labor Government introduced spot audits in residential care units for the first time.
There was $1.5 million allocated towards spot audits of residential care units to ensure the highest standards of care
in units managed by non-government agencies.
Audit officers will look at relevant documentation in addition to observing practice and staffto-client interactions.
They speak to all of the children and young people in the residential unit, if the children and young people are
willing to do so. Any complaint by a young person would be followed up by the appropriate action.
In March 2015, the Andrews Labor Government announced $43 million for Targeted Care Packages which aim to
move children out of residential care and into home-based care. These packages are an innovative and flexible
solution that will lead to better supported placements and better life outcomes for the children and young people in
care.
As the Member points out in her question, there were a number of critical gaps identified by the Auditor General in
2014, yet the previous Coalition Government failed to address these gaps.
In June 2016, the Victorian Auditor General’s Office tabled an audit following up on recommendations made from
the 2014 audit, Residential Care Services for Children.
This follow-up audit found that the Department of Health & Human Services has initiated action to address all of
the recommendations and underlying issues from the 2014 audit.
In relation to the recommendation in question, the follow-up audit noted that the department was addressing this
recommendation through:
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– working with the Commission for Children and Young People’s Independent Visitor Program for residential
care, which uses trained community visitors to listen to children and young people’s experiences of being in
residential care
– undertaking a project to promote and improve the complaints processes
– scoping the feasibility of an independent advocacy role.
The follow-up audit further noted that the department appropriately decided to defer finalising any action to
establish an independent advocacy role until it receives the Commission for Children and Young People’s final
evaluation of the pilot.

Families and children
6668.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to children and young
people in residential care: Please list the decision making process for placement of children on Targeted
Care Packages in to various out of home care situations.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Children and young people allocated Targeted Care Packages are placed according to their individual needs. The
decision making process includes consideration of input from the care team, community service organisations and
child protection. Placements considered in the development of Targeted Care Packages can include parental care,
semi-independent or independent living, living with a registered carer or living with kith/kin.

Families and children
6669.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to children and young
people in residential care: How often are follow up audits conducted to assess whether the placements
are compatible for the wellbeing of the child.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In March 2014, the Victorian Auditor-General found that “…there has been a fundamental failure to oversee and
ensure the safety of children in residential care.” At a time when serious issues relating to residential care facilities
was made public, the former Coalition Government failed to take measures to keep children living in residential
care safe.
In February 2015, the Andrews Labor Government introduced spot audits in residential care facilities for the first
time. There was $1.5 million allocated towards spot audits of residential care facilities to ensure the highest
standards of care in units managed by non-government agencies.
Audit officers will look at relevant documentation in addition to observing practice and staffto-client interactions.
They speak to all of the children and young people in the residential unit, if the children and young people are
willing to do so. Any complaint by a young person would be followed up by the appropriate action.
By the end of July 2016 all Victorian Residential Care Units had been audited at least once. Follow up audits are
being completed where required.

Families and children
6670.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to children and young
people in residential care: What percentage of staff were casual workers in the residential care
workforce in 2015.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Residential care services are delivered by community service organisations and they employ the staff in accordance
with staffing requirements.
All records relating to residential care staff are maintained by the community service organisations that employ the
staff.
The Centre for Excellence in Child and Family Welfare (CFECFW) has previously conducted a Residential Care
Workforce Census.

Families and children
6671.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to health assessments of
children in residential care, in 2015, what percentage of children had not had —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

a health assessment;
a dental assessment;
a mental health assessment; and
an active general practitioner management plan.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Only $6.4 million of the original $12.8 million allocated between 2011-12 to 2014-15 was expended on the Health
and Education Assessment Initiative (HEAD. Over $4 million of the remaining HEAT budget was reprioritised by
the previous Coalition Government.
In 2014, the Victorian Auditor-General found that $3.4 million of the HEAT was cost-shifted towards purchasing
additional capacity for the residential care system. It also found that placements that had not been budgeted for
generally lead to poorer outcomes for children.
The Andrews Labor Government is committed to improving the health and education outcomes for children and
young people in out of home care in Victoria.
The Health and Education Assessment Initiative, including the Pathways to Good Health pilot, are improving the
quality and consistency of initial health assessments and health pathways for children in care.
We have established new LOOKOUT Education Support Centres to help ensure vulnerable children and young
people in out of home care stay remain engaged in education.
As part of the initiative, the Government will provide $13.2 million over four years and $4.8 million ongoing from
2019-20 to establish the centres to help about 6000 vulnerable children and young people in out of home care
overcome the challenges they face in education and training.
The new LOOKOUT centres will work with schools and carers to advocate for, and protect, the rights and interests
of school-aged children and young people in Victoria who are in out of home care.
As the Member has previously been advised, information on the relevant assessments outlined above is contained
in individual client records. A manual review of every client record would be required to provide this information.

Families and children
6672.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to children and young
people in residential care: What percentage of children do not have a Medicare number on file.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The accurate recording of information about a child’s health and developmental needs are fundamental to a child’s
wellbeing.
The Department is working to improve the collection of health information, such as a Medicare number, for
children and young people in residential care. Importantly, the lack of a Medicare number on file does not preclude
child protection from accessing medical attention for children and young people should it be required.
On 24 June 2016 I convened a meeting of seven State and Territory Family Children Ministers and officials and
called for the Commonwealth Government to develop a specific Medicare Benefit Scheme item for children and
young people in out of home care.
I would encourage the Member to lobby her Federal Coalition colleagues on this issue.

Families and children
6673.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to children and young
people in residential care: What facility or process has been enacted to ensure children on Targeted Care
Packages receive health and dental care.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Targeted Care Packages are continuously reviewed and adjusted by child protection and community service
organisations as the needs of the child or young person change. Targeted Care Packages are formally reviewed at
least once in each financial year. This includes monitoring a child or young person’s health and dental care needs.

Families and children
6674.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to children and young
people in residential care:
(1)
(2)

When will the results of the first annual survey for service providers measuring performance
against the Out-of-home care Outcomes Framework be made available.
What are the exact and explicit expectation outlines given to service providers by which they will
be measured on.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Department of Health and Human Services is conducting research into outcomes-focused performance
frameworks. This work is not limited to children and young people in residential care.
This work will be completed in the context of recommendations made by the Royal Commission into Family
Violence and the directions in Roadmap for Reform: Strong Families, Safe Children. I note that unlike the Andrews
Labor Government, the Coalition has failed to commit to implementing each recommendation of the Royal
Commission into Family Violence.
Any future implementation of an outcomes-focused performance framework will occur in close collaboration with
community sector stakeholders.
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Thursday, 18 August 2016
Mental health
4730.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Mental
Health): In relation to your July 2015 overseas travel to the United Kingdom and Italy:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

who from the Department of Health and Human Services accompanied you and your wife;
what was the cost and class of their airfares paid by the Department of Health and Human
Services;
did they depart from Melbourne or Sydney International Airport;
what was the accommodation costs paid by the Department of Health and Human Services for the
Departmental official;
what meetings, events or locations did the Departmental official exclude themselves from during
the trip;
what was the breakdown of the additional costs paid by the Department of Health and Human
Services; and
did the Departmental official claim Frequent Flyer (or any other alternative scheme) points as part
of this travel and if so, how many.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Flights required to perform ministerial responsibilities are factored into the budget allocated to Departments.
Department expenditure is published in their Annual Report. Guidelines for the use of flights are outlined in the
Victorian Public Sector Travel Principles, which is available online.

Mental health
4797.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Mental
Health): For the period between 1 July 2015 and 31 December 2015, what was the cost for the
following:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

charter flights taken in your capacity as Minister;
charter flights taken by your Ministerial staff;
domestic commercial flights taken in your capacity as Minister; and
domestic commercial flights taken by your Ministerial staff.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Flights required to perform ministerial responsibilities are factored into the budget allocated to Departments.
Department expenditure is published in their Annual Report. Guidelines for the use of flights are outlined in the
Victorian Public Sector Travel Principles, which is available online.
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Housing, disability and ageing
4861.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Housing,
Disability and Ageing): For the period between 1 July 2015 and 31 December 2015, what was the cost
for the following:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

charter flights taken in your capacity as Minister;
charter flights taken by your Ministerial staff;
domestic commercial flights taken in your capacity as Minister; and
domestic commercial flights taken by your Ministerial staff.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Flights required to perform ministerial responsibilities are factored into the budget allocated to Departments.
Department expenditure is published in their Annual Report. Guidelines for the use of flights are outlined in the
Victorian Public Sector Travel Principles, which is available online.

Mental health
5321.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Mental
Health):
(a)
(b)

what was the Minister’s ‘Ministerial Office’ air travel expenditure from the beginning of calendar
year 1 January 2015 to 29 February 2016; and
what is the breakdown of that expenditure, including but not limited to, flight locations, individual
cost and type of class (i.e. first, premium economy or economy) of travel undertaken.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
I refer the member to my previous answer for LC 4796.

Consumer affairs, gaming and liquor regulation
5864.

MS HARTLAND — To ask the Minister for Small Business, Innovation and Trade (for the Minister
for Consumer Affairs, Gaming and Liquor Regulation): In relation to the Fire Services Review —
(1)

(2)

is there any funding in the 2016-17 Victorian budget to implement the findings of the Fire Service
Review, for example, additional training activities, strategies to improve the workplace culture and
reduce bullying, fitness and wellness programs, all of which were recommended and the
recommendations accepted by the Government; and
the Government has given itself 5 years to implement many recommendations of the Fire Services
Review, what accountability measures are there to ensure the Government is moving towards and
achieving the recommendation outcomes.

ANSWER:
Matters that relate to the Fire Services Review sit within the portfolio responsibilities of the Minister for
Emergency Services.
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Families and children
5867.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to out-of-home care, how
many children and young people living in residential care were in each of the following age groups as at
31 March 2016 —
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

0 to 7;
8 to 10;
11 to 12;
13 to 17; and
total.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Data relating to the number of children and young people in out of home care, including by quarter, is available on
the Department’s website.
In March 2015, the Andrews Labor Government announced $43 million for Targeted Care Packages which aim to
move children out of residential care and into home-based care.
A further $19 million was allocated in October 2015 with a view to preventing children and young people coming
into residential care in the first place.
To date, more than 190 young people have moved from residential care into home-based care and are now with
foster carers, extended family or their parents.

Families and children
5870.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to overnight or ‘stand up’
staff members in residential care facilities —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

how many ‘stand up’ staff members were employed and operational as at 31 December 2015;
as at 31 December 2015, how many residential housing facilities did not have a ‘stand up’ staff
member overnight;
of the $17.5 million in funding in the 2016-17 budget for ‘stand up’ staff positions, how many
staff will that funding employ; and
of the $35.9 million allocated in the 2016-17 budget for transitioning residential care targets to
complex level of support, provide a breakdown of the allocation of funds.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In February 2015, the Andrews Labor Government allocated $16 million for the introduction of mandatory stand
up shifts in all standard residential care units.
The 2016-17 Budget provides a further $35.9 million to enable expansion of the Department’s overnight safety and
supervision requirements including a mandatory stand up staff member overnight for all homes with four or more
beds. The funding boost will also ensure that an additional staff member is able to arrive within 30 minutes at all
smaller units across the State.
The funding boost is in addition to recent reforms which include mandated qualifications for residential care
workers supported by $8 million of funding for vocational training for staff. This will ensure workers have the
skills and expertise needed to give kids the best care.
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Further, in early 2015, the Andrews Labor Government provided $1.5 million for spot audits to ensure residential
care units meet the highest standards.
The Department does not collect information from community service organisations on the number of ‘stand-up’
staff employed state-wide in order to deliver residential care. All records of employment are maintained by
community service organisations that employ staff.

Families and children
5871.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to Department of Health
and Human Services child protection cases and workers —
(a)

what was the average rate of unallocated clients for the December 2015 quarter in the:
(i) North Division;
(ii) South Division;
(iii) East Division; and
(iv) West Division.

(b)

what was the average rate of unallocated clients for the March 2016 quarter in the:
(i) North Division;
(ii) South Division;
(iii) East Division; and
(iv) West Division.

(c)

how many vacancies for children protection practitioner, CCP3 and child protection advanced
practitioner, CCP4 levels were there as at 31 March 2016 in the:
(i) North Division;
(ii) South Division;
(iii) East Division; and
(iv) West Division.

(d)

how many full time child protection workers were employed by the Department of Health and
Human Services (DHHS) as at 31 December 2015 in the:
(i) North Division;
(ii) South Division;
(iii) East Division; and
(iv) West Division.

(e)

how many new child protection workers does DHHS estimate would be required to handle an
additional 21,400 additional child protection reports; and
how many child protection practitioners received regular supervision in 2014-15.

(f)
ANSWER:

I am informed that:
(a)

This data is available on the Department's website.

(b)

This data is available on the Department's website.

(c)

Data relating to staffing levels will be available in the Department of Health and Human Services 2015-16
Annual Report.
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(d)

Data relating to staffing levels will be available in the Department of Health and Human Services 2015-16
Annual Report.

(e)

In the past year, nearly 300 child protection workers have been hired as part of the Andrews Labor
Government investment in Victoria's child protection system.

(f)

I refer the Member to my response to Question on Notice 5129.

Families and children
6651.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to the children and young
people in residential care:
(1)

(2)

Of the total number of Targeted Care Packages (TCP) allocated to children and young people in
residential care as at 15 June 2016, how many of those children and young people on a TCP lived
or stayed in a motel after exiting residential care.
How many children and young people on a Targeted Care Package were still living or staying in a
motel as at 15 June 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In March 2014, the Victorian Auditor-General found that “…there has been a fundamental failure to oversee and
ensure the safety of children in residential care.” At a time when serious issues relating to residential care facilities
was made public, the former Coalition Government failed to take measures to keep children living in residential
care safe.
In June 2016, the Victorian Auditor General tabled an audit following up on recommendations made from the 2014
audit. It was noted again that “the 2014 audit found that the residential care system had been operating over
capacity and was unable to meet the needs of children. As a result, the Department had to buy additional capacity
or contingency places known as ‘unfunded contingency placements’ at a cost of $24 million in 2012-13.”
As identified by the Auditor-General in his 2014 report, this frequently involved children being placed in motels or
caravans. It was also found that funding for these placements came from other Department programs, including for
example, the Health and Education Assessment Initiative, the Cradle to Kinder Program and the development of
family violence risk assessment tools.
No young person has been moved from residential care through a Targeted Care Package directly into a motel.

Families and children
6655.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to children and young
people in residential care: When will a decision be made on which contained therapeutic model of care
to implement as provided in the final draft report outlining model options in March 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In 18 months, the Andrews Labor Government has already undertaken significant reforms in residential care,
including the introduction of spot audits, increased staffing, mandatory minimum staff qualifications and Targeted
Care Packages. By contrast, the previous Coalition Government focused on expanding the capacity of residential
care, including through contingency placements.
Recommendations of this and other reports are informing the development and reform of the residential care sector
and the out of home care system more broadly, as committed in the Government’s Roadmap for Reform: Strong
Families, Safe Children.
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Families and children
6664.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to children and young
people in residential care: Please list the oversight practice for monitoring children moved from
residential care into motels to live due to being on a Targeted Care Package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In March 2014, the Victorian Auditor-General found that “…there has been a fundamental failure to oversee and
ensure the safety of children in residential care.” At a time when serious issues relating to residential care facilities
was made public, the former Coalition Government failed to take measures to keep children living in residential
care safe.
In June 2016, the Victorian Auditor General tabled an audit following up on recommendations made from the 2014
audit. It was noted again that “the 2014 audit found that the residential care system had been operating over
capacity and was unable to meet the needs of children. As a result, the Department had to buy additional capacity
or contingency places known as ‘unfunded contingency placements’ at a cost of $24 million in 2012-13.”
As identified by the Auditor-General in his 2014 report, this frequently involved children being placed in motels or
caravans. It was also found that funding for these placements came from other Department programs, including for
example, the Health and Education Assessment Initiative, the Cradle to Kinder Program and the development of
family violence risk assessment tools.
No young person has been moved from residential care through a Targeted Care Package directly into a motel.
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